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On the left bank of the Tigris, opposite to the southern part of the province of

Mosul, lies an extensive territory, bounded, on the north, by the greater Zab, on

the east by the chain of mountains which separates that part of the Ottoman

empire from Persia, on the south by a line which may be supposed to have ex-

tended from the town of Kefri to the Tigris, and, on the west, by the waters of

that river. Arbela, the capital of this region, lies at the distance of twenty hours,

or leagues, to the N. N. E. of Mosul.

During upwards of forty years, from A. H. 587 (A. D. 1191) to A. II. 630 (A. D.

1233), the principality of Arbela was governed by a brother-in-law of the sultan

Salfth ad-Din
(
Saladin), and enjoyed, under that chieftain's sway, a period of

continual prosperity (a). His name was Kukubdri, an alteration of the words

GkM-Bdh, which, in the JaghatAi dialect of the Turkish language, mean the blue

wolf. The titles by which he was generally designated, in conformity to the

custom of the age, were al-Malck al-Moazzam Muzaffar ad-Din (the exalted prince,

the triumphant in religion). His father, Ali Ibn Bektikin [the valorous bey), was a

feudatory prince who had faithfully served the celebrated NOr ad-Dtn, and whose

(«) See Iba Kh;i!likAn'« Biographical Dictionary, voL tJ, pag** BS5 it ttq.

VOL. IV. ww
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VI LIFE OF IBN KHALLIKAN.

usualtitles wereAli Kutchek Zain ad-Din (little Ali, the ornament of religion). Kii-

kubAri look an active share in the wars carried on by the sultan Salih ad-Dln

against the Crusaders, and Arabic historians remark that, in every battle with

the enemy, his standard always came off victorious. Appointed by Salih ad-

Dln to the government of the city and province of Arbela, he reigned over that

little state in the character of an independant sovereign, and consecrated the reve-

nues of the country to the foundation of mosques, schools, hospitals, asylums

for the blind, for widows, fbr orphans and for foundlings. The second volume

of the present work, page 535 el teq. contains a long and interesting description

of the institutions and practices by which KAkubAri displayed the ardour of his

zeal for the Moslim faith. Doctors of the law, literary men and students found

in him a generous protector; to his well-directed patronage it was that lbn Khal-

likiln, the author of this biographical dictionary, was indebted for his education.

It is worthy of remark that the province of Mosul, on the opposite side of the

Tigris, was governed, nearly at the same time, by a prince who rivalled in talent

and beneficence with the sovereign of Arbela. Badr ad-Dln Lfild al-Malik ar-

Rnhtm (LAIA, the full moon of religion, the clement prince}, such were his

name and titles, was the patron and friend of Izz ad-Dln lbn al-Alhlr, and to his

encouragement we owe that historian's excellent book of annals bearing the title

of the Kdmil.

The family called the Bani Khallikdn drew its descent from Jaafar lbn Yahya

lbn Khdlid the Barmekide, and held a distinguished place in Arbela. It derived

its name from the father of the great grand father of our historian. M. deSacy

in the third volume of his Chrestomalhic Arabe, 2nd edition, page 538, says that the

name of KhalUkdn does not occur in the genealogy' of the family, but the list to

which he himself refers, that given by Tydeman in his Conspeclut, and another

furnished by AbAT-MahAsin, in his ifanhal, life of lbn KliallikAn, do really con-

tain it. The Tabakdi al-Fukahd, MS. of the Bib. Nat. ancien fonds, no 755, fol.

144 verto, and the Tabakdi ath-Shafiyln, ancien fonds, no 861, fol. 72, insert

also the name of KhalUkdn in the genealogy of our author.

Great uncertainly prevails respecting the prononciation of the word here tran-

scribed KhalUkdn, it being written in Arabic Khlkdn
(c,KL.) , with the omis-

sion of the short vowels and of the sign which redoubles the letters ; but the form

adopted throughout this work is probably the true one.
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Our biographer bore the ethnic surname of al-llarinaki (the descendant of

Barmek). Effectively, the family of which he was a member drew its origin

from the celebrated Yuhya, the son of UMlid, and the grand son of Barmek. That

gjenealogy has come dow n to us in three complete copies, one of them by the

anonymous author of the biographical notice inserted by Tydeman in his Con-

spectus, another by the nianuscrit of the Bib. .Nat. fon/ls Saint-Germain, no 83,

and the third, by AbtiT-MahAsin in his ilanhal (/>).

The Khallikan family were greatly favoured and protected by Ki'ikubAri and by

Ibn Beklikin, that prince’s father. “ Our family,” says the author of this biogra-

phical dictionary (te). “ was under such obligations to Muzaffar ad-Dln Kiikubiiri

that, to repay even a part of them, our utmost efforts would be vain. The

“ benefits and favours conferred by him on us, and by his forefathers on ours,

“ were boundless." In another place he mentions that his father, Muhammad

Ibn Ibrahim, was professor in the college founded at Arbela by al-Malik al-

Moazzam Muzaffar ad-Dln, meaning Kdkubdri, and that he continued to teach

till the hourofhis death. That event took place on the 21st of ShaabAn, A. II.

610 (5th January, A. D. 121 i)
( fy. The author was then in the second year of

his age, for he informs us that he was barn at Arbela, in the college founded by

KMubhri, on the lltli of the latter Itabl, A. II. 608 (22nd September, A. D.

121 l)(e). This indication proves lhalhis father was lodged in the college, probably

by special favour, llis mother, whose name we are unable to give, was a des-

cendant of Khalaf Ibn A iyftb
, one of theimd/n Abu Hanlfa’s disciples (/). Of

liis brother, named Dla ad l)tn Isa, we only know that, towards A. U. 626 (A D.

1228-9), he went to study at Aleppo under BahA ad-Dln Ibn ShaddAd, the au-

(6) This biographical notice we have given in vol. I, page VIII cf.ihe Introduction.

(e) Bioy. Diet., vol. II, page 541.

(d) Ibid., vol. I, page 91.
4

(e) Ibid., vol. I, page 531.

(/) So says Abti '1-Mahdsin in his at- Ilanhal at-Safi. See the Introduction to the first volun.e of this

translation, psgc IX. An article on Ibn Aiyflb will be found in the TaboktU ol-Fukahd
,
MS. of the Biblio-

th£que nationale, supplement arabe, na
699, fol. 97, verso. — Some of the indications given here and

farther on are taken from notes collected by the translator in former years and may, perhaps, not be

precisely exact. To verify them now, May, 1871, is impossible, the manuscripts from which they were

borrowed and which belong to the Bib . nat having been removed to a place of safety, where they are to lie

* as long as Paris remains in its present unsetled slate.
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Ihor of the life of SalAh ad-Dtn (j), and lhathe was probably the cider son. We
may suppose he was about sixteen years of age.

Before our author had completed his second year, he received the first ele-

ments of instruction from his father ; even in that year, he obtained from

a very learned lady, Zainab, the daughter of as-Shari and one of the celebrated

Zumakhshari's pupils, a licence certifying that be had learned perfectly well some

texts which she had taught him (h). It would be of little importance were we to

insert here the names of (ho teachers from whom he took lessons in his early

youth ; one of these professors may, however, be noticed. His surname was

Sharaf nd-Din; his family was that of the fianfi Maud, a distinguished house which

produced a number of learned men («). “When a boy," says Ibn Khalli-

kdn (j),“ I attended his lessons. — He was the best of men, and when I think

“ of him, the world is of little value in my eyes.
”

He continued to reside at Arbela for some years. He was there in A. H. 618

(A. D. 1221-2), when an attempt was made on the life of Ibn al-Mustaufi (k).

At the age of thirteen, he heard al-Bokhari’s Sakth explained by the shaikh Mu-

hammad Ibn Hibat Allah as-SAfi (1). In the year 623 (A. D. 1226), he saw

IbnOnain at Arbela, whither that poet had been sent on a political mission (m).

Between the years 618 and 626 (A. D. 1221-1228), he went more than ten times

from Arbela to Mosul, where IMA ad-Din Ibn al-Alhtr, the brother of the histo-

rian, was residing : “ I tried " said he, “ to get introduced to him (n), because

“ I knew that he had been the intimate friend of my father, and I wished to

“ study something under his tuition. I did not, however, succeed in my pro-

“ ject." In A. H. 623 {A. D. 1227-8), he left his native place, with the inten-

tion of continuing his studies at Aleppo.

(p) Biog. DicU, vol. II, page 435, vol. IV, p. 4*3. — For the life of BahA ad Din Ibn Sliad(l.i I, coiisolt

ol. IV, page 417 tl ttj,; a very interesting article but, as usual with our author, Imlly drawn up.

(A) Biog. Diet., vol. I, page 551.

(0 Ibid., vol. IV, pages 597, 598.

(j) Ibid., vol. I, page 91.

(A) Ibid., vol. II, page 559.

{/) Ibid., vol. II, page 171.

(m) Ibid., vol. Ill, page 177.

n) Ibid., voU III, page 548.
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The north of Syria formed, at that time, a principality the capital of which was

Aleppo. The sovereign, al-Malik az-ZAhir ( ), who was one of SalAh ad-

Dln's sons, had taken for vizir and privy-counsellor the kadi AM T-MabAsin

YAsuf, surnamed familiarly lbn ShaddAd and generally known by the title of

BahA ad-Dln [splendor of religion). This statesman had been one of SalAh ad-

Dln’a ministers and secretaries; at a later period he wrote the life of that sultan,

the same work of which Albert Schultens has given us an edition under the title

of Fita el ret gestoe Saladini, auctore Bohadino lbn Sjeddad : “ There were but few

“ college* (or high schools) in Aleppo till BahA ad-Din went there (o), and lear-

“ ned men were very rare. Abft ’1-MahAsin [BahA ad-Din) was therefore induced

" to reorganize these institutions and provide them will) teachers learned in the

“law. During his life a great number of colleges were thus established.” He

founded also a college at bis own expense and a school for the teaching of the

Traditions concerning the Prophet (p).
*' When Aleppo, ” says our au-

thor (?).
“ was brought into this (prosperous) state, legists arrived there from

“ all quarters, studies became active and the number of persons who went to

“ the city was very great. A close intimacy, a sincere and friendly attachment,

“ subsisted between my deceased father and the kadi Abi) T-MahAsin (BahA ad-

“ Din), from the time in which they were fellow-students at Mosul. My brother

“ went to study under him, a very short time before my arrival there, and a letter

“ of recommendation, drawn up in the strongest terms, was sent to him (BahA

“ ad-Dln) by (K&kub&ri,) the sovereign of our city. In this missive he said :

“ * You know what is necessary to be done with these boys; they are the sons

“ 1 of one who was to me as a brother and who was also as a brother to you. I

“ * need not add any stronger recommendation.’
”

It was towards the end of the month of RamadAn, 62G (about the 20th of Au-

gust, A. D. 1229) that lbn KhallikAn left Arbela. On reaching Mosul, he went to

visit one of the most learned men of the age, the celebrated legist, divine and

mathematician, KamAl ad-Dln lbn ManA, of whom he afterwards wrote a biogra-

phical notice. “ I went frequently to see him. ” said he (r) " on account of the

(o) Ibid., Yul. IV, pige 431.

(p )
Ibid., vol. IV, page 413.

(?) Ibid., loco laudato.

(
r
)

Ibid., vol. Ill, page 4C7,
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“ close and intimate friendship which existed between him and my deceased

“ father; but 1 had not an opportunity of receiving lessons from him, because

“
I could not make any slay (in Mosul) and was obliged to hurry off to Syria.

”

In the month of ShauwAl, 625 (August-Seplember, A. D. 1229), Ibn Khallikdn

passed into the province which, at that time, was called <w-SAarXiya(iheotiental,*!,

and then proccded from HarrAn (I) to Aleppo, where he arrived on the first of Zfi

'1-kaada (21st September) of the same year (u).

“ The kAdi Abd '1-MahAsin, being very obliging (e), received us most hono-

“ rably and treated us as well as he possibly could, just in a manner worthy of

“ himself. He lodged us in his college, inscribed us on the list of those who

“ received commons and placed us in the class of the elder hoys, though we

“ were still very young and merely beginners. 1 and my brother remained

“ with him till the day of his death (14 Safar, A. H. 632, 8lh November, A. D.

“ 1234). During all that time there was not a general course of lectures in the

“ college, because the professor, Abd '1-MahAsin himself, was much advanced in

“ years and so very weak that he could hardly move, much less commit his les-

“ sons to memory and deliver them, lie therefore confided to four legists of

“ merit the duty of going over the lessons with the students, and it was under

" the tuition of these masters that all the school pursued their studies. I and

“ my brother read our lessons under the shaikh Jamal ad-Dln Abd Bakr al-

“ MdhAni, because he was our townsman and had been a fellow-student of my

father’s. I then attended the lectures given by the shaikh Najm ad-IHn Ibn

“ al-KhabbAz in the Saifiya college and read, under his direction, al-GhazzAli's

“ (law treatise, the) Wajtx from the beginning of the work to the chapter on

“ affirmations.”

“ Aleppo was then filled with learned men and with students. The gramma-

“ rian Muwaffak ad-Dln Ibn as-SAigh was at that time the chief of the literary

** community and stood in it without a rival. I began to study under

(*) In some passages of our translation the word SAarJiipa has Iren erroneously explained by Irak and

Mesopotamia. It designated northern Mesopotamia and Didr Bakr.

(0 Riog. Diet., yoI. Ill, pages St*, *88.

(w) Ibid., vat. IV, pages 11, 380.

(t») Ibid., vol. IV, page *13.
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LIFE OF IBM KHALLIKAN. xi

“ him; he (aughlin Ihe great mosque and held his class in the northern inak-

“ s&ra. In the interval between the maghreb and the asha prayers he taught

“ in the Ratcdhiya college. I commenced by Ibn Jinni’s Lumu («bl) and read

M
to him the greater part of that work, besides which I listened to the lec-

•• lures which he addressed to the assembly. This was towards the close

“ of the year 627 (Oct.-Nov., A. D. 1230) (u>).
” Ibn khallikdn then bestows

great commendation on this professor. He informs us elsewhere (x) that, on

his arrival at Aleppo, he met the historian Ibn al-Athlr, who was residing as

a guest with the atdbek, or guardian, of the reigning prince I was,” says

'* he, “ his constant visitor and, as a close intimacy had subsisted between

“ him and my lamented father, be (Ibn al-Alhtr) received me with the utmost

“ regard and kindness. I continued to cultivate his society with unceasing as-

“ siduity till he removed to Mosul.
”

The only information furnished by Ibn Khallikdn respecting his early educa-

tion is that contained in the preceding paragraphs. A manual of jurisprudence

by al-GhazzMi, a grammatical treatise by Ibn Jinni and Ihe Traditions of al-Bo-

khftri are the only works which be mentions. But he certainly must have lear-

ned by heart the contents of many other books treating of dogmatical and scho-

lastic theology, of the shafeile system of law, of grammar and of philology ; such

works or teit-books as were then employed in the schools.

In the beginning of the month of ShauwM, A. H. 632(19th of June, A. D. 1235),

about seven months after BabA ad-Dln's death, he went to see the professor Ibn

as-SalAh (y) at Damascus, and resided with him for a year, which time he passed

in close study. In A. H. 633 he was still in that city (z), and two years later,

in the month of Rajab (March, A. D. 1238) he was present in the great mosque

of Damns when the death of the sultan al-Malik al-KAmil was announced to the

congregation (a).

After residing about ten years in Syria, he proceeded to Egypt in the year

(ic) Ibid., vol. IV, page 360.

(x) Ibid.) vol. II, page 289*

(y) Biog. Diet., TOl. II, page 189.

(s) Ibid., yoI. Ill, pages 67, 2*3, and vol. IV, page 574.

(«) ibid., vol. Ill, page 844.
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636 (A. D. 1238-9) (6), five months of which he passed in Alexandria (e). To-

wards the end of the following year we find him dwelling in Cairo, where he

had made the acquaintance of Bahd ad-Dln az-Zuhair (d), an eminent literary

scholar and secretary of the sultan al-Malik as-Sdlih AiyAb.

We now lose sight of Ibn Khallikdn till the year 645 (1247-8), when we find

him occupying a seal in the imperial tribunal at Cairo («). He was then acting

as deputy of the kddi Sinjar, who was chief judge and magistrate of all Egypt (f).

There is no need of reproducing hero the anecdote related by him, concerning a

townsman of his, named Jamdl ad-Dln Ibn Abd, as he gives it in the first volume,

page 393, of the present work. A short biographical article on Ibn Khallikdn,

inscribed on the first leaf of the manuscrit n' 83 of the fonds Saint-Germain, in-

forms us that he passed from the place of deputy-kadi to that of the kadiship in

al-Mahalla (for read ilac-J'), probably the Mahalla of Dakla, situated between

Cairo and Damietta. Our author slates, in his article on Kamil ad-Dln Ibn

Maud (y), that, after undergoing many vicissitudes of fortune, he got married

and that MAsa, his eldest son, was born at Cairo, in the month of Safar, Cat

(April, A. D. 1253). Three years later ho had the pleasure of terminating the-

first copy of his Biographical Dictionary, which, however, was retouched by

him later (A). In the month of ZA T-Kaada, 659 (Sept.-Oct., A. D. 1261),

he was appointed to act as chief kddi over all the provinces of Syria. His tri-

bunal was at Damascus, to which city he had accompanied the mamlAk sultan

Baibars (»)
al-Bondukddri, who had been raised to the throne of Egypt and

Syria the year before. It was to this sovereign that he owed his nomination.

The word*
Xz*5

' ltV are iherc tuesaelly rendered by the council

(A) Ibid., tol. 1)1, page 47a. The dale given in the translation is false, the Arabic cypher ^ having been

taken for

(t) ILid., vol. Ill, page 83.

(</) Ibid., to). I, page 548.

(e) to). I, page 893.

of stale.

(/) Ibid., vol. IV, page 147,

{g)
Ibid., voU III, page 473.

(h) Ibid., tol. I, page I ;
see also page xvii of the present notice.

(i) la this translation the name ol Baibars has been inexactly transcribed Dibars. The true prononciation

Is indicated in the manuscript ol al-Makrtzi’s Soltlk, where we always find the first letter of this word sur-

mounted with a fatha

.

That should be, for Bat-bars signifies the lord

,

or bey, leopard.
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Three years laler, he ceased to hold under his jurisdiction the followers of the

llanitlle, Malikilc and Hanhalilc secLs
; each of these communities having received

from the same sultan a kildi of its own class. The Shafiles alone remained under

our author’s judicial authority.

During ten years lbn Khallikdu filled with general approbation the duties of

the office conferred upon him, but, towards the end of the year 0C9(A. D. 1270-1),

he was replaced by lbn as-Saigh (j). Having no further inducement to remain

in the capital of Syria, he returned to Egypt and obtained a professorship in the

Fakhriya college ; one of those literary institutions which abounded in Cairo (/j.

He remained in that city during seven years, teaching, giving legal consultations

and making biographical researches; but so narrow were the circumstances to

which he was reduced that the high treasurer, Badr ad-Dln, ordered him an

ample donation in money and (a yearly yift of) one hundred bushels of wheat.

This generous offer he did not accept (I). Beading of poetry and philological

studies seem to have then engaged a considerable portion of his lime. Nom-

was better acquainted than he with the poems of al-Mutauabbi (m), and if we are

to believe a passage extracted from a historical work composed by the shaikh TAj

ad-Dln al-FazAri, which passage is inserted in a short notice on lbn KhullikAn

given in the List of shafeile doctors, man. n“ 861, fol. 72, ancicn foods of the Bib.

nat., he could recite from memory the contents of seventeen ditedns of poetry.

In the year 672 (A. D. 1273) we find him discussing a literary question with

one of his friends(n). Towards the end of the year 676 he was again nominated

chief kAdi of Syria for the shafeite sect, and, in the first month of the following

year (May-June, A. D. 1278) he arrived at Damascus. Izz ad-Din Aidmor, the

governor of that city, accompanied by all the military chiefs and the directors of

the civil administration, went out in state to receive him ; the principal inhabi-

tants having already gone to meet him at the distance of some days’ journey (o).

(j) Al-Makrtzi'f Soldk, translated in part by Mr Quatremgre and published under the tide of illttoirt <Ut

suitnm mamloukt
,
vol. I, part 2, page 90.

(A) Tydeman‘s Conspectus, page 53.

(/) Biog. Diet., page XI of the Introduction.

(m) See the anonymous life given by Tydetnan in his Conspectus operis lbn Chnlliconi, page 59, and the

Manhal of Abti ’1-MahAsin, vol. 1 or this translation, page XI of the Introduction.

(n) Ibid., vol. IV, page 135.

(o) Ibid., vol. I, page X of the Introduction; SotOk, vol. J, 2nd part, pige 153.

VOL. IV. b
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A few years later, Ibn Khallikin was arrested, and east into prison. Ho was

accused of having declared by a formal decision that Sonkor ol-Aslikar, the

emir and governor of Syria, had as good a right to be sultan of that country

as Iialavftn had to the throne of Egypt. After the defeat of Sonkor’s troops and

the occupation of Damascus by the Egyptian army, a number of that emir's par-

tisans were imprisoned by order of the sultan Kalavin. After a short of time,

a Idler of amnesty was sent to Damascus by the sultan, and Ibn Khallikin was

present at the public reading of that document. Ihc emir Alam ad-Dln al-

llalebi then undertook to plead in his favour :
‘ A letter, said he, sent by the sultan

Las arrived at Damascus and guarantees the safety of all those who hear it read.

* Ibn Khallikin is one of those persons and therefore cannot incur ihc penalty of

‘ death.’ The deposition oflbn Khallikin from ihc kadiship of Damascus took

place on the 21st of Safar (A. 11. C79, 22 June, A. D. 1280). On the 2Vlh of the

same month ho was taken to the Najlbiya Khungah(a dervish monastery) and placed

in confinement; but, on the 9th of Ihc first Kabl {9th of July), be was set at liberty

in pursuance to a written order sent by the sultan His successor, Ibn Snni ad-

Dawla then declared against him and summoned him to leave the Aidiliya college.

On AVedncsday, the 19th of the same month, he set a guard over him and treated

him rigorously, in order to oblige him to quit that residence. Ibn Khallikin

consented to obey and, on the fourth hour of the same day, he commenced remo-

ving bis books and furniture. Whilst he was thus engaged, a police-guard came

in, and he, thinking that the man had been sent for the purpose of hastening his

departure, said he was getting ready as quick as he possibly could. Being then

informed by the guard that a messenger, sent in post-haste from Egypt, had just

arrived, he went to sec the governor of the city, thinking that some untoward

circumstance had taken plaeo. To his great relief of mind the governor told him

that he had received a letter from the sultan, disapproving of Ibn Sani ad-Daula’s

nomination, in as much as he was deaf, and then containing the following pas-

sage :
• Wc have granted a general pardon to all, from the highest to the lowest,

‘ and it is not therefore fitting that any single subject of ours should suffer from

‘ our anger. We know well the high merit of Ihc kadi Shams ad Din Ibn Khal-

‘ likdn; we were formerly on terms of intimacy with him, and he lias always

* shewn us great respect. Moreover, he is one of those persons who filled public

1
offices under the reign of (the rx-sultan) al-Malik as-Silih. We have therefore
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I.IFE OF IBN KI1ALI.IKAN. xv

* decided that he be reinstated iu his place. ’ Ibn Klmllikun being llien arrayed

in a robe of honour by order of the emir Alam ad-Din al-Halabi, proceeded, on

horseback, to the Addiliya College, where betook up his residence at midday

and resumed his judicial occupations (/>).

Ten months later (22nd Moharram, C80, 13th May A. D. 1231), lie was again

dismissed from office by the sultan Kalavun and, from that time, he remained in

his lodgings at the Najlbiya College, in Damascus
(9), and never again went out

of doors. He died there on the lGlh, or the 2Gth, of Rajah, A. II. G81 (20lh Oc-

tober, or 30th Oct., A. D. 1282), at the age of seventy-three lunar years, and

was buried in the cemetery of as-Salihiya, a well-known village situated on the’

declivity of mount Kashin, at a very short distance to the north of Damascus (r).

Arabic biographers are profuse in his commendation. They describe him as

pious man, virtuous, and learned ; amiable in temper, in conversation serious and

instructive. According to them, he possessed every merit which could give illus-

tration to a doctor of the law, to a magistrate and to a man of letters. Ills exterior

was highly preposcssing, his contenance handsome and his manners engaging.

We may, perhaps, form a clearer idea of his character and cast of mind by the

perusal of his work, the only one he ever produced. There we remark a noble

sentiment of humanity, a taste for literature and a great fondness for poetry, par-

ticularly that of Moslim limes. Pieces composed by the Arabs anteriorly to Ma-

homet he seems not to have cared for ; the more a piece of verse was modern and

affected, the more he admired it. As a philologer and a grammarian he cer-

tainly displayed extensive acquirements and. as a collector of dales, anecdotes and

biographical information, he held a rauk to which the ablest of his numerous pre-

decessors never attained. His extensive sphere of literary pursuits furnished him

with extracts of great historical interest, and we must feel grateful to liim for having

preserved and transmitted to us a quantity of passages taken from works now lost,

but which were undoubtedly replete with historical and literary information. He

(p)
Solilk

,

vol. D, GfJt part, page 11. Not having means of consullit g live original text, we follow, its

tranalatioo given by Mr Quatrem&re.

(7) Biog* Diet., vol, I, page X of the Introduction.

(r) Ibid., vol* I, page X of the Introduction; Tydcnum'a Conspectus, page C5; TcbakAt e!»Pukt*M,

a* 7 55, f.il. 144 ttrso; Tub. ns-Shafiyi- 1, n° 861, M. 78.
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was a kind and honorable man, sincerely attached to his friends and a lover of

justice; the jo\ with which Ihe inhabitants of Damascus received him on his res-

loralion to the kadiship of Syria proves in favour of his integrity as a magistrate.

Like many of his contemporaries among the learned, he used to compose verses,

some of which have come down to us (*). They are not remarkable for merit,

Ihe ideas being trite and the style deficient in elevation. One or two of those

pieces are, besides, tainted with a sentiment which though openly avowed in the

Moslim world, is repugnant even to the Moslim religion. It is true that poems of

this description were generally explained as being euphemistic; delicacy requiring

that no direct allusion should be made to the female sex. Those verses do not

deserve being transcribed or translated; yet some of them have been published,

little to the honour of the author (().

His motives for collecting information respecting eminent men and his rea-

sons for drawing up the Biographical Dictionary in alphabetical order being indi-

cated in his own preface (n), we need not repeat here what he has already said.

We shall merely remark that the arrangement adopted by him is of little use

to readers who wish to find out the article which concerns any particular indi

vidual. It is not every person who whould think of searching for the notice

on Abil Hanifa under the word Nomdn, that of al-Ghazzdli amongst the Muhnm-

madt and that of AbA Tatnmdm under Habib. This defective system prevails in

all biographical dictionaries composed by Musulmans and could hardly be re-

placed by any other; with that people indexes were very seldom thought of (tj.

and indeed they could be applicable only to the single manuscripts for which

they were compiled. Though acknowledging that the author could not have

adopted, under the circumstances, a better mode of arrangement for his work,

we most declare that his idea was most unfortunate when he decided on omitting

the biographical notices of many persons highy eminent, because he was unable

(<) Sue Tjdcman'e Conpalm, pages 67, S3, 87 tl itq.) Riog. Diet., yol. I, page XII; MS. of Ihe Bit. net.,

nneien lontU, n” 688, tol. 58 verto; the edition ot IMlSk, voi. II, pagM 689 rl teg.

(0 Tydcman’s Coruptcttts

,

pages 79 et teq.

(») hiog. Diet., toI« I, page §.

(p) The HIOll remarkable exception which we know of is the Tabdknt at-Shofiyin or chronological list of

eminent Shaflte doctors. This manuscript contains four indexes, one for the names, one for the surnames,

one for the patronymics and one for the ethnics.
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lo ascertain the precise doles of their death. It is true that he considered his work

to be an obituary ; but he might have perceived, on further reflection, how much

more useful it would have been, had it contained some information respecting

those persons. The translator has endeavoured to remedy the silence of his

author by giving in the notes such indications as might be requisite, but he

regrets lo say that he has not always been successful.

Ibn KhallikAn informs us, in his preface (u>) that, in the year 654 (A. D. 1256 •,

being at Cairo, he pul his work in order, though taken up by other avocations

and living under circumstances by no means favorable lo such a task. In his

first copy he terminated with the life of Yahya Ibn Klullid the Barmckide (*),

preserving a number of articles for another and a more extensive dictionary.

This projected work was to contain ten times as much matter as the preceding

one and furnish ample details relative to certain events which he had slightly

touched on before (y). He perceived however, that it was impossible for him to

fulfil this plan (z) ; being obliged lo pass into Syria and accept the kadiship of Da-

mascus, he was overwhelmed with business to such a degree that no leisure re-

mained for the accomplishment of that task. Ten years later, he returned to

Cairo and, finding there some books requisite for his purpose, he decided on

completing his first work by the addition of about fifty articles, those perhaps

which he had reserved for the second. They belong to the Y, the last letter of

the Arabic alphabet. The articles of this letter which he had already given in

the first edition of his work seem to have received their actual development

for the sole reason that they might obtain a place in the greater work, the exe-

cution of which he always hoped to accomplish.

In the preface to the first volume, page VI, we mentioned our intention of giving

here a notice on the Times of Ibn Khallibdn. Were we how ever lo retrace the

eicnls which occurred in the lifetime of that biographer and give an account of the

stale in which the Moslim empire was then placed by a series of revolutions, we

should have to draw up a history of the Crusades and relate the rise and fall of

(«•) Btoy. Did., vol. I. page 3

(x) Ibid., vol. IV, page 113.

(p) Ibid., vol, IV, page 33?.

[s) Ibid., vol. IV. |HgC 113.
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the dynasty founded by Salih ad-DIn. But a subject so extensive would tear us

very far and occupy loo many pages for a simple introduction. The subject will,

however, be treated elsewhere ; a work containing all the passages in which

upwards of fifty Arabic historians speak of the Crusades being now in the press.

The first volume of this publication, undertaken by the Academy of Inscriptions

and Belles-Lettres, and placed under the direction of the author of the present

notice, will soon appear.

The Arabic text of which these four volumes contain the translation, is repre-

sented, for nearly one half, by the first and only volume hitherto published of

the edition drawn up by us, after a number of manuscripts, most of them beion-

ginglo Iho Billiolliiqucnntionale[a). For the other half we have followed the typo-

graphical edition of BhlAk and the lilhographied edition published at Goettingen

by D' Wuestcnfeld ; both of them carefully collated by us with the manuscrils just

indicated. The Bdlilk edition is merely tolerable; whole phrases are often

omitted by the inattention of the compositor or of the corrector, and the proper

names, both of men and of places, are frequently inexact. Of geography and

history the editor had little or no knowledge. Thu literary portion of the work

is more satisfactory and justifies to a certain degree the high reputation of the

editor, Kasr ol-litirini, as an Arabic scholar : but neither he, nor any another

musulman of the present day, is capable of giv ing a truly critical edition of a his-

torical text. The edition of Goettingen otiers a number of false readings and

omissions resulting front the incorrectness of the manuscrips on the authority of

which it was drawn up. When the true readings were not given by these two

editions, we followed the text of our manuscripts and inserled the corrections

in our translation, enclosing litem between crochets.

The first half of the third volume was printed on or about the year 1844.

The translator, being then sent, by the French government, to explore the li-

braries of Constantinople, was under the necessity of suspending the impression

of his work. After a residence of eighteen months in that city, he was appointed

inlerprilc principal dc I'armie d'Afrique, and obliged to join his post. Twelve

years later, circumstances allowed him to return to Paris , and , at the request

(o) This Millon, bearing the title of Vie det llommtt \lluilrtide Hshmismt par Ibn KhaUtkAn
, texle urabe,

was published at Paris in the year 184*.
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of his lamented friend, the Rev. Dr Cureton, dean of Westminster, he undertook

to reprint the first half of the third volume, which had been destroyed by acci-

dent, to translate the rest of the work and to get it through the press. Much

delay occurred, but, fortunately, the task is now achieved. Critical readers will

certainly discover in these volumes a great number of faults, some attributable to

the printer, many more to the translator; but,when they consider the difficulty of

rendering into English a work so various in its contents and in its style, so ill

drawn up in some places, so obscure in others, they will treat with indulgence

the conscientious efforts of him who first undertook the rendering of Ibn

Khallik ln's Riographical Dictionary into a European language.
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BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY.

YARUK AT-TURKOM ANI

Yaruk Ibn Arslan al-Turkomani was a chief who had great influence over his

people. It was after him that the horde of Turkomans called the YAriikiya was thus

named. He was ofa colossal stature, a formidable aspect, and resided outside of Aleppo,

in the country to the south of the city, lie, his family and followers built for them-

selves, on a lofty hill bordering the river Kuwaik, a great number of houses and large

edifices which are known by the appellation of al-Yarukiya and bear the appearance

of a village. He and his people resided there. It is yet inhabited by a nume-

rous population and is frequently visiled by the people of Aleppo in the spring

season, for the purpose of amusing themselves in its green fields and looking down

on the Kuwaik. It is a place of amusement and diversion. Yarik died in the

month of Muharram, 564 (Oct.-Nov. A.D. H68) ; so says Balia ad-Din Ibn Shaddad,

in the Life of the sultan Salah ad-Din.—The word (JjjIj is to be pronounced YdrUk.

— Kutcaik is the name of a little river which passes near Aleppo; its waters flow

abundantly in winter and in spring, but cease to run in summer. Poets have often

mentioned it in their verses, Abu Obada al-Bohlori (oof. III. p. 657) particularly,

who has repeatedly spoken of it in his kastda*. He says, for instance, in one of

his pieces :

vol. tv. 1
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O ye lighnings ! disclose (In my tight

)

the Kuwaik and (be two outskirts of Aleppo! flash over

the castle of Balyks ! Shew me the land of roses tinged with yellow, the land where the myrtle

is gathered (majna). When I went to that country, it assembled around me (its delights) and

greatly tranquillized my heart

Batyds is the name of a village which lay outside of Aleppo, but is now so coni'

pletely ruined that not a trace of it remains. Salih Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah lbn al-

Abbas Ibn Abd al-Muttalib (1) built there a castle which he inhabited and his sons

[after Aim). It was situated between an-Nireb and as-Salihiya, villages lying near

each other and to the east of Aleppo. The castle was built on a hill which commands

an-Nireb, but nothing now remains, of it except some mouldering ruins. So I find

it written in the handwriting of a well-informed native of Aleppo.

(1) This was lh« father of Abd sl-Malik, the Ahhaside prince of whom we hare spoken in the first vo-

lume, page lie.

YAKUT AL-MAUSILI, TIIE PENMAN

The kdtib (secretary or writer) Abft ’d-Durr (fAe father of pearls)
YikQt

(
hyacinth

)

al-Mausili (an inhabitant of Mosul, teas) the son of a Musulman (aid Allah). He

obtained the title of Amin ad-Din (trustworthy in religion) and was surnamed al-

Halaki (the Malakian) after (Ais patron
)

the sultan Abd 'l-Fath Malak Shah II, the

son of Saljuk, the son of Muhammad, the son of Malak Shah I. Having settled at

Mosul, he studied with great assiduity under Abu Muhammad Said Ibn al-Mubarak,

an Egyptian grammarian who is more generally known by the surname of Ibn ad-

Dahhan
(
vot . 1. p. 574). He read over, under the tuition of this master, all the

works composed by him, as also al-Mutanbbai's Diwdn, al-Hariri's Makdmdl and

some other treatises. He wrote a great deal and specimens of his penmanship,

which was extremely beautiful, spread abroad into (distant) countries. In the latter

part of his life he remained without a rival in the art of calligraphy. The style of

writing employed by) Ibn al-Bawwib (col. II. p. 282) in the transcription [of books),
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excellent and renowned as it is, does not come up to his. He had a passion for

transcribing the Sahdh of al-Jauhari (oof. I. p. 22) and wrote a great number of

them, each copy forming one volume. Some of them, which I have seen, are

now sold for one hundred dinars (1) a piece. Numbers of students received from

him lessons in writing and profited greatly under his direction. During his life-

time, he enjoyed a high reputation, and people came to study under him from all

quarters. An-Najib Abu Abd Allah al-Husain Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Bakr al-Wasiti (of

the town of fKdsil) sent him a kastda which he had composed in his praise ; he

had never seen him, but only heard of his (eminent talent). In this poem, which is a

good one of its kind, the author extols, in the highest terms, the beauty of Y&ktil's

handwriting. Here is the piece :

Where are ibe gazelles (maidens) of Ailij and al-Sl osalta ? those fawns that dwelt near the stream

of al-Moalla? Do the branches of the willow (slender-waisted girls) still flourish on the sand-

* hills? do full moons (handsome faces) stile shine in that horizon ? Have those gazelles still got

faces so beautiful that their aspect would alleviate (« lover's) sadness? Compared with these

nymphs, what is the tender narcissus which, after sustaining the attacks of the zephyr, erects

again its stem ? Compared with those cheeks, what is the tint of the rose when the cloud

sheds upon it copiously its waters and its dews? Do those knolls offer [to our sight) star-

like oranges, borne on branches which are bent down and brought near {the hand) ? How
could you think that any water could match that of the Tigris? they who judged so uttered a

falsehood! it is by no means true; God forbid! Docs any city on earth resemble the Abode of

Welfare (2)? to find the like of Baghdad would be a miracle. It shows us, each day, faces

different from those of yesterday and seemingly pregnant {with mischief); {it shout us) maidens

of whom a sage would become enamoured, were he to see their mincing and eoquetisb gait. They

bind their hair with NSsirian ribbons (3) and thus reduce you to bondage (4). They pay no

regard to your saying : “ Were it not {that l fear) . . they only know {how to sag) these

words: “ (we must have) thcenlirc {heart) or else {none at all)." That is a pasture-ground for

the hearts (of lovers)
;
on the retreat of spring it is always watered by successive showers.

That is a city where a man acquires new ideas and gains the summits of learning, of gravity and

of gaiety. (Baghdad.) to be perfect, requires only the possession of a hy acinth (yiikht); 0 that

she had it already to adorn her! Who will come to her aid, so that the perfume of Ainln ad-

Dln's presence may float around her? that alone would suffice fur Iter pre-eminence. Had

she a reason to hope for Yakut’s visit, even speechless things would (find a tongue and) exclaim

:

“ A hearty welcome 1
” Relators of anecdotes may tell tier of the perfume (which his talent

tpi-eidt around), but she would feel much more pleasure at his sight. (He is) an ocean of

generosity; the noblest of men follow in his steps ; for the generous man, when noble deeds arc

done, lias always followers. He unites in himself every scattered portion of knowledge; were

he not living, the mother of all talents would be childless, lie possesses a reed (pen
)
whose

attacks inspire terror to the lions (powerful chiefs), and to which squadrons of horse submit

with humility. When its mouth (nib) opens to let flow black (ink) upon white (paper), the

white and the yellow
(
the swords and spears) are astounded, (lie «») vigilant in guarding the
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kingdom, yet he neither aims an arrow nor bares a blade. Eloquence is sent (by him) on

messages when sheets of paper can fulfil the duties of ambassadors. The arrogant then recoil,

filled with terror at what he dictates and prescribes. Sometimes you see him mix with his

hand the lots (of the game) of science, phrase by phrase
;
(ao as to form a picture

)

like meadows

enamelled with flowers, or like strings of pearls
; (producing thus a piece) elegant in pen-

manship, brilliant in expressions and in tbe thoughts which they convey. O you who aspire to

proficiency I prepare (for your work) like Amin ad-Din
;
take your time, and fatigue your

inind but gently. You, my lordl the (.worn) brother of generosity and the nurturer of

glory
!
you, the son of high renown I you who bear off the prixe I yon are the full moon of which

the penman, the son of a crescent (S), was the father. lie that retreats (before obstacles) is

good for nothing. Though he was the first (in point of time), you arc more worthy of

preference, for you out-ran him and he came in the second. Amin ad-Diu! you in whom

God shews bow be can unite, as in one sheaf, liberality and every merit 1 I am one of

those who bear eologiums to your tribe (your dwelling), so that it (my poem) may eTcr continue

to roam about and be recited (6). When your eulogium is indited by a kadi (by n competent

judge), an adl (competent witness) (7) can bear testimony (to its truth). Accept this virgin

(piece) from a father who never troubled his mind about seeking a husband for his daughter.

I desire neither reward nor recompense; but I really see that you are worthy of praise. The

impulse of friendship bears this (poem) towards you, and it goes, wishing to obtain a kind

reception from your good opinion. Since it is difficult for me to reach yon, let my heart

answer for my sincerity; (that you can appreciate,) for you are a man of an excellent judgment.

Continue to enjoy good health as long as the squadrons of darkness hover round the horizon I as

long as the morning unsheathes the blade (of its light
)

1

Amin ad-Din (FdMl)died alMosul in tlieyearC18 (A. D. 1221-8), at an advanced

age. When he grew old, his penmanship changed (for the worse).

(I) Between forty and fifty pounds.

!X) The abode of welfare {/Mr or-fl ilttm) was the poetical name or Baghdad.

(S) This fashionable ribbon waa perhaps named Ndsirian in honour of the sultan Saladin, whose official title

was At Malik an-NAsir (the victorious king).

(4) Litteraily : and thus undo your knotting and untying. The expression, 44
to knot and untie, " signifies

“ to possess sovereign authority, to have the power of nominating and deposing governors.
11

(A) The son of a erespent, In Arabic: /An //i/d/. This was the patronymic appellation of the famous pen-

man Ihn al-BawwAb. (Sec vot. If, p, 982.)

(5) I read with one of my manuscripts, and the edition of Bilik } Lpj’ Jir. The o.her reading JJa!

- means :
44 has remained inconsolable,'’ and is evidently not to be accepted.

(7) The aJt ia an officer in the Adr/.'s court; he writes out his judgements, signs them as a witness and

draws up deeds. H : must be a man of approved integrity and veracity.
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YAKUT AR-RUMl THE POET

Abb ’J-Durr Yakut lbn Abd Allah (I) nr-IUtmi [the Greek), surnamed Mu-

haddab ad-Din
(
pure in religion), was the mowin of a merchant named Abu

Alansur al-Jili. This celebrated poet, having studied the science [of law) and acquired

extensive literary information, directed his genius to the composition of verses and

attained proficiency in that art. When his talent raised him to distinction, he as-

sumed the name of Abd ar-Kahman. His place of residence, at Baghdad, was

the Nizimiya college. In the Zail (or supplement lo ns-SnmdnPs historical conti-

nuation), the author, lbn nd-Dubaithi (rol. 111. p. 102), mentions him among the

Abd ar-Hahmans, and says : "He passed his early youth in Baghdad, where he
“ learned by heart the sacred text of the Koran, got some acquaintance with general

" literature and learned to write a good hand. He used to recite verses of his own
“ composition, most of which consisted in blandishments addressed lo his mistress

“ and in the expression of his passion. All these pieces arc on love-matters and are

“ full of tenderness; many people know them by heart." He {lbn ad-Dubailln)

then gives some passages of his poetry and mentions that one of them was recited

to him by the author himself. It begins thus :

*
O my two friends ! I swear that the night never got dark without inspiring the lover with

desire or with folly.

The rest of the piece may be found in the Majtnia 'sSaghtr
(
the lesser compila-

tion) (2). Ar-Rumi's verses have got into general circulation and are sung to music.

They are full of grace and tenderness. Here is one of his poems :

If vour tears cease lo flow after the departure of those whom you love, all {the passion) that
you a fleet to feel is false and counterfeit. Ilow can yon admit consolation or forget their images
{seen in >jo\ir dreams), now that their dwellings and native soil arc deprived of their presence ?

May God never afflict («i) with the departure of a tribe by whose removal full moons
(,
handsome

faces) and pliant branches {slender waists) disappeared fmm our eyes! They set out and my
heart followed in the track of their caravan; all my provision of firmness was exhausted when
they went away. Since they aregonc, the earth never discloses its smiles (its flowers] ; the willow
and the lotus-tree agitate their branches no more. On the morning of our separation, care
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and sadness caused my tears to flow and lighted up a Gre in my heart. All the waters of Noah's

flood were (jjoured forth) from my eyes, and the flames which the Friend of God encountered (3)

raged within my bosom. If solid rocks could feel such sorrow as I endure for my beloved.

(/Ae mountains of) Ohod and Lubnan (Lebanon) would shrink (4) before it ; Yazbul would

melt away under such pain as mine ;
Hudwa would he shattered to pieces, and Thahldu would

sink under the weight (5). O thou whose splendid beauty bolds me captive! the sovereignty of

thy charms has shewed me no kindness. Be, however, as thou wiltl no one shall ever replace

thee in my affection. Thou art for me a limpid fountain, and my heart is parched with thirst.

Here is another of his poems :

Who will bear to Baghdad the news of what I suffer for that maid and of the love I feel for her ?

Who will bear my salutation to the Abode of Welfare (6) ? Breath of the zephyr! carry the

salutation of an ill-starred wretch to her who has harassed me and who heeds not the promises

she made me. Describe to her a part only of the love which she inspired me
;
perhaps she may

have pity on one who is borne down by passion and delirium. Declare in the public place of

az-Zaura (Baghdad) that I have there a fawn (a maiden) whose absence has driven sleep from

my eye-lids and whose beauty is marvellous; when she departed, my firmness of mind departed

also and, when she turned away, she turned me over to death. When she repelled me, sleep

was repelled from my eyes, and, when she shunned me, the wine which I drank was mingled

with tears. My life and death are in her hands; she is for me paradise or bell; she is the only

fountain where I can calm my longing and allay my thirst. Her absence is my death; her

presence is, for me, life, happiness and the oblainment of my wishes. From her cheeks pro-

ceed the Gres which consume me; her slender waist is the cause of my emaciation, and her lan-

guishing eyes make me languish in sickness. You who blame me cannot hut excuse me ; the

grace of her movements indicates sufGciently that I was forced to love her and adore her.

I heard many jurisconsults in Syria and Irak recite a piece of his which Ihev knew

hv heart and which began thus :

O thou who excilest troubles in my Imsom ! since thy departure, my body iscmaeialcd through

the love I bear thee and will never be restored to health until thon givest consent to my wishes

by saying : “ Yes. " 0 thou who, as often as censors have blamed my love, hast offered them

my justification in (letting them tee) thy flowing ringlets ! Tell me if my tyrant is authorized

by the Wajii to slay me? Isit said so in the Tahdib or the Shimilf Does the Muhoddab (7)

say that a lover whose eyes are moist and whose tears flow in torrents deserves to be tormented?

Have your seductive eves told you it was lawful to take away our lives with glances wliose magic

is like that of Babel (8) ?

The piece contains more verses than these, but 1 have here given all that I am

able to recollect. A literary man recited to me, at Aleppo, some verses of YakGt

ar-HClmi's, one of which was as follows :

Art thou not sweeter iu qualities than
(
all other) maids? Why then dost thou dwell in

heart which is a bell (9)?
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He mentioned also that some of the Baghdad critics objected to this verse. I re-

flected on the matter and then said to him :
“ Fault was found with it perhaps in this

“ particular that her being sweeter in qualities than the other maidens did not ne-

“ cessarilv imply thatshe should not be in hell ; for she, beingsweeter in qualities than

“ they were, was not (to be counted as) one of them ; and what is denied is merely

** that the maidens should be in hell.” To this he replied : “You are in the right I

11 that is the very point in which they found fault with him. (10)”.— In the year

625 (A.D. 1227-8), 1 met at Arbela a man of eminent merit who related to me as

follows : “I was in Baghdad, at the N'izamiya college, in the year 620, and, one day,

“ I found this AbO ’d-I)urr (Ydfcill) sitting at the door of that institution. I sat

“ down beside him, and engaged in a conversation on literary matters. Whilst

“ we were thus occupied, an elderly man, weak in body and in a very sorry plight,

“ came up, leaning on a staff, and sat down near us. Abu 'd-Durr asked me if I

'• knew who he was and, on my answering that I did not, he said :
* That is the

“ * mamldk [while tla re) on whom his master, [the poet) Uais Bais (oof. 1. p. 559)

“ * composed these lines :

Put on what cap (II), what gown, what vest voo please; you cannot add to the love which I

bear you. Less love than that which yon are worthy of possesses already the totality of my
heart; if yon wish to augment that (love), give (me) another heart (the one / have is insufficient

to contain it).

“ 1 turned to look at the man, observing his appearance and reflecting on the

“ state to which he was reduced.” I searched for these two verses in the diwdn of

Hais Bais's poems, but was unable to find them. God best knows [if they be his
)

!
—

Abu ’d-Durr left a diwdn of poems which, as I am told, forms a small volume. 1

have never seen it, but have met with numerous pieces taken from it. His verses

are currently known in Irak, in the province of the East
(
Mesopotamia

)
and in

Syria ; so, what we have given may suffice. In the life of al-Khidr Ibn Akil al-Irbali

[vol. 1. p. 488) we have inserted three verses of ar-R6mi's.— Since the above was

written, two copies of his ditedn came into my possession ; this was at Damascus, in

the year 667 (A.D. 1268-9): the book is a small one, containing only ten quires

(two hundred pages).— I read in a historical work of those latter limes, that Abu ’d-

Durr ( Vd/>d<) was found dead in his lodgings at Baghdad, on the 12th of the

first Jum&du, 622 (22nd May, A. D. 1225); but the people said that lie had been

*
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dead for some days. Ibn an-Najjar (vot. 1. p. 1 1) mentions, in his History of Baghdad,

that Abtl ’d-Durr was found dead in his room, on Wednesday, the 15lh of the first

Jumada of that year. He had left (he Nizamiya and gone to reside in a house situa-

ted in tiie Iiarb Dinar as-Saghir (Lesser Dinar-street). It is not known at what age

he expired but I am inclined to think that he was advanced in years (12).

—

Rdmi means belonging to the country of the Bdm (Greeks), w hich is a vast and cele-

brated region, filled with cities. — This is a fit place for introducing a piece of

curious information which is often needed and frequently asked for : The people of

Rum (the Greeks and the Romans) are designated also as the Band 'l-Asfar (sons of

the lawny one), and poets often employ this expression in their verses. Adi Ibn

Zaid al-lbadi (col. I. p. 189) says, in one of his kasidas :

The noble sons of al-Asfar, kings of ar-Rflm, have left no remembrance of their deeds.

1 frequently sought for the origin of this denomination, but could find no one

capable of allaying the thirst I had
(for that piece of information) ; till 1 at length met,

by chance, with an old book entitled Al-Laftf(lhe miscellany
)
(13), but, on which the

name of the person who dictated its contents (i.e. the author
)
was not inscribed. 1

copy here a passage of it in wbich the narrator says : “ A 1-Abbas informed me that

“ he heard his father make the following statement: In the first period (of the

“ empire), the king of the Rum died (14), leaving a wife. Rival chiefs aspired to

“ the empire and great mischief was done between them. It was then agreed

“ upon to take for their king the first person who would appear to them, and they

“ held an assembly for that object. Now, a man had set out from Yemen for ar-

•* Rum, taking with him an Abyssinian slave. He (the slave) ran away and appeared

“before them. “See,' said they, ‘into what we have fallen!’ They married

“ him to that woman, and she bore a son whom they named al-Asfar
(
the

“ Tawny). The master (of the slave

)

remonstrated with them and the boy (the

“ slate) said :
1 He has spoken the truth I I am his slave.’ They tried to appease

“ him [the master) and made him gifts till he was satisfied. The Rilm were there-

“ fore called the Sons of the Tawny, on account of the yellowness of the child, who

“ was the son of an Abyssinian and a while woman.”— God knows best (15)

!

;t) The morning of these names is explained at the beginning of the preceding article.
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(I) This work is not known.

(3) According to the KorAn, xilraf 11, Abraham, the Friend of God (Khalil Allah), was cast by Nimrod into

a fiery furnace and miraculously saved.

(4) The true reading is evidently

(3) Those are mountains of Arabia.

(e) The Abode of Welfare [Ddr at-Saldm
)
was one of the names by which Baghdad was designated.

(7) These are well-known treatises on law.

(8) The inhabitants of Babel were well-skilled in magic, as they had for teachers the fallen angels, HArOi

and MArfti. {Korda, sur. 1, verse 96*)

(9) The poet's idea is : my heart is filled with the flames of love and yet I bear yon in it.

(10) It is difficult to understand the objection and the author's explanation of it.

(II) For the meaning of the word see Mr. Doxy's Dictionnairt cUs nonu da tdtcmenls da Aral**.

(It) is evidently the equivalent of

(13) This work is no longer known.

(14) Or, according to other readings, tear tom topieca, was burned.

(13) The learned among the Mosultuans and some of our European orientalists have offered various solu-

tions of this problem, but none of their explanations is satisfactory. I am inclined to believe that the deno-

mination Band 'l-Asfar signified the sons of the emperor, and that it was given to the Greeks of the Eastern

empire because their sovereign bore, amongst his other titles, that of Flavius, which had been transmitted

by Vespasian to his successors. An interpreter, confounding Flavius with /locus
, may have told the Musul-

inans that this name signified yellow {as/ar).

YAKUT AL-HAMAWI

Abu Abd Allah Yakut lbn Abd Allah, a Greek (ofAlia) by origin and by birth, re-

ceived the surname of al-Hamawi because he was enfranchised at Hamit, and ob-

tained that of al-Baghdadi because he made a residence in the city of Baghdad. He

bore the honorary title of Shihib ad-Din {flambeau of religion). When a child,

he was carried off a captive from his native place and sold at Baghdad to a merchant

named Askar lbn Abi Nasr lbn Ibrahim al-Hamawi. His master sent him to school,

with the intention of deriving profit from hint later, in making him keep the ac-

counts of his commercial transactions. This Askar could not write correctly and

knew nothing except commerce. He inhabited Baghdad, got married there and had

VOL. iv. 3
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a number of children. When Yakut was grown up and had acquired some know-

ledge of grammar and literature, he was employed by his patron as a travelling clerk

and, in that capacity, he went back and forward from Syria to Kis(l), Oman and the

neighbouring countries. His master was then under the necessity of enfranchising

him and turning him away, in consequence of a disagreement which look place

between (hem. This happened in the year 596 (A.D. 1199-1200). Yakut then com-

menced copying books for a salarv and, by their perusal, he acquired considerable

information. At a later period, he received some (money) from his patron, who had

taken pity on him, and was sent off by him on a voyage to Kis. Finding, on his

return, that his benefactor was dead, he realized part of what was in his hands and

gave to the widow and orphans where withal to satisfy them . The remainder served

him as a trading capital with which he travelled to different countries, and part of it

he employed in the book-trade. The lecture of some kharijite books impressed on his

mind a considerable portion of the doctrines [professed by these sectarians) and he con-

ceived a strong prejudice against Ali, the son of Abu Talib. In the year 613

(A.D. 1216-7) he went to Damascus, and, as he was sitting in one of the bazars, he

got into a discussion with a partisan of Ali. In the course of the dispute, he was

led to speak of Ali in a manner not to he home and was assaulted so violently by the

people that he had like to be killed. Having got out of their hands, he fled from

Damascus, but not before the governor of that city had received intelligence of what

took place and given orders to arrest him. Search was made for him, but without

success. He reached Aleppo where he slopped, full of apprehension and waiting to

see how things would end. On the first third or, by another account, on the second

third of the latter Jumada, 613 (Sep.-Oct. A.D. 1216), he left that city and went to

Mosul, whence lie proceeded to Arbela and from that to KhorAsAn. He avoided

entering Baghdad, knowing that the person with whom he had the discussion was a

native of that place and fearing to lose his life if his adversary mentioned what he had

said. On arriving in KhorAsAn, he stopped there for the purpose of trading to the

towns in that country, and fixed his residence at Marw (,1/cru). From that he pro-

ceeded to Nasa and then entered into the province of Khuwarezm where he en-

countered the invading army of the Tartars. This was in the year 616(A.D. 1219-20).

Having barely escaped with his life, he fled as naked as when he shall be raised

from the dust of the grave on the day of the resurrection, and arrived at Mosul, after

suffering on the way such hardships and fatigue as would even tire a narrator before he
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could describe them all. Deprived of ever)' resource, in want of even the vilest food

and the courses) clothing, he remained for some lime at Mosul and then went to Sin-

jar. From that he removed to Aleppo and, having taken lodgings in the caravan-

serail outside the city, he continued to reside there till his death. The date of

this event we shall give farther on.— I copied the following notes from the work

compiled by Abu T-Barakat Ibn a!-Mustau(i (col. II. p. 556) and treating of the

history of Arbela : Yakut arrived in that city, A. H. 617, in the month of Rajab

(Seplcmber, A. D. 1220). He had been residing in Khuwarezm, but left it after the

battle which took place between the Tartars and Muhammad IbnTukush Khuwarezm

Shah, the sovereign of that country. As he had previously been occupied in making

historical researches, he composed a work in four large volumes and entitled :

Irshdd al-Alibbd ila marifa til-Vdabd (Guide of the intelligent to an acquaintance with

the learned). In the beginning of the work he says : ‘‘1 have given in this work

“ all the information I could obtain respecting the grammarians, the philologers,

" the genealogists, the eminent Koran-readers, the relators of historical facts, the

“ annalists, the booksellers of note, the writers of renown, the authors of such

epistles as have been collected into volumes, the persons distinguished for the

** beauty of their mansdb (2) handwriting, and all those who composed or compiled

" works on literature, fn this task, I aimed at concision, though unable to remain

•• within the limits of brevity, and I spared no pains in determining the dates of the

“ deaths and filing the days and the hours of the births. I mention tho works composed

“ by them, the more interesting of the anecdotes concerning them, their origin, their

“ genealogy and some of their poetry. (/ compiled this work) during my (ravels in

“ various countries and my intercourse with (he inhabitants. The isndds (3) I have

“ suppressed except those which contain but a few names and which are easy to he

“ learned ; and, moreover, I did all in my power to have the exactness of these tra-

“ ditions certified by oral declaration and by the licences given to teach them. As

“ it was my object to produce a small but useful work, I have indicated in it the

“sources whence I derived my information and the places where I found it: the

** books, for instance, composed by such of the learned as were considered sure

•• authorities in these matters and on whose declarations all relied for the genuineness

“ of these traditions.’’ He (Ibn al-Mnstaufi) then states that Yakut composed a

work on the history of the poets both ancient and modern. Ollier works were writ-

ten by Yakut, such as the Mojam al-Bulddn(gnielleer cr alphabetical list of piarcs) (4'

,
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ilie Uojam ash-Shuward [biographical dictionary of poclt), Ihe Mojam al-Udabd

(biographical dictionary of literary men), the Mushlarik waddn tea 'l-Mukhtalif lakdn

(a dictionary of geographical synonyms) which is a useful book, the Kitdb al-Mabdd

tea 'l-Mddl (the Commencement and the End), treating of history, the Kitdb al-Dual

(book of Empires), the collected sayings of Abu Ali 'l-Farisi (col. 1. p. 379), an Ontcdn

[title or preface) to the Kitdb al-Aghdni (col. II. p. 249), the Muktadib fi n-iS'isab

(selection of genealogies
)
containing those of the Arabian tribes, an account of al-

Mutanabbi (vol. I. p. 102) and a treatise entitled Kitdb man lahu himma etc. (book for

him whose high aspirations are directed towards the acquisition of knowledge) (5).—Al-

Kadi '1-Akram (the honorable kddi) Jamal ad-Din Abu ’1-IIasan Ali Ibn Yusuf Ibn

Abd al-Wdhid as-Shaibani al-Kifti (col. II. p. 491), who was vizir to the sovereign

of Aleppo, states, in his Anbd 'r-lluwdl fi Abnd 'n-JVuhdt, that Yakut, on arriving

at Mosul, whither he had fled on escaping from Ihe Tartars, wrote to him a letter in

which he describes his situation and relates what passed between bim and these

invaders. It begins by the invocation of the divine name and the praises of God,

after which, it continues in these terms : “Your mamluk
(
humble servant)Y4kut ibn

“ Abd Allah al-llamawi, wrote this letter from Mosul, in the year 617 (A. D. 1220-1),

“ on his arrival from Khuwarezm whence he was driven by the Tartars whom God

•• exterminate I (I/e sent it) to the presence of his sovereign lord (6), the vizir Jamal

“ ad-Din al-Kadi ’l-Akram Abu 1-Hasan Ali Ibn Yusuf Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Abd al-

“ Wahid as-Shaibani at-Taimi
{
member of the tribe of Shaibdn and descended from)

“ Taim Allah, who was the son of Shaiban, the son of Thalaba, the son of Okiba

' May God cast his shelter around him and exalt his rank in the scale of domination (7).

“ (To him), who is, at the present day, vizir to the sovereign of Aleppo and al-

“ Awasim (8) (ii addressed
)
this account of what has passed in Khuwarezm and ofwhat

“ has happened to the writer. (It offers) a slight indication of the manner in which

“ he began and ended (hii career

)

on taking leave of your (excellence). lie shrank

“ from the idea of submitting it to your appreciation ; such was his respect and ve-

•* neralion for your dignity and such his repugnance to offer you a document so un-

•* worthy of your exalted merit. But now, that a number of practitioners in the

“ art of prose and verse have been informed of these (emit*) and have hastened, as

“ I well know, to set them down in writing and to hurry in active competition lo-

“ wards the task of transmitting the knowledge of them (to future ages) ; now, that

“ the generosity of him who holds me enslaved has, no doubt, unsealed these
(
qiislles

)
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“ and assigned lo their (authors) a high rank in his favour, I feel encouraged to pre-

“ sent (his (notice) to my
(
honored

)
master and (o a judgment which will shew how

“ exalted it is by perusing it and treating its imperfections with indulgence. For

*' (/ am not a professed writer
;)

every person who fingers dirhems should not be

“ taken for a money-changer, neither is the man who acquires a pearl to be con-

“ sidered as a jeweller. Here follows my statement

:

“ In the name of God, the Merciful, the Clement I may God render durable, for

“ the advantage of science and of those who cultivate it, for the prosperity of Islamism

“ and its sons, the gift which he has conferred, bestowed and granted to enjoy;

“ namely, the ample (and beneficent) shade of the lord vizir, whoso partisans may

God exalt, whose glory and power may He redouble ! whose ensigns and standards

" may He maintain victorious I whose pen may Ue long allow to run (on the sur-

“ face of paper), so that it may direct towards all lands the flow of his donations I

“ May Ue prolong his life and exalt his glory to the heavens, whilst Ue surrounds

“ him with favours of which the freshness shall never fade and of which the num-

“ ber and the multitude shall never be restrained by limits. May his vigour and

•* his sword never be broken I may the love which all hear him and the number of

•* those who love him be never diminished! God prolong his rule for the advantage

“ of the world and of our religion 1 so that he may repair their disorder

,

“ drive away their affliction, elevate their beacon and, by his salutary influence,

“ enable them to leave a lasting impression. May his light shine forth, his blos-

" soms open, his flowers brighten and his lustre be augmented I May God extend

“ the shade of his ((he vizir's patronage
)
over the sciences and those who profess them

;

“ over literature and those who cultivate it ; over meritorious acts and those who

“ practise them ; so that, by his well established bounty, he may exalt these {fair)

“ structures, adorn their diadems with the finest jewels of his glory, embellish their

“ duration with the mature (honours) of his exalted dignity, give them great im-

“ portance for mankind by the loftiness of his views, and establish in the highest

'* degree of merit their utility and their rank. By the efficiency of his orders he has

exalted the influence of the Moslim states; he presides as a guardian over the

" foundations which support the dogmas of the faith, he exalts those who defend

" them and abases those who attack them. By the excellence of his government

“ he strengthens the arms (9) (of the true doctrine) and, by his well-directed efforts,

** he has smoothed for it the way to the attainment of its purposes. Thus, by the ex-
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“ cellcnce of his administration, hath he become a brilliant star on the forehead of

“ the age, and a model to be imitated by every man whom nature has formed for

“ (the exercise of] justice and benevolence. Therefore shall he enjoy a fitting re-

“ compense as long as the two companions (light and darkness) shall subsist, as long

" as days and nights shall be renewed, as long as there shall be a sun to shine in

“ the east, and a soul to rejoice at the prospect of conversing with his Eicel-

“ lence(lO)!

“ After (these preliminaries), the humble slave {who writes this
)
exposes to (your)

“ high and seigniorial dignity, to (your) right honorable and eialted station, which

“ God favour with happiness long to endure, brilliant with lustre, satisfying all our

“ wishes and embellished with every mark of excellence (11),—a state of things the

“ relation of which is rendered unnecessary by your lordship’s quick intelligence,

“ and for the elucidation and description of which, the clear judgment you are

“ gifted with might dispense me from employing lintla) the pen. But, let it be

" sufficient for him
(
the vizir

)
to recollect in what terms our blessed Prophet de-

“ scribed the true believers : “ Certainly,” said he, 11 my people are fond of talk-

11 ing 1
12).” Tli is (fetter) is

(
merely

)
a disclosure of the writer’s sincere devotion

“ (to you) as a client, of the pride he feels in being an humble servant to (your)

“ seigniorial presence and in being considered as such
;

for your quick genius suf-

“ fices to prevent him from manifesting, out of what is laid up in his mind, senti-

“ nients which might have the appearance of adulation. Indeed, the proofs of your

“ humble servant’s real in the religious duty of clienlship are evident to all the

“ world, and the mark impressed on him by the stamp indicating the sincerity of

“ his love for your honorable name is still apparent on the pages of time. So also

is his faith in the sacred laws (of gratitude] imposed by tlialbounty [of yours) which,

covering all the land, has rendered clearly visible, by its splendor, the edifice of

•* noble deeds [which you erected). Your servant’s repeating, in your praise, the

“ recitals whose authenticity has been verified by personal experience, is well justi-

“ fied ill'} He summoned the people of all lands to assert with zeal their faith in

“ the supremacy of your [generosity, proofs of) which lie has (often) received in his

“ hand. Your friend, sincerely devoted to the belief in your superiority, and es-

“ pccially distinguished by the intention of collecting all the scattered
(
recollections

),

“ all the (aceounfs) wide-spread (of your bounty), was accustomed to toil in the sweat

“ of his brow; so that, at length, he rendered you a haaba of generosity towards
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“ which it was not necessary lo prescribe the obligation of pilgrimage for those who

“ were able to undertake the journey, neither was that duty incumbent on those

“ who possessed means, to the exclusion of the indigent and the way-worn travel-

“ ler. All of them obtain
(
from you) a meed sufficient to fortify them, a portion

“ adequate to their wants and on which they counted. The grandees have "drawn

** from your source an abundant supply of noble deeds ; the learned have found

“ examples of merit in those persons who are attached to your service ; the poor

" have received from you letters of protection against the vicissitudes of lime and

“ the frowns of fortune ; therefore have they prescribed as a sacred rite towards you,

“ the saluting and the glorifying of your noble and illustrious character, the touch

“ ing with their lips and the kissing of your generous hand. God is a witness that

“ your humble servant, in his journeyings and sojournings, in private and in public,

“ in conduct and in reputation, had always for his distinctive mark the custom of

“ perfuming the assemblies of the worthy and the meetings of the learned with

** [the account of) the services which your Excellence has rendered and which were

“ obtained from your generosity, lie made it his pride (to ipeak of thetn) be-

“ fore all people, and thus prepare an embroidery for the discourse he was about to

" utter:

“ When I through cupidity, gave lustre to other men by my poems, I gave my verses lustre

“ by the mention of your name.

“ They upbraid thee that they have embraced Islamim. Answer: Upbraid me

“ not with your having embraced Islamim; rather God upbraideth you. that he hath

“ directed you to the faith. Avow the fact ifyou can speak sincerely (14). May God

“ never debar us, (the vizir's) trusty friends, from the ample stock of his continual

“ favours, nor preclude us all, who are his servants, from the constant flow of his

•• gifts I 0 God I Lord of the expanded earth, of the exalted heavens, of the swollen

“ seas and of the winds compelled to work [thy will) (15) I hearken to my invocation

and listen to my prayer I Help us up to that height in his favour which we desire

“ to reach and which we hope to attain, through the merits of Muhammad thepro-

“ phet and of his companions and of his kindred!

“ When your humble servant left your noble presence and departed from the

" abode of unsullied glory and exalted merit, he intended to conciliate frowning

“ Fortune and draw milk from the udder of this age, wicked and unruly as it is.
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“ For lie was seduced by the idea that changing place — brings grace, — that pas-

“ sing into a foreign land — brings wealth to hand, — that dwelling with one's

" friends — disgrace and pain upon us sends, — and that the lover of home who

stirs not apace, — is distanced in the race (17.)

•

“ After stopping for a lime in hesitation, I felt assured that death was preferable to poverty.

" So, I bade farewell to my family, whilst my heart was filled (iciM grief), and left my native

“ land in the pursuit of wealth. My wife wept on our separation, and I said to her : ‘ Bear
“ ' it with patience 1 death is surely better than a life of misery. 1 shall gain a fortune or die
“ ‘ in a town where few tears will be shed over my grave

' Mounted on the steed (18) of hope, your servant rode off to a distant land, and

“ placed his foot in the stirrup of peregrination with every company (that offered);

“ he crossed the valleys and the hills till he nearly reached the Sudd (19) ; but per-

“ ftdious Fortune did not befriend him, neither did the times, now run mad, treat

" him with kindness :

“ Ask the nights and the days to acknowledge their fault ;
they will not conceal that news.

** I was like a mole in the eye of fortune or a bone in her throat ; so, to get rid of

“ me, she deluded me in promising to fulfil my wishes and finished by casting me
" into the snares of death :

“ He stopped not long in any land before be set ont for another ; bis person was with

(At» fellow-travellers) but his mind was far distant. One day, he was at Huiwa; another,

“ at al-Akik; another, at al-Ozaib, and another, at al-K.hutais&. Now he went towards Najd

“ and Awena, (near) the valleys of al-flu n, and then to the castle of TaimJ (20).

“ But, alas I after all these lessons of adversity, how far was I from the accom-

“ plishmenl of my wishes and the attainment of my desire I The frowns of ill-luck

“ drew smiles from cruel lime, and I ceased not to blame Fortune and reproach her

“ with her errors, till, instead of getting wealth, I was satisfied in reaching home (21).

“ And, during all that, your humble servant tried to pass away those days and

“ to gel over them; deluding himself with the hopes of sustenance, covering his

** head with the veil of endurance and self-denial, arrayed in abstinence and in

“ scanty fare, but not resigned to the wearing of such clothing
;
your brother was

*' forced and had not strength to resist (22). lie remained there, consoling himself

" in the society of his fellow-merchanls whose humours he could support and from
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whom he had no affronts lofear; he treated them with politeness and was happy

“ lo receive from them a pittance. Otherwise, no advantage could be expected from

“ them and no harm could be feared :

“ If I mast absolutely have a family and a borne, let it be in a place where I can have nothing

“ to fear from those whom I meet, and they, nothing to fear from me.

" My mind had once formed the thought of assuming high airs, of riding on a

“ spirited horse, of seeing my ambitious desires come forth from the egg, fledged

and winged, and of striking fire (drawing profit) from every steel, whether lavish

*
‘ or sparing of its sparks; {but note) :

“ Instructed by experience, I care not if people shun me and if I never receive nor make

“ a visit. Never, whilst I lire, shall I ask if the army has marched or if the general has de-

•* parted.

“ The place where I stopped was called Marw ash-Shahjan, which (/alter) word, ac-

“ cording to the explanation given by them, means the toul of the sultan. 1 found

“ there some works treating of the sciences and of literature, volumes composed by

*' men of intelligence, and, whilst I studied them, I forgot family and country, and

•• thought no longer of sincere friends nor of my home. Amongst them I discovered

“ some stray volumes which I had long sought for, and some works which I had ar-

dcntly desired. To them I applied with the avidity of a glutton and, having assi-

“ gned to them a place from which they could not easily depart, I began to browse in

these gardens, to admire the beauty of their form and of their contents, to let my

“ eyes rove freely over these pasture grounds, to enjoy these detailed accounts, these

“ compendium?, and to think that I should remain in that quarter till I became a

** neighbour of (tftoie who repose under) the earth :

“ When adversity attacks me with troops having sadness and expatriation in the van, I lay for

“ them an ambuscade of which the two chiefs area lamp and a book; and I pass the night in

" relating, of Fortune's character, things so wonderful that their truth would excite doubt. I

“ dispel my cares by quiet, as the cares of others are dispelled by wine.

“ {So things continued) till the calastrophy arrived by which Khordsan was over-

“ whelmed with ruin, with evil ail-destroying and with desolation. Now, I declare

VOL. tv. 3
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“ on my life and by Allah ! that it was a country beautiful in all its parts, charming

“ in all its regions ; a fertile garden enjoying an air pure and languishing (mild),

" and in which the trees inclined their branches with delight at the singing of the

" birds. In it the rivulets shed tears whilst each flower smiled at the other; the

“ breath of the zephyr was sweet and the temperature of the climate healthy. Never

•* shall I forget those delightful arbours and those trees sinking under ithe weight of)

“ their foliage. The southern gales bore thither its wine-skins filled with the

“ liquor of the clouds; the meadows drank the wine of the dew, and on the flowers

“ were formed drops like pearls fallen from the string. When the thirst of its groves

“ was quenched with that liquor, their odour was the intoxicating breath of the

“ zephyr; they drew near to each other, even closer than friend to friend, and em-

" braced even more tenderly than lovers. In the intervals were seen anemonics

“ whose colours were mixed with that of the love-sick wooer (23) and which re-

“ semhled the lips of two maidens who draw near, one to the other, for the purpose

*' of giving and receiving an affectionate kiss. Their aspect sometimes deceived the

“ most intelligent
(
nahtir), so that he took them for burning coals (jumr) on which

“ drops of water were poured successively in order to extinguish them (inlilifl (24).

“ There you saw the oi-eve flourish so brilliantly that the eye of the spectator is

“ cheered at (he sight, whilst its blossoms glittered like little cymbals of gold or like

“ dinars of that metal. Among them appeared the (while
/
lowers of the) anlhemis,

“ shining like the teeth of the beloved when she bites the cheek of the lover. How
“ rich

(
that laud) in prospects which delight the eye and of which the colours arc

" charming (rdik). It is, in a word, and without exaggeration, a copy of Paradise :

“ there was to he found all the heart could wish for, all that could enchant the sight.

“ Encircled with its noble endowments, it offered, throughout all its tracts, a pro-

“ fusion of rich products to the world. How numerous were its holy men pre-emi-

“ nenl for virtue (rdkal khiaruhu) I how many its doctors whose conduct had for

“ motive the conservation of islamism 1 The monuments of its science are in-

“ scribed on the rolls of time
;

the merits of its authors have redounded to the ad-

“ vantage of religion and of the world, and their productions have been carried into

“ every country. Not a man of solid science and sound judgment but emerged

“ like the sun, from that part of the East; not a man of extraordinary merit but

“ took that counlry for his setting-place or longed to go and join its inhabitants.

“ Every quality truly honorable and not factitious was to be found among them and,
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" in [the garden of] their sayings, I was enabled to cull the roots of every generous

“ impulse. Their children were men, their youths heroes, and their old men saints;

“ the testimonies of their merit arc clear; the proofs of their glory are manifest

;

“ yet, strange to say ! the sultan who reigned over these provinces abandoned them

them with unconcern and said to himself :
1 Take to the open country (25), or

“ else you will encounter perdition.’ So, he hastened off as a young ostrich runs

“ away and, when he began to look about, where nothing was to be seen, he

* thought that he perceived a man or many men (in pursuit of him] (26). How
“ many gardens, springs of water, fields of com, honourable stations and advantages

“ which they enjoyed, did they leave bthindl But Almighty God did not give the

“ same unto another people (27), because he averted those saints from the station of

“ the wicked. Bui he put them to the proof, and found them grateful ; he afflicted

•• them, and found them patient; so he caused them to join the company of the

" holy martyrs and raised them to the lofty stations of the virtuous elect. Yet per-

’• chance ye hate a thing which is better for you, and perchance ye like a (king which

“ is worse for you; but God knoweth and ye know not (28). The people of infidelity

“ and impiety roamed through those abodes ; that erring and contumacious race

“ dominated over the inhabitants; so that those palaces were effaced off the earth

* as lines of writing are effaced from paper, and those abodes became a dwelling

*• for the owl and the raven : in those places, the screech-owls answer each other's

•• cry, and in those halls, the winds moan responsive to the simoom. Old friends

“ who enter there are filled with sadness; Iblis himself would bewail (he great

“ catastrophy :

“ {It is note) as it no charming companion, handsome as a statue, had ever been there; as

“ it princely chiefs, lions in bravery (had never resided there). Yet, in generosity, they were

“ Halims and sons ofMama (29j ; if prudence were taken into count, they were Ahnafs (30) and

“ Saads (31). But time, in its vicissitudes, bath hurled them to destruction, so that their fate is

“ now a moral lesson, Cited to make our hearts bleed and those of onr posterity.

• 1 We belong lo God and lo God we shall return ! It was an event sufficient to break

“ the back, to destroy life, lo fracture the arm, lo weaken the strength, to redouble

“ sadness, to turn grey the hair of children, to dishearten the brave, lo blacken

“ the heart and to stupify the intelligence. Then did your humble servant turn

1

4

back and retrace his steps. Filled with grief, he sought a friendly retreat where his

“ mind might repose in security; (Ae fled,) his heart heating, his tears flowing, bis
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“ reason lost and his intelligence absent. It was with difficulty that he accomplished

“ his purpose and arrived at Mosul, where he stopped, after encountering dangers,

" undergoing sufferings, supporting misfortunes with resignation, diminishing

“ his baggage and, more than once, running the risk of his life. For he passed

“ through drawn swords, troops flying in disorder, ranks broken, blood spilt with

" impunity. Every time he got on a camel’s saddle or crossed a desert, he had these

" words in his mouth (32) :
‘ In this journey we have met with misfortune, but,

“
‘ praise be to God who has left to us the power of praising him, and who has

" * conferred on us favours which surpass enumeration !
’ In a word, if the term of

“ my life had not been appointed for a later period, it would have been difficult for

“ my friends to have said : ‘ The unfortunate man has escaped oris arrived!’ and

•* ‘ they would have struck their hands like people whose hopes have been disap-

“ 1 pointed; and he would have been joined to the millions of millions, or even

“ ‘ more, who perished by the hands of the infidels. Then he would havo left his

“ • dearest treasure, her who derives subsistence from his life;

“ Fortune does not appreciate my worth; she knows not that I have strength of mind and

“ can make light of the events brought about by time. Adversity passes the night in shewing

“ how she can transgress against me, and I pass it in letting her see what patience is.

“ Your humble servant now declares that he has no means of tranquillizing his

" mind, no promise by which to flatter his heart or his eyes, except in beguiling them
‘ 1 with thehope that his afflictionsshall disappear, once he stands in your noble presence.

“ Enjoy good health, continue (to do so) and pass your days in pleasure; for your existence

•* will console (us all) for what is past and gone. You are the soul of glory; mankind is its

“ body; you are a pearl, and we (pouaring il ) regret not the shell.

“ Your humble servant is now residing at Mosul and endeavouring to repair the

“ harm done to him by this grave and disquieting event, lie passes his time in the

exercise of his profession, but Fortune is ready to say to him, in plain and intel-

“ ligible language : * By Allah I you have fallen inlo your old mistake! ’ For now,

“ one object occupies his thoughts and, on my life and by Allah ! that is nothing more

'• than procuring a provision of books which he may transcribe and of [written) leaves

“ which may serve him as companions;— in that occupation, his toil is great and

'* his profit small ;
— then (he thinks of) travelling and resolves that, after accom-
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“ plishing his task and attaining in some degree the object on which he has set

“ his inind (kardna), he will invoke divine assistance and journey forth (33) in

“ the hope of accomplishing his wish ; namely, to appear in your presence, regale

“ his sight, even for a single moment, with the aspect of your greatness, and then,

" casting away the staff of travel in your spacious hall, repose under the shelter of

“ your wing till he attain the hour which is to give him
(
everlasting

)
repose. He

“ will take his place among your Excellency's servants, for such he always professed

“ himself to be, even when far from your presence ; and if your Excellency take him

by the hand, Fortune, becoming indulgent, may exalt him after having east

“ him down. For, with his diminished strength, he is unable to accomplish his

“ projects and incapable of entering the lists and encountering new hazards [34).

“ Besides, the earth has now enclosed his brethern in its bosom and the succession

“ of days and nights has removed [most of) his contemporaries out of sight
;
grayness

“ has settled on his beard; his means are insufficient for [the talisfyimj of) his

" wants ; the falcon of hoary age has swooped at and seized on the raven (the black

“ hair
)
of his youth *, the daylight of prudence has invaded and repelled the night

“ of ignorance; the services he rendered to his friends have been repaid with evil (35),

*- and the brilliant garment of youth he has exchanged for the tattered cloak of

• * hoary age :

“My youth departed and was ended before I enjoyed it
;
sinceil left me lean only expect death.

•• Old age precludes me from aUainiog what I seek for.

" Your humble servant composed the following elegy in verse on the loss of his

“ youth ; but how little does it avail (ghand) a roan to weep for those who arc depo-

“ sited in the earth, amongst mouldering bones!

“ Since my hair has turned gray, Fortune knows me no more, and the marks by which she

“ is distinguished can no longer be recognised by me (36). When my soul thinks of it {my

“ youth), it yearns for it with longing desire and my eyes pour forth tears; till a time comes to

“ embellish what has passed away and recollection supplies me with abundant sighs. Why
“ not? since nought (lamma) remains in the bottom of my drinking-cup but a mere mouthful,

“ filled with grounds. The contents of every goblet are clear at first, bnt in the bottom are

*• found only a few dregs (mux/4 hum-ht
)
and some sediment.

“ Your humble servant hopes that the above example of senile garrulity will

" obtain from you a glance of benevolence
;

for, assuredly, the judgment of our
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“ lord and master, the vizir, of him who is the asylum of the human race, from

*’ east to west, procures, when he applies it, according to his glorious custom, an

“ increase of rank and honour [for him who is the object of it. Receive my)

“ salutation.”

I have lengthened greatly this article by the insertion of Yakut's epistle, but

it was impossible to give it by extracts. My friend (*d/li6) al-Kamal Ibn as-Shiar al-

Mausili (37) writes at follows, in his work entitled OMd al-Jumdii (clusters of

pearls
)

:
“ Abu Ahd Allah Muhammad Ibn Mahmud, generally known by the sur-

“ name of Ibn an-Najjar (cof. I. p. il) and the author of a history of Baghdad,

“ spoke to me in these terms : ‘The above mentioned Yakdt recited to me the fol-

** ‘ lowing three lines and told me that he had composed them on a young Turkish

“ 1 slave who, having inflamed eyes, wore a black veil to protect them :

“ ' That Turkish youth whose face might betaken for a full moon shining in all its refulgence,

“ * shades his eyes with the border of a veil [lit. of a protector) to prevent their hrighness from
“ ‘ fascinating his admirers. But, by Allah ! since these eyes have wounded hearts through
“ ‘ coats of mail, what is there to protect the protector

!

“ Yakut was born in the country of the Greeks (/ilia A/inor), in the year 574 (A.

“ D. 1178-9), or 575.” So says the author just cited, lie died on the 21st of the

month of Ramadan, 626 (13th August, A. D. 1229), in a khan situated outside the

city of Aleppo, as we have already mentioned towards the beginning of this article.

He left his books as a wakf (38) to the mausoleum [mash-hed) of ax-Zaidi (7), which

establishment is situated in Dinar street (Darb dindr), Baghdad. He delivered

them to Izz ad-Din Abu’l-Hasan Ali Ibn al-Alhir (vol 11 p. 288), the author of the

great historical work, and this shaikh carried them to their destination. When

Yakut rose to distinction and got into reputation, he changed his name into Ydkilb.

In the beginning of the month of Zu ’1-K.aada, 626 (in the latter part of September,

A. D. 1229), 1 arrived at Aleppo for the purpose of pursuing my studies. This was

subsequent to Yakut’s death
; and I found every one speaking in his praise, extolling

his merit and his great literary acquirements. It was not therefore in my destiny to

meet with him.

(1) The is'and of KLs is situated at the entrance of the Persian Gulf, opposite to Ormus.

(a) See vol. II, p. 331.
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(I) See Introduction to vol. I, p. xxu.

(4) This and the Mushtarik are the only works of YAkdt which 1 have met with. The Mojam al-BufrMn

forms five or six folio volumes and contains much curious information. I understand (bat Mr. Wustenfeld has

prepared an edition of it which is now (1865) in the press.

<5) The loss of these compilations is much to lie regretted.

(6) Literally : the master ol his thraldom,

(7) This long letter contains very little information and was evidently composed with the intention of dis-

playing the great command of language possessed by the author. Its style, though laboured and excessively

affected, is by no means remarkable for elegance, though the viiir Lbn al-Kifli and lbn KballlkAn have inserted

it in their respective works. Nothing can he conceived more verbose and more jejune than this pompous

epistle. It is almost needless to say that the copyists did not always understand it and have committed nu-

merous faults in its transcription. Some of these errors I have rectified, but a few passages remain «I which

the text cannot he amended though the meaning be tolerably clear.

(8) Al-Awliim (Me fortreues) was the name given to that part of ancient Cilicia which borders on the north

ol Syria.

(0) The Arabic word signifies ; the part of the arm on which the bracelet is worn.

(10) Literally : his 1 lustrious presence.

(II) Literally: with a white forehead and white pasterns. These were considered by the bedwin Arabs as

marks of a good horse.

(if) Literally : my people are speakers.

(13) Literally : Ids recital of the traditions of glory, the itndds of which are near (en*y to fa verified), is

established by his personal observation.

(14) Koran, surat 48, verse 17. The application o( this verse is by no means clear.

(18) and (18). The epithets here employed are taken fmm the Knrln.

(17) These are rhyming proverbs.

(18) Literally : the camel's hump.

(19) The sudd or farrier of Gog and Magog was supposed to exist on the west side of the Caspian sea.

(io) All those places are mentioned in the poems composed by the hedwin Arabs and were situated in

Arabia.

(41) Literally : instead of booty 1 was content to return. A well known proverb.

(44) For the explanation of this proverb, see Freytag’s Maiddni, vol. I, p. 468.

(43) The text is oorrupt bat the meaning appears to be that which is given here. 1 read rAdfaAd with one

of the manuscripts.

(44) That means : the co'our of these flowers was red with dark spots.

(45) Literally : to the air.

(16) For an account of KhuwArerm-Sh&h's flight before the troops of Jeogett-KhAn, see Ab& 1-Feda s An-

nals, A. H. 017.

(17) Koran, sur. 44, verses 14, 45. These verses apply to the Kgyptians who went forth in pursuit of tf»e

Children of Israel. God gave their possessions to another people; so says the Korin; but our author remarks

that God did not leave those of the KhorAsAnites to the invaders, because he would not treat the mnsulmanslike

the people ol Pharaoh.

(48) K'ordn, sur. 4, verse 413.
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(49) The generosity of HAtim at-TAi is well known
;
Kaab Ibu Mima, one of the principal chiefs ef the tribe

of IyAd, was also doted for his liberality. See Frcytag's Mmddni, t. 1, p, 395, and Mr. Caossin de Perceval's

Etsai, t. (1, p. 113.

(30) See vol. I, p. 695, and Freytag's MaidAni, t. 1, p. 396.

(31) S&ad lbn Hudaim ^
«*•* died some years before the introduction of l&lamisui. He was so celebrated

for his wisdom that the bed win Arabs used to take him forjudge in their contestations. (D'Heroclot, Piblioth.

orientate.)

(39) Lite al'y : this was bis distinctive mark.

(93) Literally : ride on the direction of the road.

(34) Literally : times; i. e. vicissitudes ol fortune.

(95) The word which is not rendered in the translation, may perhaps signify : which is a case

particular to him aloue.

(86) Or else : her favours are denials. The two words are also technical terms of Arabic grammar and, in

that case, they signify : her definite (nouiw, 1. e. gifts) are, for me, indefinite; which may mean : I obtain them

not.

(37) Abd ')-Barakil al-MubArak lbn Ilamdin lbn ash-ShiAr surname*! KamAl ad-Dln al-Mausili

[belonging to Mosul), composed a voluminous work on the poets of the seventh century of the Uijra. H. died

A. H. 634 (A. D. 1456-7). — (Hajji Khalifa; Ghirbdi az-ZamAn.)

(38) See vol. 1, p. 49, and vot. Ill, p. 667.

YAHYA IBM MAIN

Abu Zakariya Yah ya lbn Main lbn Aun lbn ZlSd lbn Beslam lbn Abd ar-Raliman

al-Murri, a native of Baghdad and a celebrated hdfiz, was a doctor of (he highest

authority, deeply learned and noted for the eiactitude of his
(
traditional

)
information,

lie caine, it is said, from a village situated near al-Anbar and called Nakiya. His

father was secretary to Abd Allah lbn Malik (1) or, according to another statement, he

was chief of the khardj (or land-tax) offices at Rai. He left, on his death, a sum of

one million and fifty thousand dirhems (2) to his son Y’ahva. All this sum was spent

by the latter in
(
collecting )

Traditions, so that, at length, he had not a shoe to put

on. Being asked how many traditions he had written down, he answered: “ 1 wrote

down with my own hand six hundred thousand Traditions.” Ahmad lbn Okha,
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Ihe person who related this anecdote, said: “ And I believe that the relaters of Tra-

“ ditions had also written out for him six hundred thousand and as much more."

( When Ibn Main died
)
he left one hundred and thirty cases filled with books and

fourwatcr-jar stands filled with them also. He was the great master in the art of irn-

probalion and justification (3). The most eminent doctors learned Traditions from

him and taught them on his authority. Amongst them were Abu Abd Allah Muham-

madlbn Ismail al-Bukhari (eoZ. 11. p. 59V), Muslim Ibn al-llajjaj al-Kushairi
(
col . 111.

p. 348), Abu Dawud as-Sijistam (no/. 1. p. 589), and other hdfiscs. A close fellowship

and intimacy subsisted between bim and Ahmad Ibn llanbal (no/. /. p. 44), and they

studied together all the sciences connected with the Traditions. This is a fact so

well known that we need not expatiate on the subject, lie [Ibn llanbal)
and Abu

Khaithama (4) related Traditions on his [Ibn Main's) authority, and were his contem-

poraries. Ali Ibn al-Madini (5) said :
“ In Basra, the s^ence [of the laio and the

“ Traditions
)
passed down to Yahya Ibn Abi Kalhir (6) and Kalada (no/. 11. p. 513)

;

“ in Kufa, it reached Abu Ishak (no/. 11. p. 392) and al-Aamash (no/. 1. p. 587)

;

“ the science of Ilijaz passed to ibn Sliihab (no/. 11. p. 581) and Arar Ibn Dinar

“ (no/. /. p. 580). All these six were at Basra, and what they knew was transmitted

“ to Said Ibn Abi Aruba (7), Shoba (no/. /. p. 493), Mamar (8), Hammad Ibn Salama

“ (no/. 1. p. 261) and Abu Aw&na (9). At Kufa the heads of the science were

•• Sofyan alh-Thauri (no/. 1. p. 576) and Sofyan Ibn Oyaina (no/. 1. p. 578); in

“ Ilijaz its head was Malik Ibn Anas (nol. 11. p. 545) ; in Syria, its head was al-

“ Auzai (no/. 11. p. 84). The knowledge possessed by these passed to Muhammad

“ Ibn Ishak (no/. II. p. 677), Ilushaim (to/. 1. p. 187), Yahya Ibn Said (no!. II.

“ p. 679), Ibn Abi Zaida, Waki (noi l. p. 374), Ibn al-Mubarak (no/. II. p. 12),

“ who was the roost learned of them all, Ibn Mahdi (10) and Yahya Ibn Aadam (11).

“ The united knowledge of them all passed toYaliya Ibn Main." Ahmad Ibn llanbal

declared that every tradition which was not known to Yahya Ibn Main was not a

(true) tradition. He said also : “ There is in this place a man whom God«created

“ for the purpose of exposing the falsehoods of lying traditionists and the person

whom he meant was Ibn Main, “ Never”, said Ibn ar-Rumi (12) did I hear any

“ one except Ibn Main speak equitably of the shaikhs [the Traditionists); others

fall upon them in their discourse, but Yahya
(
Ibn Main) would say : ‘I never

“ 4 saw a roan make a mistake without my casting a veil over his fault or trying to

** * excuse him
; and 1 never reproached a man, to his face, with anything that might

VOX. IV, \
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“ ‘ displease him; 1 preferred pointing out to him, in a private conference, the

" ‘ mistake into which lie had fallen and, if he did not take my observations

** * well, 1 left him there'.” He used also to say :
11

1 wrote down [quantities of

“ Traditions) under the dictation of liars, and made use of the paper for heating

“ my oven ; 1 thus obtained [at least one advantage,) bread well baked.” Uc some-

times recited these lines :

Wealth gained by lawful or unlawful means will all disappear, leaving nothing behind but the

iniquities it wrought. The devout man docs not really fear Cod unless hr gains honestly what

be eats and drinks, (//is heart) concealed w ithin him should be pure, as also the work of bis

hands, and bis words should be employed only in virtuous discourse (13). Thus hath the Pro-

phet spoken in the name of the Lord ; so, the blessing of the Lord and his salutation be on the

Prophet.

Ad-Darakutni (col. 11. p. 239) mentions Yahya lbn Main as one of those who

delivered Traditions received by orally from as-Shafi (tml. 11. p. 369). In our

article on Ihe latter, we have spoken of lbn Main's conduct towards him and of what

passed, on that occasion, between lbn Main and the imdm Ahmad [lbn llanbal).

Ibn Main beard also Traditions delivered by Abd Allah lbn al-Mubarak, Sofyan lbn

Oyaina and others of the same class. When he made the pilgrimage, which he

frequently did, lie used to go to Mckka in passing through Medina. The last time

he went, he visited Medina on going and, on his return, lie staid there three days.

Having then set out with his fellow-travellers, he stopped with them at the first

halting-place in order to pass the night, and he had a dream in which he heard a

voice call out to him, saying : ”0 Abu Zakariya! dost thou then dislike my ncigh-

“ bourhood (14) ?” When the morning came, he said to his companions : “ Con-

“ tinue your journey; as for me, I return to Medina.” They did so, and he went

hack to that city where he passed three days and then died. His corpse was borne

to the grave on the bier which had been made use of at the Prophet's burial. The

Kliatib^W. I. p. 73) says, in his History of Baghdad, that lbn Main's death took

place on the 23rd of Zu '1-Kaada, 233, but he is certainly mistaken, as 1 shall here

prove : lbn Main went to Mekka and made the pilgrimage, after which, he returned

to .Medina and there died. But how is it possible that a man who has made the

pdgrimage could die, the same year, in the month of Zu '1-K.aada (15)? Had the

ikhatib said that lie died in Zu '1-Uijja, the thing had been possible. Some persons

suppose that the mistake was committed by the transcriber of the work, hut 1 found,
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in hvo copies of it, that the passage is the same as we have just given. It is therefore

difficult to admit that the error proceeded from the copyist. Further on, the same

author says that he died before accomplishing the pilgrimage. In that case, the

dale which he gives might pass for correct
; but I since met with a historical work

entitled : Kitdb al-Irshdd
fi

marifal UlamA il-Bildd (the directory, containing infor-

mation respecting the learned men of all countries), and compiled by the hdfiz Abu

Yala ’1-Khalil Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim Ilm al-Khalil ai-Rhallli (16),

and, in it I read that Yahya Ibn Main died on the 22nd of Zu '1-Hijja, in the year

above mentioned (28th July, A. D. 848). From this, it appears that he did make

the pilgrimage. The Khatib states also that he was born in the latter part of the

year 158 and then adds : “ He died at the age of seventy-seven years, wanting ten

“ days.” This cannot be, as will be found of the calculation be made. In another

historical work I read that he lived to the age of seventy-five years. God knows best

!

The funeral prayer was said over the body by the governor of Medina and was after-

wards repeated several times. Ibn Main was buried in the Baki cemetery. When

they were carrying him to the grave, a man preceded them, crying out : “ This

is he who expelled falsehoods from the Traditions left by the Prophet of God.” A Tra-

ditionist composed on his death an elegy in which he said :

lie is departed, that learned man w ho corrected the faults of every Traditionist, cleared up the

contradictions in the imdds, and dissipated the doubts and ambiguities which perplexed the

learned of all countries.

The word must be pronounced Main.—Biitdmi has an t after the b; remarks

on Ute other letters are needless.— I read in a historical work that Yahya ibn Main

was the grandson of Ghiath, the son of Ziad, the son of Attn, the son of Bistam, who

was a matcla of al-Junaid Ibn Abd ar-Rahman al-Ghatafani al-Murri, the same who

governed Khorasan in the name of the Omaiyide Khalif llishara Ibn Abd al-Malik.

The genealogy given at the beginning of this article is that which is generally ac-

cepted as the more correct.

—

Murri means belonging to the tribe of Murra, who was

a descendant of Ghatafan, being the son of Auf Ibn Saad Ibn Dubyan Ibn Baglnd Ibn

Raith Ibn Ghatafan. It is a large and famous tribe. A great number of Arabian

tribes bear this name.—As-Samani
(
col . II. p. 156) says, in his Antdb :

" may

“ be pronounced NakiyA or NakayA. It is the name of a village near al-Anbar. From
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“ it came Yahja lbn Main an-Nakyai." The Khatib says that Pharaoh was a native

of this village
;
God knows best

!

(1)
“ In the year 19S (A.D. 807-8), Abd Allah lbn MAlik marched with a body of ten thousand men against

u the Khurramiya (Me partisans of Bdbek) who were stirring up troubles in AdarbaijAn. After killing and

“ taking prisoners (many of the insurgents), ho returned victorious. ”— (iViyiJm.)

(2) Upwards of twenty thousand pounds sterling.

(3) The science called Tajrih \ca iaadil (improhation and justification) had for object to determine the degree

of credibility to which every witness in a court of law and every rapportcr of Traditions were entitled. For

that purpose, it was necessary to study the life of the individual. The requisite points in a Traditional were

good conduct, piety, veracity, exactness and a retentive memory.

(4) Abd Rhaitliama Zuhair lbn Harb an-Nasii, an eminent Traditionist, was distinguished lor learning and

piety. NasA was his native place, but he travelled to many countries and afterwards settled at Baghdad. He

died in the month o! Shaabdn, 434 (March, A. D. 849). (tfq/dm
; Huffdz.)

(5) All lbn Abd Allah, surname*! lbn al-Madlni,was a Traditionist of the highest authority. He died at Me-

dina in the month of Zd 'l-Kaada, 334 (May-June, A. D. 849). — (Nujurn ; Huffdz.)

(6) Yahya lbn Ab! Kathlral-Yaindni, named also S4lih lbn al-Mutawakkil, was a Traditionist of conside-

rable reputation. He died A. II. 118 (A. D. 745-6), according to the author of the Nujilm

;

in the TabokAtal-

Huffdz ,
his death is placed a year later.

(7) Abd 'n-Nasr Said lbn Abi Aruba, a Traditionist of Basra, died A. H. 156 (A. D. 771-8), or 157.— (£ifd6

al-ltadnf; Huffdz.)

(8) Mamar lbn RAshid al-HarrAni al-Basri,a Traditionist of good authority, died A. H. 161 (A. D. 769), or

153. — [Huffdz.)

(9) Tbe hAfiz Abd AwAna al-WaddAh lbn Abd Allah, was a member, by enfranchisement, oi the tribe of

Yasbkur. He died at Basra in the month of the 1st Raid, 176 (June-July, A. D. 792). — (Mydm; Huffdz.)

(10) Abd Said Abd ar-RahmAn lbn Mahdi, an inhabitant of Basra and a hAfiz of the highest authority, died

in that city, A. H. 108 (A. D. 813-4), at the age of sixty-three years, — (Nujilm ; Huffdz.)

(If) The hAfiz Abd Zakariya Yahya lbn Aadam was a Traditionist of the highest authority. He died

A. H. 303 (A. D. 818-9). — (Huffdz.)

(12) The lbn ar-Rdmi here mentioned speaks of lbn Main as if he had conversed with him and could appre-

ciate his merit. lie cannot therefore be the poet of that name (see voU II, p. 497), who was only twelve

years of age when lbn Main died.

(1 8) This hemistich may also be rendered thus : his discourse should consist in Traditions only.

(14) Muhammad's tomb is at Medina.

(15) The pilgrimage lakes place in Zd T-Hijja, the month which immediately follows Zd ’l-Kaada.

(16) Abd Tala T-KhaBU’s work treated of the persons who transmitted tradtions. He composed another

work bearing also the title of Irshdd and containing a history of Eazwtn, his native place. As a hAfiz, he

held a high reputation. He died in tbe latter half of the fifth century of the Hijra (A. D. 1059-1106).—

(Hajji Khatila
; HuffAs.)
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YAHYA IBN YAHYA

Abu Muhammad Yahya al-Laithi was the son of Yahya, the son of Kalhir, the son

of Wislasen or Wisl&s, the son of Shammal, the son of Manghaya. He drew his origin

from the Masmuda, a berber tribe which had contracted clientship with the (.Arabian)

tribe of Laith. He, for that reason, bore the appellation of al-Laithi. His grand-

father, Abu Isa Kathir, the first of the family who passed into Spain, fixed his

residence in Cordova. It was there that he [Yahya] heard
(
ihe lesions] of Ziad Ibn Abd

ar-Rahman Ibn Ziad al-Lakhmi, surnamed Shabatun (1), who was a native of that

city and the person who [there] knew best by heart and could dictate the contents of the

Muwatla composed by MAlik Ibn Anas (vof. 11. p. 545). He heard also traditional

information delivered by Yahya Ibn Modar al-Kaisi, a native of Spain. At the age

of twenty eight years he travelled to Ihe East and learned perfectly the Muwalta under

the dictation of Malik, with the exception of some paragraphs belonging to the

chapter which treats of the spiritual retreat (2). Not being sure of having heard

these passages well, he learned to repeat them correctly under the direction of Zttd.

At Mekka he heard [traditional information delivered by) Sofyun Ibn Oyaina (oof. 1.

p. 578) and, in Misr
(
Old Cairo), he received lessons from al-Lailh IbuSaad (rol. 11.

p. 543), Abd Allah Ibn Wahb
(
vol . II. p. 15) and Abd ar-Rahnutn Ibn al-Kasim

(vof. II, p. 86). After attending assiduously the lessons of Malik and profiting

greatly by his tuition, he studied the law under the principal disciples of that imdm,

both those of Medina and those of Misr. Malik used to call him the adkil {or intel-

ligent man) of Spain. His motif for doing so is thus related : Yahya was, one day,

at Malik’s lecture with a number of fellow-students, when some one said :
“ Here

" comes the elephant I” All of them ran out to see the animal, but Yahya did not

stir: “ Why," said Malik, “ do you not go out and look at it? such animals are not

“ to be seen in Spain." To this Yahya replied :
“ 1 left my country for the purpose

“ of seeing you and obtaining knowledge under your guidance; I did not come

“ here for the purpose seeing the elephant." Malik was so highly pleased with this

answer that he called him the adkil of the people of Spain. Some time after, Yahya

returned to Spain and, having become chief (of the ulemd), he propagated through-
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out all that country the system of law draw up by Malik. It was accepted by im-

mense multitudes, and the number of persons who taught the doctrines which they

had learned from him was very great. The best edition (3) of the Muwatta and

that which has the greatest reputation was given
(
orally) by Yahya Ibn Yahya. By

his rectitude and piety he obtained the highest respect from the emirs {the men in

power) and acquired great influence over them
; such was his self-denial, that he

scrupulously avoided accepting any office under government. The elevated rank

which he held (in public estimation) was much snperior to that of a kadi, and his re-

fusal, through religious motives, to accept such an office gave him more influence

over men in power than any kddi could possess. The Spanish writer, Abu Muham-

mad Ali Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the surname of Ibn Hazm (col. II. p. 267),

says : “ Two systems of law were at first promulgated by persons in power and high

" station : that of Abu llanifa (vol. III. p. 555) and that of Malik. Abu Yusuf Ya-

** kub, the disciple of Abu Hanifa,"—we shall give his life,
—“ being appointed

“
(chief) kddi, acquired the right of nominating all the others, and there was not a

“ city, from the far East to the most distant of the African provinces, in which he

“ did not establish, as a kddi. one of his own disciples or one of those who professed

“ his doctrines. Here, in Spain, we adopted the system of Malik for the following

“ reason : Yahya Ibn Yahya was in high favour with the sultan, and his advice in

“ whatever concerned
(
the nomination of) kddis was always followed. So, no kddi

“ was ever appointed to act in any part of the Spanish provinces till Y
r

ahya had gi-

“ ven his opinion and pointed out the person whom he preferred. lie never desi-

“ gnaled any person for that office cicepl one of his own disciples or of those who

“ followed his doctrines. Now, as all men hasten towards that which is advanta-

“ geous for them in the world, they adopted willingly what they hoped would con-

" ducc to their interest. I must add that Yahya Ibn Yahya never filled the duties

“ of a kddi and would never consent to accept such a place. This line of conduct

" served to augment his influence with the men in power and disposed them to

“ follow more readily his advice. ” The following anecdote is related by Ahmad

Ibn Abi T-Faiyad |4) in the work composed by him : “ The emir Abd ar-Rahmtln

“ Ibn al-Bakam, surnamed al-Murtada (5) and the {fourth) Omaiyide sovereign of

“ Spain, convoked, by letter, the jurisconsults into his presence, and they all went

“ to the palace. It was in Ramadan [the month of strict abstinence), and he,

" happening to look at one of his concubines whom he loved passionately,
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•' was so much excited (by her beauty
)

that he lost all self-command and had

“ commerce with her. He then regretted deeply what he had done and eon-

44 suited these doctors respecting the mode of manifesting his repentance and

“ expiating his sin. Yahya Ihn Yahya replied : ‘ A sin of that kind can be expiated

“ by a fast of two consecutive months'. As he had hastened to give this opinion

“
(fetwa)

before the others had lime to speak, they kept silent, but, on leaving Abd

“ ar-Rahman’s presence, they spoke to each other of what had passed and then said

“ to Yahya :
* What prevented you from giving a fetwa conformable to the doctrine

44 * of Malik?' That imdtn said :

4 He who sins thus has the choice of manumitting

44 ‘ (a slave), of giving food (to the poor), or of keeping a fast.’ To this he answer-

“ cd :
* Had we opened to him such a door as that, he would satisfy his passion

44 1 every day and repair his fault by freeing a slave. So 1 imposed on him the se-

44 4 verest penalty in order to prevent him from relapsing.’ ”—When Yahya left

Malik, with the intention of returning to bis native country, he went to Misr and

found there Abd ar-Rahman Ibn al-Kasim, who was occupied in making a written

compilation of the doctrines which he had learned from Malik. (On seeing this col-

lection) he resolved on hastening back and hear Malik himself treat the questions

which Ibn al-Kasim had enregistered. lie therefore travelled (to Medina
)
a second

time and, Gnding, on his arrival, that Mdlik was very ill, he staid with him till he

expired. After attending the funeral, he returned to Ibn al-Kiisim, who recited to

him the doctrines such as he heard them from Malik's own lips. Abu ’1-Walid Ibn

al-I’aradi (col. 11. p. 08) mentions that fact in his historical work, with some other

particulars of the same kind.—When Yahya Ihn Yahya returned to Spain, he became

the paragon of the age and had none to equal him in that country. He was a man

of great intelligence. Muhammad Ibn Omar Ibn Lubaba (6) said :
“ The (jreof)ju-

44 risconsult of Spain is Isa Ibn Ulnar (7j; its most learned man is Abdal-Mftlik Ibn

“ Habib (8), and its roost intelligent man is Yahya Ibn Yahya."—Yahya, being sus-

pected of having had a share in (he (great) revolt (9), fled to Toledo and then solli-

citeda letter of protection, which was granted to him by the emiral-Hakam. He then

returned to Cordova.—“ .Never,” said Ahmad Ibn Khalid (10),
'* since the time of

44 the introduction of Islamism, did any of the learned in Spain enjoy such good

44 fortune, such influence and such a reputation as Yahya Ibn Yahya.”— Ihn Ilash-

kuwal (col. /. p. 491) says, in his historical work : “ The prayers which Yahya Ibn

** Yahya addressed to God were always fulfilled. In his appearance, dress andman-
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“ ner of sitting he greatly resembled Malik. It is related that he said : ' I [one day)

•* * went to take hold of the stirrup of al-Lailh Ibn Saad (vol. II. p. 543), and his

“ * servant boy tried to prevent me, on which he addressed to me these words :
* You

“ * shall have all the learned men for servants;’ and that I have lived long enough

" to witness." The same author adds :
*• Yahya Ibn Yahya died in the month of

11 Rajah, 234 (Feb. A. D. 849). His tomb is situated in the cemetery of the

Abbasidcs, and prayers are offered up at it in times of drought.” This cemetery

lies outside Cordova. Abu Abd Allah al-Humaidi [vol. III. p. 1) informs us, more-

over, that he died on the 22nd of that month. Abft '1-Walid Ibn al-Faradi states that

his death took place in 233, or, by another account, in 234 and in the month of

Rajab. God knows best.

—

Widdi or Wisldsen is a Berber word which signifies he

heart them (1

1

).— Shammdl is pronounced with an a after theiA and a double m.—
ilanghdyd signifies a killer in Berber (12). We have already spoken of the words

Laithi [vol. II. p. 409), Berber [vol. I. p. 35) and Hatmdda (col. III. p. 215).

(I) 1 follow the orthography of one ms. and of the printed text of Makkari's Spams ft History.— AhA Abd

Allah Zttd Ibn Abd ar-RahmAn al-Lakhmi, generally known by the name of ShahatAn, was a native of Cor-

dova and a doctor of the rite of MAlik. It was he who first introduced into Spain the system of jurisprudence

drawn up by that imAm and who taught there the Muwatla (no/. //, p. SA 9). HishAm Ibn Abd ar-Rahmin, the

socond Oraaiyide sovereign of Spain wished to have him for a kAdi at Cordova, but could never obtain his con-

sent. Ibn ZlAd died A. 11. 804 (A. D. 819-80), or 193, according to another statement. It was by his ad-

vice that Yahya Ibn Yahya travelled to the East for the purpose of studying under MAlik.— (Gayangos’s 1fak-

kari, vol. II, p. 100 e( seg.)

(f) The spiritual retreat (UikAf) consists in remaining some days and nights successively in a mosque and

passing that time in prayer, fasting and meditation.

(I) Literally : rental. The contents of those classical works were taught orally, the professor knowing

them by heart.

(4) This author is not mentioned by Hajji Khalifa, and al-Makkari merely informs us that the subject of his

work was historical. According to an indication given by Ibn al-Athtr in his K&mil, it contained informa-

tion respecting the AbbAdide dynasty. See Mr. Dory's Htstona AMmdidarum
y
llnd part, p. 14.

(5) This is a mistake ; liis surname was nl-Muzo/far.

(0) Muhammad Ihu Omar Ibn LubAba (ajLJ), a native of Spain, a teacher of Malikite jurisprudence and

a Traditiooift, died A.H. 114 (A.D. 92G-7).—(Gayangos'zMakkari, and the arabic edition of the same work.)

(7) According to al-Makkari, this Isa Ibn DlnAr was a jurisconsult and composed a work entitled al-HidAya

(/A« guide). He left Cordova during the reign of HishAm Ibn Abd ar-RahmAn, the second Omaiyide sovereign,

and travelled to the East, where he studied the law under MAlik.

(8) AbA Marwfln Abd al-Malik Ibn Habib was a native of Cordova and one of the Spanish doctors who travel*

led to the East fur the purpose of studying under MAUk. Ho contributed to the introduction of that iuiAm’s doc-
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trine* iuto Spain. Ad-Dabbi places his death in the month of ZA 'I Hijja, 439 (May, A. D. R54). See Casi-

ri’s Br6/io<Afen Arabian Hitpanica, t. II, p. 138. According to the authority followed by Mr. de Gayangos

(Makkari, vol. I, p. 34 3), he died at Cordova, A. H. 438, after composing not less than one thousand work*

or treatises on various subjects.

(9) This is the famous revolt of the suburb (rabad) of Cordova which took place A. IL 198 (A. D. 8 1 4),

under the reign of al-Ilakam Ibn Hish&m. A full and exact account of this event, which led to the conquest

of Crete by these suburbans (Rabadis), is contained in Mr. Dory’s Hittoire det Musulmane <TEtpagne, t. II,

p. 88 et teq .

(10) Ahmad Ibn KhAlid, a doctor of the law and a tradilionist, was a contemporary of Ibn Luh&ba [tee

note 6). The Omaiyide sovereign Abd ar-Rahmin an-NAsir esteemed him so highly that he had him brought

to Cordova and lodged in one of the houses belonging to the mosque near the palace. He allowed him a daily

ration of provisions and made him considerable present*. The enemies of Ibn Kh&ltd reproached him for

accepting these favours, and he composed a work in vindication of his conduct. — [Makkari, arabic text,

vol. II, p. l^A.)

(11) The word islasttn is berber and signifies Ae heard them.

(14) In Berber, the root angh or engh (£ii) signifies to kilt. A kilter or murderer is designated by the

words inegh or inghdn. The same'root appears in the name of Manghdyd, which, however, has not a Berber

form.

YAHYA IBN AKTHAM

Abu Muhammad Yahya Ibn Aktham Ibn Muhammad Ibn Kalan Ibn Saman Ibn

Mushannaj at-Tamimi al-Usaiyidi al-Marwaii (a member of the tribe of Utaiyid, whirh

was a branch of that of Tamtm, and a native of Marw) drew his descent from Aktham

Ibn as-Saifi, the judge of the Arabs (1). lie was learned in the law and sagacious in

his judgments. Ad-D&rakutni (oo/. II. p. 239) mentions him as having been one of

aa-Shafi's (vol. II. p. 569) disciples, and the Rhalib (vol. I.p. 75) says, in his History

of Baghdad : “ Yahya Ibn Aktham was untainted with heresy and followed the doc-

“ trine professed by the people of the Sunna (the orthodox). He heard (Traditions)

“ from Abd Allah Ibn al-Mubirak (col. II. p. 12), SofyAn Ibn Oyaina (t'of. /. p. 578)

“ and others.’’—We have already related, in our article on Sofyan, what passed

between Yahya and that doctor.— “ Traditions were delivered on his authority by

“ Abu Isa at-Tirmidi (vol. II. p. 679) and others.”—Talha Ibn Muhammad Ibn

* vou iv. 3
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Jaafar (2) said of him :
** Yahya lbn Aktham was a man of note in the world; his

“ proceedings and his history are well known; neither great nor small are ignorant

" of his merit, his learning, the high authority which lie held and the skill with

“ which he minded his own interests and those of the khalifa and sovereigns who

“ were his contemporaries, lie possessed an extensive knowledge of jurisprudence,

“ great literary acquirements, singular skill in the conduct of affairs (3) and the la-

“ lent of surmounting difficulties." He obtained such influence over al-Mamun's

mind that no one could surpass him in that khalifa favour. AJ-Mambn himselfwas

versed in the sciences; so, when lie knew the character of Yahya lbn Aktham and

perceived that he held the highest station in learning, he set his whole heart on him

and went so far as to appoint him to the office of kddi 'l-/uddl [4] and confide to him

the administration of his subjects. The vizirs charged with the direction of public

affairs took no decision without submitting it to Yahya for his approval. We know

of no person's having ever obtained such complete influence over the mind of his

sovereign except Yahya lbn Yahya (p. 29 of this vol.) and Ahmad lbn Abi Duwad 'vol.

I. p. 61J. A person, noted for speaking with great elegance, being asked which of the

two, Yahya lbn Aktham or Ahmad lbn AbiDbwad, was the better man, be answered in

these terms : “ Ahmad was grave with his concubine and with his daughter; Yahya was

*' gay with his adversaries and his enemies; Yahya was untained with heresy and

“ followed the orthodox doctrine, whilst Ahmad was quite the contrary.”—In our ar-

ticle on Ahmad we have said some words of his religious belief and of his partiality

for the Motazelites. Yahya was heard to say :
“ The Koran is the word of God, and

" whoever says that it is created should be invited to abandon that opinion; and if

“ he do not, his head should be struck off.” The jurisconsult Abu ’l-Fadl Abd al-

Aziz lbn Ali lbn Abd ar-Rahman al-Ushnuhi (5), sumamed Zain ad-Din, mentions,

in his treatise on the partition of hereditaments (fardid), the problems designated by

surnames (6), and, amongst them, that one which is called the ildm&nian

niya
)
and which is the fourteenth in order. It runs thus : [A person died, leaving)

father and mother and two daughters. Before the inheritance was shared (be-

tween them),[one of the daughters died, leaving [trs survivors) the other persons spe-

cified in the problem (7). It was called the Mdm&nian for the following reason :

( The khulif) al-Mumun wished to find a man fit to act as a kadi and, hearing of Taliya

lbn Aklham’s talents, lie had him sent for. Yahya, being introduced, saw clearly

that the klialif disdained him on account of his low stature ; on which he said :
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“ Commander of the faithful I if it is for my learning that you require me and not

•* for my stature, ask me a question." Al-Mamun proposed to him the one ahove

mentioned and Yahya answered :
“ Commander of the faithful ! was the person who

“ died first a male or a female?" The khatif perceived immediately that he was

acquainted with the problem and appointed him kddi. In this problem, if the first

who died was a male, the two questions (to which it gives rise) can be resolved by
(
di-

viding the inheritance into

)

fifty-four
(
equal parts) ; and if the first who died was a

female, the grandfather (of the daughters
]
could not inherit in the second case (that

is, on the death of the daughter), because he is a father of a mother
{
the maternal

grandfather) ; and the questions
(

involved in the problem
)
can both be resolved by (<fi-

riding the inheritance into) eighteen parts (8). — The Khatlb says in his History of

Baghdad :
“ Yahya Ibn Aktham was nominated as kAdi of Basra at the age of

“ twenty years, or thereabouts. The people of that city found him 'look so young that

“ they asked each other of what age he might be. Yahya, being informed of this,

" spoke (to them) as follows : ‘ I am older than Attab Ibn Asid (9) whom the Prophet

“ ‘ sent to act as a kadi in Mekka; I am older than MoAd Ibn Jabal (10), whom the

•* • Prophet sent to act as a kadi for the people of Yemen; and I am older than Kaab

“ ' Ibn Sdr (1 1), who was sent by Omar Ibn al-KhallAb to act as a kadi for the people

“ ' of Basra.' In making this answer, he produced his own justification.”—The

Prophet nominated AltAb ibn Asid kAdi of Mekka, on the taking of that city, and he

(Alldb) was then twenty-one years of age, or twenty-three, according lo another state-

ment. He became a Moslim on the day in which Mekka was taken, and addressed

these words to the Prophet : “ 1 shall be your companion and never quit you;” on

which the Prophet said to him :
“ Would you not consent to my appointing you over

“ the family of God?” Attab continued to act as their kAdi till hedied. (The Kliattb)

adds: “ Yahya remained a year without receiving any one as a (competent) witness (12.)

“ One of the amins (syndics of corporations
)
then went to him and said :

" 0 kadi!

“ 1 you have put a stop to all proceedings and made too long a delay (13).'— * How
“ * so?’ said Yahya.— ‘ Because,’ said theamfn, ‘ you who are the kadi will receive

*• * no one as a witness.' In consequence of this remonstrance, he authorised, that

“ very day, seventy persons of the city to act as witnesses.” Another author states

that Yahya Ibn Aktham was appointed kadi of Basra in the year 202 (A. D. 817-8).

We have already mentioned, in the life of Hammad Ibn Abi llanifa (oof. /. p. 469),

that Yahya succeeded Ismail
, the son of that HammAd, in the kAdiship of Basra.
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Omar Ibn Sli&bba (cof. II. p. 375} relates in bis Kitdb Ahhbdr il- Basra (History of

Basra
)
that the kudiship of Basra was taken from Yahya in the year 210. Muham-

mad Ibn Mansur (14) relates as follows :
“ We were with al-Mamun, on our way to

" Syria, when he ordered a proclamation to made declaring meld (temporary) mar-

“ riages to be lawful. On this Yahya Ibn Aktham said to me and Abu ’1-Ainfi (oo-

“ lumelll.p. 56) :
‘ Tomorrow morning, early, go both of you (1 5) to him and, ifyou

“ ‘ find an opportunity of speaking j/o him on the subject
)
do so ; if not, remain silent

“ * till I go in.’ We went there and found him with a toothpick in his hand and

“ exclaiming, in a violent passion :
* Two melds occurred in the time of the Prophet

“ * of God and in that of Abu Bakr; and shall I forbid the practise? Who are you,

“ * vile scarabec ! to dare forbid me to follow what was practised by the Prophet of

“ * God and by Abu Bakr?' On this, Abu '1-Aina made me a sign and said :

“ 1 Muhammad Ihn Mansur! that is a man who is capable of attributing to Omar
" * Ibn al-Khaltab what he has just said; how can we speak to him (16)?' So we

“ held our peace. Yahya Ibn Aktham then came in and sat down. We sat down

“ also, and al-Mamun said to him :
' Why do I see you look so troubled?' Yahya

“ answered :
* Commander of the faithful I it is with grief for a novelty introduced

“ • into Islamism.’— ' What novelty?’ said the khalif.— ‘ Yahya replied :
* A pro-

“ ' clamation has been made declaring meld marriages lawful, declaring fornication

“ * lawful.’— • Fornication? 'exclaimed al-Mamun.— 'Yes; meld is fornication I’—
" ' On what authority do you say so?’

—'On that of the book of Almighty God and of

“ * a declaration made by his Prophet. God said : Now are the true believers happy,

“ ‘ and so forth to the words : and those who keep themselves from carnal knowledge

" • of any except their wives or the (slaves) whom their right hands possess; and who-

“ ‘so covclelh any (woman) beyond these, they are transgressors (17). Commander of

" ‘ the faithful! a meld wife is she a woman possessed by the right hand (a slave)V

" The khalif answered :
* No I*

—
‘ Is she a wife who can inherit and be inherited of

" • lawfully in the sight of God? a wife bearing legitimate children? one whose mar-

" * riage is regulated by lawful conditions?'— * The khalif answered : ‘ No.’

—

“ * Then,’ replied Yahya, ‘ w hoever passes these two limits is a transgressor. Com-

“ ' mander of the faithful! there is az-Zuhri
(
vol . II. p. 581)who related on the au-

" * thorily of Abd Allah and al-llasan, the sons of Muhammad Ibn al- Ilanafiya

“ 1
(vol- II. p. 574), that they heard their father declare that he heard Ali ibn Abi

** • Talib say : The Prophet ordered me to proclaim that mela marriages were forbid-
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“ * den and unlawful, after he had authorised them.'—Al-Mamhn then turned towards

“ us and said :
* Is it well ascertained that this tradition came from az-Zuhri ?’

—

“ We replied; • It is, Commander of the faithful ! a number of Traditionists have

“ * related it, such as Malik [vol. II. p. 545), to whom God be gracious I'—On hea-

“ ring this, he exclaimed :
‘ God forgive me !

proclaim that meld marriages are for-

“ • bidden 1’ and a proclamation to that effect was immediately made."—The kadi

Abb Ishak Ismail Ibn Ishak lbn Ismail Ibn Hammddlbn Zaid Ibn Dirliim al-Azdi ( i 8),

who was a doctor of Malikile jurisprudence and an inhabitant of Basra, said, in

speaking of Yahya Ibn Aklham and extolling his merit : “ He one day did to Isla-

“ mism a service the like of which no man ever rendered to it before.”—Taliya's

works on jurisprudence arc excellent, but so voluminous that they are neglected by

readers, lie composed some treatises on the fondamentalsof jurisprudence and pub-

lished a work against the people of Irak (the Uane/iles), to which he gave the title of

al-Tanbih (the iearning). He had frequent discussions with Dawud Ibn Ali (vol. 1.

p. 501). When he was akadi.aman went up to him and the following dialogue ensued:

" May God preserve you ! how much should 1 eat?”—Yahya replied :
“ Enough to

“ get over hunger and not enough to attain satiety.”—“ llow long may I laugh?”

— •* Till your face brightens, hut without raising your voice.”—“ How long should

“ 1 weep?”—“ Weeping should never fatigue you, if it be through fear of God.”

—” What actions of mine should I conceal?”—“ As many as you can.”—“ What

“ are the actions which I should do openly?”— “ Those which may serve as ciam-

“ pies to good and virtuous men whilst they secure you from public reprobation.”

— On this, the man exclaimed : “ May God preserve us from words which abide

" when deeds have passed away! (19)-”—Yahya was the most acute of men

and the most skilful in the management of affairs. I read in a miscellany that

Ahmad Ibn Abi Khalid al-Ahwal (vol. I. p. 20), al-Mamun’s vizir, was standing,

one day, in the presence of his sovereign when Yahya came forth from a closet to

which he had retired and stood (also in the klialifs pretence). “ Come up,” said

al-Mamun. He went up and sat with him on the sofa, but at the farthest end of

it. Ahmad then said :
“ Commander of the faithful I the kadi Yahya is for me a

“ friend to whom I confide all that concerns me, but he is changed from what

“ he used to be for me.” On this, al-Mamun said :
“ 0 Yahya! the ruin

“ of a sovereign’s prosperity is caused by the misintclligence which arises be-

“ tween his ministers. No one can equal you or Ahmad in my esteem; what
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** ihen is llie motive of this mutual distrust?" Yaliya replied :
“ Commander

“ of the faithful ! I declare, by Allah! that my feelings towards Ahmad are even more

“ friendly than what he said; but he, seeing the rank which I hold in your favour,

“ fears that, one day or other, I may turn against him and disserve him in your

“ mind. I prefer telling this to you openly, so that he may be relieved from his

“ apprehensions, and I declare that, even if he injured me to the very utmost,

“I should never speak ill of him in your presence.”—“ Is that the fact?” said

the khalif to Ahmad. He replied : “ It is so.” Al-Mdmun then exclaimed :

“ God protect me from you both t I never met with men more shrewd and more in-

•• telligent than you.’—No vice could be reproached to Yahya except a certain incli-

nation which was attributed to him and of which he had the reputation (20); but God

best knows how he may have been in that respect. The Khatib (col. I. p. 75) states,

in his History of Baghdad, that Ahmad Ibn Uanbal (col. I. p. 44), being informed

of the imputations cast on Yahya Ibn Aktham’s character, exclaimed: * Good Godt

“ who can say such a thing?” and denied the fact in the most positive manner. It is

related, moreover, that the jealousy borne to Ahmad was excessive.—He was acquaint-

ed with a great number of sciences and, when he had a conversation with any one

and found him skilled in jurisprudence, he questioned him on points relative to the

Traditions and, if he discovered that he knew traditions by heart, he would propose to

him some grammatical difficulty; then, if he found that he was acquainted with

grammar, he would question him on scholastic theology; and all that for the purpose

of confounding the man and bringing him to a stand. A very intelligent native of

Khorasan, who knew by heart many Traditions, went to sec him one day and was

drawn by him into a discussion. When Yahya discovered that he was versed in a

variety of sciences, he asked him if he knew any Tradition which had served as a

fundamental principle of jurisprudence. The other replied : “ I learned from Sha-

“ rik (t'of. I. p. 622) that Abu Ishak (no/. II p. 392) told him that al-IIarilh (21) rela-

" ted to him that Ali caused a pederast to be lapidated." Yahya, on hearing this,

stopped short and addressed not another word to the man. The Khatib then relates

that Yahya received a visit from the two sons of Masada (22), who were extremely hand-

some. Wbe he saw them walking across the court of his house, he recited extem-

pore these lines :

O you who have left your tents to visit me ! may God grant yon both long life with his
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blessing I Why hive yon come to me when 1 am unable to do either die lawful deed or the deed

forbidden. It saddens me to see you stand before me and to have nothing to offer you except

fair words.

He then made them sit down before him and kept them in amusing chat till they

went away. It is said that he was dismissed from the kidiship on account of these

verses (23). 1 read in a miscellany that Yahya Ibn Aktham was jesting, one day,

with al-llasan Ibn AValtb, the same person of whom we have spoken in the life of

his brother Sulaimdn (col. /. p. 596), and who was then a boy. In playing with

him, he tapped him on the cheek and, perceiving that he was displeased, he recited

these lines :

0 full moon, whose cheek I upped and who, highly offended, lamed away from me in anger

!

If a scratch displease you or a bite, near always, my master ! a veil (to conceal your face).

Let not those locks appear as a temptation, nor let their ringlets cover yonr cheeks, lest you slay

the wretched, or tempt the anchorites, or leave the kadi of the Moslims in torment.

Ahmad Ibn Yunus ad-I)abbi related as follows : " The kdtib Ibn Zaidtin, who was an

“ extremely handsome youth, was writing under the dictation of the kadi Yahya Ibn

" Aktham, when the latter pinched his cheek. He felt much confused, blushed and

** threw away the pen. ' Take up your pen,' said Yahya, ' and write down what 1 am
*

*
going to say to you. ’ He then dictated to him ” — the above mentioned

verses.—The following anecdote was related by Ismail Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ismail

as-Safiar (24) :
“ I beard Abu ’1-AinA say, at one of Abu '1-Abbas al-Mubarrad’s

“ (col. III. page 31) sittings (or conferences) :
‘ I was at one of Abu Aasim an-

“ 1 Nabil's (25) sittings, and AbuBakr, llic son of Yabya Ibn Aktham, began to pul)

“ * about a young slave who was there. The boy cried out; Abu Aasim asked who

* ' was that man ? and, being informed that it was Abu Bakr, the son of Yabya Ibn

“ ' Aktham, he said : If he be guilty of theft, his father hath been also guilty of

' thefl heretofore (26). ” This anecdote is given by the Khatib, in his History

of Baghdad. The same author relates, in that work, that al-Mdmun asked Yahya

*' who was the author of this verse :

A kadi who considers fornication as meriting corporal chastisement, and thinks a worse crime

DO i

• Yahya replied : “ Does the Commander of the faithful not know whom it is?
”

—
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“ I do not said the khalif. “ Well ", said l'aliya, “ it was uttered by that pro-

“ fligate, Ahmad Ibn Abi Noaim, the same who said :

“ I think that tyranny will never cease as long as the nation is governed by an Abbaside.

The narrator says that ai-MamOn was confounded, and that, after a moment's

silence, lie gave orders to have Ahmad Ibn Abi Noaim banished to Sind. These two

verses belong to a piece which I shall give here :

Fortune, which reduced me to silence, now permits me to speak of the afflictions which have

kept me so long astounded. Cursed be Fortune for nailing some men and depressing others I

May that nation never prosper, —that nation which deserves to suffer lengthened adversity and

lasting perdition ! - if it consent to undergo the administration of Yahya, of a man who is

incapable of ruling it; a kadi who considers fornication as meriting corporal chastiment and

thinks a worse crime no harm. He would judge in favour of his smooth-faced fondling and give

sentence against Jarir and Abbis (27). God protect us
!
justice hath disappeared and little

honesty is to be found with mankind. Our emir lakes bribes ; our judge acts like the people

of Lot, and our bead (the khalif) is the worst of rulers. Did religion prosper and flourish,

every just measure would be taken for (the welfare of) the people ; but I am sure that tyranny

will never cease, as long as the nation is governed by an Abbaside.

I am inclined to think that this piece contained more verses than what are inserted

here, but these arc all which the Khalib gives.—The Amtili (or dictations) drawn up

by Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn al-Kasim ol-AnbSri (col. 111. page 53) contains an

anecdote which I shall now insert :
“ The k&di Yahya Ibn Aklham said to a person

“ whom he admitted into his familiarity and with whom he was accustomed to jest

:

" * Tell me what you heard the people say of me.’—The other replied : * They say

“ ' nothing of you but what is good.’—Nay’, said the kadi, ‘ I do not make you this

“ ' question for the purpose of obtaining from you a certificate of morality. ’ The

“ man then answered : ‘ I never heard them accuse the kadi of any thing except

“ * an irregular inclination.' Yahya laughed and said : ' I ask God’s pardon^ for

“ ' all the sins of which 1 am accused except that which you have mentioned (28),

“
• (for 1 never committed if).

’ ”— A bit '1-Faraj al-Ispahuni (cof. II. page 240)

relates, in his Kitdb al-Aghdni, a number of similar anecdotes concerning Yahya.

He says also : “ Al-Mamun
,

having frequently heard imputations of this

“ nature cast upon Yahya, resolved on putting him to the test and invited

“ him to a private interview. lie then said lo a young mamlnk (tchite slave
)
who

•' was a Khazarian by nation and remarkably handsome :
* You alone shall
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“ • attend us, and, when I go out, do not leave the room. ' When they met in

“ the sitting-room and had conversed together for some lime, al-Mamun retired as

** if on some necessary occasion and, having left the slave with Yahya, he concealed

“ himself in a place whence he could see what would happen. The slave, whom

" he had told to jest and make sport with Yahya, did'whal he was ordered, and the

“ khalif well knew that Y’ahya would not dare to take liberties with the boy.

“ ‘ Having then heard Y’ahya say : * Were it not for you (who seduced us), we
“ * should hare been true believers I

'

( Kordn , sur. 34, verse 30), he came into the

“ room and recited these verses :

“ ‘ We hoped to sec justice made manifest, but that hope was followed by disappointment.

“ ‘ How can the world and its inhabitants prosper, if the chiefkadi of the Moslims acts like the

“
‘ people of Lot?"

”

The kdhb Kbix Haktma Rashid Ibn Ishak Ibn Rashid, who was the author of these

verses, composed a great number of pieces on Yahya,—In the article on at-Ma-

mun which al-Masudi has given in his Murtij ad-Dahab, will he found some anec-

dotes concerning Yahya ; we abstain from inserting them here because they are of

the same kind as those just mentioned.—A story is told of Moawia Ibn Abi Sofy&n

which greatly resembles the one we have just related of al-Mamun’s asking who was

the author of a certain verse and of .Yahya’s replying by another verse taken from

the same poem. When Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan the Omaiyide was laid up with the

malady of which he died, he sulTcrcd so greatly that his life was dispaired of, and

one of Ali Ibn Abi Talib’s sons, whose name I do not recollect, went to make him

a visit. Moawia rallied all his strength and sat up in his bed, in order to receive

him and not give him the gratification of seeing how ill he was. Being too weak

to hold himself up, he at length leaned back upon a pile of cushions and recited

this verse

:

I rally ali my strength, so that those who are ready to rejoice at my sufferings may see that 1

am a man whom misfortune cannot overcome.

The son of Ali immediately rose from his seat and went out, reciting this line :

When death grasps you in its clutches, you will find all your amulets of do avail.

The persons present admired greatly this repartee. The verses here mentioned

VOL. tv. 6
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arc taken from a long kasidd which was composed by Abu Duwaib K lurwailid Ibn

Klialid al-Hudali
(
the Hudailile) (29} on the death of bis sons, five of whom were

carried off, in one and the same year, by the plague. They had fled from their native

place with their father and wer egoing to Egypt- Abu Duwaib died on his way to that

country, or, by another account, on his way to Ifrikiya (A'orlA Africa), whither he

was accompanying Ahd Allah Ibn az-Zuhair.—I have since read, in the ninth chap-

ter of Jhn al-Habbariya's (to/. 111. p. 150} Falak al-iladni, that al-llusain, the son

of Ali Ibn Abi Tdlib, went to visit Moawia during his illness, and that the latter said

to his attendants :
* Prop me up {with cushions

)
“and then recited the verse of A bit

Duwaih’s, applying it to his own case. Al-llusain saluted (on entering ) and then

repeated the other verse. God knows if this be exact. Abu Ilakr Ibn Dawud az-Za-

hiri (rol. II. page C62) relates the same anecdote in his k'itdb az-Zuhara, and attri-

butes the reply to al-IIasan, the son of Ali. 1 must here observe that neither Ibn al-

Habbariya nor az-Zdhiri mention that Moawia was in his last illness when this

happened, and such could not possibly have been the case, because al-IIasan died

before Moawia, neither could al-IIusain have been present at Moawia’s death, for he

was then in llijaz and Moawia breathed his last in Damascus.— 1 since found, towards

the beginning of the work entitled A'itab al-Tudzi (book of consolations
)
and com-

posed by Abu ’1-Abbas al-Mubarrad (rol. III. page 31), that this scene passed between

al-IIusain and Moawia. It was probably from this work that Ibn al-Habburiya took

his account of it.—An anrcdole of a similar kind is related of Akil, the son of Ali Ibn

Abi Talib : Having abandoned his father, he joined the parly of Moawia, who recei-

ved him with great kindness and treated him with the highest honour; but that was

merely for the purpose of annoying Ali. After the murder of Ali, Moawia remained

sole possessor of the supreme authority and, finding Akil’s presence becoming

irksome, lie began to say in his presence things that might oUend him and oblige

him to go away. One day, at a levee where all the most eminent of the Syrian

(drabs) were assembled, Moawia said to them :
“ Do you know who was the AbA

“ Laliah of whom God (in his Koran, surat 111) spoke in these terms : The hands

“ of Abtl Lultab shall perish
?"

The Syrians answered that they did not. “Well,
”

said he, “ Abu Lahab was the paternal uncle of that man, ” pointing to Akil. He

had no sooner pronounced these words that Akil said : ‘ Do you know who was Abu

Lahah’s wife, of whom God said : And his wife also, the bearer of faggots, haring

on her neck a rope made of palm-tree fibres?” They answered that they did not :
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" Well ”, said he, 11 she was the paternal aunt of that man ”, pointing to Moawia.

The fact was that Omm Jamil, Moawla’s aunt and the daughter of Uarb Ibn Omaiya

Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Abd Manaf, was the wife of Abii Lahab Abd al-Ozza and the

person who is indicated in this sArat of the Koran. It was really a silencing answer.

—An anecdote similar to the foregoing is told of a certain king who laid siege to a

city. He had with him an immense army of cavalry and infantry, with provisions

in abundance. He sent a letter to the lord of the city, advising him to surrender

the place or else he should be attacked. In this letter he spoke of his numerous

troops and the great quantity of munitions which he had brought with him, and in

it he inserted this passage of the Koran : Until they came to the valley of the ants;

and an ant said : “ 0 ants l enter into your dwellings lest Solomon and his

“ forces tread you under foot and perceive it not (30).’’ The lord of the city, ha-

ving received this epistle, pondered over it for some lime and them read it to his

officers. “ Who ”, said he, " can return to that a proper answer? ” One of the

secretaries replied :
“ Let these words be written to hint : And lie smiled, laughing at

“ its words " [31). This answer was approved of by all present.—An anecdote of a

similar kind is thus related by Ibn Kashik al-Kairawani [vol. I. page 384), in his

Anrn&daj : Abd Allah Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Muthanna al-Tusi, generally known by the

surname of Ibn al-Muwaddib, belonged to a family of al-Mahdiya (32) and was

a native of Kairawan. He had some reputation as a poet but led a wandering

life, being always in search of minerals and the philosopher’s stone. His manner

of living was very miserable and parcimonious, as he spent (in chemical operations

)

whatever he was able to gain. Having left his country with the intention of going to

Sicily, he was taken prisoner, at sea, by (be Christians (fidm) and remained a long

time in captivity. Thika tad-Dawla Yusuf Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Uu-

sain al-Kudai, the prince of Sicily, having concluded a truce with the Christians,

obtained that all the captives should be sent to him. Ibn al-Muwaddib, who was one

of the number, recited to Thika-tad-Dawla a poem in which lie extolled his merit

and thanked him for what he had done. Not receiving, in return, a gift adequate to

his expectations and being inordinately desirous [of obtaining money), he spoko (to

that emir on the subject
)
and was most importunate (in his demands

) (33). At that

time, he was living concealed in the house of an alchimist with whom be was

acquainted, and remained there a long while. Having then gone out (one night) in

a state of intoxication, with the intention of purchasing sugar-plums (to eat with his
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tcutt),^he was arrested before he was aware and carried before the chief of the shurta

(police guards), by whom be was conducted to the governor. “ You good-for-nothing

“ fellow I ’’said the latter, “what is this I hear of you?' The poet replied : “ A pack

“ of licsl may God protect our lord the emir I
” The prince then asked him who

it was that said in one his poems :

The man nobly born is always ptagned by scoundrels (34).

The poet replied : “ It was the same person who said :

“ The enmity of poets is the worst of acquisitions.”

The prince remained silent for some time and then ordered him a sum of one

hundred rubdis (35] ; hut, fearing that he might again be irritated against him and

punish afler pardoning, he expelled him from the cily.—The lines cited here are the

second hcmistichs of two verses belonging to that kastda of al-Mulanabbi’s (oof. 1.

p. 102) which rhymes in no and which lie composed in praise of Badr Ibn Ammar.

It begins thus :

Love lakes away from the tongne the faculty of speech, and the complaints which giTe most

solace to a lover arc those which he utters aloud.

It is a well-known poem. The verse to which the first hemistich belongs is as fol-

lows :

Impose silence on that adviser who, in accusing me, leads you into error. The man nobly

born is always plagued by scoundrels.

The second verse is this

:

The compluls of fools turn against themselves, and the enmity of poets is the worst of acqui-

sitions.

Having mentioned the name of Thika-tad-Dawla, we shall give here a poem com-

posed in his praise by Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad at-Taoukhi, gene-

rally known by the appellation of Ibn Kadi Mila (the son of the kddi of Jlila). The

poet recited it to hint on the festival of the Sacrifice. This kastda, which is so re-

markable for its originality, was not to be found complete, but I at length discovered
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a copy of it widen on the cover of a hook. Till then, I knew only a part of it and

never heard of any person's knowing more. As it is so fine a poem and so rare, I

have decided on giving it here :

Lore and iny afflicted heart cause my tears to flow, whilst my eyes gather (a harvest of) that

passionate desire which is imposed (on every lover). True it is that I am called towards that

object which I wished to avoid and from whose abode I had departed ; it is a soft-voiced gazelle

[maiden) adorned with ear-rings who invites me. Hers are the large, dark eyes, the languishing

glances, [Me waist so slender that it leaves) the girdle empty, and the bracelet holding firmly

[to the arm). The brackish water flowing from her country is (for me) sweet-tasted, and its

cold winds shed genial mildness. What makes me despair of our meeting arc the dangerous

grounds which intervene and in which (even) the nocturnal breeze
(
loses its force and) dies.

The jealous spy abstains from sleep lest be should see, in a dream, (my) union effected (with

her whom / love). He passes the day regretting that, though our dwelling-place was near

[to him), his inattention prevented him from seeing what had passed. The atmosphere gives us

to expect a thunder-cloud, pouring down its showers and whose lightnings, like yellow serpents,

glance around. When it appeared and the thunder bowled, and the eyelids of the black cloud

shed their waters, I was like a man stung by a scorpion : the thunder was the incantation of

the serpent-charmer, and the mizzling rain was the saliva which he blew front his mouth; so

great were the sufferings I endured. By that was recalled to my mind the recollection of (my

beloved
J
Raisa and of what I had forgotten

; I now remember (all), but that redoubles my afflic-

tion. When we met in the sacred territory (of Mekka), Raiya rejoiced our hearts by the cry

of labbaikn (here l am at your call) •, oar camels then roamed freely; I looked at her. whilst

the humps of the camels were dropping blood (36), and she said (to her female companions)

:

“ Does any of you know that young man? bis gazing at me so long makes me uneasy. When
** we arc in march, be walks on a line with us, and when the camels’ feet cease to move, be

“ also stops. ” I then said to her two companions :
“ Tell ber that I am smitten with love

•* for her ;
” and they replied :

“ We shall manage (to do so) cautiously." — “ Say also to her

:

“ ' 0 Omni Amr! is not this (the valley of) Mina? wishes made in the vale of Mina are

“ ‘ never disappointed
(
tokhlafn). It was for me an omen (tafialta) of your fulfilling your

“
‘ latest promise, when you let me see, as if by accident, the tips of your fingers dyed with

“ ' henna. In Arafat, I find what informs (me) of a favour I shall obtain
;
that of your heart's

“ ‘ inclining towards me. The (traces left by the) blood of the victims will always serve to
“

' guide us, even when my reason is absorbed in converse with love. The kissing of the sacred
“ * stone will announce to me the approach of good fortune and of a time favorable to ourlove.’

”

They bore (her) my message and she said, in smiling ; “ The words of augury are deceptive.
' 1 On my life I did I not tell you both that be arrays bis discourse in the embroidered robe of

“ eloquence? Trust as little as you can to bis insidious words and say (to him) : ‘ Thou shalt
“ 1 know, to-day, which of us is the better augur. You hoped, in (the valley of )

Mina, to
“ 1

obtain your wish, and, when in that vale, you injured my reputation. Our pilgrim's
“ ' sacred garment hasannounccd that we arc forbidden to meet and that I shall refuse to grant
" ‘ w hat you desire. There (« my answer). And, when I cast the pebbles, that should have
“ ‘ informed you of my removal, by a distant journey, from the dwellings where you reside.
“

' Take care lest I disdain you, on tbe night of the departure; it will be quickly done, bnt
“

' the persons skilled in augury are few.
’ ” Wovcr did I sec two such devoted lovers as we
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jre ; but tongues are sharp and hare a double edge. Were it not for a sweet-voiced and

slender-waisted maiden, for the brilliant whiteness of her teeth, for her large, dark eyes and her

long eyelashes, the passionate loser would recover (his senses), lie that could uot close his eyes

would enjoy sleep, he that despaired would hope, and he that was sick wonld cease (tosuffer).

Censorious females sometimes reproach me for lavishing niv wealth on those who awaited my gifts

in silent eipectation, and not on my companions who asked (than) with importunity. They

said : “ When you have spent all your money and arc in want, who will give you more?
"

Andtny answer was:' 1 YAsuf! that illustrious descendant of Kodla, whose generosity hastens to

“ grant in abundance that which calls forth gratitude. ” Whenever a cloud (of beneficence) which

promised abundant showers, frustrated our hopes, we found that tlie tains of his bounty never

disappointed us. When he and other princes toil to acquire glory , he succeeds easily, but they

must labour hard and only obtain the gleanings. Always vigilant, he combines mildness with

energy
;
his hands procure him what be wants and protect him against w hat he fears, tie is a

sword drawn to strike the enemies of the faith, and a protecting curtain lowered down over

those who fear God. When in march, two armies accompany him : his prudence and his

troops; he has for companions two swords : firm resolution and the sharp-edged steel. Always

ready to chastise those who offend him, be regulates the actions of fate hy his decisions. His

foresight discovers that which no other can perceive, and arranges matters which could not be

settled by the spear. May God protect him w ho guards, by his vigilance, religion's sacred ground

and who protects the hills of Islamism even in the darkest night! (God protect) him wlio

gives full career to his promises in the arena of glory and who regulates his threats conformably

to the obligations of justice t him who cuts his enemies to pieces whilst their chiefs lake to

flight before the swords which fall upon their heads 1 He directed against them an army which

levelled the earth hy the very sound of its march; and the hills were unable to sustain the weight

of all the arrows which oppressed them. His lances, in the brightness of the morning, were

tike serpents gliding through the thick vapours oflhemirage; thebrighness of his swords lighted

up the darkness, and clouds of dust obscured the day. The light of the sun was hidden by the

dust, but the action of his swords in striking focmen's necks was not interrupted. Every year

you send against them an army, charged to claim from them
(
what you exact), and it obtains

satisfaction at the point of the spear. When they concealed the wound which one year had

inflicted and were recovered from their sufferings, you began again to open that wound

How many (chiefs), with faces covered by the twisted braids of their hair,

whom you left (on the fieldof battle), with their necks no longer covered (akshafo) by the beard

of the chin (a—or). (Each of them) was a sword which cut deeply into the object on which it

fell
;
yet they fled, and you may now see shortened those (bodies) which were so long. By my

life! you transgressed against God by imploring his favour (/or you possessed it already), and

you rendered services of which God (alone) knows the number. You pursued them for the

sake of your people, till they were scattered far and wide; you invited them to the faith until

they became orthodot believers
(
tahannafA). 0 Thika tal-Mulk I you whose empire is an

arrow fledged and pointed for piercing the hearts of the enemy I may you enjoy this festival of

which you are the ornament and which borrows from vonr brilliant qualities its noblest epithets.

The
(
victim with) its sides marked, appeared in brilliant array, as it its back was covered with

the variegated game of IrJk. After a year's absence, it (this festiral) comes to visit you,

because it longed to sec y ou and looked amiously forward to this day of meeting. You gave to

it your glory to serve it for a collar and for ear-rings; and it thus appears before us decked ill

ringsand jewels. The presence of your son Jaafar renders this day doubly fortunate
;
how admi-
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rablc the festival which enjoy* the presence of (wo kings I May you never cease to be asked for

favors and to grant them, to inspire hopes and to fulfil them, to be called on when misfortune*

are impending and to avert them (37).

Here ends Ihc kadda .—Thika tad-Dawla had a son named Taj ad-Dawla Jaafar,

who was versed in literature and had a talent for poetry. A well known piece of

verse was composed by him on Iwo pages, one of whom was dressed in red silk and

the other in black. Here it is :

I see two rising moons [facet), each borne on a branch (a slender body) and in just propor-

tion; they arc arrayed in robes one of which is tinted like the cheek and the other like the

pupil of the eye. Here, behold the sun in the red sky of evening, and there, the moon in the

shades of nightfall.

These verses were composed by him in the year 527 (38).—On the tenth of Mu-

harram, 215 (9lli March, A. IK 830), al-Mdmun arrived in Misr (Old Cairo) and set

out again, towards the end of the month of Safar (April). The kadi Yaliya Ibn Ak-

tham, whom he had taken with him and appointed to the kadiship of Misr, held that

place during three days and then departed with his sovereign. It was for Ibis reason

that Ibn Zulak
(
vol.l.p

.

388jhas inserted his name in the History of the kadis of Egypt.

It has been handed dow n that Y’aliya related the following extraordinary fact :
•• When

• I was in ar-Itusafa (rol. I. p. 46), said he, a man, who was a grandfather in the

“ fifth degree, claimed, at my tribunal, the inheritance of the grandson of his great

grandson (39).”— Abd as-Samad Ibn Abi Amr al-Muaddal Ibn Ghailan Ibn al-

Muharib Ibn al-Dolitori al-Abdi (col. I. p. 354), tbe celebrated poet, went frequently

to visit the kadi Yaliya and used to drop in al his levees. One day, having found

gTCat difficulty in approaching him and undergone some humiliation, he ceased his

visits. Being then pressed by his wife to renew them, he answered her in these

terms :

She would oblige me to disgrace myself, thinking my dishonour a trifle iu comparison w ith her

advantage. “ Ask favours," said she, *• from Yaliya Ibn Aktliam;” and I replied :
“ Ask them

•• from the lord of Yabya Ibn Aktbam.

"

This kadi continued to pass through many vicissitudes of fortune till the reign of

al-Mutawakkil ala-Allah. When the kadi Muhammad, the son of the kadi Ahmad

Ibn Abi Duwad (col. I. p. Ctiy was dismissed from ollice, Yabya was appointed to suc-
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ceed him and, on that occasion, the khalif invested him with five robes of honour.

In the year 210 (A. D. 854), al-Mutawakkil deposed him, seized on his riches and

nominated, in his place, a member of the Ahhasidc family named Jaafar Ilm Abd al-

Wahid lbn Jaafar Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah lbn al-ALbds al-llashimi.

Jaafar's secretary then wentto Yahya and said :
“ Surrender up to me the adnhnis-

" (ration with which you are charged.” Yahya replied : “ Not till two creditable

“ witnesses shall declare that the Commander of the faithful sent me orders to do so.”

The administration was taken from him by force, and al-Mutawakkil, who was greatly

incensed against him, seized on all his estates and ordered him to remain a priso-

ner in his own house. Some time after, he [Yahya] set out to make the pilgrimage

and took his sister with him, as he intended making a residence in the holy city.

Having then learned that al-Mutawakkil had forgiven him, he renounced the project

of settling [al Mekka) and departed for Irak but, on reaching ar-Rahada, he breathed

his last. This took place on Friday, the 15th of Zt) '1-Hijja, 242 (14 April, A. D.

857), or, according to another statement, on the first day of the following year

(30 th April, A. D. 857). lie was interred at that place, having then attained the age of

eighty-three years.—AbftAbd Allahal-Husain Ibn Ahd Allah Ibn Said rclatedas follows

:

" The kadi Yahya lbn Aklham was, for me, a sincere friend ; he loved me and I loved

“ him. When he died, I wished that I might see him in a dream, so that I might

“ ask him how God had treated him. And, one night, 1 had a dream in which I

“ saw hint and asked him that question. He replied :
1 God has forgiven me, but

‘‘ * he reprimanded me and said : * 0 Yahya ! thy mind was alloyed (ami lur/ted) from

“ * me during thy dwelling in the world.’ 1 answered : * I.ordl I place my reliance

“ * on a Tradition which was related to me by Abu Moawia ad-Darir (col. l.p. 187),

“ ' who had learned it from al-Aamash (col. /. p. 587), who had heard it from Abb

“ * Salih (40) who had heard Abo Huraira (col. 1. p. 570) say that the Prophet of

*• * God pronounced these words :
' God said : I should be ashamed to punish in the

“ ‘ fire a grey-headed man.’ On this, God said to me :
‘ Yahya 1

1
pardon thee; my Pro-

“ • phet said the truth, but yet thy mind was turned from me during thy abode in

‘ the world.’ ” This relation is given by Abu ’l-K&sim al-Kushairi in his llisdla (41).

— “ Aklham means a corpulent man or taled with food. This name is sometimes

“ written Aktam, but, in both cases, the signification is the same.” So says the

author of the Muhkam (col. //. p. 272).—Katan and Samdn lake the vowels here in-

dicated.— 1 consulted a great number of books and of persons versed in this art
(ety

-
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moiogy
)

respecting the word Mushannnj but could obtain no certain information

about it. I then met with acorrecl copy of the Khalib's History of Baghdad, which had

been written out under the dictation of a master who knew the work by heart, and I

read there that Mushannaj should be written as here indicated. I since found the

same pronunciation given in Abd al-Ghani Ibn Said’s al-Mukhlalif tea ’l-iltitalif

(to/. 11. p. 169).— Usaiyidi means belonging to the tribe of Usaiyid, a branch of

that of Tamim. Usaiyid, the son of Amr, the son of Tamim, was the progenitor of

this family.—We have already spoken of the relative adjectives Tamtmi and Marwazi

(col. I. p. 7).— The village of ar-Rabada is a dependency of Medina. It lies on the

great pilgrim road and is a regular hailing- place for their caravans. It was to this

place that Abu Durr al-Ghifari was banished by Othman Ibn A flan (42). He re-

mained there till his death; his tomb is still to be seen and is often visited [by pious

pilgrims).—.1/f/o is a small town in one of the districts of Ifrlkiya; but God knows

best (43)1—The kadi Jaafar Ibn Abd al-W&hid bore the surname of Abu Abd Allah

and died in the year 258 (A- D. 871-2), or, by another account, in 268 or 269.

(1) Aktbam Ibn as-Saifi, a chief ot the Tamim tribe, was so highly renowned (or his wisdom, that the

Arabs of all the tribes used to take him (or judge, in their contestations. He died towards the filth year ol Mu-

hammed’* preaching, having then attained a very advanced age. — (See Mr. Caussin de Perceval’s Etttri tur

Chtitoiretlct Arab**
,

t. II, p. 1179; Ibn al-Jmni; Ibn Dvtraid.)

(9) Taiha Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jaafar was one of the witnesses who signed the Khalif al-Mutl's (suJajt)

abdication. This took place A. H. 863 (A. D. 974}. — (iViy'dm.)

(3) The Arabic word is but one ofthe MSS. has If this reading by adopted, the mean-

ing is rpeaking with elegance,

(4) The kAdi 'l-kuddt {kadi of kndia or lord chief justice), resided in the capital aud had all the other kAdis

under his jurisdiction.

(5) Abd 1-Fadl Abd al-Atti Ibn Ali al-Ushnnhi, a doctor of Sbafite jurisprudence, was a native of L’shnuh.a

village near Arbcla, in Adarbaij&n. He studied the law at Baghdad and composed, on the fordid, or partiitnn

of inheritances, a work of great repute. He afterwards returned to Ushnub where he died in the. first fifth

of the sixth century (A. H. 501-590; A. D. 1107-1126). — (Tatoi/Ldf as-Shdf4ln; ms. of the Bibl. imp. an-

cien foods, n* 861.)

(6) In the science which treats of the partition of inheritances, some problems occur which are so remar-

kable that each of them is distinguished by a particular name; such, for instance, as the Akdonan, the Gha-

nirian, the Malihim, the Himdrian, etc. On this subject the reader may consult the 6th volume of Dt. Per -

ron’s translation of Sldi Khalil’s treatise on Mahkiic jurisprudence. This work is included in the collection

entitled Exploration identify** de PAlgirie.

(7) The parents and the two daughters were, each of them, entitled to a certain portion of the inheritance

VOL. IV. 7

*
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but, as one ol the daughters died before the partition, her share was to be divided among the survivor*. In

this case, two separata calculations mutt be made.

(8) For the rules of inheritance partitions, sec Dr. Perron’s SWi Khalil, vol. VI ; D'Ohason's Tableau gMral tie

l'Empire Olhoman, V, p. 488, and the Sole sur let successions musulmanes, which was drawn up by Mr. Sol-

vet and inserted In Mr. Brcsuiar's Chrestomalhte arnbe.

(9) AttAb Ihn Asid, a member of the Omaiyide family, was appointed governor of Mekka by Muhammad.

He died A. H. 13 (A. D. 684), the same day as Abii Bakr. — (Kitdb al-Mudrif.)

(
10) MuAd lbn Jabal, of the tribe of Khazraj, was a native of Medina and one of Muhammad's companions.

He died A. H. 18 (A. D. *88), aged thirty-eight years. — (Modri/.)

(11) Raah lbn Sftr belonged to the tribe of Azd. He joined the party o( AAisha and lost his life at the hattle

or the Camel, A. H. 36 (A. D. 656). — {Madrif.)

(ti) According to the Moslim law of testimony, none but persons noted for integrity and piety can be re-

ceived either as witnesses in a court of justice or as witnesses to bonds and deeds.

(
18

)
I read

(t 4) This person is not known to the translator.

(15) The vulgar and incorrect lorm employed here instead of is worthy of remark.

(
16

)
The text of this passage is corrupt. The edition of BAlik inserts Jlij before and two manu-

script* read instead of 1 believe the right reading to he pL-jiM ^>\

and, as such, I adopt it. Th* reading Jn-a. b instead ot oXjlj. I

,
is given by the edition of B4Uk sinl

one of the manuscript*.

(17) These verses are to he found in the beginning of the tweuly-lhird (Aral of the KorAn.

(18) Ismail llm IshAk was appointed kAdi of Baghdad A. H. 4G4 (A. D. 875-6). — (Sujihn.)

(19) The reading followed here is J,*, which phrase signifies : “ Word abiding

" and deed transitory."

(40) This innuendo is more than sufficiently explained, a little farther on.

(41) Al-UArith lbn Kais was one of the Ttlbis, or disciples of Muhammad's companions.

(44)

One of these brothers was perhaps the Amr lbn Masada whose lile is given in this work, vol. 11,

p. 410.

(43) These verses have most certainly .a double meaning; (bo expressions employed in them being very

equivocal.

(44) Abb Ali Ismail lbn Muhammad as-SaflAr, the same tradilionist of whom mention is made in the life

ol Abb SulaimAn al-KhattAbi {vol. /, />. 470), died A. H. 841 (A. D. 954). — {Nujdm.)

(45) Abu AAsim ad-DahhAk as-ShaihAni, surnamed an-Nabll
(
the genius), was a traditionist of the best

authority and a native of Basra. He died A. H. 414 (A. D. 847-8), or 418, at the age of ninety-one years.

— [Nvjtim; TabaKiU al-Huffdz.)

(46) This is an application of the seventy-seventh verse of the twelfth sbrat of the KorAn, which refers to Jo-

seph and Benjamin. Abb AAsim substituted in it the words Air father in place of one of hit brothers. For

the theft committed by Joseph, see Sale's note on this verse.

(47) This verse seems to mean that the kAdi would prefer the society of a vile minion to that of poets such

as Jarir [vol. I
t p. 294) and al-AbhA* llm al-Ahnaf {vol. II, p. 7). The whole piece is very obscure, as it

contains expressions and allusions which can only he explained by conjecture.

(48) The true reading is : bat
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(t9) Abfl Duwaib Khuwailid Ibn KhAlid was a member of ihe tribe of Hudail. He went to ftlekka, with

the intention ot seeing Muhammad but, on arriving, he found him dead. In the khalifate of Omar he ac-

companied an expedition sent against the Greeks and died in that campaign. According to another statement,

he died on his way to Mckka, when Olhtnin was klialif. He was said to have been the best poet of the tribe

of Hudail, which was also the most poetical of all the Arabian tribes.—(Ruyftti's Shau'dftid il-Mugftnt.)

(10) A'ord#, sdr. 47, verse 18.

(81} This is (ho continuation of the foregoing verse.

(38)

Al-Mahdiya is a seaport town in the province of Tunis.

(38) This passage may also signify : He discoursed {on o/cAimy) and searched with great ardour (Iht philo-

sopher's stone).

(84) Literally : by sons of fornication.

(85) I can discover nothing precise respecting the value of the coin called rubAi, which word, in Arabic,

moans a quadruple.

(86) Literally : were like noses dropping blood.—The camels intended to ho sacrificed were marked with

.in arrow stuck into the hump.

(87) Wo do not possess another text of this very obscure poem; so that in many passages, I have been obli-

ged to correct and translate by conjecture. It has been published, with a great number of various readings,

by Mr. Amari, in his Bibliotheca Araf*o-Sicula
, p. irr “ «?•

(88) This date is false. The emirTAj ad-Dawla succeeded to his father Thlka tad-Dawla, A. H. 388 (A. D.

998), and abdicated on 4 1 0 (A. D, 1019-40). It is not probable that he could have composed this madrigal

even in the year 447.

(39) Dy the MosLim law, the nearest surviving male ascendant has a right to a certain share in the property

loll by his descendant.

(40) Abft SAlih as-SammAn, named also Dhakw&n and surnamed ax-Zaiy.it, was a mcncla of the tribe of

Ghataf&n and an eminent Traditionist. He died at Medina, A. H, 101 (A. D. 71 9-20).

—

(Sujum, HvffAi.)

(41) See vol. II, p. 154 and, for an account of the HisAla, my translation of Ibn Khalddn's Prolegomena

,

1st part, p. 456.

(44) Abb Durr Jundab Ibn as-Sakan al-Ghiflri, one of the earliest converts to Islamism, died at ar-Rabada,

A. H. 84 (A. D. 658-3.)—(Nayilm, MaArif.)

(45) The town of Mila lies 18 or 40 miles N. W. of Constaniina.

YAHYA IBN MOAD

Abu Zakariya Yahya Ibn MoAd ar-Hazi (a native of Hat and) a celebrated preacher,

was one of the men of the path [vol. I. p. 259). Abu '1-KAsim al-Kushairi (vol. II.

p. 152) mentions him in his (celebrated treatise, the
)
Risdla and includes him in the
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number of the Shaikh* [the most eminent tiifi doclort). “ He was,” says he, “ the

“ only man, in his day, who had no model bul himself; he was most eloquent

“ on the subject of hope (in (rod's merryj;
particularly when he discoursed on

the knowing (of God]." He went to Balkh where he resided for some time

and then returned to Naisapur, where he died. One of Yahya’s sayings was

:

“ How can he be abstemious
(
from worldly enjoyments

]
who is without the fear

“of God? respect that which is not thine and use with great moderation that

“ which is thine.” He used sometimes to say : “Hunger is a spiritual exercise

“ for those who aspire (to iht knowledge of God), a trial for those who are turning

“ (unto God], » regular practise for those who abstain
(
from the enjoyments of this

“ world
j
and a favour granted to those who have acquired the knowledge (of God’s

“ perfection). Solitude is the fit companion for the sincerely devout; missing

“ the opportunity (of obtaining salvation) is worse than death; for missing (such

* a thing) is the being cut away from the truth, whereas death is only the being

cutaway from the living. Abstinence consists in three things : poverty, soli*

“ tude and hunger. If a man thinks to deceive God by trying to cast a veil

“ over his sins, God will tear off that veil and expose them to the public."

lie leSrned traditions from Ishak lbn Sulaiman ar-llazi (i), Makki Ibn Ibrahim

al-Ralkhi (2) and Ali Ibn Muhammad at-Tunafisi (3). A number of strangers

belonging to Rai, Hamadan and Khoras&n taught, on his authority, a few well-

supported Traditions. The khalib (no/. I. p. 75; says of him, in the History of

Baghdad : “ When he came to Baghdad, the shaikhs of the Sufis and the devotees

“ gathered round him and, having set up a throne, they placed Inin on it, sat

" down before him and entered into a conference. Al-Junaid (not. I. p. 338) then

“ uttered some words, on which Yahya said : * Bo silent, my lamb! what have

“
* you to do with speaking when all the people arc talking?' ” The allusions and

expressions which he employed were remarkably elegant. One of his sayings was ;

“ A pious discourse is a line thing, but its meaning is finer; its use is finer than its

•* meaning; the recompense which it merits is liner than its use and, finer than its

“ recompense is the favour of Him for whose sake that discourse was made." He

said also : “ True friendship cannot be augmented by kindness nor diminished

“ by unkindness. ” Another of his sayings was ;
“ He whose aspect is not as silver

' * for the vulgar, asgold for the aspirants (to the knowledge of God), as pearls and ru-

“ hies for those who know God and are advanced in his favour, that man is not one
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" of God's sages who aspire to know Him.” lie said also : “ The finest thing in

“ the world is a correct discourse uttered by an eloquent tongue and proceeding

•* from a handsome face; a shrewd discourse, drawn from a profound ocean (the

44 heart) by the tongue of an ingenious man.” He said also : “ My God! how can

41
1 forget Thee, I who have no other lord but Thee? my God I never shall I utter

44 the words : Never again shall l return (to sin), for I feel that my heart is liable to

44 break its promises; yet shall I utter them, provided that I die before I relapse.”

Oneof his prayers was as follows :
44 Almighty God! though my sins cause me to fear,

41 my hopes in Thy mercyassure me against danger. Almighty God ! Thy kindness

44 has concealed my sins from this world, but is for me more necessary that they

44 should be concealed from view on the day of the resurrection. Thou hast been

“ bountiful towards me in preventing them from appearing before the company of

44 true believers; do not, therefore, bring me to shame on that day, in the presence

44 of all Thy creatures, 0 Thou most merciful of the merciful !

”—A descendant of

Ali who resided at Balkh and to whom he went to pay his respects, said to him :

44 Tell me, Master! and may God assist you! what is your opinion of us who are

44 the people of the house (the members of Muhammad's family) I

” Yahya replied ;

44
It is that which I would say of clay kneaded with the water of (divine) revelation and

44 sprinkled (?) with the water of the
(
heavenly

)
mission : can it giveoutany other odour

44 than the musk of true direction and the ambergris of piety?” The Alide (teas so

highly pleased with this answer that he
)
filled Yahya's mouth with pearls. The next

morning, Yahya received a visit from the Alide and said to him ;
44 Your coming to

44 sec us is an effect of yourgoodness, and ourgoing to see you was on account 6f your

44 goodness; so, you, invisiting and being visited, are doubly good.” Another of

Yahya's sayings was; “To him who is going to see a true friend the way never appears

44 long; hewhogoeslo visit bis beloved never feels lonely on the road.” He said also:

“ How miserable are the sons of Adam ! if they feared hell as much as they fear po-

44
verty, they would all enter into Paradise.”

—

44 No man," said he, 44 obtained his

44 utmost wish without longing fur death os ardently as the hungry man longs for

44 food. He secs causes of ruin approach, is uneasy about his family and his brethern

44 and is just falling into a slate which would trouble the soundest reason .” He said

again: 44 He who neglects the minor duties of piety will not obtain the greater gifts

“ (which God bettows)." Another of his sayings was :
44 Of the things which fall to

44
the lot of those among you who are truly believers, the best are three, namely,
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“ that which, if it profits them not, will not harm them; that which, if it rejoices

" them not, will not sadden them, and that which, if it does not gain them praise,

“ will not bring upon them blame.” lie said again : (“ A man's) acts are like the

“ mirage; {hit) heart is devastated [and deprived) of piety; [hit] sins are equal in

“ number to the sands and the grains of dust; yet he desires to possess the high-

“ bosomed maidens of his time. Woe be to you! you arc drunk, but not with

“ wine- How perfect would you be had you striven against (oaib) your hopes I

“how great, had you hastened in fulfilling your appointed dulyl how strong,

“ had you resisted your passions I” On such subjects be uttered many fine

maxims, lie died at Naisapilr in the year 258. Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah said :

“ 1 read these words on the tomb-stone of Yahya Ibn Moad nr-Huzi : ‘ The sago of

“ ‘ the epoch, may God whiten his face and unite him with the blessed Prophet!

“ ‘ died on Monday, the sixteenth of the first Jumada, 258 (30th March, A. I).

" • 872), at Naisapur.’
”

(i) According to the author of the Tahakdt al-Hu/fAx, Abb Yahya IsliAk Ibn SulaimAn ar-RAzi was a sure

and exact Traditiouist, and a native of Kftfa. lie settled at Rai and taught Traditions on the authority of

MAlik and others. His piety and the holmes* of bis lite led the people to consider him as one of those mys-

terious personages who were designated by the title of abddlt and of whom Ur. Lane has given a very good

account in his translation of the Thoutand and one Nights, chap. Ill, note 61. This ascetic died A. H. 200

(A. D. 615-6), or 1 99, according to the compiler of the Nujiim.

(1) Makki Ibn IbrAhim al-Batkhi (a native of Baikh) taught Traditions on the authority of Jaafar as-S&dik,

Abd Uanlfa, MAlik and others. He died A. H. 214 (A. D. 829-19), or 215.—(JtuffAz.)

(8) Ali Ibn Muhammad at-TanAiisi, a Traditional whose authority was citod by Ibn MAja and other emi-

nent doctors, died A. H. 230 (A. D. 844-5).—{Hu/fdz, Nujiim.)

YAHYA IBN MANDA

Abu Zakariya Yahya al-Abdi was the son of Abd al-Wahhab, the son of the imdm

Abu Abd Allah Muhammad, the son of IshAk, the son of Muhammad, the son of

Yahya, the son of Manda, the son of al-Walid, the son of M&nda, the son of Batla,

z* ^ .i. - aft'
- !

.
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the son of lstandAr,lhe son of Jiharbakht.theson of FiruzAn. Manila is a surname

;

he who bore it was called Ibrahim. It is said that Islandar's real name was al-

Ffmdn; God knows! Yahya Ibn Manda was a most distinguished hdfiz and one of

the most eminent among the Traditionisls. We have already spoken of his grand-

father [vol. IH. p. 7). Yahya was designated by the surname of Abu Zakariya, his

father by that of Abu Amr, his grandfather by that of Abu Abd Allah, his great-grand-

father by that of Abu Muhammad and his great-great-grandfather by that of Abu

Yakub. He was a native of Ispahan and a Traditionisl, as were his father, his grand-

father, his great-grandfather and his great-great-grandfather before him. Highly

distinguished for his merit, his talents and his vast knowledge in traditional lore,

he was also a trustworthy relator of Traditions, an accomplished h&fiz and one

of those who were noted for the copiousness of their information and for their vera-

city. The works composed by him were numerous, his conduct exemplary and the

duties he imposed on himself arduous. At that epoch, the family to which he be-

longed had not a member worthy of being compared to him. He published, for the

first time, some collections of Traditions, part of which he drew from his own stock

and the rest from the lips of the numerous tlmikhs and teachers who resided at Ispa-

han. He heard Traditions delivered by Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn

Zaid ad-Dabbi, Abd Tahir Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-

Hahim al-Katib, Abd Mansdr Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Fadlawaih al-Ispahani,

his own father and his two paternal uncles, Abd 'l-Ilasan Obaid Allah and Abu '1-

Kasim Abd ar-Rahmin. His other teachers were Abd '1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Muham-

mad Ibn Ahmad Ibn an-Nomin al-kassas, Abd Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali ibn

Muhammad al-Jassas, Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Husain al-Haurdani and

Abd Tahir Ahmad Ibn Muhammad ath-Thakafi. Having gone to Naisupur, he there

heard Traditions taught by Abd Bakr Ahmad Ibn Mansdr Ibn Klialaf al-Mukri and

Abd Bakr Ahmad Ibn al-Husain al-Baihaki [vol. 1. p. 57). At Ramadan he learned

Traditions from Abd Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Muhammad an-Nu-

hawandi; at Basra he studied them under Abd 'l-Kasim Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad

Ibn Ahmad as-Sliahid, Abd Allah Ibn al-Husain as-Saadani and at great number of

other professors. One of the works compiled by him was a
(
biographical

)
History

of Ispahan. Having gone to Baghdad, on his way to the pilgrimage, he taught Tra-

ditions in that city and made dictations in the mosque of al-Mansur. So great was

his reputation and so high the rank which he held (as a Traditionisl), that a crowd
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of shaikhs went to note down his observations, and amongst them were Abu 'l-Fadl

Muhammad Ibn Nasir, Abd al-kadir Ibn Abi Salih al-Jili, and the grammarian Abu

Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ahmad al-Khashhab. Tradi-

tions were delivered on his authority by the hd/iz Abd '1-Barakat Abd al-Wahh&b Ibn

al-Mubarak al-Anmati, Abu '1-IIasan Ali Ibn Abi Turab az-Zankawi al-Khaiyat, both

of them natives of Baghdad, Abu Tahir Yahya Ibn Abd al-filiaffar Ibn as-SabhAgh,

the hdfiz Abd ’l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Iiibal Allah Ibn al-Ala, and a great number

of others. The hdfiz Ibn as-Samani [vol. II. p. 156) mentions him in the KilAb az-

Zail and says : “ lie wrote out for me a licence to leach all the Traditions which he

“ himself had learned." He then adds: “ The lid/iz Abu 'l-Kasim Ismail Ibn

“ Muhammad, whom I asked what he thought of him, extolled him highly and

" praised his good memory, his knowledge and bis learning.” Farther on he says :

11
I heard the hdfiz Abd Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abi Nasr Mansur Ibn Muhammad al-

Laftawani say :
* The family of Ibn Manda began by a Yahya and ended by a

“ * Yahya; ’ meaning in the knowledge of the Traditions, in science and in merit.”

—Abd al-Ghafir Ibn Ismail Ibn Abd al-Ghafir al-Farisi, the hdfiz of whom we have

already spoken (vol. II. p. 170) mentions him in the Sldk [or continuation) of the

History of Naisapur and says : “ Abd Zakariya Yahya Ibn Manda was a man of great

“ merit and came of a family noted thougbout the world for learning and for the

“ knowledge of Traditions. He travelled [tv many cities), met there the great doc-

“ tors, and learned Traditions from their lips. He composed a work on the two

Sahihs [that of Muslim and that of al-Bukhdri).‘‘— It is related on the best autho-

rity that one of the learned gave the following saying as Ibn Manda's :
“ Excessive

“ laughter is a mark of folly; folly and precipitation result from weakness of mind ;

“ weakness of mind proceeds from want of judgment; want of judgment comes from

“ a bad education, and a bad education draws down contempt. Heedlcssness is a

" sort of madness; envy is a malady for which there is no cure, and detraction en-

“ genders hatred."— It has been handed down from al-Asmai juof. II, p. 123),

through a series of creditable narrators, that the following anecdote was related by

Ibn Manda : “ I was in the desert and went into a mosque. The imdm stood up to

“ direct the prayer and then recited the passage of the Koran (stir. 71, verse 1) in

“ which God says : We sent Noah unto his people. Here he got embarrassed and

“ continued to repeat the same words, on which a bedouin Arab, who was standing

“ behind him and accompanying the prayer, exclaimed : * Well, man I if N' >ah
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“ * has not gone there, send some one else.'
’’—Yahya Ibn Manda used often to re-

peat these lines of a poet :

I wondered bow a man could purchase error at the price of true direction; but he who pur-

chases worldly goods at the price of Ins religion is more to be wondered at . But still more

wonderfnl is the man who sacrifices his religion to obtain the wordly advantages possessed by

another ; lie is yet a greater loser than the two former.

He was born at Ispahan on tuesday morning, the 19th of Shawwiil, 434 (1st of

June, A. D. 1043), and he died there on the feast of the Sacrifice, 512 (24th March,

A. D. 1119), After his death, the Manda family never produced a man like him.

— Ibn Nukta (vol. III. p. 101) says, in the Ikmdl al-Ikmdl , that his death took place

on Saturday, the 12th of Zu 'I-Hijja, 511, and that his father Abd al-Wahhab was

born in the year 386 (A. D. 996) and died in the mont hof the latter Jumada, 475

(Oct. -Nov. A. D. 1082).—We have marked the orthography of his ancestors’ names

in our article on his grandfather AhO Abd Allah Muhammad (I).

(1) The passage here imiicaied is not to be found in our manuscripts.

IBN SAADUN AL-KORTUB1

Abu Bakr Yahya Ibn Saadun Ibn Tammam Ibn Muhammad al-Azdi al-Kortubi [a

member of the Arabian tribe of Aid and a native of Cordova), bore the title of Sain

ad-Din
(
preserver of the faith) and was one of the imdmt (or great matters), who. in

latter times, were well versed in the Koranic readings, the sciences connected with

the koranic test, the Traditions, grammar, philology, etc. He left Cordova in the

flower of his youth and proceeded to Egypt. In Alexandria, he heard the lessons of

Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Ibrahim ar-Razi and, in Misr(0/d Cairo),

those of Abu Sidik Murshid Ibn Yahya Ibn al-Kasim al-Madani nl-Misri (a native of

Medina who had settled in Egypt). There also he studied under Abu TAliir Ahmad

VOL. iv. 8
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Ibn Muhammad ai-Ispahani, generally known by the appellation ofos-Silafi (vol. /.

p. 86) and other masters. In the year 517 (A. D. 1123-4), he arrived in Baghdad

and read the Koran under the direction of the shaikh Abu Muhammad Abd Allah

Ibn Ali al-Mukri
{
teacher of the Korin-rcndings), who was generally known by the

designation of Ibn Bint as-shaikh Abi Manshral-Khaiyit (the son of the daughter of the

shaikh Abd Mans&r the tailor). He heard from the lips of that professor the con-

tents of a great number of books, one of w hich was Sihawaih's Kitdb [vol.IL p. 396).

He read Traditions under Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-BAki al-Bazzur, surna-

med Kddi TMarislan (the Addi o/Afte tn/irmnnf), Abu ‘l-Kasim Ibn al llosain (^ > *1 t^).

Abu '1-Izz Ibn Kddis and other masters. He was religious and devout, remarkable

for such gravity and dignity of bearing as inspired respect. As a Traditionist lie was

a sure authority, veracious and trustworthy; his talents were great, his words few, his

good actions numerous and his discourse instructive. He resided at Damascus for

some lime and then went to inhabit Mosul, whence he removed to Ispahan. From

that be returned to Mosul and all the shaikhs [or eminent doctors) of the lime went to

hear his lessons. The hdfiz Ibn as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156) mentions him in the

Zail and says : “ I met him in Damascus, where he gave lessons which (ccen) the

“ shaikhs under whom Abu Abd Allah ar-Razi had studied, went to hear. I myself

“ selected some choice passages out of his lectures. Having asked him the date

“ and place of his birth, he replied that he was born in the year 486 (A. D. 1093-4)

“ at Cordova, a city in Spain."— I read in a book that his birth took place in the

year 487, but the former date is the true one. Our shmkh the kadi Baha ad-Din

Abu 'I -Malmsin Yusuf Ibn Rufi Ibn Tamim generally known by the surname of Ibn

Shadddd and kddi of Aleppo, took pride in slating that he had learned Traditions and

Koran -readings from Ab6 Bakr al-Korlubi. To this we shall recur in our article on

Ibn ShaddAd .
“ We used,” said he, “ to read

(
the Kordn i under him at Mosul,

‘‘ and, every day, we saw a man come in, salute him without sitting down, hand

“ him a packet the contents of which were unknown to us and then retire. We
“ tried to discover what was in it, and at length found out that it was a fowl ready

“ plucked which the shaikh purchased, every day, from that man, for his own use,

“ and which, on returning to his house, he cooked with his own hands." The

same kadi states, in his Dalaii al-Attkdm, that he read (the kordn) under him during

the space of eleven years and finished in the year 567 (A. D. 1171-2). The shaikh

Abu Bakr al-kortubi often repealed the following verses, tracing them, through a
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regular series of transmitters, up to the author, the kdtib Atm '1-Khair al-Wasiti :

The pen of fite writes out what is to happen ; so, whether we more or remain quiet, it is just

tlie same. How foolish in thee to toil for sustenance! is not sustenance granted even to the

embryo in the womb?

lie said also :
“ The following verses were repeated to us by Abu ’l-Wafa Abd ar-

' * Razzak Ibn Wahblbn tlassan, who stated that they were recited to him in Old Cairo

“ by Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Man! {j*j^), who gave them as having been

•• composed by himself

:

“ I have a device by which calumny may be averted, but no device can serve against a liar.

“ No stratagem of mine can avail against him who says things of his own invention.

"

The shaikh Abu Bakr al-Kortubi died al Mosul, on the day of the festival of the

Sacrilice, 567 (4-th August, A. D. 1172).

YAH YA IBIS YAMAR

Abu Sulaiman, or, as some say, Abu Said, Yahya, the son of Yamar al-Adwai al-

YVashki, was a grammarian of Basra and a Tdbi (one of those who had received lessons

from a companion of Muhammadj. He met
(
and knew

)
Abd Allah Ibn Omar (vol. /.

p. 567), Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas (vol. 1. p. 89), and others (of the Companions).

Katada Ibn Diama as-Sadusi {col. //. p. 513) and Isliak Ibn Suwaid al-Adawi

handed down Traditions on his authority. He was one of Ihe chief Koran-readers(l)

of Basra, and it was from him that Abd Allah Ibn Abi Ishak learned the manner of

reading (that boob). He removed to Kliorasan and was appointed kadi at Marw.

The text of the Koran, the rulesof grammar and the various dialects of the Arabs were

equally familiar to him. He acquired his knowledge of grammar from Abu 'l-As-

wad ad-Duwali {oof. 1. p. 662). It is related that, when Abu '1-Aswad drew up the

chapter on the agent and patient (the subject and object of the verb), a man of the
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tribe of Lailh added thereto some chapters and, having found, on examination,

that there existed, in the language of the [desert) Arabs, some expressions which

could not be made to enter into that (section), he stopped short and abandoned the

work. It is possible that this person was Yahya Ibn Yamar who, having contract-

ed an alliance, by oath, with the tribe of Lailh, was considered as one of its mem-

bers. He was a Shiite of the primitive class, one of those who, in asserting the

superior merit of the People of the house (2), abstained from depreciating the merit

of those
(
Companions

)
who did not belong to that family. Aasim Ibn Abi 'n-Najud

(oof. II. p. 1) the Koran-reader, related as follows : “ Al-llajjaj Ibn Yusuf (vol. I.

“ p. 356), being informed that Yahya Ibn Yamar declared al-iiasan and al-Husain

“ to be of the posterity of the Apostle of God, and that he was then in Kborasan,

“ wrote to Kulaiba Ibn Muslim (eo/. II. p. 514), the governor of that province,

“ ordering him to send Yahya to him. This was done and, when Yahya stood in his

“ presence, he said to him :
‘ I)o you pretend that al-Ilasan and al-Uusain were of

“ ‘ the posterity of the Apostle of God? by Allah! 1 shall cast (to the ground) that

"
* part of you which has the most hair on it (3), unless you exculpate your-

“ ‘ self.
’ — ‘ If I do so ', said Yahya, * shall I have an amnesty? ’ — ‘You shall ’,

“ ‘ replied al-Hajjaj. — ‘ Well ’, said Y’ahya, God, may his praise be exalted ! said :

“
‘ And we gave unto him (Abraham) Isaac and Jacob; tcc directed them all; and Noah

“ ‘ had we before directed, and, of his posterity, David and Solomon, and Job , and

“ 1 Joseph, and Moses, and Aaron; thus do we reward the virtuous; and Zakarias,

“ ' and John, and Jesus, and Elias ; all of them were righteous, [h'ordn, sur. 6,

“ * verse 84.) Now, thespace of time between Jesus and Abraham is greater that which

“
' separated al-IIasan and al-Husain from Muhammad, on all of whom be the bless-

“ ‘ ing of God and his salvation! ’ — Al-Hajjaj answered :
‘ I must admit that you

“ * have got out of the difficulty; 1 read that before but did not understand it.
' "—

This quotation was most appropriate; how admirable the talent disployed by Yahya in

adducing that passage! How finely he applied it!
— *• Then, ” said Aasim, “ al-Hajjaj

“ said ot him :
! Where were you born? ’— Yahya answered :

‘ At Basra.'— * Where
“ ‘ were you brought up?’—‘In Kborasan.'— ‘ And this pure Arabic \whichynu speak],

“ * how did you come by it (4)?
’—

* It was God's gift,’— ‘Tell me if 1 commit faults

“ ‘ in speaking. ’— ‘Y’ahya remained silent, but as al-Hajjaj insisted on having an

“ ‘ answer, he at length said: • OEmirl since you ask me, I must say that you exalt

“ ‘ what should be depressed and depress what should he exalted (5).
’—

‘ That, by
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“ • Allah I is a grave fault. ’ He then wrote these words to Kutaiba :
‘ When this,

“ my letter, reaches you, take Yahya Ibn Yamar for your kadi. Salutation !
"—Ibn

Sallam
j
vol. II. p. 486) stated that he heard Yunus Ibn Habib (6) relate as follows :

“ Al-llajjaj said to Yahya Ibn Yamar :
* Do you remark any incorrcclion in my

“ ‘ speech? ’—‘Yes; ' replied Yahya, ‘ in one point.
*—

‘ What is that? ’—
‘ In

“ 4 reading the Koran. ’

—

4 That were shameful indeed ! what is it?
’—

* In reci-

“ 4 ting this verse*: Say, if your fathert and your sons, and so forth to the words be

“ 4 more deur(ahabba) toyou than God(/fordti, sur.9,verse24),youpronounceaAafc&o.”

4 4 4 Ibn SalUm here observed :
44

It would appear from this that, as the phrase was

4 4 4 long, al-Hajjaj forgot how it commenced. Al-llajjaj then said :
4 be assured that

4 4 4 you shall never hear me commit such a fault again.' Then, ” said Yunus, 44 he

44
sent him to khorasan which, at that time, was governed by Yaitd, the son of al-

44 Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra. " —God best knows which of these statements is exact. —
Ibn al-Jauzi (oof II. p. 96) says, in his Shuzdr ai-Ok&d (7) :

44 In the year eighty-

44
four of the Hijra (A. D. 703), al-Hajjaj banished Yahya Ibn Yamar because, on

44 saying to him :
4 Do I speak incorrectly, ’ he received this answer :

4 You do;

“ but the fault is scarcely perceptible. '— 4
I give you three days, ' said al-llajjaj,

4 4 4 and, if I find you, after that, in the land of Irdk, I shall put you to death. ’ In

44 consequence of this, Yahya left the country.
’’—Abu Amr Nasr Ibn Ali Ibn NOb

Ibn Kais stated that the following relation was made to him by Olhruan Ibn Mih-

san
(tr

«'4

)
: “ The Commander of the faithful prononced a khotba at Basra and, in

44
this discourse, he said :

4 Fear God I he that fears God incurs no kuvodra. ’ The

44 congregation did not understand what he said and asked its meaning from Yahya

44 Ibn Yamar. He answered that the word fiutcdra signified foil and that the khalif

44 meant to say ; He who fears God shall sustain no loss.
”—Al-Kazzaz (oof. III.

p. 85) says, in his Kil&b al-Jdmi ; Hawdrdt means dangers; its singular is hawdra.

— Ar-Razi said ;
44

I related this to al-Asmai (oof. II p. 123) and he answered :
4

I

4 4 4 never heard that till this very moment, now that you have told it to me. The

4 4 4
rare expressions of the language are really very numerous, but that one I never

4 4 4 heard.
4 ”—Al-Asmai related as follows :

44 My father told me that Yazid, the

44 son ofal-Muhallab, wrote, when in Khor&san, a letter to al-Uajjij Ibn Yflsuf in

44 which he said :
4 Wc met the enemy and forced him to take refuge on the summit

4 4 4
(ororo) of the hill, and wc are at the foot of it [al-hadhidh). ’

—

4 llow, ' said

44
al-llajjaj,

4 did the son of al-Muhallab come by such words as these? ’ and,
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“ being (old that Yahya Ibn Yamar was with him, he said :
* Ah 1 that explains it.

’

—Yahya composed poetry and was the author of this verse :

People concur only in luting my family; bm, from (lie oldest times, people lute those who

are good (8).

<
Khalit) al-Hadda (roi. 11 p. 588) slated that Ibn Sirin (vol- 11. p. 586) possessed

a copy of the Koran in which Yahya Ibn Yamar had marked the wowel points. He

spoke the purest Arabic, using (he most elegant terms without effort and quite natu-

rally. Uis adventures and remarkable sayings are well known. He died in Ihe year

129 (A. D. 746-7 (9).— Yamar, or Yamur,— but this latter form is neither current

nor correct,— is the present tense of the verb omtra, which signifies to live long.

This name, like that of Yahya (he lives), was given to him as a presage of long life.

—Adtcdni means descended from Adtcdn, whose true name was al-Hitrith and who

was the son of Amr Ibn Kais Allan. He received the surname of Adtcdn [Iwshlity i

because he attacked his brother with the intention of killing him .— Wasliki means

descended from IVashk, who was the son of Aiif, the son of Itakr, the son of Yashkur,

the son of that same Adwan.

(t) See vol. I, p. tsx.

(2) See page 53 of this volume.

(9) That is : I shall strike off your head.

(4) The true reading is anna hla laka

.

(6)

This passage signifies also : you pat in the nominative what should be put in the accusative and vtce

versa. 1 suspect that Yahya employed this equivocal expression designedly.

(6) The life of Ibn Habib is given in this volume.

(7) This was a historical work. Its title signifies : Golden beads for necklaces.

(8) Literally : the faU — This verse is by no means clear, and its application is not evident unless we

suppose it to have been uttered by one of the Alides.

(0) Dahahi, cited by the author of the SnjAm. places the death of Yahya Ibn Yamar in the year 80 of the

Hijra.
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AL-FARRA THE GRAMMARIAN

Abu Zakariya Yahya Ibn Ziad I bn Abd Allah Ibn Manzur al-AsIami ad-Dailami

ul-Kufi (a Dailamile by origin and a native of Kufa by birth), was generally known

by Ihe surname of al-FarrA. He was a member, by enfranchisement, of ihc Iribe of

Asad, or, according to another statement, of the tribe of Minkar. Al-Farra was

the most eminent of all the doctors of Kiifa and also the most distinguished by his

knowledge of grammar, philology and the various branches of literature. Ahu

’l-Abbas Thalab
(
vol . I. p. 83) is staled to have said : “ Were it not for al-Farra,

“ pure Arabic would no longer exist; it was he who disengaged it
{from the ordinary

“ language
)
and fixed it Iliy writing). Were it not for al-Farra, good Arabic had gone

“ to the ground; (before hit lime,) it was a matter of discussion; every one who

“ pleased had the pretention ofknowing it and discoursed on it as well as his intelli-

“ gence and his genius would permit, so that it had nearly disappeared.” Heandal-

Ahmar (1) learned grammar from Abu 'l-Hasan al-Kisai (vol. II. p. 237); they were

the most eminent of his disciples and also the most attached to him. Al-Farra,

having resolved on entering into the service of (the khalif) al-Mamun, went a great

number of times to the door of the palace (tcilh the hope of obtaining admittance),

and, one day, whilst he was waiting there, Abd Bishr Thumama Ibn al-Ashras an-

Numairi (vol. II. p. 475), a Motazclitc doctor who was intimate with (the khalif)

al-Mamun, went up to him. "
I saw,* said Thumama, ' a person in the attire of

“ a literary man ; so, I sat down beside him and commenced putting to the test his

“ knowledge of philosophy. Finding that he was (in that branch), an ocean (of learn-

“ i no], 1 tried him in grammar and discovered that he had not his parallel; I then

“ examined him in jurisprudence and perceived that he was a good .legist and well

“ acquainted with the conflicting opinions of those people (the jurisconsults)

;

I ascer-

“ tained also that he was an able astronomer, a learned physician, and well-versed

“ in the history of the (desert
j
Arabs, their battle-days and their poetry. On this,

“ I said to him : * Who are you? you must be al-Farra !
’ He replied : I am he.’

“ I immediately went in to the Commander of the faithful, al-Mamun, informed him

“ of the circumstance and got the order to have al-Farra introduced without delay.
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“ It was thus that lie became acquainted with al-Mamiin."—Kutrub (col. III. p. 29)

related as follows :
“ Al-Farri entered into the presence of (lAe khali(] ar-Rashid and

‘‘ made a discourse in which he committed solecisms. On this, Jaafar lbn Yahya

'* the Barmekide [col. 1. p. 301) said : ‘ Commander of the faithful I he speaks in-

“ * correctly.’ The khalif said to al-Farra :
* You commit solecisms?’ and received

“ this answer :
1 Commander of the faithful! it is in the nature of the

(
deter!

)
Arabs

“ ‘ to employ correctly the final inflexions, and in the nature of those who inhabit

“
‘ fixed abodes to employ them incorrectly; when I am on my guard, I do not

“ ‘ commit faults but, when I return to my nalurel habit, I commit them.' The

“ khalif was satisfied with this answer.— The Khalib (eof. 1. p. 75) says, in his

history of Baghdad : “ When al-FarrS got acquainted with al-Mamun, the latter bid

“ him draw up a work which should contain the principles of grammar and all the

“ pure Arabic expressions which he had heard. He (hen ordered him to be confi-

“ ned in a chamber of the palace, and appointed male and female servants to attend

“ him and furnish him with everything which he required; hoping, by this means,

** to deliver his heart from all preoccupations and to leave him nothing to wish for.

“ They were even to inform him of the hours of prayer by chaunting the adan (or

“ call) at the proper times. He sent to him also a number of copyists and attached

“ to his service confidential men and agents charged to pay the expenses. Al-Farra

" then dictated, and the copyists wrote down his observations ; and this continued

*‘ during two years, until they had finished the work. It was entitled al-fluddd

“ (the limits or chapters (2). Al-Mamdn ordered this book to be transcribed (and

“ placed] in his libraries. When al-Farra had finished his task, he went out in

“ public and began the composition of the Kitdb al-Madni (rhetorical figures

“ employed in the Koran (?)). The narrator (of these facts
)
says :

* We tried to

* count the member of persons who assembled for the purpose of hearing him dic-

** ‘ tale (and publish) the text of the Kitdb al-Madni, but, not being able to do so

“ 4
(they were so many,) we counted the kadis only and found that there were

44 ‘ eighty.’ He continued to dictate the work till he finished it. The copyists

“ then withheld it from the public, so that they might make money of it, and

“ declared that they would not communicate it to any person unless he consented to

“ have it copied by them at the rate of one dirhem for five leaves (3). Al-Farra, to

“ whom complaints were made on this subject, sent for the copyists and remonstrated

•* with them. Their answer was :
4 We attended your lessons in order to profit by
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“
‘ your learning; of all your works this is the most essential ; so, allow us to

" 1 gain a livelihood by means of it.’ He replied :
‘ Be more compliant with

“ ‘ them ; it will be for your advantage as well as theirs.’ Finding that they would

“ not follow his advice, he said to them :
‘ 1 shall let you see (uj/iaf you do not

“ ' expect),

'

and then announced to the public that he would dictate the Madni and

“ join to it a complete commentary, with fuller remarks than those already given.

*• He therefore held sittings and dictated one hundred leaves on the word al-hamd (4-)

“ alone. The copyists then went to him and said :
* We shall concede to the

"
* public what they demand and copy for them at the rate of one dirhem for ten

“ 4 leaves.'” What induced him to 'compose and) dictacte the Madni was, that one of

his disciples, who was then in the service of al-Hasan lbn Said (to/. 1. p. 408)

and whose name was Omar lbn Bukair, wrote to him in these terms : •• The emir

“ al-Hasan is always asking me questions relative to the Koran, and I cannot readily

“ call to mind the proper answers. Would you be pleased to lay down for me ccr-

“ lain fundamental principles and compile,on that subject, a work to which I may

“ refer." On reading this note, he invited his disciples to assemble and hear him

dictate a work on the Koran. On the appointed day, when all were present, he

came in to them and told a man who acted as a muwaizin in the mosque and who

knew well the Kor&n, to commence reciting [the text of that book). The man began

by the Fdlilta (5) and al-Farra explained it, and this continued till they went over

the whole book; the muwazxin reciting and the professor explaining. This com-

mentary fdls about one thousand leaves; nothing like it had ever been composed

before, and no person can possibly add to it.—Al-Mamun placed his two sons

under al-Farra’s tuition, so that they might be instructed in grammar. One day,

al-Farra rose from his place, on some necessary occasion, and the two young princes

hastened to bring him his slippers. They struggled between themselves fur the

honour of offering them to him, and they finally agreed that each of them

should present him with one slipper. As al-Mamun had secret agents who in-

formed him of every thing that passed, he learned what had taken place and

caused al-Farra lo*be brought before him. When he entered, the klialif said to

him :
*• Who is the most honoured of men?” Al-Farra answered ;

“ I know not

“ any one more honoured than the Commander of the faithful."—“ Kay;” replied

“ al-Mamun, “ it is he who arose to go out and the two designated successors of the

" Commander of the faithful contented for the honour of presenting him his slippers,

VOL. IV. tl
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" and at length agreed that each of them should offer him one.” To this al-Farra

answered :
“ Commander of the faithful! 1 should have prevented them from doing

44 so had I not been apprehensive of turning them away from some honourable exam-

“ pie which they had already received or discouraging their minds in the pursuit of

44 that high estimation to which they ardently aspire. We know by tradition that

“ Ibn Abbas held the stirrups of al-llasan and al-Husain, when they were getting

“ on horseback after paying him a visit. One of those who were present said to

44 him :
* How is it that you hold the stirrups of these striplings, you who are their

“ * elder?’ To which he replied : “ Ignorant man! no one can appreciate the

“ merit of people of merit except a man of merit.' Al-Mamun then said to him :

“ Had you prevented them, I should have inflicted on you the penalty of censure

“ and reproach, and should have declared you in fault. That which they have done

44
is no debasement of their dignity ; on the contrary, it exalts their merit,

“ renders manifest their excellent nature and inspires me with a favorable opinion

“ of their character. No man, thought great in rank, can be dispensed, by his

“ high position, from three obligations : he must respect his sovereign, venerate

“ his father, and honour his preceptor. As a reward for their conduct, I bestow

“ on them twenty thousand dinars (£• 10,000), and on you, for the good education

“ which you give them, ten thousand dirhems (£ 500).”—The following anecdote is

related also by the Khatib : “ One day, al-Farra was sitting in the house of the legist

“ Muhammad ibn al-Hasan, who was the son of his aunt, and happened to say that

44 few men ever mastered one branch of science without finding the others quite

44 easy. On this. Muhammad said :
4 You, Abu Zakariya! have studied pure Ara-

“ 4 bic; so, I shall question you on a point of (canon) law.’

—

4 Let us heard your

“
* question, 'said al-Farra,

*
(and / shall answer) with the blessing of God.’ Muham-

1
' mad then said to him :

4 What do you say of a man who, in making the two satis-

44 4 factory prostrations that some neglect in the accomplishement of the prescribed

'• 4 prayer rendered necessary, neglects, again, in these prostrations, something

4 4 4 important?' Al-Farra reflected for some lime and then replied that the man
4 4 4 incurred no obligation. 4 Why so?' said his cousin. 4 because,’ said he,

4 4 4 according to us grammarians, a diminutive noun cannot be diminished again;

4 4 4 and besides, the tw o prostrations arc the completion of the prayer, and that which

4 4 4
is complete requires no further completion.' On hearing this, Muhammad

44 exclaimed :
4 Now, I am sure that a descendant of Adam never engendered a son
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“ • like you I

' ”
I already mentioned this anecdote in the life of al-Kisai (to/. 11.

p.2381 and there referred to the account which I giveof it here.—Al-Farra had a lean-

ing towards the doctrine of the Motazelites. Salama, the son of Aasim, related as

follows Al-Farra told me that he and Bishral-Marisi [vol. 1. p. 260), lived together,

in the same house, for twenty-one years and that neither of them learned any

“ thing from the other."— Al-Jahiz [vol. II. p. 405) said : “ I arrived at Baghdad,

“ in the year 204 (A. D. 819-20), at the time of al-Mamun's entry into that city.

“ Al-Farra used then to come to see me, and I wished him to learn scholastic theo-

“ logy
(
kaldm), but he had no desire of doing so."— Abu ’l-AbbAs Thalab said :

“ Al-Farra used to hold public sittings in the mosque adjoining his own house.

“ He philosophized
(
employed the philosophical style) in his works to such a degree

* that he introduced philosophical terms into his discourse.”— Salama, the son of

" Ahmad and the grandson of Aasim said : “ I wondered at al-Farra’s esteem for

“ al-Kisai whom he much excelled in grammatical knowledge."—‘‘Oncof al-Farra's

“ sayings was : “ When 1 am dying, my soul shall undergo in some measure, the

“ influence exerted by (the conjunction) halta : it will be depressed, elevated and

“ afflicted (6)."—No verses have been handed down as his excepting the following,

which were given by Abu-Uanifa ad-T)inauri (vol. I. p. 455) on the authority of Abu

Bakr at-Tuwal

:

Lord of a single acre of ground, you have nine chamberlains I You sit in an old ruin and

have door-keepers lo exclude visiters I Never did f hear of a doorkeeper in a ruined dwelling t

Never shall the eves (of men) see me at a door of yours; a man like me is not made to support

repulses from door-keepers.

I since discovered that these verses are attributed to Ibn Musa '1-Makfuf; God

knows best!—Al-Farra was born at Kufa, whence he removed to Baghdad, which

continued to be his usual place of residence, lie was so ardent in the pursuit of

gain that he could not remain quietly at home and, when he had passed a whole year

in hoarding up money, he would go lo Kufa and pass there forty days with his people

lo whom he generously distributed Ihe sum which he had collected, lie composed

a number of works, such as the lluddd and the Madni , of which treatises we have

already spoken ; two works, one much larger than the other, on the muskhil (or ex-

pressions of doubtful import] which occur in the Koran {?); the Kildb al-Baht (7), a

small volume, of which 1 met a copy after drawing up the present article. It con-
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tains the greater part of the terms which Abu 'l-Ahbas Thalab inserted in his Fatih

vol. I. p. 84) ; it is of the same size as that book, and the only difference between

them is, that the latter offers the same matters in another order: al-Farra merely

remodeled the work and made thereto a few additions. 1 may add that the Bahi

contains a few terms which are not to be found in the Fatih, but there is very little

difference between the two books. His other works arc the Kildb al-Loghdt (on dialec-

tical exprettiont), the k'itdb al-Masddir, etc. (on the nouns af action which are found

in the Kordn), the Jntnd wal-Tathniya, etc. (on the plurals and duals which occur in

the Kordn). the Kildb al-WAkfwa 'l-lbtida (on the full stop and the commencement of

phrases), the Kitdb al-Fdkhir; var. al-Mufdkhir), the Kildb Ala tal-Kdtih (the tool for

secretaries), the Kitdb an-Nawddir (on rare expressions), the Kildb al-Wdw (on the

copulative conjunction), etc.—Salama, the son of Aasim, slates that al-Farra dictated

[most of) of his works from memory; those dictated by him from copies which

he held in his hand were the Kitdb Muldzimfl) and the Kildb yaft wa yafda (7).

According to Ain't Bakr al-Anbari (rob III. p. 53), those two books contained about

fifty leaves, and all bis works filled three thousand leaves.—Muhammad Ibn al-

Jalim (8)composcd a poem in lionourof al-Farra : its rhymes are formed by an u followed

the syllable hi

;

but I abstain from inserting it bore, to avoid lengthening this article.

—

Al-Farra died A. II. 207 (A. D 822-3) on the road to Mekka, and at the age of sixty-

three years. He was surnamed al-Farrd ( the furrier), not because he manufactured

or dealt in furs, but because be was a farrd (skanner or sifter) of words. So says

as-Samani in his Ansdb, and he cites for bis authority the Kitdb al-AIkdb (9).—Abb

Ahd Allah al-Marzubani (eof. III. p. 67) says, in bis work (10) that Ziad, the

father of al-Farra, was maimed of his hand, it having been cut off in the war

with al-Husain, the son of Ali. This assertion requires to be examined : al-

Farra lived sixty-three years and was therefore born in the year 144; the war with

al-Husain took place in A. U. 61 ; so, between that event and al-Farrft’s birth, eighty-

four years must have elapsed ; to what age then did his father live? If the person

who lost his hand was al-Farra's grandfather, the thing had been possible.

—

must be pronounced Manzilr.—Wc have already spoken of the word Dailami, and

of the Band Asad.—Minkar was the son of Obaid, the son of Mukiis, whose real

name was al-lldrith, the son of Amr, the son of Kaab, the son of Saad, the son of

Zaid Manat, the son of Tamim, the son of Murra. The tribe named after him is very

numerous and lias produced a great number of remarkable men, some of whom were
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companions of the Prophet. They were all surnamed al-Mivkari. Such wereKhAlid,

the son of Safwan, and Shabib, the son of Shabba (11). Safwan and Shabba were the

sons of Abd Allah Ibn Omar Ibn al-Ahlam al-Minkari. Khalid and Shabib were

noted as good orators, speaking with elegance and precision. Khalid had frequent

sittings with the Commander of the faithful, as-SalTab, as is well-known, and Shabib

was often in the society of (tfie khalifs) al-Mansur, al-Mahdi and others. Mention has

been made of them both in our article on al-Bohtori
(
vol . 111. p. 657).

(I) All aJ-Ahmar (the red) was a soldier inar-Rashld's «ii26d, or body-guard. His knowledge of pure

Arabic was so extensive that al-Kisdi got him appointed as tutor to that khalif's children. He died on hi*

Way to Mokka, A. If. 194 (A. D. 809-10).—(Flilgel'a Grammatitehe Schult* dtr Artier, t*l part, p. 134.)

(i) For the contents of tins grammatical work, see FlQgePs Grammatitehe Schulen
, p. 184.

(8)

It is worthy of remark that a dirhem
,
or six pence, for ten pages of copy, was considered as an exor-

bitant price, at Baghdad, towards the beginning of the ninth century of our era.

(4) Ai-Humd is the first word ol the expression which, in Arabic, means :
“ Praise be to God " and by

which most Muslim books commence.

(5) The Pdlihti, or Opening, is the name given to the first turat of the Korin.

(6) These terms, in the language of the grammarian*, signify : govern the genitive erne, the nominative

and the acaitah ve.

(7) It i* said that, in the whole Arabic language, no root furnishes two adjectives having the same signifi-

cation and exactly similar in their form to the adjective* yd/I i. e. adult, and yafAa which

come from the root yafd ( .
V-

(8) An interesting anecdote of this member of the Barmekido family is given in the first volume, p. 63.

(9) In the bibliographical dictionary of Hajji Khalifa, four works are mentioned which bear this title.

(10) Hajji Khalifa gives the lilies of five works composed by AbA Abd Allah al-Marzublni.

(II) See vol. I|,p. 4.—Two mss. and the lilhographied text of Ibn Kutaiba’s Kitdl al-Matinf read Shaiba.

ABU MUHAMMAD AL-YAZIDl

Abu Muhammad Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak Ibn al-Muglura al-Adawi, surnamed al-

Yazidi, was a teacher of the koranic readings, a grammarian and a phiiologer.

He studied under Abi Amr Ibn al-Ala al-Basri (col. 11. p .399), the gTeat teacher of
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the readings, and succeeded him in thatoccupalion. He inhabited Baghdad and there

taught Traditions which he had learned from Abu Amr, Ibn Juraij (uoi. 11. p. 116)

and others. Traditions were received from him and transmitted down by his son Mu-

hammad, by Abu Obaid al-Kasim Ibn Salltlm (eoi. 11. p. 486), by ishak Ibn Ibra-

him al-Mausili (col. 1. p. 183), by a number of his own sons and grandsons, by Abd

Omar ad-Duri (i?o/. /. p. 401) (1), Abu llamdun at-Taiyib Ibn Ismail (2), Abft Shoaib

as-Siisi (3), Aamirlbn Omar al-Mausili (4), Abu Khallad Sulaiman Ibn KhallAd and

others. He differed from Abft Amr respecting the manner of reading a few words

in the Koran, haring adopted for them a manner of his own. As he had been pre-

ceptor to the children of Yazid Ibn Mansur Ibn Abd Allah Ibn \
r

azid ai-Himyari (5)

[tfte khalif) al-.Mahdi’s maternal uncle, he was surnamed al- Yaxidi (the Yazidian)

llarun ar-ltashid, to whose sendee he was subsequently attached, confided to him

the education of his son al-Mfimfln, who was still a child (6). Abu Muhammad al-

Yazidi was considered as a trustworthy Tradilionist, a learned Koran-reader and an

elegant speaker; he was well acquainted with the idioms of the
(
desert

)
Arabs, skilled

in grammar and veracious (as a Tradilionist). A number fine works were composed

by him. His views were just and his poetry (so good that it) was collected into a

ditedn. The philological work entitled h'itdb an-Nuwddir {book of ranfies) was

drawn up by him on the plan of the Nawidir which al-Asmfti (rof. 11. p. 123) com-

posed for Jaafar the Barmekide (oof. /. p. 301), and contains, designedly, the same

number of leaves as that treatise. He obtained his knowledge of pure Arabic and

of the history of the people [the adventures and quarrels of the Arabic tribes
)

from

Abft Amr
(
Ibn al-Ald), al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad

(
vol . I. p. 493) and other learned men

of that age. Abu Hamdftn at-Taiyib related as follows :
“ I met the son of Abu ’I-

“ Atahiya [vol. 1. p. 202) who had just taken down in writing a mass of information

*‘ which had been dictated to him by Abft Muhammad al-Yazidi and all of which

“ the latter declared to have received from Abu Amr Ibn al-Ali. It filled nearly

“ one thousand jilds (or skins), each jild forming about ten leaves; so there were

“ ten thousand leaves in all.” Al-Yazidi obtained an immense quantity of philo-

logical information from al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad, and wrote down under his dictation

the rules of prosody, which science that master had just began to discover; he pla-

ced, however, his principal reliance on Abft Amr, whose cztcnsive acquaintance with

pure Arabic he highly appreciated. At one time, be kept a school for boys, oppo-

site to the house in which Abu Arnr resided, and was then admitted into the farni-
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liarily of that doctor, who became very partial to him on account of his quick intel-

ligence. The information transmitted down by him is considered as perfectly ge-

nuine. Ilis works are the : IVatcddir of which we have just spoken, Ihe ilafa&r tea

‘l-Mamdud (on the short and Ihe long alifj, a compendium of grammar and a treatise

on the vowels
(
nukat

)
and diacritical points (j/iafcl). Ibn al-Munadi (7) related as fol-

lows :
“ I frequently asked about {the moral character of) of Abu Muhammad al-Yazidi,

“ his veracity and his credibility as a relater of traditional knowledge. These

“ questions I addressed to a number of our shaikhs, some of them professors of

" Arabic, others of Koran-reading and others of Traditions; and they all declared

“ that he was trustworthy and veracious, and that he never felt fatigue nor dislike

“ in the pursuit even of the slightest information which could be obtained from oral

“ tradition. * But,’ * said they, ‘lie was suspected of being inclined towards Ihe doc-

“ * trines of the Motazeliles.' ” Abu Obaid al-Kasim Ibn Sallam taught the text of

the Ghartb (unusual and obscure expressions of the Koran and the Traditions
j
on the

sole authority of Abu Muhammad al-Yazidi, because he well knew the eminent me-

rit of that doctor, in the reign of ar-Rashid, al-Y azidi and al-Kis&i (vol. II. p.237)

held sittings together and taught Koran-reading to the public. Al-Kisai was pre-

ceptor to al-Amin {the son of ar-fiashtd), and al-Yazidi to al-MAmun (the other son).

By the order of that khalif, al-Kisai taught his pupil the system of reading {harf)

adopted by Hamza (col. /. p. 478) and al-Yazidi taught his the system of Abu Amr

(Ibn al-Ald). “ Al-Yazidi," said al-Alhram (uol. II. p. 568), “ entered one day into

“ the house of al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad and found him seated on a cushion. Al-Khalil

“ made room for him and invited him to sit down beside him. Al-Yazidi did so

“ and then said : ‘ 1 am sure that I inconvenience you.’— ‘ Nay,’ replied al-Khalil,

“ * no place is too narrow for two friends or too wide for two enemies.' "—Al-Ma-

mun, having asked al-Yazidi about something, received from him this answer:

“No; and may God accept my life as a ransom for yours, Commander of the faith-

“ full ”—“ Well said I” exclaimed the khalif, never was the word and better

“ placed than in the phrase which you have just uttered (8).” He then made him

“ a present.”—“ One day,” said al-Yazidi, “ 1 went to see al-Mamun; all nature

“ was smiling (9), and his female musician Nuam, who was one of the handsomest

“ women of the age, was singing to him an air of which these were the words :

“ Yon pretended that I had wronged (you) and, fled from me, but in Dying, you shot an

“ arrow which pierced me to the heart. You did well to fly; but be indulgent and pardon me;
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“ this is the spot where the proscript finds a refnge
;
this is the place to which he whom love has

“ afflicted may retreat, to which he whose eyes have been wounded by your beauty may run for

“ protection. You have robbed iny heart of its ease, yet, may God never paralyse the hand

“ which eommited that theft 1

“ Al-Mamun made her sing the same piece three times and then said :
' Tell me,

“ 1 Ynzidil can there be any tiling (in life) belter than what who are now engaged

“ • in?' I answered :
* There is. Commander of the faithful!

’—'What is it?’ said

“ he.—I replied :
* The giving of thanks to Him who has granted to you this great

“ * and signal favour.’— He answered :
' You are in the right and have said the

•• * truth.’ He then, after making me a present, ordered one hundred thousand

“ dirhems (£• 2,500) to be brought in, so that he might give it away in alms. 1

“ have still before my eyes the sight of the purses as they were brought in and of

“ the money as it was distributed.”—Al-Y’azidi complained, one day, to al-Mamun

of being in great need, by reason of debts which he had incurred. The khalif an-

swered: “ VVc have not, at present, means of giving you wherewithal you may ob-

“ tain [the deliverance) you desire."— “ Commander of the faithful,” said al-Y’azidi,

“ 1 am reduced to great straits and my creditors are hard upon me. Think of

“ some expedient for me.” Al-Mamun reflected a little, and it was then agreed upon

betw een them that al-Y’azidi should come to the door of the palace, when the khalif

was holding one of his familiar parties, and there write a note in which he would

request to be admitted or to have one of the sovereign's boon companions sent out to

him. When the company were assembled, al-Y'azidi came to the door and gave the

servant a sealed letter. Al-M&mun, to whom it was brought in, opened it and found

that it contained these lines :

Worthiest of brethren and of friends I I am here, as a parasite, waiting at vonr door. Let

me make one of the society or send out to me one of my companions (to keep me company).

Al-Mutnun read the letter to those who were present and said : " It is not fit that

“ such a parasite should enter here, in such a state (as tee are)." Ue then sent out

to him this message : “ Your entrance here, at this hour, is impossible; chose for

•' yourself the person whom you wish for a boon companion." When al-Y
r

azidi re-

ceived this missive, he answered : “ I can make for myself no better choice than Abd

“ Allah Ibn Tahir (col. II. p. 49).” Al-Mamun then said to Abd Allah :
“ His

“ choice has fallen on you, so you must go out to him.” The other replied :

•
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“ Commander of lire faithful I must i become the associate of a parasite?” The

khalif answered : “ I cannot possibly turn him from his intention; but you have the

“ choice of going out to him or of avoiding that obligation by paying a fine."

—

“ l shall give him ten thousand dirhems (£• 500),” exclaimed Abd Allah.—“ I

“ do not think,” said al-Mamun that, for so small a sum, he will forego the pleasure

•' of your company.” Abd Allah then offered ten thousand more, and then another

ten, whilst the khalif continued to say; “ I do not think tlial enough for him."

—

When the oiler mounted up to one hundred thousand dirhems, al-Mamun said :

" Send them to him quickly.” Abd Allah wrote a draught on his intendani for the

sum and sent it olT by a messenger. Al-Mnmiin then said (to al-Yaztdi) : “In

“ the present case, it is belter for you to accept this sum Ilian to carouse with Abd

“ Allah Ibn Tahir whilst he is in his present state.”—Al-Yazidi consented to receive

the money, lie (al-Mamun ?) was very adroit in every thing he did.-—Abu Ahmad

Jaafar al-Balkhi (10) relates, in his book (11), that al-Yazidi asked al-Kisai’s opinion

respecting the following verses:

I do not think that a khumb can be hatched from its egg by a falcon . The ahr is not a horse's

foal (, it) is not; the foal (is but) a foal

—The word kharab signifies a male bustard (12), and ufr means the male of tlieoua-

tjer .—Al-Kisai answered that [the last of the Kurds] foal ought to be in the accu-

sative, because it is the object of the verb to be (which, in Arabic, governs the

accusative) (13); so, that being admitted, there is, in the rhyme, a fault of the kind

called ikwi (14).
—“ Nay,” replied al-Yazldi, “ the verse is correct, for the phrase

“ finishes with the second is not, which merely serves to corroborate the first. Af-

•* ter these words
, the poet enonces a new proposition and says : The foal (is butt a

“ foal.” He then (bowed so low that he) struck the floor with his bonnet and ci-

claimed ; “ (It is) I, Abu Muhammad [who say so!),’’ Yahya Ibn Khalid the Barme-

kide (toho was there present, fell scandalised at this conduct and) said to him : “ How

“ dare you (be so familiar us to) pronounce your surname in (he presence of the

** Commanderof the faithful? By Allah I al-Kisai's mistake joined to his good breed-

“ ing, is belter than your right answer, joined to your unpoliteness.” To this,

al-Yazldi answered : “The sweetness of my triumph put me off my guard.”— I must

here observe that al-kisai was wrong in saying that the verse contained an ikwd,

for, in the technical language of the prosodiaus, the term ikwd designates specially

VOL. iv. 10
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a change in the grammatical inflexion (or enter/) which accompanies the Idler (or

consonant
)
forming Ihe rliyme, and this change consists in nothing more that Ihe

substitution of an o (the sign of Ihe nominative
)
for an i (ihe sign of the genitive

)
or

viee versa ; that is, one of the rhyme-consonants lakes an o and the other an t; hut if

Ihe discordance exist between two verses, so that one rhyme-consonant takes an a

ithe sign of the accusative) and the other an o or an i, that irregularity is not called

an iiricd hut an isrdf. — Abu 'I- Ala al-Maarri (no/. /. p. 94} alludes to these irregula-

rities tn one of his longer poems containing a lament on the death of the sharif at-

Taliir, the father ofar-Rida (ool. III. p. 1 18) and of al-Murlada (no/. II. p. 256); he

thus describes the croaking of the raven :

Ii is modelled no the itd and is devoid of ikied, of ikfi and of isrdf (15).

This verse being connected (bij its meaning) with those which precede, cannot he

rendered intelligible unless Ihe others be cited, and that we think unnecessary to

do here. I merely quote it as an example; that is all. Some say that the isrdf is a

variety of the titled if thut he so, al-kisai was right in what he said.— This paragraph

is a superfluity, but contains some useful information.—The greater part of al-Yaxi-

di’s poetry is good. Hirun Ihn al-Munajjim ivol. III. p. 604) speaks of him in the

Kildh al-Bdri and gives some fragments of his composition
;
such, for instance, are

the following satirical lines, directed against al-Asnrai al-Rahili
{
vol . II. p. 123);

Von who pretend to draw your origin from Asm?, tell me how you are connected with that

noble race? Arc you not a man whose genealogy, if verified, proves that you descend from

Bibila (l(t)»

“ Tins last verse,” says Ihn al-Munajjitn, “is one of the most satirical which have

“ been composed by the later poets.” I may add that the idea contained in it is

borrowed from Ihe following verse in which Hammid Ajrad (col. /. p. 474) attacked

Bashshar, the son of Burd (t o/. /. p. 254) :

Von call yourself the son of Hurd, tlaingh yon are the son of another man
;
or, grant that Burd

married your mother; who was Burd ?

Here is another of his (al-Vaiidi's) satirical piece* ;

lie careful not to lose the friendship of Abu ’1-Mukltil, when you approach {topartake of

)

his

meal. Breaking his crumpet, is. for him. a- bad as breaking one of Itis limbs. Ilis guests fist
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against their will and without meaning to obtain the (
i/iinliuif) reward which is granted to

fasting.

In ottr article on al-Mubarrad, we have given [vol. 111. p. 36) a passage taken from

one of al-Yazidi's poems and directed against Sltaiba Ibn al-Walid. Amongst the

numerous anecdotes and stories which he handed down, we may notice the follow-

ing ;
" A man, pretending to be a Prophet, was arrested and taken before [the

•* khalif) al-Mahdi :
* Are you a Prophet?’ said al-Mahdi.— * I am,' said the priso-

“ ner.

—

4 To whom were you sent (on a mission)?’—The man replied :
‘ Did you

** * allow me to go to any person? why, the very moment l received my mission, you

“ 4 cast me into prison I ' The khalif laughed and said: 'Go and he converted unto

** • God.’ ” — Al-Yazidi had five sons who became distingued as men of learning,

phitologers, poets and narrators of historical anecdotes. Their names were Abu Abd

Allah Muhammad, Ibrahim, Abu 'l-Kasim Ismail, Abu Abd ar-Rahman Obaid Allah

and Abu Yakub Ishak. All of them composed works on philology and genuine

Arabic. Muhammad, who was the eldest, was also the best poet among them (17).

According to Dibil al-Khuzii [ml. I. p. 507), he was the author of these lines:

Why should you travel about when the person whom you love (and pursue) dwells in a fixed

abode? That, assuredly, is an enormous fault. As long as you assist Fortune and Care against

yourself, whom can y ou liavc to blame? ( The toner answered : ) I am miserable, yet shall I ne-

ver think of her with indifference, neither will she be clement, though, by her, l am miserable.

He composed also these lines

:

O thou whose dwelling is so far off ! thou wliosc name is always on my tongue and wlwtse

image is in my heart (18). The vicissitudes of Fortune may remove thee to a distant land, yet

still shall my desires bring near to me thy image.

He composed a great quantity of good poetry and assisted his father in the educa-

tion of al-Mamtin. In the latter part of his life he became dull of hearing. When

al-Mdmun set out for Khorasan, he (Muhammad al-Yazitli) went with him, and re-

mained in his service after their arrival in the city of Marw. He continued to re-

side there till the accession of al-Motasim, whom he then accompanied to Egypt,

where he died. Ilis father, Abd Muhammad, died A. H. 202 (A. D. 817-8) in Khu-

rasan, and probably at Marw, whither he had accompanied al-Mamun from Baghdad

and where the latter had established his residence.—I since found in Abu Amr ad-

Dtlni'sfl 9) Tabakdt al-Kurri (chronological list of Koran readtrs), that he died at Marw
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in the year just mentioned, but the author then adds these words : “ Ihn al-Mttmidi

“ related that, according to what he had heard, lie lived to within a few years of a

“ century and died at Basra; hut the first statement is the truest.” God knows best!

—We have already spoken of his grandson Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ihn al-Abbas

Ihn Muhammad Ihn Abi Muhammad al-Yazidi {ml. III. p. 50), and given the date

of his death with some account of him and of his merit.

—

Adawi means belonging to

the family of Adi, who was the son of Abd-Manal, the son of Odod, the son of Ta-

bikha, the son of al-Yas, the son of Modar, the son of Nizar, the son of Maadd, the

son of Adnan. The descendants of Adi formed a numerous and celebrated tribe.

\bii Muhammad al-Yazidi belonged to it in the quality of a mawla; his grandfather,

al-Moghira, having been the enfranchised slave of an Adawide woman and having

therefore been surnamed al-Adawi.—At the beginning of this article we have ex-

plained the meaning of (he surname al Yazbh and mentioned who Yazul was ; I need,

not repeat that account here. Many of al-Yazidi's descendants were men of eminent

talent and renown, authors of books and composers of charming and celebrated poems.

Some of these pieces 1 should give here, were I not apprehensive of lengthening this

article loo much.—The posterity of al-Yazidi were highly proud of the work composed

by bis son Ibrahim and entitled Md 'tlafak lafsuh, etc. [lift of homonyms). This

treatise contains every term which has different significations. I saw a copy of it in

four volumes. It is a most valuable work and affords an evident proof of the vast

learning and extensive information possessed by the author. Other good and useful

works were composed by the same person. This also may lie said of the other mem-

bers of his family ; they composed works which are in great repute.—Y'azid the

llimyarite, who was the maternal uncle of {the khalif) al-Mahdi, held a high rank

under the Abbasidcs and acted as governor of Basra and of Yemen in the name of

ttl-Mansur. He died at Basra, A. H. 165 (A. D. 781-2). It was of him that Bash-

sbSr Ihn Burd said :

Abu Khalid yon who, when young, were an able swimmer in llic ocean [of getumtUy), are en-

camped on ils border, now that you are grown old. You were formerly beneficent, bol you

(ell buck from that habit, till you went treading in the beaten path of ordinary men. The rank

to wbirh you attained is exalted to an extreme degree and, to an extreme also, has your fair

renown declined; you are like Abd Allah's cat which, when young, was sold for a dirhem and,

when old, for a kin'it (20).

Afler searching uselessly for the anecdote of Abd Allah’s cat in the works which I
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imagined would have conlaincd it, I consulted the persons who were versed in those

matters, but could obtain no information on the subject, I then met with the follow -

ing verses, the author of which was al-Farazdak (rof. III. p. 012} :

I saw other people increase in honour, day by day, whilst your honour gradually declined.

( You are) like the cat which, when young, bears a high value and. when old, is cheap.

it was from these verses that Bashshar borrowed his idea; he did not mean a

particular cat, hut meant to say that every cat which, when young, was sold dear,

lost its value when it grew old.

(t) The manuscripts ami the printed editions read AM Antrf hui l follow the excellent copy or tin* TafwkAf

nl-Kurni which is in the Bibt. imp., ancien foods, n° 712 ; set* fol. 52.

(2) AbO llamdiin al-Taiyib ILin Ismail ad-Duhli, a native of Baghdad and a teacher of the Kor.in-readings

was noted for the sanctity of his life. The date of his death is not given.—

(

Tab . u!-Kurn\
t

f. 5S.)

(8)

AM Shnaib SAlih Ibn Zldd as-SAsi, a KnrAri-readnr of great authority, died A. H. 2G1 (A, 0. 874-2),

aged upwards of ninety years.—(T<»A. l. $3.)

(4) Abu *1 Hath AAmir Ibn Omar, a native of Mosul, a teacher of the Kurdn -readings and a Tradition!*!,

died A. H. 250 (A. D. 864-5).—(Tab. oZ-Aur-rd, t. 60.)

(5) Our author speaks of this chiel at the end of the present article.

(6) The Arabic merely says : lie placed al-MAmiln in his lap.

(7) Abu ’1-llusairi Ahmad Ibn Jaafar al-Munddi, a celebrated Traditionist and Kordn-reuder, was highly

esteemed for the exactitude of his informatiun, his know'edge of history and his acquaintance w ith pure Ara-

bic, He died in the month of Muharrain. 336 (July-August, A. D. 947).

—

{Tab. al-Kurrd
,

f. 78.)

(8) Had the word and not been inserted, the phrase would have signified : May God not accept ray life, etc.

(9) Such api*.*ars to be.the meaning of the expression ad-dum/A gbadda, which signifies literacy: the world

was flourishing.

(10) Abfl Ahmad Jaafar Ibn Abd Allah al-Balkhi was a doctor of the hanefite sect and the author ol some

controversial works, the titles ol which are given by Hajji KhallTa, in his Bibliographical Dictionary. The

year of his death is not mentioned.

(11) I am unable to indicate the title of this book, the author having composed more works than one.

(12) In Arabic, huMro. Dr. Shaw has given a description of it in his Travels.

(1 3) Al-Ki&li meant to say that mubro, which is the last wont nl the verse and in the nominative case,

should have been put in the accusative and pronounced muhra.— lie was mistaken.

(14) For the meaning ol this technical term and those which occur farther on, sec de Sacy’s TraiU dt pro-

sodie araU, and Freytag s Varitet/ang dtr Arabischen Verskunit.

(15) These terms of prosody have probably other significations in the ordinary language, but it is not neces-

sary to indicate them.

{16} “ More despicable than a Bahilite" was a common proverb among tho Arabs.

(17) For an account of the members of the Yazldi family, most of whom were distinguished literary men,

see professor Klugcl's (irammatttebc Schuten dtr dra/xr, p. 90.
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(18) Literally : who are joined to my heart and u> ray longue.

(19) See vol. Ill, p. 443.—One of ad-Dtli'l works is a manual for the student of the Koranic readings

and is entitled the Mukni. Its contents have been mule known to us by Mr. de Sacy, in the Noti< es et P.r-

traits, t. VIII. See also t. XX, p. 450 of the same work, in the second part of my translation of Ibn Klial-

dftn's Prolegomena.

(to
| By the term W»iff, the poet probably meant to designate the twenty-fourth part of the dirhem.

A T-T 1 B It I Z

I

Abu Zakariya Yahya Ibu Ali (bn Muhammad Ibn al-liasan Ibn Bislam as-Shai-

bani al-Tilirizi (<i member of the tribe of Shaihdn and native of Tauriz), generally

known by the title of al-Khalib
(
the preaeher), was one of the great masters in

{
the

science of Arabic) philology, and possessed a perfect knowledge of polite literature,

snch as grammar and philology. He made his studies under Abii ’1-Ala al-Maarri

{col. I. p. 94), Abu ’1-Kiisim Obaid Allah Ibn Ali ar-Rakki (t), Abu Muhammad ad-

Hahliau the philologer (2), and other literary men. He heard Traditions delivered,

in the town of Sur (Tyre), by the legist Abu ’l-Fath Sulaim Ibn Aiyub ar-liazi

[vol. I. p. 584), Abu ’l-Kasim Abd al-Karim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn

Yusif ad-Dallal as Sawi (3), Abii ’l-Kasim Obaid Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Obaid Allah ar-

ltakki and others. Traditions were delivered on his authority by the khalth and

h/lfiz Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Thabil (oof. I. p. 75), the author of the History

of Baghdad, by the h&fiz Abu ’l-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Nasir (4), Abu Mansur

Mauhfib Ibn Ahmad al-Jaw&liki (roi. III. p. 498), Abu ’l-IIasan Saad al-Kbair Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Sabi ai-Andalusi (5) and other distinguished men. A great number

of students commenced and Finished their education under him. The hdfiz Abu

Saad as-Samani (eol. II. p. 156) speaks of him in the Zail and in the Amdb; be

enumerates his merits and says: “ 1 heard Abu Mansur Muhammad Ibn Abd al-

“ Malik Ibn al-llasan Ibn Kliairun (6), the teacher of the Koranrcadings, state that

" Abu Zakariya Yahja Ibn Ali al-Tibrizi did not bold a satisfactory conduct; he then

" related some tilings respecting him and said :
‘ I asked the h/lfiz Abu 'l-Fadl Mu-
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“ * bamrnad Ibn Nasir bis opinion of what Ibn Khairun had said [concerning al-

" ‘ Tabrtzi's character), but he kepi silent as if he would not contradict what had

• been said (7), but he at length declared that at-Tibrizi, as a philologer, was a

“ 1 sure authority and that the information which he handed down was worthy of

“ • credit.’
”— At-Tibrizi composed some instructive works on literature, such as a

commentary on the Hamdsa (eu/. I. p. 318), a commentary on al-Mulanahhi's

(»of. /. p. 102) poems, a commentary on Abu ’1-Ala el-Maarri's (oof. I. p. 95)

Ditcdn entitled Sikt az-Zatid i 8) ,
a commentary on the seven Moallakas, a commen-

tary on the Mufaddaliydl (9), a Tahdtb (or remodeling) of the Ghartb al-Hadtth (10),

a Tahdtb of the hiAh al-Manlik (11). He is the author of a good introduction to

grammar, having for object the elucidation of the secrets of that art; this work is

very rare. He composed also a treatise on prosody and rhyme, entitled al-hdfi

(ihe sufficient), a treatise on the parsing of the Koran, to which he give the title of

al-Mulnkhkhas (Ihe summary), and a copy of which I saw in four volumes. Uis

commentary on the flamdsn forms three works, the greater commentary, the

middle and the less (12). Other works also were composed by him, We have

related in our article on Ihe Khalib Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ali what passed between

that historian and at-Tabrizi, when the latter was studying under him at Damascus

and to that article we refer the reader (13). He
(
at-Tibrizt

)
studied polite literature

at the Nizamiya college in Damascus. The motive which induced him to go to

Abu M-AIA al-Naarii was, (hat, having procured a copy of Abu Manstir al-Azhari's

(uo/. III. p. 48) Kitdb at-Tahdtb, in four small volumes, he wished to verify Ihe

correctness of its text under the direction of some person well versed in philology,

and Abu ’l-AIA was indicated to him as the fit man. He pul the volumes into a

bag and carried them on his back from Tauris to al-Alaarra, not having Ihe means

of hiring whereon to ride. The transpiration penetrated from his back into the

books and left on them marks of humidity. They are now in a wakf (14) at

Baghdad and, when a person not acquainted with what happened, sees them, he

thinks that they must have remained for some lime under water; these stains are,

howewer, nothing else that the sweat of at-Tibrizi. So 1 find it related in the his-

tory of the grammarians composed by al-Kadi al-Akram Ibn al-Kifti, the vizir of

Aleppo (oof. II. p. 494). God knows if his account he true! At-Tibrizi went to

Kgypt when a young man and had there for a pupil the shaikh Abu 'l-Hasan Tahir

Ibn Babshad, the grammarian (oof. I. p. 647), to whom he communicated some
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philological information. He then returned to liaghdad and continued to reside

there till the day of his death . He taught from memory a great number of poems

which lie had learned from the author, Ahd ’1-Hasan Muhammad Ibn al-Mozaffar

Ibn Muhairi* (15) al-BaghdAdi; such, for instance as the following piece, given by

as-Samani in that article of the Zail which treats of the Khatib al-Tabrizi. It is

the best known of that poet's productions :

0 HIV two friends ! how sweet were the morning draughts which I look on the bank of the

Tigris and yet sweelcrwere those of evening at as-Sarkt (IG). Near these two streams I drank

the liquor of a vine; it was like melted cornelian, and they were like liquid pearls, two

moons were then present; one, that the heavens and the other a moon £n young beauty
}
of llie

earth
;
one inspiring desire for the sweets of love, the other rnainouml. I kept filling live cup

(far that earthly moon) and sipping nectar from her Lips whilst she kept tilling for me and drink-

ing from my lips. 1 said to the full moou (of heaven) :
•* Do you know who is this? " and

she answered : “ I do; it is my twin sister (17)."

These verses are the finest and llie most elegant which poelry can TofTer. The

idea expressed in the second verse is borrowed from Abu llakr ad-Dani Ibn Lahbana

(col. Ill p. 192), who said, in a long kastda which he composed in praise of al-

Motamid Ibn Abbad (not. 111. p. 182), the sovereign of Seville :

1 asked his brother, the (botmlifid) ocean, what he thought of al-Jloiamid . and he answered :

He is my brother
;
but he is always tranquil and sweet.

It was not sufficient for the poet to represent that prince as the brother of the

ocean , but he must add that he was tranquil and sweet, whereas
, the ocean is

agitated and salt. This is an example of pure and original eulogium. The

kastda itself begins thus :

She wept on bidding me farewell, and her fellow-travellers knew not whether those tears

were drops of dew or pearls fresh
(from the shell). She was followed by a band (of maidens),—

Nay! I am wrong;—the word iurnf cannot besaid of stare shining through the darkness of night.

This poem is of considerable length, and I therefore abstain from giving it all,

lest I should be drawn away from my subject.—The Khatib lal-Tibrlzi) related that

the following lines were recited to him by the author, who was the Ibn Muhairiz

above mentioned :

Maidens of the tribe of Atodarl (your com/Minion) Salma is sister to the moon (in heauty).

O may Salma never afflict me (with her disdain)! she has abandoned my eyes to unceasing
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wakefulness. Whether she turn away from me or towards me, my heart's blood it equally in

peril. I hare lodged the whiteness of her teeth in the black {care) at my heart and {the pupil)

of roy eye.

He himself composed some poetry, such, for instance, as the following lines:

Some persons are surfeited with a day's travelling, but I am surfeited with dwelling in the

same place. I have resided in Irik amongst the vilest of men, descendants of the vile.

He related also that al-Imad nl-Faiyad wrote to him as follows :

Say to Yahya, the son of Ali, — though discourse assumes various characters, yet, mine

contains neither falsehood nor deception
; — [say to him) : You arc merit in person, when the

eyes of men arc turned towards merit; true merit has obtained, through you, its real value.

All those who once existed are surpassed by you, and tltose who now exist arc fatigued in follow-

ing your footsteps. Y ou were born under one of those conjunctions which occur after a lapse

of many centuries. Other men, compared with you, are as cloudy weather compared to a dear

sky. When inquiries are made respecting them, the accounts received are various
;
from what

we have heard and seen, (some ore like) level plains and {others like) rugged ground. If we
weighed against you all who ever existed, (toe would find you to be) a king {and them mean)

artisans. What are now {the tribes of) ShaibAn and Azd? ali said respecting them is mere con-

jecture. You are the stein of [the tree of) learning and other men are only its branches. You

are the ocean, and the men most distinguished for their merit arc mere springs of water. The
sword , if pnt ( to the test, is far superior to scabbards. The moalla is not equal to the

fadd, neither is liajun to be compared with Mekka's temple (18). Mirth and levity may amuse,

but serious afTability is far above them. White females and brown are noton an equality in

beauty. A married female may please, but nothing is so charming as a young virgiu. I said

to the envious :
” Be whatever you wish to he; he who shoots farthest obtains the prize,

“ whether yon be proud or humble. ’’ May your life endure as long as the definition of motion

differs from that of rest ! May your wishes be accomplished as longas birds dwell in nests I My
affection for yon has been carefully preserved from all admixtures which alter affection

;
in me

its exterior manifestation is not in disaccord with the interior; nay, the love which my heart

bears towards you is formed of sincerity. Make a wager [about it), for wagers are sometimes

made on love-matters; if one mao be deceitful, another is sincere.

Ibn al-Jawaliki [ro/. III. p. 4-98} relates that his shaikh the Khatib Abu Zakariya

(af-rifcrfit) said to him : 1 then wrote to al-Intad al-Faiyad these verses :

Say to al-Imld, the brother of high eminence ; I am but a drop of water from your over-

flowing ocean. You have raised me to honour and gained me high renown, in bestowing on

me so ample a vestment of enlogium. Out your gracious bounty you have clothed me in a

raiment of poetry, and I, proud of that attire, have marched about in the height {of glory)

and in the gardens {of delight). I here give you a pebble in return for a pearl which was the

produce of a cultivated mind. My genius would be at a stop, did it attempt any thing similar

;

vol tv. 11
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1

il could birdly produce a fraction (of such excellence at yours). How could a streamlet com-

pete w ith the vast ocean 7 how could a pebble be compared with a pearl ? You, the able honte-

man in (the carter of) that jewel-adorned poetry and that prose which dissipate even the

pains of sickness I you who, by your abilities, aim at the highest point (of perfection and attain

it) I know that my talent cannot reach so far. Impose not on me the task of giving you fitting

praise; such a duty I am unable to fulfil. My talent has been always loo feeble for poetry;

I have often turned away from making verses, and even with great aversion. Be then so kind

as to excuse me; I avow that, compared with your abundance, talent like mine is poverty.

At-Tibrizi was born in the year 421 (A. 1). 1030); he died suddenly at Baghdad,

on Tuesday, the 27ih of the latter Jumada, 502 list Feb., A. 1). 1109), and was

interred in the cemetery at the Abrez gate.— In DistAm, the letter b is followed by

an i.—We have already spoken of ShaibAni {col. 1. p. 85) and of Tibriu (col. 11.

p. 644); so, we need not repeat our observations.

(1) Atm 'l-KAxim Otaid Allah Ibn Ali Ihn Obaid Allah tbn Zunain { )
ar-Bakki (a native of Harm

,

to Ucnpotamta) and an inhabitant of Baghdad, was highly distinguished for his talents. He was versed in

grammar, arabic philology
,
polite literature and the art oi calculating inheritance shares. He composed also

a work on the theory ot the rhyme, in prosody. One of bis master* was Abft T-AIA al-Maarri. His death

took place in the year 45® (A. D. 1058-9).— Suyftli's Biogr tphical Dietfonarg of grtm-ntrinns and itttrary

mm
;
ms. of the Bibi. imp., supplement u. 683.

(1) Our author has already noticed an Abft Muhammad Said Ibn al-MubArak ad-DahhAn [tol. I, p. 574), a

grammarian of great celebrity
;
but the Abft Muhammad ad-DahhAu ol whom he speaks here, lived in

the preceding century, and was the son of Muhammad Ibn Ali. Ho was an able grammarian, versed in ara-

bic philology, jurisprudence and the Korin-readings. In his lectures on jurisprudence, be adhered to the

system followed in Irik (Ms doctrine of Abti lianifa), and, in dogmatic theology, he followed the system of the

Mntazdiles. Ilo taught also the Traditions and had at-Tihrlzi for a pupil. He was very negligent in his dress.

Died A. H. 447 (A. D* 1055).— (Suyftli's Grammartnni).

(3) Various readings : ae-Saiyiri, at’Satyddi.

(4) Abft '1-Fadl Muhammad ibn NAsir, ouo of the great Traditionists of Irik, was born A. H. 467 (A. D.

1074 5). He became eminent as a grammarian, philologer, legist and historian. He died in the month ol

Shaabin, A. H. 550 (October, A. D. 1155).— [Tabakdt at-Hnffdi.)

(5) Abft 'l-Hasan Saad al-Khair Ibn Muhammad al-AnsAri, a native of Valencia in Spain, received also

the surname of as-Slni (the Chinese), because he had gone to China in search of traditional information. Af-

ter encountering many dangers in his travels, he fixed his residence in Baghdad, where he studied jurispru-

dence under the celebrated doctor Abft Hftmid al-GhaztAli. Subsequently to a journey made to IspabAn,

where be heard Traditions taught by the doctors of that city, ho returned to Baghdad, studied the belles-lettres

under Yahya at-Tibrlri and died there, in the month ol Muhamun, 541 (Juno-July, A. D. U46).— (Al-Mak-

kari, arabic text, rv>/. /, p. 895.)

(6) Abft Mamftr Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik Ibn Khairftn, a native of Baghdad and teacher of the KorAn-

I
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readings, was noted (or the surety ol his information and the sanctity of his life. He composed a work i>n

the readings, entitled al-MiftAh i/he key) and died in the month of FUjab, A. H. 539 (January, A. D. 1145),

at an advanced age .—(Tabakdt al-KurrA, n. 7*9, fol. 148.)

(7) Tabrlii's moral character does not appear in the best light, if we may judge after a piece of verse com-

posed by him and given farther on. Ibn Khairftn must have been often scandalised by facts of this uature,

as the most eminent doctors and rainy of the sovereigns who patronited poets and literary men, look the

greatest pleasure in composing and listening to poems which cannot be transferred, undisguised, into any Eu-

ropean language. Ibn KhallikAn himself cites, with complacency, verses which do not admit of a literal trans-

lation. Amongst the Mosliin princes, ulemA, k&dis anil poets, there were probably but few who could say,

with Ovid : Amore puerorvm tangor minus.

(8) See de Sacy's Chreitomathie a robs, t. Ill, p. 90.

(9) The HufaddaliyAt is a collection of ancient poems. An edition of this rare and precious compilation

with al-Marafiki's commentary, is to be published at Berlin by Mr. Gosche.

(10) GhArib ul-Hadith means rare and obscure expressions occurring in the Traditions. A number of works

were composed on this subject, but the most noted was that of Abfl Obaid al-Kisiin Ibn SallAm (no/. //, />. 487).

(11) The work entitled itldh al-Mantik [correction of discourse) was composed by Ibn as-Sikkll, a pbilologer

whose life will be found in (his volume.

(19) Tabrtxi’s middle commentary on the HeurAsa is that which has been published by Freytag. It is fre-

quently diffuse and unsatisfactory. The infornvition borrowed by the author from his predecessors is often

very useful, but his own communications aro generally philological lutililies. In explaining the verses ot the

text, he disserts on what is simple and evident, but seldom attempts to clear up a real difficulty.

(1 3} The passage to which our author refers is not to be 1 und in any of the manuscripts. It is absent also

io the printed editions.

(14) See vol. Ill, p. 607.

(15) According to some MSS. Sahrir. The person who bore this name is not noticed intht works consulted

by the translator.

(16) See vol. 1, p. 818.

(17) In this translation the word ruter is placed for brother and the gender of certain pronoras has been

changed. For the reason, see note (7).

(18) The Arabs of the desert made use often arrows in casting lots
;
each arrow had a particular mark and

a particular name. That which gained the entire pool was called the moatla ; that which entitled the drawer

to one seventh of the pool was called the [add.— UajAn was the name of a valley near Mekka.
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IBN MOTI AZ-ZAWAWI

Abu I'-Husain Yahya Ibn Abd al-Moli (Ij Ibn Abd an-Nur ax-Zawawi, surnamed

Zain ad-Dia ((Ac ornament of religion ), was a member of the Hanefile sect and one of

the great masters of the age as a grammarian and a philologer. lie resided at

Damascus for a long time and bad a great number of pupils to whom his tuition was

highly profitable. Some useful works were composed by him (2). Having removed

to Misr(0/d Cairo), on the invitation of al -Malik al-Ramil (coJ. Ill.p. 240), he opened

a course of literature in the mosque called al-Jdmt’l-Altk, and received, for his pains,

a fixed salary. He remained there till his death : lie died in New Cairo, towards

the end of the month of Zu 'l-Kaada, 628 (September, A. I). 1281), and was buried,

the next day, on the border of the Khandak (fosse )
which is in the vicinity of the

imam as-Shafi's mausoleum. His tomb is still to be seen. He was born in the year

564 (A. D. 1168-9).

—

Zawdwi means belonging to the Zatcdwa (Zoaves), a great

tribe which, with its numerous branches and subdivisions, inhabits the country

outside of Bejaiya
(
Bugia), a government (loton) in the province of Ifrikiya.

(i)Uisprobahty by error that this surname is here written /4n AM nl-Mnh. In the grammar of Ibn Malik,

terse S, and in the flrsl verse of the author's own grammar (sec IMjji Khali la's HiUioynpkitol Dictionary
,

yoI. 1, p. 415) we read Ibn Mott
;
and such is the appellation by which he is generally known. In the ^ro-

graphicat Dictionary of the grammarians by as-Suyflti, the surname given to him is alto Ibn Uoti .

(S) His grammatical treatise entitled tbe Alfiya, because it consisted of about one thousand verws, was in

great repute till outdone by the treatise of Ibn Malik which bears the same title. The FtuiU or aphorisms,

another ol Ibn lloti's grammatical works, had a great number of commentators.

YAHYA IBN AL-MUNAJJIM

Abu Ahmad Yahya was the son of Ali, the son of Yahya, the son of Abu Man-

sur, surnamed al-Munajjim (the astrologer
) , and whose real name was Abban
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Basis, the son of Urid, the son of Kad, the son of Mihinidad Hasis, the son of Far-

nikhdad, the son of Asad, the son of Mihr Basis, the son of Yezdegird the

last of the Sdsdnidc kings of Persia). He commenced his career as a boon com-

panion of al-MuwafTak Abu Ahmad Talha, the son of the khalif al-Mutawakkil

and the father of the khalif al-Motadid Billah. Al-Muwaffak never became khalif,

but acted as the lieutenant of his brother, al-Motamid ala- Allah
,
and was con-

stantly engaged in lighting against the karmats. As his achievements in this

war are well known and would furnish matter for a long narration, this is not a fit

place for relating them. After (the death of) al-Muwaffak, Yahya (lbn al-Munajjim)

became the boon companion of the succeeding khalifs and, more particularly, of

al-Muktafi Billah, the son of al-Motadid. Be attained to a high rank in lhatprince's

favour and was preferred by him to all the other courtiers and table-companions.

He professed those doctrines of scholastic theology which were received by the Mota-

zelites and wrote a number of treatises on that subject. Sittings were held by him

in the presence of al-Muktafi, and many schoolmen attended them. Amongst

the numerous works composed by him, we may notice the Bdhir {eminent], contain-

ing tho history of such poets as had flourished under the two dynasties
(
that of the

Omaiyides and that of the Abbdsides). It begins by an article on Bashshiir lbn Burd

(vol. 1. p. 254] and ends with another on Marwiln lbn Abi ilafsa (oof. III. p. 343).

His son AbA 'l-Hasan Ahmad lbn Yahya terminated this work, which had been left

unfinished, and had the intention of adding to it an account of all the modern

poets. He, in consequence, gave in it notices on Abb Dulama (vol. I. p. 534],

Waliba lbn al-Hubab (vol. /. p. 395), Yahya lbn Ziad {vol. II. p. 403), Muti lbn

lyas (vol. 1. p. 438) and Abu Ali al-Basir. Abu ’l-Hasan was a scholastic theologian

and, as a legist, he adhered to the system of jurisprudence drawn up by Abu Jaafar

at Tabari (vol. II. p. 597). The (other) works composed by him were, a history of

his own family, in which he traced its origin up to the Persians, the ljmda
(
general

agreement
)
treating of at-Tabari's system of jurisprudence, a Uudkhil [or introduction]

to the study of that system and a vindication of its principles, a Kil&b al-Aukdt (trea-

tise on the hours of prayer (?), etc. His father, Yahya, had many curious and amu-

sing encounters with al-Motadid; such, for instance as that which Abu 'l-Hosan Ali

lbn al-Husain lbn Ali al-Masudi (oof. II. p. 618} gives in his SJurdj ad-Dahab :

“ Yahya lbn al-Munajjim,” says he, “ related as follows : 1 was one day in the pre-

“ sence of al-Motadid, who was then in an angry mood. His mawla, Badr, of
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“ whom he was very fond, came in, and Ihe khalif, having distinguished him at a

“ considerable distance, laughed aloud and asked me who was the poet that said :

“ ‘ In her face is >n intercessor which obliterates the wounds she inflicted on our hearts
,

“ 1 whenever she intercedes, she is beard with deference?’

“ I replied :
‘ It was al-Hakam Ibn Antr as-Sari (1) who said so.' On this, he

“ exclaimed :
* He has expressed the thought admirably well! let us hear the whole

piece.'— 1, in consequence, recited to him these lines :

“ O! how I suffer from a person who has driven away my sleep, so that it will return no

" more, and who has added fresh torments to those which afflicted my heart I The sun seems
“ to be rising out of her shoulders, so handsome is her face ;

or rather, the moon is rising out

“ of her bottoned vest. She is looked on with kindness by her lover, despite the wrongs he

“ suffered front her (cruelty), and whatever she does is forgiven. In her face Is an intercessor

“ which obliterates the wounds she inflicted on our hearts; whenever she intercedes, she is

** beard with deference.
"

Abu I’-Fath Ibn Kushajim (col. I. p. 301), Ihc celebrated poel, says, in that chap-

ter of bis work entitled al-Masdid tea "l-Matdrid which treats of bunting lions with

arrows, that Abu Ahmad Yahya Ibn Aii Ibn Yahya al-Munajjim, who was the boon

companion of (Ihe khalif) al-MuktaG Billali, related as follows :
" The Commander of

“ the faithful, al-.Muklafi Billali, was displeased with me because, when he was about

•• returning from ar-Rakka, I set out before him and made the first stage of the jour-

“ ney by water. This I had keen induced to do by Abb T-AbbAs Ahmad, the son

of Abd as-Samad (vol. 11. p. 143) who asked me go in the same boat with him.

“ I did not think that the khalif would be displeased by my doing so or offended at

“ my leaving him and staying away. When we arrived at
(
the town of) ad-Dalia,

“ he gave orders that I should be taken back to Karkisiya and remain there till I had

“ killed a lion and sent it to him. I was therefore obliged to return, and a

" number ot the vocal musicians, who had taken the water-conveyance, were sent

“ hack with me. I then wrote to the khalifsome verses, but could not induce him
'

' to relent; so, I returned to ar-Hahaba, and there went to lodge with Abu Muham-

“ mad Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Said al-Kutrubulli. 1 passed the lime with

“ him in the enjoyments of life; and we had drinking parties, morning, noon and

“ night. He was highly pleased with my society. One of our companions was

“ Abu Jaafar Muhammad Ibn Sulaimun, the grandson of (the tnnr) Muhammad Ibn
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“ Abd al-Malik az-Zaiyal (col. III. p. 2i9). I then wrote from ar-Rahaba to the

«< *jzir Abft '1-Uusain al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah (vol . 11. p. 299-300) and, in my let*

<< ter, I enclosed a piece of terse which 1 requested him to read to al-Muktafi. It

" ran as follows : •

“ Fortune would rather perish than procure us pleasure and unite us with our friends. She

“ struck me and m; brethren with an arrow which scared our souls and left them quite appaled.

“ We were sent back when the rest of the company went forward on their way, and then our

“ affliction was citremc. Were we told of such a misfortune as oars happening to any other,

“ the recital would fill us with terror. We were ordered to bunt lions and, for my part, I

11 should think it fortunate if the lion did not hunt us. Were we todisobey, then, you would
** find this (proverb) justified : 117;fir people can obey if tasked above their force ?

“ Every task may be imposed on a man except that which is impossible. Princes are

“ always fond of jestiog, but their jests are accompanied with speedy favours. The vizir neglect-

“ ed us, and we were ruined : a man’s deserts (even) in serving the cause of God, are (some-

“ times) unrequited. We stretched forth our hands to him, and our hopes took refuge in

“ his bounty. He is an intercessor whose prayer is never rejected, even when the request of

“ the ablest intercessor is not granted. The sports of kings bring on familiarity and fructify

'* into gifts of real value (2). You, the director of the klialif’s empire I render us a service

“ and speak to him in our favour : the best of men is he who is the most obliging.

"This letter was put into the government letter-bag and sent off with Muhammad

“ Ibn Sulaiman, the dispatch' bearer. When (the vizir
)
al-Kasim received it, he

" did not lay it out of his hand till he went in to al-Muktafi and read to him both it

and the poem. (The khaltf] found the verses very good and gave orders that a

“ letter should be immediately sent off, authorizing me to depart from the place

“ where I was and to have myself provided with a conveyance, so that I might proceed

*
• to the (khalif

'

s) court. In a very short time, the messenger brought me the letter and

" 1 started off. On arriving in Baghdad, I recited to al-Muktafi the following

<* verses :

“ The nights which appeared to me so short in the Karkh (a suburb) of Baglidad, seemed

“ very long when I was in Karkisiya. Was it well done to depart and leave me there, like a

" pledge, me a stranger and unwell 1 I was the only one punished, yet I had accomplices in

“ my fault; but patience! God is the only protector I require. If God grant that I return safe

“ to Baghdad, before grief kills me, and, ifhelet me see that the khalif al-Muktafi, the descendant

“ of the khalifa, he on whom our hopes are filed, is still for me as he was, neither shewing me
“ aversion nor disapprobation nor altered sentiments, then indeed, all the pains I suffered will

‘‘ appear light because they were inflicted with a good intention.

" The khalif admired this piece and was much touched with itscontents
;

I percei-
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“ red even from his looks and (one of voice that he pitied me. "—The anecdotes told

of him arc numerous and many of his productions are beautiful. He was born in

the year 241 (A. I). 855-6), and he died on the eve of Monday, the 1 3th of the first

Kabi, A. H. 300 (28lh October, A. D. 912).—We have already spoken of his father

Ali (vol. II. p. 312), of his brother llariin
(
vol . III. p. 604) and of his nephew Ali

(vot. II. p. 313). 1 did not then trace up their genealogy, not having discovered it

till I was drawing up the present article. 1 give it here as 1 found it written in the

Fihrist (vol. I. p. 630) of Abu ’l-Futuh Muhammad Ibn Ishak an-Nadim, but 1 do

not attempt fixing the orthography of the proper names, not having the means of

verifying them; so 1 transcribe them here as 1 found them.

(1) In some of the manuscript* this name is written ash-Skdn.

ft] Literally : saleable.

ABU BAKR IBM BARI

Abti Bakr Yahya Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Baki, a celebrated poet

and a native of Cordova in Spain, was the author of the mutcathshahdl [stanzas,

sonnets
)
which are so much admired. Al-Falh Ibn Muhammad Ibn Obaid Allah al-

Kaisi (vol. II. p. 455), speaks of him in these terms, in his Matmah al-Anfus (1) :

“ lie was expert in verse and prose, firm and regular in the texture of his style (2);

“ he possessed threat) qualities and, by the beauties of his
(
productions ), he cmbel-

“ fished the morning
(
assemblies and those of) the evening. In the career of per-

“ fection, he sped on and reached the goal, and he built [edifices) of information on

“ the most solid columns. But Fortune refused him her favours, cut and severed

“ the cord of his pasturing (in the enjoyments of life); she accomplished none of

“ his projects, neither did she shed on him one drop of prosperity. She granted not

“ to him (*-^_— ) a just share of respect, and established him not in the fertility of a

“ (rich) pasture-ground. He therefore became a rider (a erosser) of mountains, a

" traverser of deserts; never halting for a single day and never finding people with
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“ whom he had a righttobe pleased. And moreover, his mislruslfiil imagination was

“ nol to be overcome hy (l/ic assurance o/] safely; his mind was (fickle and) unstable.

•' like the pearls of a broken necklace. {This continued
)

till Yahya lbn Ali Ibn al-

“ Kasim (3) snatched him out of that vacillation, granted to him the means of sub-

“ sistcnce, raised him to the heaven in which lie himself stationed, watered him

“ with the stream of his bounty, furnished to him a retreat under the shelter of his

“ (patronage
)
and prepared for him a path of comfort in which he might exspatialc

•* (as he liked). He (Ibn Dakt
)
lavished on him therefore (the finest of) his sayings,

“ and, in return for many gifts, ennobled him in his rhymes, bestowed on him

“ exclusively the most precious pearls [of poetry) and adorned his breast with the

“ collars of brilliant kastdas." The same author speaks of him again in the Kaldid

al-lkiydn and says : “ It was he who bore aloft the standard of poetry, who pos-

“ sessed the talent (4) of open declaration and indirect allusion ; it was he who csta-

" Dished the rules of that (art) and revealed its beauties; the (expressions the most)

“ un tractable became obedient to his will. When he drew up verses, heputto shame

the row of pearls on a necklace, and produced (a poem) more beautiful than robes of

“ flowered silk; and (yet) his evil fortune domineered (lib) over him, and the

“ days of his (existence
)

never brightened up.’’— The following piece is attri-

buted to Abu Bakr [Ibn Bakt), but I do not find it given by al-Fath in either of (he

above mentioned works. It is, however, a very fine poem, one of the best composed

by the author and the most generally known :

Dearer to me than the life ofmy father is that gazelle (maiden) whom my eyes saw with admi-

ration, (as she roamed) belnen al-Ozaib and tile banks of tbe (river) BArik. I asked her to let

me gaze yet longer and thus allay the thirst of my passion, and she answered by a promise soon

to be fulfilled. We passed the night in darkness, under a canopy adorned with brilliant stars,

and, whilst the night swept on, I handed to Iter a (liquor,) dark as musk and, like it, fragrant

to the smell. 1 held her lo me (os closely) as the warrior grasps his sword ; and her (wo long

ringtets hung, like the sword-belt, round my neck. At length, drowsiness overcame her and 1

removed her (a tittle) from me whilst she clasped me in her arms, f placed her at a distance

from the heart which loved her, so that she might not tiave under her head a palpitating pillow.

When I saw the night drawing towards its end and perceived that its (dark) locks and the crown

of its head were turning grey. I bade atlieu to my beloved and said, with a sigh :
*• Give me

the pain of seeing you depart.
"

The h&fiz Abu ’1-khallab lbn Diltya {vol . II. p. 384) has inserted sonic of these

verses in the work which he entitled : Al-.Vutrib minAshdr ahl il-Ilaghrib [volume of

amusement, extracted from poems romposed by natives ofthe West). Another of Ibn

vol. lv. 12
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Baki's poems is a long katida in which he praises Yahya Ibn Ali Ibn al-Kosim, ibe

same person who lias been already mentioned in this article. Llere is an cilract

from the eulogistic part :

There arc Inn lights which cannot be hidden from mortals : nobleness of character ami beauty

of aspect. Boih arc united in Vahya; so, let him renounce to the [attempt of) coucealing that

superiority which is evident to all. In every land, his praises spread a perfume which surpasses

that of the penetrating vapours arising from the censer. Add to his qualities; add to his

generosity
;
you might as well add leaves to the forest, water to the rain-cloud (S). On that

generous man rests the calm of gravity joined so such courage as is displayed by the lion in his

den. lie is like the sword which, even when hidden in the scabbard, appals the hearts of

those who inhabit towns. He surpasses (in bounty) the dark cloud, shedding its rains without

interruption; he bestows as it does, but prayers are never offered up to obtain his beneficent

showers. He puls to shame the copious ocean; for, in each of his hands, are five seas. 1

am come to obtain a share of your beneficence, which is as the pouring forth of the rains, or

rather, the pure water of paradise. 1 saw that the conlenance of prosperity, near you, was

[smiling and) white, anti therefore, to reach yon, I rode across the green waters of every sea.

Towards you speeded the ship which bore an able poet (
I )

;

it was [obedient), as

the camel which is guided by a halter fastened to its nose. The daughters of Awaj (6) were

fatigued with bearing me company; so many were the solitary deserts which they had to cross.

The author of the Kaldid ul-lkiydn gives the following fragment of a piece by the

same author :

0 thou who, of all mankind, art the most killing in glances and the sweetest in kisses! since

wtien arc aloes and honey combined in thee ? Thy cheek is like the rising sun and, on its sur-

face, is a rose to which wine and modest shame add fresh colours. Love for thee is, for my
heart, an article of belief, and is confirmed by the letters w hich issue from thy checks and by

the messengers coming from thy glances. If yon know not that I hate lately lost my liberty,

command me what thou wilt ; I shall do it and obey. Couldst thou sec my heart, thou

wouldst perceive therein a wound not yet healed up and indicted by thy glances.

The Kdlib I mad ad-Din (vol. Ill
. p. 300] mentions him in the Kliartda and in-

serts there some extracts from his poems; then, at the end of the hook, he speaks of

him again and gives, as his, the following verses :

In a goblet was a cool (rente) which [in aspect
,) resembled a cornelian sky, studded with stars,

i That liquor
) has built a kaaba (temple) for pleasure in the baram (sacred ground) of youth,

and, to it, sports hasten on their pilgrimage from every side.

The poetry of Ibn Baki offers numerous beauties, lie died A. 11. 540 (A. 1).

1 145).—The word Bakt (^5“) lakes an a and a double f.
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(1) Abfi ’l-Fatfi, better known by the surname of Ihn KhAkAn, wrote in a style so affected, so full of obscure

expressions and so extravagant in its metaphors, that the reader is very often in doubt respecting the true

meaning of those turgid and pompons phrases. The extracts taken by Dm KhallikAn from his works have

not been always reproduced correctly by the copyists, who evidently understood very imperfectly what they

were writing. That may be seen in comparing the text ol the passage here cited with that which ahkfakkarl,

in his History of Spain , vol. II, p. the Arabic edition, gives of the Mine passage. Tin? translation

here offered is probably not always exact.

(1) Literally : numerous in the knotting of his threads and in the irregularity.

(3) I can find no information respecting this Yabya Ihn Ali Ibn al-KAsim, hut, from his names, I am al-

most inclined to suppose that he descended from the Haram&dite branch of the Hrtcide family.

(4) Literally : the sign; which probably means the distinguishing mark.

(3) The hat hemistich, rendered literally, signifies : between the grove and the rain-cloud.

(b) Awaj was the name of a horse celebrated for his good qua'ities and the excellence of his breed.

MU IX AD-DIN A L-IIASK AFI

Abu ’ I-Fadl Yahva Ibn Salatna lbn al-tlusain Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Muin

ad-l>ln
(
aider of the religion

)
and generally known by Ihe title of al-Khalib al-Has-

kali ithe preacher of Hisn Kaifa), is the author of a diwdn containing poems, exhor-

tations and epistles. Born at Tanza, he was brought up at Hisn Kaifa, whence he

removed to Baghdad. In that city, he studied literature under Ihe Khalil) Abu Za-

kariya al-Tibrizi {page 78 of this vol.) and, by the solid information which he thus

acquired, he rose to distinction. He studied also, with success, the Shafilc system of

jurisprudence. Having left Baghdad with the intention of returning to his native

place, he stopped al Maiyufarikin, where he fixed his residence and filled the office

of a khattb. He acted also as a 'mufti (expounder of the low) and gave public lessons

which were highly profitable to those who attended them. The Kdtih Imad ad-Din

[vot. III. p. 300) mentions him in the Kharida and says In science, the most learn-

“ ed man of the lime
;
in talent for poetry and prose, Ihe Maarri (eof. /. p. 94) of the

' ‘ epoch ; his were the elegant assonances and the admirable paranomasias, the paral-

“ lelismsand (their) exactitude, the style firm and delicate, the thoughts simple and

“ profound, the perfect taksim 'the expression of different ideas in the same verse) and
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“ the talent [of whirh the renown was) widely spread and lasting.” The same

writer then says, after making a long eulogium of the poet and enumerating his

merits :
“ I wished to meet with him, and flattered myself that, on my arrival at

“ Mosul, I should sec him; for I was ardently desirous of instruction and most

“ assiduous in frequenting men of talent, for the purpose of augmenting my acqui-

rements. Hut the length of the journey and my inability of supporting fatigue

“ were obstacles which prevented our meeting." He then gives a number of pas-

sages extracted from the poems of this author and. amongst them, the following :

I passed (lie evening in reprimanding a dissnlntc fellow, but lie look niv reproaches as a jest :

“ Wine,” said I,” is a had thing.”—He replied :

” find preserve it from turning had! ”—"It

brings on obscene discourse,” said I.— "The pleasure of life is in such discourse," said

lie — " It excites vomilion; ” said I.— ” I honour it,
" said he, " loo well to discharge it

' 1 by the ordinary passage ; bin. after all, I shall give it up. ”—” When ? ” said I.— ” When
**

I am laid in the tomb.
"

I may here observe that the kliatib borrowed the expression : discharging by the

ordinary passage, from another poet with whose name 1 am unacquainted, but who

composed the following (/ire) verses which are currently known :

A censor reproached me for loving wine, and I answered :
*' 1 shall drink it whilst I live

‘‘ and even in my grave. Arise
t
pour me out a liquor, red, dear and pure; tliough it is fur-

“ bidden, I care not. Casuists declare that it is lawful when boiled down; hut I have in my
“ stomach a fire which will reduce it to one third (I). If they ask roe why I cast it up, my
•• answer is : I respect it loo much to discharge it by the ordinary passage.

”

lrandad-I)tn al-Ispahani adds :
“ A person of merit recited to me, at Baghdad,

“ some verses similar to the five w hich are so currently known. They are much ad-

“ mired for their natural turn and the art with which they art composed. Here

they are :

“ 1 complain to God of two fires (irhich consume me); otic proceeding from the cheeks of

“ my beloved, and the other lighted up by her in my heart. (/ complain of two maladies
;
one

“ which her glances have excited in my blood, the other which is settled in my body. (/ com-

“ plain) of two delators
;
one is my tears which, when I think of her, betray my secret

;
the

“ oilier, the spy who always watches over her. (/ complain) of a double weakness; one is

• • that of my patience, when I think of her and of my love ; the other, that of people who think

“ her obedient to my will. She is so thin and slender that I exclaim, in admiration : Is that

“ her waist or my little fiugert is that her skin or my own ?
”
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One of his good pieces is that in which he satirizes a vocal musician and which we

here give :

A musician whose singing reduced him from riches to poverty
;
such a one 1 met with

in an assembly of persons whom 1 liked to have for companions. When I saw him.

my talent in physiognomy did not deceive me, and I said : “ What is that ? can such

“ a countenance ever become pleasing? ” To remain no longer in duubt respecting

him, I spike from amidst the company, saying : “ Come, my man! sing us live air

“of : 0 fur the days passed at Sala (i) ; (he days passed at Salti are not to he

despised.'" On -this, he raised up one of his eyebrows, lowered the other, and emitted

from his mouth a fetid gale which filled the room and which, whilst he marked tire mea-

sure, was, for every soul of ns, a cause of annoyance. When he began to speak {sing), a

person who was listening in a dark corner ol the hall ( lai)
' ) said : “ lie is not satisfied with

“ modulating and confounding (notes), but must also sing false! There he is for you! will

“ be never have done calling his servant scoundrel and drawing near to us (3) ? He pretends

“ to scan (to accent well the words of) the air and only gets more embroiled !

" His into-

nation was a cry frightful beyond the bounds of description (4); he who bad sent for hint

did not foresee the annoyance which the fellow would give to the company. Some of the

assembly stopped their noses; others, their ears, and the rest covered their eyes, to avoid

seeing him. 1 was so provoked tliat I could not refrain from expressing my indignation, and

exclamcd : “ Listen, sirs 1 I or the singer must be heard ! Now I declare that I shall not sit

“ down unless this man be sent away ! drag the dog out by the heels 1 he is ( for us

}

a

“ cause of sickness and malady ! n They answered : “ You have pitied our sufferings and

•* delivered (Oeii) us from torture." Thus, in sending him out, I secured my own tran-

quillity and obtained the thanks (of the company). When his face was turned from us, I re-

cited this prayer at the head of the assembly : “ Praise be to God who has delivered ns from

" affliction."

In our article on the shaikh as-Shatibi (col. II. p. 500} we have given a piece of

his, forning an enigma the word of which is bier. The idea of if is very good.

Most of al-tiaskafi's poclry is remarkable for Ibis kind of wit and for the neat man-

ner in which the thoughts arc expressed. He was attached lo the Shiite doctrines,

as may by easily perceived in his poems.—In the town of Aamid, were two youths

who had a great fondness for each other and were almost always together (5).

One of them rode out lo the country, set ofT at a gallop, the horse fell and he

was killed. The other immediately sat down to drink wine, was choked by the

liquor and died the same day. A literary man spoke of their fate in the following

lines :

They shared between themselves the clear draught of life and the troubled draught of death.

We never before saw two equal partakers in the same destiny. They continued in mutual

love till tbc last moment of their existence, and seldom does fidelity in love last tilt the hour of

death.
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When the Khatih
(al-Haskafi )

heard these lines, he said :
“ The poet did not

“ work out the idea, not having mentioned the cause of their death : but I did so in

‘ • a piece comjroscd on the same occurrence and said :

“ (i should have given) my life to save the two brothers who lived in Aamid and who ro-

“ reived the stroke (0/ death) on a day unlncky and frowning (abfts). One was killed by a

“ horse and the other by wine (harutaris).

“ Had he said : One was killed by a horse (sd/indl} and the other by liquor (tdfiydl),

“
it would have been much better, on account of the assonance. The poet (adopt

-

“ ed this correction and, to preserve the rhyme,} altered the first verse somewhat in

“ this manner :

" Jly life etc..... who received the stroke of death on a day severe in its evils (adant)."

1 since found the two first mentioned verses in the Kitdb al-Jindn, a work com-

posed by al-Kddi ar-Rashid lbn ar-Zubair (uol. l.p. 113), who there attributes them

to the eminent legist and teacher of the Korfin-readings, Abu Ali al-Uusain lbn

Ahmad al-Moallim; but I met with the account above given in the handwriting of a

contemporary (6).— The Khalib al-Uaskaft left some fine moral exhortations and

some choice epistles. He continued to hold a high rank (in public estimation
)
and

to leach up to the day of his death. This occurred A. II. 551 (A. I). 1156-7), or

in 553, according to another statement. He was born in or towards the year 460

(A. 1). 1067-8). — Uaskafi means belonging to Him Haifa , a strong and lofty castle

situated between Jazirat lbn Omar and Maiy&farikin. Had this adjective been form-

ed regularly, it would have been al-llisni
,
which term is even sometimes em-

ployed
;
but, when a relative adjective is formed from two nouns one of which go-

verns the other in the genitive, the two are
(
generally

)
combined together so as to

make one word and from that word the relative is derived, and so it was in the pre-

sent case. It is thus that from Rds Atn has been formed Rasani

;

from Abd Allah,

Abdali, from Abd Shams, Abthami, and from Abd ad-Ddr , Abdari

;

the same rule

applies to all other names of a similar kind. — Tanza (sjjLL) is the name of village

in L)iar Bakr, situated higher up than Djazirat lbn Omar. It has produced some

eminent traditionisls and other learned men, all of whom bore the surname of at-

Tanzi. The Kdhb lmad ad-Din says, in the Kharida : “ From this village came

“ Ibrahim lhn Abd Allah lbn Ibrahim at-Tanzi, the same who composed these verses

:
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* 4
I still love the land of Tanza, though my townsmen, since I left them, deceived my cxpcc-

“ tations. May God bless that land ! could I again see its soil, I should take it as a collyrium

“ for my eyes, so dearly do I love iL”

The same author adds :
44 This poet was still alive in (he mouth of Ramadan,

* 4 568 (April-May, A. D. t!73).

(I) The llaneflte doctors declared that the juice of the grape, boiled down to one third of its of primitive

volume, wa* a lawful drink.

(*) According to the author of the Marfoui, SalA was the name of a place in the neighbourhood of Me-

dina.

(3) The text is hero corrupt, the manuscripts offering a number of various readings. The translation is

probably not exact.

(4) The right reading appears lo be LJl.

(5) This passage, in parenthesis, is omitted in most manuscripts.

(6) According to another reading : of a Maghribin.

YAHYA IBN TAMIM AS-SANHAJI

Abu Tilhir Yaliya Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Badis al-Himyari as-Sanhaji (vol. /.

p. 282), was a sovereign of Ifrikiya and Iho neighbouring countries. We have al-

ready spoken of his fathcr(ool. I. p. 281) and traced up their genealogy; some of

his ancestors also have been mentioned in this work. He was appointed to act as his

father's lieutenant at al-Mahdiya, on Friday, the 25th of Zd ’l-Hijja, 497 (19th Sep-

tember, A. D. 1104), at the moment in which the seventh degree of Capricorn was

the ascendant. On the day of his father’s death, when the supreme authority de-

volved on him, he was aged forty three years, six months and twenty days, lie then

rode out (in stale), according to custom, with all the officers of the empire around

him, and, on reluming to the palace, he gave to every person connected with go-

vernment, such as the courtiers and the {chiefs of the) troops, magnificent robes of ho-

nour to replace the
(
mourning

)
dresses which they had put on in consequence of the

death of Tamim. He distributed also lo the soldiers (yund) and (armed) negro slaves
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large sums of money, and made lliem most flattering promises. In the Kitdb al-

Jamd tea 'l-Baiydn [collection and exposition) a work treating of the history of Kai-

rawiin and composed by Izz ad-Dln (the glory of religion) Abd al-AzizIbn Shaddad

Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Moizz Ibn Hadis, who was the son of Yahya’s brother, I found the

following passage :
•' The emir Tamim, a very short time before his death, sent for

" his son Yahya, who was then in the government palace (ddr al-imiro) with his

officers and companions Yahya entered with them all, and they found Tamim in

“ the treasury room. He told them to sit down and said to one of the 'company :

44 ‘ Arise I go into that closet and look for a book of such and such an appearance ;

“ ‘ it is in such and such a place; go and bring it here.' The man went and

44 brought the book which, on examination, proved to be a collection of predictions

“ relative to the fate of empires (1). ‘ That is it;' said he, ‘ count off from the bc-

“ 4 ginning so many leaves and read the page to which you come.' There, the fol-

lowing words were found written : The king against whom treasoti shall be wrought

4 •
(al-malik al-maghdtlr) will be ofa lofty stature, have a mole on the right thigh and a

“ black spot on the left side. The cmirTamim then told him to shut the book and put

“ it back into its place. When that was done, he said :

1 Two of those marks! have

“ ‘ already seen, but the third remains to be discovered. Rise up, you, Sharif

!

and

•*
' you, such a one, and procure me certain information respecting the third.'

•• They rose up and went with Yahya into a place where they could not be seen by

44 Tamim. Yahya them uncovered his body and showed them, on his leftside, a spot

44 shaped like a crescent. They returned to Tamim and informed him of the cir-

“ cumstance, on which he said : • It is not I but God that has given him (the

44 4 power) I’ He then spoke to them in these terms :
4
1 shall relate lo you an ex-

4 4 4 traordinary occurrence
; a slave-merchant offered me for sale the girl who

4 4 4 became that man’s (Yahya't) mother. I found her handsome and, my mind

4 4 4 being inclined towards her, I purchased her and placed her in the hands of the

4 4 4 attendants of the palace, 1 then told the merchant lo come to me another

44 4 time for payment, and I began lo consider where 1 could find money pure (in

“ 4

the sight of God) and acquired by law ful means, with which I might pay the price.

“ 4 Whilst I was reflecting on the matter, I heard as-SAmiki (2) calling out in a loud

4 4 4
voice and requesting permission to speak with me. 1 passed my head out of the

4 4 4 window and asked him what he wanted. He replied :
4 I was just this moment

4 4 4 digging in the (ruined) palace of al-Mahdi and found there a trunk closed with
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“
‘ a padlock ; so 1 left it as it was and am come to inform you of the fact.’ I sent

“ ' with him a person in whom I could confide, and they found in the trunk a quan-

“ ‘ lityof robes embroidered with gold fringes and rotten with age. I ordered the

“ ‘ fringes to be melted down and thus’ obtained neither more nor less than the

"
* price of the young girl.’ The persons present were filled with admiration on

hearing this recital and invoked on Tamim the favour of God. Money and robes

“ were then distributed to them by his orders; after which, they retired.”—Abd al-

Aziz the historian just mentlbned, says also :
“ As to lire book of which we have

“ spoken, I met with it since, in the possession of the sultan al-Hasan, now decea-

“ sed.”— lie meant al-Hasan the son of Ali and the grandson of Yahya.—He

then gives, from that book, a number of predictions which received their accom-

plishment. Let us return to our account of Yahya : Once seated on the throne,

he took the direction of affairs, governed his subjects with justice and reduced a

number of fortresses which his father had been unable to lake. Abd al-Aziz says,

in his History : " Under his reign,”—that is, the reign of Yahya,—“the Mahdi Mu-

hammad Ibn Tiimarl (oof. 111. p. 205) arrived from Tripoli at al-Mahdiva, on his

“ return from the pilgrimage. He stopped at a mosque situated to the south of the

“ Masjid as-Sabt [the mosque of Saturday), and there a number of people from al-

“ Mahdiya gathered round him for the purpose of studying, under his direction,

“ some works treating of the fundamentals of the faith. He then took on himself

“ the task of putting a slop to the many scandalous acts which were publicly corn-

“ milted, and Yahya, to whom his conduct was reported, assembled a number of the

“ legists and had him brought before them. The humble appearance of Ibn Tu-

“ mart, his squalid dress and his profound learning made such an impression on the

“ emir that he asked the man for his blessing. The other replied : * May God pro-

“ • sper thee for the welfare of thy subjects and render their happiness profitable to

“ * thy olTspring.” Ibn Tumart remained but a short lime at al-Mahdiva and then

“ went to al-Monastir where he stopped for a while, and, from that, he proceeded

“ to Bugia.”— In the life of Tamim, the father of Yahya, we mentioned that Mu-

hammad Ibn Tumart passed at Bugia whilst that prince was reigning; God knows if

that be true I — Farther on, Abd al-Aziz says : “ In the year 507 (A. D. 11 13-4),

“ some strangers arrived at al-Mahdiya and asked for an interview with Yahya;

“ pretending that they were practitioners of the great art
(
alchimy

)

and that they had

“ attained the end for which that art was instituted.—He allowed them to enter and,

VOL. iv. 13
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“ when they appeared before him, he asked to see a specimen of their talent. To

“ this they replied :
• We can deprive tin ofits dimness and its particular sound, so

“ * that it is not to be distinguished from silver. Your Lordship has saddles,

“ ' swords, standards, tents and vases worth many quintals of silver; in place of

" * these we shall give ycu as much as you wish, as much as you can employ in

“ ‘ the important affairs which engage your attention (3) ; but you must allow us to

“ ' operate [before you) in private.' To this he consented and admitted them to a

place where they might work in his presence. The%mir had no person with him

“ except the Sharif kbit 'l-Basan Ali and the general Ibrahim, commander of the

•' cavalry (4). The operators, who were also three in number, had agreed upon a

“ private signal ; and as soon as they found a fair opportunity, one of them called

“ out : Ddrat al-butaka
!
[the crucible is upset /i. Each of them then sprung forward,

“ with a dagger in his hand, and rushed upon the person opposite to him. The

“ emir was sitting on a sofa; he who attacked him exclaimed : ‘ I am a saddler,”

“ and struck him on the top of the head. The blow cut through some folds of the

“ turban but inflicted no wound. A second stroke, directed by an unsteady hand

“ against his breast, merely scratched the skin. The emir them struck the assassin

“ with his foot and threw him on his back. The servants, hearing the noise, open-

“ ed the door which gave on the room in which they were, and Yahya, having

“ gone in to them, bolted that door against his assailant. He who attacked the Sharif

“ did not leave off till he killed him. The Kdid Ibrahim, having drawn his sword,

“ continued to fight against the three till the guards broke in the door which was at

“ their side, entered into the room and slew the assassins. As they wore the Spanish

“ {Moslim} dress, a number of persons thus attired were massacred in the city. The

** emir Yahya went out immediately and walked through the streets till the tumuli

“ was calmed."—Yahya governed with justice; he was parliculary watchful over the

interests of his people and knew exactly what were the receipts and the expenditure

of the administration ; following thus the line of conduct which is marked out by an

intelligent mind and a sound judgment. In the books of predictions he is desig-

nated by the title of al-MaghdAr, and how justly it was applied to him is demonstra-

ted by the occurrence of which mention has been just made. He was well ac-

quainted with history and biography, having read many books treating of these

matters; he was a protector of the weak, kind and charitable to the poor, whom lie

always provided with food in times of distress; he admitted into his familiarity the
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men of learning and of merit, and kept in such order (he [nomadic i Arabs who in-

hahiled his territories, that they stood in awe of him and abstained from giving ca-

reer to their avidity. He was well-skilled in Ihe practise of astrology and the art of

drawing judgments from the stars. His countenance was handsome ; over one of

his eyebrows was a black spot ; his eyes were dark blue, his stature somewhat lofty

and his legs thin. He had always at his court a number of poets, who went there to

sing his praises and immortalise his renown in their dlcdns. One of them was Abu

's-Salt Omaiva Ibn Abd al-Aziz lbn Abi ’s-Salt, the same of whom we have already

spoken (vol. l.p. 228). This poet obtained Yahya's protection after having travelled

over many countries and been tost by fortune from one place to another. He is the

author of the well-known epistle which treats of Egypt, its wonders, its poets, etc.,

and he composed a great number of fine culogiums on Yahya, on Abu '1-Hasan Ali,

the son of Y'ahya, and on al-flasan lbn Ali, his grandson. Here is an extract from

one of these poems :

Restrain your mind from every passion except that of bestowing and that of fighting : true

glory is composed of bravery joined to liberality. Such is die conduct of Yahya. whose gifts

revived our expiring hopes, by Ihe fulfilment of his promises. He bestows a whole flock of

camels at a lime, camels slcndcr-limbed and smooth , or horses sleek and strong, full-

grown and robust. His arc the lofty mind and the eye proudly glancing
:

his the tents pit-

ched on a mountain (of glory), on the keystone of the vault in which culminate the Pleiades.

Whcu he appears scaled (m state) on the imperial throne, you have before your eyes a Joseph

(in beauty) stationing in the sanctuary erected by David. The race from which he sprung

wore, for their usual clothing, coals of plated mail, and had (or dwelling, place the backs of well-

trained steeds, obedient to the rein. ( They were) envied because they had none to equal

them
;
and where shall we find a great man who is not exposed to envy 1 One common origin

unites you all, but every sort of wood docs not give out the perfume of the lignum aloes. I say

to the rider who hurries on his camel, traversing the earth, from one desert to another :
•• Pass

“ not by a source of which the waters are pure ; expect not, from the solid rock, a spring to

“ quench your thirst. Here are the fountains of Yahya which never run dry
;

this is the

“ way which leads to them
; it is always open. Let your sword decide your claims; lltc

*' decision of the sword is not to he rejected (3).”

He composed other poems besides those.—Yahya died on Wednesday, the festival

of the Sacrifice, 509 (25lh April, A. D. 1116). His astrologer said to him [that]

day : “ The casting of your nativity to-day announces for you evil fortune;

" so, do not ride out.” Yahya followed his advice, and his sons proceeded

(
without him

)
to the Musalla (vol. I. p. 605), accompained by the great officers of

the empire. When the prayer was over, they all entered into the presence of the
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sovereign for Die purpose of offering him their salutations, according to (lie esta-

blished custom. Chanters then recited passages of the Koran and poets repeated

their verses; after which, the company proceeded to the great saloon and partook of

a repast. Yahya stood up with the intention of going there but, on reaching the

door, he made a sign to one of his slave-girls and leant upon her for support ; he had

then scarcely made three steps into the room when lie fell down dead. His son Ali,

whom he had appointed to act as his lieutenant at Sfax, a small town in lfrikiya,

was sent for and, on bis arrival, received (from the people
)
the oath of fidelity. Yahya

was buried in the palace (or citadel, kasr), according to custom; but, a year after, his

remains were transported to Kasr as-Sida, one of the casUes within the walls of al-

Monastir. This town is also in lfrikiya. He left thirty male children. His son

and lieutenant, Ali
(
Ibn Yahya) was born at al-Mahdiya on Sunday morning, the

15th of Safar, 179 (1st June, A. ft. 1086). (hi the death of his father, who had

given him the government of Sfax, the principal officers of the empire assembled

and drew up a dispatch in his father's name, ordering him to come to him in all

haste. He received this message at night and set ont immediately, escorted by some

of the chiefs who commanded the (nomadic) Arabs. He travelled with the utmost

diligence and arrived on the noon of Thursday, the day after the festival of the Sacri-

fice. The first thing he did was to hasten the interment of his father and to say

over him the funeral prayer. Yahya was buried on Friday morning, the 13th of

Zu ’1-Hijja. The new sovereign then held a sitting for the reception of the people;

and they all entered and saluted him with the title of emir (iindru). He then

rode out at the head of his troops and bands, after which, he returned to the palace.

—It was under his reign that his brother Abd M-Fulikh, the son of Yahya,

went to Egypt, taking with him his wife Bullara, who was the daughter of

al-Kasim (lbn Tamtm ), and his son al-Abbas, who was then a child at the breast.

On his arrival at Alexandria, he was lodged in a palace and treated with great ho-

nour, by the order of al-Aamir who, at that time, was the sovereign of Egypt. He

died in that city after a very short residence, and Bullara married al-Aadil Ibn as-

Sallar, whose true name was Ali and of whose we have spoken in this work (oof. II.

p. 350). When al-Abbas grew up, he was gradually advanced in dignity by al-

Hafiz, the sovereign of Egypt, and succeeded to al-A&dii as vizir. Our professor,

lbn al-Alhir (cof. II. p. 288). has an article in bis history, under the bead of various

eventt of the year 502, in which he speaks of the three men who went to Yahya under
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Hie pretext of conversing with him on alchimy. According to him, they attacked

Yahya, that year, and then occurred what we have related. This event coincided

with the coming of AbO ’l-Futuh and his companions fully armed, to the door of the

palace; but they were refused admission. “ Yahya," says Ibn al-Alhtr, " was

“ therefore convinced that they were all in the plot, and ordered Abu ’l-Futuh to

“ be sent with his wife Bullara to Kasr Ziad {a fortcrets situated between al-Mahdiya

“ and 5/ax),andtherekeptin confinement. Bullara was his (A til
’

l-Fuitih't
)
cousin.

“ On the death of Yahya, his son and successor (Alt) dispatched them by sea to Egypt

“ and they landed at Alexandria." End of the extract.—Things continued to go on

prosperously till the death of Ali, who expired on Tuesday, the 22nd of the latter

Rabi, 515 (10th July, A. D. 1121). He was buried in the Kasr. Before dying, he

designated his son Abu Yahya al-Hasan Ibn Ali lbn Yahya as his successor in the

supreme authority. Al-Hasan was born in Ihe town of Susa and in the month of

Rajah, 502 (February, A. D. 1109). On the day of his accession, he had attained

the age of twelve years and nine months. The day after his father’s death, he ap-

peared in public and, having received the salutations and good wishes of the people,

he rode out in the midst of his troops. The events which occurred during his

reign are too numerous to be related and we shall only notice one of them. Roger

the Frank, sovereign of Sicily, took Tripoli of Africa by assault, on Tuesday, the

6th of Muharram, 541 (18th of June, A D. 1146), massacred all the (male) inhabi-

tants, reduced to slavery the women and children, and seized on all their wealth.

He then began to repeople it and filled it with men and military stores. On Mon-

day, the 12th of Safar, 543 (1st of July, A D. 1148), he occupied al-Mahdiya, which

had been evacuated by al-Hasan lbn Ali. This prince, feeling his inability to resist

un attack, had departed from the city, carrying off with him whatever objects of

value could be easily transported. All the inhabitants fled with the exception of

such as were too feeble to depart. The Franks took possession of Ihe city and found

there an immense quantity of money and treasure.—This family produced nine

kings; the first, Ziri lbn Mandd (col. 1. p. 550), and the last, al-Hasan Ibn Ali, with

whom fell the dynasty of the Badlsides, which had subsisted two hundred and sixty-

eight years. Al-Hasan retired to al-Malga, a strong castle in Ihe neighbourhood of

Tunis (and near Carthage), which was then held by Abu Mahfud Mahriz lbn Ziad,

one of the Arab chiefs (6). He underwent there such vexation and annoyance from

Mahriz that he did not make a long stay and resolved on going to Egypt and putting
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himself under the protection of al-Hafiz, the Fatimide sovereign of that country.

When the officer whom Roger had left in al-Mahdiya as his lieutenant heard of al-

Hasan’s intention, he set spies to watch his proceedings and fitted out twenty galleys

for the purpose of seizing him if he retired by sea. Al-llasan, being informed of

this, gave up his project and resolved on going to Ahd al-Mumin Ibn Ali (cof. II.

p. 182). in the city of Morocco. He therefore sent three of his sons to Bugia, a city

lying at the extreme limit of lfrikiya, with directions to ask from ( Ka/iyn Ibn Aztz)

the sovereign of that city, the permission to set out from thence for Morocco. This

prince, fearing that, if al-Hasan reached Ahd al-Mumin, they would both concert

some plan detrimental to himself, dissimulated his real intentions and sent back

the messengers with a letter filled with a profusion of fair promises and containing

these words : “ There is no necessity for your going to Ahd al-.Mitmin
;
I shall do for

“ you everything you can desire.” Al-llasan set out, in consequence, for Bugia;

but, on arriving near that city, he found that the sovereign, instead of coming out

to meet to him, had given orders to transport him to Algiers, a town situated beyond

Bugia. Al-Hasan was taken to Algiers and lodged in a place by no means suitable

to a person of his rank. The daily allowance of provisions assigned to him was

quite insufficient for the number of his followers, and he was prevented from going

about. It was in the month of Muharram, 544 (May-June, A. D. 1149) that he ar-

rived in Algiers. In the year 547, Ahd al-Mumin took Bugia, and the sovereign of

that city fled to Constantine (7). Hogcr, the sovereign of Sicily, died in the first

third of the month of Zu '1-Ilijja, 548 (February, A D. 1154), and had for suc-

cessor his son William I (8). It was to the prince (William II) that Abu ’l-Fath

Nasr Allah Ibn Kalakis, the poet of whom we have spoken (eof. III. p 537), went to

recite laudatory verses. This wa* in the year 563 (A. I). 1167-8). On the death

of William, the authority passed to his daughter, who became the mother of the

emperor of Germany (al-anberilr malik al-L&mdnta), the same who is still living.

When she died, her son, who was then a child, obtained the supreme power. He

has reigned a long time, is clever and intelligent, and keeps up o regular intercourse

by letters and otherwise with al-Malik al-KAmil (vol. III. p. 240), the sovereign of

Egy pt. God knows how far these indications may be true I—Ahd al-Mumin arrived

before al-Mahdiya (which was then in the hands of the Franks
)
and took it after a most

obstinate resistance. 11c made his entry into the city on the festival day of Aashiira,

A. U. 555, (21st of January, A. D. i 160! and established there a lieutenant (9). Al-
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Hasan Ibn All [whom he had found at Algiers
)

accompanied him in this expedition

and, being well acquainted with the resources of the country, was now left with that

lieutenant for the purpose of assisting him in the direction of affairs. Two farms in

the neighbourhood of the city were assigned to him for his support, and a house was

given to him in which he might reside with his sons and followers. I have not been

able todiscovcr the date of his death (10).— Mahrir lbn Ziad, the chief above mention-

ed, was killed at the combat of Setif (11), on a Thursday, in the second third of the

latter Rabi, 555 (April, A. I). 1 160) (12).— It was for this at-llasan Ibn Ali that Abu's-

Salt Omaiva Ibn Abd al-Aziz composed the work entitled al-Hadtha
(
vol . I. p. 228).

(t) In Arabic, malhama. See my translation of Ibn Khald&n's Prolegomena, voU II, p. 126.

(1) I suppose that the word ^£*1—J! is a proper name.

(I) siUi is the reading of the manuscripts and is here followed.

(4) Literally : blid al-Amna [leader of the bridles)

.

(5) This last verse has no connexion with those which precede and must be out of its place.

(6) For a fuller account of these events and of the persons here named, see the second volume of my trans-

lation of the History of the Berbers, by Ibn KhaldAn.

(7) lbn Khalllk&n has written, by mistake, al-Kastantlniya (Constantinople) instead of KosttntUa (Cornstan -

fine). See the Histoire des Berbers, t. II, p. 58.

(8) In the Arabic text this name is written (Ghtnim). The same name is written (Gulielm)

in the inscription traced on the parapet of the old Norman palace called La Cuba, near Palermo. See Mr. Ama-

n’s article in the Revue arehlotogique of 1849, p. 669.

(9) See Histoire des Berbers, t. II, p. 589.

(10) Al-Hasan Ibn Ali died A. 11. 563 (A. D. 4 1 67-8].

(II) The combat of Sellf, in which the Almohades, commanded by Abd Allah, the son of Abd al-M&min,

deleated the Arabs of Ifrtkiya,took place in the year 546 (A. D. 1151-9). (Histoire des Berbers, %. n, p 190.)

(11) According to the author of the same work, t. U, p. 194, klahrii was killed at the battle of Kairaw&n,

A. H. 556 (A. D. 1161).

YAHYA THE BARMEKIDE
*

Abu Ali Yahya, the vizir of llirtin ar-Rashid, was the son of Kh&lid and the

grandson of Barmek. We have already spoken of his sons, Jaafar [vol. I. p. 301
j

and al-Fadl (vol. II. p. 459). Their ancestor Barmek was a Magian of Balkh and
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the servant
(officiating

minister! of the Nubehar, a place of worship which the Ma-

gians had in that city. It was he who lighted therein the (tarred) fires. Barmek

and his sons were generally designated as the sddins (or guardians
} of that lemplfe.

He was a man of great authority among those of his religion. 1 do not know

whether he became a Muslim or not. His son KMIid rose to power under the

Abbasides and succeeded to Abb Salama Hafs al-Khallal (col. I.p. £67) as vizir to Abu

'1-Abbas as-SafTah. We have spoken of him in the article on Jaafar and mentioned

there the dale of his death. Abu 'l-Hasan al-Masudi says, in his ilurflj ad-Dahab :

“ The height to which Khilid Ihn Barrack attained in prudence, bravery, learning,

“ generosity, and other noble qualities was never reached by any of his sons : Yahva

“ did net equal him in judgment and intelligence, nor al-Fadl, the son of Yahya,

•' in liberality and disinterestedness, nor Jaafar, the son of Yahya, in epistolary

“ writing and elegance of language, nor Muhammad, the son of Yahya, in nobleness

** and elevation of mind, nor Musa, the son of Yahya, in bravery and energy. When
“ Abu Muslim al-Khords&ni (oof. II. p. 100) sent Kahlaba Ibn Shabib at-Tai against

“ Yazid Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira al-Fazari, who was governing the two Irdks in the

“ name of the
(
Omaiyide khalif) Harwin Ibn Muhammad, Khalid was one of those

“ who accompanied him. They halted, on the way, at a village and, w hilst they were

“ breakfasting on the terrace of one of the houses, they saw several flocks of gazelles

'* and other wild animals coming from the desert and approaching so near that they

** got (into the camp) among the soldiers. ‘ Emir! ' said Khalid, ‘ order the men to

“ saddle and bridle! ' Kahtaba stood up in amazement and, seeing nothing to alarm

“ him, said : ' What do you mean, Khalid I by this advice? ' The other replied :

“ The enemy are in march against you; do you not see that, if these flocks of wild

*• animals draw so near to us, they must be flying before a numerous body of men ?

'

“ The troops were scarcely on horseback when the dust
(raised by the approaching

“ army) was perfectly visible. Had it not been for Khalid, they would all have

“ perished."— As for Yahya, he was perfect in talent, judgment and noble quali-

ties. Al-Mahdi, the son of A bit Jaafar al-Mansur, placed his child, ilirun ar-Rashid,

under his care and confided to him the boy’s education. When Harun became

khalif, he acknowledged his obligations to Yahya and said to him ;
“ My dear father I

“ it is through the blessings and the good fortune which attend you and through

“ your excellent management that I am now seated on this throne; so, I confide

“ to you the direction of affairs.
’’ He then handed to him his signet-ring. Allu-
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sion to this is made in the following lines, composed by al-Mausili, a poet whom

1 suppose to be the same person as Ihr&him an-Madim (vol. I. p. 20), or else his

son, Ishak
(
vol

.

/. p. 183) :

Did you not see that the light of the sun, once languishing (and Him), brightened up on tl>e

accession of Harfln ? (
That ha/i/med) through the good fortune which attends God's trusty

servant, Illriln the beneficent
;
Uirfln is now chief of the state and Yahya is his vizir.

Ar-Rashid had so deep a respect for Yahya that, in speaking of him, he always call-

ed him my father, and authorised him to take the initiative in every affair and bring

il to a conclusion. This lasted till he overthrew the Barmckides. Being then irri-

tated against Yahya, he imprisoned him for life and put to death his son Jaafar, as

we have already related. Yahya was highly distinguished for wisdom, nobleness of

mind and elegance of language. One of his sayings was :
“ Three things indicate

*' the degree of intelligence possessed by him who does them : the bestowing of

“ gifts, the drawing up of letters and the acting as ambassador." lie used to say to

his sons :
'* Write down the best things which you hear; learn by heart the best

“ things which you write down; and, in speaking, utter the best things which you

‘ * have learned by heart." He said also :
“ This life is a series of vicissitudes, and

“ wealth is [given to us as) only a loan
;
let us follow the models [of virtue) offered

*• by our predecessors and leave a good eiample to those who come after us." —
Al-Fadl Ibn Marwan [vol. U. p. 476) states that he heard Yahya Ibn Khalid say :

“ As for the man to whom 1 have done nogood.lhave always before me the choice

“ [of doing so or nol), and as for him to whom 1 have done good, 1 am engaged to

" serve him (for the future)." The Kfidi Yahya Ibn Aklham
(
page 33 of this

vol.) related as follows: “ 1 heard al-Mamun say :
‘ Yahya Ibn Khalid and his sons

" had none [to equal them
)
in ability, in elegance of language, in liberality and

*‘ * in bravery; it was well said by a poet that

:

" 1 The sons of Yahya are four in number, like the elements
;
when pm to the test, they

" ‘ are found to be the elements of (which) beneficence (is formed) I

“ 1 said to him : * Commander of the faithful I their ability, their elegance of

** * language and their liberality we all acknowledge ; but in which of them was

“ * courage?’ He replied :
' In Musa, the son of Yahya; 1 had even the intention

" * of establishing him as governor in the frontier province of Sind.'"—Ishak

VOL. IV, 14

w
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al-Mausili, the son of Ibrahim an-Nadim, states that his father made to him the

following relation : “ I went to Yahya, the son of Khalid Ibn Barmek, and com-

“ plained to him of a (pecuniary) embarrassment. He answered: ‘Alas I what I

‘ ‘ ' can I do for you ? 1 have nothing at the present moment. Howerer, I shall point

“
* out to you a thing which I hope you will be the man to execute : The agent of

" * the governor of Egypt came to see me and requested me to ask a gift from his

“ * master for myself. I refused, but he still insists. Now, 1 am told that such a

" ‘ one, your slave girl, cost you three thousand (dinars); so here is what I may
“ * do : 1 shall ask him to make me a present of that girl and tell him that she

“
‘ pleases me very much

; but do not you consent to sell her for less than thirty

“ 1 thousand dinars. You will then see what will happen.’ Well, by Allah ! I had

“ scarcely lime to look about me when in came the agent. He asked me how much

“ I would take for the girl ; I replied that I would not dispose of her for less than

“ thirty thousand dinars; he continued bargaining with me and finished by offer-

“ ing twenty thousand. When I heard this sum mentioned, 1 had not the heart

•• to refuse it and I sold her. Having received the money, I went to sec Yahya,

“ the son of Khalid. He asked me what I done in the sale of the girl, and 1 rc-

“ plied: * By Allah I 1 could not refrain from accepting twenty thousand dinars, as

“ * soon as 1 heard the offer.’ He answered : * That was mean-spirited on your part

;

“ * but the agent of the governor of Persia has come to me on a similar mission ; so,

*• * here is your girl ; take her back and do not sell her for less than fifty thousand

“ ‘ dinars when he goes to bargain with you for her. He will certainly give you

“ ' that price.’ This man came to me, and I asked fifty thousand dinars. Hebegan

“ to bargain and, when he offered me thirty thousand, 1 had not the heart to refuse

that sum and could scarcely believe my ears. I accepted his offer and then went

“ to Yahya, the son of Kh&lid. ‘ For how much did you sell the girl?’ said he.

“ I told him, and he exclaimed : * You unfortunate fellow I was your first (fault)

“ ‘ not sufficient to prevent you from committing a second?’ 1 replied : • My
“ • heart was loo weak to refuse a sum for which I could have never hoped !

‘ Here,’

“ said Yahya, ‘ is your girl ; take her and keep her I

’

‘l replied : I have gained by

“ ‘ her fifty thousand dinars and am again become her owner. Bear witness that 1

“ 1 declare her free and that I promise (to marry her.'
”— It is thus I found the

anecdote related, but I since met with (he history of the vizirs composed by al-Jih-

shiari (col. //. p. 137), and there I read that Ibrahim al-Mausili was told by Yahya
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not to accept leas than one hundred thousand dinars and that he sold her for fifty

thousand, and that, the second time, he was told not to accept less than fifty thou-

sand and that he sold her for twenty thousand.— Al-Asmai (oof. II. p. 123) related

as follows :
•' I went, one day, to visit Yahya and he said to me : ‘ Tell me, As-

“ ‘ mai I arc you married?’ I replied that lwas not. ‘ Have you a slave-girl?’

“ * said he. I answered : • I should willingly be indebted to you for one.’ lie

“ then ordered a young girl to be brought in ; she was in the height of beauty, of

" grace and of elegance ; and he said to her : *
1 give you to this man ;’ and then

*• he told me to lake her. 1 thanked him and was wishing him every happiness

“ when she burst into tears and exclaimed :
‘ O ray lord I how can you give me

* ' ‘ away to such a man as that ? do you not see how deformed and ugly he is ? ’ He
“ 1 said to me : ‘ I will give you in exchange for her two thousand dinars.’ I an-

“ ‘ swered : * I have no objection to that.’ The money was given to me and the

“ girl was taken back to Yahya’s house. ‘ That girl,’ said he, ‘ did something lo

" * displease me, and 1 meant to punish her in giving her to you, but then I had

•*
* pity on her.’—* Why did you not inform me of that previously?’ said 1, ‘ so

“ * that I might have reassumed my pristine form ; you should at least have allow-

“ • ed me to comb my beard, wipe my eyes, perfume my person and make myself

“ * handsome.’ He laughed [at this sally) and ordered another thousand dinars to

“ be given to me.”— The following anecdote was related by lshak an-Nadim :

“ When Yahya, the son of Kh&lid rode out, the usual gift which he bestowed on

" those who went up to him with an application was two hundred dirhems (1).

“ One day, as he was riding out, a literary man, who was also a poet, drew near to

“ him and said t

" * O thou who an ibe namesake of Yahya the chaste (saint John the Baptist) ! the

“ * bounty of the Lord hath assigned tb thee a double paradise (one on earth and the other tn
“

‘ heaven). Two hundred (dirhems) is the gift of every one who erosseth thy path ; but
“

‘ that sum is too little for a man like me
; His what he receiveth from thee who runneth the

“
‘ quickest!

" Yahya replied : You say true; lei this man be taken lo my house.” NY hen he

returned from the khaliTs residence, he asked the man what was his business and

received this answer :
“ * I have contracted marriage and am under the necessity of

“ ‘ filling one of three obligations : either to pay the dowry (which I have settled

" ‘ on my wife and) which amounts to four thousand dirhems (£ 100), or to divorce
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“
• [her), or to pay (her) a pension till such time as 1 shall have the means of procu-

“ • ring the bride's outfit.' Yahya gave orders that he should receive four

“ thousand dirhems for the dowry, four thousand for the purchase of a dwelling,

“ four thousand for the requisite furniture of a house, four thousand for the recep-

“ tion of the bride and four thousand for future maintenacc. He received the

“ twenty thousand and departed." — Muhammad Ibn Munadir (oof. 1. p. 299),

the celebrated poet, related as follows : “ Ar-Rashid made the pilgrimage with his

“ two sons, al-Amin Muhammad and al-M&mun Abd Allah. Y'ahya ibn Khalid ac-

“ companied him with his two sons, al-Fadl and Jaafar. When thev arrived at Me-

“ dina, ar-Rashid held a public sitting with Yahya Ibn Khalid, and distributed to

“ the inhabitants the customary donations. Al-Amin then held a sitting with al-

“ Fadl and distributed donations
;
after which al-M&mfin, accompanied by Jaafar,

“ did the same. For this reason, the people of Medina named that year the year

“ of the three donations. Never had they seen the like before. I composed, on

“ this subject, the following verses (2)

:

‘
‘ They are come lo us, the descendants of the kings belonging to the family of Barmek.

“ What good news ! what a beautiful sight I Their rule is, to make, every year, an eipedi-

“ tion against the enemy and a journey to the Temple ancient and pure. When they halt in

“ al-Bat’ha,
(
the ralley) of Mekka, that (city) is illuminated by their presence. Baghdad is

“ then in darkness and, whilst they perform the pilgrimage, three moons dispel the shades

“ which covers us iu Mekka. Their hands were created for nothing else but deeds of libcra-

“ lily, and their feet were made for (treading) the boards of the pulpit.”

The Khalib [vol. 1. p. 15) says, in the article on Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

Omar al-Wakidi (oof. 111. p. til) which he inserted in his History of Baghdad, that

he (nl-tydkidi) related as follows :
“ I traded in corn at Medina and had in my hands

one hundred thousand dirhems which has been lent to me in order that I might

“ make them productive. This money I lost and then I went to Irak for the pur-

“ pose of seeing Yahya, the son of Kh&lid. Having sat down in his antechamber,

“ I entered into conversation with the servants and door-keepers, and asked how

“ I could get to see him. They answered :
‘ When his dinner is taken in to him,

*• * no one is prevented from entering; we shall then admit you.’ When the

** dinner was brought, they let me in and seated me with him at the same table.”

“ • Who are you? ’ said lie,
1 and what do require?’ I told him and, when the dishes

“ were removed, wc washed our hands; after which I went over lohim with the in-
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** tention of kissing him on the head, but he drew back from me. When I ireltred

“ and) reached the place where the guests mount their horses on departing, a ser-

“ vant came to me with a purse containing one thousand dinars and said : * The

“ * vizir wishes you a good evening; he bids you help yourself out of your diffi-

“ cully with this and requests you to come to see him to-morrow morning.' I re-

“ turned to see him [the next morning
)
and sat down (o table with him, and he

“ began to question me as he had done the day before. When the dishes were re-

•* moved, 1 went up lo him for the purpose of kissing him on (he head, but he

“ drew back from me. On ray going to Ihe mounting-place, a servant brought me

“ a purse containing one thousand dinars and said :
* The vizir wishes you a good

“ ' day, bids jrou help yourself out of your difficulties with this and requests you to

“
‘ return lo morrow.’ I took the money, retired, and, the neil day, went again

“ to see him. lie then gave me as much as I had received the two days previously.

“ On the fourth day, I went to visit him as I had done before, and he then allowed

" me to kiss him on the head. ‘ I did not at first permit you to do so,' said he, * bc-

“ * cause I had not rendered you a service which intitled me to that mark of re-

“ * sped. But now, 1 have been ofsome use lo you.’ [He then called his servants

“ and said :)
' Boy I let such and such a house be given to this man ; Boy ! lit it up

*' ‘ with such and such a set of furniture; Boy
! give him two hundred thousand dir-

** 4 hems, the half to pay his debts and the other half to put him in better circum-

“ • stance.' He then said to me : ‘ Become my companion and reside in my house.’

“ 1 replied : ‘ May God exalt the vizir! 1 hope you will allow me tc return to Medina

" ‘ that 1 may repay there what I owe ; after that, 1 shall reappear in your presence

;

“ * that, for me, would be more befitting.’ lie gave his consent and furnished me
“ with every requisite for travelling. 1 went to Medina, paid my debts and, ha*

“ ving returned, 1 never quitted him since.’’—Abu Kabus al-Himyari went, one

** day, to see him and recited lo him the following verses :

May the plenitude of God's favour descend on Yahya, who bestows such gifts as not a man
before him ever gave, lie forgets the services which he renders, but never forgets his promise.

lahya granted lo the poet what he came to apply for and bestowed on him also a

sum of money. 1 may here observe that the [idea expressed in the) second verse was

afterwards
(borrowed and) applied by Sharaf ad-Dawla Muslim Ibn Koraisli

(
uol . II1.

P • 143) : A man said lo him :
•' Emir! do not forget my demand,” and he replied :
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•* Not till 1 have fulfilled it." Muslim Ibn al-Walid al-Ansari (3) makes
j
honorable

)

mention of Yahya, the son of Khalid in the following passage :

Mayest tliou (fair maid) be eicr fortunate I knnwest tlioo not that during those nights which

had borrowed their darkness from the colour of thy hair, I used to wait with patience till their

obscurity was dispelled by the brightness of a face which shone like the face of Yahya, when

(hit son) Jaafar was mentioned (with commendation).

Yahya used to say : “ Spend when Fortune turns towards you, for her bounty

“ cannot then be exhausted; spend when she turns away, for she will not remain

“ with you." lie said also : “ The benefactor who reminds (a person) of a service

“ rendered alloys the value of that service ; and he who forgets a favour received

“ is guilty of ingratitude and neglect of duty." Another of his sayings was :
“ The

“ sincere intention (of doing a good action
)
and a legitimate excuse (for not doing if)

“ are equivalent to its accomplishment." He said again : “ In adverse fortune;

*' wiles (and stratagems
)
lead to perdition." Al-Hasan Ibn Sahl (col. I. p. 408) was

heard to say :
“ When a man’s conduct towards his brethren is changed on obtaining

•* authority, we know that he is not fitted for that place (4); so said the president of

“ the board of generous actions, Abu Ali Yahya, the son of Khalid Ibn Barmek."

—

Yahya had a private secretary whom he admitted into his familiarity. This secretary

resolved on having his son circumcised, and pcoplo of all classes made preparations

for being present at the ceremony. The great officers of the empire, the chiefs of

the civil administration and the government-writers offered, all of them, presents

suitable to their respective ranks. A friend of the secretary, being in reduced cir-

cumstances and unable to satisfy his desire of doing like the others, took two large and

clean bags, filled one of them with salt, the other with perfumed potash, and

sent them to him with a letter of which we give here a copy :
“ Could 1 fulfil my

"
will, I should conform to the custom and, if my means permitted me to accom-

“ plish my ardent desire, I should outdo even the foremost in this race of genera-

“ sity and surpass those who make the greatest efforts to shew you honour. But

“ my means preclude me from doing what 1 wish and the narrowness of my for-

“ tune prevents me from engaging in a rivality with the wealthy. Fearing, how-

" ever, that the register of our gifts should be closed before the inscribing of my

“ name therein, I send you some of that which, at the beginning (ofa repast), brings

“ good luck and a blessing, and of that which concludes (the repast
)
by ils perfume
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“ and cleansing quality. [In so doing) I bear with patience the pain which my in-

“ ability gives me, and support the anguish of not having the power to execute

[my intentions). But, as long as I find not the means of filling my duty towards

“you, I shall offer, for my excuse, this word of almighty God : No blame

•• shall be incurred by those who are weak, or by the sick, or by those who find

“ not wherewithal to contribute. [Coran, sur. 9, verse 921. Receive my salu-

“ tations.” When Yahya Ibn KMlid arrived at the place where the festival was

held, his secretary shewed him all the presents which he had received and even the

two bags with the accompanying letter. The idea of sending these two objects ap-

peared to Yahya very good, and he ordered them to be filled with money and taken

back to the person who had sent them. The sum thus given was four thousand

dinars (£- 2,000).—A roan said to Yahya : " By Allah I thou art milder in temper

“ than al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais (no/. 1. p. 635),” and received this answer ;
“ Those who

“ offer me more than 1 deserve shall not have a place in my favour.”—Ishak Ibn

Ibrahim al-Mausili called on one of his servant-boys and, not getting an answer

from him, he said : “ 1 heard Yahya, the son of Khalid, observe that a man's mild-

* ‘ ness of temper is indicated by the ill-breeding of his servants."—Yahya was one

day riding out with ar-Rashtd when a man slopped before the khalif and said :

“ My mule is dead.” Ar-Rashid replied : “ Let five hundred dirhems (£• 10) be

“ given.” On this, Yahya made him a sign and, when they dismounted, ar-Ra-

shid said to him :
“ Father I you made me a sign about somelhing and I do not under-

“ stand what it meant.” Yahya replied : “ The mention of so small a sum as that

“ should never proceed from your lips; a person of your rank should say : five thou-

“ sand,orten thousand.”—“ Well, "said ar-Rashid, “ and when ademand such as

“ that is made lo me, whal shall l answer?” " You must then say :” said Yahya,

“ buy him a mule.”—To conclude, we may observe that the anecdotes related of

the Barmekide family are very numerous, and that an abridgment such as this will

not admit Ihe insertion of any more.—When Ilarun ar-Rashid put to death Jaafar,

the son of Yahya the Barmekide, he reduced to ruin all that family and cast into

prison Yahya and al-Fadl, the son of Yahya. The place of their confinement was

ar-Rafika, called also Old Rakka and situated near the town of New Rakka, which

is a well-known place on the bank of the Euphrates. To designate both towns, they

say the two Rakkas, giving thus to one name a predominance over the other. Exam-

ples of a similar licence are offered by the names al-Omardni (5), al-Kamardni (6)
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and some others.—Al-Jihshiari relates, in his History of the Vizirs, that, when

Yahya, the son of Klialid, was in prison, where they kept him closely confined, he

had one day a longing to eat some sikb&ja (7). Having obtained, with great diffi-

culty, the permission lo prepare some, he cooked it, but, when he had finished, the

skillet in which he had made it fell from his hand and was broken to pieces. On

this, he recited some verses, upbraiding Fortune and expressing his loss of every

hope and every desire. He remained in the prison of ar-IUflka till his death,

which event took place on the 3rd of Muharram, t90 (29th November, A. D. 805).

He died suddenly, without any previous illness, being then seventy years of age, or

seventy-four, according to another account. His son al-Fadl said over him the

funeral service. He was buried on the border of the Euphrates, in the suburb

called Rabad Harthama. In his pocket was found a paper on which was written in

his own hand : “ The accuser has gone forward (to the tribunal) and the accused

“ will soon follow; the kddi will be that equitable judge who is never unjust and

who has no need of taking evidence." Ar-Rashld, to whom this paper was sent,

wept, the remainder of that day, and his countenance, for some days after, bore

striking marks of sorrow (8).—Yahya settled a monthly pension of one thousand

dirhems (£ 25) on Sofyan ath-Thauri (col. 1. p. 576), and the latter used to say, when

prostrated in prayer : “ 0 Lord I Yahya has delivered me from the cares of this life

;

" deliver him from the pains of the next.” When Yahya died, one of his brothers

saw him in a dream and asked him how God had treated him ? To this he replied :

“ He forgave me in consideration of Sofyan 's prayers.’’ Some say that the Sofyan

of this anecdote was Sofy&n 11m Oyaina (oof. 1. p. 578). God knows best I—“Ar-lla-

shid.'says al-Jihshiari, “ repented of his conduct towards the Barmekides and deeply

" regretted the manner in which he had treated (the prisoners). He said, before some

“ of his brothers that, if he could be assured of their fidelity, he would reinstate them

“ in their places. Heused also to say :
—

•

Some people impelled us to punish our ablest

“ * and most faithful advisers, and they made us believe that they themselves were

' ' ' capable of replacing them; but, when we did what they wanted, they were not

" * of the least use to us.’ He then recited this line :

“ Infamous wretches (9) ! spare us your calumnies, or till [with ability) the place which

•* they titled (so u<tU) (10)."

I may observe that this verse has for its author al-Hutaiya (oof. 1. p. 209), and

that, after it, comes the following :
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They were persons wlio, if they built, built well
; if they took in cngigement, they fulfilled

it, and if they imposed an obligation, they rendered it binding.

Az-Zamakhshari (t?of. 111. p. 321} says, somewhat to this effect, in his Rabtal-

Abrdr : “ Under the bed of Taliya, the son of Kh&lid, was found a paper on which

“ was inscribed :

“ By the reality of God I injustice is disgraceful
;

an unhealthy pasture ground is that of

“ injustice. We must go before Him who shall retribule every action on the day ofjudgment

;

“ all adverse parties must appear before God.

I must now say (11} that 1 have insertedin this compendium the quantity [of infor-

motion
j
which it was possible for a person lo give who had hut little leisure. 1 have

omitted under this letter, which is the Y, a considerable number of articles which

1 intended to have inserted, but had not time enough
(
itlasd) to do so. 1 have kept

them back, with a great deal of rough draughts, so that they may serve (.•i*

1

) for an-

other [akhor) and a more eilensive work which I mean to compile on the same plan,

if God grant me lime and if he aid me in my undertaking (tea tcaffak lil-aml). It

shall contain
(
mahlatcian

}
a mass (jumma) of that information which is required by

persons who occupy themselves with these matters, and will dispense the reader from

the necessity of recurring to a great number of books (tea yastaglmi man yutalidhu

dn murajdal kulub kathtru
) ; for 1 have selected my notes from standard works

of history and from the [authentic) accounts given of those who lived in an-

cient and in modern times. To the best of my belief (/! ma yaghlib ala dhannij, 1

have not neglected to consult any of the noted works which are in the hands of the

public or any of those which are less known
(
al-khdmila ), whether they were volu-

minous or concise ; and I have always taken care to select therefrom whatever seemed

fit to enter into
[fi)

this work. It is my intention, with the will and the help of God,

that it shall form more than ten (akfAar min ashara) volumes ; but assistance must

be demanded from the Almighty and his aid must be implored lo direct me (12).

(I) About five pound* sterling.

(«) Mr. de Sacy has given these verses in his Chrestomathie araU
,

t. I, p. 13.

(3) This Muslim died A. H. 408 (A. D. 843-4). We have spoken oi him in vol. 1, p. 43.

(4) Literally : We know that authority is greater than he.

(9) Al-Omantru (the two Oman
)
was a term employed to designate the two first khalifs, Abft Bakr and

Omar.
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(9)

ThR term al-kamarAni [the two moont) was employed to designate the sun and the moon.

(7) The tikbdfja was a dish prepared with birley-tneal, minced meat and vinegar.

(S) In some of the manuscripts, this biographical notice ends here.

(9) The arabir imprecation is : no father to your father, and seems to signify : may God's curse l>e on your

ancestors.

(10 ) The manuscript belonging to Mr. Caussin de Perceval has jt, and the edition of RAIftkM <,
jJ. j\ y

which readings 1 do not understand.

(11) The following paragraph is to be found in professor W listen fold's edition, but none of our manuscripts

gives il except that which belongs to Mr. Cau&sin de Perceval. It is omitted in the edition ofltdldk. I follow

the text of Mr. Causstn's manuscript, that of the lilhographicd edition being very incorrect.

(14) The work which our author here promised never appeared. The articles which follow wpit added to

the present work by lhn KhallikAu himself, some years after the appearance of the autograph copy. See the

note by which he concludes this volume.

THE VIZIR IBN HUBAIRA

Abu '1-MuzafTar Yahya lbn Muhammad lbn Hubaira Ibn Said Ibn al-ilasan Ibn

Ahmad Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Jahm Ibn Amr Ibn Uubaira was surnamed AOn ad-Din

(aid of the religion) and drew his descent from Shaiban (lie progenitor of the Arabic

tribe which bears this name). His ancestor Hubaira was the son of Alwan, the son

of al-Haufazan, whose real name was al-Hanth, the son of Sharik, the son of Amr,

[or Matar) the son of Kais, the son ofShurahbil, the son of llorra, the son of Ham-

mam, the son of Dhuhl, the son of Shaiban. Thalaba, Shaiban 's father, was the son

of Okaba, the son of Saab, the son of Ali, the son of Bakr, the son of Wail, the son

of Kasil, the son of Uinb, the son of Afsa, the son of Domi, the son of Jadila, the

son of Asad, the son of Rabia, the son of Nizar, the son of Maadd, the son of Ad

nan.—It is thus that his genealogy has been given by a number of authors, such as

ibn ad-Dubaithi [vol. 111. p. 102) in his historical work and lbn al-Kadisi [vol. I.

p. 290) in his Kitdb al-Wuzard
j
book of viziri) . It was not made public till some

years after his accession to the vizirate, when it was mentioned by the poets in their

eulogies. He was a native of Kirya Bani Aukar, a village situated in that part

of Irak which is called Dujail. It is the same place which bore the name of D&r
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ArmAnya, and which is now named, after him, U&r al-Wazir
(
the monastery or vil-

lage of the vizir). His father belonged to the jmd (or military colony (vol. II. p. 132]

established there. Yahya professed Ihe doctrine taught by Ahmad lbn Hanbal. He

learned Traditions, acquired considerable information in each branch of know-

ledge, learned the readings of Ihe noble book (the Kordn
]
and concluded that study

by going over all the systems of Koran-reading and the different lessons which have

been handed down. He studied grammar, became acquainted with the history of

the desert Arabs and of their battle-days, cultivated assiduously the art ofpenmanship,

got by heart the locutions employed by elegant speakers and applied himself to Ihe

acquisition of a good epislolary style. His master in polite literature was Abu Mansur

al-Jawaliki (vol. III. p. 498) and, in law, AbA Y-Husain Muhammad lbn Muham-

mad al-Farra. He was also a pupil of the preacher Abu Abd Allah Muhammad lbn

Yahya lbn Ali lbn Muslim lbn MAsa lbn Imran az Zabidi (1). He learned the Tra-

ditions respecting the Prophet from Abu OthmAn Ismail lbn Muhammad lbn Raila

al-Ispahani, Abu’I-Kasim Hibat Allah lbn Muhammad lbn al-Hosain (^.^.x-
11

)
Ihe

kdlib, and from those who came after them. He himself taught Traditions, some

of which he had learned from the imdm ai-Muklafi li-Amr lllah, the Commander of

the faithful. A great number of persons received Traditions from him and, amongst

them, the hdfiz AbA ’l-Faraj lbn al-Jauzi (rob II. p. 96).
t
The first office which he

filled
(
under government) was the inspectorship of Ihe plantations

(
ishrdf al-

akriha) (2) situated on the west (bank of the Tigris) ; he then passed to the inspec-

torship of Ihe taxes paid in kind (al-ikdmdt al-Makhzaniya), and was afterwards ap-

pointed inspector of the Makhzen or government stores (al-uhrdfbil-makhzan). This

place he did not long fill, having been nominated, in the year 542 (A. D. 1147-8),

clerk of the khalifs household
(
kitdba diwdn as-zimdm), from which post he

was raised to the vizirale. The author who compiled the biography of lbn Uu-

baira relates, in these terms, Ihe motives which led to his nomination :
“ Amongst

“ Ihe things which increased his influence and raised him to Ihe vizirshi p was the

“ conduct held by Masud al-HiUli. the shihna (or resident agent) whom the sullan

“ Masud lbn Muhammad lbn MalekShab the Seljukidc had established at Baghdad

“ as his lieutenant. Al-Bilali was one of those Abyssinian slaves and eunuchs who

“ held so high a rank in the (scljdk) empire. He used to behave with great impoiite-

“ ness in the presence of the klialif, transgressing the rules of etiquette which were

“ always to be observed, and permitting his licentious followers to spread disorder
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“ [through the ri/y). Kauwam ad-I)in Abu 'l-Kasim Ali Ibn .Sadaka, who was, al

*• (bat time, the khalifs vizir, wrote a number of letters to the sultan Mastid, re-

“ questing him to reprimand al-Bilali for his conduct, but could never obtain an

•* answer. When Aun ad-DIn was appointed clerk of the household, the khalif

“ spoke to him on the subject and bade him write to the sultan. Aun ad-Din,

" knowing that the viiir had already written a number of letters and that they bad

“ remained unanswered, sent off request after request till lie obtained a reply.

•• The letter [which had thit effect) was drawn up by himself, and 1 should insert it

“ here, were it not so long; but I may mention, in a summary manner, that it con-

** tained good wishes for the sultan’s welfare, reminded him of the eiemplarv con-

•* duct held by his predecessors towards the khalifs, of their sincere obedience, the

“ respect which they always shewed them and the protection which they afforded

" them against those who dared to thwart them. He then complained of Masud al-

“ Bilali, mentioned that he written a number of times on that subject without rc-

“ reiving an answer and spoke to a great length on this matter. It was in the mouth

“ of the latter llabi, 542 (September, A. D. 1147) that he wrote this letter. Very

‘ soon alter, he received an answer containing the sultan's excuses with a formal

disapproval of al-Bilali’s conduct. The khalif al-Muktafi was highly pleased to

•• have followed the advice of Aun ad-Din and felt deeply obliged to him ; so, Aun ad-

“ Din continued to enjoy his favour and was raised to the vixiratc.” The same

author says ;
“ Another motive which conduced to Aun ad-Din's nomination

was, that, in the year 543 (A. D. 1148-9), two of the sultan's emirs, one of

“ whom was al-Baksh al-Masudi, lord of al-l.ihf, which is a place in Irak, and

“ the other, Ildegix as-Sultani, came to Baghdad with a numerous body of troops

“ and committed in it the greatest disorders. This will be found related in the

“ bonks of annals (3). The vizir Kauwam ad-Din Dm Sailaka undertook to bring

“ about an arrangement, but without success. Aun ad-Din then asked and obtain-

“ ed the khalifs authorisation to treat with the invaders who had attacked him

“ and, by his skilful management, he succeeded in putting a stop to their evil

“ doings till such time as he had assembled sufficient forces to resist them, and

** enabled the people to seize on their riches. This event was a means em-

" ployed by destiny for the elevation of Ibn llubaira and the dismissal of Ibn Sa-

" daka from (he vizirale. Effectively, when this serious affair was terminated, the

“ khalif al-Muktafi summoned Ibn llubaira to bis presence by a notification (mufd-
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'• lea), which was carried lo him by two emirs of Ihc empire. When Ibn Hubaira

" read it, all his family made great demonstrations of joy (4) and, as he rode with

*' his followers to the khalif's palace, the public learned that he had been appointed

“ vizir. On his arrival at the door of the hujra [thekhalif't cabinet), he was called in

“ and found al-Muklafi seated, to receive him, on the right side of the Tdj (5). He

“ kissed the ground, saluted and had then, during an hour, a conversation with

“ thekhalif which no other person could overhear. On retiring, he found a robe

“ of honour
(
tashrif) prepared for him, according to the custom followed towards

“ vizirs. He put it on and, being called in a second time, he kissed the ground and

“ invoked blessings on thekhalif in a style which excited that prince's admiration.

“ He then pronounced these words :

•* As long as niv life endures, I shall thank Amr for services of which he never vaunted.

“ great thongh they were. He saw my indigence even there where it was concealed, and kept

" it in sight until it disappeared."

1 may observe that these arc two verses of three which were composed by Ibrahim

lbn al-Abbas as-Suli (6j. The verse which should have come after the first was :

A generous mail whose wealth is never withheld from his friend, and who never manifests a

complaint if the shoe (fortune

)

slips from under him.

Aun ad-Diu, in rcciling the two verses, altered the last half of the second, which

originally ran thus :

and it was like a mote in his eye, till removed.

Having thought fit to address the khalif in this style, he altered the expression,

through respect. When he retired , they brought him a bay horse, with white

pasterns, a while spot reaching from Ihc forehead to the nose, and a rich capari-

son
;
such being their custom with respect to vizirs. The details of this cere-

mony i have abridged. He then rode forth, preceded by the great functionaries,

the officers of the empire, the emirs attached to the court, all the khalif’s servants

and all the chamberlains of the divan
;
with drums beating before him and the nm-

nad
(
cushion

)
borne after him, according to Ihc usual practise on such occasions,

He entered inlo the divan, dismounted apart and took his seat on Ihedetf Isapho, rush-
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ion}. The shaikh Sadid ad-Dawla Abu Abd Allah Muhammad lbn Abd al-karim

lbn al-Anbari (hen stood forward to read the diploma [of the visit's nomination).

It was a remarkable piece of its kind and, were it not so long, I should insert it heie;

besides, it is well known and copies of it are in the hands of the public. When he

finished, the Koran-readers chanted
j
passages of the Koran) and the poets recited

pieces of their composition, lbn Hubnira was installed in the vizirship on Wed-

nesday, the 3rd of the latter Rabi, 544 (10th August, A. I). 1149). He bore at

first the title of Jalal ad-Din Igrandeur of religion), but, on being appointed vizir, he

received that of Aun ad-Din. Eminent for learning and for merit, he displayed also

an unerring judgment and a virtuous disposition; during his vizirship he conduct-

ed matters in a manner which attested the greatness of his abilities and the excel-

lence of his counsels. This assured him
(
the khalift

)

gratitude, entitled him to

high consideration and contributed largely to bis good fortune. As he had a great

respect for the learned, his receptions were attended by all men distinguished for

talent, no matter in what line. Traditions were repeated in his presence and con-

trolled by him and the shaikhs
(professors )

who were there ;
discussions were carried

on and useful information was communicated to an eilent which cannot be descri-

bed. He composed some works such as the Ifs&h ji madni ’s-Sahdh (elucidation of

passages in [Jauhari’s Arabic dictionary,] the Sahdh), forming nineteen books (eofu-

mes?); a commentary on the Jamil bain as-Sa hthain (see vol. I. p. 420), with an

exposition of the maxims uttered by the Prophet and contained in that work; the Ki-

tdb al-Muksid (which hits the mark) — this word lakes an i after the s

;

a complete

commentary on it, in four volumes, was drawn up by the celebrated gramma-

rian Abu Muhammad lbn al-Khashshab (t'of. II. p. 66); an abridgment of the Isldh

al-Mantik (7) ;
the Kildb al-Ibdddt, etc. (treatise on devotional rites), according to the

system of canon law taught by the imAm as-Shafi ; an Arjdsa etc.
(
technical verses) on

the long and the short final a ; an Aryilza on the art of penmanship (or orthography

(j
—Our professor Izz ad-l)in Abd T-Hasan Ali, generally known by the sur-

name of lbn al-Athir (oof. II. p. 288) gives, in his lesser historical work, that which

treats of the Atabeks, a chapter concerning the siege of Baghdad in the month of Zu

'1-K.aada, 553 (Nov.—Dec. A. D. 1158) bv al-Malik Muhammad and Zain ad-Din.

He says (here that al-Muklafi li-Amr Illah made every effort to pul that city in a good

state of defense and that his vizir, Aun ad-Din ibn Hubaira, helped him in a manner

of which no other person could have been capable. He adds :
" By al-Muktafi's
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*• order, a proclamation was made in Baghdad, promising fiTe dinars (2 I. 10s.) lo

“ every person who should be wounded during the hostilities, and, effectively, that

•• sum was given to every one who received a wound. A man of the people got

“ wounded and went to the vizir, who said :
' That is a mere scratch, not worth

“ * a penny.’ The man returned lo the light and got a stroke across his belly,

“ so the entrails were falling out ; he then came back the vizir and said :
‘ My Lord !

“ will that satisfy you?’ The vizir laughed, ordered him a donation and sent for a

“ doctor lo dress his wound.” End of the extract. I must here make an observa-

tion : the Muhammad of whom lbn al-Athir speaks was the son of Mahmud Ibn

Muhammad Ibn MalekShdh, the Seljukide, and the Zorn ad-l)in was Abu 'l-llasan AM

Ibn Beklikin, generally known by the [Turkish) appellation of Kutehek (the little) and

the father ofMuzaffar ad-I)in, lord of Arbela (t)of. //. p. 535). According lo another

author, this Malik Muhammad was Muhammad Shah, and the event took place in the

vear 552. God knows which of the two is in the right I It is Ibn al-Jauzi who says

so in his Shus&r al-Okud, and he must have been better acquainted with what passed

than any other, for Baghdad was his native place and he was there all the lime. 1 have

spoken of Muhammad Shah (8) in the article on his father. The imdm (khnlif) al-

Muktafi li-Amrlllah Muhammad bore the surname of Abu Abd Allah and was the^on

of al-Mustazhir; he died on the eve of Sunday, the 2nd of the first Rabi, 555 (12th

March, A. I). 1160). His son al-Mustanjid Billah Abu 'l-Muzaffar Yusuf was then

proclaimed khalif. Ibn Hubaira went in to him. took the oath of fealty, was recei-

ved honorably and confirmed in the vizirship. Fearing lo be dismissed from office,

he never attempted to contradict his sovereign, and be continued in place till the

hour of his death. His praises were celebrated by the most distinguished poets of

the age, and one of them, Abu 'l-Fawaris Saad, surnamed Uais Bais (col. /. p. 559)

and generally known by the appellation of Ibn Saifi, composed on him some exquisite

eulogiums. In one of these pieces he says :

Anecdotes of generosity excite him, even m his calmest mood, as the red intoxicating liquor

excites the drinkers of the nomadic village. He stands firm when other people spring from

their seals in dismay, and when the loftiest pinnacles [chiefs) tremble before the storms of

calamity. Re interrupts rile discourse, avoids opprobrious language and is always taken up

with the love of glory. He is incapable of committing the slightest act of meanness, and his

bosom is unmoved by the dangers incurred in those deeds which lead to glory. When the

name of Adn-ad-Dtn Yahya ia pronounced, the doods Hash forth their lightnings (harbingers

«/ ruin), and the strong lances ware proudly (9).
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It was the custom at Baghdad that, in the month of Ramadan, the great officers

of the empire partook of a repast (jiwidf) given by the khalif at the house of the vizir,

and this repast was called the labak. Ilais Bais, who was a high-minded man and had

all the noble pride of a true Arab, was one of the guests. Seeing that a number of

persons, having no other merit than that of being paid functionaries, passed before

him to a higher place, he was so highly offended that he wrrote to the vizir Aun ad-Din

a letter in which he requested that
(
for the future) his absence might be pardoned.

ill ran thus
:

)

Thou who. in wealth anil in poverty, wert always lavish of thy money I thou who, morn-

ing and night, furnishes! provisions to (needy) travellers t Thou who convokest the per-

sons enriched by thee to partake of an augmentation from (by bounty I In every house

there is a table supplied with provisions by thy generosity, and yet thou invilest its master

to the tabak. Thy gifts are poured fourth like a torrent and, were those on whom they light

not afraid of thy just severity, they would cry out :
*• Save us from drowning I

” Thy

noble qualities cover the land with a constant shower; even in the day of battle, thou

drenchrst the soil with the blood and the sweat of the horsemen. Sparc my shoulders

from being pressed in a manner which, if l resented, would expose my reputation and

my character to sarcasms. If thou permitlest il, such a humiliation will degrade me ; and how

often hast thou loaded me with a burden [of gifts) which 1 could hardly bear! I am sirk of the

fortune (which pursues me) and of her attacks
;
my noble pride alone preserves my life. Grant

me the favour which I ask
;
[grant it as readily) as thou bestowest thy numerous gifts. To be

liberal in granting honour is far above being liberal with money. The disk of the sun, exalted

though be Ire, tumeth yellow from grief, when obliged to descend towards the horizon. People

consider as folly such (sensibility as mine) ; but often hath innate dignity been cunfounded

with folly.

The vizir Aun ad-Din received the present of an inkstand made of rock-crystal

and inlaid with coral. Seeing at his levee a number of poets and, amongst them,

Hais Bais, he observed that it would be well to compose a piece of verse on that ob-

ject. One of the persons present, a blind man whose name I have not met with,

then recited these lines :

Iron was, by divine favour, rendered soft for bavid, so that be wrought it at will into coats of

mail (10). The crystal, though a stone, bas been softened for you, yet bending it to one's wish

is hard and difficult.

»

Hais Bais here observed that the poet had spoken, not of the inkstand but of the

maker; on which the vizir said : “ Let him who finds fault change (tl for the belter).”

Hais Bais did so in these lines :
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Tour inkstand was made of your two days (H), and these have been mistaken for crystal

and for coral. One is your day of peace, which is white and pours forth abundance
;
the other

is your day of war which is red, like red blood.

I since found the two first verses in the Ktldb nl-Jindn, a work composed by the

shaikh al-Kadi ar-fiashld Ahmad Ibn az-Zubair al-Ghassani, the same of whom men-

tion has been made towards the beginning of this work (rol. /. p, 143). He attri-

butes them to al-Kadi ar-Kashid Ahmad Ibn al-Kasim as-Sakalli (12), kadi of Misr,

who, as he relates, went to the levee of al-Afdal Shahanshah Amir al-Juyiiish
(
vol . I.

p. 612) and, seeing before him an inkstand of ivory inlaid with coral, extemporized

these lines :

< V
Iron was, by divine favour, rendered soft for David, so that he wrought it, at will, into coats

of mail. Coral, though a stone, has been softened for yon, yet it is hard and disobedient to

the will. . *

*

Abu Ahd Allah Muhammad Ibn Bakhtyar, generally known by the name of al-

Ablah [col. HI. p. 159) composed, in this, zii’s praise, a number of kastdas, one

of which I insert here because it is the finest :

The zephyr and the [pliant) willow (Ann) of tbc sandhill have committed a falsehood : they

offered themselves as the likeness (13) [of my Maced), but they forgot the ornaments [of her

/tenon) and her (graceful) neck. O thou who art a statue (in beauty) I thou whose anklets are

too wide (1 4) for the instep and whom lam unable not to love I I once had tears and strength

of mind
; but now, neither tears nor stin-.glh of mind remain. Thou hast rendered my body a

dwelling-place for sickness, since iou dwcllcst in al-Jara, after having departed from Ta-

hJh (15). O [my friend I) thou who seesl those gazelles
(
maidens

) cross our way ! know that

my heart, and not the winding valley, is their pasture-ground. Her waist is pliant like a wand,

and she polishes date-tree blossoms (her teeth)
with a piece of Arak wood. When she holds

discourse with you, she fails not to bring back (to you) the days of passionate love. Often have

I passed the wine-cup to my companions, whose eyes shewed inebriation and who staggered in

their gait.
( We were then

j
in an arbour embellished with flowers, whose raiment was not

(made ofthe silks) from Yemen or from Sanaa. In the morning, I hastened with ardour to vi-

sit the soil of that spot (where I met my beloved; / was there) before the turtle-doves had mount-

ed to the top of the brln-trcc. The lightning-clouds shook over it their flashing swords, and

the take, through fear of them, put on a coat of mail (16). O thou who blamcst me! load me,

as you please, with reproaches sufficient to rend even the solid rock; but know that I was

formed by nature for loving, just as the vizir was formed by nature for deeds of libe-

rality.

The poet then makes his transition to the eulogium which, to avoid prolixity, I

voi. tv, 16
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suppress. Abu ’1-Fath Sibt Ibn at-Taawizi (txii. III. p. 162) composed also in his

honour a single kaslda which I here give :

May tin1 rains descend on these vernal abodes and on these hills which, since the departure of

their inhabitants, look sickly and emaciated like me. For her (nho it absent
) I have engaged that

my eyelids shall be a fountain and pour from their angles an abundant flood of tears. Though her

dwelling-place be much changed from the state in which f saw it, the love which is in my heart shall

never be known to change. O my two friends! the aspect of that cloud whose lightnings gleam

dimly over al-Ajraaln has renewed my affection for her and awakened my passion. My eyes

and my sight Itave been delivered ovcrlo constant waking by the slowness of that procrastinating

maid in the fulfilment of her engagements. When I said to ber : “ My body is emaciated by

“ love I" she would reply : “ Where is the lover who is not emaciated?" When I said : “ Let

“ my tears bear witness to the sadness which you cause me;” she would answer: “Tearsare
“ not witnesses whose evidence can be accepted." Blame me not, my two friends 1 if I weep

in my foolish passion for one who always breaks her promise and always procrastinates. The

heaviest affliction which a lover can undergo is the irksome indifference of his beloved and the

fatiguing remonstrances of censorious friends. At the foot of yon insulated sandhill are (Me

maidens) fair and incomparable, who played with those hearts of ours and with our reason, on

the morning in which their glances and our hearts met together and which was not free from

thi' blood of wounded (lovers). O! how admirable is the valley of al-Arak, where the perfume of

your presence is revealed by the norttt-rn and the southern breezes. In that cool valley,

morning and evening, as often as blew the zephyr, a love-sick heart found alleviation. I invoked

indifference, but it would not aid me ; 1 attempted to nse patience (md to bear with her), but it

was of no avail. Thou (my beloved) knewest all the causes of love and you heaped them on a

back which was already loaded with misfortunes. The only profit I derived from the loving of

fair maidens was watching the nights of longing desire, how slowly they passed over. Bow of-

ten did these nights inspire me with the hope of meeting a man renowned, dignified in manners,

grave, prudent and not precipitate; in the enjoyment of whose favour I might proudly swing

my body from side to side, and, in whose court,*T might sweep haughtily along in training ro-

bes. Now 1 have been long accustomed to his gifts and only desire to kiss that beneficent hand

;

the generous character of Yahya the vizir gives me the assurance of that favour’s being granted,

and \ On ad-l)lo is the very best of sureties.

This vizir frequently recited the following verses :

The secrets of love can be explained to you by no man, fill it has procured for thee the

vexation of being reproved. The love which f bear her will not consent that she should ever

permit roe to see in her even the slightest imperfection.

The shaikh Shams ad-Dtn Abu T-Muzaffar Yusuf Ibn Kizoghli Ibn Abd Allah

(vol. I. p. A39), who was a daughter's son of the shaikh Jamal ad-Din Abu T-Faraj

Ibn al-Jauzt (vol. II. p. 96) states, in his Mirdl 'az-Zarndn, a historical work of which

1 saw, in Damascus, a copy composed of forty volumes, all of them in the author’s
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own handwriting, that his father, Kizoghli, was a while slave (mamMJc) belonging to

Aiin ad-Din and that his mother was the daughter of the shaikh Jamal ad-f'iii Abu

'l-Faraj just mentioned. Their son was therefore a matvla (17) to him j.-ldn ad- Din).

He slates also that he heard his preceptors at Baghdad relate that Aun ad-Din gave

the following account of his elevation :
“ I was in such straitened circumstances that,

“ for some days, I remained without food. One of ray family then advised me to

“ visit Ihe tomb of Maruf al-karkhi (col. III.p. 384), and there ask God's assis-

“ lance, because all prayers offered up at that tomb were fulfilled. So I went to

*• the tomb of Mariif, prayed there and invoked (Ihe help of God). I then retired,

“ with the intention of returning to the town (fcefed),’’— by the word town he meant

Baghdad, — “ and I passed through Katufla,"— a place near Baghdad,— “ and

“ there I saw a deserted mosque. I went into it for the purpose of saying a prayer

“ of two rakas, and saw there a sick man lying on a mat. I sat down by his head

“ and asked him if he desired anything. He replied : ‘ A quince.’ 1 went to a

“ fruiterer's, and got from him two quinces and an apple, for which I left my cloak

•* (inizar) in pledge. The man eat part of a quince and bade me shut the door.

“ When 1 had done so, he got off the mat and told me to dig there. I dug and

“ found ajar. * Take it,’ said he, ' for you are more deserving of it than any other.’

“ I asked him if he had not an heir, and he answered : * No; I had a brother whom
• I have not seen this long time and who, as I am told, is dead. We were na-

“ • lives of ar-Ilusafa.’ He was still talking to me when he died. I washed his

“ body, put it into a shroud and buried it. Having taken the jar, which con-

" tained live hundred dinars (£. 250), 1 went to the Tigris with the intention

“ of crossing over, when a waterman, dressed in rags and having an old boat, call-

“ ed out : • Come with me I come with me!' I dropped down the river with him,

“ and never did I see a man so like to the one that had just died. ' Where do you

" ‘ belong to ?’ said I. He answered :
* To ar-Busafa I hare some daughters and

“ am very poor.'
—

' Have you any relatives ?’ said 1. ‘ No, ’ said he, ' 1 had a bro-

“ * ther, but it is very long since I saw him, andl know not what God has done with

“ * him.'— ‘ Hold your lap ;’ said 1. He did so, and I poured all the money into

” it. Seeing him greatly astonished, I related to him what had passed. lie then

“ bade me take the half of it, but I replied : ‘ 1 shall not take even a single piece.’

** I then went up to the residence of the khalif, wrote a supplication (and sent it in.)

“ It came out endorsed thus : “ The inspectorship of the makhxen.” Frura that
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“ post 1 mounted to the vizirate."— Ibn Kizoghli continues thus : "My grandfa-

“ thcr, Abii 'l-Faraj, relates, in his Munlazim, that the vizir begged of God to die a

" martyr and, every time he found an opportunity of risking his life for the faith,

" he encountered the danger. On Saturday, the 12th ot the first Juiuada, 560 (27 1

h

*• March, A. D. 1165), he was in good health. That night, he went to bed per-

“ fectly well, but, at day-break, he had a fit of vomiting and sent for a doctor. This

" man attended him and gave him a draught which, some say, was poisonous,

" and he died. About six months afterwards, this doctor drank poison and

" then said repeatedly : ' That which I gave to drink has been given to me 1’ till

"he died.”— (Ibn al-Jauzi) says, in the Munlazim : " On the night of the vizir's

" death, I was sleeping, with my companions, on the roof of the house, and I had a

" dream in which, raethought, I was in the palace of the vizir and that he was there

" seated. A man came in with a javelin in his hand and struck him with it between

“ the unthtdn (18), so that the blood gushed out like a fountain and struck the (op-

“ posile) wall. I then turned round and, seeing a gold ring lying on the ground,

“
I look it up and said : ‘ To whom must I give it?' ( The answer wat ;)* Wait till a

" * servant come forth and to him give it.' On awaking, I related the dream to

“ my companions and had scarcely finished when a man came up and said : * The
" ' vizir is dead.’ One of those who were present exclaimed : ‘That is impossible I I

" ‘ left him, yesterday evening, in the very best health.’ Another man then came

“ and confirmed the news. The son of the vizir ordered me to wash the corpse. 1

“ began to do so and, on lifting up the arm in order to wash the magftdbin,"—by this

word are designated the folds made by certain parts of the body, the armpits, for in-

stance; its singular is maghbin ;— " the ring fell from the hand to the ground and,

“ on seeing it, I marvelled greatly, by reason of my dream. Whilst washing the

“ corpse, I remarked on the face and on the body spots which denoted that he had

“ been poisoned. When the bier was brought out, all the shops in Baghdad were

" closed and not a single inhabitant but accompanied the funeral. The prayer was

“ said over the corpse in the Mosque of the Citadel (Jdme 'l-Kasr) and interred in

“ the college (madrasa) founded by the vizir himself, but of which even the ruins

" have now disappeared. A number of poets composed elegies on his death.”

End of Ibn al-Jauzi' s recital.—The author of the history of this vizir states that the

cause of bis death was a sudden predominance of phlegm over his natural tempera-

ment. Having gone out to hunt with (the lihalifj al Mustanjid, he took a laxative
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draught which was not sufficient to operate the evacuation of the phlegm. On

Friday, ihe 6th of the first Jumada, he rode back to Baghdad, supported on the sad-

dle [by tenants), and went to his pew in the mosque, where he attended the public

prayer. After that, he returned to his house and, at the hour of Ihe morning prayer,

he had a recurrence of the attack and swooned away. The waiting-maids screamed

out, hut he recovered and told them to be silent. His son, Izz ad-Din Abu Abd

Allah Muhammad, who was his lieutenant in the vizirship, being informed of what

had passed, hastened to see him and said, on entering into the room : “ The ustdd

“ ad-d&r [mayor of the palace) has sent different persons to know the cause of the

outcry.’’—This ustdd bore the names of Abil ’l-Faraj Muhammad and the surname

of Ibn Maslama
; he was the son of Abd Allah, the son of Hibat Allah, the son of al-

Muzaffar, the son of the Rdis ar-Ruwasd (rol. 111. p. 48).—“ The vizir smiled (on

“ hearing these words), notwithstanding his slate of suffering, and pronounced

these lines

:

•* How many are those who, in their folly, will rejoice at my death and wield the sword with

" tyranny after my decease. If they, poor fellows I were aware of the evils which shall befal them

“ when I am gone, they would die before me.

“ He then swallowed a draught which brought on an evacuation, afler which, he

“ called for water to make the ablution preparatory to prayer. He said the prayer

“ in a sitting posture and made the prostration, but, as he continued for a conside-

“ cable time without sitting up, the attendants shook him and perceived that he was

" dead. The imam
(khalif) al-Mustanjid, being informed of this event, gave orders

“ for his burial.’’ Aim ad-Din left two sons, Izz ad-Din Muhammad, him of whom

mention has been just made, and Sharaf ad-Din Abh 'l-Walid al-Muzaffar. As for

his birth, Abu Abd Allah Ibn al-Kadisi [col. 1. p 290) states, in his History of the

Vizirs, that this vizir, according to his own declaration, was born in the year

497 (A. D. 1103-4). One [of his contemporaries) said :
“ I saw him in a dream,

“ subsequently to his death, and asked him in what slate he was? He replied :

“ Vie are asked concerning our state, after undergoing a change of state and being for ever

“ concealed from sight We have obtained a double reward for what we wrought in Tiew of

“ our own salvation, and we found that the good we did to others was selected
(
and put aside

“ as the best)."

When the news of his death reached the mayor of the palace, Adud ad-Din Ibn al-
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Muzaflar, the poet Sibt Ibn at-Taawizi was present. He was a mawla to the Muzaf-

far family, his father Nushtikin having beena mamluk (while slave)
to one of its mem-

bers. It was the son who changed the name of Nushtikin into that of Abd Allah.

Ibn at-Taawizi, wishing to ingratiate himself with Adud ad-Din who, to his know-

ledge, was not on good terms with the vizir, extemporized these lines :

People told me that the vizir was dead : “ Come," said they, “ let us weep tor Abd '1-Muzaf-

“ (ar Taliya.” I replied : “ That is for me the slightest of misfortunes and afflictions, since

Ibn al -Muzaflar [Adud nd-l)in) is alive 'yahya).
"

Another individual, whose name I do not now recollect, but who was a poet of

some celebrity, pronounced these verses (on the tame event) :

O Lord! the noble
(
Yahya) Ihn ttubaira is dead and Yahya Ibn Jaafar (19) is alive! With

one Yahya have disappeared all meritorious and princely qualities, but, with the other Yahya

lives (yahya) every folly and every vice.

My intention (in relating these anecdotes
)

is to show how numerous were the me-

rits of Ibn llubaira, and 1 have prolonged this article for the purpose of attaining

that object.—1 remarked in Abu T-Khatlab Ibn Dihya’s (eol. II. p. 384) work, the

k'iidb an-Nibrds
f>

tdrtkh khulafd bant ’1-AbbAs (the book of the lamp, on the history of

the Abbaside khalifs), an error which I am anxious to point out, lest those who read

that book may suppose the author’s statement to be correct. In speaking of the khalif

al-Muklafi Lillah, he has something to this effect : “ That khalif was highly fortu-

" nate in possessing such a vizir as Abu ’I-Muzaffar Aim ad-Din Yahya Ibn Muham-

“ mad Ibn Hubaira, who was a descendant of the great emir Abu Ilafs Omar Ibn

“ Hubaira, whose transcendent merit, loudly celebrated by all historians, was trans-

“ mitted to his grandson Aun ad-Din.” He then relates something highly honora-

ble for Omar Ibn Hubaira, who was governor of the two Iraks under the Omaiyides.

Ibn Dihya thought that the vizir of whom we have here spoken was a descendant of

that emir. I was greatly surprised at his making such a mistake : the vizir drew his

origin from the progenitor of the tribe of Shaiban, as we have already shewn at the

beginning of this article, and the emir belonged to the tribe of Fazara, as will be

seen in our article on his son Yazid ; and wide is the difference between Shaiban

and Faz&ra. The author was, no doubt, led into this error by finding in the genea-

logy of the vizir an Omar Ibn Hubaira, which person he took for the emir. Such
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a fault, coming from a man like Ibn Diliya, is not to be pardoned ; for he was a hA/iz

[knowing by heart traditional information) and should have been well acquainted with

general biography. The mistake is evident, but, to err is in the lot of humanity.

—Most of the persons whose names occur in this article have been already men-

tioned in this
(
biographical

)
history and have, each of them, a separate article, but

we have not spoken of az-Zabidi. This shaikh was a man of great influence, an ac-

tive reformer of manners (20) and a person whose society was always profitable to the

vizir. As I have not mentioned him in thiswork, 1 feel it my duty to direct towards

him the reader's attention, fora man like him should not be passed over, lie ar-

rived in Baghdad A. H. 509 (A. I). 1115-6) and died in the month of the first Kabi

555 (March-April, A. D. 1160). Abu Abd Allah lbn an-Najjar (oof. 1. p. 11) says,

in his llistory of Baghdad :
“ He was born at Zahid (in Yemen

) , on Uie eve of Wed-

“ nesday, the 22nd of Muharram, 460 (3rd December, A. D. 1067); he died on

** Monday, the 1st of the first llabi, 555 (lllh March, A. D. 1160), and was buried

•' in the cemetery adjoining the Djame (or mosque

)

of al-Mansur at Baghdad."—As

for the verse of the poet: •• 0 lord I the noble [Yahya) Ibn Hubaira is dead and Yahya

'* lbn Jaafar is alive;’
-

the last words refer to Abu ’l-Fadl Yahya Ibn Abi '1-Kasim

Obaid Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Moammar lbn Jaafar, surnamed Zairn ad-bin

[the champion of the faith) . lie was appointed inspector of the Jllakhzen in the month

of the latter JumAda, 542(0cl.-Nov. A. D. 1147), and remained in office till the year

567 (A. D. 1171). He was appointed vizir on the dismissal of Abu ’1-Faraj lbn al-

M Liza (Tar (21) and occupied that post till his death. His conduct entitled him to

praise and gratitude, and he was a friend to men of learning. His birth took place

at Baghdad after the last evening prayer of Thursday, the 29th Safar, 511 (2nd July,

A. b. 1117). He died in Baghdad on the 20lh of the first Rabi, 570 (19th October,

A. b. 1174), and was interred in a mausoleum
(
turbo) which he had erected for

himself in the Uarbiya cemetery.

(1) See towards the end of this article.

(2) The names of the olftces mentioned in this paragraph are here rendered by their probable signiiication

;

as we do not yet possess any precise information respecting the internal administration of the khalifate in its

latter days.

(3) Ildegls was governor of Arr&n and Adarbaij&n. He and a number of other emirs revolted against the

sultan Mastid, marched towards Baghdad, defeated the khalifs troops and committed all sons of atrocities.

They then asked and obtained the khalifs pardon, retired and spread ravage and devastation overall the coun-

tries through which they passed.—(Ibn aUAthlrs KAmil; Mirkbond.)
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(4) The meaning of the text is doubtful.

(5) The TAj, or crown, was a pavilion adjoining the palace of the khalifs at Baghdad. — See M. de Sacy’s

Chrestomathie AraLt
,
tome I, page 74. It was in it that the khalif appeared in state, on the days of solemn

audience.

(6) Those verses are given in the UamAta, page The commentator, ai-Tibrtxi, says that they were

composed by a native ol Medina in honour of Amr Ibn Said Ibn al-AAsi, who, as we learn by the Nvj&m, was

put to death, in the year 69 (A. D. t»88-9) by the jDmaiyide khalif, Ahd al-Malik Ibn Marw&n. Ibrahim as-

Sdli could not have composed this piece, for he died A. H. 243 (A. I). 857) and was not a native of Medina.

(7) The life of Ibn as-Sikklt, the author of the IslAh al-Mantik, is given in this volume.

(8) I read : Mali mild Sh&h; see vol. Ill, p. 234.

(9) The copyists and editors, not having well understood this piece, have given it very incorrectly. In the

third line, I read : Ij'JaH and, in the fourth, but with doubt,

(10) Korda, sur, 34, verse 10.

(11) The meaning of this is explained in the next verse.

(It) Ahmad Ibn al-Kdsim, surnamed al-Kddi ar-Rashld, was a native of Sicily, from which country he re-

moved to Egypt. lie died A. II. 546 (A. D. 1131-2).—(History of Me kAdis of Misr; ms. of the Bibl. imp.,

ancien foods, n» 691.)

(18)

Literally : they described thee.

(14) 1 suppose that the poet wrote j “ are wide," instead of “ are light,” as thick ankles

were probably not considered to be a point of beauty. — By the word anklets are meant the bracelets worn

on the ankles by Mosliro ladies. These ornaments Are of a crescent shape and as thick as the thumb. They

are hollow inside and contain a little ball of metal which, as it rolls about, makes a clinking sound.

(15) Tab&la was a village on the road leading from Mekka to Yemen; akJara lay probably at a great dis-

tance from that place.

(16) That is : the surface of the water was wrinkled with waves. “ The breeze has changed the water into

** a coat of mail," said al-Motamid Ibn Abb&d to Ibn Arnm&r, in one of his sportive moods. See Dozy's His-

totre des Musulmans (fEspagne, t. IV, p. 139.

(17) See introduction to the second volume.

(1 8) I'ntMdn (the two testicles). It is difficult to conceive how such a wound could be inflicted. Did the

author mean to write thidkln (the two nipples)!

(19) The author speaks of this person at the end of the present article.

(20) See vol. ill, p. 216, note (5). The arabic expression is : to command what is laudable and forbid what

is reprehensible.

(21) The same who was mayor of the palace. See page 125.
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IBN ZABADA

Abu Tdlib Yahya Ibn Abi ’l-Faraj Said Ibn Abi ’l-Kasim tlibat Allah Ibn Ali Ibn

Zabada las-Shaihani
(
belonging to the Arabic tribe of Shaibdn) was a kdtib [writer in

a government office) and a munslii [a drawn up of official dispatches). Uis family

belonged to Wasit, but Baghdad was the place of his birth, of his residence and of

Bis death. lie bore the surname of Kiwam ad-Din
(
support of religion) or, according

to another statement. Amid ad-Din (cofutnn ofreligion). Eminent in rank and in ta-

lent, he obtained the highest reputation as a kdtib, a munehi and an arithmetician
;

besides which,*he possessed some skill in jurisprudence, dogmatical theology, the fun-

damentals [of law) and other sciences. As a versifier, he displayed great talent.

When a student, he attended the lessons of Abu Mansur al-Jawaliki (oof. III. p. 498.)

and studied Koran-reading under the tuition of that professor and of his successors.

He learned Traditions under some of the teachers and, from his early youth till the

time of his death, he filled
(
successively

)

a number of places in the service of the DivAn

(the government of the khalif). His epistles are remarkable for the graces of their

style, the elegance of their thoughts, the beauty of their ornaments and the delicacy

of their allusions. In drawing up dispatches, he paid more attention to the ideas

than to the cadence
; his letters are elegant, his thoughts just, his poetry good and

his merits are so conspicuous that they need not be described. Being nominated di-

rector of the office which administered [the cities of) Basra, Wasit and al-IIilla, he

continued to fill that post till the month of Muharraro, 575 (June-July, A. D. 1 179),

when he was recalled from Wasit and appointed to act as hdjib (chamberlain) at the

Nuba door (1) and to render justice in all cases of appeal to the sovereign (2). In

the mouth of the first llabi, 577 (July-August, A. D. 1181), he was dismissed from

all these offices and, in the month of the first JuinSda, 582 (July-Aug. 1186), he

was restored to them again. When the mayor of the palace
(
Ostdd ad-Ddr) Majd ad-

Din Abu '1-Fadl Hibat Allah Ibn Ali Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan,

generally designated by the surname of Ibn as-Sihib, was pul to death (by order of

khalif an-Wdn’r), which event occurred on Saturday, the 19th of the first Rabi,

583(29lh May, A. D. 1187), Ibn Zab&da was appointed to succeed him. In the

vol. iv. 17
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year 585 (A, D. 1189-90), he was dismissed from office and scnl back lo Wasit

where he remained till (he month of Ramadan, 592 (August, A. D. 1196), and

was then recalled (fo Baghdad). On Monday, the 22nd of Ramadan, he was ap-

pointed director of (he official correspondence and obtained again the inspectorship

of the board of government grants (mukdtadi), which places he held till his death.

His conduct was exemplary and the line of life which he followed most praise-

worthy. He was particularly careful in fulfulling his religious duties, and trans-

mitted down a few Traditions. A great quantity of his prose writings and poeti-

cal compositions has been written down under his dictation by different persons.

One of these pieces is as follows :

In times of tronble, the worthless arc raised to such eminence that the affliction is general.

When tranquil water is agitated, the dregs rise from the bottom.

fiy (he same :

People never find me more firm than when I am in the power of sodden misfortunes. It ia

thus that the snn does not display all his force till he euters into the mane (3) of the Lion.

In the following verses, written by him to al-Mustanjid, he compliments that kha-

lif on the arrival of the festival day (the lOlh Z&'l-Hijja) :

Glorious prince! thy elevation is so great that our felicitations cannot reach thee; it is we who
should obtain felicitations, reposing, as we do, under the shelter of thy favour. Thou art time

(good fortune) itself; the day of the festival is a part of time, and it is not the custom to com-

pliment time on tlx arrival of the festival.

By the same :

If you aspire to command, act uprightly
; then, even if von wish to reach the heavens, you

will succeed. The ali/ (1), one of the written letters of the alphabet, is placed at the head of

the others because it is upright.

By the same :

Envy not those who are vizirs, even though they obtain from their sovereigns, by the favour

of fortune, more than they ever expected. Know that a day will come when the solid earth shallsink

from under them as it used to sink before them through awe. Aaron, the brother and partner

of Moses, would not have been seized by the beard (1), bod he notbeen (/its brother'») vizir.
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To Ibn Zabada belonged every sort of elegant ideas. He left a diwdn (or collec-

tion
)
of epistles; I saw a copy of it in my native place, but am unable to insert here

any of its contents, as I cannot call them to mind. Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

Said ad-l)ubaithi (oof. III. p. 102) says, in his History :
“ Abu Talib Yaliya Ibn Said

•• Ibn Hibat Allah,
1 '— meaning Ibn Zabada, — “ recited to me from memory the

“ following lines which, as he told me, had been repeated to him by Abu Baler

“ Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Arrajani (cob l. p. 134) :

The eyes of that maiden had their attention divided [between two objects), whilst she was

bewildered at departing and afflicted by the coming of the caiuels, which was announced to her by

the burden of the driver's song. With one eye, she answered my salutation and, with the other,

she watched the looks of the jealous spies. Seeing around her persons ready to denounce her,

she suppressed her tears and withdrew into the asylum of her tent. On the morning in which

I hade them farewell, whilst tears flowed from my eyes and my mind was troubled at being sepa-

rated from my companions, the reflection of those tears appeared on her cheeks, and (our foes)

were jealous, thinking that she wept at my weeping.

When Ibn Zabada was dismissed from the inspectorship of Wiisit, Ihe poet, Abu

'l-Ghanaim Muhammad Ibn Ali, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Mual-

lim (»o/. III. p. 168), wrote to him these lines :

When the rains refused to moisten the earth, you poured upon mankind the showers of your

liberality. You were not removed from the province for a motive which might expose you to

depreciation and neglect
; but, when the torrents of your generosity seemed ready to overw helm

the land, they sent yon away, in order to save the country from a deluge.

Al-Wajih Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib, generally known by

the name of Ibn Suwaid, and who was a mcrchand of Takrit, related to me the fol-

lowing anecdote ; “ The shaikh Multi ad-Din Abd '1-Muzaflar Yusuf, who was the

•' son of Jamal ad-Din Abb '1-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (bo I. II. p. 96), the celebrated hi-

“ fix and preacher, was sent from Baghdad on an embassy to the court of d-Malik

*• al-Aadil Ibn al-Malik al-Kamil Ibn Aiyub (oof. III. p. 235), who was then reigning

“
in Egypt. Al-Malik as-S&lih Najm ad-Din Aiyub, the brother of al-Malik al-Aa-

“ dil, was at that time detained as a prisoner in the fortress of al-Karak.”—I have

already spoken of this in the article on al-Kami) (bo/. III. p. 246).—“ When Multi

“ ad-Din passed through Damascus, on his return to Baghdad, I happened to be

“ there and went to visit him with the shaikh Asil ad-Din Abu 'l-Fudl Abbas Ibn

Olhnvan Ibn Nabhan al-Irbili (a nalice of Arbela), who was then chief of the
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“
(
corporation of) merchants. We sal down and, in llie conversation which en-

“ sued, he (Multi ad-Din) said :
4

I prevailed on al-Malik an-Nasir Dawud, the lord

“ ‘ of al-Karak, to swear that lie would not allow al-Malik as-Salih to leave the pri-

“ 4 son, unless an order came to that effect from al-Malik al-Addil.’ On this,

“ al-Asil said to him Tell me, masterl did you do so by the order of the August

“ 4 Divan (the khalif * government) V Mulii ad-Din answered : • Was any authorisa-

“ * tion necessary for making such a demand? The welfare of the public required

44 ‘ me to do so; but you, Asil! are an old fellow (5).’ To this, our master (af-drfl)

" replied It is true; 1 am an old fellow, and know not what 1 say ; but 1 shall re-

“ • late to your Worship an event which has some analogy to this and which 1 know
44 4

to be very curious.’— • Let us hear it’ ; said Muhi ad-Din. Al-Asil then spoke

“ as follows Ibn Itais ar’Ruwasa (6), being director of the administration at Wa-
** * sit, was bound to send (to Baghdad), every month, the sum of thirty thousand

“ ‘ dinars [£. 13,000 , as the contribution of Wasil, and the custom was that no de-

44 ‘ lay, not even of a single day, should be allowed. On one of these months, he

“ * was unable to make up the sum and, feeling uneasy on the subject, he consulted

“ 4
his ttdibs (lieutenants). They replied There, my Lordl is lbn Zabada who is

“ * indebted (to the administration) for many times that sum ; call him to an account

44 4 and he will make up to you over and above what you have to send off.’ He. in

** * consequence, sent for Ibn Zabada and said to him Why do you not pay (your

“ 4
taxes) like the others?’ Ibn Zabada answered that he had a note in the khalif al-

“ 4 Ulustanjid’s handwriting, dispensing him from paying. ' Have you a note in

44 4 the khalif an-Nasir’ s handwriting?’ said the other.’ I have not,’ replied Ibn

“ 4 Zabada. ‘ Be off!’ said Ibn Rais ar-Ruwasa, ‘ and bring here what you owe.’

44 4 Ibn Zabada answered :
4

1 care for nobody and shall bring nothing!’ He then

44 4 stood up and walked out of the room. The naibs then said to their master :

4 4 4 You possess the two cushions
(
emblems of civil and military authority (?) )

and

44 4 have the right of control over all the government intendants; no one has the

44 4 high hand over you, and who is this man that he should return you such an an-

4 4 4 swer? You would do well to enter by force into his house and seize on all that

44 4
it contains; no one will dare to make any observation.’ In pursuance of their

4 4 4 advice, he ordered boats to be got ready for himself and his soldiers. Ibn Za-

4 4 badu resided at that time on the other side of the river, opposite to Wasit. When
44 4 the boats were brought for lbn R&is ar-Ruwasa and his men, a zebzeb ipr yarn/)
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*• * was seen coming, as if from Baghdad. When he perceived il, he said : ‘ This

“ ‘ zebieb must be coming on an aiTair of importance; let us see what it may be;

“ * after that we shall resume what we are about. As the boat drew near, some of

• the khaliFs servants who were in it cried oul : * Kiss the ground ! kiss the

“ '.ground I’ He obeyed, and they handed to him a notification
[
muldlaa

)

contain-

“ 1 ing this order: ‘ We send you a robe of honour and an inkstand for Ibn Zabada;

“
* place the robe on your head, hold Ihc inkstand to your breast, and go on foot

' to him ; clothe him in the robe and send him off to us, in order that he may be

“ ‘ our vizir.’ He put the robe on his head, held the inkstand against his bosom and

** * went off on foot. When he met Ibn Zabilda, he recited to him this verse :

“ * Whilst a great man is living, people hope in him and fear him ; but no one knows what is

“ ‘ concealed in futurity.

“ * He then began to make excuses and received this answer: * No blame on you

“ • for to-day.’ Ibn Zabada then embarked in the yaw l and set off for Baghdad. No
** * other example is known of a person's having had thevizirate sent to him. When
•• * he arrived, the first thing he did was to dismiss Ibn Rais ar-Ruwasil from the

“ ‘ inspectorship of Wasit, saying that he was not fit for such an office. Now,’ said

“ * al-Asil, * who can assure your Worship that al-Malik as-Salih will not get out

“ * of prison and obtain the throne? You may then be sent to him as an ambassa-

" ‘ dor, and how will you be able to look him iu the face without blushing?’ Mulii

'• ad-Din answered him by this line :

“ ( That will happen) when the two gatherers of acacia-berries shall return, and when Ku-
" laib shall be raised from the dead for the tribe of WSil (7).

“ Very soon after, al-Malik as-Salih got out of the prison of al-Karak, obtained

“ the government of Egypt, and then happened what happened. I was in Misr,
”

said al-Wajih, " when Huhi ad-Din came there as ambassador to al-Malik al-Aadil,

“ but this prince having been arrested (by his officers), was replaced by al-Malik as-

“ Salih. Muht ad-Din went forth to compliment the latter; of that I was an eye-

witness.”—It was in these terms that al-Wajih related to me the anecdote, but it

contains a mistake, committed either by him or by al-Asil : Ibn Zabada was never

appointed vizir; he filled no other places than those which I mentioned at the be-

ginning of this article
; so, if the narration be true, the thing happened when he was
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sent for to act as munshi. God knows the truth I Ibn ad-Dubaithi says : “I asked

•« Abu Tulib Ibn Zabada when he was horn, and he answered : On Tuesday, the

•* 25lh of Safar, 522 (1st March, A. D. 1128). lie died on the eve of Friday, the

“ 27th of ZO ’1-IIijja, 594 (30th October, A. D. 1198). The funeral service was

•• said over him in the mosque of the Castle, at Baghdad, and he was interred near

** the mausoleum of Musa Ibn Jaafar (eo/. 111. p. 463).”— Zabdda means a bit of

zabdd (eieet), which is a perfume made use of by women.

(t) Tho state entrance of the khalifs palarn at Baghdad was called the Tdj. It was death for whoever dared

to tread on the sill-storm of that door.

(4)

See vol. I, p. »4fi, note (i4).

(3) One of the lunar mansions is called the mane of the Lion.

(4) According to the Kordn, sur. 80, verse 95, Mose-s seized Lin brother Aaron by the bean!, because he had

suffered the Israelites to set up the golden calf.

(5) Literally : "You are TAreh that is : You are as old as TAreh ! by which name Arabic historians de-

signate Terah
t
the father of Abraham.

(6) This name signifies : the son of the chief of chiefs. See vol. Ill, p. 48.

(7) For the meaning of this verse, which became proverbial, sea Frrytag’s Meidanii Provtrbia
,

t. I, p. lil.

YAHYA IBN N1ZAR

Abu "1-Fadl Yahya Ibn Niiar Ibn Said al-Mnnbeji (a native of Slanbej), is mention-

ed, in these terms, by the hflftz Abu Saad Abd ai-Karim Ibn as-Saraani [vol. 11.

p. 156), in the Zail, a work which was composed os a supplement to the Khatib's

History of Baghdad (eoi. /. p. 75) : “ He composed poetry in a natural and unalTect-

“ ed style, and wrote down for me some of bis verses. When I asked him the dale

“ of his birth, he answered :
4 In the month of Muharram, 486 (February, A. D.

“ 4
1093), at Manbej.” The sameaulhor then givessome of his pieces, one of which

is as follows

:

There was a clear-complciioned youth, the line of whose izar (1) augmented the trouble and
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die cares of bis admirers. Oceans of beauty undulate in bis checks and cast ambergrit (i)

upon their shores. Youth lets its waters Dow over his checks, so that the borders of those

streamlets produce myrtle (3).

It has come into my mind that there arc things to be criticized in this piece : The

poet says, in the second verse, that oceans of beauty undulate in his cheeks ; why

(hen does he say, in the third verse, that youth lets its waters flow over them? What

congruity is there between the water of youth and oceans of beauty? Not content

with committing that fault, he represents the water as flowing in streamlets, that is

to say, in rivulets; but rivulets are not to be placed on a line with oceans. In the

same verse, he compares the tzdr to ambergris; why then, in the third, does he as-

similate it to myrtle? It is true tlmt poets, when they seek for objects to which the

izdr may be compared, have the custom of designating it as ambergris or as myrtle,

but they never bring both together in the same piece. At the time in which 1 stu-

died polite literature, I heard two verses recited which pleased me much; they are by

an author whose name I could not learn, and run thus :

O thou who reproaches! me with admiring one whose cheeks are encircled with an tzar!

know that the fertile and the sterile soils are not to be compared. A sea of beauty undulates

on those cheeks and casts ambergris upon its shores.

In the beginning of the year 672 (July-August, A. D. 1273], a volume of the work

entitled as-Sail wa 's-Zail and composed by the kdlib Imad ad-Din al-Ispahani as a

supplement to his Khartda tal-Kasr (vol. 111. p. 303), fell into my hands. In it I

found an article on Yahya Ibn Nizar al-Manbrji in which is introduced a piece of ten

verses composed by him in praise of the sultan Nfir ad-I)in Mahmud Ibn Zinki

(vol. 111. p. 338). As that piece contains the second of the two verses just mention-

ed, I perceived that Ihc person who versified the idea contained in the second of

the three verses above given was the author of those which are inserted in the

Sail. Soon after, I received a visit from my friend Jamal ad-f)in Abu 'l-Mahasin

Yusuf Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the surname of al-H4fiz al-Yaghmdri, and,

in the course of our conversation, mention was made of the two verses. On this, he

observed that the author of them was Imad ad-Din Abu ’l-Manakib Husam Ibn Ghozzi

Ibn Yunus al-Mahatli
(
a nulke of al-Uahalla in Egypt) who had settled in Damascus.

“ I heard him recite them," said he, “ and he mentioned that they were of his own

“ composing.'
1—“ Nay," said I,

" the verse containing the idea
(
tchich we have re-
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marked] was composed bj Yahya lbn Miziir jat-Manbeji ; Iraad ad-Din al-Halialli

“ may hate made the first verse for the purpose of introducing the other as a cita-

“ lion, as is customary in some cases; but he should have indicated that it was a

“ citation, lest those who read them both might suppose it to be his. Observe that

“ the first verse is not in the piece which Yahya al-Manbeji composed in honour of

“ Nur ad-Din.”—At a later period, il struck me that al-Mahalli’s piece also was liable

to censure ; in the verse which prepares the way for the other he says that fertile anil

steril grounds are not to he compared. Now, these qualities depend upon the pre-

sence or the absence of vegetation. Then, in the next verse, he assimilates the izdr

to ambergris; hut what analogy is there between plants and ambergris? The man-

ner of introducing the second verso is therefore faulty. This critical remark is si-

milar to that already made on the piece which consists in three verses.—A number

of persons recited to me two (of/ier) verses composed by al-lmail al-Mahalli and which

I here give :

They said lo me :
“ The hair sporii with the cheeks of the youth whom you admire and

I answered :
“ That is not a defect. The glowing coal of bis chock has burned the ambergris

* 1 of his beauty-spot, and the smoke arising from it lias formed the izdr.
"

The idea then crossed my mind that the same critical remark which 1 made on the

other verses was applicable to these also. Observe that the poet, when told of the

hair’s sporting with the youth’s checks, does not disapprove of it, hut says : That is

not a defect. He therefore admits dial the hair was an excellent thing in its kind.

Why then does he say in the next verse that the glowing coal of the cheek has burn-

ed the ambergris, etc. and that the izdr was formed of the smoke? What analogy

is there between the smoke of ambergris and hair? To express the thought cor-

rectly, he should have said to those who spoke to him : That is not hair but the smoke

of ambergris.—I had at Aleppo a friend and fellow-student named Aun ad-Din Abu

’r-Rabia Suiaiman lbn Baha ad-Din Abd al-Majid al-Ajami, who was a native of that

city. He composed two verses in which he came near to the idea above mentioned

and which I insert here :

When the flame of his cheek appeared lo my eyes, my heart flew into it like a moth (into a

candle]. Burnt by that flame, it formed a beauty-spot aud ihere, on the borders (0/ the cheek),

is the trace of the smoke.

Here the idea is well brought out and cannot incur a censure similar lo the pre-
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ceding, but (he poet has fallen into another fault which deserves to be taken up : he

represents Ihe izdr as thcsmokc resulting from the burning of Ihe heart, whereas,

al-Imad al-Mahalli called it Ihe smoke of Ihe ambergris of the beauty-spot ; now,

there is certainly a wide difference between the two kinds of smoke; one smells

sweetly and the other badly.—Our article on Abd Allah Jhn Sara ash-Shantartni

(vol. II. p. 59) contains two verses in which that poet has expressed a very original

idea
;
he says :

t
•

(/ think of her) whose waist was so slender and the borders (lineaments) of whose beauty

so tender (delicate), that my heart was filled with a tender passion. It was not an izdr which

clothed her cheek but rather a tint cast upon it by the dark pupils of (our) eyes (4).

The original source of all the pieces of this cast is n poem in which the lidtib Abu

ishak Ibrahim as-SAbi speaks of his page Yumn, who was of a swarthy complexion.

We have already given it [vol. I. p. 32), hut we reproduce here what relates to our

subject

:

Thou hast a face which my right hand seems to have traced, and words which dreieve my
hopes. In it is the image of the full moon, but over it have been cast the shades of night.

The thought contained in Aun ad-Din's two verses comes near to that which is

expressed in the following lines, composed by Abu ’1-llusain Ahmad Ibn Munir at-

Tarablusi (vol. I. p. 140) :

Think not that the mole upon her cheek is a tear of blood fallen from my eyes. It was pro-

duced by a burning coal from the Gre iu my heart; immersed in that (cheek), it was extin-

guished and then rose to the surface.

I have here digressed from my subject and discoursed rather diffusely, but my ob-

servations are not devoid of utility.—Abu Saad as-Samani says also (in the tcork

above cited) :
l * Yahya Ibn Nizar al-Manheji recited to me the following verses and

“ gave them as his own :

" Had she turned away from me through coquetry or through disapprobation, I should still

11 hope to gain her alTection and should forgive her. But, if she rejects me through satiety,

*
' I cannot hope to make her relent ; it is difficult to mend a glass, once it is broken.

”

He (Yahya Ibn Nizdr) left oilier fine pieces of verse and expressed (
therein

)

many

vol. tv. 18
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elegant ideas. The historical annals compiled by (Aftf ad-D(n) Abu '1-Faraj Sa-

daka lbn al-Husain Ibn al-Iladdad (5) contain a passage to this effect :
** On the eve

“ of Friday, the Glh of Zu ‘1-Uijja, 554 (19lh Dec. A. D. 1159), Yabya lbn ISizar

“ al-Manbedji died at Baghdad and was buried in the Wardiya cemetery. It is said

“ that he felt a weight {or obstruction
)
in one of his cars and called in an administra-

“ tor of Iheriac (a i/uack-doclor
)
to treat him. This operator sucked his ear and

“ drew out of it a portion of the brain ; that was the cause of the patient’s death.”

As-Samani says that he was the brother of Abit ’1-Ghanuim, the famous merchant.

Of the latter he gives an account in a separate article of the Zail, and praises him

highly.— [mad ad-Din al-Mahalli was an elegant and refined literary scholar, if we

may judge from the anecdotes told of him. lie left some good poetry, consisting of

short pieces only, and no kastdas. He knew by heart the Mukdmas (of al-Barlri,

tec vol. II. p. 490), and explained their difficulties. His death took place at Da-

mascus, on the eve of Wednesday, the 14th of the first Rabi, 629 (9th January,

A. D. 1232). He was buried in the Sufi cemetery. His birth is placed, by estima-

tion, in the year 560 (A. D. 1164-5). His early youth was passed at al-Mahalla and,

from that place, he drew his surname. The denomination under which he was ge-

nerally known was that of Ibn al-Jamal. — I found among my rough notes, and in

my own handwriting, two verses attributed to Wajilt ad-Din Abu '1-Ilasan Ali Ibn

Yahya lbn al-Uasan Ibn Ahmad, generally known by the surname of Ibn az-Zarawi

(tol. II. p. 555) the poet. Here they are :

Her izur is the smoke of the aloes- wood of her beiuty-spot; her saliva, the water of the ro-

ses of her cheek.

I then found the following verses attributed to Ibn Sana al-Mulk (col. lll.p. 589),

but they belong, in reality, to Asaad lbn al-Mammaii (vol. I. p. 192)

:

A brunette who surpasses all others in complexion, in shape and in the sweetness of her lips.

Her breath is the vaponr arising from the aloes-wood of her beauty-spot, and her saliva is the

rose-water of her check. Were the moon to write her a letter of compliments, the signature

would be “ Your humble servant."

1 found the following lines attributed to an inhabitant of Aleppo called Muhaddab

ad-Din Abit Nasr Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Khidr, generally

known by the surname of Ibn al-Burhan at-Taberi; be was a native of Taberislin,

a calculator and an astronomer :
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Her wabtt was slender, the radiance ofher face dazzling and her aspect charming to the eye.

With the Gre other cheek she heated the ambergris of her beauty-spot and, from the smoke of

that ambergris, resulted the iidr.

I then perceived that al-Mah&lli had borrowed his idea from one or the other of

those persons just mentioned.

(1) For the meaning of this word, I refer to the first volatile. Introduction, p. IEm.
(1) The word ambergris ia often employed as tbe synonym of ixdr,

(t) See introduction to vol. I. p. xxxvi.

(4) In the translation already given of ibis piece and the following, the meaning has been so much softened

down and disguised, that the observations here made by our aotbor do not apply to them. It was therefore

necessary to render them more literally.

(a) See vol. I. p. 190.

YAHYA TBit AL-JARRAH

Abu 'l-Husain Yahya Ibn Abi Ali Mansur Ibn al-Jarrah Ibn al-Husain Ibn Mu-

hammad ibn Dawud Ibn al-Jarrih, a native of Egypt, —this addition to tbe genea-

logy I found in the handwriting of a literary scholar, but am unable to certify its exao

titude, and consider the first (Unit of the chain) as the surest,— was surnaraed Taj ad-

Dln (crown of the religion). During a long time he was employed as a writer (Adtift)

in the correspondance office, under the government of Egypt. He wrote a great deal

and in a beautiful hand. His talents, literary acquirements and varied information

were of tbe highest order; his natural genius was fine, his poetry charming and his

letters elegant. He heard Traditions in the frontier city of Alexandria, where he

had for teachers the hdfiz Abu Tahir as-Silafi (vol. I. p. 86) and AbO ’th-Thana

Hammad Ibn Uibat Allah al-Harrani. Traditions were taught also by him to

numerous auditors. An enigma was composed by him, of which the word was

dumluj (^°)> a term serving to designate the object worn by women (the bracelet

which encirclet the ankle or the upper arm). As this riddle is a remarkable thing of

the kind, 1 am induced to insert it here; it is in prose and runs thus :
“ What ia
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*• ihc thing (1), which, by inversion, becomes a stone; its face is a moon; if you

reject it, it lakes patience and goes apart from mankind (or from Ihe skin
) ; if you

“ render it hungry, it will be satisfied with a date-stone; it folds itself around va-

“ cuily; if you glut it, it kisses your foot and becomes the companion of your servants

“ (your shoe-ties) ; if you perfume it, it is lost; if you take it to the bazar, it refuses

to be sold; if you let it be seen, it renders (i(s) possession agreeable (to you) and

“ embellishes Ihc enjoyment (which it procurer you); if you double its second

“ (letter) and reject the finals, it troubles life and renders necessary an alleviation

“ from praying; at the time of the air, it causes anguish, at Ihc fujr, it gives (you)

*' alleviation and repose but, to its good termination is joined a had trace; if you

“ divide it, it prays for you and leaves a thing which, if you are borne upon it,

“ afiiights you, though it aids you to accomplish your wishes, increases your

** wealth and, by means of that which is a help for the poor, brings about for

" you a good result. Receive my salutations.”— Any person, meeting with this

enigma and not knowing the way of solving it, would find great difficulty in

clearing it up; 1 shall therefore give here the elucidations which the subject

requires ; The words : ll'kal ii the thing which, by inccrtion, becomes sa stone indi-

cate the term dumluj Id, in, l,j, bracelet for the ankle or the upper arm), which,

being inverted, gives/, I, m, d [jalmad, stone). The words; whose face is a moon

mean that it is as round as the moon. In the expression : if you reject it, it takes

patience and goes apart from the skin
(
b , sh, r), the word bashar is the plural of

bashara (the skin of the body); now, when it is thrown off, it takes patience and

quits the skin, because it has not the faculty of resisting; it therefore has patience

and leaves the place where it was. If you render it hungry
,

it will be satisfed with

a date-stone (nutco); the word nuwa has two significations, namely, remoteness and

a date-stone. In the provinces of Irak, it is the custom to grind down dale-stones

. with ripe or unripe dates and give them as forage to oxen; but here, the author,

intended to disguise the meaning which he gave to the word: when the dumluj

is taken off the arm or the leg, it may be said to be hungry because its belly (or

tn/crior) is empty, and to be resigned to its nuwa, or removal from the limb of its

owner. People say :
•• Such a one is satisfied with a mitoa,” when be is so poor

that ho cannot procure a morccl to eat and makes up for that by sucking a date-

stone. This is often done by the inhabitants of Ilijaz and of barren countries,

when provisions are scarce. The author of the enigma had these two significations
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in view when he made use of the word nuwa, and, in that, consists the tauriya (or

disguising of ihe true meaning). In the expression: it folds itself around va-

cuity (2), Ihe word khauia means emptiness; and, effectively, when it [the bracelet
)

has its interior empty, it is really klidwi (cacuus). The word glutting, in the

expression : if you glut it, it kisses your foot, means putting it on, for the owner,

when he does so, has filled its interior, and it is then over Ihe foot, as if il was

kissing it In the words: il becomes the companion of your servants, we find also a

tauriya : khadam (servants) is the plural of kliddim and one of those plurals which

occur very rarely. The active participle having the form fdil [which is the type of

the form kliddim) does not take a plurial having the form faal (which the type of

khadamj except in a few cases which are to he learned [not from rules but) by au-

dition; such, for instance as ghdib (absent), hdris
(
gardian

)
and jdmid (solid), of

which the plurals arc ghaiyab, harus and jamad respectively. It is by audition only

that these plurals are to be learned. The same word khadam is also the plural of

khadama, which means the strap bound round the pastern of the camel and to

which is tied the thong which holds the leathern shoe (on the animal's foot). An

ankle-bracclet is called a khadama because it is sometimes made of straps inlaid with

gold and silver. Another plural of khadama is khiddm. The expression : if you

perfume it, it is lost has another meaning which is here disguised
(
though tn-

tended)

:

the word dhda, having for its noun of action dhida, means to be lost, and

signifies, when applied to perfumes, that their odour escapes [and spreads around).

The words : if you take il to the bazar, it refuses to be sold, have here another

meaning: as Ihe word silk signifies not only the place where things arc bought and

sold, but also the legs, [Ihe words which signify ;)
taking il to (he bazar, (mean also)

entering the leg into it: It refuses to be sold, because it is customary not to offer

for sale an object of that kind until it is taken off the leg; we may therefore say

that, before it is taken off, il refuses to be sold. The words : if you let it be seen,

it renders its possession agreeable to you and embellishes the enjoyment [which it

procures you
)
are so clear that they require no explanation (3). If you double its

second (letter), which is the m, and reject the final, you obtain the word dummel

(toil, imposlumc), which troubles life by the pain it gives and therefore renders

necessary an alleviation from (the fatigues of) praying. At the lime of the asr, it

causes anguish; the word asr has a double signification : it designates one of Ihe

(daily) prayers, and is also the noun indicating the action expressed by the verb
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(
atar, to pressj. Hero again is a disguising of the meaning, and such is also

the case with the word fajr which signifies the dawn of day and is, besides, the

noun of action belonging to the verb fajar which signifies to lei flow. When a

man’s tumour is pressed, he feels anguish and trouble, and when he lets the hu-

mour run out of it, he obtains alleviation and repose. Toils good termination u

joined a bad trace; here the author designedly opposes the idea of badness to

that of goodness and, no doubt, the discharge of (he humour is a good thing and

the scar left on the place a bad (or ttglij) one. If you divide it, it prays for you;

that is, if you cut the word dumtuj in two, the first half is dum (endure/), which

is prayer that a man may live long. And leaves a- thing which, if you are borne

upon it, affrights you; what is left is the syllable luj

;

now, the word lujj means the

waves of the sea. In the first case, there is but on j and in (he second, there

are two; but licenses of this kind are pardoned when they occur in enigmas,

conundrums (4J and riddles, and no attention is paid to them. As the sen is a

fearful thing, the author said : if affrights you. It sometimes aids you to accomplish

your wishes, because you arrive by it at the place to which you wished to go ; if

increases your wealth, because people embark for the purpose of trading. And, by

means of that which is a help for the poor, it brings about for you a good result: by

the words : that which is a help for the poor, is meant a ship, in as much as God

said (Koran, sur. 18, verse 78) : but the vessel belonged to tome poor people who

worked upon the sea ; this vessel was therefore a help for them in their need and

kept them from poverty. The word result (ma at) means the manner in which e

thing terminates. God knows how far these explications are right. The word which

signiGes enigma has eight forms : loghz, loghuz, laghz, laghaz, olghnza, loghghusd

and laghuzd.—What we have said here is rather long, but it was requisite that no

doubts should be left in the reader’s mind.— In a collection of pieces drawn up by

a man of talent who was one of my acquaintances, I found two verses attribued to

Yahya lbn al-Jarrah and 1 give them there :

I lift my hand towards my heard, with the intention of plucking oat a white hair; bnt in-

stead of the white one, it lakes ont a black. Since my own hand does not obey my wish, what

must I think of my enemies ? (S)
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616 (16lh October, A. D. 1219). The enemy [the Crusaders under John of Brienne),

whose projects may God always confound I were then besieging that place.

—

Jarrdh

is to be pronounced with a double r preceded by an a .—The enemy took Damiella

on Tuesday, the 27(li of the month just mentioned (7lh November), but God knows

if this dale be right. The Moslims retook it in the month of the latter Jumada, 618

(A. D. July-August, 1221).— I give here a note which I found in the handwriting of

the professor and philologer Muhaddab ad-Din Aim Talib Muhammad Ibn Ali, gene-

rally known by the surname of Ibn al-Khaimi. lie was a native of al-Qilla (in Me-

sopotamia) and had settled in Misr
(
Old Cairo). He says : “ The enemy landed be-

“ fore Damiella on Tuesday, the 12th of the first llabi, 615 (8th June, A. D. 1218);

“ they landed on the eastern bank {of the river) on Tuesday, the 16lh of Zu
•• '1-Kaada, in the same year (3rd February, A. D. 1219). This fortress was

“ taken on Tuesday, the 26th of Shaaban, 616 (6th November, A. D, 1219), and

•• was recovered from them on Wednesday, the 19th ofllajab, 618 (8th September,

" A. D. 1221). From the time of their landing till that of their departure, three

“ years, three months and seventeen days elapsed. It is a remarkable coincidence

“ that they landed on a tuesday, blockaded the town on a tuesday and look it on a

“ tuesday. According to a tradition, God created on a tuesday all things disa-

** greeablc.”

—

Dimydl is a Syrian word; its primitive form was Dhimidl (hLo), with

a point on the d (a), and is derived from Lo, which means the power of ti\e Lord (6).

This seems an allusion to the junction of (he two seas, (hat of fresh water (the Nile)

and that of salt; but God knows best.

(1) Most of tho words employed in this enigma have a double signification, one which is quite obvious hut

not appropriate, and the other, appropriate hut lens generally known. So the expressions of the author are,

in themselves, a tissue of enigmas. The piece itself is a very poor one and not worth tho long commentary

in which Ibn KballikAn takes the trouble ol explaining it.

(t) This idionulical expression, when taken in its usual signification, denotes that a person supports pa-

tiently the sufferings caused by hunger.

(3) This phrase is so far from being clear that most of the copyists did not understand it; they write Jao.

in place of and 0* £UC.S1 in place of

(4) The woid rendered by conundrum is It means in reality, changing the diacriatical points

of a word; the result of which is that the consonants of the word are changed and its meaning also.

(6) This passage, though given in the printed editions, is not to be found in our manuscripts.

(6) The ancient Egyptians called this town Tamiuli and tho Greeks TatnitUhit, The meaning assigned to

this name by our author has nothing to support it.
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IBN MATRL'H

Ahd 'l-IIusain Yahya [bn Isa Ib‘n Ibrahim Ihn al-IIusain Ibn Ali Ibn Hamza lbn

Ibrahim Ibn al-Husain Ibn Matruh, surnamcd Jama) ad-Din
(
beauty of religion) was

a native of Upper Egypt (Said). He there passed his youth and, after residing for

some time in Kus, he entered into the civil administration and filled successively

various offices till he got attached to the service of the sultan al-Malik as-Salih Abu

’1-Falh Aiyub, surnamed Najm ad-Din (star of (he religion). This prince, who was

the son of the sultan al-Malik al-Kamil [col. III. p. 210) and the grandson of al-Aadil

Ibn Aiyub, was then acting in Egypt as his father's lieutenant. When al-Malik al-

Kamil aggrandized his empire by the adjunction of the Eastern Countries [Irak, Me-

sopotamia, etc.) and obtained possession of Aiimid, Ilisn Kaifa, UarrAn, ar-Roha

(Edetta), ar-Rakka, Ras Ain, SarOj and their dependencies, he sent there his son,

al-Malik as Salih, as his lieutenant. This look place in the year 629 (A. D. 1231-2)

lbn Matruh, who was attached to the service of that prince, accompanied him in all

his excursions throughout these provinces and continued to do so till his master re-

turned to occupy the throne of Egypt. As-Salih made his entry into Cairo on Sun-

day, the 27th of Zu T-Kaada, 637 J9lh June, A. D. 1240). In the beginning of the

year 639 (July-August, A. D. 1241), Ibn Matruh came back to Egypt and received

from (he sultan the intcndancc of the treasury. He continued to rise in favour and to

gain the good will of his sovereign till the latter obtained possession of Damascus for

the second time. This was in the month of the first Jumada, 643 (Scpl-Oct. A. D.

1245). Some time afterwards, the sultan established commissaiies
(
ndihs

)
in Damas-

cus, and Ibn Matruh, whom he sent there to act as vizir, rose thus to easy circum-

stances and an elevated position. Al-Malik as-Salih then set out for Damascus, where

he arrived in the month of Shaab&n,646 (Nov.-Dec. A. I). 1248), and then dispatched

an army against Ilims (Emcssa), for the purpose of taking that city from (he com-

missaries who had been established there by al-Malik an-Nasir AbO '1-MuzafTar Yusuf

(«of. II. p. 445), surnamed Salah ad-Din. This prince was the son of al-Malik al-

Aziz, the sen of al-Malik az-Zahir, the son of (he sultan Salah ad-Din [Saladin), and

lord of Aleppo. He had taken by force [the city of Ilims) from the hands of its former
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possessor, al-Malik al-Askraf Muzaffar ad-Din Abu 'l-Falh Musa {vol. 7. p. 628), the

son of al-Malik nl-Mansur Ibrahim and the grandson of al-Malik al-Mujuhid Asad

ad-Din Shirkuh. As this prince was devoted lo al-Malik as-Salih, the latter set out

from Egypt with the intention of reinstating him in the possession of llims. He

then took from Ibn Matruh the office which he held at Damascus, and sent him off

with the army which was marching against Dims. Whilst al-Malik as-Salih was

remaining in Damascus, where he resolved lo await the result of the expedition, he

received intelligence that the Franks wore assembling in the island of Cyprus, with

the intention of invading Egypt, lie in consequence sent off to the troops which

were blockading Hiras the order to raise the siege and return to Egypt for the pur-

pose of guarding its territory. The army went back to that country, and Ibn Ma-

truh, who had continued in the service of al-Malik as-Salih, now incurred that

sultan’s displeasure, for some things which he had done. In- the beginning of the

year 647, the Franks landed in Egypt and, on Sunday, the 27th of Safar, in the

same year (11 th June, 1249), they obtained possession of Damictta (1). Al-Malik as-

Salih encamped with his army at al-Mansdra, and Ibn Matruh continued in his ser-

vice notwithstanding the disfavour shewn to him. On the eve of the 15th of Shaa-

ban, 647 (23 Nov. A. D. 1249) al-Malik as-Salih died at al-Mansura and Ibn Matrith

went to Cairo (.1/isr) where he remained in his house till the day of his death. This

is but a summary sketch of his history.— lie possessed great talents, an amiable dis-

position and, to his merit and uprightness, he united the most estimable qualities of

heart. An intimate friendship subsisted between him and me; when separated from

each other, we kept up an epistolary correspondance and, when we met in a fixed

abode (the city), we had sittings in which our time was passed in literary and amusing

conversation. He composed a diwdn of poetry, the greater part of which he recited

to me. One of the pieces which I heard from him was a long and elegant kastda ,

commencing thus

:

Here is Rima [vol /. p. 200) ; take to the right of the valley, and let your swords repose in

their scabbards
;
bnt beware of the glances shot from the large eyes of its maidens! how many

lions (heroes) have been struck down by those arms ! To him among you who feels sure of

his heart (/ thali only say that), in that place, I am not .sure of my own. My two compa-

nions! at the sand-hill, in the
(
tribe's

)
reserved grounds, a heart remains in captivity and has

no one to redeem it It was stolen from me on the day of the tribe's departure, by the glances

of an eye whose lashes were darkened with collyrinm. In the tribe of her for whose love I

am dying, are eyes always watching the proceedings of lovers. There also is a sweet-voiced

vox. tv. 19
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(maiden), with perfumed arid hone; ed lips, from whom, ool; fur lhose jealous spies, I should

have obtained my will. By what way can a meeting be effected w ith one who is so closely guar-

ded by bright swords and yellow (
shafted) spears? Her flowing hair dwells within a lent of hair,

and her beauty always resides in the desert (2). They guard with the spear her whose waist,

so slender and so gracefully bending, resembles the pliant (sfiear). A female (friend) said

to us ; The lock of hair pendant over her cheek and as strait as the letter ali/ (1), being joined

to the mini (*) of her smiling mouth (3), will heal the thirst of the passionate lover.

The whole poem is very fine, but I limit my choice to this passage, through the

necessity of being concise. Another piece of his is the following :

I am attached to a person of the family of Yaruh, whose glances are sharper and more des-

tructive than the swords of her noble Arab kinsmen. I have lodged her in the recess formed

by my bosom, through love for ber brilliant teeth and for the sweet water of ber lips. Censortl

you who blame the languor of her eyes; leave it for me; I am pleased with her very defects.

She is pliant (m her movement*), though the zephyr passes not by (to bend) her waist; she

sheds perfume around, yet ambergris breathes not from her bosom.

Being taken ill, in one of his journeys, he stopped at a mosque on the road-side

and said

:

The doctor may be unable to cure me; so, thou, O Lord I who beaiest all woes, heal my illness

though thy gracious bounty. 1 am detained here as thy guest, and beneficence towards guests

is a quality of the generous.

After his death, these lines were found written on a piece of paper.— lie related to

me that he had, one day, a discussion with Abu T-Fad) Jaafar Ibn Shams al-Khilafa

(cof. 1. )> 328), respecting a verse contained in a kattdn which had been composed

by the latter and which began thus :

Who will bring to me that pliant branch (maiden) who is engirdled with eyes (4), whose qua-

lities, whose lipsaud whose voice are allsweet? Kich (i. e. large) in haunches, poor (thin)

in waist; did you ever hear speak, in the world, of a rich person being poor?

The verse which gave rise to the contestation was as follows :

I say : “ O sister of the gazette t" and she answers : “ May the gazette perish I may it not

“ survive I”

Ibn Shams al-Khiiafa prclented that is was his and that it belonged to one of the

kasidas which were contained in his diwdu

.

Eachof the disputants had then a ccrti-
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ficate drawn up, attesting the verse to be his, and these documents they had signed

by a number of witnesses. Ibn Matruli declared solemnly, that he had composed it,

and he was a man very cautions in his affirmations and never known to claim a thing

which did not belong to him; but God knows the secrets of all things!—One of

my acquaintances recited to me the following lines, declaring that Ibn Matruh had

taught them to him and had mentioned that they were by himself :

0 thou vrho hast forced me to put on the raiment of sickness, a sallow completion marked

with the red
(
blood) of tears ! receive the last siglis of a heart which 1 should have cupelled from

my bosom, had it not melted away through grief for thy absence.

During the time of his remaining secluded in his house, whilst his mind was pre-

occupied and his heart saddened at having no longer any place to fill, he caught a

disorder in his eyes which finished by nearly depriving him of sight. 1 used then to

visit him very often, hut, as I was at that time acting as the deputy of the chief kadi

and magistrate of all Egypt, whose names were Badr ad-Din Abu 'l-Mahasin Yusuf Ibn

al-ilasan Ibn Ali, surnamed the Kadi Sinjar, I was under the necessity of suspending

my visits for a short period. He therefore wrote to me these lines :

O thou whom my eyes are longing lo sec; thou, the charms of whose society have never

ceased to fill my heart! These eyes and this heart, in their present state, are always a dwelling

for the moon and for the sun (3).

The following verses are taken from one of his long kasidas

:

The (admiring)
eyes which encircle that queen of beauty form her yatak

;

she takes our

bosom for her tent and, in my heart, she has a sakak.

The idea expressed in the first verse is borrowed from al-Mutanabbi, who said ;

The glances of admirers are filed upon her waist; so that she is encircled with a girdle of eyes.

Yatak jk; is a Turkish word; it designates the company of soldiers who pass the

night around the royal tent, and guard it when the prince is making an expedition (6).

Sabak Jfc- means the king’s tent; when he is on a march, a lent is sent forward to

the place where he intends to halt, so that, on his arrival, he may find every thing

prepared and not be obliged to wait till the tent in which he had already stopped is

brought up. — In the following verses, he introduces, with great elegance, a verse of

al-Mulanabbi's:
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'When she smiled end lei me sip intoxication from her lips, I called to mind what had passed

between al-Ozaib and Birik (7) ; her slender stature and the flow of my tears made me think of

our (slender) lances couched against the foe and of the rapid course of our steeds.

We give here al-Mutanabbi’s verse, which forms the beginning of a long kastda :

I called to mind what passed between al-Ozaib and Birik : there oar lances were couched

;

there ran, with emulation, oor rapid steeds,

Ibn Malruh and Baha ad-Din Zuhair (col. I. p. 542) were old friends. Their ac-

quaintance commenced when they were boys and residing in Upper Egypt. They

were as two brothers, neither of them having any wordly interest distinct from that

of his companion. When they entered into the service of al-Malik as-Sulih, they

maintained their mutual friendship and carried on a written correspondance in

verse, containing an account of whatever occurred to them. Bahfi ad-Din himself

related to me that Jamal ad-Din lbn Matruh wrote to him, one day, for the gift of a

darj (a large sheet) of paper, being then in straitened circumstances. They were at

that time in the East
(Mesopotamia), as I believe. Here are the lines :

Sir! 1 am in want of a leaf (in Arabic.- wrk); bestow on me a sheet as fair as your reputation.

—

If it comes to me with some ink (/ shall say .) “ Welcome to the (fair) cheeks and the dark

“ eye.”

Balia ad-Din informed me that the writer had placed two vowel points upon the rof

the word tc, r, t , so lhat it might be read either warak (leaf) or ccanA (money), and

thus make known his distressed situation. Balia ad-Din answered in these terms :

My master ! I send you what you wrote for : a little ink and some wort*. Yet the small quan-

tity (8) of that is prccions in my sight, since you compared it to cheeks and eyes.

In the life of Baha ad-Din (vol. I. p. 544) 1 have given two verses which lbn

Matruh wrote to him and I related, after Baha ad-Din’s own statement, the motive

which led the author to compose them. Since I wrote that, an accomplished lite-

rary scholar arrived in Egypt and I mentioned to him, in conversation, what Baha

ad-Din had told me. 1 said also that he had recited to me the following verse, as

having been composed by Ibn al-Halawi (rof. 1. p. 544)

:

You compose verses well aid you reward those who praise you in verse. Tell us then whe-

ther you are Zuhair or Ilarim?
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Here, that person said to me :
“ The ktntda of which you speak was recited to me

“ by the author, Ibn al-Halawi, when we were in Mosul; but I read the verse in a

“ different manner, for I heard it thus prononced by him who composed it

:

'• Ton make verses well and sou remunerate those who bring verses to you. Tell us then

“ whether you arc Zuhair or Harim?"

Ibn Al-Halawi may, perhaps have composed this verse in the form given to it

by Bahd ad-Din and, afterwards, modified it in the manner indicated by the lite-

rary scholar; or, perhaps, one or other of these relaters may have made a mistake;

but the verse is very good, both ways. The history of Zuhair Ibn Abi Sulma al-Mu-

zani (9) is so well known that we need not leave our subject for the purpose of

giving a long account of this anleislamic poet. He used to compose poems in praise

of Harim Ibn Sinin al-Muzani, a famous Arab chieftain in the times of paganism.

Harim frequently bestowed rich presents on Zuhair and even swore that, every time

the poet saluted him , he would give him, out of his property, something very fine,

such as a horse, or a camel, or a male slave, or a female slave. Zuhair, not wishing

to he onerous to Harim, never afterwards passed by a company where that chief was,

without saying .- *• Salutation to you all, this morning I with the exception of Harim;

“ the best among you, I leave him out.
’’—Let us resume our account of Ibn Ma-

truh : I have been informed that, before his elevation to power, he wrote a petition to

a rdti (or chief of a government office), requesting him to take charge a certain

affair for one of his friends. The rdii sent out to him the paper with the following

answer written on it: *’To arrange such an affair would be a toil for me." To this

Ibn Matriih wrote as a reply : “Were it not for toiling etc." The rdis understood

the allusion and did the business. These words belong to a verse of al-Mutanabbi's

which runs as follows :

Were rank to be gained without toil, every man would be a raw,- [but they know that
)
libe-

rality impoverishes, and hardy daring is often fatal.

The hint was really very delicate.—Jamal ad-Din Abu 'l-Husain Yahya Ibn Abd

al-Azim Ibn Yahya Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ali, a learned and highly accomplished phi-

lologer, who was generally known by the surname of al-Jazzdr al-Misri, recited to me

an elegant kasida which he had composed in honour of Ibn Matruh. It is rather

long, so I shall merely give the amatory part of it :
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More is her vernal abode which my soul was longing lo see again; stop the caravan so

that I may fulfil my duty towards that spot [in offering it my salutations). According to

the laws of love, it would he disgraceful for me if I treated with ingratitude a place w hich pro-

cured me so mud) happiness. I shall never forget the nights passed therein with her whom
I loved, and those happy hours. If, since their departure, I am become the mere shadow

of myself, yet the love which I feel for her has never ceased to be a reality. My friend,

sincere and nohlc I at such a moment as this, the generous man never forgets his friends. Place

your hand upon my heart; you may perhaps alleviate its palpitations within my bosom. My
eyes have shed torrents of tears, since they last saw this abode of love, and how often have they

wept when they saw ffrom a/ar
)
the lightnings (<>/ the beneficent ram-cinud) glimmer over it

They have exhausted the pearls of their tears, and now, they scatter on the ground their rabies

(drops 0/ blood). Stay with me, and tell the caravan to wait; if it will not, let it go forward

on its way ; this a country which wc can seldom hope to attain, and we have never missed at-

taining (overtaking) a caravan. How often, in these tracts, have I endeavoured to sec her who,

when she called her sister, astonished the moon (who thought that the call wot addressed to her).

The rose is disgraced by the redness of her cheeks, and the juirc of the grape wishes to resem-

ble in flavour) the moisture of her lips. For her, beauty is well adapted and has alway s been

so; and real worth has always been adapted to (the character of) Ibu Matnlli.

lbn Matruh was born at Usyut on Montlay, tiie 8th of Rajah, 592 (8th June,

A. D. 1196); he died in Old Cairo on (he eve of Wednesday, the 1st of Shaaban,

649 [19lh October, A. I). 1251) and was buried at the foot of Mount Mukattam.

I was present at the funeral service and the interment. One of his last injunctions

was' that the following quatrain [dd-bail], composed by himself during his last illness,

should be inscribed on the headstone of his grave :

I am deposited, likeapledge, in the bottom of an excavation, possessing no other worldly goods

than a shroud. O thou who includcsl all thy servants in thy mercy, I am one of ihv servants

who were sinuers.

It is stated that, when he had breathed his last, a paper, on which were writlen the

following lines, was found under his head ;

Why slatidcst thou in such terror of death, since the mercy of the Lord may always be hoped

for? Iladst thou been guilty of every crime which mortels ever committed, the mercy of God

can extend over them all.

The chief kadi Badr ad-Din Yflsuf, he of whom we have spoken above, died in

Cairo on Saturday, the 14th of Rajab, 663 (14th June, A. D. 1265), and was interred

in the mausoleum which hears his name and lies near the mosque founded by him

in the lesser Karafa cemetery. Ue told me more than once, that he was horn in Ihe
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mountains near llie town of Arbela anti that he drew his descent from a zertdr (or

Greek patrician).— Uti/ilt is a town in Upper Egypt; some persons suppress the first

letter of the name and pronounce it SuyOt.

(1) According to other accounts, saint Lows took Damietia on the Jind of Safer (6th June).

(2) Tlie translator may have perhaps mistaken the meaning of this verse.

(3) These two letters form the word md, which signifies water,

(l) The meaning of these words is : on whom ail eyes are fixed. The same idea in similarly expressed by

al-Mutanabbi in a verse which is given in the next page.

(S) There is here an allusion to Ibn KllllliUn'l title of Shams ad-DIn
(
the tun of religion). By the moon

is perhaps meant the k&di Sinjir who, as wo have seen, bore the title of Badr ad-Dln {the mo*m of religion).

(e) The primitive signification ol the Turkish word yatak is fad,

(?) These are the names of two places m Arabia, but they signify also tweet water and flashing, by which

terms poets sometimes designate the moisture of the lips and the whiteness of tl»c teeth.

(8) To obtain the measure and the meaning of this verse, we mast read yastrujx~J.

(9) For the history of Zuhoir, the author of one ol the Muallakas

,

see Caussin de Perceval's Estai tur rhif

toirt det Arafat, tome II, page 527 etteg.

IBN JAZLA

Abu Ali Yahya Ibn Isa Ibn Jazla, tbe physician, was the author of the Kttdb al-

Hinhdj, a work drawn up in alphabetical order and containing the names of plants,

drugs, medicaments, etc., in great quantity. He was a Christian, but became a

Moslim and then composed an epistle in which he confuted the Christians, exposed

the foulness of their doctrines and extolled lslamism. In it he set forth arguments

to prove that the latter was the Iruc religion and adduced passages which lie had

read in the Pentateuch and the Gospel and which spoke of the apparition of Mu-

hammad as a prophet to be sent by God. (According to him, these passages
)
were

concealed by the Jews and the Chrislians, who never made them public and whose

turpitudes he then enumerates. It is an elegant epistle and displays great talent.

In the month of Zu ’l-Hijja, 485 (January, A. D. 1093), it was read (by students)

under his direction (1). The manner of his conversion was, that he went to
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study (lojie?) under Ahu Ali Ibn a!-Walid Ihe Molazelite, whose lessons he attended

assiduously and who never ceased exhorting him to embrace Islamism, adducing

evident proofs which attested the truth of that religion. This continued till God

directed him, and he then became a good musulman. He studied medicine under

Abii 'l-Hasan Said Ibn Hibat Allah Ibn al-Husain (2) and profited by that doctor’s

tuition. He possessed a superficial knowledge of polite literature and wrote a good

hand. A great number of works were composed by him for the tmdm
(
khalif] al-

Muktadi bi-amr lllah
,
such as Ihe Takwim al-Abddn [regimen of the body)

,

the Mmhdj al-Baiydn etc. {highway of exposition, treating of the (plants and simples)

made use of by man), the Ishdra fi talkhts il-lbdra (indication concerning the abridg-

ment of the Ibara (3), an epistle in praise of the medical art, demonstrating its ac-

cordance with the divine law and refuting the attacks directed against it, an epistle

addressed to Alya (Elias (?))
the priest, when lie [the author

)
became a Moslim. There

are other works of his besides the above, lie was one of those doctors who were

famous for their theoretical knowledge of medicine and for the practise of that art.

Abu ’l-Muzaffar Yusuf Sibt Ibn al-Jauzi (col. I. p. 439) mentions' him in the histo-

rical work entitled Mirdt az-Zamdn, and says: “When he became a Moslim, Abd
“ ’1-Uasan, who was then kadi of Baghdad, deputed to him the task of engrossing

“ the judgements pronounced in court. He (Ibn Jazla) acted as doctor to the

“ inhabitants of his quarter and the persons of his acquaintance ; he took from

“ them no retribution and carried to them gratuitously the potions and medicines

“ which they required. He sought out poor people and made them the objects of

“ his charily. Some time before his death, he made a wakf (4) of his books and

“ deposited them in the mash-hed (or funeral chapel) of Abu Uanlfa (col. III.p. 555).”

— All this is mentioned under the year 493 (A. D. 1099-1100), and it was custo-

mary with that historian to place each of his biographical notices under the year in

which the individual died; his book being drawn up in Ihe form of annals. The

author of the work entitled Kitdb al-Bustdn al-Jdme li-tawdrikh az-Zamdn (the Gar-

den, being a collection of historical dates) (5) states that Ibn Jazla died in the year

493, and Ahu ’l-Hasan Ibn al-Uamadani (col. I. p. 280) informs us, besides, that

his death occurred towards the end of Shaaban
(
beginning of July, 1100). This

indication is borrowed from him by Ibn an-Najjar in the History of Baghdad (col. I.

p. 1 1). Another author states that his conversion to Islamism took place in the year

466, to which Ibn an-Najj&r adds: “On Tuesday, the 11th of the latter Jumada
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(11th February, A. D. 1074).

—

Jazla is lo be pronounced with an a after the j; it

takes no rowel after the z, but the ( is followed by an a.

(I) The Arabic may Rite signify :
11

it was read (Ae/bre witnessei, to that it might ttrve at a proof) against

“ him {>" "« rtiapttti)." This may, perhaps, bo what Ibn KhallikAu, or his authority, meant.

(*) Said Ibn Hibat Allah, a celebrated doctor of tlaghdad, was employed between the year* 470-500 (A. D.

1077-1106), as physician to the kbalitt al-Uuktadi and al-Mustaihir Billah. Some of his pnplis.such as Ibn

Jails, AAhad at-Zamin aod Ibn at-Talmld, became highly distinguished.— (Wastenfeld s Arabitche Aertlt,

n* 14a).

(I) The Ithdra and the /Aden treated probably of medicine
, tlAjji khalifa does not indicate them in his Bi-

bliographical dictionary.

(4 See vol. I. p. 49,

(S) This work is not noticed by ilkjji Khalifa.

SHIHAB AD-DIN AS-SUHRAWARDI

AbCt ’l-Futuh Yahya Ibn Ilabash Ibn Amirek, surnamed ShihAb ad-Din
(
flambeau

of religion), was a native of Suhraward and a philosopher; the same who was put to

death at Aleppo. Some say that his name was Ahmad (not Yahya), and others assert

that the surname Abii 'l-Futuh was his real name. Abu '1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abi

Osaibia al-Khazraji (1), the philosopher who composed the work called Tabakdl al-

Atibba {classified dictionary of medical men), gives to this Suhrawardi the name of

Omar and does not mention that of his father. The true name is, however, the one

which I hare indicated, and I have therefore placed his article here (among the

Yahyat). I found in the handwriting of some persons versed in this branch of

science
(
biography

)
that such was his name, and I received the same information from

a number of others, the exactness of whose knowledge could not be doubted. That

fortified my opinion and led me to place as-Suhrawardi’s article here.— He was one

of the most learned men of thal age. He studied philosophy and the fondamentals

of jurisprudence under the shaikh Majd ad-Din al-Jili, who was then teaching in the

city of Maragha, one of the governments in Adarbaij&n, and he continued with him

vou iv. 30
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till he attained pre-eminence in these two sciences. This Majd ad-Din al-Jili was

the professor under whom Fakhr ad-Din ar-Razi (col. II. p. 652) studied with such

profit and completed his education; he was considered as a great master
(
imdm

)
in

all those branches of science. The author of the Tabakdt al-Atibbd says, in that

work : “ As-Subrawardi was the first man of his time in the philosophical sciences,

44
all of which he knew perfectly well. In the science of the fundamentals of

•• jurisprudence he stood pre-eminent; he was gifted with great acuteness of mind

“ and the talent of expressing his thoughts with precision. His learning was

“ greater than his judgment.” He then stales that he was put to death towards the

close of the year 586; at the age of thirty-six years. At the end of this article we

shall give the true date of his death. After this, he says :
44

It is reported that he

“ was acquainted with the art of Jtmfa
(
natural magic), and the following anecdote

“ was related by a Persian philosopher who happened to travel with him from

44 Damascus :
‘ When we reached al-Kahun, a village which lies near the gate

“ 4 of Damascus, on the road leading to Aleppo, we came up to some Turkomans

44 4 who had with them a flock of sheep. We said to the shaikh
(
as-Suhrawardi)

:

“ * Master! we would like to have one of those sheep to eat (2).’ He replied: ' I

“ ‘ ‘ have with me ten dirhems (6 shillings); take them and buy a sheep.’ We
“ 4 bought one from a Turkoman and proceeded on our journey, but we had not

44
' gone far whom a companion of this herdsman came up to us and said :

* Give

“ * ‘ back the sheep and lake a smaller one ; for that fellow [whom you got it from)

44 • ‘ did no know how to sell it to you ; this sheep is worth more than the sura

“ *
* given for it.’ We talked with him on the subject, and the shaikh said to us, on

44 4 perceiving what was going on : * Take the sheep and walk off with it; I shall

44 4
, slay with the man and give him satisfaction.' We proceeded on our way whilst

“ 4 the shaikh entered into conversation with the fellow, endeavouring to tranquil-

44 4
lixe him. When we had got to a short distance, he left him and followed

4 4 4 us. The Turkoman ran after him, calling out to him to stop, but the shaikh

44 4 did not mind him. Finding that could get no answer, he ran up to the shaikh

44 4 in a passion and pulled him by the left arm, exclaiming :
4 Do you mean to go

4 4 4 1 away and leaveme thus?’ The arm separated from the shoulder and remained

44 1 in his hand, with the blood running out. Astounded at the sight, and for-

44 4 gelful of what he was about, the Turkoman threw down the arm in terror.

44 4 The shaikh turned back to the arm, took it up with his right hand and then
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" * followed us. The other continued lo retreat, and the thaikh kept looking at

“ * him till he disappeared. When he came up to us, we saw in his right hand

“ * a towel and nothing else.’ ”— A great number of similar anecdotes are related

of him, hut God knows if they be true. He composed some works, such as the

Tunkihdl (enucleations), treating of the fundamentals of jurisprudence, the Talwthdl

(elucidations), the Kitdb al-llaidkil (book of templet) (3), the Kitdb Hikma lil-lshrdk

(the philosophy of illuminism) (4), an epistle entitled : al-Ghurba lal-Ghnrtba
(
extraor-

dinary peregrination (?) )
and drawn up on the plan of Aviccna’s Epistle of the bird

(see vol. /. p. 443) and on that of the llai Ibn Yakzdn composed by the same au-

thor (5). This epistle, which is elegantly written, treats of (what is called) the

discourse of the mind (i. c. its ambitious suggestions) and whatever, in the system of

the philosophers, is connected with that subject. Here are some of his sayings

:

“ Let your reflection be turned towards such an image of sanctity as may be a gra-

“ lification to the seeker of enjoyment.”— “The tracts of sanctity are an abode on

" whose (floor) the ignorant cannot tread."—“ For the bodies darkened (by sin),

“ the realm of the heavens is forbidden. Declare therefore the unity of God and

“ be filled with veneration for him; remember him, for you are naked, though

“ clothed in the raiment of existence.”— “ Were there two suns in the world, its

“ columns would be destroyed.”— “The order (of nature) refuses to be otherwise

" than it is.”

“ I hid myself and said :
‘ I am not visible;’ and by my effort, I let myself be seen by all

“ things that have being.”—“ If I was sure that wc (and God) were never to meet, I should

“ satisfy my passion in the enjoyment of Salma (6).”

“ I implore thee, 0 Lord! to deliver my subtle part (the soul) from this dense (or

“ material utorld)."— Some poems are attributed to him, one of which is on the soul

and in the same style as the verses rhyming in atn which were composed by al-Hu-

sain Ibn Sina and which we inserted in his article (vol. 1. p. 443). This philoso-

pher (as-Suhrawardi)
said (on the subject)

:

* She divested herself of the temple (the body) at the sand-hill of the park (the world), and as-

pired with ardour to regain her former abode. Impelled by passionate desire, she turned to-

wards that dwelling-place, that vernal residence of which even the crumbling rains bad disap-

peared. She stopped to question it, and the echo (or tcreech^wit) replied :
“ There is no way

(to effect) your meeting." She is like a flash of ligbning glimmering over the park, and (hen

disappearing, as if it had not gleamed.
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A well known piece of his is the following

:

Our louts are always turned towards you with tender aflcction; to meet with you would be

their nosegay and their wine (7). The hearts of your lorcrs yearn for you and aspire after the

pleasure of that meeting. O bow Iotcts are to be pitied I they must conceal their feelings, and

yet their passion betrays them. If they let their secret be known, they risk the shedding of

their life's blood; for this only is shed the blood of lovers. Whilst they hide (
their feelings),

flowing tears tell tbeir Secret to the jealons spies. The symptoms of (Awe’s
)
malady appear in

their looks, and that suffices to dispel every doubt concerning them.
(
Yuur devoted lover hum-

bly) abases the wing before you ; it would be no crime in you to abase the w ing (with indul-

gence) before him. To meet with you, his heart is always yearning; to please you, bis eyes

arc ever watchful. Replace the darkness of your cruelty by the light of yuur kindness; your

aversion is night, and your benevolence is day. She (Me beloved) acted sincerely towards her

lovers, and their hearts were sincere towards her; the light (shining) from those (hearlt) was

like a lamp burning in a niche. Their desires arc ardent; the hour favours your approach;

clear is the wine and clear are the goblets [for the feast). My friend I the lover is not to be

blamed if tbe morning shines (if his jog appears) in the horizon of (happg) meeting ;
lovers

arc not in fault if their ardour overcomes their secresy, so that their passion is increased and

they reveal it. In risking tbeir lives, they were prodigal, not sparing; for they knew that

snch prodigality was [folloired by) success. The herald of (mysterious

)

truths called unto them

and, from morning till evening, they continued obedient to that call. W hilst they rode along

the way of Gdelity, tbeir tears formed an ocean on which tbe seamen were their passionate de-

sires. By Allah I they sought not permission to approach the door of the beloved, till they were

invited thither and had received the key. Never do they find pleasure in discourse of which the

beloved is not the subject; all their lime is therefore
(
continual

)

happiness. They appeared in

the
(
beloved one’s

)

presence, lliough every sign w hich could attest the existence of their persons

had disappeared and, when they saw the beloved, they stood revealed and uttered a loud cry.

He (the Moved) annihilated them from before him; the veils of existence which shaded them

were removed and their souls were dissolved (8). Try to resemble them, if you are not like

them ; to resemble the generous (brings) good success. Arise, my boon companion I and bring

the wine in its cup
;
for the goblets have already passed round

; (
let it be the produce) of the vine

of nobleness
(
drawn

)

from the tun of piety; let it not be such wine as has been trod out by the

husbandman.

He left some other elegant pieces, in prose and in verse; but we need not length-

en this article by inserting them. He was a follower of the rile introduced by as-

Shafl (col. II. p. 569) and had received the litle of al^flurid bal-Slalak&t (ihe aspirant

who desires the sight of the divine glory). He was suspected of holding heretical

opinions, of disbelieving in God and of following the system professed by the philoso-

phers of ancient limes. These suspicions became so general that, when he arrived

in Aleppo, ihe ulemd of the city issued a fetwa in which they declared that he might

be slain with impunily; so pernicious did his opinions appear to them. The most

ardent of the assembly for his condemnation were the two shaikhs Zain ad-Din and
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Majd ad-Din, the sons of Jahvel. The shaikh Saif ad-Din al-Aamidi (no/. II p. 235)

relates as follows : " I rnel with as-Suhrawardi in Aleppo, and he said lo me that

“ he should certainly become master of the earth. I asked him how he learned that,

" and he replied : ‘ In] a dream
;
methought 1 drank up the waters of the ocean.’

“ I observed lo him that the dream might signify being celebrated for learning, or

•• something of that kind; but I saw that he would not give up the idea which he

“ had in his mind. It seemed to me that lie possessed great learning and little

“ judgment.’’— It is related that when he was convinced that he should be put to

death, he often recited these lines :

1 see tbit my foot has shed my blood; my blood is now worthless; alas! of what avail was

my repentance?

The idea in the first hemistich is borrowed from Abu 'i-Falh Ali Ibn Muhammad

al-Busli (vol. II, p. 314), who said :

My foot bore me towards my death ; I sec that my foot has shed my blood
; I did not cease

to repent, but repentance has been useless lo me.

This occurred in the reign of Ihesultan al-Malik ax-Zahir (rof. II, p. 443), son of

the sultan Salalt ad-Din
(
Saladin

)
and sovereign of Aleppo. As-Suhrawardi was im-

prisoned by his order and then strangled, in pursuance lo the sultan Salih ad-Din’s

advice. It was in the castle of Aleppo, on the 5th of Rajah, 587 {29th July, A. D.

1191) that the execution look place. As-Suhrawardi was then eight and thirty

years of age. Bahi ad-l)in Ibn Shaddid, the kidi of Aleppo, speaks of him, towards

the commencement of his Life of Salih ad-Din (9). After mentioning how orthodox

that sultan was in his belief, he enters into a long discourse in which he praises him

for the scrupulous observance of bis religious duties and then adds :
“ lie ordered

" his son, the sovereign of Aleppo, lo put to death a youth just grown up, whom they

*• called as-Suhrawardi and who was said to be an adversary of the divine law.

“ (Az-Zdhtr had him arrested as soon as he was told of it, and acquainted his father

“ with the circumstance. The latter ordered the prisoner to be put lo death, which

“ was done.” The body was exposed on a cross during some days. Sibt Ibn al-

Jauxi (no/. I. p. 439) has inserted in his historical work the following statement,

which had been made by the same kddi, Ibn Shaddad :
“ On Friday, the 29th of

11 Zu ’1-Hijja, 587 (17th January, A. D. 1192), after the hour of prayer, the corpse

*• of Shihab ad-Din as-Suhrawardi was carried out of the prison of Aleppo, and all
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“ the partisans of that man dispersed and left him." I must here add that, when I

was residing in Aleppo, where I passed some years, studying the noble science [the

divine late), a great difference of opinion eiisled among the inhabitants respecting the

character of as-Suhrawardi. Each of them spoke according to the dictates of bis

fancy : some declared him to have been a Zendik (10) and an infidel ; others took him

for a saint and one of those favoured persons who were gifted with miraculous powers;

they said also that, after his death, they had witnessed things (prodigies) which justified

their opinion. Rut the public, in general, considered him to have been an infidel

who believed in nothing (11). May God pardon us our sins, grant us health
(
0
/
mind)

and preserve us from evil in this w orld and the next I may he permit us to die in the

belief of those who know the truth and are rightly directed I— The date of his death

given here is the true one, through it disagrees with that which I inserted, on

another authority, in the beginning of this article. According to a third statement,

his execution took place in the year 588, but that indication is of no value. — Both

syllables of Habnsh arc pronounced with an a. — An,trek is a Persian word signifying

petty emir; that people add the letter k to the end of nouns in order to form the

diminutives.—We have already spoken of Suhrawardi in our article on the shaikh

Abu Najih Abd al-Kahir as-Suhrawardi (vol. II. p. 150), and to that we refer the

reader.

(1] AbA 1-AbhU Ahmad Ihn at-KAaim llin Khalifa [bn Abi Oaafbia \lx. -e’ aurnained Muwaffak ad-

Wn and a member of the Arahic tribe of Khaxraj, was born in Damascus, where his father was an oculist and

his uncle, Rashid ad Din Abft ’1-Hasan Ali, director of the hospital for the treatment of the maladies of the eyes.

He studied philosophy under Rida ad-DIn al-Jili, and profited greatly by the lessons of Ahfi Muhammad Abd

Allah Ihn Ahmad Ihn al-BaitAr, with whom he made a number of botanical excursions. Ihn al-BaitAr is the

author of the Dictionary of Simples, a deservedly celebrated compilation of which Dr. Southeruier published a

German translation, at Stuttgard, in the year 18*0. Ihn Abi Osalbia kept up Ibr some time an epistolary cor-

respondence with the celebrated physician and philosopher, Abd al-Latlf. In tho veer 68* (A. D. liSfl-7),

he got an appointment in the hospital founded at Cairo by the sultan SalAh ad-DIn (Sa/at/iti). Some years

after, he accompanied the emir Izz ad-DIn Aidmor to Sarkhod, in Syria, and he died there, aged upwards

of seventy years. His history of the physicians, entitled Oyun al-AnbA ft Tobakdt al-AtibbA (sources of infor-

mation concerning the physicians ofdivert classes), contains a number ol curious and highly interesting articles.

The list of its chapters has been given by Mr. WfistenfbW in his Geschichte der Arabischen Aertte
, No. 887,

and from that work are taken the indications given hpre. In the catalogue of the Bodleian library, tome 11.

p. 131 et teg. will he also found this list of chapters.

(!) The Arabic text has here, and farther on, 41 a head of shoep ”
; the word “ head ” is employed also in

English to designate one individual of a species ; we say : three head of oxen. In Arabic historians we some-
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Urac* meet with the expiration :
44 he brought back many heads of prisoners/' wich means simply : many pri-

soners. In Turkish and in Persian, expressions ol this kind are very common; 44 three chains of elephant ”

moans three elephants.

(9) This work was probably a treatise on mysticism.

(4) For the signification of the word ishrdk see uiy French translation of Ibn Khaldftn's Prolegomena, tome III.

p. 167.

(5) Another work bearing the title of Uai Ibn YakxAn (or Yakdh&n) was composed by Ibn Tafail and

published by Pocock.

(6) That is : were 1 sure that there was no future life, I should indulge in sensual pleasures during this life.

—The preceding sentences are evidently borrowed from the Sfifls.

(7) All this piece has a mystic import : the beloved is God.

(8) The ultra-sfifi doctrine of the soul's being absorbed into God and of its then losing the consciousness ol

its individuality is openly declared in this verse.

(9) Sec Schulten's Fife tt res gestue Saladini, pag. 7.

(18) The followers of Zoroaster's doctrine were called Zendikt by the Utuulnuns; for them, this term is the

equivalent of infidel.

(II) As-Snhrawardi was evidently a Sftfl, and very far advanced in pantheistical speculations.

ABU JAAFAR THE KORAN-RBADER

Abu Jaafar Yazid Ibn al-Kakaa, the reader (1^ was a mawla, by enfranchise-

ment (2) of Abd Allah Ibn Aiyash Ibn Abi Rabia al-Makhzumi (3), and bore the sur-

name of al-Madani [the inhabitant of Medina), lie learned the manner of reading

the Koran from Abd Allah Ibn Abbas
(
vol . 1. p. 89), by reciting it under his direc-

tion (Ua>ji), and received instructions on the same subject from his patron, Ibn

Aiyash, and from Abu Uuraira (vol. I. p. 570). De beard it read by Abd Allah,

the son of Omar Ibn al-Khallab (vol. /. p. 567), and by Klarwan Ibn al-IIakam

(afterwards, the fourth Omaiyide khalif). It is said that he read the Koran under

Zaid Ibn Thibit (vol. I. p. 372). Koran-rcading was taught on his authority by

Nile Ibn Abd ar-Rahmin Ibn Abi Noaim (vol. III. p. 522), Sulaiman Ibn Muslim

Ibn Jammaz (4), Isa Ibn Wardan (5) and Abd ar-Ralimin Ibn Ziid Ibn Aslant. lie

is the author of a system of readings. Abu Abd ar-Rahman an-Nasai (vol. I

p. 58) said: " Yazid Ibn al-Kakaa is a sure authority. He taught koran -reading
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to the people in Medina before the catastrophv of al-Harra (6).’’— Muhammad

lbn al-Kasim al-Maliki said : “ Abu Jaafar Yazid Ibn al-Kakaa was a matcla ofOmm
" Salama, one of the Prophet’s wives." He said also : “ Some say that he was the

“ same person as Jundub Ibn Firilz, a match of Abd Allah Ibn Aivtish al-Makhzumi,

“ and that he was a most holy man.”— Sulaiman lbn Muslim said : “ Abu Jaafar

“ Yaztd Ibn al-Kakaa informed me that he taught korin-reading in the mosque of

“ the Prophet at Medina, before the affair of al-Uarra; and that battle (said he)

“ took place towards the end (7) of the year 63, in connting from the time of the

** Prophet’s arrival in Medina (8). He told me that he used to hold the (sacred)

“ volume before his patron, lbn Abbas [for him to read it). He was an excellent

“ reader. Every day, I used to look over what he read (to us) and (Ihus) learned

“ from him his system of reading. He related to me that, when he was a child,

“ they brought him to Omm Salama, who stroked his head and invoked God’s

“ blessing on him.’’— “I asked him,” said the same Sulaimin, “at what time

“ he commenced koran-reading?” and he said to me : “Do you mean teaching it

" * or learning it?’ I answered : ‘ Teaching it;’ and he replied : • 0 ! it was long

“ * before al-Uarra; in the days of Yazid lbn Moawia (the second Omaiyide khalif).’

“ The battle of al-Harra was fought fifty-three years after the death of the Prophet.”

— Nafe lbn Abi Noaim said: “ When the body of Abu Jaafar Yazid lbn al-Kakaa,

“ tbe reader, was washed after his death, they perceived that all the space from the

“ neck to the heart was ^smooth and while) like a leaf of the Koran, and every one

" present was convinced that it was the light of the Koran (which had produced that

“ appearance)." Sulaiman Ibn Muslim related as follows: “Yazid Ibn al-Kakaa

“ told me that, when Nafe passed near him, he would say :
‘ Do you see that fellow ?

“ * when a boy still wearing long hair, he used to come and read (the Kor&n) under

“ * my direction, but he afterwards treated me with ingratitude.' In relating this, he

“ laughed.” Sulaimun said also :
“ The concubine of Abu Jaafar declared that the

“ whiteness which reached from his neck to bis heart became
(
afterwards

j
a white

“ spot between his eyes.” He related again as follows :
“ 1 saw Abu Jaafar in a

“ dream, after his death. He appeared to be on the top of the Kaaba, and I said :

“ ' Is that Abd Jaafar?’ He replied : It is I; offer to my brethren a salutation

“ * from me and tell them that God has placed me among the living witnesses who
“ ‘ obtain regularly a portion [of the divine favour). Offer my salutation to Abu

“ ‘ Hiizim (9) and tell him that Abu Jaafar says to him :
‘ Prudence! prudence!
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“ ‘ for Almighty God and Itis angels are present, every evening, al your sittings.

— Malik lbn Anas [vol. 11. p. 545) said : “ A 1)5 Jaafar the reader was a holy man
“ and acted as mufti (casuist) for the people of Medina.”— Khalifa Ihn Khaiyal

[vol. I- p 492) said: “AM Jaafar Yazhl lbn al-Kakaa died al Medina in the year

“ 132 (A. 1). 749-750).” According to another tradition, he died in the year 128.

Abii Ali ’1-AhwHzi (10) says, towards the commencement of his treatise on the

readings entitled al-lknda [the satisfactory )
: “ lbn al-Jammaz said that Abu Jaafar

•' never ceased to be for the people their imdm [great master
)
in Koran-reading, till

** the year 133, when he died al Medina. Some say that his death took place in the

“ year 130, but God knows best.”— As al-Harra has been mentioned in this article

more than once and as some readers, not knowing anything about it, may wish to

obtain information on the subjecl, 1 shall here say that the word liana (iy*), in ils

primitive signification, designates every spot of ground which is covered with black

stones. A tract of this kind is called a harra [the plural ofwhich is hirar); there are

a great number of hirdrs. That which is here mentioned is the Harra of Wdkim,

which lies near Medina, to the cast of the town. When Yazid the son of Moawla

lbn Abi Sofyan held the supreme authority, he dispatched against Medina an army

commanded by Muslim lbn Ocba al-Murri. That chief sacked the place, and the

inhabitants, who had gone out to this harra, engaged in a battle the details of which

would take us too long to relate
;

besides, they arc to be found in the books of

annals (11). It is said that, after the catastrophy of al-Harra, upwards of one thou-

sand unmarried girls of Medina gave birth to children, in consequence of tho infa-

mous treatment which they had undergone. When Muslim lbn Ocba had mas-

sacred the inhabitants of Medina, he set out for Mekka and was seized by death

at a place called the Thaniya (or defile of] llarsha (hi^a.). On this, he called in

llosain
( L^&

)
lbn Numair as-Sakuni and said to him: “Come here, you ass (12) I

“ you are to know that tho Commander of the faithful ordered me, in case 1 was on

“ the point of death, to give you the command; and now, that I am dying, I am

“ unwilling to disobey him (though I ought to do so] (13).” lie then prescribed to

him a number of things which he should execute, after which he said :
“ If 1 go to

•* the fire [of hell] after [my good action of] having slain the people of al-TIarra, I

“ shall be very unfortunate indeed!"— Wdkim (.»lj) is the name of one of the

atoms of Medina. Al-Otom
(
(

.hU!) is a building like a castle and situated near al-

Harra; that place was [usually) called the llarra of Wdkim (14).

VOL iv. St
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(I) In the first century of Ishmisin, the true manner of reading tho Korin could only be learned by oral

instruction. The reason of this has been already given, vol. I, p. 15*.

(4)

See the introduction to the second volume, page ix*

(3) Abd ’l-llarith Abd Allah Ibn AiyAah lbn Abi Rabla al-Makhzdmi, the KorAn-rcader, is said to have seen

the prophet. He learned the readings from some of the prophet's companions and taught them to a grea

number of other persons. It is stated that he was killed, in the service of God, A. II. 78 (A. D. 697-8), in

Sijislin ; but, by anether account, he lost his life subsequently to the year 70.— (Tabokdt at-Kurrd, Ms. ol

the Bib. imp., ancicn lends, n° 7 48, fol. 8).—The author of the Niy'dm says that he was killed in India, A.

11. 48 (A. D. 6C8-9).

(4) Tho reader, Abd 'r-Rabl (^j^J l) SulaimAn Ibn Muslim lbn JammAz was a mawla of the tribe ol

Zuhra and a native of Medina. He generally followed the system of reading adopted by NAfd. — {Tab. a/-

Kurrd, fol. 34 verso. The date of his death is not given.)

(5) Abd 'l-flarilh Isa Ibn WardAn al-IladdA [sljar , the camel-dritxtr) was a native of Medina and a

reader, lie died probably before NAld. — [Tab. al-Kumi ,
fol. 45 verso.)

(6) Farther on, our author speaks again of the battle of al-IIarra.

(7) The Arabic expression Hit as-sana (the bead of the year) means the end of the year. Ibn Khalddn de-

signates the end of a century by the words rtlr al-miyat

(8) The battle of al-IIarra was fought towards the end of the last mouth of the Muslim year. According to

Abd '1-FedA, in his Annals, it took place on the *7th of Zd ’1-HIjja, A. U. G3 (47lh ol August, A. D. 688).

(9) Dy the surname oi Ab&.Hoziiu may perhaps bo meant a disciple of Muhammad’s companions and a Tra-

ditional of good repute whoso names were Abd llftzirn Salama Ibn DinAr. He was a native of Medina and

a maula of the tribe of Khazraj. He died A. II. 135 (A. D. 751-3), according to an-Nawawi, in his Tahdlb

[Wuitenfelcfs edition), or, in 140, according to the author ol the Tabokdt al-Hu/fdz.

(10) According to Hajji Khalifa, in his bibliographical Dictionary, the author of the treatise on the KorAn-

readings which bears the title of al-lknda, was Abd Ali Hasan lbn Ali al-Ahwixi, who died A. H. 446 (A. D.

1054-5).

(U) Sec Abd T-FedA's Annals, tome I,p. 395, and Dozy’s Hitloirede* Musulmant (TEspagne, tome I, p. 100

et stq. where a full and satisfactory account of this battle is given.

(14) Literally : You ass' packsaddle!

(13) See Dozy’s But, des Musulmant d'Espagne, tome I, page 1*7.

(14) The text ol this passage is probably incorrect; it translated literally, it would signify : which place

was therefore called the Harm of XV&kim, It is hero rendered in a manner which excludes the absurdity.
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YAZID IBN RUMAN, TIIE KORAN-READEU

Abu Rib Yazid Ibn Human, the Koran-reader (I), was a mawla of Ihe family of

az-Zubair Ibn al-Awwam (fo/. II. p. 199) and a native of Medina. He learned

how to recite the Koran correctly by reading it aloud under Ihe direction of Abd

Allah Ibn Aiyasb Ibn Abi Rabia al-Makbzumi (see page 162 of this volume), and he

heart it read by Ibn Abbas (eo/. I. p. 89) and Orwa Ibn az-Zubair (t'ol. II. p. 199).

Koran-reading was learned from him by Nafu Ibn Abi N’oaim [vol. III. p. 522), who

read aloud the text under his direction. Yahya Ibn Main [see page 24 of litis

vol.) declared that Yazul Ibn Human was a sure authority. Walib Ibn Jarir (2)

stated that his father related to him as follows : “ I saw Muhammad Ibn Sirin (col. II.

" p. 586) and Yazid Ibn Roman counting on their fingers the number of verses

*• from the Koran which they recited during the prayer (9)." Yazid Ibn Human

related as follows: ‘‘I was praying by the side of Nafe, the son of Juhair Ibn

" Mutim (4), and he made me a sign to prompt him; and we were then praying (5)".

He stated also that, in the lime of (the khatif) Omar Ibn al-Kliatldb, the people

made twenty-three prostrations during the prayer, when they were in the month

of Ramadan (6). Yazid Ibn Human died in the year 130 (A. D. 747-8).

(1) See vol. I, p. 1SS, note 1.

(!) Alii 'l-AblSs Walib Ibn Jarir, a traclitlonist of Basra, died A. II. ioe (A. D. 821-2). {Tnbnk.lt al-lluffdz;

Kujtim.)

(3) When the Musulman perforins the ceremonies of the canonical prayer, he must recite, in a low voice,

at least three verses of the Kor4u. Devotees repeal even a whole chapter or a considerable number of verses,

ten, twenty, one hundred , «/c., each time. It appears from the anecdote here related, that counting on tho

fingers the number of the verses, as they are recited, was authorized by the example of two very eminent

doctors, although it was probably considered as an irregular proceeding.

(4) The Kuraishido, Jubair Ibn Mutim an-Xaufali, one of the Companions, embraced islamism subsequently

to the battle of Badr, and then accompanied Muhammad in some of his expeditions. His authority os a Tra-

ditionist is acknowledged by nl-8ukh.Ari and Muslim. He was ono of tho most learned of the Kuraishido

chiefs. His death took place at Medina, A. H. 54 (A. D. 673-4), according to tho author of the Nujdm, and

of tho Tahdlb nl-Atnu1. — NAW, the son of Jubair, was considered as an imdm ot great merit and a learned

and sure Traditional. He died A. U. 99 (A. D. 717-8). —
(
Tahdib.)
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(5) This a nortin t-1 seems adduced to prove that the Munulrnan, in reciting a portion of the KorAn during

the prayer, may have hinwlf prompted by his neighbours, in case his memory fail him.

(6) These prostralions are made in addition to those which are required in the ordinary form of prayer.

The lianilites make twenty; the Shafites, thirty-six. We learn here that, in the time of Omar, twenly-lhreo

was the usual number.

YAZID IBN AL-MUHALLAB

Abu Khalid Yazid al-Azdi was the son of al-Muhallab Ibn Abi Sufra. We have

already mentioned his father, under the letter M (vol. III. p. 508), and, as we have

ihere traced up and spoken of his genealogy, we need not repeat our observations

here. Ibn Kulaiba (t’of. 11. p. 22) states, in his Kildb al-Madrif, and a number

of other historians also relate as follows : “Al-Muhallab, on dying, designated

“ Yazid as his successor. The latter was then thirty years of age. Ahd al-

“ Malik Ibn Marwan (the Omaiyide khalif) dismissed Yazid from office by the advice

“ of al-llajjAj Ibn Yusuf ath-Thakefi (vol. I. p. 356), and appointed in his place, as

“ governor of Khorasdn, Kulaiba Ibn Muslim al-Bahili (col. 11. p. 514). Yazid then

“ fell into the hands of al-HajjAj.” I must here make some observations: Al-

llajjaj, who was married to llind, the sister of Yazid and the daughter of al-Mu-

hallab, had conceived a great dislike for his brolher-in-Iaw, as he apprehended,

from what lie saw of his noble character, that the place which he then filled might,

one day, be occupied by Y'azid. So, to protect himself against his attacks, he never

ceased to evil-entreal him. lie was always consulting astrologers and other persons

who cultivated the art (of divination ), in order to learn by whom he should he suc-

ceeded, and they used to answer: “By a man named Yazid." lie was then go-

vernor of the two Iraks and saw no one capable of replacing him in that office except

this Yazid. And thus it fell out; on his death, Yazid obtained the command. So

say the historians. Let us now resume our extract from the Aladrif and finish it.

“ Al-Hajjaj inflicted tortures on Yazid, who at length escaped from prison and went

“ to see SulaimSn Ibn Ahd al-Malik, who was then in Syria. That prince inler-
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** ceded with his brother {the klialif

}

al-\\ alid Ibn Abd al-Malik, and obtained a free

“ pardon for Yazid. This put a slop to al-llajjaj’s conduct towards lire latter.

•* When Sulaiman obtained the khalifato, Yazid received from him the govero-

“ ment of Khorasan and then look (the citiet of) Jurjiin and Dihislan. Having

** set out for Irak, he learned the death of Sulaiman lbn Abd al-Malik and pro-

" ceeded to Basra, where he was arrested by Adi Ibn Aria (ski

,

who bound

“ him in chains and sent him to Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz. Yazid was imprisoned by

•* that khalif, but, having effected bis escape, he went to Basra. On the death of

“ Omar, he revolted against the new khalif Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik, who then sent

“ against him his brother Maslama
j
lbn Abd al-Malik). This general slew Yazid

“ (on the field of battle)”.— The hdfii Abu '1-Kasim, generally known by the sur-

name of lbn Asdkir {col. II. p. 252), says, in bis greater historical work : “ Yazid,

" the son o( al-Muhallab, had been appointed to govern Basra in the name of Su-

“ lairnan lbn Abd al-Malik. Some time after, Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz conceived a

“ dislike for him and was still incensed against him when Adi Ibn Arid, to whom

“ be had given the government of Basra, brought Yazid to him."— Yazid lbn al-

Muhallab taught some traditions which he had learned from Anas Ibn Malik (rof. II.

p. 587}, Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz and his own father al-Muhallab. Traditions were

handed down on his authority by his son Abd ar-Rahman, by Abu Oyaina, the son

of al-Muhallab, by Abu lshak as-Sabii (cof. II. p. 392) and by others.— Al-Asmai

(oof. II. p. 123) related that al-Iiajjaj, having arrested Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab, in-

flicted on him grievous tortures and would not consent to suspend them unless he

received, every day, from the prisoner, the sum of one hundred thousand dirhems

(£- 2.500). When the money was not paid in, al-llajjaj put Y'azid again to the

torture, that very day, and continued to torment him till the night set in. One day,

Yazid had collected one hundred thousand dirhems, for the purpose of buying ofT

that day’s tortures, when the poet ai-Akhtal (i) came in to him and said :

AbU Khalid! K horisji) lias perished since your departure, and the needy all exclaim:

“ Where is Yazid?" Since you are gone, tire two Marws have not received a drop of rain ;

not a tree is verdant in the two Marws. The throne of government has no splendour since your

absence; beneficence has ceased, and there is no generous man to shower down his gifts.

By the two Marws, the poet meant Marw as-Shahjan, which is the greater, and

Marw ar-Rud, which is the less. They are both well-known cities of Kborasan.
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Wc have already spoken of Ihem in this work (col. /. p. 50).— “ On this,” says al-

Asmai, “Yazid gave the poet the one hundred thousand dirhems, and al-Hajjaj,

“ being informed of the circumstance, sent for him and said : ‘Native of Marw!

“ * art thou still so 'generous though in such a state? Well! 1 shall hold thee quit

" ‘ of the tortures) of this day and of those which follow it.’ ” So the anecdote is

related by lbn Asakir, but the more received opinion is that the author of the verses,

he to whom this happened, was al-Farazdak (vol. 111. p. 612); and I since found the

verses in the collected poetical works of Ziad al-Aajami [vol. 1. p. 631). God knows

best I — The same hdfiz {lbn Asdkir) related as follows :
“ When Yazid fled from al-

“ liajjnj and went to find Sulaimdn lbn Abd al-Malik, who was then at ar-Ramla,

** he passed, on his way through Syria, by the tents of some Arabs and said to his

“ servant boy ; ' Go to those people and ask Ihem to give us a drink of milk.’

“ When tho milk was brought, he drank it and said :
‘ Give them one thousand

“ • dirhems (£• 25).’ The boy observed to him that these people did not know who

“ he was
(
and that he need not give them so much); and he replied: * But 1 know

“ ‘ who I am
;
give them the thousand dirhems.' And that was done." The same

author says : ' Yazid lbn al Muhallab made the pilgrimage and (to conclude the

" rites and ceremonies
)
he sent for a barber to shave his head. When the ope-

“ ration was Finished, he ordered him a recompense of one thousand dirhems.

“ The man was amazed and astounded, but at length said :
‘ With this sum 1 shall

“
* go and ransom from slavery my mother, such a one.’ Yazid said : ‘Give him

“ ‘ another thousand.’ The barber exclaimed: ‘ May my wife be divorced from

“ ‘ me if I ever shave any one’s head after this!’— ‘ Give him two thousand more,’

“ said Yazid.” Al-Maddini said: Said lbn Amr lbn al-Aasi (2) bore a fraternal

affection to Y’azid lbn al-Muhallab. When Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz caused the latter

to be imprisoned and gave orders that no person should be allowed to see him.

Said went to him and said: “Commander of the faithful! Yazid owes me the

sum of fifty thousand dirhems, but you hinder me from seeing him; will you per-

“ mil me to go and exact from him the payment?” The khalif consented, and Said

entered into the chamber of Yazid, who was rejoiced to see him. “How did you

“ gel in?” said he. Said informed him of the stratagem. “ By Allah!” exclaimed

Yazid, “ you shall not go away without that sum." Said refused, but Y’azid de-

clared in the most solemn manner that he should accept the money and sent to
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his house for fifty thousand dirhems which he gave to him. — Another author,

in relating this anecdote, adds : A poet said on that subject

:

I never saw a noble prisoner give presents to a visitor, except Yaztd. He bestowed fifty

thousand on Said Ibn Amr, who went to sec him; and the money was paid down without de-

lay to Said.

Abil '1-Faraj al-Modfa Ibn Zakariya an-Nahrawini (t'oi. III. p. 374.) relates, in his

Kildb al-An(s tea ’l-Jalts, an anecdote which he learned from Abd Allah Ibn al-Kufi

and which we insert here : Sulaimdn Ibn Abd al-Malik
(the Omaiyide khalifl requi-

red from Omar Ibn llubaira (3) the payment of one million of dirhems (£. 25.000),

out of (tc/tal the taller had gained in) his expeditions on sea. Omar
(
not being able

to pay that sum
)
went to see Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab (4), who bad been appointed

governor of Irak, and took with him Othmdn Ibn Haiyan al-Murri, al-Kakaa (^UiuJl)

Ibn Klmlid al-Absi, al-Iiudail Ibn Zufar al-Kilabi and some other persons belonging

to (the tribe of) Kais. When they arrived at the door of Yazid’s pavilion, the cham-

berlain obtained permission to introduce them (adana lahom al-hdjib) and informed

them that his master was washing his head. Yazid at length came in, threw

himself upon his bed and then said: “What has brought you all together?"

Olhraan replied :
“ Here is our shaikh and master, Ibn llubaira; al-Walid [the late

“ khalif) furnished him with money and troops when he was about undertaking an

“ expedition on sea, and a debt of one million of dirhems is now made out against

“ him. We therefore said ; Yazid is the chief of the Yemenites, the vizir of Su-

“ luiman and the lord of al-Irak; he has delivered from similar difficulties persons

“ who were far from being similar to us. By Allah I if the wealth of the tribe of

“ Kais had been sufficient, we should have taken the payment upon ourselves."

Al-Kakaa then spoke and said : “Son of al-Muhallab I this is an excellent affair

“ sent to you by God, and no one deserves such a favour more than you. Act

“ therein according to your former doings; let not stint or parcimony hinder you

“ from fulfilling this duty; we have come to you with Ibn llubaira, on account of

“ a debt with which he is loaded. Give therefore to us our money and hide our

“ shame from the Arabs.” Al-Uudail Ibn Zufar then spoke as follows : “ Son of

“ al-Muhallab I had I found a pretext for not coming to you, now, that you have

“ riches in Irak, I should have staid away. You once came to us when you feared

“ danger and you remained with us as a guest; did we then allow you to retire in
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sorrow? By llic right hand ofGod ! (hough we lefl
(
neglected, to visit) you when you

11 were in Syria, we have now conic lo you
(
landttannak) in Irak; that

(
distance

)
is

“ only a short step and renders indispensable the fulfilling of our duty
(
Inwards

•* you).'' Ihn Khailhama then spoke and said: “I shall not repeat lo you, son

“ of al-Muhallah ! what the others have just said
; (

for their words would give me to

“ understand) that you
(
anna anta

)
arc not strong enough to deliver Ikn llubaira

“ from his burden ; and on whom then could we count? By Allah ! the case is not

“ so fond I shall merely say that) the tribe of Kais is not in a situation to help

'• him; their wealth is insufficient, and the khalif will grant him no respite." Ihn

Hubaira then spoke and said : “ As for me, my affair is done if niv request succeed,

“ and (/ am done for)
if it be rejected ;

since I find no one(/o whom I could think of

“ applying), either before or after you. This business did indeed preoccupy my
“ mind, but (/ am convinced that) you have already arranged it.” On hearing

these words, Yazid laughed and said: ‘'Hesitation is the brother of avarice; there

“ shall be no difficulties raised (by me)
;
juge (for yourselves and say how much you

" require).” Al-Kakaa said: ‘‘The half of the sum,” and Yazid replied: ‘‘1

'* take charge of it. Boy! let us sec what there is for breakfast.” The repast was

brought in and we
(
said the narrator) let our disappointment appear to him more

than wo were aware of [fankarna mdho akthar mamma arafna). When we had fin-

ished (falamma faraghna ), he ordered us lo be perfumed and arrayed in handsome

robes. The narrator continues his recital thus : We then withdrew and, as we

passed (the door), Ihn llubaira said : “ Tell me who, after Ihn al-Muliallab, will take

“ charge of paying the remainder? God has (surely) reduced your credit and your

“ influence I By Allah 1 Yazid knows not the difference between half and whole;

“ for him, one is the same as the other. Go back and speak to him of what re-

“ mains (to be paid).” The narrator continues in these terms : Yazid suspected

that they would come back to him for the entire sum, and he therefore told the

chamberlain to admit them, if they returned. When they came and were intro-

duced, Yazid said to them : “ If you regret your agreement, 1 shall cancel it, and if

“ you think the sum which I offered too little, I shall increase it.” Ibn llubaira

then said :
“ Son of al-Muliallab I when a camel is heavily loaded, his very ears are

“ a weight for him; and I am heavily loaded with what remains for me to pay.”

Yazid replied ; “ I take the whole burden on myself.” He then rode lo Sulairadn

and said : “Commander of the faithful I you established me in authority for the
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'* purpose of attaining your ends through my means; 1 hesitate at nothing, as long

“ as the money
(
which you furnish me) is sufficiently ample; but I have not now in

" my hands even the least trifle belonging to you, wherewithal 1 may render.ser-

" vices (to the needy) and (thus) erect monuments of (your) generosity ; were you not

“ there to help me, the undertaking of the smallest thing would cripple me." He >

then said : “Ibn Uubaira has come to see me, with his principal companions.”

Sulaiman [here interrupted him and) said : "Take care and touch not the money

“ which belongs to God
(
the money of the stale); that man is all duplicity and

“ cunning, a collector (of wealth
)
and a refuser [of it to others), a deceiver and a

*• miser, a roan to be avoided. And what did you do?" Yazid answered : “ 1

•• undertook to pay his debt (Ad/ : hamallo dnho."— "(you were in the wrong),"

said Sulaiman ; "you should have carried the money (Ml : ahmilo
)
to the public

“ treasury."—" By Allah I" replied Yazid, " I did not take charge of it with the

" intention of defrauding
(
the slate); I shall carry the money to the treasury to-

" morrow." This he did, and Sulaiman, being informed of it, sent for him.

When he saw him
(
come in), lie laughed and said :

“ It is for you that my fire has

" burned and that my tinder-box gave out sparks (^iUj eb w-fi);

“ the charge is for me and the honour for you. My oath (that the cash should be

“ paid in) is fulfilled J, ji). Go now and take back your money."

This he did.— Yazid said, one day : " By Allah! I prefer life to death and an ho-

“ nourable reputation to life; could I obtain a gift never yet granted to mortal, I

" should wish to have an ear by means of which I might hear what people say of

" me after my death." We have mentioned this saying in the life of his father

al-Muhallab (cof. III. p. 508), to whom we attributed it, and not to Yazid; God

knows best f— Abb ’1-llasan Ali al-Madaini
(vol . 1. p. 438) said: "One of Yazid

“ lbn al-Muhallab’sintcndants sold, for the sum of forty thousand dirhems (£• 1,000),

" the melons produced in one of that emir's farms. When Yazid was informed of

" the circumstance, he said to the intendanl: • You have converted us into green-

**
‘ grocers I were there not old women enough in the tribe of Azd among whom

“
* you might have shared them?’”— Omar Ibn Laja (5) the poet praised Yazid

in the following terms

:

Trace up the genealogy of the Muballabs; you will find them all, from father to son, noble

and geucrous. How many the envious who detested them unjustly tor their merit, and who

• conld not reach, nor even approach, the height to which that family has risen by its virtues,

vot- iv. 22
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Bol you always see illustrious chiefs ci posed to envy whilst no one cn*ies the vile. Were it

said to Glory : “ Turn from them and leave them; since thou art all-powerful in the world;'

she would not obey. Noble sentiments arc souls of which no men but the Jluhallabs arc the

bodies.

Al-Asmai relates that some members of the tribe of Kutlda went to visit Yazid

Ibn al-Muhallab, and one of litem reciled to him these verses:

By Allah ! if the request which we address to you fails, we know not to whom we can direct

our prayer. We have travelled over many lands and found none hut you who had the reputa-

• lion of being generous. Persevere in the conduct to which you have accustomed us; or, if

not, tell us towards whom wc shall go.

11c ordered one thousand dinars to he given to the poet, who, the following vear,

came back and said :

Why are the doors of other men abandoned whilst yours is crowded like a market ? Is it

through affection that they come to you or through respect? or did they leave distant countries

in search of a pasturage, announced by die liglmings of beuelicencc which they saw flashing

from your bands? I know that you take pleasure in noble deeds and that those who do so are

very few.

Yazid ordered ten thousand dirhems to he given to the poet.— Persons versed

in history all agree that, under the Omaiyides, the most beneficent family was that

of the Multallabs, and, under the Abbasides, that of the Rarmckides. God knows

best! They displayed great bravery in many famous conflicts. Ibn al-Jattzi

[vol. II. p. 96) relates, in bis Kildb al-.4zf.ld (book for the intelligent ), that a serpent

fell [from the roof of a hovel
)
upon Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab and that lie did not push

il away; on which, bis father said to him :
“ You have lost your judgment in relain-

“ ing your courage."— When Abd ar-Rahman Ibn al-Ashalh Ibn Kais al-Kindi

look up arms against al-Hajjaj, — the history of this event is well known (6),— he

went to Toster where many persons joined him and, mention being made of the

Muhallab family, much abuse was directed against its members. On this, Abd

ar-Rahman said to llarish Ibn Hilal al-Kuraiei {“>, who was one of the company:

" What is the mailer with you, Abu Kudama? why do you not speak out your

“ mind?” and received from him this answer : “ By Allah ! I know of none who

“ are so careful of themselves as they when they are in easy circumstances, and

“ so indifferent for their personal safety when they aro in distress."— Abd ar-
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Itahman Ibn Sulaim al-Kalbi went to visit al-Muliallak and, seeing that all his

sons, from the oldest to the youngest, were on horseback, he said to them : “ May

“ God accustom the Moslims (o see a continual scries of you; by Allah I though you arc

“ not grandchildren of the Prophet, your are grandchildren of a malhama (8).

—

Habib, one of al-Muhallab's sons, lost a male child and charged Y'nzid to recilc the

funeral service over the corpse. On this, some person said to him :
“ Why do you

•* confide that duty to your brolher? arc you not his elder and is not he that is

" dead your son?” Habib replied : “ My brolher is honoured by the people; he

“ bears a high repulalion among thorn, and all the Arabs have their eyes fixed on

“ him. I should regret to abase that
(
reputation

)
which God lias exalted.”— Mu-

tarraf lbn Abd Allah lhn as-Shikhkhir (9), seeing, one day, Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab

walking about in a silk robe, of which the train swept the ground, said to him :

“ What mcancth this manner of walking? il is odious to God and lo his Prophet!”

— “ Dost thou know me?” said Yazid.— “I do,” replied the other, " thy com-

“ mcnccmenl was a filthy drop (of sperm], thy end shall be a nasty carcass, and,

“ during the interval, thou wearest the excrement (of a worm}." — This thought

has been versified in the following manner by Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Mu-

hammad as-Sami, a native of Khorasun :

I gazed with wonder on him who was proud of his shape and who, before that, was but a

nasty drop. To-morrow, when that handsome slope is gone, tic will be a filthy carrion in the

earth. Nay, with all his sc'.f-iove and pride, he carries excrements between his flanks.

The bflfi: generally known by the surname of Ibn Asakir (vol. II. p. 252) says,

in that article of his greater historical work which treats of Abu Uirasli Mukhlad,

the son of Yazid ibn al-Muhallab : “ This Makhlad was one of those whose liberality

“ procured them universal praise. He went lo see Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz for the

“ purpose of speaking to him in favour of his father; who had been imprisoned by

" that klialif. He had been appointed by his father lo the government of Jurjan.

“ On his way, he passed near Kufa and there received the visit of Hamza lbn Paid

“ al-llanafi (10), who came to him with a number of the inhabitants. This famous

“ poet then stood before him and recited these verses :

“ We arc cotne lo you for an affair which wc request yon to arrange; say to ns: ‘ W'l

-

“ emne !’ so lhatanolher wetcomer may answer you. Refer us not to people who, when they

“ make a promise, tell a lie. You arc the head of a family lx (ore whom the East and the
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“ West have bent in submission and under whose care you were educated; eiccilent, I dc-

“ clare, were the lessons which they gave ! In your eleventh year, you |>ossesscd that

“ wisdom which is rarely acquired but by hoary chieftains; your thoughts were always turned

•• towards serious alTairs, whilst the thoughts of those as old as yon were fixed on sport and

'* play. You were so beneficent that 1 exclaimed :
* Docs there yet remain a petitioner to ask

“ ' a favour? an applicant who lias something to demand?’ From you, gifts flowed upon soli-

“ citors, and also from those in your antechamber, when their generosity was invoked.

“ * Let me hear your affair;’ said Mnkhlad. lie immediately arranged it and

" then ordered one hundred thousand dirhems (£. 2,500) to be given to the poet.”

— A man who had already visited Makhlad and received from him a present

adequate to his deserts, went to sec him again, and Makhlad said to him : “ Did

•* you not already come to us, and did we not make you a gift?” “ It is true;”

replied the visitor.— “What then,” said Mukhallad, “has brought you back?"

— “ Those words,” replied the man, “which al-Kumait (pol. III. p. 373) pro-

" nounced, in speaking of you :

“ He gave, then gave again; we returned to him and he gave; then I returned, and he re-

“ newed his gift.
(
This hap/iened) many times. I never return to him hut he receives me

” with smiles and treats me with honour (11).

“ This reply obtained for him that made it a gift double of the former."—
kabisa Ibn Omar al-Muhallabi related as follows :

“ Yazid Ibn al-Muhallah effected

“ the conquest of Jurjan and Tabarislan, and took prisoner one their great chiefs

“ mimed Sul."— 1 may here observe that this Sul was the prince of Jurjan and the

grandfather of two celebrated and good poets, Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas as-Siili (rof. /.

p.22) and Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Yahyaas-Sftli [vol.lll. p. 68).—Yazid found there

agreatquantity oftreasureandotliervaluable objects, lie therefore wrote to [Ihckhalif]

Sulaiman Ibn Abd al-Malik a letter in which lie said : " I have taken Tabarislan and

“ Jurjan, places which none of lhe Chosroes dynasty and none of their successors

“ had ever been able to conquer. I am sending you so many files of camels (12) load-

“ cd with money and presents that, when the first of them reaches you, the last will

“ be still here with me." Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, who succeeded to the khalifat on

the death of Sulaiman, required of Y'azid the fulfilment of this promise and cast him

into prison. Makhlad, the son of Yazid, went to intercede with Omar in favour of the

prisoner.— Kabisa continues thus : “From the time of Makhlad’s leaving the city of

“ Marw Shahjan till he reached Damascus, he gave away in presents one million of
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“ dirhems (£. 2,5000). When he was about lo appear before Omar, he pul on a

“ suit of shabby clothes
{
which he tucked up), and a dirly old cap (13). Omar, on

'• seeing him, said : * i perceive that you have tucked up your clothes; ’ lo which

“ Makhlad replied: ‘If you tuck up yours or let them hang down, we shall do the

“ ‘ same.’ He then addressed him Alius: ‘You have extended your clemency lo

“ ‘ all men; why then keep you this man in prison? If there be a legal proof

“‘of his culpability, adduce it and Ihen pronounce sentence; if nol, make
“ * him take oath (that he is not guilty), or else be reconciled with him on condition

“ ' of his giving up to you all his landed estates.’ Yazid, on hearing this,

“ ezclaimed: ‘ As for the oath, it shall never be said by the Arabs that Yazid, the

“ ‘ son of al-Muhallab, was obliged to lake one by necessity; as for my landed

“ ‘ estates, they are of sufficient value to pay what is claimed of me.’ Makhlad

“ died at Ihe age of twenty-seven years and (on this occasion
)
Omar said :

‘ Had
“ • God meant well towards the father, he would have left this youth with

•' * him.’ — It is stated that Makhlad died of the plague. The funeral service

“ was recited over him byOmarlbn Abd al-Aziz, who said, on finishing: ‘To-day

‘‘ ‘ is dead Ihe most gallant youth of all Ihe Arabs.’ lie then pronounced the

“ following lines of a poet, applying them to Ihe circumstance :

“ Our souls ire going off in sighs for die loss of Amr, and the faces of alt the people are

“ darkened and soiled with dust."

— An elegy, composed on his death by Hamza Ibn liaid al-Hanail, the poet above

mentioned, contains Ihe following lines :

The thrones {of state) will no longer be occupied by you; and, to-day that your (grate-) clo-

thes only,
(
not your chamberlains,) prevent you from being seen, the only throne on which

you repose is the bier (tU). The last time we saw you was at IUbik, on the day in which they

poured upon you the crumbling mould (of the grave).

Al-Farazdak [r.ol. III. p. 612), said, in an elegy on his death :

Never did the bier which they carried off hold the like of Makhlad! NeTer did grave-clothes

cover a man like him. Thy father is one whose name sufficed to put a hostile squadron to

flight, though in it (et'erj/ lance-head) (IS) was fully a span in length. The foe knew that,

when he girded his loins, he was the lion of the forest that never fled from danger (JjjcJIj}.

The passage given above proves that Makhlad, Ihe son of Yazid, died on or about

the year 100 (A. D. 718-9), for Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz was raised to ihe khalifalc
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in ttic month of Safar, A. II. 99 (Sept.-Oct. A. D. 717) and died in the month of

Rajab, 101 (Jan.-Feb. A. D. 720) (16). It was in Omar’s residence that he expired.

Hamza's cleg)' proves also that Makhlad died at Ddbik, which is a village situated in

the government of Aleppo, and to the north of the city. It gives its name to a

large meadow (marjj in the neighbourhood.* Sulaiman Ilm Abd al-Malik died at

that place and there also is his tomb, a well-known monument. — Let us re-

sume our account of Yazid. Abu Jaafar at-Tabari (rol. II. p. 597) say3, in bis

great historical work: “ Al-Mughira, the son of al-Muhallab, acted as his fa-

“ thers’s lieutenant at Marw, and held the government of that city and of the

* province.”— He died in the month of ltajab, 82 (August-Sept. A. D. 701), as

we have said in the life of al-Muhallab.— “ When this news reached Yazid, he told

“ it to the military [chiefs), but kept it from al-Muhallab’s knowledge; preferring

“ that he should learn it from the women. Al-Muhallab, hearing their lamenla-

“ lions, asked what was wrong and, being informed that al-Mughira was dead, he

•' exclaimed: ‘From God we came, and to God we must return I’ His grief was

“ so cicessive that he let it appear, and was reprimanded, for that reason, by one

“ of his domestic officers, lie then called in Yazid and sent him olT to Marw,

“ after giving him instructions for his conduct. During all this time, his tears

“ were trickling down over his beard. Al-Hajjaj wrote to him a letter of condo-

“ lcnce for the loss of al-Mughira, who was truly an able chief.”— I may here

mention that al-Mughira had a son named Bishr of whom Abu Tammum [vol. 1.

p. 318) speaks in the first part of his Ilamdsa (p. 119), and some of whose poetry

he inserts in that work. One of these pieces, composed by him on [his uncle)

Yazid, we here give

:

The emir (al-iluhaUab) has treated me ill and so did al-Mnglilra
;
Yazid also has turned I. is

back upon me. All of them have got (government*) wherewith to sate their appetite; yet it is

disgraceful for a man to be sated when his companion suffers from hunger. Use me gently,

<tear unde! and employ me when an untoward event arrives; time (a< you know) is an as-

semblage of vicissitudes. I am your sword and, though swords may sometimes rebound

(without cutting], yet the sword of a man like me will never rebound, to the detriment of your

cause. At what door shall I ask permission to enter, if I be repelled from the door of which l

was the guardian?

Let us return to at-Tahari's narration: “On the day of al-Mughira’s death, nl-

“ Muhallab was slopping at Kish (or hist), in Transoxiana, being engaged in war
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“ wilh llie people of that place. Yazid set out with silly horsemen and met, in

“ the desert, with a body of live hundred Turks. A desperate conflict ensued, and

“ Yazid was wounded in (he thigh by an arrow. After that, al-Muhallab made

“ peace wilh the inhabitants of Kish, on receiving from them a (turn of money, as)

“ redemption. He then left them and set out for Marw. On arming at Zaghul,

*' which is a village in the government of Marw ar-Rud, he was attacked by pains

“ in the bowels. He then called in Habib and such of his other sons as were

“ with him. Some arrows, lied up so as to form a bundle, were brought in, by

“ his order. ‘ What think you?’ said he, * could you break them all, now that they

“ 1 are tied together?' They answered that they could not. ‘And if they were

•* * separated?’ — ‘ Certainly,’ said they, *wc could break them.’— ‘Such,’ conli-

“ nued he, ' is the effect of union !
’ He then made them a long exhortation," —

which it is needless for us to repeat here,— “ and finished by saying : * I nominate

“ * Yazid as my lieutenant and appoint Habib to the command of the jund (the

“ Arab troops), until he led them to Yazid, whose authority they will all ac-

“ knowledge. His son al-.Mufaddal then said :
* Had you not placed him at

“ * our head, we ourselves would have done so.' Habib received his dying in-

“ junctions and, after saying the funeral prayer over the corpse, he proceeded

“ to Marw. Yazid wrote to Abd al-Malik, informing him that al-Muhallab

" was dead and had chosen him as his successor.”— This nomination was con-

firmed by al-Hajjaj, who afterwards, in the year 85 (A. 1). 701), revoked it and

gave the government to al-Mufaddal, Yazid's brother. His motive for so doing was

this : Having gone (some years before
)
to visit [the kliatif) Abd al-Malik, lie passed

on his way back by a monastery at which he halted. Being then informed that a

very old and learned Christian was residing there, he had him brought in and said

to him :
** Tell me, shaikh I do you find in your books any thing concerning you

and us?"— “I have," replied the other; “we find therein all that has already

“ happened to you and the mention of your present stale and of what it will be."

— “Are we designated by our names or arc we merely described?"— “All is

“ described without being named, but there is a name without a description."—
“ What description do you find of the Commander of the faithful?"— “ We find

“ that, for the time in which we are, he is a bald sovereign before whom every one

“ who stands in his way must fall prostrate."—“ YYhatdoyou find next?"—A man
“ named at-Walld (17)."— “ And what then?”— “ A man whose name is that of
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“ a prophet and by whom God will display his power to men.”—That was Sulaiman,

the son of Abd al-Malik.— “Do you know what will happen to me!”— “Ido."
— “ Who will succeed to me in the authority?”— “ A man called Yazid.”— “Will

“ that be in my life-time or after my death?"— “ I do not know."—Do you know

his description?"— “ He will act with perfidy; that is all 1 know." — The person

[who related this anecdote) said: Al-Hajjaj was struck with the idea that the person

thus indicated was no other than Yazid, the son of at-Muhallab and, during the

remainder of his journey, which required seven days, he never ceased thinking of

the old man's words. On his arrival, he wrote to Aid al-Malik, requesting per-

mission to resign the government of Irak and received from him a letter con-

taining these words: “ I see very well what your intention is; you wish to discover

“ how you stand in my opinion.” He then vainly employed every means for

the purpose of bringing about Yazid’s deposition, till one of al-Muballab's

cavalry officers, named al-Khiar lbn Sabra and who was then in the service of

Yazid, came to see him and was asked by him how that emir was getting on. Al-

Khiar replied: “His obedience [towards the khalif) and the mildness of his

“ administration are most exemplary."— “That is a fib!" exclaimed al-llajjaj,

“ tell the truth." His visitor then said :
“ God alone is greater and more mighty

“ than he ; he has saddled [the steed of independence
) and has put no bridle on (to

“ restrain it).’’
— “ You now speak the truth 1” replied al-Hajjaj, and, at a later

period, he gave to al-Khiar the government of Oman [in Arabia, or of Amman, in

Palestine?) (18). He then wrote to Abd al-Malik, blamingthe conduct of Yazidand

of all the Muhallab family; in short, he addressed him so often on that subject

that lie received from him a letter containing these words :
“ You are always

“ speaking against Y’azid and the family of al-Muhallab; point me out another

“ man capable of governing khorasan. Al-Ilajjaj named Majaa (or Mujjda) lbn

Saad as Saadi. To this, Abd al-Malik returned the following answer: “The same

" motive which impels you to effect the ruin of the Muhallab family has induced

“ you to propose Majaa lbn Saad. Look out for a man of decision, and capable

“ of executing your orders." Al-Hajjaj sent him the name of Kutaiba lbn Muslim

al-Bahili (ro/. II p. 514) and received for answer: “ Appoint him." When Y'azld

learned that al-Hajjaj had effected his deposition, he said to the members of his

family : “ Who, do you think, will receive from al Hajjaj the government of Kho-

“ risen?" They answered : “ Some man of (/its awn tribe) the Thakif.” — “ Not
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“ at all I” replied Yazid, “one of you will receive from him a letter appointing

“ him to that place and, when I am gone to meet him (and am in his power), he

“ will replace that person by another, and Kutaiba Ibn Muslim is the fittest man.”

The narrator of this anecdote said : When al-IIajjaj obtained from Abd al-Malik the

authorisation to depose Yazid, he felt that he would do wrong if he announced to

him by a letter that the command was taken from him, and therefore wrote to him

a dispatch in which he said : “ Leave (your brother) al-Mufaddal as your lieutenant

'* and come here.” Al-Hosain Ibn al-Mundir, whom Y'azld consulted on

receiving this letter, advised him to give a pretext for remaining where he was,

” Because,” said he, “ you stand very high in the good opinion of the Commander

“ of the faithful. This is a stroke aimed against you hy al-IIajjaj. If you delay

“ your departure, 1 am in hopes that the khalif will write to him the order tocon-

“ firm you in your post.” To this Y'azld replied : “ We are of a family whose

“ fidelity
(
towards the khalifs) has always been for it a benediction; I detest

“ disobedience and opposition to orders.” lie then commenced making prepara-

tives for his departure. Al-IIajjaj, thinking that ho delayed too long, wrote these

words to al-Mufaddal, Yazid’s brother : “ I hare appointed you to the government

“ of Rhorasan.” Yazid, whom al-Mufaddal then pressed most earnestly to depart,

said to him : “Al-llajjaj will not leave you in place, once I am gone; his only

“ motive in acting as he does is the fear of my resisting his orders.”— “ You are

“ mistaken,” replied al-Mufaddal, “ and are jealous of my good fortune.”— “ I am
“ not jealous of you,” replied Yazid, “and that you shall soon have reason to

" know.” In the month of the latter Rabi, 85 (April-May, A. D. 704), Yazid left

Rhorasan, and al-llajjaj replaced al-Mufaddal by Rulaiba Ibn Muslim.— Hosain

Ibn al-Mundir, or according to another statement, Firuz Ibn Hosain, said, in

speaking of Yazid :

I advised you to take a decided step, bat yoa would not near me
;
and now, that you arc strip-

ped of your commandment, yon regret
{
your folly). But I shall not weep for you through

fondness, neither shall I pray that yon return home safely.

t

When Rulaiba Ibn Muslim arrived in Rhorasan, Hosain was asked by him

what he had said of Yazid and made the following answer :

I advised you to take a decided step, but you would not hear me; blame then yourself, if

you mean to blame. If al-Hajj&j learns that you resist his orders, you will find that his power

is overwhelming.

vol. tv. 23
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Kutaiba Ihen asked him wlial was (he advice he gave, and Ilosain replied :

I told him nol lo keep a single yellow or while (piece of money), bul to send them

“ all to the emir
(
al-llajjdj)."— The following verses by Ahd Allah Ibn Hamm&m

as-Saluli were composed on the replacement of Yazid by Kutaiba :

We said, Kutaiba I the morning you came here :
11 Assuredly, we have got in you a one-

“ eyed substitute for Yazid. Your father in no nay resembled al-Muhallab; your {family),

“ compared to his, is mean and despicable. Wide is the difference between one who rose lo

“ fortune by castanets and one who brandished the sword amidst the fires of war. Here come
' “ the stpiinling Bfdiilitcs under whoso domination liberality has perished and infamy flourishes.

The expression a one-eyed, substitute
(
badtil antear) is figuratively applied to a

man generally despised who succeeds, in office, to one who always deserved praise.

They say also, in the same sense : n one-eyed successor (khalaf aawar). The word

castanets alludes to the fact that Kutaiba, in his youlh, was a
(
public daneer and

)

player on those instruments. Kutaiba is here called a sguinter
(
ahwal), and so

he was; the plural form of this adjective is analogous to those of aswad, ahmar, etc.

which are sdddn, humrdn.— Some say that these verses were composed, not by

Abd Allah [bn llammum, but by Nuhar Ibn Tausia al-Yashkuri (19). — At-Tabari

says, under the year 90 (A. D. 708-9) : “ Al-llajjaj went forth against the Kurds,

“ who had occupied the entire province of Fars. lie took with him Yazid and

“ his brothers al-Mufaddal and Ahd al-Malik. When he encamped, he had them

“ placed in a tent, near his own lodgings, and under a guard of Syrian troops; this

“ tent was surrounded with a sort of ditch, lie exacted from them a sum of six

“ millions (£ 150,000) and put them to the torture (tn order to enforce payment).

“ Yazid suffered those pains with such firmness as provoked the anger of al-llajjaj.

“ It is said that he (Yasttl) had been wounded by an arrow, the head of which

*‘ remained in his thigh, and that, if any thing touched him there, he would cry

“ out; even if it was moved in the slightest manner, he would utter a cry. Al-

*'
"“I!aj ordered him to be tormented and receive strokes on the thigh. This

“ was done; Yazid cried out, and his sister Hind, who was then with her husband

“ al-llajjaj, heard the cry and began to scream and to lament. On this, al-Hajjaj

“ divorced her. He afterwards let them alone and began to ask money from

" them. They commenced furnishing it and, during that time, they made

•* arrangements for effecting their escape. Ilaving sent to (their brother
)
Marwan

“ Ibn al-Muhallab, who was then in Basra, they told him to put horses at their
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" disposal and to give the public to understand that he meant to offer lliem for

“ sale; they bade him also ask so high a price for them that noi one would buy

“ them. ‘ They will be for us,' said they, 1
a means of escape, if we succeed

“ ‘ in getting out of this place.’ Marwan did so, whilst his brother, Ilabib,

“ also was undergoing tortures at Basra. Yazid then ordered a copious repast to

“ be served to the guards and had them provided with wine. Whilst they were

“ drinking and unmindful of their charge, he put on the clothes of his cook,

“ placed a false white beard over his own and went out. One of the guards saw

“ him and said : * That is Yazld's manner of walking (20).’ lie then went up,

“ looked at him in the face,— it was in the night,—and seeing the white beard, he

“ turned away, saying : ‘ This is an elderly man.’ At-Mufaddal followed his

** brother without being remarked and they went to a boat which was kept ready

“ for them in the swamps
(
al-Dataih

j
by their directions. They were then at the

“ distance of eighteen parasangs from Basra. When they reached the boat, they

“ waited for Abd al-Malik who had met with something to detain him, and at

“ length Yazid said to al-Mufaddal : • Get into the boat with us and let him fol-

“ low.’ To this, al-Mufaddal, who was born of the same mother as Abd al-Malik,

“ replied: ‘ By Allah! 1 shall not stir from this spot till my brother come, even

“ ' should I be taken back to prison.’ Yazid stopped till Abd al-Malik came up;

" they then embarked and voyaged the remainder of the night, until daybreak.

“ The neit morning, the guards discovered that their prisoners had escaped and

“ sent to inform al-Hajjaj of what had happened; lie was dismayed at the news

“ and, imagining that they bad fled in the direction of Khoriis&n, he sent off, by

“ the post horses, to Kulaiba Ibn Muslim, a dispatch in which he gave him warning

“ of their approching arrival, ordered him to make preparations for resisting

'• them and to send messengers to the commanders of all the districts (MrAn) and

“ frontier stations, enjoining them to hold themselves in readiness and to keep

“ a look-out for the fugitives. He sent also another dispatch to (the khalif
)
al-

“ Walid lbn Abd al-Malik, informing him of their evasion and expressing his

“ opinion that they intended to go to khonlsan, and not elsewhere. He continued

“ thinking of what they intended to do and would sometimes say : ‘ I am sure

“ ‘that Yazid's mind prompts him to act like Ibn al-Asbalh.’”— l may here

observe that Ibn al-Ash$tb, whose names were Abd ar-Rabm&n Ibn Muhammad lbn

al-Ashath lbn Kais, of the tribe of Kinda, revolted against Abd al-Malik Ibn
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Marwan. His history is well known and is to be found in the books of annals.

—

" When Yazid " [and his companions), says at-Tabari, “drew near to al-BalSih (21),

44 the horses which had been kept in readiness were brought to them, and they

“ rode off with a guide who took the way which crosses (the desert) ofas-Samiwa.

“ Two days later, al-Uajjaj learned that they were on the road to Syria, that their

“ horses were fatigued with the journey and that a person had seen them travelling

“ towards the desert. He immediately sent off this news to al-Walid. Yazid

“ continued his route till he reached Palestine and there he slopped at the

“ dwelling of Wuhaib Ibn Abd ar-ltahman al-Azdi, a person whom Sulaiman Ibn

•* Abd al-Maiik (the khalifs brother

)

held in high esteem. Wuhaib took his guest

“ to Sulaiman and said : * Here is Yazid; his brothers arc at my house; they have

“ 4 fled hither from al-Ilajjaj and they seek refuge under your protection.’—* Bring

*' * them to me,’ said Sulaiman, * I answer for their safety. He (al-Hajjdj) shall

“ * never lay hands on them, as long as I live.’— Wuhaib brought them and thus

“ placed them out of danger. Al-llajjaj then wrote to al-Walid Ibn Abd al-Malik,

“saying: 4 The family of al-Muhallab have defrauded the treasury; they esca-

“
* ped from me and are now with Sulaiman.’ When al-Walid knew that Yazid

44 was with Sulaimdn, his uneasiness of mind was diminished to a certain degree,

44 but he was* greatly incensed at the loss of the money and therefore wrote to his

44 brother Sulaiman, asking where Yazid was. 4 He is with me,’ replied Sulaiman.

44 4 and I have engaged myself for his safely. lie owes no more than three mil-

" 4
lions of the sir which al-Hujjaj required of them. They have paid three and owe

44 4 three, which I shall take upon myself.' Al-Walid returned this reply: ‘By

44 'Allah! I shall not pardon him till you send him to me chained.’ To this,

44 Sulaimdn answered :
4 If I send him to you, I will go with him; but, for God’s

4 4 4 sake! do not dishonour me or bring me into disgrace.’—Al-Walid wrote back

44
as follows: 4 By Allah! if you bring him to me, I shall not forgive him.’

—

44 Yazid then said [to Sulaimdn): 4 Send me to him; by Allah! I do not wish to

4 4 4
raise enmity and hostile feelings between you and him, or to let you and your

44 4 brother gain a bad reputation on my account. Send me to him; let your

4 4 4 son come with me and write to him [the khalif
)
as mild a letter as you can.’

44 Sulaiman dispatched his son Aiyhb with him and, as al-Walid has ordered

44 the prisoner to be brought in chains, he said to his son :
4 When you enter

44 4 into the khalif
s

presence, appear before him bound in the same chain as
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“ 1 Yazid.’ When they reached llie place where al-Walid was, they appeared

“ before him in that slate, and the khalif, on seeing his brother’s son attached

44 to tbe same chain as Yazid, exclaimed : ‘ By Allah ! we have offended Sulai-

“ • man !

' The youth (.lii/dii) then handed him his father's letter and said : ‘ Com-
“ ‘ mander of the faithful 1 may my life be laid down to save yours! do not cast

“ • dishonour on my father, you who are our natural protector; do not deprive

“ * us of the hope that people shall always continue to eipect safety under the

“
‘ protection of us who are so closely allied to you ; do not disappoint those who

" • hope to gain honour in becoming attached to us who derive our honour from

**
‘ you.’ He then read his father’s letter, which ran as follows :

* To the servant

“
• of God, al-Walid, Commander of the faithful ; from Sulaiman, the son of Abd al-

“ 4 Malik, ilcre is the point ; Commander of the faithful ! I certainly think that,

“ 1
if an enemy who revolted against you and resisted were to solicit my protection

“ 4 and place himself under my safeguard, you would not dishonour my guest

“ 4 and bring my right of protection into discredit; how then should it be if the

44 4 person whom I received as my guest had always been devotedly obedient

44 4 to your will and rendered, not only he but his father and all the mcm-
44 * bers of bis family, the most signal services to lslamism? I have now sent

44 4 him to you and, if you wish [taghsft) to come to a rupture with me, to annul

44 4 my credit as a protector and to injure me in the gravest manner, you have

44 4 the power of doing so and may do it. But 1 implore you, in God’s name 1 to

44 4 avoid a rupture, to refrain from casting a blemish on my honourable reputation

44 4 and to continue the kindness and friendship which you have hitherto show n me.

44 4 By Allah 1 Commander of the faithful
1 you know not how long my life

44 4 and yours may endure, neither do you know when death shall part us.

44 4 If the Commander of the faithful, whose happiness may God prolong! be in-

44 4 dined to retard the moment of my death, to act kindly towards me, to

44 4 respect my rights and to abstain from hurting me, I pray him to do so.

44 4 By Allah ! Commander of tbe faithful I there is nothing in the world, after my
** duty towards God, in which I find more delight than in your good will and

•* 4 your happiness; it is by deserving your benevolence that we all hope to

“ * obtain the favour of God. Commander of the faithful! if you deign, even

*• 1 for a single day, to give me joy, to be friendly towards me, to mantain my
“ ' honour and to respect my rights, you will pardon Yazid for my sake, and all
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'
‘ you reclaim of him shall he paid by me.’ When this letter was read, the khalif

* said : ‘ We have been too severe on Sulaiman.’ He then called his nephew over

‘ to him, and Yazid began a speech in which, after extolling the Almighty and

‘ praising the Prophet, he said: ‘Commander of the faithful! we appreciate to the

* ‘ utmost degree the kindness you have always show n us; others may forget favours,

' ‘ but we, never; others may be ungrateful, but we cannot. The toils which we
* ‘ have undergone in the service of your noble family, the strokes we have inflicted

* ‘ on your enemies in many great battles, both in the Eastern countries and in

* ‘ the West, are surely good titles to your benevolence.’ The khalif then

' made him sit down, granted him a full pardon and left him free. Yazid

' returned to Sulaiman, and his brothers tried to raise the money which was

‘claimed of him. Al-Walid wrote to al-llajjaj, saying: ‘1 did not attempt

' ‘ to touch Yazid and the members of his family, because they were with

‘ • Sulaiman (and under hit protection). So do you let them alone and cease

‘ ‘ writing to me about them.' When al-IIajjaj received this letter, hediscon-

‘ tinued his attacks against them and even renounced to one million of dirhems

‘ which were owing to him by Abu Oyaina [another of al-Muhallab'i sons). He

‘ also set at liberty Habib, the son of al-Muhallab. Yazid passed nine months

‘ with Sulaiman, enjoying an agreeable life and great tranquillity of mind His

* protector never received a present [of money), but sent him the half of it.

‘ Being asked by one of his usual companions why he did not build a house for

‘ himself, he replied : ‘ What should I do with it? I have always a dwelling

* ‘ ready prepared for roe.' — ' Where is that dwelling?' said his friend. He

‘ answered :
1 If 1 hold a commandment, it will be the government palace; and

* ‘ if 1 be out of place, it will be the state prison.’ He said also :
‘ I should feel

‘ ' no pleasure in being free from worldly cares and having fortune submissive to

‘ ‘ my will;' and, being asked his reason, he answered: ‘Because I should

' * detest adopting lazy habits.' In the month of Shauwal, A. H. 95 (June-

‘ July A. D. 714) and subsequently to these events, al-Hajjaj died. Some say

‘ that his death took place on the 25lh of liamadan, and that be had then

‘ reached his iifty—third or fifty-fourth year. When he was on the point of

‘ death, he charged Yazid Ibn Abi Kabsha to replace him in the adminislra-

tion of the two cities [al-Misrdm], that is, of Kufa and Basra, and to take

' the direction of military affairs and the presidency of the public prayer.
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•* To Yazid lbn Abi Muslim (see next article) be confided the administration

“ of the land-tax (khardj). Those two nominations were confirmed by al-Walid,

“ who approved also of all the other appointments made by al-Hajjaj. According

“ to another account, it was from al-Walid himself that they received their

“ appointment. Al-llajjuj held the government of the two Iraks during twenty

“ years. Al-Walid lbn Abd al-Malik died on Saturday, the 15lh of the lat-

" ter Jumada, A. II. 9G (25th February, A. I). 715) at Dair Maran.’’— I may

observe that this monastery is situated on the slope of Kasiun, the mountain

which lies near Damascus. Be was buried in the cemetery outside the gate

called Bdb as-Saghir. Sulaiman Ibn Abd al-Malik was proclaimed khalif on

the day of his brother al-Walid's death and, in that year,— I mean the year 96,

— he took the government of Irak from Yazid Ibn Abi Muslim and gave it to

Yazid, the son of al-Muhallub. Khalifa lbn Khaiyat (vol. I p- 492) says: “In the

“ year 97 (A. D. 715-6), Yazid united in his own hands the commandment of

“ the two cities,”—meaning Kufa and Basra. God knows best. “Salih lbn

“ Abd ar-Rabman received from him the administration of the land-tax with

“ the order that he should put to death the members of the Akil (22) fa-

“ mily, that to which al-Uajjitj belonged. lie, in consequence, arrested them

“ and had then put to the torture, under the direction of Abd al-Malik, the

“ son of al-Muhallab.”— Al-Walid intended to have taken from Sulaiman the

right of succeeding to the khalifate and of transferring it to his own son Abd

al-Aziz. Al-Hajiaj had taken a solemn engagement to second the khalif and

so also did Kutaiba Ibn Muslim al-Bahili, the same who replaced Yazid lbn

al-Muhallab in the government of Khorasan. When Sulaiman obtained the

khalifate, Kutaiba was apprehensive that his government would be taken from

him and given to Yazid lbn al-Muhallab. He therefore wrote to Sulaiman

congratulating him on his accession, condoling with him on the death of al-Walid,

mentioning the services which he himself had rendered to the stale and vaunting

his fidelity to Abd al-Malik and al-Walid. lie then added that he would be equally

serviceable and obedient to the new khalif, provided that the government of

Khorasan were not taken from him. Be addressed to him also another letter in

which he spoke of the conquests he had effected, of his elevated position and of his

influence over the foreign kings, “whose bosoms, said he, are filled with terror

“ at my name.” Be then attacked the sons of al-Muhallab and declared solemnly
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(hat if Yazid was named governor of KhortUdn, lie himself would repudiate the

authority of the klialif. In a third letter he declared that he had repudiated

his authority. These three dispatches he sent off by a man of his tribe to whom he

gave the following instructions: “ When the khalif has read the first letter, he

'* may probably hand it to Yazid, if the latter be present. In that case, give him

“ the second letter and, if he hand it also to Yazid, after reading it, give him the

" third. If, on the contrary, he reads the firsl letter and put it up without passing

“ it to Yazid, do not give him the two others [but keep them up)." The narrator

says : Kutaiba’s messenger arrived, found Y'azid Ibn al-Muhallab with Sulaiman and

delivered the first letter to the khalif, who read it and passed it to Yazid. lie then

gave the second letter which was read and passed also to Yazid. On this, he gave

the third. Sulaiman read it, changed colour and, having called for
(
figillary

)

clay,

he sealed it up and kept it in his hand. According to Abfi Obaida Mamar lbn al-

Mutlianna (ooi. ill. p. 388), the first letter contained an attack on Yazid, accusing

him of perfidy, ingratitude and thanklessness; in the second was an eulogium

on the same person and, in the third, were written these words :
11

If you do not

“ confirm me in the place which I now occupy and give me the positive assurance

" that I have nothing to fear from you, I shall cast off your authority as 1 cast off

“ my slippers, and shall certainly fill it [the land) with horse and foot to attack

“ you.”— Sulaiman then ordered Kutaiba’s messenger to go down to the guest-

house, and, when the evening set in, he sent for him and gave him a purse of

dinars {gold piccet), saying : “ This is to requite your trouble and here is a diploma

“ containing your master's nomination to the government of KhorisAn; set out,

“ and a messenger of mine shall accompany you.” The Bahilide
(
kutaiba's

emissary

)

departed with the khalifs messenger and, on reaching Hulwan, they

were told by the people that Kutaiba had revolted. On this, SulaimAn’s agent

turned back after delivering the diploma to Kutaiba's man, who pursued his

journey. When Kutaiba saw the messenger, be consulted his brothers on the

line of conduct which he should follow, and they replied :
“ After what has

“ occurred here, Sulaiman can no longer have any reliance on you.” Some

time after, Kutaiba was slain, as we have related in our account of him (vol- II.

p. 516); this occurrence we mentioned in a summary manner, because the

details would have led us loo far.— Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab, having then obtained

the government of Irak, reflected (on the state of that province) and said to himself

:
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" Irik has been ruined by al-Hajjaj ; the people of that country place all their

•* hopes in me, yet, if 1 go there and begin to exact the payment of the khardj

“ [land-lax), I shall be obliged to act with great severity, become [for llicm) as bad

“ as my predecessor and plunge them into a civil war. God forbid that 1 should

“ bring down upon them again the afflictions from which lie has just delivered

“ them 1 and yet, if I did not furnish to Sulaimln the same amount [of revenue j
as

** he received from al-Ilajjlj, he would reject what I send, though it came from

“ me." He therefore went to the khalif and said: “1 can point out to you a

“ man who well understands the administration of the khardj and to him you

“ might confide that duly. His name is Salih Ibn Abd ar-llahman, and he is

" a mawla of the tribe of Tamim.” Sulaiman replied :
“ I accept your rccom-

“ inendalion.” Yazid then set out for Irak, whither Salih had preceded him and

was then stopping at Wasil. On drawing near the town, he met all the inhabitants,

who had gone forth to receive him, but Salih did not appear till he had nearly

reached the place. It was only then that Salih set out, preceded by (a guard of)

four hundred Syrians. He returned to the town with Yazid and, on entering, said

, to him : “There is a bouse which I have cleared out for you." Yazid stopped

there, and Salih proceeded to his own residence. [From that moment) he stinted

Yazid (in money matters) and would not allow him to meddle, even in the slightest

degree (with the finance department). Yazid caused one thousand tables to be gut

ready, so that he might give a repast to the inhabitants; Salih took them from him

(and did not restore f/iemj till Yazid said: “Write down the expense to my own

“ account." Yazid purchased a great quantity of objects and, having drawn bills

on Salih for the amount, he sent to have them cashed. They were not accepted,

and the bearers returned to Yazid, who got into a passion and said to himself:

“ This is of my own doing." Soon after, he received the visit of Salih and made

room for him on his own seat. “ What are those bills? ' said Salih, “ the khardj

“ administration cannot take charge of them; a few days ago, I accepted a bill of

“ vours for one hundred thousand dirhems [&. 23,000) and 1 have already advanced

" you the amount of your salary. Other sums you asked of me, and 1 gave them.

“ Mailers cannot go on so; the Commander of the faithful will never approve of

“ these proceedings and you will be certainly called to an account." Yazid replied,

in laughing : “Come now, Abu '1-Walidl accept these last bills,” and wrought him

into a so good humour that lie said : “ Well I I shall accept them, but do not draw

VOL. it. 24
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“ two many on ine.” “ I shall not,” replied Yazid.”— Sulaimdn, having given to

Yazid the government, not of Khorasan but of Irak, said to Abd al-Malik, the son of

at-Muhallab : “ IIow would you act were I to appoint you to the government of Kho-

“ rasitn?" Abd al-Malik replied : “ Commander of the faithful I you would always

“ find me acting according to your wishes.” The khalif then turned the conver-

sation to another subject, and Abd al-Malik sent to some of the military chiefs in

KhoiSsan, who were attached to him, a letter in which he said that the Commander

of the faithful had offered to him the government of that province. Intelligence of

this reached Yazid, who was disgusted with the government of Irak on account

of the restraint in which he was held by Salih, with whom lie found that he

could do nothing. lie therefore called in Abd Allah llm al-Ahtam and said to

him : “ 1 want your advice concerning an affair which preoccupies my mind,

“ and wish you to free me from the uneasiness it gives me.” Ibn al-Ahtam

answered: “ 1 shall obey whatever order you arc pleased to give.” Yazid

then spoke to him in these terms: ‘‘You see in what restraint I am kept hero

“ and may imagine the annoyance which it gives me. Now, the government of

“ Khorasan is vacant and I have been informed that the Commander of the faithful

" spoke of it to Abd al-Malik Ibn al-Muhallab Is there any means (by tchich I

“ might obtain it)'!"—“ There is, most certainly;” replied the other,— “ send me

“ to the Commander of the faithful and I am sure that I shall return hero with your

•* appointment to that post.”— “It is well,” said Yazid, “but he careful not

“ to speak of what I have told you.” lie then wrote a letter to Sulaiman in which

he described the state of Irak and praised highly ibn al-Ahtam, as being a man

perfectly well acquainted with the affairs of Khorasan. He authorised Ibn al-

Ahtam to travel by post and gave him thirty thousand dirhems (£. 750). Ibn

ul-Ahlain was seven days on the road. On arriving, he went to Sulaimin’s

residence with the intention of delivered to him Yazid’s letter. Being introduced,

he found him at breakfast and therefore sat down in a corner of the room. Two

(roasted

)

pullets were then brought to him and, when he had finished eating,

Sulaiman said to him : “ You shall have an audience later, do not miss it.” One

third (of the day) had passed when the khalif sent for him and said :
“ Yazid Ibn

“ al-Muhallab informs me by his letter that you are well acquainted with the state

“ of Irak and of Khor&san, and he speaks of you with commendation. How
“ did you acquire your information respecting these countries?” Ibn al-Ahtam
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replied :
‘ No man knows them as well as I do; 1 was born and broughl up

“ in Kbordsan."— “All!” said Sulaimfin, ‘‘the Commander of the faithful is in

“ great want of a man like you, whom he may consult respecting these two pro-

“ vinces. Whom would you recommend as a fit person to govern Khorasan?”

Ibn al-Ahlam replied: “The Commander of the faithful knows whom he would

“ like to appoint; if he deign to name the person, 1 shall tell him whether he is

“ fit for the place or not.” Sulaiman mentioned a man of the tribe of Kuraish,

and the other said :
“ That it not the man for Khorasan.” The klialif then named

Abd al-Malik, the son of al-Muhallab. Ibn al-Ahtam replied : “ He will not

“ answer till he knows how to levy a body of troops (23).” Among the last whom

the khalif named was Waki Ibn Abi Sud. “Commander of the faithful!”
V.”

said the other, “ Waki is a man of great bravery, decision and gallantry, but he is

•* not of that (country) and, besides, he has never commanded a body of three

“ hundred men and has always been under the orders of a superior." —
“ You say true,” replied Sulaimin, “ but come nowl tell me who is the fittest

“ man.” Ibn al-Ahtam answered: “ One whom I know, hut whose name you

“ did not pronounce.”— “ Who is that?” said the klialif.— “ I shall not mention

“ his name unless the Commander of the faithful promise lo keep the secret to

“ himself and to protect me against the ill-will of that person.”— “ I promise it to

" you,” said the khalif, “name him.”— “ Yazid, the son of al-Muhallab ;
” replied

Ibn al-Ahtam. The khalif said : “ But that man is in Irak and prefers residing

“ there to being in Khorfisin.”— " You know him well. Commander of the

“ faithful!" replied the other, “but you may oblige him lo accept and authorise

“ him to leave a lieutenant in Irak when he is about to set out."— “ You have hit

“ on ill exclaimed Sulaimin. He then had a diploma drawn up, by which Y'azid

was constituted governor of Khorasan, and, to it he joined a letter in which he

said: “Ibn al-Ahtam is, as you mentioned, a man of intelligence, piety, talent

“ and judgment.” Ibn al-Ahtam received the letter with the diploma and, after

a journey of seven days, he rejoined Yazid : “ What news do you bring with you?”

said the latter. Ibn al-Ahtam handed him the letter. “Nonsense, man I”

exclaimed Yazid, “have you any news?” The other handed him the diploma.

Yazid immediately gave orders to make preparations for his departure and, having

called in his son Makhlad, he sent him on before, to KhorAsan, that very day.

Yazid then set out and stopped in KhorasAn three or four months, afler which
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he invaded and took Jurjan, Tabaristan and Dihistan. This was in the year 98

(A..D. 716-7). Having lost five thousand men in besieging one of the fortresses of

Jurjan, ho swore, by a most solemn oath, to slay so many of the enemy that the

blood would suffice to turn a mill. He therefore massacred numbers, but it was

necessary to pour water on the blood in order to make it flow and turn the mill.

He then eat bread made of the flour which had been ground by means of their

blood. Sulainian Ibn Abd al-Malik died soon after. His death took place^at

DAbik, on the eve of Friday, 19th of Safar, A. II. 99 (1st October, A. D. 717), or,

according to another statement, on the lOlh of that month. Ddhik is a village lying

to the north of Aleppo. Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, whom he appointed as his suc-

cessor, took the government of KhorasAn from Yazid and gave it to Adi Ibn Arta

’1-Fazari, who immediately arrested his predecessor, bound him in chains and send

him to the new khalif. Omar Ibn Abd al-Azlz detested Y'azid and all the members

of that family: “They are a domineering set,” said he, “and I do not like such

“ people.” Yazfd, on his part, declared that he thought Omar to be a hypocrite.

When Yazid was brought before Omar, the latter said to him : “ What has become

“ of the money about which you wrote to SulaimAn Ibn Abd al-Malik?” Yazid

answered: “ You know on what footing 1 was with Sulaiman; I wrote him that

“ (story) merely that he might tell it to the people, for I knew very well that he

“ would be incapable of calling me to an account, if he heard any thing against

“ me, or of treating me in a manner which I should not like.” Omar replied ;

“ 1 see (hat this affair of yours will bring you to prison. Have therefore the fear

“ of God before your eyes and pay the money which is claimed of you; it belongs

“ by right to the Moslim people and I cannot possibly avoid exacting it.” He

then sent him back to prison (24).— Al-Baladori [col. I. [> 438) slates, in that

chapter of his Book of Conquests which treats of JurjAn and Tabaristan, that Yazid,

having finished with Jurjan, went to KhorasAn and received on the way the usual

presents. He then confided to his son Makhlad the government of KhorAsan

and went to see SulaimAn, after writing to him that he had with him twenty-five

millions of dirhems. This letter fell into the hands of Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz who,

in consequence, arrested Yazid and cast him into prison. God knows the exact

truth 1— Omar then sent for al-JarrAh Ibn Abd al-Malik al-Hakami and dispatched

him to KhorasAn. Makhlad, the son of Yazid, then came to Omar and had with

him the conversation which we have already related. When Makhlad left the
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room, Omar said :
“ In my opinion, that youth is betler than his father.” .Mukhlad

died very soon after. As Yazid refused to pay the money which was claimed of

him ,
Omar had him clothed in a woollen cloak und placed on the hack of a

camel. He then said; "Take him off to Dahlak.”— Dahlak is an island in the

Sea of Aid&b [the Red Sea), and not far from Sawakin. The khalifs used to confine

there the persons with whom they were displeased.—The narrator continues:

When Yazid was taken forth and saw the people passing near, he eiclairaed :

“ Good God! have I not relations and friends enough to prevent me from being

“ taken to Dahlak, where none are sent hut scandalous criminals?” Salaraa Ibn

Noaim al-Khaulani (tc/io heard these words
)
went in to Omar and said : “ Com-

“ mander of the faithful ! let Yazid be taken hack to prison
;
for 1 fear that, if you

“ send him olT to Dahlak, his people will take him by force out of our hands. I

" saw some of them, and they were indignant at the manner in which he was

“ treated.” Yazid was taken hack to prison and there lie remained till he was

informed of Omar’s sickness. It is said that Adi Ibn Aria had caused Yazid's

hands to he chained to his neck and his legs to be fettered; after which, he

delivered him up to Waki Ihn Uassan Ibn A hi Sud at-Tamimi, who had orders to

transport the prisoner to Ain at-Tamar, whence he was to he taken before Omar.

A troop of Azditcs stopped Waki, with the intention of taking Yazid from him by

force; hut he drew his sword, cut the cable of the boat, took away the pri-

soner’s sword and said :
"

I declare my wife divorced if 1 do not strike off his

" head! therefore disperse and leave him." Yazid then called out to them and

informed them of Waki’s oath, on which they dispersed. Waki pursued his route

and delivered the prisoner to the jund [or detachment of Arab troops
J

at Ain at-

Tamar. The fund took him to Omar, who put him into prison. When Yazid was

detained in Omar’s prison, he received the visit of al-Farazdak the poet who,

seeing him in chains, recited these lines

:

Your chains hold in bondage liberality and beneficence, the man who payed for others the

price of blood and who wrought every virtuous deed
;
one w ho never gave way to insolent joy

when worldly goods were heaped upon him
;
one who is patient under affliction and refers his

cause to God.

On this, Yazid exclaimed: “Alas! what have you done? you have done me
“ harm.”—“ How so?” said the poet. Yazid replied : “ You praised me and I

“ in such a stale! ” Al-Farazdak answered :
“ 1 saw that you were now held cheap
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•• and 1 meant to obtain you (your favour) in exchange for my
(poetical) merchan-

11 dise.” Yazid then threw him liis ring and told him to sell it: “That,” said

“ he, "
is worth one thousand dinars, which will serve as the interest of a

“ capital to be paid to you later.” He remained in prison till the year 101 (A. I).

719-20) when Omar was taken ill, and he was filled with dread at the prospect

of Yazid Ihn Ahd nl-Malik's succeeding to the khalifatc. When he, the sou of

al-Muhallah, had obtained the government of Irak, he had cruelly persecuted, as we

have already said, the family of Abu Akil, the same of which al-llajjdj was a member.

The mother (niece) (25) of al ilajjaj was the daughter of Muhammad Ibn Yusuf lbn

al-llakam lbn Ahi Akil and had married Yazid Ibn Ahd al -Malik. She bore him

a son named al-Walid, the same who was {afterwards) called the Fdtik (debauched

reprobate) of the Oinaiyidc family. She was the daughter of al-llajjaj’s brother.

He, Yazid Ihn Abd al-Malik, had promised her that, if ever (iod placed Yazid Ibn

al-Muhallab in his power, he would cut off one of his limbs. The son of al-Mu-

hallab, fearing that this threat would be executed, took measures for escaping from

prison and sent to his clients the order to keep camels in readiness, so as to

facilitate his flight. Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz fell siek at Hair Saman. When the

illness grew serious, Yazid descended from the prison, went to the place were the

camels were stationed, according to agreement, and rode off. When he had

got out of danger, he wrote these words to Omar: By Allah! if I was sure that

•* you would survive, I should not have left my prison; but I cannot be otherwise

“ than afraid of Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik.” On this, Omar said :
“ Almighty God I

•* if Yazid mean to be wicked towards the people, protect them from his wickedness

“ and (urn his artifices against himself.” It was thus that Yazid lbn al-Muhallab

effected his escape. — Al-Wakidi (t'of. III. p. 61) says that Yazid did not fly from

prison till after the death of Omar. I found in the rough copy of the kddi kamal

ad-I)in Ihn al-Adim’s History (t’of. 1. p. 247) that Omar imprisoned Yazid lbn al-

Muhallab and his son Moawia at Aleppo and that (heir evasion took place there.

God knows best! Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz died at Dair Saman on Friday,— some say

on Thursday,— the 25lh of Rajah, 101 (10th February, A. I). 720). Others say

that he died on the 20lh of that month. He was then aged thirty-nine years and

some months. Other accounts say that he died at Khunflsira, an ancient village

in the neighbourhood of Aleppo and of which al-Mulanabbi has spoken in the

following line

:
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I Iutc the country between Emessa anti Khuitisira
;

every man lores the spot where he

passed bis early life.

Omni Aasim, the mother of Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, was the daughter of Aasim,

the son of (the khalif) Omar Ibn al-Khattab. He
(
Omar Ibn Abd af-.fzfz) was

called the Omaiyide with the scar on the forehead; having been wounded in that

part by one of his father’s horses. Nafe (do/. 111. p. 521) the mawla of (Abd Allah),

the son of Omar Ibn al-Khallab, relates as follows: “The son of Omur was often

“ heard to say :
‘ I should be glad to know that descendant of Omar who is to have

“ * a mark on his face and who will fill the earth with (his) justice."'— Saliiu

al-Aflas related as follows : “ Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz received a kick from a horse,

“ at Damascus, when he was a little boy. He was taken to his mother Omm
•* Aasim, who clasped him in her arms and began to wipe the blood off his face.

“ She had not finished, when seeing his father come in, she turned towards him

“ in a passion, and began to reproach and upbraid him : ' You have killed my
“ * child,' said she, ‘ because you would not give him a servant or a nurse to

•• ‘protect him from accidents such as this.’ He replied: ‘Be silent, Omm
“ ‘ Aasim I what a benediction will it be for you if this boy turn out to be the

“ * Omaiyide with the scarred forehead.”’—Hammed Ibn Zaid made the following

relation :
“ Omar Ibn al-Khatlab passed by an old wooman, in the milk-market,

“ who had milk to sell, and he said to her: ‘Old woman! deceive not the true

•• ‘ believers and the visitors of God’s holy house, by mixing water with your

“ ‘ milk.’ She replied :
* I shall obey.’ Some lime after, he passed near her

again and said: ‘Old woman! did I not forbid you to water your milk?’

She answered :
* By Allah! I never do so.’ * Iler daughter, who was within the

“ booth, then spoke to her and said : ' Is it thus that you draw down upon

“ ‘yourself the double reproach of fraud and falsehood?’ Omar overheard her

“ and intended punishing the old wooman, but spared her on account of her

“ daughlcr’s words. He then turned to his two sons and said :
‘ Which of you will

“ * marry that girl? Almighty God may produce from her an offspring as virtuous

“ ‘ as herself.” llis son Aasim replied :
* l will marry her;' and did so; and she

“ bore him a daughter whom they named Omm Aasim. This daughter became the

“ wife of Abd al-Aziz Ibn JIarwan and bore him Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz. After

“ her (death), her husband took another wife whose name was ilafsa, and of whom
“ it was (proverbially) said : Ilafsa is not one of the women who are like Omm
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p. 439), a daughter's son to Jamal ud-Din Ahu ’l-Faraj Ibn al-Jauzi (poi. II. p. 96),

stales in his Kit&h Jnuharn taz-Zamdn
fi

tuzkira tis-Sulldn (26), that Ibn Omar

related as follows :
*• Whilst my father was palrolling at night the streets of Medina,

“ he heard a woman say to her daughter :
‘ Rise, my girl! and water the milk.*

The other answered: *0 Mamma! did you not hear the Commander of the

“ • faithful's public crycr forbid the mixing of milk with water?' To this the

“ mother replied :
* His eryer is far from you now !

’ and the daughter answered :

“ • If he see me not, the Lord of that erver will see me.’ Omar wept and, when

“ the morning set in, he sent for the two women and asked the daughter if she was

“ married. The mother answered that she was not, and Omar then said to me :

“ ‘ 0 Abd Allah! marry that girl; if I stood in need of a wife, I myself would take

“ • her.’ To this I replied that I (tea* already provided fur and] could do without

•' her. He then said :
* Abu Aasim I do you marry her." Abu Aasim [whose other

“ * name teas] Ahd al-Aziz the Omaiyide, married her and she became the mother of

Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz.”—On the death of Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz, Yazid Ibn Abd al-

Malik was raised to the khali fate. Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab then proceeded to Basra,

seized on that city, imprisoned Adi Ibn Aria, the officer who governed it in the

name of the new klialif and, having openly rejected the authority of Yazid Ibn

Abd al-Malik, he aspired to obtain the khalifate for himself. One of his concubines

then went to him, kissed the ground before him and said ; “ Hail to the Commander
“ of the faithful !" On which he recited this verse :

Return to your place I wait till you see what will happen when this dark thunder-cloud clears

ofl.

— I must observe that this verse is taken from a piece composed by Bishr Ibn

Knlia (?) al-Asadi. It is not necessary for us to give the particulars of this event

(the revolt vfl'aztd), which we here indicate in a summary manner.— Y’azid Ibn

Abd al-Malik then placed his brother Maslama and his nephew al-Abbas Ibn al-

Wait'd al the head of the troops and sent them against Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab.

This chief marched forth to encounter them and established his son Moawia in

Basra, as his lieutenant, leaving with him troops, money and the prisoners. He

sent on before him his brother Abd al-Malik, who proceeded to al-Akr, where he

halted (27). This place is called also the Akr of Bdbel; it lies near Kdfa and not far
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from Kerbela, the spot where al-Busain, the son of Ali, was slain. Al-Akr was

originally the name of this castle. There are four places which bear this name,

bul we need not mention the others, as Takfit al-Hamawi (see page 9 of this vol.)

has noticed them in his Mushlarik.—At-Tabari says: Maslama Ibn Abd al-Malik

advanced and took position opposite to Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab. The troops drew

up in line and engaged the combat. Tbe people of Basra charged those of Syria,

threw them into disorder and forced them to retreat, but their adversaries rallied,

attacked them and put them to Qight. Abd al-Malik, who commanded the

van-guard, retreated after this check and went to join his brother Yazid. The

people [of Basra) had taken the oath of fealty to Yazid and sworn, on the Book of

God and the Sunna of his prophet, that they would support him, provided that he

hindered (Air) troops from entering into their territory or their city and

that he should not recommence towards them the conduct followed by that reprobate

al-Hajj&j. Marwan Ibn al-Muhallab, who was in Basra, excited the people to

march against the Syrians and join his brother Yazid. Al-Uasan al-Basri (vol. I.

p. 370) tried to dissuade them and said, in one of his public sittings : “ I marvel

“ at a reprobate from among the reprobates, an impious man from among the

“ impious, who has passed some time in submitting this people to every dishonour,

“ and that too, in the name of God, and who, in God's name also, commits every

" sin. What they (his partisans) devour is devoured by him, what they take is

“ taken by him and, when a mouthful is refused him, he swallows it [by force).

“ He said to you : ' 1 am filled with (a virtuous) anger (for the cause of God), and

“ * be you also filled with anger.’ He has set up a long cane with a rag tied to it

“ [for a standard) and drawn after him a fickle;(*a.|/»-j), wild and silly band of youths,

" who have not the least intelligence. He says :
‘ 1 summon you to follow the

“
* path traced by Omar Ibn Abd al-A*tzl' but were that path followed, he would

“ be fettered in chains and cast into the place where Omar had already put him."

Here a man said to him :
“ How now, Abu Said I are you making an apology for

“ the Syrians?”— meaning the Omaiyides.— To this he replied : “ I make their

“ apology? may God never forgive them! Said, the son of al-Abb&s, related as

“ follows : * The Prophet of God said : * Almighty God I 1 declare sacred in Medina
“ * all those things which You declared sacred in your town of Mekka.’ And yet

•' the people of Syria entered into it for three days, and not a door was locked but

“ they burned it (the house

)

and all that was in it; things went so far that (»ife) Copts

VOL. IV. 25
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“ and Nabateans intruded upon Kuraishide women, (ore their veils off their heads

“ and their bracelets off their ancles. Their swords were suspended from their

" shoulders whilst the Book of God was trodden by them under fool! Shall 1 let

“ myself be killed for the sake of
{
one or other of) two reprobates who dispute the

•• possession of (worldly) authority? By Allah I I should be delighted if the earth

“ were to swallow them both up.” Yazid Ibn al-Muhailab, being informed of what

al-llasan had said, disguised himself, with some of his cousins, and went to the

mosque where he held his sittings. After saluting, they took him}aside, and the

assembly looked on with apprehension. Yazid then commenced with him a dis-

cussion in which he was joined by one of his cousins. Al-llasan said to the

latter: "Who are you? what do you mean, you son of a sluttish mollierl” The

other drew bis sword and, being asked by Yazid what he intended to do, lie replied :

" To kill that fellow.”— "Sheath your sword,” said Yazid, "for, by Allah I if

" you kill him, the people who are now for us will turn against us.”— I may here

observe that Yazid Ibn al-Muha!)ab is the person meant in that verse of the

Duraidiya, or Makt&ra, of Ibn Duraid
(vol . III. p. 37), which runs thus :

And, before my time, tfazld aspired to reach the height of power, and he was neither feeble

non irresolute.

The commentators of the Duraidiya have all discoursed on this verse and related

the history (of Yazid}.— Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab remained [with hit army

)

in position

during eight days, from the lime of his meeting (the army of) Maslaroa. On Friday,

the 14lh of Safar, 102 (24-th August, A. D. 720), the boats were burned by the

order of Maslama; the two armies met and the fire of war was lighted up. When

(Yaztd’s) people saw the smoke and were told that the bridge of boats was burning,

they fled in disorder. Yazid, being informed that they had taken to flight, asked

why they did so and, having learned that the bridge was on fire and that not one of

them had kept his ground, lie exclaimed : " May God curse them for mosquitoes,

" that fly away before smokel” He himself had not the slightest thought of

retiring. Being then informed that his brother Habib was slain, he said :
" Life

" will have no value for me after the loss of Habib; 1 abhorred the idea of

“ retreating when my troops took to flight, and now, by Allah I I abhor it more than

“ ever! March forward!" One of his companions said (aflerwardt)

:

“We knew

“ that the man intended to get killed, so those who disliked fighting hung back
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“ and went off, one after the other. But a good troop still followed him whilst he

** dashed forward. Every band of horsemen which he met was put to rout; not a

44 troop of Syrians but turned aside to avoid him and the lances of his companions.

44 Abu Ruba '1-Murji then went up to him and said: ‘ The rest of our people are

44 4 gone off; what think you of returning to W4sit, where you may hold out till you

44 4 receive reinforcements from the people of Basra and till the people of Oman
'* 4 and Bahrain come to you in their ships. You might entrench yourself (and

“ ‘ tcail for them] I
’ Yazid replied : ‘ Confound your advice! do you pretend to say

44 4 that my death will be easier there than here?’ The other answered ; * I fear

<4 ‘ * for your life ; see you not the mountains of iron (the moires of armed men) which

“ * surround you?’— ‘ 1 care not for them,' exclaimed Yazid, * no matter whether

11 4 they be mountains of iron or of lire. Leave us, if you are not inclined to light

“ 4 on our side.' He then advanced against Maslama, without caring to attack any

" other, and the latter, on seeing him approach, called for his horse and mounted

“ him. The Syrian cavalry gathered round (I'oxW) and his companions; Yazid

44 was slain with his brother Muhammad and a number of his partisans. Al-Kahl

“ (Jar^'jlbn Aiyash al-Kalbi exclaimed, on seeing Yazid : ‘ 1 shall kill him or he

44 4 shall kill me but, as it will be difficult to get at him, some of you must charge

44 4 with me and occupy his companions till I reach him.’— * We will charge with

44 4 you'; exclaimed some of his comrades. They dashed on in a body and, after an

44 hour's fighting, when the dust cleared off, the two parlies separated, leaving

44 Yazid dead and al-Kahl Ibn Aiyash at his last gasp. Al-Kahl made a sign to his

44 companions, pointing outwhere Yazid was lying. The head of Yazid was brought

“ in by a mawla of the Murra family who, being asked if it was he who slew him,

•• answered :
4 No.’ — Whilst the combat was going on, al-Bawari Ibn Ziid saw a

44 horse without a rider and exclaimed :
4 Hurrah ! there is the horse of that repro-

44 4 bate, the son of al-Muhallab; God grant that he may be dead!’ They looked for

44 him, and bis head was brought to_Maslama, who did not recognise it. On this,

44 Haiyan an-Nabati said ;
4 Think what you please, but think not that the man has

“ 4 lied ; he has most certainly been killed."

—

44 What sign is there of that?" said

44 4 Maslama. The other replied :
44 In the time of Ibn al-Ashalh, I heard him

44 4 say :
4 Shame on Ibn al-Ashathl raising dust (tR flying before kit enemies)

was

44 4 his main occupation. How could he prove himself superior to death unless he

•• 4 died honorably?’ ”— I may here observe that the emir Abil Nasr Ibn Makula
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says, in that section (of the work entitled ai-Ikmal) which is headed by the words al-

Kahl, al-Fahl

:

“ Kahl is similar (« its written form)
to fold, except that the first let—

ter has two points (intteadofone). He (al-Kaht) was the son of Aiyfish Ibn Hassln

" Ibn Samir Ibn Sharahil Ibn Ozair. He slew Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab. Each of

“ them struck his adversary and slew him”. — When Yazid's head was carried to

Maslama,no person could say whether it was his or not ; some one then advised him

to have it washed and a turban put on it. That was done, and he recognised him.

Maslama sent it to his brother Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik; the bearer was Kh&lid Ibn

al-Walid Ibn Ocba Ibn AbiMoait.— Khalifa Ibn Khaiyat says : “ Yazid, the son of

“ al-Muhallab, was born in the year 53 (A. D. 673) ; he was killed on Friday, the

“ 12th of Safer, 102 (22nd August, A. D. 720).” God knows best I—When those

who fled reached Wasit, Moawia, the son of Yazid, had thirty-two prisoners in his

power. These he caused to be brought out of prison and beheaded. One of them

was Adi Ibn Aria. He then marched out of the town, and the people (his toldieri) said

to him :
“ Out upon you ! we see clearly that you intend to have us all killed

; has

** not your father been killed?” He advanced as far as Basra, carrying with him

the money and the treasures. Al-Mufadda), the son of al-Muhallab, and the other

members of the family were all assembled at Basra, as they feared the disaster which

really took place. They then prepared sea-going ships and embarked all sorts of

military stores. Moawia wished to obtain the commandment over the rest of the fa-

mily, but they assembled and chose al-Mufaddal for their chief. •• Al-Mufaddal”,

said they, “ is our senior and you are still a boy like some others of the family."

Ai Mufaddal held the commandment over them till they reached Kerman where there

were many scattered bands of soldiers who had escaped from the battle, and he uni-

ied all those troops under his orders. An army, sent in pursuit of them by Maslama

Ibn Abd al-Malik, overtook them at a defile in (the province of) Fars and attacked

them with great vigour. Al-Mufaddal and a number of his officers lost their lives

in that combat. All the other members of the Muhallab family were afterwards kil-

led, with the exception of Abd Oyaina and Othmin Ibn al-Mufaddal who took refuge

at the court of the Khlkln
(
chief of the Khaxart) and of Relbil (prince of Kabul).

Maslama sent their heads to his brother Yazid who was then encamped near Aleppo.

When the heads were stuck up on poles, Yazid went out to look at them and said

to his companions : “ That is the head of Abd al-Malik; that is the head of al-Mufad-

“ dal ; by Allah I he looks (as tranquil) as if he were sitting with me and convening."
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— Another author, not at-Tabari, says : " When the head of Yazid Ibn al-Muhal-

“ lab was brought to Yazid ibn Abd al-Malik, one of the courtiers began to depre-

“ ciate the character of Yazid, the son of al-Muhailab; but the khalif said to him :

“ * Hold your tongue I Yazid aspired to greatness, encountered dangers and died ho-

“ * norably.”— When Maslama had finished the war against the Muhallabites, he

obtained from his brother Yazid, that very year, the united governments of Kufa,

Basra and Khoras&n.—The death of Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab was lamented in a num-

ber of fine elegies composed by his favorite poet, Thabit Kutna. In one of these

pieces he said :

All (he (Arab) tribes swore to second yon in what yon undertook; they followed yon and

marched (to battle). But when the tances shocked together and yon exposed yonr troops to the

point of the spear, they abandoned yon and fled. Yon were slain, hot not disgracefully
;
and

how many the violent deaths which are disgraceful I

This Thibit was one of the best poets and warriors of Khoras&n. He lost one of

his eyes and, p.% lie kept its socket always filled with cotton (Aufn), he became known

by the name of Th&bit Kutna. Having received, at one time, from Yazid Ibn al-

Muhallab the government of a canton in Khordsan, he mounted into the pulpit, but

felt so confused and troubled that he was unable to utter a word and got down. The

people having then gone to visit him at his house, he said to them :

I cannot stand op among yon as yonr orator, but, when battle rages, I am an able orator with

my sword.

When they heard this, they exclaimed :
'* By Allah I had you said so when in the

“ pulpit, you would have been the very best of orators.”— Ibn Kutaiba speaks of

him in the Tabakdt at-Shuward. It was against Thabit that Sahib al-Fil.al-Uanafi,

wilh whom he was often engaged in satirical conflicts, directed these lines :

Abd 1-AU t yon met on Friday last with a misfortune : yon were troubled and like to choke.

Yonr tongue turned (in your mouth) when yon were going to apeak, and made a slip like that

of a man who tumbles down from a mountain’s top. When the eyes of the congregation were

fixed on you in broad day-light, yon were nearly strangled in clearing yonr voice.

Ibn al-Kalbi (col. III. p. 608) says, in his Jamhara : “ This Th&bit [earn of a

“ very noble family being) the son of Kaab Ibn Jabir Ibn Kaab Ibn Kerman Ibn Tarafa

“ Ibn Wahb Ibn Ilazin Ibn Tamim Ibn al-Asad Ibn al-Hirith Ibn al-Atlklbn al-Asad
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“ lbn Imran Ibn Amr Muzaikiya Ibn Aamir MS as-Sama.—An author, but not at-

Tabari, says that Yazid was killed by al-lJudail Ibn Zufar Ibn al-Harith al-Kilabi.

—

Al-Kalbi says also : “ When I was a boy, the people used to say : * The Omaiyides

“ ' exposed religion (to ignominy) on the day of Kerbela {when al-Busain, the son

“ * of Ali, was killed), and they injured generosity on the day of al-Akrl"—Muham-

mad Ibn WSsl (£-lj) related as follows : “ When we received the news of al-Yaxid’s

*' death, a woman of Oman, who was a professional weeper at funerals, came to

'* me and made in my presence a lament for those of the Muhallab family who

“ had been killed.”— Ibn Abbid said :
“ During more than twenty years after

“ the death of the Muhallabs, not a girl was bom in our family and not a boy

“ died (28).”— Khalifa Ibn Khaiy&t says : “ In the year 102, on Friday, the 12lh of

“ Safar (22nd August, A. D. 720), Yazid, the son of al-Muhallab, was slain, at the

“ age of forty-nine years. He was illustrious by his noble character, hisgenero-

“ sily, his rank and his bravery.” — It is related that the khalif Yazid received a

visit from his brother Maslama, at the lime of Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab's revolt, and,

seeing him dressed in coloured robes (as if to enjoy a party ofpleasure), he said to

him : “ Why do you wear such clothes, you who are one of those whom the poet de-

“ signated in this verse :

“ People who, when engaged in war, tighten their garments around them (and abstain) from

“ women; leaving them to pass the night in a state of parity.

“ Maslama answered : “ We fight against our equals, those who belong to the

“ Kuraish family
; but, when a raven croaks, we do not mind it.”—I may add that

the author of this verse was al-Akhtal at-Tagblibi, a Christian and a celebrated

poet.

(I) See vol. lit, p. 1SS, note.

(t) This Said must have been the son of the conqueror of Egypt, but I can find no information respecting

him.

(I) Omar lbn Hubaira '1-Faitrl was one of the most active generals end provincial governors whom the

Omaiyides had io their service. Be died in the year lee (A. D. 7St-S).

(i) The recital which follows is omitted in the edition of Bfildk. I give it after three manuscripts and in-

dicate the corrections which should he made in the lithographied text of WOstenfeJd. The piece is carious, as

it offers specimens of the sententious and elliptical style of speaking for which the encient Arabs were remar-

kable.
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(5) Omar Ibn LajA was a contemporary of ihe poet Jarir, whom ho sometimes satirised. — (Ibn Duraid’s

Ishiikdk.)

(6) The fullest account which we have of Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn al-Asbath’s revolt is given by Price, in his

Retrospect of Mahommtdan Hiitory, vol. I, p. 455 et stq.

(7) This Hartsh belonged to the tribe of Tamim and was one of their bravest warriors. He distinguished

himself highly in KhorA&in. — (Ibn Dnraid's IshtikAk.)

(S) These last words appear to mean : yon are a band which will bring about a catastrophy.

(9) Mutarril Ibn Abd Allah Ibn as-Shikhkhlr was the son of one of the Prophet’s companions. He died

subsequently to the year 87 (A. D. 706). — (Ibn Kutaiba’s Ma&rif.) From what is related of him hero, he

seems to have been a rigid and puritanical Muslim.

(10) The poet Himxa Ibn Baid al-Ilanaft was a native of Kdfa. He celebrated the praises of al-Mahallab,

of that emir’s sons and of the kddi BilAI Ibn Abi Burda. The gifts which he received for his eulogiums were

immense. — [KUdb al-Aghdni.)

(1!) The expression here rendered by treating with honour signifies literally: doubling the cuehion; which

was done probably for the purpose of sealing the visitor more commodiously It occurs again in the article

on Yaaid Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira.

(11) The manuscripts all read This plural form of the word jlii is not mentioned in the dic-

tionaries.

(IS) The austerity o* Omar Ibn Abd al-Axlr, bis detestation of worldly pomp and his rigid piety are well

known.

(14) The word tarir signifies throne and bier. The poet employs it here it. the tro meanings.

(15) This parenthesis is supplied by conjecture.

(16) This passage is important in a philologies’ point of view : it proves that die expression 3 si-

gnifies on or about.

(17) The son and successor of Abd al-Malik. *

(1 8) Khiir was put to death at OmAn by 2iAd, the eon of al-Muhallab. — {hhtikdh.)

(19) NahAr Ibn Tausia was one of al-Muballab’s favorite poets. He died A. H. 108 (A. D. 711*2).

(10) Yaild bad been lamed by an arrow.

(11) The immense marshes which extend from Basra to the Persian gulf were called the BatAx h.

(91) According to Ibn Duraid, in his IshtikAk, the name J-ae should be pronounced AHI. In the life of

at-Hajj^j (pof. /. p. 856), it has been transcribed Okail. In the genealogy given there Ibn Okail must be re-

placed by Ibn Abi AUi.

(18) The arabic text says : till be can count men.

(14) This relation is taken from the Annalt of Tabari,

(15) This passage is not found in most manuscripts. The indication given in it, and corrected by the trans-

lator, is evidently erroneous.

(16) This work is not mentioned in Hajji Khalifa’s bibliographical dictionary. The title signifies ; Gem of

the age, being a commemoration of the niton, I do not know of what subject it treats.

(17) The recital is evidently taken from al-Tabari's Annals,

(18) This seems to mean that the death of the Muhaliabites brought good luck to the people.
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YAZID IBN ABI MUSLIM

Ab£t ’1-Ala Yazid Ibn Abi Muslim Dinar, a member, by enfranchisement, of the

tribe of Thakif, was a mate la of al-Hajjaj Ibn YOsuf (vol. 1. p. 356) and his secre-

tary. It was for the talent and abilities which he displayed in the management of

affairs, that al-Hajjij raised him to eminence. We mentioned, in the life of Yazid

Ibn al-Muhallab (page 183 ofthit vol.}, that al-HajjAj, in his last illness, appointed

Ibn Abi Muslim to act as his deputy in the administration of the khardj [land-tax) of

Irik. On the death of al-Hajjaj, he was confirmed in that post by [ike khalif) al-Wa-

lid Ibn Abd al-Malik, and no modifications were made in his attributions. Some

say that be held his appointment from al-Walid, subsequently to the death of al-

Hajjaj, and that al-Walid said : “ I am, with regard to al-Uajjij and Ibn Abi Mus-

“ lim, like a man who lost a piece of silver and found a piece of gold." Sulaiman,

the brother and successor of al-Walid, dismissed Ibn Abi-Muslim from office and sent

Yazid Ibn al-Muhallab to replace him. ibn Abi Muslim was brought before the kha-

lif with his hands and neck enclosed in a wooden collar (I»*L.). Being low-set,

and ungainly (^>), with an ugly face and a large belly, he presented to the

eye a very despicable appearance. Sulaim&n, on seeing him, said : Are you Yazid

" Ibn Abi Muslim?” The other replied : “ I am; may God direct the Commander

“ of the faithful 1”—“ The curse of God be on him,” exclaimed Sulaiman, “ who

“ shared his trust with you and confided to you authority on his own responsi-

“ bility.”— " Commander of the faithfull” replied Ibn Abi Muslim, “ make
" not (such a wish)

; you see me now that things have turned badly for me, but, if

“ you saw me in prosperity, you would admire, not despise, think highly of me and

“ not scorn me.” On hearing these words, Sulaiman exclaimed : “ Curse on the

“ fellow! what a quick intelligence he has and what a sharp tongue I” He then

said to him :
*' Tell me, Yazid I your master al-Hajjaj is he still falling down to bell,

“ or has he already reached the bottom of it?” He replied : “ Commander of the

“ faithful I say not such things; al-Hajjij was a foe to your foes and a friend to your

“ friends; he lavished his blood for you, and his place, on the day of the resurrec-

“ tion, will be on the right hand of Abd al-Malik and on the left of al-Walld; so.
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" put him where yon think fit.”— According to another relation, he replied : “ To-

“ morrow, on the day of the resurrection, he will be between your father and your

“ brother; so, place them where you will,”—“ Curse on the fellow!” said Sulai-

man, “ how devoted he is to his master I it is such men as he that should be admitted

“ into favour.” One of the khalifs social companions here said : “ Commander
“ of the faithful! take that man’s life; do not spare it." Ibn Abi Muslim asked

who that person was and said, on hearing his names : “ By Allah ! I have been told

“ that his mother had not always her ears hidden by her hair (i).” Sulaimari, on

hearing these words, could not refrain from laughing and ordered the prisoner

to be set at liberty. He then caused an enquiry to be made into his conduct and

thus learned that he had not defrauded the state even of a dinar or of a dirhem. He

even thought of taking him for his secretary, but Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz [who teas

afterwords khalif) said to him : “ Commander of the faithful I I implore you, in

“ God's name, not to revive the recollections left by al-llajjdj by taking his secretary

“ for yours." Sulaiman replied : “ Abd Hafsl I had his conduct examined into

“ and have not found in it the least trace of peculation.” Omar replied : “ I could

“ find for you an individual who cares as little as he for dinars and dirhems." —
“ Who is that?” said the khalif.—“Satan;” replied Omar; “ lie handles neither di-

“ nars nor dirhems, and yet he brought ruin upon mankind.” Sulaim&n aban-

doned his project.—Juwairiya Ibn Asma (2) related as follows : “ Omar Ibn Abd al-

“ Axis, being informed that Yazid Ibn Abi Muslim had set out on an expedition with

“ some Moslim troops, wrote to the admil (or tuperintendant) of the army, an order

“ for his reeal. ‘ I detest,’ said he, 1 the thought of gaining victories by means of an

“ * army in which that man is.’”—The hdfiz Abu 1-Kasim Ibn Asakir (col. 11. p.

2

52)

gives, in his [biographical] history of Damascus, an article on Yazid Ibn Abi Muslim,

in which he relates as follows, on the authority of Yakub (3) :
“ In the year 101

“ (A. D. 719-20), Yazid was appointed to the government of Ifrikiya {Mauritania),

" in which post he replaced Ismail Ibn Obaid Allah Ibn Abi '1-Muhajir, a mawla of

“ the tribe of Makhzum. Yazid acted in the most commendable manner and was

" killed in the year 102.” Here is, however, wlmtat-Tabari (col. II. p. 597) relates,

in his great historical work : “lie resolved, it is said, on acting towards them
(
the

“ Musulmans of Mauritania] in the same manner as al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf had treated

“ those members of the population of Sawad
(
Babylonia)

who had embraced Isla-

“ mism and settled in the cities of Irak : al-Hajjaj sent them back to the districts of

VOL. iv. 26
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“ which they were natives and exacted from them the poll-tax, such as they had

“ to pay before their conversion. Yazid resolved on doing like him, but the people

“ consulted together and decided on killing him, which they did. They then pla-

“ ced at the head of affairs Yazld's predecessor in the government and wrote to [the

“ khalifl Yazid Ibn Abd al-Malik a letter in which they said :
* We have not cast off

“ * our allegiance', but Yazid lbn Abi Muslim treated us in a manner which neither

“ ‘ God nor the Musulmans could brook. We therefore slew him and reinstated

“ * in office your former governor.’ To this, Yazid lbn Abd al-Malik replied by a

" letter in which he said : * 1 disapprove of Yazid Ibn Abi Muslim’s conduct and

“ * confirm the appointment of Muhammad Ibn Yazid to the government of lfrikiya.

11 * This was in the year 102." Al-Waddah Ibn Khaithama related as follows :

“ Omar lbn Abd al-Aziz ordered me to set at liberty some people who were in prison,

“ and Yazid lbn Abi Muslim was among them. Him I left where he was, hut let

“ out all the others. This he could never forgive me. When we were in lfrikiya,

“ we heard that Yazid was coming to act as governor, and 1 therefore took to

“ flight. He, being informed of the place where I was, sent persons to arrest me
“ and bring me to him. When 1 was taken before him, he said : ‘ For a long time

“ * I have been asking Almighty God to place you in my power.’ To this I replied :

" ‘ For a long time I have been asking Almighty God to protect me from you!’ —
“ ‘ God has not protected you,” said Yazid, “ and, by Allah 1 1 shall kill you. Were
“ • the angel of death to come for you, I should hasten to take your life before he

“ ‘ did.’” He then called for the sword and the nald (4). They were brought

in, and al-Waddah was placed on the nald by his order, with his hands tied be-

hind his back. A man holdings sword stood behind him and
(
at that eery mo-

ment) was heard the call to prayer. Yazid went out to join the congregation and,

as he was making the prostration, the swords [of the corupiratort
)
took away his life.

A man then came in to al-Waddah, cut his bonds and set him at liberty. Muham-

mad lbn Yazid, a mawlaof the Ansars, was re-established in the government.— Su

says at-Tabari; he names Muhammad Ibn Yazid, but Ibn AsAkir gives that of Ismail

lbn Obaid Allah. God knows best! — I may here observe that al-Waddah was

chamberlain to Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz. Being ordered by that khalif, who had been

taken ill, to set at liberty all the prisoners, he let every one of them out, with the

exception of Yazid. On the death of Omar, al-Waddah fled to lfrikiya, through fear

of Yazid, and then took place what has been related.—Omar fell sick atKkun&sira.
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—The word (jimed) employed above, where mention is made of Yazid Ibn Abi

Muslim's being brought before the khalif, means a collar by which (he hands are fas-

tened to the neck.—The a in the word damlm which occurs in the expression (ren-

dered by) low-set and ungainly, is written without a point and signifies ugly. Omar

(the khalif] said :
" Give not your daughters in marriage to ugly ( men, for that

“ which, in men, pleases women is the same which, in women, pleases men (i. e.

“ beauty].'' (xamfm) with a point.on the a signifies blamable. Ibn ar-Mmi

(vol . 11. p. 297) employed the word rightly when he said :

Like ihe fellow-wives of a handsome woman ; they say of her face, unjustly and through envy,

that it is ugly (damim).

I have indicated the right orthography of the word because it is often incorrectly

written.— Khundsira is the name of an ancient village in al-Ahass, which is a dis-

trict in the province of Aleppo. It lies to the south-east of that city, near Kinnisrin.

Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz acted there as governor, in the name of (the khalif] Abd al-

Mnlik Ibn JlarwSn and in that of Sulaiman, the son of Abd al-Malik. It is this place

which is meant in the following verse of al-Mulanabbi :

1 love the country between Kmessa and Khtmisira ; every man loves the spot where be passed

bis early life.

The celebrated poet Adi Ibn ar-Rika al-Aamili (5) mentions also this place in his

well-known kasida which rhymes in <f; he says:

When the vernal flowers follow in succession, may the rains water abundantly the KhunSsira

of al-Altass.

(1) This seems to mean that her hair had been cut off at one time to punish her for being a prostitute.

(t) The TradiUouist Juwairiya Ibn AsmS, a member of the Dubali (*»
;
-*”) tribe, died A. U. 17S (A. D.

180-90).

(S) A number of Traditionists bore the name of YAkOb, but we have not means of determining which o

(

them it was whose authority is cited by Ibn Asdkir.

(») The aufd was a circular carpet of leather, having round the border a running string by means of which

it might be drawn up iota the shape of a bag. The executioner made use of it to receive the blood of those

whom he beheaded,

(5) Adi Ibn Rika ai-A4mili, one ol the numerous poets who flourished in the reign of al-Waltd Ibn Abd ai-

Uaiik, had frequently satirical encounters with the celebrated Jarir (unf. /. p. 19*]. Be usually resided in

Damascus.
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YAZID IBN OMAR IBN HUBAIRA

Abu Khalid Yazld Ibn Abi '1-Mulhanna Omar Ibn Hubaira Ibn Moaiya IbnSukain

I bn Khadij Ibn Baghid Ibn Malik Ibn Saad drew his descent from Adi, the son of Fa-

zara, whose genealogy is so well known (1) that we need not lengthen this article

by its insertion. According to Ibn Duraid (col. 111. p. 37) Moaiya (»^*) is the di-

minutif of mian (Ijw) which itself is the singular of the word amda, which signifies

the intestines. This opinion is, however, rejected by others who consider the word

as the diminutive of (the proper name
)
Moavcia.—The vowels of Sukain are an « and

at; in Khadij and Daghtd the first vowel is an a. The other names are so generally

known that it is not necessary for us to mark their pronounciation.— According to

the h&fiz Abi ’1-Kasim Ibn Asakir (vol. 11. p. 252), he (Yazfd) was a native of Syria

and governed Kinnisrin in the name of [the khalif] al-Walld Ibn Yazld Ibn Abd al-

Malik. lie accompanied Marw&n Ibn Muhammad, the last of the Omaiyides, when

that prince took the city of Damascus (A. II. 127, A. D. 744-5), and then obtained

from him the government of all Irak. He was born in the year 87 (A. D. 705-6).

Ibn Aiyflsh (col. 1. p. 553) mentions him in the list of those governors who ruled

in Irak and held under their orders al-Misrain [the two cities
)
that is to say, al-Basra

and al-Kufa.— Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) says the same thing in his Kiidb al-

MaArif, where he names those emirs who governed simultaneously the two Iraks.

The first name on the list is that of Ziad Ibn Abih (vol. 1. p. 364) who acted there as

the lieutenant of Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan, and the last is that of Yazld Ibn Omar Ibn

Hubaira, the subject of this article. The same writer adds : “No other, after these,

“ ever held the united governments of the two Iraks. ’’ In the same work, lie had

already spoken of him, in the article on Omar Ibn Hubaira. There he says :
" Abu

“ Jaafar al-Mansur besieged Yazld in Wasit during some months and obtained the

“ surrender of the city bygrantinghim amnesty and protection. When Yazld rode

** forth, at the head of his household, to meet him, he said : * No empire could

“
* prosper with such a man in it;’ and bad him put to death.’’— Khalifa Ibn

KhaiyAt (cof. 1. p. 492) says :
“ In the year 128 (A. D. 745-6), Marwin Ibn Mu-

“ hammad dispatched Yazld to Irak, as governor. This was subsequently to the
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“ death of ad-Dahhak. ” — He means ad-Dahh&k as-Shaibani Ibn Kais the khftri-

jile (2).— ‘‘Yaiid went as far as Hit, and there stopped. He was tall and corpu-

“ lent, brave, liberal, a good orator and a great eater, but inclined to envy.”

—

Abu Jaafar at-Tabari mentions him in his History, under the year 128 : “ In this

“ year,” says he, “ Marwan Ibn Muhammad sent Yazid Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira

“ to Irak, for the purpose of warring against the Khirijites who were in that

“ country.” He then, under the year 132 (A. D. 749-50), speaks of the revolt got

up by Kahtaba Ibn Shabib, one of the Abbaside missionaries (or political agents),

subsequently to the triumph of that party in Khorasan and the adjoining countries.

Abd Muslim al-Khorasani,the same of whom we have already spoken
(
vol.Il.p

.

100),

was the principal abettor of that movement and continued to be its main-spring till

the Abbasides had fully established their authority. The history of these events Is

well known, and, as we have given some account of them in our article on Abu Mus-

lim, we need not enter into further particulars. Kahtaba revolted in Irak and marched

against Yazid Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira. Some encounters, too numerous to be re-

lated, took place between .them, and we may slate, in a summary manner, that

Kahtaba forded the Euphrates (with his army), in the neighbourhood of al-Faluja, a

well-known village in Irak , and advanced to attack Ibn Hubaira, who was on the

opposite bank of the river. Kahtaba was drowned. This occurred on Wednesday

evening, the 8th of Muharram (27th Aug. A. D. 749), towards sunset, and his son,

al-llasan, replaced him as chief of the army. This is not a fit place for relating

this celebrated battle, as a full account of it would be too long. Maan Ibn Z&ida as-

Shaibani (cof. III. p. 398) was one of Yazid Ibn llubnira's partisans and his ablest

assistant in all affairs, either of war or otherwise. It is said that in the night (of

the battle), he struck Kahtaba Ibn Shabib with his sabre on the head or, according

to another statement, on the shoulder, so that he fell into the water. He was taken

out alive and said (to his people) :
“

If I die, let the water be my grave, so that no

“ one may know what has become of me.” Other relations are given respecting

the manner in which he was drowned, and God best knows the truth! — Let us re-

turn to our account of Ibn Hubaira : Seeing his troops vanquished and put to flight by

the army of which Kahtaba, and then al-Hasan, the son of Kahtaba, was the com-

mander, he took refuge in Wisit and fortified himself in that city. Abu T-AbbAsAbd

Allah, the son of Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Mut-

talib, and surnamed as-Saffah, then arrived from al-Humaima with hia brother Abd
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Jaafar Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad ((fee tame who teas) surnamed al-Mantur. The

village of al-Humaima, situated on that part of the Syrian frontier which extends

from the territory of al-Balka to Kiifa, was then the residence of the Abbasides, and

there were assembled a number of their partisans, their agents and the persons who

were assisting them in establishing the Abbaside dynasty and overthrowing that of

the Oraaiyides. The chief of the latter dynasty and the last of its sovereigns was, at

that lime, Marw&n lbn Muhammad lbn Marw&n ibn al-Hakam. He bore the sur-

name of al-Jaadi and was designated familiarly by the nickname of al-Him&r (3).

When they arrived at Kiifa, Abd ’1-Abbas as-Saffah was solemnly acknowledged as

sovereign. The inauguration took place on Friday, the 13th of the latter Rabi, 132

(29th November, A. D. 749). Another account places that event in the month of the

first Rabi, but the preceding date is the true one. The cause of the Abbasides then

began to triumph and their power augmented whilst that of the Omaiyides declined.

{Abd Jaafar
)
al-Mansur, being then dispatched by his brother, as-Saffah, with the

order to besiege Yazid lbn Omar lbn Uubaira in Wasit, joined the army which was

then posted near the city, under the orders of al-Hasan lbn Kahtaba. At-Tabari

says, in his great historical work : “ Frequent messages passed between Abd Jaa-

“ far al-Mansdr and lbn Hubaira. The latter then demanded by letter that an

•' trnidn (or full pardon) should be given to him. A paper to that effect was drawn

“ up and sent to him. He passed forty days in consulting doctors of the law (on

“ ill validity), before he consented to accept it. Abd Jaafar, to whom it was then

“ brought back, sent it to as-Saffah, who ordered him to ratify it in Yazid’s favour.

" Abd Jaafar’s intention was to fulfil all the conditions granted, but as-Saffah never

•• took a decision without the approbation of Abd Muslim al-Khor&s&ni, who was the

“ clfief director of the Abbaside party and had a spy who informed him by letter of

“ all as-Saffah’s proceedings. Abd Muslim then wrote these words to as-Saffih :

•• * The best of roads is a bad one if there be stones on it, and, by Allah 1 no

“ ‘ road is good in which one meets with Ibn Hubaira.’ When tbe letter of am-

“ nesty was signed, lbn Hubaira left the city at the head of thirteen hundred Naj-

“ janles (4) and was proceeding to enter on horseback into the enclosure (lur-

“ rounding AM Jaafar't lent), when the door-keeper stood up and said : • Welcome,

“ ‘ Abd Khalid I dismount quietly 1 ’ Ten thousand of the Khorasanide troops were

then drawn up about the enclosure. Yazid dismounted, asked for a cushion so

“ that he might sit down and then, at bis request, the chiefs of the troop who came
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" wilh him were admitted. The door-keeper now said to him : Abu Klmlidl you

“ • may go in.’ The other replied: ‘ Do you mean me and those who are with

44 4 me? ’ The door-keeper answered :
1

1 asked permission for you alone to enter.'

44 Yazid stood up and went in. A cushion was placed for him and he conversed

“ for some time wilh him [AbA Jaafar). As he was withdrawing, Abu Jaafar kept

“ his eyes fixed upon him till he disappeared.
( Yazid) then went to visit him every

“ second day, accompanied by a troop of five hundred horse and three hundred foot.

" Yazid Ibn Halim (see the next article
)
then said to Abu Jaafar: 4 Emir! this

*' ‘ Ibn Uuhaira is capable of coming and intimidating (our) troops, for he has lost

4 none of his influence. ' Abu Jaafar, in consequence, ordered the door-keeper

“ to inform Ibn Uubaira that, in coming again, he ought not to bring with him all

" his troop, but merely his usual attendants. Ibn Hubaira changed colour on re-

44 ceiving this message and came ((Ae next time,) with a suite of about thirty persons.

44 On this, the door-keeper said to him :
4 You seem to have come prepared

(
for

" 4 what ever may happen}.' The other replied : ‘ If you tell me to come on foot,

44 4
1 shall do so.’— * Nay,' said the door-keeper, 4

1 mean nothing disrespectful,

“ * and the emir has given no orders but for your advantage.' After that, Yazid

“ made his visits every third day. Muhammad Ibn Kathir related as follows:

“ One day, in a conversation between Ibu Hubaira and Abd Jaafar, the latter

“ made use of the expression :
4

I say, you sir!’ or : ‘I say, my man!’ and

“ then added, as if to correct himself : ‘ Emir! I merely employed the terms in

• 4 which I not long ago heard people address you, and my tongue has outrun

4 my thought.'—Abu '1-Abbas as-Saffah insisted on Abu Jaafar's putting Ibn Hu-

44 baira to death and, on his persisting to refuse, he wrote to him these words: * Hy

“ ' Allah
1
you must kill him, or else I shall send a person who will take him out

44 ' of your enclosure and put him to death.’ This letter decided Abd Jaafar on ta-

44 king Yazid Ibn Hubaira's life. He therefore caused all the rooms of the public

“ treasury (in Wdsil) to be sealed up and sent for the principal officers in Ibn Hu-
44

baira's service. When they came, his door-keeper stepped forward and called out

“ the names of two eminent chiefs, Ibn al-Hauthara and Muhammad Ibn Nubata.

44 They stood up, went in, and were immediately deprived of their swords and hand-

44 cuffed by three officers whom Abu Jaafar had posted within the precincts of his lent,

44 wilh one hundred men. Then two other chiefs were introduced and treated in

* 4
the same manner. Two others were then let in and underwent a similar treatment.
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•• This was done also wilh the rest. Mftsa Ibn Akil (who was one of themj
said : ‘ You

“ ' took an engagement with us in God’s name and have betrayed us; but 1 hope that

“ * God will punish you.' Ibn Nubata [intending to express hit contempt
J
made a

“ noise with his lips, as if breaking wind (5), on which Ibn al-Ilauthara said to him :

“ ‘ That will avail you nothing.’ The other replied : • This 1 had almost foreseen.'

“ They were all pul to death and their signet-rings taken off. llazim, al-llaitham

“ Ibn Shaba and al-Aghlab Ibn Salim then took wilh them about one hundred men
“ and, having gone to Ibn Hubaira’s residence, they sent in to him this message :

“ ‘ We must have your treasures.’ He told his door-keeper to go wilh them and

" point out where they were deposited. They placed guards at each of the doors

“ and began to search every corner of the house. Ibn Iiubaira had then wilh

“ him his son Dawud, his secretary Omar Ihn Aiyub, his door-keeper, some of his

mawlat and, in his arms, he was holding a young child, one of his sons.

“ Alarmed at the sight of these people, he exclaimed :
• I declare, by Allah! that

“ * the looks of those men portend nothing good.' They went up to him, the

" door-keeper placed himself before them and said: ‘Stand ofTl on which al-

•* Haitham Ibn Shaba gave him a blow on the shoulder (with hit sabre) and brought

“ him to the ground. Dawud then attacked them but was killed
; the maiclat also

“ lost their lives. On this, he (Ibn Hubaira
j
laid down the child, exclaiming : Take

“ care of the boyl ' and prostrated himself (in prayer), lie was slain whilst in that

“ position. Abu Jaafar, to whom their heads were carried, ordered a general am-

“ nesly to be proclaimed. Abu T-Ala as-Sindi, whose real name was Mnrzuk or Allah,

“ and who was a match of the tribe of Asad, lamented Ibn llubaira's death in the

“ following lines

:

“ The eyes which shed not OTcr thee abundant tears, on ihe[fatal) day of Wisit, were surely

*' congealed. On that evening the female mourners stood forward, whilst bosoms and cheeks

“ were tom in the presence of the assembly. The court before thy dwelling is now deserted,

“ but often did visitors station there, band alter band. From those who came to visit thee,

“ thou didst never keep away ; but alas I how far away are those who repose under the earth.”

1 may observe here that Abtt Tammam at-Tai (col. /. p. 348) has given this piece

in his llamdsa, section of elegies. Here finish the indications borrowed from at-Ta-

bari ; they are roughly put together, having been extracted from different parls of his

work. Another author says : “ When Abu Jaafar joined al-flasan Ibn Kahtaba

“ (under the walls of IV’dril) the latter gave up his tent to him and went some where
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44 else. Hostilities continued for some days ; Ibn Hubaira, seconded by Mean Ibn

44 Zaida, held out firmly and sustained a long siege. Abfi Jaafar happened to say

“ that Ibn Hubaira, in sheltering himself behind ramparts, acted like a woman, and

“ the latter, who was told of Ibis, sent him a message to the following effect :
* If

“ 4 you said so and so, come out and meet me (in tingle combat). You will then see

“ 1 {what / am).’ AbA Jaafar answered in these terms :
4

I know of nothing to

44 4 which I and you can be compared eicept a lion who met a wild-boar. The boar

‘ * 4 said to him :
4 Come and fight me ;

’ the other answered : • You are not my equal

“ 4 in rank; iflencounter you and get ahurt, I should be disgraced, and, if Ikill-

44 4 ed you, it would only be the killing of a boar, and I should obtain for that

41 4 neither praise nor honour,’ The boar said :
4 If you come not out to fight me, I

44 * shall tell the other animals that you were afraid to meet me.’ The lion answer-

44 4 ed :
4
It will be easier for me to bear with your false imputations than with the

44 ' disgrace of defiling my claws with your blood.' Al-Mansur, haring opened a cor-

“ respondence with Ibn Hubaira and the other chiefs, they asked to capitulate and

44 drew up a model of a treaty of peace and safeguard. Al-MansAr sent this docu-

44 ment to his brother, as-Saffih, who ratified it, after inserting the following

44 clause :
4

If ItiMoKbaira break his word or infringe this agreement, the engage-

44 4 ment* MkenXilh him and the amnesty granted to him shall be null and void.’

44 Al-MansurVlnlentinn was to act with good faith towards Ibn Hubaira.”— Abu’l-

Hasan al-Madaini (pol. I. p. 438) says :
44 When the treaty of peace was written out,

44 Ibn llunira went to visit al-Mansur, who had a curtain drawn before him, and

44 spoke in these terms: 4 Emir I your dynasty has only commenced; so, let the

4 4 4 people taste of its sweetness and spare them its bitterness; love for your fa-

44 4 mily will thus penetrate into their hearts and the mentioning of your names will

44 * be agreeable to their tongues. We always thought your cause would succeed.’

44 When he had finished, al-Mansur caused the curtain to bedrawn from between them

4 4 and said to himself

:

4 How strange that he (my brother) should order me to kill such

44 4 a man as this!’ Ibn Hubaira, in his last days, went to dine and sup with al-

44 Mansur, taking with him only three of his companions, and was treated with the

44 utmost regard (6). It is said that he engaged in a correspondence with Abd Allah,

“ the son ofal-Hacan, the son of al-Hasan, the son of Ali Ibn Abi Talib, that he

4 4
tried to gain partisans for the cause of the Alides and intended to overthrow the

44 power of the Abbasides. He (at-Saff'dh) then received a letter from AbA Muslim,
vou tv. 27
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“ urging him to put Ibn Hubaira to death, and as-Saffah, in consequence, wrote to

“ al -Mansur the order to take his life. Al-Mansur replied : ‘ 1 shall not do so; I

“'am engaged towards that man by a treaty and a promise of protection
;
these I

“ * shall not break at the word of Abu Muslim.’ As-Saffah answered :
* I do not

“ * order his death in consequence of a word from Abu .Muslim, but because he lias

“ ‘ infringed the treaty and is carrying on a secret intrigue with the family of Ali

•• • Ibn Abi Talib; his blood is lawfully forfeited.’ To this al-Mansdr returned no

“ answer, declaring that such a deed would be the ruin of the empire. As-SaffAh

“ then wrote to him, saying : ‘ If you do not put him to death, I shall break off all

“ ‘ connection with you.' AI-.Mansbr then said to al-llasan Ibn Kahtaba : ‘ Do you

“ * kill him?’— • I will not,' replied al-Uasan. On this, H&xira Ibn Khuzaima

“ declared that he was willing to do the deed, lie therefore took with him some of

“ the Khorasanide chiefs, entered into the castle where Ibn Hubaira was and found

“ him in company with his son Dawud, his secretary and his mawlas. He had on

“ an Egyptian shirt and a rose-coloured mantle; a barber was with him and about

“ to cup him. When he saw them come in, he prostrated himself (in prayer

)

and

" was slain by them, as also his son Dawud, his secretary and those who were with

“ him. His head was borne to al-Mansur. Mann Ibn Zaida escaped the same fate,

“ being then with as-Saffdh. Al-Mansur sent the head to his brother. This look

“ place in the year 132 (A. D. 719-50).”— Al-llailham Ibn Adi (uof. III. p. 633)

related as follows : “ When Ibn Hubaira was killed, a Khorasanide said to one of

“ that chiefs followers : * What an enormous head your master had! ’ and received

“ this reply : * Your granting him a safeguard was even more enormous.’ -The

khaltb Abu Zakariya at-Tabrizi says, in his commentary on the HamAta, section of

elegies, after giving the verses rhyming in d which were composed by Abu Ata

as-Sindi on the death of Ibn Hubaira :
“ Al-Mansur had sworn to act with good faith

*' towards him and confirmed that engagement by a most solemn oath (7). When he

“ killed him, the head was brought to him and he said to the guard
(
who came with

" it) : ‘ Look at the enormous size of his head;' and to this, the guard replied :

“ ‘ The safeguard granted to him was a greater enormity than his head.’ Al-Man-

“ sur destroyed the castle of Wasit.”— The hdfi: Ibn Asakir says, in his greater his-

tory : “ Every morning, when Ibn Hubaira awoke, they brought him an dst

— this word means a large bowl,— * * containing some honey, or else some sugar, on

** which milk had been drawn {from the camel). He would drink it off and towards
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“ the hour of morning prayer, would remain seated in the oratory till the proper

“ time for saying it came. After that he would retire and, when the milk ope-

" rated, call for breakfast. At this repast he cat two fowls, two ndhids,"—or young

pigeons,—“ half a kid and flesh-meut drest in a variety of ways. He then went out,

“ examined into the applications made to him, and, at noon, when he retired, he

“ would send for some of his officers and of the chief men of the place, and then call

“ for dinner. Placing a napkin over his breast, he would swallow large morccls

*• without stopping. When he finished, the company retired and he went in to

“ the women, with whom he remained till the hour of the after-noon prayer. He

“ would then come out to pray, after which, he would give audience to applicants,

“ examine into their affairs and say the asr prayer. A throne being then set up

“ him and chairs placed for the others, all sat down, and bowls (iid*) of honied milk

“ and other drinks were brought in. The cloth being spread for the people and co-

“ vered with dishes of meat, a table was set on an estrade for himself and his compa-

“ nions. They eat with him and, after sunset, they went to attend the evening

“ prayer. When the prayer was over, the persons who were to pass the evening with

“ him would assemble in a room and sit there till called in. Conversation would

“ then be carried on till the night was far advanced. Every evening, he allowed len

" services to be asked of him, and these were all granted the next morning. His

“ (yearly
)
salary was six hundred thousand dirhems (£.15,000). Every month he

' 1 would distribute large sums to his companions, to the legists and to the members of

“ respectable families. Abd Allah Ibn Shuburma ad-Dabbi, the kddi and juris-

“ consult of Kufa, who was one of (hose who were admitted to his evening conver-

“ sations, said

:

“ When the night was advanced and sleep was overcoming ns, AiyJd would bring to os one

" of the two reliefo.

*• Aiyad was his door-keeper and the two reliefs were the permission of going in

“ (fo the emir
)
or of retiring. (At thete social meetings) he had no napkin and,

“ when he called for one (it teas a signal for)
the company to rise up (and retire).''

A shaikh of the Kuraish tribe related as follows :
** On a very hot summer’s day, Yaxtd

“ Ibn Omar Ibn Hubaira admitted some people (who were waiting to be introduced).

“ He had on an old tunic the breast of which was patched. They looked at him
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“ with wonder and he, remarking their astonishment, recited this verse of Ibrahim

“ Ibn Harma's (8), applying it to himself

:

A gallant youth can attain to glory, though his robe be tom and his ttmic patched.

His generous deeds, his noble qualities and the anecdotes related of him are nume-

rous and well-known.— Khalifa Ibn Khaiyat says : “ Ibn Hubaira was put to dealh

“ at XVasit, on Monday, the 16th of Z6 ’l-Kaada, 132 (26lh June, A. D. 750).”—
In al-Tabari's historical work, the death of al-Uasan, the son of Kahtaba, is placed

under the year 181 (A. D. 797-8).

(t) This genealogy is given by Mr Caussin dc Perceval in his Et*ai tur Chittoirt dtt Arabet. According

to the tables, FaxAra drew his descent from llaad Ibn AdnAn, by GhalafAn.

(i) There were two generals bearing the names of ad-Dahbik Ibn Kais. One of them was a Kuraishite, ol

the family of Fihr; h$ governed the district of Damascus in the name of Moawta Ibn Abi SofyAn, joined the

party of Ahd Allah Jbn ax-Zu hair, then had himself acknowledged as khalif by bis own troope, the laisides.

lie was slain at Marj Mbit, A. H. 64 (A. D. 681-4) in fighting against the khalif MarwAn the first {see voL /,

p. 100). The other belonged to the tribe of ShaibAn. He put himself at the head of the Hard rites, a branch

of the KhArijile party in Mesopotamia, look the city or Kdfa from Abd Allah, the son of Omar Ibn Abd al-AiIx,

and then marched against MarwAn the second. He was slain in battle at Kafratdtba in the month of Safar,

148 (November, A. D. 745). — Notwithstanding Reiske's recommendation, one of tboso chiefs has been

sometimes confounded with tbe other, a fault of which there is an example in this work, vol. II, p. 109; the

note (1 5) should be struck out.

(8) Al-Him&r means the an. MarwAn received this nickname for the tenacity of bis character.

(4) Tbe NajjArites formed a branch of that religious and political party, tbe KhArijites, who may he consi-

dered as the Puritans of Islamism.

(5) The Arabic signifies literally
:
pcpedlt in barba sua. This noise, made with the lips, was probably

meant to express contempt.

(6) literally : and the cushion was doubled for him. See page 199, nolo (15) of tliis volume.

(7) This passage is omitted in Freytag’s IlamAsa. It must have existed in the larger BamAsa, bnt not a

copy remains of that work.

(8) Ahd IshAk Ihrahlm Ibn Ali Ibn Harma, a member of the tribe of Kuraish, inhabited Medina and boro

a high reputation as a poet. He was born A. H. 90 (A. D. 708-9); in A. H. 140 (A. D. 757) he recited to

the khalif al-Mansdr a katida of his composition. Be was notorious lor his loudness of wine and his avarice.

His death took place in the year 186 A, D. 809). — (Kitdb al-AghAni; My'tJro.)
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YAZID IBN HATIM AL-MUHALLABI

Abu Khalid Yazid was the son of Halim Ibn Kabisa Ibn al-Muhal!ab Ibn Abi Suf-

ra al-Azdi. The rest of the genealogy has been already given in our article on his

(great-) grandfather al-Muhallab [vol. 111. p. 508). We have spoken of his brother

Huh Ibn Hatira (vol. 1. p. 529), of his father's uncle, Yaiid Ibn al-Muhallab {p. 164

of this vol.) and of his descendant, the vizir Abu Muhammad al-Uasan Ibn Muham-

mad al-Muhallabi {col. /. p. 410). They belonged to an eminent family which pro-

duced a great number of illustrious and distinguished men. Ibn Jarir al-Tabari

vol. II. p. 597) says, in his Annals, that the khalif Abu Jaafar al-Mansur took the

government of Egypt from Humaid Ibn Kahtaba and gave it to N’aufal Ibn al-FurAt,

whom he replaced, A. H. 143 (A. D. 760-1) by Yazid Ibn Halim. In the year 152

(A. I). 769), al-Mansur appointed Muhammad Ibn Said as the successor of Yazid.

Abu Said Ibn YOnus {do/. II. p. 93) says, in his Annals, that Yazid Ibn Halim ob-

tained the government of Egypt in the year 144, and another author adds: •« in

“ the middle of the month of ZO ’1-Kaada.” “ Then,” says he (al-Taftari), “ in

“ the year 154 (A. D. 771), al-Mansur went to Syria and visited Bait al-Makdis [the

“ koine ofthe holy place, Jerusalem) and, from that place, he dispatched Yazid Ibn

«• Halim to lfrikiya, with an army of fifty thousand men, for the purpose of carrying

“ on the war against the Kharijites, who had killed Omar Ibn Uafs, his governor in

“ that country (1). Yazid held the government of lfrikiya fiom that moment ((iff his

•* death). He vanquished the Kharijites and then made his entry into KairawAn,

“ A. H. 155 (A. 1). 771-2), the year of his arrival in lfrikiya. By his liberality and

“ his princely disposition he drew numerous visitors to his court; all spoke loudly

“ in his praise and a number of poets who extolled his merits received from him

*• magnificent rewards." Abu Osama Habia Ibn Thibit ar-Rakki {no/. /. p. 530),

a member of the tribe of Asad, or, by another account, a mawla of the tribu of Su-

laim, went to visit Yazid Ibn Osaid, who was then governor of Armenia and who held

that place for a long time under the khalifate of AbO Jaafar al-Mansur and of that

prince’s son and successor, al-Mahdi. The genealogy of this Yazid is as follows :

Yazid Ibn Osatdlbn Zafir Ibn Asrna Ibn Osaid Ibn Kunfud Ibn Jabir Ibn Kunfud
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Ibn Malik Ibn Auf Ibn Amr il-Kais Ibn Bublha lbn Sulaim Ibn Mansur Ibn Ikrima

Ibn Khasafa Ibn Kais Ghailan Ibn Modar Ibn Nizar Ibn Maadd lbn Adn&n. He held

a very high rank in the tribe of Kais, of which he was one the bravest warriors and

the ablest politicians. The Rabta above mentioned praised him in a poem of consi-

derable merit but, not having received from him an adequate retribution, he com-

posed another on Yazid Ibn llatim, the subject of this article, and was treated by

him with the utmost munificence. He, in consequence, recited a kailda in which

he extolled Yazid Ibn llatim and depreciated Y'azid lbn Osaid. As the latter had an

imperfection in his speech, he alluded to this defect in the poem and said :

I declare by an oath which will admit of no subterfuge, by the oath of a man who swears

without intending to prevaricate, that wide is the difference in generosity between the two Ya-

ztds, him of the tribe of Sulaim and the illustrious son of Hltim I Y'azid of Sulaim is a saver

of money, but that hero, the brother of the Azdites, is not a saver of his. Profusion is the Azdite

hero's only aim, but the Kaiside’s passion is to hoard up dirhems. Let not the stammerer sup-

pose that I satirize him; l merely assign pre-eminence to men of merit. O thou who strivest

to reach the height attained by him whose generosity is (not Ittt copious (hart) oceans full to

overflowing! Thon hast vainly endeavoured to imitate, in munificence, the son of Hilim;

thon wert often remiss, but the Azdite was so never. Be satisfied with (admiring) the

edifice of noble deeds raised by the son of lUtim whilst he toiled in delivering captives and fa-

ced the greatest dangers. Son of Osaid ! strive not to rivalizc with the son of Hilim; if you do.

you will gnash your teeth with regret. He is the ocean ; if you attempt to enter it, you will perish

in the shock of its waters. I foolishly hoped to find honour in the tribe of Sulaim; what an

idle, what a visionary thought ! Bat the family or Muhallab is a brilliant constellation and, in

war, it leads yours
(
like a camet) by the bridle. The family of Muhallab arc as the nose on the

face ; all others are as the soles of the feet, and the nose is far exalted above the soles. I have

declared them worthy of all glory and justly pronounced them superior to all other men. They

alone possess the noblest of qualities, liberality and bravery in battle. Even in adversity, they

set no value on their money
;
even w hen borne on the bier, they gave protection to every outlaw.

l)ibil Ibn Ali M-Khuzai, Ike poet of whom we have already spoken (co/./.p. 507),

related the following anecdote ;
“

1 said to the poet Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa ;
• Tell

“ * me, Abu ’s-Simtl who is the best of all your modern poets?’ He replied : ‘ The

*“ man who, of them all, composed the simplest of verses!— ‘ Who is that?' said I.

“ ‘ — He answered : ‘ The man who said :

“ * How diflercnt in generosity are lire two Yazids, he of the tribe of Sulaim and the illus-

“ * trious son of Hitim.'
"

I already gave some of these verses in the life of Ruh Ibn llatiin (col. I. p. 530),
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Yazid's brother, but since met with a more complete copy of the poem and then de-

cided on giving a separate notice of Yazid himself; for, in the case of a person so

important, the slight account of him which we inserted in the life of his brother was

really insufficent.—Rabia Ibn Thabit ar-Rakki had gone to visit Yazid some time

before this, but did not obtain from him the favorable reception which he expected.

He therefore composed a piece of verse in which was the following line :

I render God doe thinks; but here I am returning with the boots of Hurain (2), asagift from

the son of Hltim.

When Abu Jaafar al-Manstir gave the government of Ifrikiya to Yazid [Ibn H&-

fim) Ibn al-Muhallab and that of Egypt to Yazid
(
Ibn Otaid] of the tribe of Sulaim,

they both set out together, and the former defrayed the eipenses of the troops

[which etcorled them). To this, Rabia ar-Rukki alluded in these verses :

Yazid the bountiful 1 your namesake, the Yazid of our tribe, is not so lavish of his gifts as you.

He leads a troop of horse
;
you, another

;
yet both of them are payed by you.

This proves that Sulaim was the tribe to which Rabia belonged, for he says that

Yazid [f6n Osaid) was of his tribe. Ashab (3), he who was so notorious for his cupi-

dity, visited Yazid (Ibn Hdtim), who was then in Egypt, and sat down with the com-

pany assembled in the saloon. Seeing him whisper to a servant-boy, he went

over to him and kissed his hand. “ Why do you so?” said Yazid. Ashab replied :

“ Because I saw you whisper to your boy and thought that you were telling him to

“ give me something.” Yazid laughed and said : " I told him no such thing, but

**
I shall do it.” lie therefore made him a present and treated him with kindness.

— At-Tortushi [col. II. p. 665) says, in his Sirdj al-Muldk :
" Salmon Ibn Said

“ (uof. II. p. 131) declared that Yazid Ibn H&tim was Iruly a sage because he used

“ to say : ‘ By Allah I 1 fear nothing so much as a man whom I may have wronged

** * and who, to my knowledge, has no one to protect him except God. What I

“ * dread is, that he may say : * May God call you to an account I may he judge bc-

“ tween me and you!”’— Abu Saad as-Samani (oof. II. p. 156) says, in his Kildb

al-Antdb :
“ The poet al-Mushahhar at-Taraimi went to visit Yazid, who was then in

“ Ifrikiya, and recited to him these lines :

" That I might reach you sooner, I shortened my prayers by half, during a month's jour-
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“ ncy and another month added to that. I Tear not that the hopes which I placed on yon

“ shall be frustrated
;
bat the sweetest gift is that which comes soonest.

“ On this, YaziJ gave orders to bring money for the troops which he had in his

" pay and which formed an army of fifty thousand men. Uc then said :
‘ Those

•• 4 who wish to please me will lay aside two dirhems out of his pay for this man who
44 ‘ has come to visit me.’ He thus made up for him the sum of one hundred thou-

44 sand dirhems, to which he himself added as much more."—1 must here observe

that I found these two verses attributed to Marwan Ibn Abi Hafsa.— Abu ’1-K.asim

Ibn Asakir (col. II. p. 250) says, in his History of Damascus , aflergiving an ac-

count of Yaiid’s life and mentioning the government which he held :
44 Yazid Ibn

44 Halim said to the persons who were sitting in his company :
4 Let me hear from

44 4 you three choice verses.' Safwtin Ibn Safwan, a member of the Iiami Uarith

44 family, which is a branch of the tribe of Khazraj, said to him :
4 Must they be on

4 4 4 you?' — ' Let them be on whom you please’; replied Yazid. One would have

44 thought that the poet had them ready in his sleeve, for he recited immediately

4 ‘ these lines :

41
1 never knew what beneficence was except by hearsay, till I met with Yazid, the asylum

“ of mankind (an-JY«ai). 1 then met Ibe most beneficent of those who walk upon feet; he was

“ arrayed in an ample robe of liberality and bravery (tea 'l-BSti). If glory could be procured

“ by beneficence (4), yon would be its (sole) possessor and be more worthy of it than...

“ There 1 slop, {said the pod
)

—4 Finish the verse’, said (Yaztd) by the words the

" Abbasidet (aalt /lifedsi)’. The poet answered :
4 That would not be proper'. —

“ He
(
Yazid) then said :

4 Let no one ever hear you recite this piece.’” — Yaraut

Ibn Muzarra (5) related as follows :
44

1 went, one day, to salute al-Asmlii (6) and hear

“ him recite pieces composed by the good eulogistic poets of Moslim times, and I

44 said to him :
4 Tell me, Abu Othmdnl Ibn al-lilawla, was he a good eulogistic

“
* poet?’ To this he replied :

4 He was ; and I have been kept awake all last night

4< * by that fine passage in which he praises Yahya Ibn Uatim and says :

“ 1 If honour could be bought or sold, others might sell it but Yazid would be the porcha-
“ 4

scr. When the lightning prepares to flash from the cloud of bis
(
beneficence), the bands

“ 4 of those who invoke such showers are held forth before the flash appears. When yon
“ 4 (Yahya) do a noble act, you accomplish it with bands whose generous gifts arc always
** 4 unalloyed. When people count those who arc the bravest among the horsemen, every
“ 4 finger points yon out as one of the number.'

"
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Ibn al-Mawla went to see Yazid, when the latter was governor of Egypt, and re-

cited to him the following verses :

Thou who, of all the Arabs, standcst alone, without an equal I did another like thee exist,

there wonld not be a poor man in the world.

Yazid, on hearing these verses, called for his treasurers and asked them how

much money he had remaining in his chests. They replied :
“ There are gold and

"silver pieces to the amount of twenty thousand dirhems (£. 500)”; he told

them to give the whole sum to the poet, whom he then addressed in these terms :

" Brother! I ask pardon of God and next of you; did I possess more, I should not

“ with hold it from you.” Ibn al-Mawla was the surname of the poet Abu Abd

Allah Muhammad ibn Muslim. Al-Asmai (col. II. p. 123) related also (7) that, when

Yazid was in lfrikiya, a courier came with the news that a son was born to him in

Basra. On hearing this, he said :
" I give him the name of al-Mughira.” (The

poet) al-Mushahhar at-Tamimi, who was present, exclaimed :
" God grant that this

" child be a blessing to you and that his sons be as great a blessing to him

*' as his father has been to his grandfather." — Yazid held the government of Ifri-

kiya till his death. He died at Kairaw^n, on Tuesday, the 18th of Ramadan, 170

(13th March, A. D. 787), and was buried near the city gate called Bab Salm. His

son, Dawud, was appointed by him as governor of lfrikiya, but was removed from

office, in the year 172 (A. D. 788-9), by Uirun ar-Rashid. His successor was Ruh

(Rauh) Ibn Halim.

(1) See Ibn Khaldfin’s HiHory of (At Berbtrt, vol. I, p.384 of the French translation.

(9) See vol. Ill, p. 573.

(3) Ashab Ibn Jubair, a native of Medina, was always expecting to receive presents, even from persons

whom be did not know. Numerous anecdotes are related of his infatuation. See Abb 'l-Fedi’.s Annaltt, t. II,

p. GS1, and Freytag’s Ueidani, t. U, p. 50. He died A. H. 154 (A. D. 771).

(4) The text says : If benefioence could be obtained by glory. All the manuscripts agree in the reading,

bat it is not satisfactory.

(3) The life of Yamfit will be found in this volame.

(6) This is certainly a mistake; al-Asmii died eighty-eight years before Yarnftt, and we find, lower down,

that the latter gives him the surname of AbH Othmd*i, not of AM Sabi, Oar author probably meant to name

Abfi Othmin al-JAhiz (ool. II, p. 403), who was Yamfit's uncle.

(7) The insertion of the word alio ig probably a mistake of the author's. See the preceding note.

VOL. I?. 28
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YAZID IBN MAZYAD AS-SHA1BANI

Yaiid, surnamed Abu Klmlid and Abu Zubair, was the son of Mazyad Ibn Zaida

as-Shaibini and the nephew of Maan Ibn Zaida, him whose life we have already gi-

ven (col. Ill p. 398). The remainder of the genealogy is there set forth in full, so,

we need not repeat it here. This Yazid was a famous chieftain, renowned for bra-

very. He was governor of Armenia, but, in the year 172 (A. D. 788-9), he was de-

posed by Uarun ar-Rashid. Eleven years later, that khalif appointed him to the

united governments of Armenia and Adarbaij&n. We have already related some-

thing of his history in our account of al-Walid Ibn Tarif (col. III. p. 668); it was

Yazid who conducted the war against that Kharijite and slew him. Al-Walid took

up arms against HArun ar-Rashid in the year 178 (A. D. 794-5). He revolted in al-

Jazira (Meiopotamia), the province situated between the Euphrates and the thall (or

river) of Mosul (the Tigrit). His partisans, the Shurdt, became so numerous that

they overran all that country and killed the governor of DiAr Rabia, who had mar-

ched against them. They then invaded Diar Modar and besieged Abd al-Malik Ibn

Salih Ibn Ali the Abbasidc (cot. I. p. 316) in ar-Rakka. Ar-Rashid asked the ad-

vice of Yahya Ibn Khalid the Barmekide, as to whom he should send to carry on the

war against the insurgents. Yahya replied : “ Send Musa Ibn llazira of the tribe of

•* Tamim, for Pharaoh’s real name was al-Walid and he was drowned by Musa (.Ho-

ses)." Ar-Rashid placed this chief at the head of a numerous army and sent him off.

Al-Walid and his partisans advanced apinst him, put his troops to flight and slew

him. When this news reached ar-Rashid, he dispatched against him Mamar Ibn

Isa al-Abdi. A number of encounters took place between the two armies, in the

territory of DAra (a city
)
in Diar Rabia; hostilities continued fora considerable time,

and the bands of al-Walid increased to such a degree that he became extremely

powerful. Ar-Rashid then said : “No person is capable of conducting this war

‘
‘ except that bedwin Arab, Yazid Ibn Mazyad as-Shaibani. The poet Bakr Ibn an-

“ Nattah (i) said :

“ Send not against (Me tribe of) Rabia any other than a Rabianite ; iron cannot be cut except

by iron."
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Ar-Rachid placed Yazid at the head of a numerous army and ordered him to go and

give battle to the rebel. Yazid went in pursuit of al-Walid who, being full of craft

and cunning, endeavoured to circumvent him. A number of conflicts ensued; ar-

Rashid, being informed that Yazid was dilatory in his movements, sent him one

troop of cavalry after another, and then dispatched an officer to reprimand him.

Yazid went therefore in pursuit of the enemy and, having stopped in order to say the

morning prayer, he was surprised, before finishing, to see al-Walid come up with

his troops. The cavalry,Jon both sides, fell into rank, the soldiers marched forward

and the battle was engaged. At (hat moment, Yazid called out and said :
“ Al-Wa-

“ lid I why do you take shelter behind your men? come out and fight with me."

—

“ That I will 1” replied al-Walid. On this the armies halted, and not a man

stirred from his place ; the two champions tilted against each other, and the conflict

lasted for some hours, without any advantage to either. At last, Yazid found an

opportunity, and gave his adversary such a stroke on the leg that he felled him to

the ground. He (Yazfd) then cried out to his cavalry, which dashed forward, and

they cut off his (al-Walfd’i) head.—Abu Yakub lshak Ibn Ibrahim, surnamed Ibn

al-Kirfib (2) al-Harawi, says, in the historical work of which he is the author, that al-

Walid Ibn Tarif was killed by Yazid Ibn Mazyad at al-Haditha, a place situated near

Afina (i>U), in the territory of the Euphratian al-Jazira (Mesopotamia). It is called

Haditha tan-Nura, lies at the distance of some parasangs from al-Anbar and must not

be confounded with the Haditha of Mosul. Yazid sent his son Asad (.x~l) to ar-

Rashid with al-Walid’s head and a letter announcing the victory. On this occasion,

the celebrated poet, Muslim Ibn al-Walid al-Ansfiri (vot . 1. p. 25), who was wholly

devoted to Yazid, pronounced these verses :

The khalif found among the descendants of Modar a sword so sharp that it separated bodies

from heads. Were it not for Yazid,— and esteem has always a motive,—al-Walld would have

flourished many more years than two. Noble is Yaztd, and so were bis fathers before him!

To perpetuate their glory, they left (the recollection of) battle-days followed by battle-days.

When Yazid returned to court, ar-Rashid called him forward, assigned to him a

place of honour and said : “ Yazid 1 most of the Moslim emirs belonged to your

“
tribe.’’ To this, Yazid replied : “ They did; but, instead of mounting into pul-

“ pits (to toy the khotba, as they hoped to do), they were mounted upon trunks of

" palm-trees.” By these words he meant the posts to which their bodies were atta-
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ched when they lost their lives.—Al-Walid Ibn Tarif was slain in the year 179 (A. D.

795), as we have said in his article. AI-FArea, his sister, lamented his death

in those admirable verses which we have there given and alluded again to it in the

following piece :

Children nf Wail! the sword of Valid his cast yon into affliction by striking al-Walld. Had
another sword than that of Yaild attacked hint, it would not hare been to fortunate. The chil-

dren of Wait cannot be slain but by each other; iron cannot be notched except by iron.

It is related that Ilarun ar-Rashid, on sending Yazld Ibn Mazyad against al-Walid,

gave him Zu ’l-Fak&r, the sword which had belonged to the Prophet. “ Take it,

“ Yazid! by it you will be victorious.” He took it, departed, and then occurred what

we have related of al-Walid’s defeat and death. To this, Muslim Ibn al-Walld allu-

des, in the following verse of a kasida composed by him in praise of Y'azid :

You caused the Prophet's sword to recollect his way of acting and the bravery displayed by

the Grst
{
Musulman) who ever prayed and fasted.

By these last words he meant Ali, the son of Abb Talib, for he was the person who

dealt blows with it.—Hisliam Ibn al Kalbi (no!. III. p. 608) mentions, in his Jam-

hara tan-Nisab, something which refers to Zu ’l-Fakar and, as it is a piece of use-

ful information, I insert it here. In treating of the genealogy of the Kuraish family,

lie says : " Munabbih and Nabih, the sons of al-llajjaj ibn A&mir Ibn Iludhaifa Ibn

Saad Ibn Sahtn the Kuraisliide, were the chiefs of the Sahm family previously to

“ the introduction of Islamism. They were slain at the battle of Badr and died in

“ their infidelity. As chiefs, they were greatly respected. Al-Aasi, the son of Ka-

" bib, was killed with his father. To him belonged Zu '1-Fakir. Ali slew him on

“ the day of Badr and took that sword from him.” Another author says that Zu T-

l'akar was given to Ali by the Prophet. I must observe that fakir, with an a after

the
f,

is the plural of fakdra, which means a vertebra of the back. The plural forms

are fakir and faMrdt. The name of this sword is also pronounced Zit 'l-Fikdr; the

word fikdr is the plural of fUra [vertebra). We find in the language no other word

of a simitar form in the singular having such a plural form except ibra (needle),

the plural of w hich is ibdr.—Let us return to our account of Zd T-Fakar, The man-

ner in which it came into the hands of IlArun ar-Raslud is thus related by al-Tabari

[vol. II. p. 597), in a traditional account which he traces up to Omar, the son of
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[the khalif) al-Mutawakkil. The mother of that prince had been in the service of

Fatima, the daughter of al-llusain, the son of Ali, the son of Abu Talib. She said :

“ Zu '1 Fakir was borne by Muhammad lbn Abd Allah Ibn al-llasan Ibn al-Hasan Ibn

" Ali Ibn Abi Talib on the day in which battle was given to the army of Abd Jaafar al-

•* Mansur the Abbaside.’'— The history of thisevcnl is well known (ft). — “ When
“ he felt death to be near, he gave Ztk '1-Fakir to a merchant who had followed him

** and to whom he owed four hundred dinars (£. 200). * Take this sword,' said

“ he, * any member of the Abu Talib family whom you may meet with will buy it

“ * from you and give you the sum to which you are entitled.’ The sword remained

“ with the merchant till (l/ie Abbaside prince) Jaafar the son of Sulaiman lbn Ali lbn

“ Abd Allah Ibn al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Mutlalib obtained the governments of Ye-

“ men and Medina. He, being informed of what had happened, sent for the mer-

" chant, took tbe sword and gave him four hundred dinars. It remained with

" Jaafar till al-Mahdi, the son of al-Mansur, was raised to the khalifate. This

" sovereign, having learned where the sword was, got possession of it. From him

•• it passed to Mtlsa al-Hadi and, from MAsa, to his brother Harun ar- Rashid.”— Al-

Asmai (no/. 11. p. 123] related as follows :
“ I saw ar-Rashid at Tus with a sword

“ suspended from his neck, and he said to me :
1 Asm&i 1 would you like see Zu

*' ‘ ’1-Fakarl’—I replied :
1 Most willingly; may God accept my life as a ransom for

* yours I’ He then bade me draw the sword which he was wearing. I did so

** and found on it eighteen fakdras (4).” — We have digressed from our subject,

and must now return to the history of Yazid lbn Mazyad. The Ithalib Abu Bakr

Ahmad lbn Ali lbn Thabit al-Baghdddi (col. 1. p. 75) relates, in his History of

Baghdad, that Yazid, having gone to visit ar-Rashid, was addressed by him in these

terms : “ Tell me, Yazid I who was the person that composed on you these lines :

“ No perfumes are on his hands or on his hair, neither does he wipe antimony powder from

“ his eyes. He has taught tbe birds (of prey
)
a custom in which they have full confidence; so

*• they follow him in all his eipeditions.’

Yazid replied that he did not know, and ar-Rashid eiclaimetl :
“ How can it be

“ that verses such as these should be composed in your honour without your

“ knowing the author?” Yazid felt quite abashed and, having returned to his

dwelling, he said to the chamberlain : “ Is there any poet at the door?' The other

answered : “ Muslim lbn al-Walid al-Ansari is there." — “ How long have you
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•• kept him waiting?” said Yaiid.— “ For a long time," replied the chamberlain,

• • i prevented him from coming in because I knew that you were not now in easy

“ circumstances.”
—“ Let him in,” said Yazid. The poet was introduced and re-

cited to him the entire kastda. When he had finished, Yazid said to his intendant

:

• « Sell such and such a farm of mine; give the poet one half the price obtained for

« j| and put up the remainder for my own expenses.’’ The property was sold for

one hundred thousand dirhems, of which Yazid gave fifty thousand to Muslim.

Ar-Rashid, being informed of the circumstance, sent for Yazid and questioned him

on the subject. Having learned the particulars, he said : “ I shall order you a sum

• • of two hundred thousand dirhems; with one hundred thousand you may repurchase

“ your farm ;
add fifty thousand to those which you gave to your poet and keep fifty

• • thousand for yourself.”—A bit Bakr Ibn al-Anbdri (oof. 111. p. 53) said : " My fa-

“ ther declared that Muslim Ibn al-Walid stole the idea from an-.Nabigha ad Dub-

«• vani (5) who said (tn one of his poems) :

“ When those chiefs go on an expedition with their troops
, docks of birds, led on by other

“ docks, hover in circles over them. They accompany them till the inroad be effected; for

“ they are well trained and accustomed to blood. They are ready to swoop down, being cer-

•* tain that the tribe of those (chiefs) will be victorious, when two hostile troops meet in battle.

They have learned from those (chiefs) a custom and know well to practise it when the lance

“ is coached (and projects) over the horse's shoulder (kowithib)."

Kawdthib is Ihe plural of idlhiba and signifies that part of the horse's back which

is before the pommel of the saddle.—Muslim’s poem began thus :

I roamed, free as a libertine, and courted the lair (6), whilst my censuters thought to upbraid

me but abstained.

The eulogistic part of it contains this passage :

The khalif possessed, in one of the sons of Slatar, a sword of which the blade corrected

those who swerved (from their duty). How many were the [princes) who, but for the Yazid

of the tribe of ShaibSn, bad never domineered from the exalted pinnacles of an empire. When
war shews its curved teeth, the imtbn

(khalif) shews his by (setting forward) Yazid, a chief

who smiles in the heat of battle (7), when the faces of the bravest warriors change colour. Re

obtains by mildness what defies the efforts of all other men; like death, he attains quickly to his

aim, though he proceeds with slowness. People woold not travel (to obtain gifts), were there

not in his tent (on object which), like the temple (of Mekka), forms the meeting-point of every

road. Be clothes his swords in the souls (the blood) of those who break their engagements,
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and, with their heads, he makes crowns for his pliant spears. In the morning, be marches

forth, bearing death on the points of bis lances which, when couched, announce to the foe that

his last hour is come. When a band [of rebels )
is too proud to adrance and do homage to the

(khnlif)
,
he holds their death (ready prepared and) hidden behind his swords and spears. Even

in peace, you will always find him armed in a double coat of mail
; for be trusts not Fortune and

is ready to act at the first call.

AbCk ’1-Faraj al-Ispahini (col. II. p. 249) rclalcs as follows in the article on Mus-

lim lbn al-Watid which he gives in his Kildb al-Aghdni : " Ar-Rashid, ” said

Yazid lbn Mazyad, “ senl for me one day, at an hour in which it was not usual

“ [for Atm) to require the presence of [chiefs) such as me. So, I went to him with all

*• my armour on and ready to execute whatever he might order. When he saw

“ me, he laughed and asked me who was the person that composed the following

" verses in my praise :

“ Even in peace, you will always Gnd him armed in a double coat of mail; for he trusts not

'• Fortune and is ready to act at the first call. God established on earth (the family of) Ha-

shim as a mountain (ofglory

)

; and the supports of that mountain are you and your son.

" 1 replied that I did not know ; on which he exclaimed : * It is a shame for you,

“ ' the chief of a great people, not to know the person from whom you received such

“ * an eulogy. It has come to the knowledge of the Commander of the faithful;

“ ‘ he has heard it recited and recompensed the author. That man is Muslim lbn

“ * al-Walid. ’ On my return home, I sent for the poet, made him a present and

treated him kindly. ” — The two verses here mentioned are taken from the ka-

stda of which we have just given a fragment. It is related that Maan, the son of

Zfiida, preferred his nephew Yazid to his own children, and was reproached by his

wife for doing so. “ Ilow long, ” said she, “ will you continue to pul forward

“ your nephevv Yazid and keep back your sons? if you advanced them, they would

“ get on well ; if you raised them to some authority, they would continue to rise in

“ rank. ” lie replied :
" Yazid is nearly related to me and has a right to my trcal-

“ ing him as a son, for he is my nephew. Nevertheless, my own children are

“ dearer to my heart and nearer to my affection, but I do not find in them that

“ talent of being useful which is possessed by Yazid. If the services which be did

“ me (u U) were rendered to a stranger, he would gain his affection and, if

" rendered to an enemy, he would convert him into a friend. This very night, I

" shall let you see something which will induce you to excuse me : Page I go and
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“ send here Jassas, Zaida, Abd Allah, ” — he here named all hia sons. In a short

time, they came, dressed in perfumed waistcoats and Sindian shoes, though more

than one third of the night had gone by (8). They saluted and sat down. He then

said : " Page 1 go and call Yazid.” Very soon after, Yazid arrived, sheathed in

armour and, leaving his lance at the door, he entered into the saloon. “ Abd Zu-

“ bair 1
” said Maan, “ why arc you thus appareled?” The other answered :

•* Emir I a messenger came to me from you, and my first impression was that you

*• required my presence for some important affair; I therefore put on my armour
“ and said to myself ;

‘ If my conjecture be right, I shall not be obliged to return

“ ' back, and, if I be mistaken, it will be very easy for me to strip off this appa-

** ' rel.’ ” Maan then said :
“ You may all retire and God protect you I

’’— When

they had withdrawn, his wife declared that he well deserved to be excused. On

this, he recited the following lines, applying them (to hit nephew) :

Isam's noble mind raised Isam to power, taught him to advance and change the foe, and made

of him a princely hero (9).

It was to this circumstance that Muslim Ibn al-Walid alluded when he said :

Even in pcaco, you will always find him arrayed in a double coat of mail. ” It

is related that, when Muslim came to this verse in reciting his poem, Yazid, in

whose honour it had been composed, said to him :
“ Why did you not express your-

“ self {in the same manner as the Asha of ( the tribe of) Bakr Ibn WAil did (10)

“ when he celebrated the noble deeds of Kais, the son of Madi Karib ? He said :

“ When a troop of horse approaches, so dark and serried that warriors clothed in mail shun

“ its encounter, you dash forward, without even taking a shield, and, proclaiming your name,

” you strike down the bravest with your sword.”

Muslim replied :
11 What I said is better; for that poet extolled his patron’s im-

" prudence
(
khurk),

” — this word signifies tjnoranee of the right manner of at-

ting, — “ and I extolled your resolution. ” — The Kais whom al-Asha eulogized

was the father of al-Ashath Ibn Kais al-Kindi, one of the Prophet’s Companions. —
We have already mentioned the verse :

He has taught die birds a custom in which they have full confidence etc.

And staled that the idea was borrowed from an-Nabigha ; the same was done
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by a number of other poets, Abii Nuwas, for instance. Omar al-Warrak related

as follows : “ I heard Abfi Nuwas recite his kasida which rhymes in r and begins

“ thus :

“ O thou who art visited by a demon I thou shall not be of my evening parties nor with those

“ who converse therein. I drive not birds away from a tree of which I found, by experience,

“ that the fruits were bitter.

" These verses excited my jealousy [but I suppressed my feelings) till he came to

" the following passage :

“ When the lances were dripping with gore and death appeared in her proper form, then at

“ evening, came borne, proudly stalking in [yuthanni
fi) his coat of mail, a lion, the points of

“ whose claws were stained with blood. The birds of prey journey forth on the morning of

“ his departure, being certain of being gorged with the [flesh of) his victims.

“ I then said : ‘ You have left to an-NAbigha nothing out of that verse of his :

“ When those chiefs go on an expedition with the troops, etc./

“ To this he answered :
' Hold your tongue I if I am not good at invention, I am

* not bad at imitation.’ " — The same idea was taken up by Abft Tammam Habib

Ibn AtYs at-Tai (vol . 1. p. 348), who said :

In the morning, the eagles of his standards were overshadowed by eagle-birds, accustomed to

quench their thirst in blood ; they kept close to the standards and seemed like a part of the army,

only they did not Gght.

Abu ’t-Taiyib al-Mutanabbi also said [something similar

)

in the following verse :

The birds [ofprey), encouraged by their frequent feeding on the slain, "were ready to swoop

down upon the living.

In the description of a troop given by the last-named author, we find an idea

which comes near to the preceding; he says :

(On came,) with a stunning noise (a troop of hunters), before which the possessors of wings

fled but could not escape, and from which the wild beats, starling from their coverts, were not

safe. The sun passed over that [troop), but with a feeble light, and he could scarcely be seen,

for the wings of the vultures. When his rays found an opening through the [crowded flock of)

birds, his round disk appeared like a dirhem over the helmets.
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When Yazid held Ihc government of Yemen, he received the visit of Marw&n Ibn

Muhammad, a well-known poet who was a mawla to Marwdn Ibn Muhammad al-

Jaadi, the last of the Omaiyide khalifs. This poet's surname was Abd Muhammad,

but he was usually known by the appellation of Abu 's-Shamakmak (the ton of the

man tall and active). He arrived on foot, in ragged attire, and recited to Yaiid an

culogium, in which he described his own slate of misery, saying :

Those who are in search ot beneficence saddle (heir carnets to visit you, but the camel which

bore me to yon were my sandals (It). I took them for my steed, having no other, in order to

get through my jonrncy. That steed outruns even the most active and, in its rapid course across

the desert wilderness, it leaves behind the mehari camels, thin-fianked and full -chested. It

goes to visit him who has the noblest reputation of all the family of Will, (him who is) adomc

erected to the glory of that tribe. It is Yazid whom I mean, the sword of the family of Muham-

mad, Yaiid who dispels every misfortune which a man can dread. He has two days (for acting)

;

one luxuriant with gifts and favours, the other, copious with bloodshed and the taking of lives.

I have come to him with confidence, being assured that he will hear an eulogium and not defer

its recompense.

To this he replied : “ You say the truth ; 1 never, on receiving an eulogium,

“ defer its recompense
;
give this man one thousand dinars (£- 500).”— Along

and excellent poem, rhyming in h , was composed in his praise by Ahft '1-Fadl Man-

sur Ibn Salama an-Namari (12), a well-known poel. It contains this passage :

Had the tribe of Shaiban no other title to honour than Yazid, it would yet surpass all ibe

others. Men know full well that liberality repels contumely, but be (not content with being

munificent), dilapidates bis wealth.

Abd '1-Abbas al-Mubarrad (col. 111. p. 31) relates, in his Kdrnil , that Yazid Ibn

Mazyad, meeting, one day, with a man who had a great flowing beard which co-

vered his breast and was dyed {tcilh hinna), said to him :

,l That beard of yours

' must put you to some expense.” The man replied : “ It certainly does and, for

‘

' that reason, I say :

“ Kvery night, it costs me a dirhem for pomatum and another for hinna; thus one piece (of
" money

)

outruns the other. Were it not for the gifts of Yazid Ibn Mazyad, the scissors (ja-
“ tamani) would have to twang around its borders.”

Ilarun ar-llashid said to him one day :
“ I count upon you, Yazid I for an iropor-

" lant business,” and received this reply : “ Commander of the faithful I God has

*‘ prepared for you, in me, a heart sincerely devoted to your service, a hand ready
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“
lo obey you and a sword whelled to slay your foes. If you have any order to give,

“ speak.” Al-Masudi states, in his Mwdj ad-Dahab wa Matldin al-Jauhar
(
mea-

dows of gold and mine* of jewels), that this conversation passed belween Martin ar-

Rashid and Maan Ibn Zaida, the uncle of Yazid; then, farther on, lie adds that, ac-

cording to some, it look place between ar-Rashid and Yazid Ibn Mazyad. I must

observe that it could not possibly have passed belween ar-Rashul and Maan, because the

latter lost his life when Abu Jaafaral-Mansur was khalif, as we havealready mentioned

in his (Maan's) biographical notice, and, though there be some difference of opinion

respecting the precise dale, it is certain that the eventoccurred not long after the year

I50(A. 1). 767). How then could lie have held this conversation with ar-Rachid who

did not obtain the khalifate till the year 170 (A. I). 786-7)? Ibn Aun relates the fol-

lowing anecdote in his work entitled al-Ajwiba al-Mutkita (silencing answers) (13) :

'* Ar-Rashid was one day playing at mall and told Yazid to lake the side of Isa Ibn

“ Jaafar (14). On Yazid’s refusing, he got angry and said :
* Are you loo proud to

“ * be hispailner?’ Yazid replied :* I swore to the Commander of the faithful that

“ • I would never be against him, either in sport or in earnest.”— 1 read in a com-

pilation of anecdotes that some person related as follows ;
“ I was one night with

“ Yazid Ibn Maxyad and we heard a voice exclaim :
‘ 0 1 Yazid Ibn Mazvad 1’ lie

“ ordered the man who uttered that cry to be brought into his presence and then

“ said to him : • What induced you lo call out that name?’ The other replied :

" * I used up my mule and spent my stock of money; then hearing a poel rccile a

“ ' verse, I drew a good omen from it.’ Yazid bade him repeat the verse, and ho

“ recited as follows :

“ If honour, generosity and beneficence require a supporter, call with a loud voice upon

“ Yazid Ibn Mazyad.

“ When Yazid heard these words, he treated the man with affability and asked

“ him if he knew that Yazid. The other replied : * By Allah 1 Ido not.’
—

' Well,’

“ said Yazid, 1
I am he.’ He then gave him one hundred dinars and a pied horse

“ which was a great favorite of his.”—We have been rather prolix in this ar-

ticle but disconrse will branch into digressions, each of them connected with the

other. The anecdotes told of Yazid’s noble conduct arc very numerous. He

died in the year 185 (A. D. 801). An elegy was composed on his death by Abd

Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn AiyOb (15), a well-known poet of the tribe of Taim; some
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persons attribute it to the well-known poet Muslim Ibn al-Walid al-Ansari, but

they are mistaken. We give it here :

Is it true that Yaitd is no more? Tell os, you who announce so londlv tidings o( death!

Do you know him whose death you proclaim? how bare your lips been able to utter his name!

may your mouth be (for ever) Tilled with clay (16). Is the champion of (our) glory and of Ista-

inism dead? Woe be to thee, o Earth! why hast thou not shuddered? Soe if the pillars of

Islamism be not shaken and if the children's hair has not turned grey (with affright). See if

the swords of (he tribe of Ni2Jr be reposing in their scabbards and if the saddle-cloths hare

been taken off the horses, See if the heavy clouds continue still to water the land with their

showers and if the trees arc still covered with verdure. When be died, did Nizar not feel the

shock? It did, and its edifice of glory has fallen to the ground. When lie was laid in the

grave, the glory be had acquired and his heriditary honours were there entombed. By Allah I

my eyes shall ncrer cease (louring forth floods of tears for his loss. The vile may abstain from

weeping, but the eyes of worthy men shall never remain dry. Can the female mourners be

parcimonious with their tears after the death of Yaild? can they spare their cheeks (and not

tear them)! Let the pavilion of Islamism la.nent,hun, for the cords of that tent are now wea-

kened, as also its support. A port from wltom he never withheld bis wealth now weeps over

him, and laudatory poems have lost their value. Valid is dead; but every living being is

near to death or is hurried towards it. Let it be a consolation for {the tribe of) itabla that it

never again can meet with (to sad) a day as ibis.

The idea enounced in the last verse has been employed by a number of pods.

Mull Ibn Ivas (oof. /. p. 438) said, in an elegy on the death of Yahya lbn Ziad al-

Harilhi (oof. II. p. 403) :

(Say to Death:) You may now carry off whom you please; misfortunes can no longer give

us pain, now that Yahya is no more I

Abu Nuwds (oof. I. p. 391) said, in a lament composed on the death of (tfie kha-

lif) al-Amin :

Bis death was the only thing I feared, and nothing now remains for me to dread

Ibrahim Ibn al-Abbas as-Suli (oof. /. p. 22) said, on the death of his fa-

ther :

Thou wast dear to me as the apple of my eye ; for thee (alone) my eyes shed their tears. Die

now who may, since thou art gone; thou wast my only care.

The article on Muslim Ibn al-Waltd, which Abu '1-Faraj al-Ispahani (oof. II

.
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p. 249) has given in the Kitdb al-Aghdni, contains the following piece of informa-

tion, which is traced up by the author of that work to Ahmad Ibn Ahi Said. “ Yazid

" Ibn Maxyad was eating bis dinner when he received the present of a slave-girl.

“ Immediately on finishing, he had intercouse with her and died in her arms. lie

“ was then in Bard£a and there he was buried. Ue had with him Muslim Ibn al-

*' Walid and a number of his ordinary companions. Muslim lamented his death

'• in these lines :

•• There is a tomb in Bardla and, in tbc grave which it covers, is hidden worth unequalled.

“ On his death. Fortune left (Me tribe of) Rabia in such sorrow that, by Allah! it will never

“ be exchanged (for joy). He always led on the Arabs in the path of glory; l»w much then

“ were they astounded when death overlook him I On his death, the saddles {the travellers)

lost every hope of gaining wealth (17), and the cities recalled those who had left them
“ in order to visit him. Depart (in peace, o emirf) depart like the rain-cloud, which leaves

“ the plains and the hills extolling its beneficence.''

This last verse is said to be most Ihc most expressive of any that are to found in

an elegy. The piece itself is given in the Hamdsa, section of elegies, ic-iy
(
Bardda

)

is the name of town situated at the furthest extremity of Adarbaijan ; so 1 find it

mentioned in hooks of history, but natives of that place say that it is in the province

of Arran. Bardda is written with a pointed or an unpointed d (i or J), and such

also is the case when the same word is employed to designate the pad which is pla-

ced under the saddle. — Some say that this elegy was composed by Muslim Ibn al-

Walid on the death of Yazid Ibn Ahmad as-Sulami (18). According to another

statement, he composed it on the death of Malik Ibn Ali al-Khuzai, and the first

verse ran thus : There is a tomb in Huhcdn, etc.; the person whose death he lament-

ed having died in that place. Ilulwdn is a city in Sawad (Babylonia), or in one of

the governments into which Irak is divided. God knows best which of these state-

ments is true! Abh Abd Allah al-Marzubani (po/. III. p. 67) says, in his ifojam

as-Shuward (alphabetical dictionary of poets), that Abu 'l-Balha Omair Ibn Aamir,

who was one of Yazid's mawlas, composed the following lines :

How excellent the hero by whose death the vicissitudes of time brought down affliction upon

his brethren, on the day he was interred (19). The access to his court was easy when you alight-

ed at his door; his hands were prodigal and his servants polite. When you see his friends and

his brothers, you cannot tell which of them are his blood-relations (they are alt so deeply af-

flicted).
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Abu Tammam al-Tai has given (his piece in his Hamdsa, section of elegies (20),

and attributes it to Muhammad Ibn Bashir al-Khdriji (21). According to some, we

must read Fasfr
)

in place of Bashir (j-Lo ). Yastr is an adjective derived

from yosr (opulence ) ;
BnsMr comes from bishdra (good news), lie bore the sur-

name of al-Khariji, not because he was a Kharijite, but because he belonged to the

tribe of Kharija, a branch of that of Adwan. God knows best I — Here is another

elegy on the death of Yazid; it was composed by Mansflr an-Namari and is given in

the ilamdsa
(
page 440) :

Abil Khilid t what an awfol stroke fell upon [the descendants of) Maadd, on the day in which

you were consigned to your last home ! By my life ! if the enemies [of the empire
)
now look

cheerful and and display an insulting joy, they must have passed by the court of your dwelling

and found it empty. Time hastened to terminate your existence, but your renown will exhaust

[the efforts of) time.

Yazid Ibn Mazyad had two sons, both of them illustrious by their noble character

and exalted rank. One of them was the Khatid Ibn Yazid whose praises were cele-

brated by Abu Tammam at-Tai. This poet composed in his honour some beautiful

pieces which we should insert here, were they not to be found in his collected poe-

tical works. The other son was Muhammad Ihn Yazid, who was noted for his libe-

rality : he never sent away an applicant [empty-handed) ; if he had not money to give,

he would never say “No," but “ Later,” and would then hasten to fulfil his pro-

mise. Ahmad Ibn Abi Fanan Salih Ibn Said composed verses in his praise. I since

found the following lines in the Kitdb al-Bdri, where they are attributed to Abd's-

Shis
((jwv/J l) al-Khuzai (23)

:

Noble actions were his passion and the occupation of his time; but few are those wbo love to

do noble deeds. He opened a market for [the purchase of) enlogy, but markets for eulogy are not

considered as markets. Be scattered good offices throughout the land, aod thus drew, from alt

quarters, a rich harvest of praise.

Rhalid Ibn Yazid was appointed governor of Mosul by (the khalif) al-Mamun. He

arrived there in company with Abu 's-Shamakmak, the poet already mentioned in

this article. When he entered Mosul, the staff of his standard, which had been

planted on the lop of the city gale, was broken in two. He was about to draw a bad

omen from this accident, when Abu 's-Shamakmak extemporized to him these

lines :
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The breaking of the standard denotes neither danger to be feared nor evil to come suddenly.

Being deprived it of its force at the aspect of this petty government, it declared that Mosul was

much too small.

The khalif, being informed of what had passed, wrote these words to Khalid :

“ We have added to your government that of all Didr Kabia, because your standard

“ found Mosul loo small.” Yazid was delighted with the news and bestowed an

ample reward on the poet. In the reign of al-Wathik, the affairs of Armenia fell

into great disorder, and Kh&liri Ibn Yazid was dispatched to that province with a

numerous army. Being taken ill on the way, be died at Daibil, a town in Ar-

menia. This was in the year 230 (A. D. 844-5).

(1) Abb Wiil Rakr Ibn an-NauAh, a member of the Yemenite tribe cf Hantta, led for some time the tile of

ft vagabond and then entered into the service ol AbA Pulaf (vol. II, p. 502), one of al-MAmAn*s generals, who

admitted him into the jund, or armed militia and assigned to him a regular pay out of the coders of the state

(rizAan sultanlm), Ibn an-NattAh was an excellent horseman, eminent for courage and intrepidity, and pos-

sessing a good talent for poetry. In his verses, he frequently vaunted his own prowess. He always remained

attached to AbA Dulaf. — (Kitdb al-Ayhdni.)

(2) In the manuscripts this name is written in various manners] one reads (al-Kirdb or al-Kar-

rdA), another (a/-Furd/), a third {al-G/tardl), etc, Ilajji Khali PA does not mention this

author in his Bibliographical Dictionary.

(I) This is the celebrated Alide surnanied an -Kafr ax-2ukiya, who revolted against the kba if al-Mansdr in

the year 145 (A. D. 70*-*).

(4) The worth fakdra must here designate either a sort ofwaving ornament engraved oo the blade or else a

notch on its edge. It is doubtful which is meant, probably the latter.

(5) De Sicy has given an account of the anleislamiie poet, an-NAbigha ad-DubyAni, in the second volume

oi his ChrtstomathU arubt.

(6) The true reading of this hemistich appears to be i}j&

(7) Literally : when war shews its teeth.

(8) They bad been at a party of pleasure.

(8) IsAm, was vizir to an-NomAn, the king of Hira. Seede Sacy's Chrtttomathit arebt, t. II, p. 53*.

(1 0) For the history of this poet, who was a contemporary of Muhammad, 6ee de Sacy's Chrutomalhit arahe,

t. II, p. 471.

(II) Literally : and I travelled towards yon on a sandaled camel.

(18) AbA ’l-Fadl MansAr, qualifld d'en-Nemri parce qu’il ditail issu de Nemr Ibn KAcit, poite do temps des

Abbaaides. Sa patriedtait la Mdsopotamie. El Fadl,flls de Yahya, Ic fit venir A Baghdad, A Haroun*er-Rashid dont

MansAr acquit btentAl les bonnes grAces. MansAr avail compris lc goAt de Haroun eo fait de podaie par la favour

que ce prince accordait A MerwAn, fils d'AbA Ha Isa. 11 avait senti qoe lc calife d&irait qu’on joignlt A son dloge

qaelqnes traits contre la (ainille d'All, comme le faisait MerwAn, de manure 4 montrer qu’on ne reconnaissaii

A cetta faraiUe aucun droit A i'imimat. MausAr imtta MerwAn en suivant eette vole; mail il ne !an$*dt sux
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A tide* que det traits indirecu et mAnsgA®, parce qu’il Alalt au fond leur partisan, Landis qua MerwAn altaquail

francheincut ct avec Anergie las descendants d'Ali, contra lesqucls il Atait anirod de sentiments hostile® par coo*

fiction autant qua par ambition.

Manstlr en-Nemri mourut i RAs-el-Ain sous la rAgnc de Haroun. (Mr. Cau?sin da Perceval, gives this note

on the authority ol the Kitdb al-Aghdni. The author of that work says that the name of Manor's father was

ZibrikAn.)

(19) A work hearing this title is attributed to Abfl HAmid al-Ghanili (so/. It. p. 631) by Hajji Khalifa in

his Bibliographical Dictionary
, but that author takes no notice of lbn Aim.

(U) Da lbn Jaafar was the grandson of the khalifal-Mamflr.

(15) Abfl Muhammad Abd Allah lbn AiyAb, a member of the tribe of Taim AHAt, was one the poets who

flourished under the Abbasides. He was patronised by al-Amln. Died A. H. 309 (A. D. 834-5). —
(%dm.)

(1 6) The expression : earth in your mouth ! is equivalent to : I wish you were dead

!

(17) Thi9 verse is cited by our author so incorrectly that it scarcely admits of a reasonable explication.

See it correctly given in Freytag's llamdsa, p. 438.

(18) We should perhaps read : Yaxld lbn Osaid as-Sulami (member of the tribe of Sulaim). See p. *18

of this volume. •

(19y Literally : on the day ol &l-Bakl. Al-Bakl was the name ol the principal cemetery of Medina, bat

the poet employ® it here to designate the cemetery of BardAa, the town where hi® patron died.

(30) See Hamdsa
, p. 876.

(31) Mohammed, fils de Bechlr, qualifiA d’el-KhAredji parce qu’il descendant de KhAredja, fils d'AdwAn,

po&te du HidjAx. Son prAnom Atait Abfi SouleymAn. 11 T&cut sou® les Omeyiades (et peut-Atre aossi sons les

AbbAsides, mais jo 1’ignore). II fut particuliArcment attachA A Abfi Obeyda, fils d'Abd Allah, fils de Rabia, Co-

raychite de la fatnille d’Abd cl-Ozza. Les panAgyrique® el AlAgie® funebres qu'il a composes pour ce personna^e

sent les meilleores de res poAiie*. 11 babitail le plus ordinairement les dAsert® voisins de MAdine et 1'endroit

nommA er-Rauhha — (Note by Mr. Caussin de Perceval.)

(si) According to the author ol the Hujilm, the poet Abfi 's-Shls Muhammad lbn Renin died A. H. 196

(A. D. Bit-I).

IBN MUFARRIGH

“ Abu Othman Yazid was the son of Ziad lbn Rabia lbn Mufarrigh lbn Zi '1-

** Ashira lbn al-H&rith IbnDallal lbn.Aiif lbn Amr lbn Yazid lbn Murra lbn Marthad

“ lbn Masruk lbn Zaid lbn Yahsub al-Ilimyari (the Umyenle). The remainder of
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“ Ihe genealogy, from Yahsub upwards, is well-known, so, there is no need of our

“ giving it." It is thus that Ibn al-Kalbi
(
vol . III. p. 608) traces up Yazid lbn

Mufarrigh's genealogy in the Kitdb al-Jamhara, but he does not mention his sur-

name which, however, is given by the author of the Aghdni [vol. II. p. 249). Most

of the literati say that this Yazid was the son of Rabia and the grandson of Mufar-

righ; thus suppressing the name of Ziad. The author of the Aghdni says : “ His

“ grandfather Mufarrigh received this name because he made a wager that he

“ would drink the whole contents of a skin filled with milk, and lie did not lay it

" down till he emptied it. He was therefore called Mufarrigh
(
the emptier}." The

same author relates, in the article of the Aghdni which contains the history of

as-Saiyid al-liimyari (col. II. p. 241), who was Mufarrigh's grandson, that Ibn

Aaicha (1) said : “ Mufarrigh was the same person as Rabia; Mufarrigh being

“ merely a surname. Those who say that Rabia was the son of Mufarrigh are mis-

" taken."— God knows best I— Al-Fadl Ibn Abd ar-RahmAn an-NaufUi says that

Mufarrigh was a blacksmith in Yemen
;
he made a lock for his wife on the condition

that, when he had finished it, she would bring him a skin of milk. She did so

and, when he had drank some of its contents, he laid it down. She told him to give

her back Ihe skin, and he replied : “ 1 have nothing to empty it in." She insist-

ed on having it and he emptied it into his belly. “ 0 1" said she, “youarcan emp-

tier (mufarrigh) I
” and, by this nickname he became generally known. According

to the members of bis (Yozfd’s) family, he belonged to the tribe ofUimyar. Ibn al-

Kalbi and Abu Obaida (oof. III. p. 388) state that Mufarrigh followed Ihe trade of a

pateber and mender .at T'abala. I must here make some observations ; Tabdta is a

village on the road which leads from Mekka to Yemen, it is situated in a very fertile

spot and is often mentioned in historical relations, proverbs and poems. This was

the first government which al-Hajjaj Ibn Yhsuf ath-Thakafi (vol. I. p. 356) ever

obtained. Till that time, he had never seen it. He set out for it and, on gelling

near it, he asked whereabout it was. They answered :
•• It is behind that bill."

On this, he exclaimed : " A government that can be hidden by a hill is worth no-

" thing I” and he turned back and left it. From that time the Arabs said prover-

bially of any thing despicable : It is more contemptible than Tabdla unis fur al-Ilajjdj.

The narrator (of Ibn Mufarrigh's adventures) (2) says : He pretented that he drew his

descent from Himyar. He was affiliated by oath to the family of Khalid Ibn Osaid

Ibn Abi 'l-Iis (^jJI) the Omaiyide. According to another statement, he was a

vol. tv. 30
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slave lo ad-Dahhak Ibn Auf al-Uilali by whom he was treated with kindness. Ya-

rtd was a poet and composed good amatory (and satirical) pieces. One of his de-

scendants was as-Saiyid al-Himyari, whose name was Ismail and whose father, Mu-

hammad, was the son of Bakkar and the grandson of this Yazid. So it is staled by

Ibn Makula (oof. 11. p. 248) in his IkmtU. His title was as-Saiyid ((he chief) and his

surname Abu Dashim. lie was one of the heads of the Shiite party. The history of

his proceedings in that cause and the poems composed by him in support of it are

well known. — One of the finest passages in Yazid’s poems is to be found in a

kasiia containing the praises of the Omaiyide prince Marwan Ibn al-Hakam, by

whom he had been generously treated. Here it is :

You opened a market (or (the purchase of) eulogy, at a time that eulogy was not considered

as a marketable ware. God seems to have granted to you the privilege of taking lives and of

distributing gifts.

•

The first of these verses has been given in our article on Yazid Ibn Mazyad Ibn

ZAida
(
page 230 of this uoi.) ; it is there attributed to Ahmad Ibn Abi Fanan and said

to be taken from a kdtida in which that famous poet (3) extolled the merits of Kha-

lid, the son of Yazid Ibn Mazyad. God knows bestl — When Said, the son of (the

khnlif
)
Othman Ibn Allan, was appointed governor of Khorasan, he invited Yazid

Ibn Mufarrigh to accompany him thither- Yazid refused, as he preferred becoming

the retainer of Abb&d (4), the son of Ziad Ibn Abih (5). On this, he said to him :

" Since you refuse bearing me company and prefer following Abbad, hearken to

“ the advice which I here give you : Abbad is a man of a low mind; avoid there-

" fore being too familiar with him, although he encourage you to make free; for

“ he then only means to delude you. Visit him seldom, for he is greatly in-

•' dined to find irksome [the presence of viiifora). Do not bandy arguments with

“ him, even though he attack you, for he will not bear with such observations

“coming from you as you would have to bear with if they came from him.”

He then sent for some money and gave it to him, saying : “ Let this help to defray

“ your travelling expenses. If you perceive that you arc not on a good fooling with

“ Abbad, recollect that, with me, you shall always find a favorable reception and come

" to me. ” Said then departed for Khorasan, and Ibn Mufarrigh set out with Abbad.

When Obaid Allah, the son of Ziad andt he governor of the two IrAks, was inform-

ed that his brother Abbad was taking Yazid with him, he felt very uneasy and went
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out with the people to see him off. Whilst they were saying farewell to the travel-

lers, he went to lake leave of his brother and, having called Ibn Mufarrigh over to

him, he said : “You asked Abbad to take you with him and he granted your request;

•* now, that is a thing which annoys me greatly.
” — “ God protect the emir!

”

said Ibn Mufarrigh, “ why should that annoy you? ” — Obaid Allah replied :

“ A poet is not to be satisfied with such attentions as ordinary men shew one to ano-

“ ther; he is led away by his imagination, what lie imagines he takes for certain

“ and he never overlooks an affront, even when he ought to do so. Now, Abbad is

“ going to a country which is the seat of war, and he will be so greatly taken up

•* with the direction of his troops and the collecting of the landlax that he will not

•' think of you. Such neglect you will not forgive and (in your salirei

}

you will co-

“ ver us all with obloquy and shame. ” Yaild answered : “ Emirl I am not what

" you think; I am profoundly grateful for the kindness which lie has already shewn

“ me, and, besides, if I forget myself (in my conduct towards him), 1 shall always

“ find a ready pardon. ” — “ That you will not; ” replied Obaid Allah, “ so you

“ must promise me that if he delays giving what you expect from him, you will not

“ hasten to attack him but write to me. ” — “ That I promise you; ’’
said the poet.

— “ It is well; ” said Obaid Allah, “ so, now depart under favorable auspices.” The

narrator (in the Kilab al-Aghdni) continues thus ; Abbad arrived in Khorasan, or as

some say, in Sijistan, — and was there so deeply engaged in warfare and in the col-

lecting of the imposts that Ibn Mufarrigh thought the attention to which hewas entitled

very long in coming. So, without writing a letter of complaint to Obaid Allah, as he

had engaged to do, he gave free career to (the virulence of) his tongue and attacked

Abbdd with sarcasms and satire. That emir had so great a beard that it resembled

a fodder-bag. The poet was travelling with him, one day, and, seeing the beard sha-

ken and tossed about by the wind, lie laughed and said to a man of the tribe of

Lakhm who was
(
riding

)

at his side :

O, that his beard was hay 1 we might then fodder alt the Moslim cavalry.

Abbad, to whom the Lakhmite perfidiously related what the poet had said, flew

into a passion :
“ It does not become me now, ” said he, "

to chastise him whilst

“ he is in my company; but, though I defer his punishment, I intend later to

“ gratify my revenge ; many are the times in which he cast abuse on my father.
”

Ibn Mufarrigh, being informed of this, said : “
1 perceive the odour of death
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“ (for me proceeding), from Abbdd !
” He then went in lo him and said : “ Emir I

** 1 was with Said Ihn Olhraan, whose good opinion of me you have learned; you

“ know also the favorable impression which he has left on my mind. 1 preferred

“ you to him, but, as yet, I have derived from you no advantage. I therefore

“ request permission to depart; I have no need of being your retainer. ’’ Abbad

replied :
“ As you chose me, so also did I choose you; I look you into my service

“ because you asked me lo do so. You now hasten lo prevent me from taking pro-

“ ceedings against you, and therefore you ask permission to depart. But you mean

“ to return to your people and give them the most unfavorable opinion of my r.ha-

“ racier. Well, you have that permission and may make use of it when I have

" treated you according lo your deserts.” Being then informed that his honour

and reputation were attacked by Ibn Mufarrigh, he encouraged some of the poet’s

creditors lo cite him before (the lubunat presided by) himself, and the result was

that he put him into prison and had him severely beaten. After that, hesent lo him

this message : “ Sell me al-Arjka and Burd. ” Al-Arika was a female musician be-

longing to Ibn Mufarrigh and Burd was his slave-boy. He had brought them up'from

their childhood and was greatly attached to them. The poet sent back by the same

messenger an answer to this effect: “ Ask the emir, if a man can possibly sell him-

“ self or his child. ” Abbad them took them from him (by force
)

or, according

to another account, he sold them, against their owner's will, to a native of Khora-

san. When the two slaves entered into this man's house, Burd, who was very in-

telligent and had received a good education, said to him : “ Do you know what

you have bought? " The other answered : I do; I have bought you and that

“ girl.
” — ** No, by Allah !

” replied Burd, “ you have bought for yourself no-

*’ thing but shame, ruin and contumely, which will endure as long as you live.
”

The man was alarmed at these words and exclaimed :
“ Woe betide youl how can

11 that be? " Burd answered : “We belong to Yaiid ibn Mufarrigh, and, by Allah I

“ nothing has reduced him to the slate in which he now is but his evil tongue. You

“ are aware that he dared to satirize Abbad, whoislhe emir of Khor&sAn (6), whose

“ brother, Obaid Allah, is the emir of (he two Iraks, and whose uncle is the khaiif

“ Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan. (He attacked him) because he thought him too slow

“ (in jranting favours) ;
will he then withhold his tongue from you that have

“ bought me and a girl who is as dear to him as his heart within his bosom.

“ By Allah! I know of no man into whose dwelling has entered a more fatal -
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“ acquisition than that which has now entered into yours.” The man answered :

“ I take you to witness that I declare you and her to be still his property; if you

“wish to go away, you may depart; I fear greatly for myself if Ibn Mufarrigh

“ learns what has happened; if you wish to stay with me, both of you, you may.
”

Burdsaid to him :
" Write those words to my master. " The man wrote to lbn Mu-

farrigh, who was still in prison, informing him of what he had done, and the

other replied by a letter in which he thanked him for his conduct and requested

him to keep the two slaves at his house till such time as God should set their master

at liberty. Abbad then said to his chamberlain : “ I do find that the fellow, ” —
meaning Ibn Mufarrigh, — “is much annoyed at being in prison; sell his horse,

“ his arms, all his effects, and distribute the price between his creditors. “ This or-

der was executed, hut there still remained unpaid a part of the debt for which Ibn Mu-

farrigh was imprisoned. lie composed the following lines on the selling of his slaves :

I sold (tharitiI) Dure!, and, had bis sale depended upon me, I should not hare sought an ad-

vantage for myself in selling him. Were it not for that bastard (Abbid) and for the misfortunes

which have befallen me, I should never bare been separated from him. O Bunt I never before

did lime bring on me so painful a stroke as this; never before did it oblige me to sell (one whom
/ considered as) mj child.

SharitH here means : 1 sold; it is one of those verbs which have two opposite signi-

fications, as it means to tell and to buy. — The piece to which these verses belong

contains many more, but 1 omit the remainder. — Ibn Mufarrigh, having (a< length
)

perceived that, if he continued, whilst in prison, to insult and satirize Abbad, he

would ody do more harm to himself, used then to answer in these terms to the per-

sons who asked him what was the cause of his imprisonment : “ (/ am) a man to

“ whom his emir is giving a lesson, for the purpose of correcting his extravagance

" and allaying his violence. That, 1 declare, is better than if he drew the skirt of

“ his robe over the traces of his retainer’s faults. “ Abbad, being informed

of this, took pity on him and let him out of prison. Yazid then fled till he reached

Basra, whence he proceeded to. Syria, where he continued to err as a fugitive from

one city to another, and to recite satires against Ziid and his son (Afcfcdd). In one

of those pieces, which we give here, the poet alludes to his abandoning Said Ibn

Othman Ibn Aflin for the purpose of following Abbid Ibn Ziid, and he mentions in

it the forced sale of Burd ;
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After some days passed at RSma, you (0 poet!) broke the bonds which attached yon to Imkma.

The winds drop tears for her affliction whilst the lighning smiles from the cloud. 01 how I

regret rommitting an act which has terminated in repentance. I left the generous Said and

his palace which is supported by lofty columns
;
(/ left him who is) a lion in battle and who

gives up the pleasures of love for the purpose of marching against the foe. Samarkand w as con-

quered by his prowess and, in its precincts, he erected his pavilions, whilst I followed a slave be-

longing to the family of Ilij (7). Such things are signs foreboding the end of the world. With

him (with the poet) went an Abyssinian maid so small of ears (sakki) that she might be taken

for an ostrich; one of those dark-corapleiioned females whose faces bear the mark of an inferior

race. I sold Burd! O that, after (losing) Burd, I had become an owl (8) or its female, which in-

vokes the echos between al-Mushakkar and al-Yamima. But a man must encounter what he

most fears, if he wish to escape from ignominy and oppression. Slaves only should be beaten with

the stick ; a reprimand had sufficed to correct a freeman.

The family of Ilaj belonged to the tribe of Taif. We shall speak of it again, in

this article, when we give an account of al-LIarilh Ibn Kalada. Abb Bakr Ibn Duraid

(vol. III. p. 37], makes a similar statement in his Kildb al-hhtikdk (9), and cites

the following lines to prove the fact

:

Come to your senses, family of Abu Bakral is the sun to be compared with a candle? It is

better to be a tnawla to the I'rophet than to claim relationship with the family of Ilij.

Wc shall speak of Abb Bakra Nafia Ibn Harith in this article and mention the cir-

cumstance which gave rise to these verses, {Ibn ilufarrigh) says, in the last (10),

verse of his piece that this Abyssinian maid resembled an ostrich in the smallness

of her ears. They
(
the Arabs of the desert) say of a small car, that it is sakkd; this

word designates also such female animals as have no
(
apparent

)

ears. The same

Arabs say :
“ Every sa/.fd lays eggs, and every tharkd brings forth its young alive.

”

By the word sharkA is meant animals having long ears. These Arabs consider it as

a general law that every animal having visible cars is viviparous and that every ani-

mal-wilhout visible ears is oviparous. — The narrator continues in these terms: Ibn

Mufarrigh then persisted in satirizing (Abbdd) Ibn Ziad, so that his poems were pu-

blicly sung by the people of Basra. Obaid Allah (Ibn Zidd) caused an active search

to be made for the poet, who narrowly escaped being taken and succeeded in reach-

ing Syria. — Narrators do not agree as to the person who delivered the fugitive to

(Obaid Allah} Ibn Ziad; one says it was Moawla Ibn Abi Sofyan; another contradicts

him and declares that it was YazSd, the son of Moawla. It must have been the latter,

for he was already reigning when Abbad was appointed to the government of Sijistan.
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— The author of the Aghdni relates, farther on, that Said, the son of Othman lbn

AfTan, went to visit (the khalif) Moawia lbn Abi So fvan and said to him : “ Why have

“ you nominated (your ion) Yazid as your successor, to my exclusion? By Allah I my

“ father was a better man than his; my mother was belter than his, and I am better

“ than he. We raised you to power and have not deposed you ; through us you

" obtained what you have." To this Moawia replied You are right in saying that

“ your father was abetter man than his; I freely acknowledge that Othman was better

“ than I am; you say that your mother was a better woman than his; (lo that I re-

“ (ply : a woman's worth must be appreciated by her remaining with her family, by

“ her deserving the good will of her husband and by giving birth to noble-minded

“ boys. You say that you are better than Yazid. To this, my son! I answer that,

“ if I was offered in exchange for Yazid as many persons like you ns would fill the

“ Gb&ta (11), I should feel no pleasure in accepting the proposal. You say that

“ your people raised me to power and did not depose me; (to that 1 answer that
)

1

“ received my (first) command from one who was better than you, from Omar lbn

“ al-Khattab, and your people confirmed my nomination. Moreover, I have not

“ been a bad governor for you; 1 revenged your wrongs, killed the murderers of

“ your father, elevated you to power* and authority, enriched those among you who

“ were poor and raised the lowest of you to high stations. ” Yazid then spoke in

his favour and obtained for him the government of Khorfisan. — Let us re-

turn to the history of lbn Mufarrigh. The narrator says: He continued passing

from one town of Syria to another and satirizing the sons of Zild. His poems

having reached Basra, Obaid Allah lbn Ziad, the emir of the two Iraks, wrote on

that subject to (the khaUf) Moawia, or, hy another and more correct account, to

Yazid
(
the son and successor of Moawia). In this letter he said :

* ‘ lbn Mufarrigh has

“ satirized Ziad and the sons of Ziad ; calumniating the former in his grave and co-

“ vering the latter with eternal dishonour. From them he has passed to Abu Sofyan,

*' whom he stigmatizes as a fornicator, and whose sons he attacks in the foulest lan-

“ guage. He escaped from Sijislan, and 1 caused such strict search to be made for

" him that he fled the country (12). He has now reached Syria where he mangles

“ our reputation (13) and tears our honour to pieces. I send you the satires which

“ he has directed against us, so that you may be induced to do us justice.” He

then sent (lo the khalif Valid) all the poems that lbn Mufarrigh had composed on

them. Yazid gave orders that search should be made for the offender who, being
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thus obliged to fly from one place to another, was driven out of Syria. He then went

to Basra and stopped at the house of al-Ahnaf Ibn Kais. — Of this person, whose

real name was ad-Dahhak, wc have already spoken (vul. I. p. 635); his prudence

became proverbial. — Al-Ahnaf, of whom he asked protection, replied in these

terms : " Were I to promise you my protection against the son of Sumaiya (14), 1

“ should only be deceiving you {faughirruka ); I can protect any man against his

“ own family but not against the person under whose authority he is (15)." The poet

then went to others, none of whom would engage to protect him, but he at last ob-

tained from al-Mundir Ihn at iuriid al-Abdi (16) a promise to that effect. As Obaid

Allah Ihn Ziad was the husband of al-Mundir's daughter and respected no man so

much as her father, the latter, presuming on his influence over him, gave, incon-

siderately, an asylum to the poet. Obaid Allah was already informed of the fugitive’s

arrival in Basra, when he learned that he had taken refuge at al-Mundir's. He

sent for the latter and, when he appeared before hint, he dispatched to his house

some of the police guards. The dwelling was searched, Ibn Mufarrigh arrested,

and his protector knew nothing of the matter till he saw the prisoner standing be-

side him. On this, he rose up, went over to Obaid Allah aud spoke to him in fa-

vour of his guest. “ Emir! ” said he, “ 1 ithplore you, in God's name, not todis-

“ credit my right of protection ; I promised that man to be answerable for his

“ safety." Obaid Allah answered :
•* Mundir Allah I (17) I have no objection to that

" man's composing verses in praise of your father and you, hut he has satirised

“ both me and my father, and yet you try to screen him from my vengeance. God

•* forbid that he escape me I that shall never be, and I shall not pardon him. " Al-

Mundir replied in an angry tone and received this answer: “ You presume too much

“ on your daughter that is with me; by Allah! if I please, I shall separate

“ from her and signify to her a full and absolute divorce. “ Al-Mundir retired and

Obaid Allah then turned towards the poet and said : “ Evil for Abbadhas been your

•' fellowship with him.” The prisoner replied : “ Evil for me has been his fel-

“ lowshipl I preferred him to Said Ibn Othman and spent, in accompanying him,

“ all that l possessed. I imagined that he was not devoid of intelligence such as

" Ziad’s, of mildness such as Moawia'sand of liberality such as that of the Kuraish;

“ but he disappointed all my expectations, treated me with indignity and made

“ me suffer every thing disagreeable, imprisonment, (prosecution for) debt, upbraid-

“ ings and beatings. I was like the roan who watched delusive lighnings proceed-
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“ ing from a cloud without rain; he hoped that it would pour showers upon him

“ and he died of thirst. I fled from your brother because I feared that he would

*' act in a manner of which he would have to repent. Now, I am in your power;

“ do with me what you please.” Obaid Allah sent him to prison and then addressed

to Yazid lbn Moawia a letter in which he asked permission to put the poet to death.

Yazid wrote back to him in these terms : “ You must avoid putting him to death,

“ but you may inflict on him a chastisement that may serve him fur a lesson and

“ make your authority to be respected, without endangering his life, lie has rela-

“ lions in my army (jund) and among the persons of my court : were he put to death,

“ they would be displeased with me and nothing would calm them except retaliating

“ on you. Avoid that; know that all things are taken seriously by them and by me

“ and that they would make you responsahle for his death. Without going so far as

•* to take his life, you have sufficient latitude for satisfying your anger.” Obaid

Allah, on receiving this letter, gave orders that the prisoner should be obliged to

drink some sweet nabfd (grape juice) containing an infusion of thubrum (euphor-

biai), — or, as some say , of turbid (turbith ). This produced a diarrhea and, whilst

he was in that stale, they paraded him through the city, with a shc-cat and a sow

tied on his
(
shoulders ). The drug began to operate and the little boys ran after him,

hooting and shouting. The evacuation persisted with such violence that he lost his

strength and fell to the ground. Obaid Allah being then told that they could not

answer for his life, ordered him to be washed and taken back to prison. When

they were washing him, he recited this verse :

Water can wash away what I have done, but my words (satires) shall remain, even when your

bones arc mouldered into dust.

Obaid Allah, being asked why he chose such a punishment for the poet, answered :

“ lie cast his filth on us and I intended that the sow should discharge her tilth on

“ him ” (18). Out of the numerous verses directed by lbn Mufarrigh against

“ Abbad lbn Ziad, we may cite the following :

Now, that Moawia, the (grand-) son ofHarb, is dead, announced to your vase (your influence?)

already cracked, that it will soon be (completely) broken. I now declare, (0 Zaid!) that

your mother (did not lay) aside her veil (her dress) in order to bare intercourse with A bit

SofyJn; but a tbing occurred of a doubtful nature, and in (a moment of) great fear and trepi-

dation.

vot. tv. at
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The following verses arc by the same poet

:

Come! announce to Moawla, the son of Sakhr [Abu Sofyiin), a message front the man of

Yemen (19). Are you angry when people say that your father was chaste, and pleased, when

they call him an adulterer? (In that case,) I declare that your relationship (riAm) to ZiSd is

like that of the elephant to the foal of the ass. I declare that the female gate birth to Zaid

and that Sakhr never approached Sumaiya.

The expression : I declare that your relationship to Zidd, 'etc., is borrowed from

the following verse, belonging to a poem which was composed by llassan lhn Thabit

nl-Ansari (20), surnamed Abu ’l-Walid, or, according to some, Abu Abd ar-Rah-

man :

1 declare that your relationship (ill) to the family of Kuraish is like the relationship of the

young camel (sakb) to the young ostrich (rdf).

The word ill has the same meaning as rilnn; sakb means a camel's foal; rdf

means a young ostrich. — The following verses were composed by tlassan lhn

Thabit on Abu Sofytm
(
lbn al-lldrith

) (21) :

Come! announce to Abd Sofyiin a message from me to him; for that which was hidden has

been brought to light. You lampooned Muhammad and I answer in his defense; my recom-

pense for that 1 shall find with God. How dare you attack him, you that are not his equal?

.May the worst (sharr

)

of you two be sacrificed to save the best (kbair) 1 Assuredly, my father,

my father's father and my honour are sufficient to protect die honour of Muhammad against

your insults.

The phrase : may the worst of you two, etc., gave rise to a discussion among the

learned, because the words khair and sharr are terms which express superiority and

require to be associated (tfiif/i a complement
)
(22). Hassan lbn Thabit composed

this answer by order of the Prophet. — l may here observe that, in the Prophet’s

family were five individuals who resembled him in their looks; namely, this Abu

Sofyan (lbn al-lldrith lbn Abd al-Multalib), al-llasan lbn Ali lbn Abi Talib, Jaafar lbn

Abi Talib, Kolham lbn al-Abba$ lbn Abd al-Muttalib, and as-Saib lbn Obaid lbn Abd

Yazid lbn lUshim lbn Abd al-Muttalib lbn Abd Manaf, the ancestor of the imam

as-Slmf! (23). This Abu Sofyan became a Moslirn on the day in which Mekka was

taken
; that happened in the eighth year of the Hijra. His subsequent conduct

attested the sincerity of his conversion. He accompanied the Prophet during
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the campaign of Taif and Hunain. When the Moslims were routed at the battle-

of Hunain, Abu Sofyan was one of the seven who stood firm and remained with

the Prophet, till those who bad fled raliiedand came back. They then obtained the

victory and a booty of five thousand captives. These the Prophet set at liberty. An

account of this
{
bailie

)
would form a long narrative, for which this is not a fit place.

On that day, Abu Sofyan held the Prophet's mule by Ihe bridle, without ever letting

go his hold; and Ihe Prophet used to say : “1 hope to find iu him one capable of

“ replacing Hamza Ilm Abd at—Muttalib. " lie declared also that Abu Sofian

would be one of those who were to enter into Paradise. He said also ; “ Abu

** Sofyan Ibn Al-llarith is one of the youths of Paradise, ” or
(
according to another

statement
j ,

“ the chief of the youth of the people of Paradise." Most of Ihe learned

consider the surname [AbA Sufyiin) to be his real name and say that he had no

other; but some of them declare that his name was al-Mughira. Others again say

that al-Mughira was the name of his brother, that he was called Abu Sofy&n and

nothing more. It is stated that, from the time of his conversion to Islamism, he

never dared to look the Prophet in the face, so much was he ashamed of having sa-

tirized him at a former period. — Let us resume our account of Ibn Mufarrigh.

He is one of Ihe poets who are mentioned in the llamdsa. We find there (24) this

piece of his :

Behold [ Zainab visited me towards the close of the night ( and / said io her) :
“ Blessings be

“ upon you! arc they come back, the (Anppyjdays I passcdfiriM you)? " She replied : “ Avoid
“ us and approach us not " (/ answered) :

“ How can I avoid jou who arc the sole object of

my wishes? People ask if the spoils of love continue when thirty years arc passed, and I

•' answer : Can they exist before the thirtieth year. The arrival of boarincss would be a great

“ misfortune if, when it appears, ihe palanquin [-riders ?
) were precluded from every

•• sport.

"

The Spanish author al-Muza(Tar(25) says, in his great historical work, that, joined

to those verses [minjumla hadi 'l-abydt) were the following :

Were my body (26), when it grows weak, to become tbc sport of noble princes (?) or (the

prey) of lionsor of wolves, that
(
thought

)

would alleviate my sufferings and console me in my mis-

fortune; but (/ cannot be consoled because) she who was the most cruel to me (27) exists no

more.

When al-Uusain, the son of Ali Ibn Talib, was informed of Moawia Ibn Abi
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Sofyan’s death and the accession of Yazid, the son of Moawia (to the hltalifate), he re-

solved on proceeding to Kufa, whither he had been invited by a letter addressed to

him by a number of the inhabitants of that city. This is one of the well-known

circumstances of the affair which cost al-Husain his life. During that lime, he often

recited and applied to his own case the following verses of a poem composed by

Yazid Ibn Mufarrigh :

May I never spread terror through the flocks and herds by an incursion made at morning's

dawn, if I call not Yazid (to simple combat
) on the day in which, not withont fear, he does (me)

an injustice! May the fates watch (to seize) me, if I avoid
(
the combat) (28).

The persons who heard him discovered from this that he intended to have a strug-

gle with I’azid Ihn Moawia for the supreme power. lie set out for Kufa and, when

he drew near it, the governor, Obaid Allah Ibn Ziad, sent against him a body of

troops commanded by Omar Ibn Saad Ibn Alii Wakk&s. Al-Husain was slain at

Tail and then happened what happened. It is related that
j
before this

J
Moawia had

written to him in these terms : “ I am certain that you have taken into your

“ head the idea of assailing (our government) and that you will be unable to conceal

“ it. If I be then living, 1 shall most willingly forgive you.” It is stated that

(the Oinaiyidc khalif) Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz said : ** Were I one of al-Uusain's

“ murderers and were God pleased to pardon me and to admit me into Paradise, I

“ should not enter there, so much 1 would feel ashamed in the presence of God's

“ apostle.” Obaid Allah Ibn Ziad said to al-llaritha Ibn Radr al-Ghudani (29) :

“ What think you will happen to me and to al-Uusain on the day of the resurrection?
"

Received from him this answer :
“ His father and his grandfather will intercede for

“ him; your father and your grandfather will intercede for you. Learn from that

“ what you want to know I
” — The Mirdl az-Zamdn [mirror of time), a historical

work drawn up in the form of annals and composed by Shams ad-Din Abu ’l-Muzaf-

far Yusuf Ibn Kizoghli, surnamed Sibt Ibn al-Jausi (30), because he was the son of Abu

’l-Faraj Ibn al-Jausi’s(cof. //. p. 96) daughter, and the autograph of which, in forty

volumes, I saw at Damascus, contains, under the year 59 of the Hijra, an account of

what passed between Y’azid Ibn Mufarrigh and the sons of Ziad. He then adds :

** Y’azid Ibn Mufarrigh died in the year 69, "that is to say, of the Hijra (A. D. 688-9).

God knows best (31)1 Abu 'J-Yakzan (rot. //. p. 578) says, in his Kitdb an-iyisab

(
hook of patronymics}

: “ Abbad Ibn Ziad died A. H. 100 (A. D. 718-9) at JarOd.''
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Jdr&d is a village situated in the dependencies of Damascus and lying in the go-

vernment of Dims (Emma). Onagers are extremely abundant in that country. When

the division of Egyptian troops entered into Syria, A. D.660(A.D. 1261-2) and mar-

ched against Antioch with the troops of Syria, it halted for a short time at Damascus,

where I then was, and from that it returned back. The army entered into Da-

mascus towards the end of the month of Shaaban of that year (July, 1262). A per-

son belonging to that army related to me a circumstance so curious that it may

very well be mentioned here. They had halted at Jarud, the place of which we are

speaking, and hunted down a great number of onagers. So, at least, they said.

A soldier, having killed one of them, proceeded to cook its flesh in the usual man-

ner. Being unable to bring it to a proper state of coction, he added wood to the fire

and augmented the flame; but that produced no effect, although the fire was kept up

for a whole day. Another soldier then rose, took up the animal's head and found

on the ear an inscription which, when he read it, proved to be the name of Bahram

Gur. When they arrived at Damascus, they brought me the ear. I found the

mark to be quite visible, the hair on the ear being as fine as the smallest shreds.

The writing was Rufic. This Bahr&m Gdr was one of the [onciten] kings of the Per-

sians and lived a long time before our prophet. When that prince took more ani-

mals at the chase than he required, he would mark some of them and let them go.

God knows how old this onager was when Bahrain captured it and to what age it

would have reached, had they set it at liberty and not killed it. The fact is that the

onager is one of the long-lived animals. This individual must have lived upwards

of eight hundred years (32). — In the territory of Jartid is situated the famous

mountain called al-Mudakhkhan. It is mentioned by AbuNuwas {vol. I. p. 391) in

the poem wherein he names the places at which he halted on his wav to Egypt,

where he intended to visit al-Khasib (33). Uc says :

Towards the East I saw the temples of Tadinor [Palmyra] and found them empty
;
they are

watts facing the summit of al-Mndakhkbau.

This name must be prononced Muddakhan (3i). The mountain was so called

because it is always capped with clouds which appear like a mass of smoke (duAkdn).

— I since read the following passage in the Mafdlth al-OMm [Ihe keys of the sciences),

a work composed by Muhammad Ibn Ahmad lbn Muhammad Ibn Muhammadlbn

Yusuf al-Khowarezmi :
“ Bahram Gur was the son of Bahram, the son of Sapur
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“ al-Junud, the son of Sapur Zu 'l-Aktaf. lie was called Bahr&m Gdr because he

“ was fond of hunting the afr. This last word serves to designate both tire wild

“ and the domestic ass (35).” Having calculated the duration of their dynasty

from that period to the Hijra, 1 found it to he two hundred and sixteen years. This

onager must therefore have lived for more than eight hundred years, if we count

from the lime it was marked by Bahram Gur till the year G60, when it was killed.

But God knows best! — In this article, frequent mention has been made of Zi&d, of

his sons, ofSumaiya, of Aliil Sofyan and of Moawia, as also of the poems composed

upon them by lbn Mufarrigh; now, as readers not acquainted with the facts may

desire some information respecting them, I shall give here a summary account of

the affair. There was a king of Yemen called Abu '1-Jabr, of whom lbn Duraid

(to/. Ill- p. 37) has spoken in the following verse of his celebrated kastda which is

entitled the ifahilra :

And sadness mingled with the soul of Aba Jabr, till death joined him to the number of those

whom it had already seised.

The surname Abu-’l-Jabr was his real name; some say that his name was Yazid

and lhal he was the son of Shurahbil the Kindite; others slate that Abit-'l-Jabr was

really his name and that he was the son of Amr. Having been dethroned by his

subjects, be went to Persia for the purpose of obtaining from Kisra (Chotroet) the

assistance of a body of troops. The Persian king sent with him a band of his

Asawira (cat)a/ry). When they reached Kazima and saw the sterility and unpro-

ductiveness of Arabia, they said : “ Where is this man taking us to? ” and then

delivered some poison to his cook, promising him, at the same time, an ample re-

compense, if lie put it into the meat which was to be served before the king. This

was done, and the food had no sooner settled in his stomach, than he felt intense

pain. When the Asawira were informed of this, they went in to where he was and

said to him :
“ Since you are reduced to such a state, give us a letter for king

“ Chosroes, in which you declare that you have authorised us to return. ’’ He wrote

a letter for them to that effect and, feeling some alleviation, he proceeded to Taif,

the town situated in the vicinity of Mekka, and put himself under the care of al-

Harith lbn Kalada the Thakifite, who was the great physician of the Arabs and who

resided there, lbn Kalada traded and cured him, for which service he received from

his patient a rich present which in were included (a slave-girl named
)
Sumaif/a and
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[a ilave named
)
Obaid. Kisra had given them to AhA 'I-Jabr. The latter then set

out for Yemen but, having had a relapse, he died on the way. Ibn Kalada gave

Sumaiya in marriage to Obaid, and she had a son whilst Obaid was still living [36).

Her son was called by various names, such as Zidd Ibn Obaid, Zidd Ibn Sumaiya,

Zidd Ibn Abih (Zidd, the son of his father) and Zi Ad Ibn Ommih
(
Zidd the son of his

mother) (37). Those were the appellations by which he was known before his ad-

option (info the Omaiyide family) by Moawla, an occurrence of we shall speak far-

ther on. Sumaiya had also by al-liaritb Ibn Kalada a son named Abu Bakra Safi

Ibn al-Harith, whom some persons call Nafi Ibn Masruh and who became

known, under the name of Abu Bakra, as one of the Prophet’s companions. She

had also two other sons, one named Shibl Ibn Mabad, and the other Ndfi

(£=
lj

)
Ibn al-Harilh. These were the four brothers who bore witness against

al-Mughira Ibn Shoba as being an adulterer. When we finish our account of

Ziad, we shall speak of that affair. In the time of heathenism, Abu Sofydn

Sakhr Ibn Harb the Omaiyide and the father of Moawia Ibn Abi Sofvan, had in-

curred (disreputable) suspicions in consequence of his frequent visits to Sumaiya.

It was in the time of their acquaintance that she gave birth to Ziad, but she had

still her husband Obaid (36). When Ziad grew up, he displayed great talents

and command of language, and became an orator whose eloquence, sagacity and

intelligence filled the Arabs with admiration. It was for that reason that Abu Musa

al-Ashari, on being appointed to the government of Basra by Omar Ibn al-Khaltub,

look Zidd Ibn Abih for his secretary. Some lime after, Ziad broughta message from

Abu Musa to Omar, who was so highly pleased with him that he ordered him a pre-

sent of one thousand dirhems (£• 25). When Ziad was gone, Omar thought of

the money (he had given) and said : “ There is one thousand lost, since Zidd has

“ gotten it. " The neit lime that Zidd came to see him, he said to him : “ What

“ has become of your thousand? "Zidd answered : “Ipurchased a little slave (obaid)

*' with them and gave him his liberty.” By the word obaid he meant his own father

(who was so called). Omar replied :
“ Your thousand has not been spent uselessly.

“ Will you bear to Abu-Milsa al-Ashari a letter in which I order him to take another

11 secretary in place of you? ” Ziad answered :
“ Most willingly; provided that the

“ order does not proceed from a feeling of anger
(against me)." — “ It does not

“ proceed from any feeling of anger; ” replied Omar. “ Why then, said Zidd, do

“ you send him such an order?” [When dispatches were brought to Omar from
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Basra, he preferred (hat Ziad should he (he bearer of (hern, because he was sure of

obtaining from him satisfactory information.] lie then gave him a government in

the dependancies of Basra and, soon after, took it from him, saying: “ It is not

" as a disgrace that I depose you, but 1 am unwilling that your superior inlelli-

“ gencc should contribute to the oppression of the people {an ahmil ala'n-ndsi fadl

“ aklikj.” Abu Musa, having dismissed Ziad, took for secretary al-tlusain Ibn Abi

’l-Hurr al-Anbari. A dispatch, written by the latter, was received by Omar who,

. finding in it a fault of orthography, wrote back these words to Abu Musa :
11 Give

a flogging to your secretary.” Zi&d, being sent by Omar to quell some troubles

which had broken out in Yemen
(
accomplithcd hit mission so promptly that he) had

scarcely arrived when he set out again. On his return, he addressed the people in

a speech the like of which they had never heard before. Amrlbn al-Aasi then said :

“ By Allah! did that youth belong to the family of Kuraish, he would {force the

“ Arabs to obey and
j
drive them before them with his stick.” Abu Sofyin, hear-

•' ing this, said :
“ By Allah! I know the man who deposited him in his mo-

“ ther’s womb.” — ‘‘Tell me,” said Ali Ibn Abi Talib, “ who he was. ” — “ It

was I,” replied Abd Sofyan. — “ Take care of what you say, Abb Sofyan I
” said Ali.

To this the other answered by the following lines :

By Allah! were I not afraid, O Alii that a certain person might look on me as his enemy, I,

Sakhr Ibn Harb, should reveal the secret, even had there been no question of Ziid. Long ago

I was on good terms with (the tribe o/J Thakif and I then left among them a proof of my affec-

tion (38).

When Ali obtained the supreme authority, Ziad was sent by him to Persia, where

he reduced all the country to obedience, protected it against attacks, collected the

imposts and remedied abuses. Bloawia then wrote to him with the intention

of turning him against Ali, but this letter bad no effect and was sent to Ali

by him whom had received it. In it were some verses which 1 abstain from

inserting here. Ali wrote back to Zi&d in these terms: “I appointed you to

" the commandment which you hold, because I thought you worthy of it. In

“ your present career, you cannot obtain the object you have in view unless you

"act with patience and a sincere conviction. Under the rule of Omar, Abu
** Sofyan committed a fault by which no relationship or right of inheritance

" can be established. As for Moawia, he can circumvent any man; so, be on your
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" guard against bim ; be on your guard ! Receive my salutation.’’ When Ziad read

this leller, he exclaimed : " I swear by the Lord of Ihe Kaaba, that the father of al-

Husain (i. e. d/i) bears witness in favourof me.” It was this 'communiratt(w) which

emboldened Ziad and Moawia to act as they [afterwards) did. Al-Hnsan, the son of

Ali, havingobtained the khalifale after the murdcrof his father, gave up Ihe supreme

authority to Moawia, a fact which is well known. Moawia then endeavoured to

gain over Ziad and acquire his good will, sorfhal he might be induced to serve him with

Ihe same fidelity that he had shewn to Ali. This, joined to the words which escaped

from his father in Ihe presence of Ali and Amr lbn al-Aasi
(
produced the desired effect

and), in the forty-fourth year of thellijra(A. D. 664-5), Ziad was acknowledged by Moa-

wia (ns his brother
)
and became known by the name of Ziad lbn Abi Sofyan. When

Abu Bakra was informed that his brother had been adopted, with his own consent,

into the family of Moawia, he declared most solemnly that he would never speak

to him again. “Thai fellow,” said he, “ declares his mother lobo an adulteress and

“ disavows his father. Ry Allah I I do not think that Sumaiva ever saw Abu

“ Sofyan. Evil befall him I how will he manage with Omni Habiba, Ihe daughter

“ of Abii Sofyan and the widow of the Prophet? If he goes to visit her, she will re-

“ fuse him admittance, and thus disgrace him, and, if she receive him, she will be

“ guilty of an act injurious to the profound respect which all have for the Prophet.”

Under the reign of Moawia, Ziad went to Mekka for the purpose of making the pilgri-

mage and meant to visit Omni Habiba under the pretext that lie and Moawia consider-

ed her as his sister; hut he then thought of what Abu Rakra had said and abandoned

his intention. According to another account, Omni Habiba refused to receive him,

and, if we are to believe another statement, he made the pilgrimage but paid no visit

in consequence of the words uttered by Abu Rakra. “ May God reward Abu Rakra I

”

said he, “ lie never, in any case, gives had advice. ”— Having gone to see Moa-

wia, for whom he was acting as lieutenant, he took with him a magnificent present

containing, amongst other objects, a collar of pearls so valuable that it excited Moa-

wia's admiration. He then addressed him in these terms :
•’ Commander of the

“ faithful I 1 have subdued for you that country,"— meaning Irak, — * 1 have col

-

“ lected for you its tribute, both by land and by sea, and have brought you

“ the almond with its shell.” On this, Yaxhl lbn Moawia, who was silling in the

room, said to him ; “ If you have really done that, we shall transfer you from
(
the

“ tribe of) Thakif to (that of) Kuraish, from Obaid to Abii Sofyan and from the rank
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“ of a secretary to that of a governor (4-0).” Moawia, on hearing these words,

said to Yazid :
“ That is quite enough

!
you are the (lint I wanted for striking fire

“ from my steel (41).” — Abu '1-IIasan al-Madaini (eof. 1. p. 438) states that

the kdlib Abu 'z-Zubair told him that Abu Ish&k related to him what follows :

Ziad, after purchasing his father Obaid, went to see Omar, who said to him :

“ What did you do with your pay, the first lime you received it? ” Ziad replied :

“ I purchased my father with it." This Answer gave great pleasure to Omar. The

anecdote (told above contenting Yazid and Ziddj is in contradiction with the state-

ment that it was Moawia who declared Ziad a member (of the tribe of Kuraish). —
When Moawia acknowledged Ziad (ai his brother), the Omaiyides went to see him

(and remonstrate). One of them, named Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn al-Hakara, and brother

to Marwan Ibn al-Hakam, then addressed him in these terms : “ Moawia I had you

“ found none but negroes
(
Zenj

)
to adopt, you would have

(taken them for members

“ ofyour family and
)
outnumbered us by (ai» act of] meanness and degradation."

Moawia [on hearing this reproach), went up to Marwan, Abd ar-Raliman's brother,

and said : “ Turn out that blackguard." Marwan replied :
“ By Allah I (for you to

“ say

)

that he is a blackguard is not to borne.
” Moawia answered :

“ By Allah I

“ were it not for my mildness and clemency, I should teach you that it must be

•* borne. Did he not send me verses composed by himself against Ziad and me?
“ Hear them from my lips :

“ Come! say to Moawia, the son of Sakhr : * We cannot suffer what you have done. Are
“

‘ you angry when people say that your father was chaste and pleased when they say he was an
“

‘ adulterer?
’ ”

We have already given the rest of this piece (page 242 of this vol.) and attributed it

to Ibn Mufarrigh; but there is a difference of opinion respecting its author: some say

that it was composed by Ibn Mufarrigh, and others, by Abd ar-Rahman Ibn al-Hakam.

In the former case, the first verse is that which has been previously given ; in the

latter, it must be read as it is here. — ZiAd, on his adoption by Moawia, was treated

by him with great favour, obtained a commandment and became one of his most

effective supporters in the contestations with the sons of Ali Ibn Abi Talib. It is

related that, when he was governor of the two Iraks, he caused active search to be

made for a man named Ibn Sarh who was a partisan of al-Hasan, the son of Abu Ta-

lib. The name of this person had been included in the act of amnesty granted to the
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companions of al-Uasan, when the latter abdicated the khalifatc in favour of Moawia.

Al-Hasan, in consequence, wrote the following letter to Ziad : “ From al-Ilasan to

“ Ziad : You know that we oblained an amnesty for our partisans, and yetlbn Sarh

" informs me that he has been exposed to your attacks. 1 therefore request that you

•' act towards him only for his good. Receive my salutation. ” This letter com-

menced by tire writer's name and did not give to Ziad the surname of the son of

AbC SofyAn. Ziad was offended at it and replied in these terms :
“ From Ziad,

“ the son of Abd Sofyan, to al-Uasan : I received your letter concerning a re-

“ probate who is now harboured by others, by partisans of yours and of your fa-

“ ther. By Allah! 1 shall pursue and arrest him, even were he [hidden] betweeu

“ your skin and your flesh. The flesh that I roost wish to devour is that of which

“ you are a part.” When al-llasan received this epistle, he sent it to Moawia who,

on reading it, was so indignant that he wrote to Ziid a letter containing these w ords

:

“ From Moawia, the son of Abu Sofyan, to Ziad: Al-Hasan, the son of Ali, has sent

“ to me a letter written by you in answer to one in which he spoke to you concern-

“ ing Abu Sarh. Its contents surprised me greatly and 1 perceived by it that you

•• have two ways of judging matters, one which you inherited from Abu Sofyan, and

** the other from Sumaiya. That which you owe to Abu Sofyan is all prudence and

“ precaution; the other, for which you are indebted to Sumaiya, is just such as

“ should be expected from one like her. It was the last which produced the letter

“ in which you revile al-Hasan and treat him as a reprobate. Now, by my life!

" you are more deserving of that epithet than he. If, through a sentiment of su-

“ periority, he commenced his letter by his own name, that could not derogate

“ from your merit; but, by rejecting the application made by him in favour of a

“ person whom he thought deserving of his intercession, you have thrown off your

'• own shoulders a task which shall be executed by one who has a better right to ac-

“ cotnplish it than you. On the receipt of this, my letter, restore to Ibn Sarh the

“ property of his which is in your hands and do not attempt to injure it. 1 have

“ written to al-Hasan, informing him that, if he pleases, the fugitive may either

“ stay with him or return to his own country, and that you hare been prohibited

44 from harming him either by word or deed. In your letter to al-Hasan, you call

44 him by his name without mentioning of whom he is the son ; I therefore let you

44 know, inconsiderate fellow! that al-Hasan is above the reach of centempt (42).

“ Did you then think that his father was so contemptible a person? but that person
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“ was Ali the son of Abu Talib; or did you think it (not) worth while to join his name

“ to that of his mother? hut his mother was Fatima, the daughter of the Apostle

“ of God, and, if you have any intelligence remaining, you must acknowledge

“ that therein he excels us all. Receive my salutation.” — The word rajaicdni is

a dual which (has a plural signification and) means places of danger. — I must here

observe that the same anecdote is related in another form, and shall therefore give

it here : Said Ibn Sarh was a mania to Kuraiz Ihn Habib ibn Abd Shams, one

of Ali ibn Abi T&lib’s partisans. When Ziad, the son of his father [Ibn Abih)

arrived at kufa in the capacity of governor, he persecuted Ibn Saad and caused

strict search to be made after him. Ibn Saad then went to Medina and alighted at

the door of al-llasan Ibn Ali, who said to him : “ What has forced you to quit your

“ residence and come here?" The fugitive told his story and described the con-

duct of Ziad towards hint. Al-IIasan therefore wrote to Ziad in these terms :

“ You engaged towards a certain Musulman that he should partake of all the advan-

•* tages enjoyed by those of his belief, and incur the same obligations which are im-

“ posed on them. Yet you have pulled down his house, seized on his property and

“ arrested the members of his family. Therefore, when this, my letter, reaches

“ you, rebuild his house, and restore to him his properly and the members of his

“ family; I have given him hospitality and have been requested by him to interfere

“ in this matter.” To this Ziad replied ; “ From Ziad, the son of Abd Sofyan, to

“ al-llasan the son of Fatima : I received your letter, in which you commence by

“ placing your own name before mine, and yet you request of me a service; you,

“ a man of the people, from me, a sovereign [sulldn] I Y’ou write to me in favour

“ of a reprobate whom none would harbour except a reprobate like himself; and,

“ what is still worse, he has found in you a patron (tawalhbi tydhajl You have al-

“ lowed him to reside with you, him disaffected (to government
)
and taking pleasure

“ in being sol But, by Allah
!

you shall not save him from me, even were he hid-

“ den between your skin and your flesh; and certainly the flesh that I should most

“ like to devour is that of which you are a part. Deliver him up by the halter (43)

“ to one who has a better right to him than you. If I then pardon him, it shall

11 not be in consequence of your intercession and, if I put him to death, it shall be

“ on account of the love you bear him. ” When al-Hasan read this epistle, he wrote

to Moawia ao account of ibn Sarh's affair and enclosed in the letter (a copy of] hi*

own to Ziad and the answer which he had received. He wrote also a letter to Ziad
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(and addressed ilj thus :
“ From al-Hnsan, Ihe son of Fatima, who was ihe daughter

“ of Uie Apostle of God, to Zidd, the son of Sumaiya, who was a slave of the tribe of

*• Thakif, (to Zidd) legitimate by birth and yet the son of an abandoned adulterer.
”

When Moawia read al-Hasan's letlcr (fie teas so much ashamed that) Syria seemed too

narrow to hold him, and he wrote to Ziad in the terms which we have already men-

tioned (44). — Obaid Allah Ibn Ziad declared that, of all the verses directed against

him, none wounded his feelings so much as the following, which were composed by

Ibn Mufarrigh :

Reflect’ lor reflection may give you a moral lesson. Are you not indebted lor all your ho-

nours to your nomination as governor? As long as Sumaiya lived, she never suspected that her

son belonged to the Iribc of Kuraish.

Kalada (vol. II. p. 513) relates that Ziad, when on the point of death, said to his

sons :
“ 0, that your father had been a shepherd leading his flocks to countries far

“ and near, and that what became by had never befallen him! ”— The verses di-

rected by Ibn Mufarrigh against Ziad and his sons are all of the same cast : he treats

them as pretenders and goes so far as to say of the sons of Sumaiya :

7.iad, Nafi and Abu Rakra are for me a cause of wonder. These three were formed in the

same womb and had all the same father, yet one says that he is a Kuraishidc, the other is

an enfranchised slave, and the third has an Arab for his uncle.

As these lines require explanation, I shall give here what is related by persons

versed in history : Al-Ilarilh was the son of Kalada Ibn Amr Ibn Ilaj Ibn Abi Sa-

lama Ibn Abd al-Oxza Ibn Ghiara Ibn Auf Ibn Kasi. This last was the same person

as Thakif. It is thus that Ibn al-Kalbi exposes this genealogy in his Jamhara.

Al-llarith was a celebrated physician among the Arabs. He died soon after the

promulgation of Islamism, but the fact of his conversion has not been ascertained.

It is related that the Prophet of God ordered Saad Ibn Abi Wakkas to go and take

the advice of aMIarilh Ibn Kalada on a malady by which he had been attacked.

This proves Ihe lawfulness of consulting, on medical questions, persons who are

not Muslims, provided they be of the same nation as the sick man (45). liis son,

al-llarith Ibn al-Oarith, was one of those whose hearts had been reconciled (46),

and he counts as one of the Prophet’s companions. It is said that al-llarith Ibn

Kalada was incapable of begetting children and that he died in the khalifate of Omar.
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The Prophet, when he laid siege to Taif, made this declaration : " Whatever slave

** lets himself down
(
from the wall) and comes to me shall he free.” Abu Bakra

then lowered himself down from the fortress by means of a bakra (pulley), — which

is a thing traversed by a rope and placed over a well for the purpose of drawing wa-

ter. It is called a bakara by common people, but this pronounciation isnot correct,

although the author of the Mukhtasir al-Atn (abridgment of the Ain) (47) gives it as

good. It has, however, so little to recommend it that no other philologer ever

authorised it.— The narrator continues : He received therefore from the Prophet

the surname of AM Bakra (the pulley-man), and used to say that he was a mawla of

the Prophet of God. His brother, Nafi, was also going to lower himself down

when al-Harith Ibn Xalada said to him : “ Remain, and I adopt you as my
•• son.” He therefore remained and was surnamed Ibn al-Harith. Abu Bakra,

before his conversion to Islamism, bore also that surname, but, when he became a

good Musulman, he gave it up. On the death of al-Harith Ibn Kalada, Abu Bakra

abstained, through self-mortification, from receiving any part of the inheritance.—

This, I must observe, might have been the case, were we to admit the statement of

those who say that al-Harith died a Musulman, for, if he did not, Abu Bakra would

have been excluded from inheriting, on account of the difference of religion (48).

— (The narrator continues ;) Ibn Mufarrigh was induced to compose the three verses

above-mentioned because Ziad pretended to be a Kuraishide on the plea of his adop-

tion by Moawia; because kbit Bakra declared himself a matefa of the Prophet, and

because Nafi used to say that he was the son of al-Harith Ibn Kalada, of the tribe of

Thaklf. They were, besides, born of the same mother, the Sumaiya already men-

tioned. It was also for that reason that the poet composed on the family of Abu

Bakra the two verses which commence by the words : Come to your senses, family

of AM Bakra! (page 238 of this uol.). Ilaj was the grandfather of al-Harith Ibn

Kalada, as we hare already stated. This is an abridged account of the affair of

Ziad and his sons. — I must again make an observation : these words of Ibn Mu-

farrij in the second verse : they had the same father, are not true,*for no one ever

said that Ziad was the son of al-Hdrith Ibn Kalada; on the contrary, he was the son of

Obaid, having been born on his bed (in his lifetime). As for Abu Bakra and Nafl, they

were considered as the sons of al-IUrith. How then could the poet say with truth

that they had all the same father? Weigh these observations.— Ibn an-Nadim (49)

says, in the work entitled the Fihresl, that Ziad was the first person who com-
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piled a work containing things disreputable to the Arabs. Ziad Ibn Abih having

been calumniated and seeing his genealogy impugned, composed that book for the

use of his sons and said to them : "'Defend yourselves with this against the Arabs,

" and they will cease to attack you.” — The anecdote concerning al-Mughira lbn

Shoha the Thakifide and the evidence given against him must now be related :

Al-Mughira, having been named governor of Basra by Omar Ibn al-Khattab, used

to go out of the government palace every day, at the hour of noon. Abu Rakra,

having met him said :
•* Where is the emir going?" and received this answer.

" I am going on business.” To this Abu Bakra replied : “ An emir receives visits

" but never makes any.” He (al-Mttgh(ra) was going, it said, to see a woman named

Omm Jamil, who was the daughter of Amr and the wife of al-IIajjaj Ibn Atik lbn al-

Harith Ibn Wahbal-Jushami.— Ibn al-Kalbi states, in his JamAara, that Omm Jamil

was the daughter of al-Afkam Ibn Milijan lbn Amr IbnShalha lbn al-lluzam, and he

counts this family among those of the Ansars. Another author furnishes this

additional information :
" Al-iluzam was the son of Ruwaiba lbn Abd Allah Ibn Iliial

" Ibn Admir ibn Sasda Ibn Moawia Ibn Bakr Ibn Uawdzin." God knows best! —
The narrator continues : Abu Bakra was in an upper room with his brothers, Nafi,

Ziad and Shibl lbn Mabad, who were all sons of thesame mother, her who was named

Sumaiya. Omm Jamil was in a chamber opposite to theirs, and, the wind happen-

ing to blow open her door, they saw al-Mughira in the act of carnal intercourse

with her. On this, Abft Bakra said :
“ There is a calamity for you I look at that.”

They looked till they were convinced, and Abd Bakra then went down stairs and sat

there, waiting till al-Mughaira came out. When he saw him, he said: "You know

“ full well what you have done, so you had better quit us (and leave the city)."—
The narrator says (farther on) : Al-Mughira went to say the afternoon (zu/ir) prayer

at the head of the congregation, and Abu Bakra rose to go out, saying : " By Allah I

" you shall not preside at our prayer after what you did! "—

“

Let him go on with

“ the prayer, "said (some of the) people," for he is our emir. Write down yourcom-

" plaint and send it to (the khalif) Omar.” He and his brothers did so, and Omar

summoned al-Mughira to appear before him, and them also as witnesses. When
they arrived, Omar took his seat and cited them all forward. Abu Bakra advanced,

and (the khaltf) said to him (50): " Vidistine ilium inter femora mulieris?” Res-

pondit : " Per Deum! latcra duo femorum divaricata adhuc mihi videre videor.”

Tunc cumdem itcslcm) compellavit al-Mughira dixitque : " Collide aspexisti !
” Res-
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ponclit Abu Bakra : “ Moriar si non dcclarern id propter quod le Deus ignominia

aflecturus est.” Dixit Omar : “ Quinimo oportet te cum vidisse pcncm intromit*

“ tentem in vulvam, sicut slyluin in pyxidem.” Respond:! Abu Bakra : “ Illud vidi

el attestor.” Tunc dixit Omar : “ Vte tibi, Mugbira! elTugit quarla pars {vit<r [

“ fuse. '' Tunc IVafiam advocavit et ei dixit : “ Quid est testimonium tuum ? " Respon*

dit: “Sicut testimonium Abu Bakra;." Dixit Omar :
“ Necesse esldeclararc illud sell.

“ menlulam)in niulierem intromissum fuisse, sicut stylum in pyxidem.” Rcspondit

:

*• Ceric intromissum fuit usque ad radiccrn (hidad)."— Vox kudad sagill.T pennant

“ significat. — Tunc dixit Omar : “ Vte tibi, Mugbira! elTugit dimidium tuuin.”

“ Postea (fes(em) tertium appellavit et ei dixit: “ Quid est testimonium tuum?” Rcs-

“ pondit :
“ Idem est quod socii mei duo praestitcrunt.” Dixit Omar : “ Vte tibi,

Mugbira! effugit (vitcr) tuae dodrans.” Tunc scripsit (Omar) ad Ziadum qui nondum

comparuerat, et postquam eum vidit, conscdit in mosebteo, ducibus Muhajirorum

et Ansariorum congregatis. (Mughira ), Ziadum intrantem aspiciens, dixit : “Video

“hoininem cujus lingua, Deo volenle , Muhajirum ignominia aflicere nolel.” Sus-

lulit Omar caput dixitque Quid novisti, otidis pullc I
” Fertur quoque al-Mughi-

ram surrexisse ad Ziadum et dixisse : “ Post Arusam aromali loculus non est (51)."

— Dico hanclocutionem proverbium esse, Arabibus notutn, sed illud exponere baud

convcnit, prtesertim cum in hoc eapile oralio nostra latius dilTusa sit. — Tradidit

narrator : Dixit ei al-Mugbira :
“ Ziadcl Dei excelsi mentor esto coram quo slalurus

“ es in die rcsurreclionis. Certe Deus, el liber ejus, et Propbcta cjus et im-

“ perator fldelium efTusionem sanguinis mei probibebunt, dummodo de iis qua;

11 vidisti ad ca qutc non vidisti transire notes; cave ne propter rem lurpcm quam vi-

“ disti transcasad rem quam non vidisti. Per Deuml si inter venlrem meum etven-

“ trem illius (mulieris) fuisses, me menlulamin illam intromittenlem baud vidisses.”

Tradidit narrator : " Tunc Ziadus, cujus oculi lacrymabant et facies rubore sufiun-

" debatur, dixit : “ lmperator fldelium! verum essequod alii proverodederunt, di-

“ cere non possum; sed vidiconsessum,audivi suspiria crebra etoccasionem arrep-

“ tarn; vidi ilium super illam recubantem." Dixit Omar: “ Vidistinc rem inser-

“ tam in vulva sicut stylum in pyxide?” Respondil: “ Haud vidi.” Fertur eliam

Ziadum dixisse :
“ Vidi ilium pedes mulieris sustollcntcm ; vidi testiculos ejus oscil-

“ lantes super femora mulieris, cum impetu vehementi." Omar then exclaimed :

" Praise be to God! ’’ Al-Mughira, being told by him to go over and beat them

(
for having borne false witness against him), inflicted on Abu Bakra eighty strokes
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and flogged also the (/too) others. ZiSd gave, by his deposition, great satisfaction to

Omar, as it averted from al-Mughira the penalty (of tapidation
)
fired by the law.

Abu fiakra exclaimed after undergoing his punishment :
“ I bear witness that al-

'• Mughira did so and so ” (repeating his former evidence). Omar was about to

have him chastised a second time; when Ali Ibn Abi Tdlib said to him ;
“ If youbeat

“ him, you must lapidate your friend (52).” lie therefore let him alone and told

him to repent of his sin. “ Do you bid me repent," replied Abu Bakra, “ so that

“ you may receive whatever evidence may be given by me later?” Omar answered :

“ Such is ray motive,” and Abii Bakra replied :
“ I shall (therefore

)

never serve as

*' a witness between two parlies, as long as 1 live.” When he was undergoing the

legal penally, al-Mughira addressed him thus :
“ Glory and praise be to God who has

“ thus brought shame upon you 1
“ Not so,” said Omar, “but may God bring shame

“ upon the place in which these
(
people

)
saw you 1

” — Omar Ibn Sliabba (eof. II.

p. 375), states, in his history of Basra, that, when Abu Bakra was beaten, his mo-

ther caused a sheep to be flayed and the skin applied to his back. This made people

say that, assuredly, the strokes must have been very heavy. Abd ar-Hahman, the

son of Abb Bakra, related that his father swore never to speak to Ziad as long as he

lived. One of Abu Bakra’s dying injunctions was that Ziad should not be allowed

to say the funeral service over him, and that Abu Barza al-Aslami, a person to whom

he had been united in brothership by the Prophet of God, should discharge that duty.

When Ziad was informed of this, he (left the place and) went to Kufa. Al-Mughira

was greatly pleased with Ziad's conduct (at the trial) and testified to him all his gra-

titude. At a later period, when the pilgrims had assembled in Mekka, Omar re-

ceived the visit of Omm Jamil and said to al-Mughira, who was present : ‘‘Tell

**. me, Mughira! do you know this woman? — “ I do,” replied the other, ‘‘she

“ is Oram KullhAm, the daughter of Ali.” On hearing these words, Omar ex-

claimed :
“ Do you intend to make me believe that you do not know her? by Allah I

“ I now think that Abu-Bakra did not accuse you wrongfully and, when I see you,

I fear lest stones should be thrown down on me from heaven (for saving you from

lapidation)."—The Shaikh Abu Ishak as-Shirazi (to/. /. p. 9) says, in his Nuhad-

dab, towards the commencement of the chapter on the number of witnesses (re-

9uired by law ) : “ Testimony was given against al-Mughira by three persons : Abu

“ Bakra, Nafi and Shibl Ibn Mabad. As for Ziad (t/ie fourth witness), he (merely) said :

“ * Vidi culum resilientem, (audtei) anhclitum forlem et (tn'di) pedes duos
(
erectos

)
ad
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“ ‘ instar aurium asini; quid fueril ultra, nesciol Omar caused therefore the three

“ witnesses to be chastised and did not punish al-Mughira."—Legists have discussed

what Ali meant when lie said : “ If you heat him, you must lapidate your friend;
”

and Abd Nasr Ibn as-Sabbagh (do!. II. p. 164) writes, in his Shdmil, a treatise on

the
(
Sha/ite)

system of jurisprudence: “ He (Alt) meant to say :
‘ That sentence (of

“ 1 yours) can only be
(
applicable

)

in case of your counting what he said for another

“
* (a fourth) deposition; but then, the number {of depositions requisite for the ton-

“ ‘ demnation of al-Mughira )
would be complete; if it {your sentence

)
applies to the

“ • first deposition (made by AbA Bakra
, it cannot be executed, because

)
you have al-

“ ' ready punished him for it.
”—Omar Ibn Shabba relates as follows, in his history

of Basra : “ Al-Abbas, the son of Abd al-Mutlaiib, saidtoOmar Ibn al-Khallab: “The
“ Prophet of God made me a grant of (the province of) al-Bahrain! — ‘ Who was

“ ‘ witness to that? ’ replied Omar. AI-AbbAs named al-Mughira Ibn Shoba, but

“ Omar refused to admitsuch an evidence.”— This article has run to a great leugth,

but it contained a number of facts that required elucidation, and our statements

took therefore a widespread. They are not, however, devoid of utility.

(1) Abti Abd ar-RabmAn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad was generally known by the surname of Ibn Alisha,

because he was the son of A&isha, the daughter of Talha Ibn Obaid Allah al-Tamlmi, one of Muhammad's

principal Companions and the same who was slain at the battle of the Camel, A. H. SB (A. D. CSC). As a

traditionist and a transmitter of historical and literary information, be enjoyed a high reputation. It was at

Baghdad that he gave his lessons. To his natural talents, philological knowledge, piety and a perfect acquain-

tance with the history of the days (or encounter*) of the desert Arabs, he joined great bodily strength. It

would appear that he was au orthodox Musulman, believing that the KorAn was God's uncreated word, for it

is stated that the khalif al-MAmdn, a great adversary of that doctrine and a cruel persecutor of those who

professed it, had him severely flogged. An accident which happened to him whilst undergoing this pu-

nishment gave to that reprobate poet, AbA Nuwis (col, /. p. 391), the idea or cotnposiug on his misadventure

a piece of verse which became generally known. Ho died A. 11. 228 (A. D. 841-3).—(NujAm.)

(2) The KHAi nl-Atjhdni has a long article on Ibn Mufarrigh. That is the source from which our author

has extracted, rertafim, the greater part of the information which is contained in this article.

(%) Of Ibn Abi Fanan little or no information has yet been found, except a few indications given by Ibn

Khallik&n and the author of the KitAh al-Agfalni, He seems to have been one the poets who flourished in the

time of HArAn ar-Rasbld.

(4) AbbAd Ibn Zi&d was named governor of SijistAn by Moawta in A. H. 53 (A. D. 673), and he was still

holding that place in the year C9 (A. D. 688-9).—(Niyilw.)

(6) In this arliclo will be found an account of Ziid’s origin.

(6) The narrator probably meant to say : of SijistAn.
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(2) AbbAd’s grandfather was a slate. The history of his origin is given forther on.

(8) One of the superstitious ideas oi the pagan Arabs was that the souls of the dead passed into the todies

of screech-owls.

(9) See page 186 of WOstenfeld's edition of that work.

(10) Tbo verse to which our author refers is now followed by others which have been added at a later period.

(11) The country surrounding Damascus aad covered with gardens is called the GhAta.

(12) Literally : that the country spat him out, i. e. rejected him, was too hot to hold him.

(13) Literally : where be devours our flesh.

(14) ZiAd
,
the hither of AbbAd, was the son of Sumaiya. See her history farther on.

(18)

Lit. : but not against his sultan.

(1C) AbA T-Asbath al-Mandir Ibn al-JAr&d al-Abdi was appointed governor of Istakhar by Ali Ibn AM

TAlib; and, in the year 62 (A. D. 681-2), be was nominated to the government of Sind by Obaid Allah Ibn

ZiAd, who was then emir of IrAk. Al-Mundir died in Sind.

—

(Madrif, Kujtlm, Bi'.Adori.)

(17) Mundir Allah meaus : monitor of God. Was that Ibn al-JArAd’s real name ?

(18) From this we should infer that it was not the poet hut the sow, which had taken the purgative draught.

Moslira writers are someiimes very inattentive.

(19) The poet was proud of hetonging by birth to the powerful party of the Yemenites.

(20) HassAn Ibn ThAbil, one of the poets employed by Muhammad to satirize bis adversaries, lived to the.

age of ouo hundred and twenty years, as his lather, grandfather and great-grandfather bad done before him.

He died A. H. 54 (A. D. 673-4).—{Nuj*m.)

(21) See lower down, in the same page.

(22) The author means to say that they are really adjectives in the comparative degree, although they have

not the form proper to such adjectives. Formed according to rule, they would have been akhyor and asharr.

(28) This genealogy agrees with that given by Ibn Duraid in his Ishtikdk. The same genealogy, as it

occurs in the life of as-ShAfl (vol . //. p. 569), is faultive,—some of the names being incorrectly spelled.

(24) See Freytag’s Hamdsa, page 572.

(25) AbA Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Maslama, the second Aftasido sovereign of

Badajoz, boro the title of al-Muzaffar (Me victorious). He composed a work in fifty volumes, forming an en-

cyclopedia of all the sciences, historical annals, biography, literature, etc. This immense compilation was

named after him tht iiozaffarian. The author died A. H. 460 (A. D. 1

0

G 8).— Makkari, vol. II, p. 258 and

768 of the Leyden edition, and vol. I, p. 147 of the english translation by Gayaogos.

(26) Literally : my flesh.

(27) Lit : the most ardent in worrying my flesh.

(28) In tills piece the words tea la daaoutu YaxUia seem equivalent to ilia (or in la) daaoutu Yazldn, The

translator adopts this opinion the more readily as the expression la min kada wa la min kada does not mean :

neither of this nor of that; but : not only this but that. For eiamples, see the arabic text of Ibn Khald&n's

Prolegomena
, Paris edition, tome 1, p. 247 and 367, and tome III, p. 270.

(29) Al-Ghuddni
) is the right reading : sec Ibn Duraid’s Ishtikdk, page 1 40. That author in-

forms us that al-DArilba Ibn Badr, surname*) AbA ’1-Anbas, wss distinguished for his courage, tus love of good

wine and the rectitude of his judgment. ZiAd
(
Ibn AUh), with whom he was a great favorite, had his name

inscribed on the roll of the Koraishide troops (in order that he might receive a higher pay). He had been de-

signated by Omar Ibn ar-Rabl as commander of the troops which were to be sent against the AzArika (vol. U.
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f>. 514) of al-AhwAs, bat al-Muhaibb (vol. III. p. 508} forestalled him. He was drowned at that place. For

more information respecting the character, conduct and death of this Arabic chieftain, sec the first volume of

Doxy's Hiitoire dts Musulmant (TEtpagnt, tome I, pages 189, 140, 141 et seq.

(30) Sw vol. t, p. 439.

(31) Here the author finishes his account of Ibn Mufarrigh, without informing us what became of him when

lie was delivered up to AbUAd. Had he continued his extracts from that poet’s biography as given in the

Kildb al-AgM*i, he would not have left bis readers in the dark. In order to repair his omission I Insert

hero an abridged account of Ibn Mufarrigh's subsequent adventures, as related in the AghAni. Daring his

detention in the prison to which CH>anl Allah had sent him, he never ceased composing satires on the family

ofZiAd. Oba.d Allah, being informed of this, bid him taken, under escort, to bis brother Abbad. (Here, in

the AghAni, the names of the two brothers are displaced, one being put for the other.) The guards had orders

to pass with him to every caravanseratl (AAdn) at which he bad sTopped on flying from AbbAd, and to force him

to elTjce all the satirical verses which he had written on the walls of the chamber* in which he had lodged.

As they would allow him no instrument with which he might scratch out the writings, he had to employ his

nails and, when these were worn out and the Ups ol his fingers used to the bone, be was obliged to efface

tbs obnoxious lines with his blood. Abb&d, to whom be was then delivered, pul him into close confinement.

The poet suoceded, however, in dbeovering a man who, lor a recompense, went to Damascus and there recited

aloud, in one of the most public places, (the ms. has ) two verses by which the Yemenite troops

were informed that their countryman and relative waskeptin prison by the son of Ziid. These Arabs, yield*

ing to the spirit or parly which animated the Yemenites against the Kafoides, could not suppress thrir indig-

nation and carried their oornp'amt before the khalif Moawla. He at first refused to grant what they demand-

ed and sent them away, bat then, listening to the dictates of his usual prudence, he had them called hack

and granted their request. A letter sent by him to AbbAd procured the poet his liberty. Ibn Mufarrigh then

waited on Moawla and obtained from him a full pardon with a gift of ten thousand dirhems (£. 350), on the

condition of his not attacking the family of Ziid. Having received from him also the permission of inhabiting

whatever province he pleased, he proceeded to Mosul and from that to Basra. He then went to see Obaid

Allah Ibn ZiAd and offered him his excuses. These were well received and procured lor him the authorisation

of going to the province of KermAn. Some lime after, he returned to IrAk and continued passing from one

place to another till he at length obtained the favour of Manst'ir Ibn al-Hakam (?). He returned to Basra

when Obaid Allah fled trom that place to avoid being murdered by the inhabitants who, seeing the troop® ol

Abd Allah Ibn az-Zubair every where victorious, had resolved on taking their governor's lifo. Obaid Allah

was killed at the battle of the ZAb, A. H. 07 (A. D. 687), in fighting against al-MukhtAr. For the history of

the latter, the first volume of Doxy's brilliant and conscientiously written work on the Spanish Musulmans

may be usefully consulted. When Ibn Mufarrigh returned to Basra, he renewed his attacks against the ZiAd

family. Some time afterwards, he received abundant presents from Obaid Allah, the mn of Abft Bakra, and

settled at al-AhwA* where ho continued to spead his wealth with the greatest liberality. — The article of the

A'i/dA al-AghAni is very long and contains a great quantity of verses, anecdotes and digressions which are here

emitted.

(33) The inscription was perhaps traced on the ear after the death of the animal.

(33) Abd Nasr Khaslb Ibn Abd al-Hamtd was appointed intendant or the finances in Egypt, by the khalif

Hirfin ar-Ra*htd. According to Elmadn (al-Makln), page 119, and the author of the Hand al-AkhyAr
,
cited

by Reiske ia the Annals of Abulfcda, t. Ul, p. 751, Khaslb’s nomination took plaoe in the year 190 (A. D.
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805-6). This Cacl I do not find mentioned in the Nvjdm, a work of which the main subject is the history of

Egypt. Al-Khaslb was noted for his generosity and highly praised by the poets of the day.

(84) This appears to be an error : the measure of the preceding verse requires tho redoubling of the third

consonant, not of the second.

(85) Gur is the Persian name of the onager or wild ass. Our author has written Jilr.

(36) Literally : she brought forth a son on the bed of Obaid. The Mosiim law term : a child bom on the

bed of such a one, indicates that it was bom in wedlock.

(37) The three last denominations Indicate that he was considered as a bastard, begot by an unknown la-

ther. ZiAd was so named by his enemies.

(88) Lit* : she brought him forth on Obaid’s bed.

(89) Lit. : the fruit of my heart.

(40) Literally : from the pen to the pulpit. In the manuscripts we read mandbir
(
pulpits).

(41) That is : you hit precisely on my idea.

(4f) The Arabic words have this meaning, but their literal signification is : the two sides (rq/auvln*) cannot

bandy him about;’ that is, be is not to be cast from side to side. Lower down, the author explains rajawdni

by its figurative signification.

(48)

This is a common proverbial expression; it refers to the practise of leaving the halter on the animal

which is sold, in order that the purchaser may lead it away without difficulty.

(44) The edition of BtilAk and some of the munuscrits ipsert here another copy of Moawl.Vs letter, with a

few slight changes in the vrordiug of the text. As these alterations are of no’importance, the letter is suppress -

cd in the transition.

(45) The text may also signify : provid'd they be regular physicians.

(46) After effecting the conquest of Mekka, Muhammad made large prcsenls to some of the vanquished who

had embraced his religion. He thus hoped to gain Iheir hearts. (Kordn , sur. rx, verse 60.)

(47) The author of this work was Abu Bakr ax-Zubaidi, see vol. HI, p. 88.

(48) According to thn Motlim law, persons of different reilgioas cannot inherit one of the other.

(49) Abfi ’l-Faraj Muhammad lbn Ishak, suroamed lhn an-Nadlm [the ion of the boon companion] and lbn

Abi Yakftb al-Warrik (Me stationer), was a native of Baghdad. He composed in the year 877 (A. D. 987-8)

a sort of cocyclopedii, full of literary, bibliographical, biographical, and historical information, to which he

gave the title of Fihrest [list or index). The fullest and most satisfactory account of this highly important and

rare work has been given by professor FIQgel in the thirteenth volume of the German Oriental Society's jour-

nal
(
Zeitschrift der Deutchen iiorgenlaendischen Gtttlltchafl),

(50) The rest of the story, containing an account of the trial and the evidence of the witnesses, cannot be

rendered into English; so it is given here in a latin translation. That the observations addressed by Omar to

al-Mughlra may ba well understood, it is necessary to recal to mind that the Mosiim law punishes adultery

by lapidation and ihat a most formal declaration by four eye-witnesses is requisite for the proof of the crime.

Omar, with all his aosterity and uprightness, tried every means to save his friend and had the witnesses seve-

rely punished although he well knew that their depositions were true. His conduct in that business was

very unfair and not such as his great reputation for integrity would have led us to expect.

(51) This proverb is exploded by al-Maid&ni; see Freytag’s edition, vol. U, p. 48*. The speaker meant to

say that he would be a lost man if ZiAd, the fourth witness, deposed against him.

(54) These words of All's are explained farther on.
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IBN AT-TATHRIYA

Abu T-Makshuh Yazid Ibn Salaraa Ibn Samura Ibn Salama tal-Khair Ibn Ku-

" shair Ibn Kaab Ibn Rahia Ibn Aamir Ibn Sasaa, generally known by the surname

“ of Ibn at-Tathriya and a celebrated poet." It is thus that Abu Amr as-Shaibani

[col. 1. p. 182) traces up his genealogy. The appellation of al-Khair (the good) was

given to his (great-) grand-father because Kushair had another son who was called

Salama tas-Sharr (Salama the bad), The same author states that the name of this

Yazid's father was al-Muntashir Ibn Salama. According to Ibn al-Kalbi (vol. III.

p. 608), Yazid was the son of Simma, who was one of the sons of Salama tal-Khair.

The learned men of Basra held him to be the son of al-Aawar Ibn Kushair, which

person is spoken of by Abu 'l-liasan Ali Ibn Abd Allah at-Tusi (!) towards the com-

mencement of Ibn at-Tathriya's Diwdn (collected poetical works) of which compila-

tion ho was the author. Here are Ins words : “ Ibn at-Tathriya was a poet by na-

“ ture, intelligent, elegant in language, well-educated and of a noble, manly dispo-

“ sition; never did he incur either reproach or blame. He was liberal, brave, and

“ held, by the nobleness of his family and character, a high rank in his tribe, which

“ was that of Kushair. The Omaiyides had him for one of their poets and treated

“ him with great favour." Another author says :
“ Yazid Ibn at-Tathriya was sur-

“ named al-Muwaddik (the exciter) on account of his handsome face, the beauty of

“ his poetry and the sweetness of his discours. People used to say that, when he sat

“ in the company of women, he excited them to love. In speaking of a female, the

“ verbs istaudakat (in the tenth form) and wadakat (in the first form) are employed to

“ signify that a female desires the approach of the male. This verb, taken in its

“ primitive signification, was onlyappliedto animals having hoofs, but it was subse-

“ qucntly employed in speaking of human beings. A muwaddik is a person who

“ inspires woman with an inclination for him. He frequented the company of fe-

“ males and liked conversing with them. It is said that he was impotent, incapable of

“ having intercourse with a woman or of begetting children." AbA Tammara at-Tai

(col. I. p. 3A8) mentions this highly distinguished poet in different places of his Ha-

mdsa; thus, in the section of amatory poetry (p. 588), he has inserted as his the fol-

lowing lines

:
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(/ think of) that Okailide female whose (ample forms) enveloped in her gown are [in shape
,

smoothness and colour) like a sand-hill, and whose waist is like a wand. She passes the sum-

mer within the tribe's reserved grounds and, in the afternoon, she makes her siesta at

NamSu, in the valley of Irak. The glance which I cast at her, is it for me a very slight (sa-

tisfaction)? By no means! a (pleasure coming) from her is never slight. Friend of my soul!

thou except whom I have no other sincere friend! O thou for whose sake I have concealed

my love, disobeyed (Me advice of thy) enemies and placed no faith in the words of those (intri-

guers) who interfered against thee I Is there no way of reaching a place near thee, where I may

complain of the great distance (which lay between us) and of the dread (in which l stood) of

(
jealous

)
foes? May my life be the ransom of thine! nutnerons arc my enemies, wide is the

distance (between us), few are the partisans whom I have near thee. (Iff die of grief,) take not

the fault thereof upon thyself, for thou art too weak (to bear it) ;
to answer for my blood on

the day of judgment would be a heavy responsibility ! W hen I went (to see tliee,) I had always

a pretext, but now, that I bare exhausted all my pretexts, what can I say ? I have not every

day a business which may take me to your country
;
every day, I cannot send there a mes-

senger.

Abti ’1-Faraj al-Ispahani, the author of (he Kitdb al-Aghdni, formed also a diwan

of Ibn at-Talhriva’s poetry and attributes to him the following piece :

I should sacrifice my father for the safety of one who inspired me such love that my body is

quite extenuated; for one on whom all eyes are fixed and who is the object of my passion! for

one whose charms never cease augmenting desire and who is never to be seen unless under the

protection of a watchful guard. If I am forbidden to hold converse with her, if I should have

to encounter enemies and combats in case I tried to meet her, yet I shall continue to extol the

beauty of Laila in culogiums brilliant with the ornaments of rhyme and sweet to hear from the

lips of the public. Dearest Laila! take care not to diminish my strength (by thy disdain) and

permit me, though far away and an outcast, to hope that I retain a share in your affection. Let

me still give lasting trouble to jealous spies, as they have given constant annoyance to me. If

you fear that you cannot support the bitterness of love, restore to me my heart; our visiting

place is near.

The same author atlributes to Ibn at-Talhriya the piece which here follows

:

I should sacrifice my life for the safety of one whose coo! hand, if passed over my breast,

would heal my pains. (/ devote myself) for her who always fears me and whom I always fear;

for her who never grants me a favour and from whom I never ask one.

Abti '1-Hasan at-Tiisi gives the following verses as Ibn at-Tathriya’s

:

I should blush before God were I to be seen succeeding to another in the affections of a female

or replaced therein by a rival. (I should be ashamed) to quench my thirst at a lake of which the

borders are become like a beaten path, or to be a suitor for such love as yon could grant, love

too weak to endure.
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I met these verses elsewhere and found that, after the first, was inserted another

which I give here :

Water Tilled with dregs and troubled by the frequent visits of those who come to drink inspires

me with disgust.

At-Ttlsi gives also the following verses as his :

Many hope for a thing and cannot obtain it, whilst it is granted to others who sit (quietly and

make no effort). One man toils for a favour and another receives it; he to whom it is granted

had given up all hopes when it came.

The same author extracts this passage from a piece of verse composed by our

poet :

I persist in turning away from her, though much against my will
;
and, when she is absent,

I avoid listening to those who saw her or heard of her. Love for her came to me before t knew

what love was, and it found a lasting abode in a heart till then unoccupied.

He gives also the following verses by the same poet

:

And (/ pronounced) a word which, when she
(
whom l loved) accused me of numerous crimes,

dissipated every foul imputation, (/said) :
“ If I am innocent, you do me wrong; if guilty, I

“ have repented and merit pardon.” When she persisted in rejecting my excuses and let herself

be pushed to the utmost extreme by the lies ofvile defamers, I discovered that indifference could

console me when suffering from ber disdain, and I no longer wished to approach one who refu-

sed me her love. I acted like the man who, afflicted with a malady, looks for a physician and,

not finding one, becomes his own doctor.

The piece which wc now insert is given as Ibn at-Tathriya’s by Abxk Abd Allah al-

Marzubani in his Mojam at-Shuward (col. III. p. 67), and is also to be found in the

Ham&ta [page 584) ; but some persons attribute it to Abd Allah Ibn ad-Dumaina al-

Khathami (2) :

I should sacrifice my life and my family for the safety of her who, when injustly wronged,

knew not what to answer. She tried not to justify herself as one would do who is innocent,

but remained astounded, so that people said : “ How very suspicions I

”

In the same work, al-M&rzubani gives also as his the piece [which begins) as fol-

lows (3)

:
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Though you long lo tee Raiya, you postpone the day of your meeting with Raiya I amt yet

you both belong to a branch of the same tribe!

ft

1 must here observe that, in this piece, the poet has attained the height of tender-

ness and elegance. It is given by Abu Tammant in his llamasa
,
towards the com-

mencement of the section which contains the amatory poetry. That author attri-

butes it, however, to as-Simnta Ibn Abd Allah al-Kushairi; God knows if he he

right! Abu Amr Yitsuf lbn Abd al-Barr, the author of the Islidl), which work con-

tains the history of the Prophet's Companions, — we shall give his life (too saydli

dhikruhu), — says in (another work of hit) , the Bahja tal-Majdlit (the beauties of

sittings, or conferences) :
'* As-Simma Ibn Abd Allah Al-Kushairi composed the

1 ' following lines :

“ flad you remembered me as faithfully as I remember you, I declare that you would not

“ have refrained from tears. She replied: “ By Allah! 'tis quite the contrary; (/ eeer remern-

“ 4
tier you and the sadness of) that recollection would burst even a solid rock ( t)

!' "

Farther on, the same writer says : “ Most of the literati consider him lo be the

“ author of : Though you long to see Raiya." He then gives all the verses, just as they

are to be found in the llamdsa, and adds :
“ Some persons however attribute them

“ to Kais Ibn Darih (5); others consider them as the production of al-Majnftn (6),

“ but the majority say that as-Sintma is the author. God knows best! ” From

this we see IhedilTcrencc of opinion respecting the person who composed these verses;

was it Ibn al-Tathriva, or as-Siinrna Ibn Abd Allah al-Kushairi, or Kais Ihn Darih,

or al-Majnun? God knows best! — Al-Marzuhani mentions our poet in his iluwath -

thak (7) and says: “ Abu '1-Jaish recited tome the following lines as the composi-

' lion of Yazid Ibn at-Tathriya :

“ After nightfall, my csmel moaned through [grief and\ longing for its companion; O what
“ dismay I felt, whilst her moans cast despondency into my heart! I said lo her : cutler with

“ patience; the female of every couple must, sooner or later, be separated from the male.
"

lie gives also the following verses and attributes them to the same author :

How can I receive consolation (when separated from you) who are the most amiable of

beings that walk (on earth) ? My 9oul is afflicted and your dwelling-place far away. My life

is in your hands, if you wish to take it; my soul you can heal, if you choose to heal it. When

vou tv. 31
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Falja is the name of two places, one lying between Mekkn and Basra, and the

oilier in (Ihe val'h tj of) al-Akik. — The combat [which co>l llm al-Talhriya his life)

took place in the year of al-VValtd Ibn Yazid the Omaiyide’s death. Mow, al-Walid

was killed on Thursday, the 27lh of the latter Jumada, 12G (lGtli April, A. I). 744',

at al-Bakhra Abu M-Hasan at-Tusi says, in speaking of this combat, that the stan-

dard was borne by Y'azid Ibn at-Tatbriva. When al-Mundalith was killed and his

partisans were routed, Ibn al-Talhriya stood his ground with the standard. He was

dressed in a silk gown which got entangled in an oshara-lree {asclepiat gi-

gaiilcti), — The oshura is a thorny plant and produces gum. — This accident

caused him to fall, and the Banu llanifa then kept striking him till he died.

This combat is mentioned subsequently to the account of al-Walid’s death and in

the same year; so, the death of Ibn al-Talhriya must he placed between that of al-

Walid and the end of the year l'2G. Aliu ’
1 - I'a raj al-Ispahani says, towards the

commencement of the volume (diu>d/i) in which he has given the collection of Ibn

at-Tathriya’s poetical works, that he was killed by the Banu Hanifa under the khalifat

of the Abbasidcs; hut the former indication is nearer to the truth. The following

elegy was composed on the poet’s death by al-Kuhaif Ibn Omair (10i Ibn Sulaim an-

Nida Ibn Abd Allah al-Okaili :

Let the noble sons of Kushair weep for the loss of their chief amt their hero. O AbtJ 'l-Mak-

shAli; now that you are gone, wlm is there to protect (us)? who is there to hurry oil the (war-)

camels whose feet are already used and worn by travel?

Al-Kuhaif composed also a lament on the death of al-Walid Ibn Yazid. The fol-

lowing verse on the death of Ibn al-Talhriya was composed by his brother Thaur

Ibn Salama :

I see that the tamarisk, my neigtibour in the valley of al-Aktk, still holds itself erect (and
yields not lo grief), though fate has taken Yazid by surprise and overwhelmed biui.

This verse belongs lo a choice piece of poetry which Abu Tammam has inserted

in the llam&sa (page 4G8). He attributes it lo /atinab Bint al-Talhriya, but others

say that it was composed by the pool's mother. At-Tusi slates that the combat

above-mentioned was fou lit at al-Akik. We find in Yakut al-Hatmwi's Uuihlarik

that there were ten places of this name. According to al-Asmai (aol. II. p. 123)

the Atkka (which word is the plural of akik) are valleys in which there is running
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water. In enumerating the places bearing this name, Yakut says :
*' The third is

“ the Akik of Aarid, in al-Yam&ma. It is a large valley near al-Arama. and into it

“ flow all the streams of al-AArid. It abounds in sources and villages. ” He then

says :
" Al-Akik, a town in al-Yamama, belongs to the Banu Okail. It is called

“ the Akik of Namira and lies on the road leading from al-Yamama to Yemen."

The valley of al-Akik mentioned in the foregoing verse, is perhaps the first of the

places thus indicated, or perhaps the second. God knows best!— lbn al-Talhriya

was called Abil 'l-Makshuh because he had on his kashh a scar caused by a burn.

The word kashh signifies the side.— Yazid's mother was called at-Tathriyaii 1) and

he was surnamed after her. She was one of the children of Tathr lbn Anz Ihn

Wiil. “ The word tathr signifies fertility and abundance of milk. It is said that

“ she was born in a year of which that was the distinguishing character, but others

“ contradict this statement and say that she gave birth to her son in a year of that

kind. Others again relate that she toiled in extracting butler from milk and was

named at-Tathriya because the tathr of milk is its butler. ” This account is, in

itself, quite objectionable : all say that the poet’s mother was of the family of Tathr

lbn Anz, whence we must conclude that she was named after that tribe, and declare

that the words “ she was born in a year of such a character" or " she gave birth

“ to him in a year of such a kind ’’ or •• she extracted butter from milk ’’ are here

quite inapplicable. We submit these remarks to the reader; but it is evident that

there were two opinions on the subject; according to one, she was named after her

tribe and, according to the other, for the reasons stated in the second place. — A

great number of poems are attributed to Zainab Bint at-Tathriya, the sister of Yazid.

Such is the eulogistic piece which we here give :

He is proud when you go to ask of him a favour, and he bestows on yon whatever be holds

in his hand. Had he nothing to give but his life, he would bestow it; so let those who apply to

him take care lest {by taking away h is life), they oflend God.

These verses have been attributed to Zi&d al-Aajam (vol. 1. p. 631). The second

is also to be found in the diwdn of Abu Tammam's poems, where we meet with it

in the kastda which begins by these words :

Vernal abode ! thou of which the inhabitants have departed I it is, alas t too true that the rains (?)

have effected upon thee that
(
destruction

j
which they intended.

But, in all that, God best knows the truth I
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(I) Abft 1 Hasan Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn SinAn at-Taimi [of the tribe of Taim Allah) at-Tfisi (a native of

Till), was a man of tearing and a narrator of anecdotes concerning the [Arabian) tribes, of poems and of (
the

adventures of) heroes [fuhul\. He met
(
and teas taught by) the great masters [mashdikh) who professed at

Basra. The preceptor whose sittings he most frequented and from whom he received the greater part of his

information was Ibn al-AArAbi. (Fihrest.) — Ibn al-AArAbi died A. H. S3 1 (A. D. 846). (See vol. Ill, p. 35.)

We here learn from Ibn KhallikAn that at-TOsi collected the poems of Ihn at-Tathriya into a diudn.

(3) Abd Allah Ibn ad-Dumaina al-Khathami was one of the early Moslim poets and lived probably in the

first century of the Hijra. Having learned that Muz&him Ihn Kais of the tribe of Salfil was paying court to

his wife, he assassinated the lover, somothcred the woman some time afterwards, and then killed his young

daughter because she wept foe her mother. He was detained for a long lime in the prison of TabAla [page 313

of this to/.), but was finally liberated because the charge could not be made out against him. At a later

period he was killed by the son of him whom he had mnrdered. — (Aghdni, Shark Shawdhid al-Moghni).

(!) This piece consists of nine verses and is to be found in the Hamdta, page 538.

(4) Literally : Nay, by Allah! a recollection which, if poared upon the solid rock, it (the rock) would split

asunder.

(5) Abd Zaid Kais Ibn Darlh al-Lailhi, belonged to a bedwin family which lived in the desert outside

of Medina, and was the foBter-brother of al-llusain, the son of Ali. He married l.ubna, the daughter of al-

HubAb, but as their union was not lruilful, he was forced by his father to divorce her after ten years’ cohabi-

tation. He then took another wife of the same name, but sore against his will and, soon after, he died of

grief for being separated from his first love, lie composed on Lubna a number of pooms, passages of which

are given in the article of the Kitdb al-Aghdni wherein his history is reiatod. An abridged and tolerably

fair translation of the prose account offered by the Aghdni will be found in the second volume, page 413, of

von Hammer-Purgstall's Literalurgeschichte der Araber. The author of the Nujilm slates that Ibn Darth died

on or about the year 65 (A. D. 684-5).

(6) Al-ilajnun [the insane, the possessed) is the surname by which was designated a poet whose love for

Laila became proverbial. His name, it is said, was Kais Ibn al-\laldh, but his existence has been generally

doubted. Do Sacy, in his Anthologie grammatkale arabe, page 150, has a note on this subject. Be that as

it may, a number o( amatory poems pass under the name of al-Majnfin.

(7) The orthography of this name is not certain.

(8) It appears, from the Kitdb at-Aghdni
,
that the tribe of Hantfa and that of Okail had, for some time

being carrying on against each other a war of surprises and predatory incursion*. In one of these encounters

Ihn at-Tathriya lost his life.

(9) A town cannot have a pulpit on cathedral mosque, unless it be the capital of a province or of a consi-

derable district. The governor, who is also the kbalifs representative, has alone the privilege of pronouncing

the khotba from the pulpit.

(10) The Paris ms. of the Aghdni reads Nimyar instead of Omair. In this translation the reading of IbnKhalli-

kAn and of the auihor of the Kdmdt is adopted. he history of al-Kuhaif, who was a contemporary of Ibn at-

Tathriya and belonged to the same tribe as he, offers nothing deserving of being noticed here.

(II) According to the author of the Kdm d», this name should be pronounced at-Tuthanya, with an a after

the th.
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YAKUB AL-MAJISHUN

Abu Yusuf Yakub, the son of Abu Salatna Dinar, or Maimun, according to some,

bore the surname of al-Majishun and stood allied (by cliciitship) to the Banu Taim,

a branch of tribe of Kuraish [al-Kurashi al-Taimi). He was a mawia of the Mun-

kadirs, a family of Medina. Traditions were taught to him by Ibn Omar (vol. /.

p 567), Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz (afterwards khalif), Muhammad Ibn al-.Munkadir

(
vol. Ilp

.

1 19) and Abd ar-Kalunan Ibn Hormuz al-Aaraj (1); traditions were taught

on his authority by his sons Yusuf and Abd al-Aziz, and by his nephew Abd al-Aziz

Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Ahi Salama . “ Al-Majishun, ” says Yaktkb Ibn Shaiba (2),

“ was a maula of the Hudair family (3).
” When Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz was gover-

nor of Medina, Yakub al-Majishun knew him and used to converse with him fami-

liarly. Omar, on his elevation to the khalifate, said to al-Majishun, who had come

to visit him :
*•

I have given up your acquaintance, because I have given up wearing

•* silk clothes," and then turned away from him (4). Muhammad Ibn Saad (t’o/. Ill

p. 64) says, in his Tabakat, that Yakub Ibn Shaiba related as follows : " Musab

" (col. 1. p. 186) said : Al-Majishun used to side with Rabia tar-llai (rol. /, p. 517)

" against Abu 'z-Zinad (vol. I. p. 580), because the latter was hostile to Rabia, and

" that Abu ’z-ZinAd was heard tosay ;
1 What passes between me and Ibn al-Majishun

“ * is similar to that which is related of the wolf. That animal used to enter into

“ 1 a village and devour children The inhabitants, at lost, assembled and went

“ * after him, but lie (led away and they gave up the pursuit. • One of them, a

“ ‘ dealer in earthen ware, continued, however, to follow him, on which the wolf

“ ‘ stopped and said to him :
* I can eicuse the others (for pursuing me), but what

11 * ‘ have I done to you? 1 never broke a single pot of yours I
’ Now, as for that

“ ‘ al-Majishun, I never broke any of his kabars
(
tambourines

)

or ot his bar-

“ 4 bats (jtti/ars)!
’ " Al-Majishdn’s son related as follows :

*• The soul of al-Ma-

“ jishun was taken up aloft (i. e. his animation teas suspended} and we placed the

“ body on a bench, so that it might be washed (according to the prescription of the

“ late). \\c then informed the people that we were going to carry forth the corpse

“ (to the grave), when the washer (of the dead] came in and perceived, whilst he was
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“ operating, lhal an artery was slill beating in the lower part of the font. He came

“ out to us and said :
‘ I find an artery still beating; so, 1 adrisc you not to hasten

' the interment.’ On this, we induced the people to retire by informing them of

" what we had seen and, the nest morning, when 'they returned, the washer went

“ in and found the artery beating as before. We again made excuses to the people,

“ and, during three days, my father remained in the same state. lie then sat up

“ and said : * Bring me some porridge.' We brought it and, when had supped it

“ up, we asked him if he could tell us what lie had seen? He replied. ' I can
;

“ ‘ when my soul was taken away, the angel mounted with me to the heaven of this

“ * earth and ordered the door to he opened. It was opened to him and he pro-

“ ‘ ceeded
(
turcetsivrly) through the other heavens till he reached the seventh.

“ ‘ There he was asked whom he had brought with him, and he answered :
* Al-

** * ‘ Majishun.’ On this, a voice said to him : * He has not yet received permission

“ ‘
‘ to come here, he has still to live such and such a number of years and of

“ * * months and of days and of hours.’ Whilst I wts a carrying down, I saw the

“ * Prophet, with Abu Bakr on his right hand, Omar on his left, and Omar I bn Abd
" * al-Aziz (fitting) at his feet. I said to the angel who was with me : * Tell me
“ * ‘ who is that?’ and he answered : * Omar Ihn Abd al-Aziz.’ On this, 1 said :

‘ * He is allowed to sit very near the Apostle of God’” and I received this answer :

•* * ‘ He acted uprightly in an age of perversity, as the two others did in an age

“ * ‘ of righteousness.’
’ ” This relation is given by Yakub Ibn Shaiba in his ar-

ticle on al-Majishfin. Abu ’l-Hasan Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Kauwas al-Warrak

states that Yakub al- Majishun died in the year ICY (A. 0. 780-1). — I have

taken all this information from the work designed, by the lidflz Abti '1-Kasim

Ibn Asakir (oof. II. p. 252), to serve as a (biographical) history of Damascus. — Ibn

Kutaiba says, in the article on Muhammad Ibn al-Munkadir which he has given in

the Kitdb al-Madnf (5), that one of Ibn al-Munkadir’s matclas was Yakub Ibn

Majishun. He states also lhal he
{
Yak&h

)

was a legist, and then adds : “ Al-Ma-

“ jishiin had a brother named Abd Allah Ibn Abi Salama, whose son, Abd al-Aziz

“ Ibn Abd Allah, was surnamed Abu Abd Allah. He (al-ildjishdn )
died at Bugh-

“ dad; (the. khahf) al-Muhdi said over him the funeral service and had him buried

” in the Kuraish cemetery. This was in the year 164.”— We have already given

in this work an article on his
{
nephew's

)

son and mentioned there what has been said

by the learned respecting the signification of al-MAjithiil

;

it is therefore needless to
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repeal Iheir words here. — In the expression :
“ / never broke any of hit kabars or

“ of hit barbals,” occur two words which require explanation. The karris a drum

having only one face (or head), and the barbat is a sort of lute (add), the musical

instrument so called. Its name is derived from bar, which signifies breatl in

Persian, joined to the (.4rakie) word ball (duck), the well-known fowl so called. As

this instrument bears a ressemblance to the breast of a duck, it was so denominated.

In Arabic, it is called al-atld and al-mizhar; in Persian
,

it bears the name of burbot,

as we have just said.

(1) Abd Dawdd Abd ar-Rahm&n Ibn flormut, Buruamcd al-Aaraj (Me lame), was a native of Medina and

a maw In of a Kuraish family, that of al-H&rish Ibn Abd al-Vnlt.tlib, or that of Omar Ibn Abi Raida. Ho hand-

ed down a quantity of traditions
, most of which he had received from Ab6 liuraira (ito/. /, p. 578). Tra-

ditions were given on his authority, which was considered as perfectly sure. He diet! at Alexandria, A. H.

117 (A. D. 7JS-6). — (Dahabi's Tahdlb.)

(2) AhHi Ydsuf Yakdb Ibn Shaiba Ibn Asfdr, of the tribe of Sadds and a native of Basra, fixed bis residence

at Baghdad and composed a mumad, or collection ol authenticated Traditions, which work was very extensive,

but remained unfinished. As a Traditioniit, he was considered to be a good authority. Ilis Musnad formed

five volumes, and a collection ol traditions, which he traced up to Abd Huraira, filled two hundred quires of

paper. He was nominated AAdi of IrAk bat did not fill that office. His death took place in the first Rabl,

Its (Miy-June, A. D. 860).— (Daliabi's Huff'd:.)

(t) Al-Munkadir Ibn Abd Allah, the father of Muhammad Ibn al-Munkadir, was the son of al-llud&ir. —
(Kdmdf.)

(4) It appears from this and from an anecdote related lower down, that at-Majishdn wax a man of pleasure

who dressed finely and was fond of music.

(ft) See the Kitdb al-MaAnf, page 134.

THE KADI ABli YUSUF

The kddi Abu YilsufYakub al-Ansari (a descendant of one of the proselytes of Medina)

was the son of Ibrahim, the son of Habib, the son of Khunais, the son of Saad, the

son of Uabta, who was one of the Prophet's Ansars. “ Saad was known amongst

“ the Ansars by the surname of ibn llabta
(
the ton of Habla) \ being thus denomi-
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“ naled after his mother. Malik, the father of Uabta, belonged to the family ofAmr

“ lbn Auf the Ansarian. Auf, the father of Saad Ibn Ilabta, was the son Bahir,

“ who was the son of Moawia, the son of Salma, the son of Bajila, who was allied,

“ by an oath of fraternity, to the family of Amr Ibn AAf the Ansarian. " It is thus

that the genealogy of Saad Ibn ilabta is traced up in the lslidb (1 ). The Khatih

Abu Bakral Baghdadi
(
vol . I.p. 75) says, in the historical work composed by him,

that Saad was the son of Bahir, the son of Moawia, the son of Kuhafa, the son of

Balil, the son of Sadus, the son of Abd Manaf, the soil of Abu Osama, the son of

Shahma/lhe son of Saad, the son of Abd Allah, the son of FaddAd, the son ofTlia-

laba, the son of Moawia, the son of Zaid
,
the son of al-Ghaulh , the son of Bajila.

Abb Yusuf, a kddi and a native of Kftfa, was one of Abu lianifa's (col. 111. p. 555)

disciples, a legist, a learned scholar and a hdfix [potsetsing great traditional infor-

mation). He heard Traditions from the lips of Abu Ishak as-Shaibani (2), Sulai-

mAn at-Tairai (3), Yuliya Ibn Said al-Ansari (vol. II. p. 549), al-AAmash (col. /.

p. 587), HishAm lbn Orwa (rol- 111. p. 606), AtA Ibn as-Saib (4), Muhammad

lbn Ishak Ibn YasAr (col. II. p. 677) and other Traditionisls of the same class

;

he attended also the sittings (or lectures] of Muhammad Ibn Abd ar-Rahmun

Ibn Abi Laila (col. II. p. 584) and afterwards, those of Abit ilanifa an-NomAn lbn

Thabil (rol. III. p. 555). The system of jurisprudence taught by Abu Hanifa was

that which he preferred, though he differed, in many points, from that master.

Traditions were delivered on bis authority by Muhammad Ibn al-llasan as-Shai-

bani al-Hanafi (oof. 11 p. 590), Bishr lbn al-Walid al-Kindi (5), Ali Ibn al-Jaad

(col. 1. p. 476), Ahmad Ibn Hanbal (col. 1. p. 44). Yahya Ibn Main (page 24 of this

vol.) and others. Whilst he resided at Baghdad, he acted there as a kddi during

the reigns of three khalifs, al-Mahdi, al-Hadi, the son of al-Mahdi, and HArAn ar-

ilashid. By the latter he was treated with great honour and respect, and he conti-

nued to enjoy under him the highest favour. He was the first who bore the title of

Kddi'l-Kuddt ((Ac kadi of the kAdis, Chief Justice], and it is said that he was also the

first who changed the dress of the learned (the ulemd
)
and gave it that form which it

retains to this day. Before his time, persons of all classes dressed in the same man-

ner, so that they had nothing in their attire to distinguish them one from the other.

Yahya Ibn Main, Ahmad Ibn Hanbal and Ali Ibn al-Madini (col. II. p. 242}

agreed in considering him a sure and trustworthy Tradilionist. Abu Omar Ibn Abd

al-Barr, the author of the hlidb, says, in his work entitled Kitdb al-lnlika ft faddil

vol. iv. 35
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ath-lhaldtha tal-Fukahd (the choice selection, treating of the merits of the three le-

gists) (6;, that Abu Yusuf was eminent as a hdfiz, his memory being so retentive that

he would attend the lessons of a Trndilionist, learn from him fifty or silly Traditions,

then stand up and go to dictate them to other scholars. The quantity of Traditions

which he knew by heart was very great. “ Some Traditionisls, " says Ibn Jarir

at-Tabari
(col II. p. 597), “ mistrusted the Traditions delivered by him, hecause he

“ was much inclined to resolve points of law by rational deduction (rdi), drawing

“ consequences from the maxims of the divine law; besides which they disappro-

“ ved of his having frequented men in power (suitdn) and undertaken to HIT the du-

“ ties of a kddi (7).
" — The Khalil) Abu Bakr slates, in his history of Baghdad,

that Abfl Yusuf related as follows :
“ When I first applied to the study of Traditions

“ and law, I was very poor and ill dressed. One day, whilst I was at Abu llanifa's

" (fec/urcs), my father came, took me out and said to nie i • My sonl do not try to

“ march in step with Abu Hanifa; he has always his bread ready baked, whilst you

" are in need, without the means of subsistence.’ In consequence of this, 1 abstain-

“ ed from the pursuit of knowledge, thinking it preferable to shew obedience to

“ my father. Abu Hanifa, having remarked my absence, asked what had become

“ of me; so, l recommenced attending his sittings. The first day of my appearing

" there after a considerable absence, he said to me ; ' What kept you away from us

"* so long? ’ and I answered : * Seeking a livelihood and shewing obedience to a

father. ’
I then took ray place and, when the class broke up, he handed to me a

“ purse saying: * Make use of this.' (looked into it and found there one hundred dir-

“ hems (£2. f Os). He then said :
* Follow my class regularly and, when you have emp

tied that, letmeknow.' I attended the class assiduously, and soon after, he gave

“ me another hundred. From that time, he continued to repeal his gifts without my
“ ever informing him of my penury or of my having spent what I had received. When-

“ ever my money was gone, is was as if he had been informed of the circumstance,

“ (and these acts of beneficence continued) till I was able to do without assistance and

“ had become rich." The Khatib then says :
“ According to another statement,

“ Abd Yusuf was a child when his father died, and it was his mother whodisappro-

“ ved of his attending Abu llanifa's lectures. ” Farther on, the same author gives

a relation which he traces up, through an unbroken scries of narrators, to Ali lbn

al-Jaad (8), who said that the kddi Abu Yusuf made to him the following state-

ment :
“ My father died, leaving me an infant in my mother’s arms. Some time
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“
after, she put me (o service wilh a fuller, and I used to leave (the shop of) my

'• master and go to Abtk Hanifa’s class, where l would sit down and listen. My mo-

“ ther sometimes canie, look me by the hand and led me hack to the fuller. My

“ assiduity in attending Ab£i tlanifa's lessons and my seal for acquiring knowledge

" interested him in my favour. My mother finding, at length, that those escapades

“ of mine were too frequent and loo long, said to him : ' You alone arc the ruin of

“ * this boy; he is an orphan possessing nothing; 1 procure him food wilh the

“ produce of my spindle, and my sole hope is that he may soon be able to

M • gain a penny for his own use. ' Abh Hanifa answered her in these

44 terms :
‘ Go away, you silly talkative woman I your son is here learning how to eat

“
‘ falddoj (9) wilh pistachio oil. ’ On this she turned away from him and went

" off, saying :
‘ Y’ou are an old dotard and have lost your wits. ’ From that time

“ I attended Abu Hanifa’s lessons regularly and, with the help of God, I acquired

“ learning, rose in the world, obtained the kadiship, was admitted into the society

•• of ar- Rashid and ate at his table. One day, some falddaj was set before ar-Rashid

“ and he said to me ;
' Abu Yakub! eat of this; it is not always that the like of it is

" 4 prepared for us. ’
f said to him :

* What is it? Commander of the faithful I

’

14
lie replied : * Faludnj with pistachio oil. ' On hearing this, I laughed.

44 ‘ What makes you laugh? ’ said he. I answered : * Commander of the faith*

“ 4 ful I it is all right (it is nothing). ' lie said : ‘ You must tell me, ’ and he insist-

44 ed to such a degree that I related to him the whole story, from beginning to end.

“ It pleased him so much that he exclaimed: 1 By Allah I science is profitable in this

“ ‘worldand in the next. May the mercy of God light upon Abu Hanifa I he could see

“ 4 with the eye of bis intelligence that which was iuvisible to the eye of his

" ' head.’” — Ati Ibn al-Muhassin al-Tanukhi [vol. 11. p. 567) states that his fa-

ther said to him : My father related to me as follows :
“ Abii Yusufs intimacy with

44 ar-Rashid was brought about in the following manner. The former came to

“ Baghdad subsequently to the death of Abu Hanifa, and a certain kdid (military

" chief), who was afraid of having committed a perjury, was then looking out for a

“ mufti (casuist) whom he might consult on the matter. Abu Yitsuf being brought

*' to him, declared that the oath was not infringed, and the kdid bestowed on him

“ some gold pieces and procured for him a house near his own. Some days after,

“ the X'duf wentto visit ar-Rashid and, Gndinghim in low spirits, asked him the cause

“ of his sadness. (The khalif) replied :
4 What afflicts me is a matter which concerns
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" ‘ religion ; look out for a legist whom J may consult. ' The kiid brought him

“ Abd Yisuf. Here is the latter's account of what passed : ‘ When I entered the

“ * alley which lies between the (two lines of) houses {forming the khalifs resi-

“ ‘ dence), I saw a handsome youth of a princely appearance, confined in a chamber.

“ * He made signs to me with his finger as if asking me to assist him, hut I did

“ ‘ not understand what he wanted. When 1 was brought into the presence of ar-

" * Rashid and stood before him (waiting for what he had to soy), he asked me my
“ ‘ name and 1 answered: ‘ Yakub; may God favour the Commander of the

" ‘ faithful!
” — ‘ What say you, said he, * of an t'mdm [khalif] who saw a man

•• * commit adultery? must he inflict on him the punishment fixed by law (10)?” I

“ ‘ replied: ‘ No. ' When 1 pronounced that word, ar-Raslud prostrated himself on

*• * the floor, so, it struck me that he had seen a member of his family committing

“ ‘ that act, and that the young man who made signs to me as if imploring my as-

“ * sislancc was the guilty person. Ar-Kashhl then asked me on what authority 1 had

“
* pronounced my decision and 1 answered :

' From those words of the Prophet :

•* ‘ Reject (the application of] penalties in cases ofdoubt. Now, in this case Ihere is a

" * doubt which suppresses the penalty.' On this, Ar-Rashld said :
‘ How can there be

“ * doubt, since the act was seen. ”
I answered :

“ Seeing is not more effective than

“ ‘ knowing for authorising [the application of) a penalty, and the simple knowing (of

“'a crime] is not sufficient to authorise its punishment. Besides, no one is allow-

“ ‘ ed to do justice to himself even though he knew (that the right was on his side).'

“ * The khalif made a second prostration and then ordered me a large sum of mo-
" * ney. He told me also to remain in the house [the palace?), and 1 did not leave

“ ‘ it till a present was brought to me from the young man, another from his mo-

“ * ther, and others from the persons attached to his service. That was the foun-

" 1 dation of my fortune. I continued to remain at the house and one servant

“ ‘ would come to consult me on a case of conscience ; another, to ask my ad-

*’ • vice, and I at lenght rose so high in ar-Ra$hid's favour that he invested

** ‘ me with the kadiship
(of Baghdad). ' ” — 1 must here observe that this sta-

tement is in contradiction with that which 1 hare already given and in which it

is said that he held the kadiship under three of the khalifs. God knows the

truth I — Talha lbn Muhammad Ibn Jaafar (li) said :
*• The history of Abfl Yusuf

“ is well known and his great merit is evident to all. He was Abd Manila's pupil

;

" the ablest legist of that time, and none of his contemporaries surpassed him
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“ (in talent). He allained the highest point in learning, in wisdom, in authority

“ and in influence. It was he who, the first, composed works on the fundamentals

“ of jurisprudence, according to the llanifite system, lie dictated end developed

“ the problems of which that science treats, and he spread the doctrines of Abu

“ Uanifa over all parts of the world.
" — “ Of all Abu Hanifa’s disciples, there

" was none, ” said Ammar Ibn Abi Malik, '* who could be compared with Abu
11 Yusuf. Had it not been for him, no one would ever have heard of Abu Hanifa

“ or of Muhammad Ibn Abi Laila (col. II. p. 584), It was he who put their opi-

“ nions into circulation and spread abroad their learning. ” — Muhammad Ibn

“ al-Hasan (col. II. p. 590), one of Abu lianifa’s disciples, said : “ Abu Yusuf was

*• taken so dangerous ill, whilst Abb Hanifa was still living, that fears were enler-

“ tained for his life. Abu Hanifa then went to visit him and we went with him.

“ On retiring he put down his hand on the threshold of the door and said : “ If that

“ youth die, the most learned of those who are on that
” — pointing to the ground,

'— will disappear. ” — Abu Yusuf related the following anecdote : “ Al-Aamash

“ (vol. I. p. 587) questioned me on a point of law and I resolved it for him. ‘ Where
“

‘ did you find that solution? ’ said he. I replied : ‘ I took it from one of the

“
* Traditions which you taught us; " and then repeated it to him. ‘ Yakub.

’

said he, * I learned that tradition by heart before your father ever consorted with

“
‘ your mother, but I did not understand its application till now I

" — Hilal Ibn

Yahya(12) related as follows :
“ Abu Yusuf kuew by heart the explanations of the

" Koran, the history of the (,)Iotlim) wars and of the encounters which took place

" between the Arabs of the desert; the science of which he knew the least was that

“ of law. Amongst the disciples of Abu Hanifa, there was not one to be compared

“ to Abu Yusuf. ” — In the work entitled al-Jaltt tcal-Anis, the author, Abti ’I-

Faraj al-.Moufa an-Nahrawani (vol. III. p. 374) slates that as-Shafi (col. II. p. 569)

made the following narration : The kddi Abu Yusuf absented himself from Abu Ma-

nila's lessons for some days, in order to hear Muhammad Ibn Ishak (vol. II. p. 677)

and others relate (traditional accounts of) the expeditions (undertaken by the early

Motlinxt). When he returned to Abu Hanifa’s lessons, the latter said to him :
11 Abu

** Yusuf! tell me the name of Goliath’s standard-bearer. " Abu Yusuf replied :

“ You are an imdrn (a matter of the firtl rank); yet, if you do not abstain from

“ making such questions, 1 declare by Allah I that I shall ask you in the presence of

“ all the class, which of the combats occurred first, that of Badr or that of Ohod?
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" I am sure thal you do not know which of them preceded the other. " Abu Ha-

nifa then let him alone. — It is stated in the same work that Ali Ihn al-Jaad re-

lated the following anecdote : “ The k&di ALA Yusuf was one day writing a letter,

“ and a man who was (titling) at his right hand kept looking over what he was

“ writing. Abu Yusuf perceived this and, when he had finished, he turned round

" to the man and asked him if he had remarked any faults in the letter. The other

“ answered : ‘ By Allah ! not a single word mispellet. ” Abu Yusuf then said

1
to him :

• 1 am much obliged to you for sparing me trouble of revising my let-

“ * ter, ' and recited this verse :

“ One would think, from his bad education, that he had been converted to Islamism by (the

“ lecture of that chapter m the book of Traditions which it entitled ; On) bad manners (13).
”

llam mid, the son of Abu Hanifa (oof. I. p. 469) said : “ 1 saw Abu Hanifa one day,

*' with Abu Yusuf on his right hand andZufar(li)on his left. These two were di$-

11 cussing a question and one could not advance an assertion without being refuted by

the other. This continued till after the hour of noon, when the mueddin called

to prayers. Abu Ilanifa then rose his hand, clapped Zufar on the thigh and

“ said :
* Hope not to obtain the first place as a legist in any town where AbA Yusuf

“ ' may be ;

” declaring thus that AbA Yusuf had the advantage over Zufar.

•• After the death of Abu lusuf, Zufar had not his equal among the disciples of

“ • AbA Hanifa. " — The following anecdote was related by Tahir Ibn Ahmad

az-Zubairi : “ There was a man who attended AbA Hanifa's lessons without

“ ever uttering a word. Abu Yusuf at length said to him :
“ Do you ne-

“ ‘ ver intend to speak (und ask a question)?
"

The man answered : ‘ By no

“ * means; and I shall now ask you at what lime he who keeps a fast should

“ ' break it? ’ AbA YAsuf replied :
‘ When the sun has set.

’ — ‘ Well ’ said the

“ man, ‘ and if he do not set till midnight?' Abu Yusuf laughed and said : You

*• ' were right in remaining silent, and 1 was wrong in asking you to speak.’

“ • He then pronounced the following verses as applicable to the circumstance :

“ I admired the indifference of that man who was so careless about himself, and wondered at

“ the silence of a person who knew well bow to speak, for the indifferent man, silence serves

11 as a veil [to hide his ignorance), and for him who can speak well H Is a docket indicating his

“ talent.
”
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One of Abu Yusuf's sayings was : “ Associating with one who fears neither dis-

“ grace nor shame, will be the cause of disgrace and shame on the day of the resur-

" rcclion. " — He said also :
44 There are three chief blessings : that of being a

“ Muslim, without which, no other blessing is complete; that of health, without

" which there is no pleasure in life, and that of wealth, without which life cannot

“ be completely enjoyed. " Ali Ibn al-Jaad related that lie beard Abu Ydsof say :

" Science will not give to you a portion of itself unless you give yourself totally up
44

to it; and if you do so for the purpose of obtaining (15] a mere portion, you com-

“ mil a grave error. ” — Abu Yusuf was one day riding, and his servant-boy was

running on foot after him. A man then said to him *.
*' Does the law permit you

“ to make your boy run after you and not give him whereon to ride? ” Abii Y usuf

replied; 44 Do you admit that 1 may consider my boy in the light of a mu-

“idri( 1C)?” The other replied : “ I admit that you may. ” — “Well, "said

Abii Y&suf, “ in that case, he must run at my side, as a mukdri should do. ” —
Y ally a Ibn Abd as-Samad relates that al-liadi, the Commander of the faith-

ful, brought before the kddi Abu Yusuf a suit relative to a garden of which

he was in possession. His claim, at first sight, appeared just, but it was, in rea-

lity, ill founded. (Sometime after,) he said to the kddi :
" What have you done in the

“ affair which we submitted to your judgment? ” The kddi answered : “ The

“ Commander of the faithful’s adversary requires of me that I make you declare,

“ upon oath, that your witnesses have truly deposed. ” — “ Do you think that he

*' has a right to do so? " said al-Hadi. — “ Ibn Abi Laila is of that opinion, ” said

the kiidi. “ Then, ” replied al-Iladi, “ let the garden be restored to the man.
”

This was a device imagined by the kddi (in order to gel out of the difficulty),

for he knew that al-H&di would not swear. — Bishr Ibn al-Walid al- Kindi

states that the kddi Abii Yusuf made to him the following relation :
“ Yesterday

“evening, when I had got into bed, I heard a violent knocking at the door. I

“ wrapped the sheet about me and went to see who was there, and lo I it was liar-

“ thama Ibn Aayan (17). 1 saluted him and he merely said to me : * Answer the

“ ‘ call of the Commander of the faithful.’ I replied : * Abu Halim I Iknow that you

'• * have some regard for me; the time is now late, as you see, and I am afraid

“ 4 that the Commander of the faithful wants me for some serious matter. Could

4 4 4 you not try and have the affair pul off till tomorrow morning? perhaps he may

4 4 4 then have changed his mind.' Uarlhama answered

:

4 That I have not in my power
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" ‘ lo do.' I asked him then what was ihe cause of his being sent, and he replied :

“ * The cunurh Masrur came out ami ordered me to bring you before the Comman-

“ * der of Ihe fai thful
.

‘ I said to him : * Will you allow me lomakc the
(
funeralj

lo-

“ ‘lion and perfume myself; if the affair be grave, I shall be prepared for the

“ ‘ worst, and that (precaution) will do me no harm if God, in his bounty, deliver

“ • me from danger. ' Having obtained his consent, 1 went into my chamber, pul

" on new clothes, perfumed myself with such odours as were at hand. We then

“ went out together and proceeded to the residence of the Commander of the faith*

“ ful, tiarun ar-Rashid. We found Masrtir standing there, and Harlhama said to

" him :
* 1 have brought you the man. ’

I then addressed Masrur in these

terms : ‘ Abu llashiml (/ ouc you
)
my humble respects, my service and my

" 1 friendship. This is a painful moment; can you tell me what the Commander
“

‘ of the faithful wants me for?’ He answered that he could not. 1 then asked him

“ * who was with the khalif, and he replied :
* Isa Ibn Jaafar (18).

’ — ‘ And who

“ else? ’ said 1. — ‘ There is no third person, ’ was the answer. He then said lo

“ me : ‘ Go forward and, when you are in the vestibule, you will find him sitting

“ * in the porch. Scrape your foot on the ground; he will ask who is there and

“
* you will answer i * It is 1. *

I went in and did as [ had been told. He (Ar-

“ Rashid) said : Who is that? ’ and i answered :
* Yakub.’ He told me to enter

“ and, when I went in, I found him seated, with Isa llm Jaafar on his right hand.

“ I made him the salutation; he returned it and said :
1

I think that we must

have alarmed you.’ I replied: ‘ You did, by Allah I and have alarmed

“ ‘ those also whom I left behind me. ' — ‘Sit down, ’ said he. I sat down

"and, when my apprehensions were allayed, he turned towards me and said:

" * Abd Yakub! do you know why I sent for you? ’ I replied :
• 1 do not.

’ — 1

*‘ ‘ sent for you, ’ said he, ‘ so that you might receive the declaration which 1 am
"

* going to make against this man who is here. He possesses a slave-girl; 1 asked

“ ‘ her from him as a present, and he refused; I asked him to sell her to me, and

“ 1 he refused. Now, by Allah I if he do not (consent to my demand ), I shall take

" * his life. ’ On this, i turned towards Isa and said : • See what God has effected

" * by means of a girl (19)1 you refuse giving her to the Commander of (he faithful

" * and are therefore reduced lo this extremity.' lie replied :
* You have spoken

“
‘ before knowing what 1 have lo say. ’

I asked him what he could say for himself,

" and he answered : * I am bound by oath to divorce my wife, to liberate my slaves
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44 4 and lo distribute lo the poor all I possess, in case I sell lhat girl or give her away.
’

“ Ar-Rashid then turned towards me and said :
* Has he any means of getting

44 * out of that? ’
I replied lhat he had. 4 And how so? 'said he. 1 answered :

“ ‘ Let him give you the half of her and sell you the other half; he will then have

“ • neither given her nor sold her. * Is lhat the law? ’ said Isa. I replied that

•• ‘ it was. ‘ Then, ' said he, I take you to witness that I give him the half of her

“ ‘ and sell him the other half for one hundred thousand dinars (£. 50,000).
'

“ Ar-Rashid answered :
4

I accept the gift and purchase the half of her for that sum.

44 * Bring in the girl. ’ She was brought in and the money also. Isa then said:

“ ‘ Commander of the faithful! receive her, and may you find in her a blessing

“ ‘ from God. ' When he had taken the money, ar-Rashid said :
4 Abu Yakub I

“ * one thing still remains to be done. ' — • What is it? ’ said I. — * She is a

“ * slave, ' said he, 4 and I cannot approach her till she has had her next monthly

“ 1 infirmity; now if 1 do not pass this night with her, I think my soul will quit

“ ‘ my body. ’
I replied :

' Commander of the faithful I declare her free and

“ 4 marry her; for a freewoman is not bound by that obligation.' He said :
' I

“ 1 declare her free; who will marry me to her?’ I answered :
4

I.' On this, he

“ 4 called in Masrur and Husain (lo sercc at witnesses). 1 recited the kholba

“ 4
(inuoeuliou), praised God and then married them, on the condition of his giving

“ 4 her a dowry of twenty thousand dinars (£. 10,000). He sent for the money and

“gave it to her, after which, he said to me : ‘Yakub! you may retire.’ lie

“ then looked up to Masrtir, who replied : ‘ 1 am at your orders. ’ To him he

“ said :
1 Carry lo Yakitb's house two hundred thousand dirhems (£. 10,000) and

“ • twenty chests of clothing.’ That was done. Here Bishr Ihn al-Walid said :
1 Abft

“ Yusuf then addressed me, saying :
4 Do you see anything wrong in what I did?

’

44
I answered :

4 No.
' 4 Then,' said lie, take your fee

(
for Ihis consulta-

“ 4
lion). ’ I asked him how much was my fee, and he replied :

4 The tenth (of
44 4

the whole).
’

I thanked him, prayed for his happiness and was about to stand

44 up (and withdraw) when an old woman came in and said :
4 Abu Yusuf I (one

4 4 1 who considers herself <ij) your daughter sends me to salute you and to say, in her
4 4 4 name :

* By Allah! all I received last night from the Commander of the faithful

4 4 4 was the dowry which you know of; I here sent you the half of it and reserve

" 4
the rest for my own use. ’ The kddi said to the woman *' Take the sum

4 4 4 hack to her ; by Allah! I shall not accept it. I delivered her from servitude,

vol iv. 36
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•« * married her to Ihe Commander of ihe faithful, and she thus shows me her sa-

“ * tisfaction' (20)_ I and my uncles remonstrated with him till he accepted, and he

“ then ordered one thousand dinars to be taken out of the sum and given to me.
”

— Abu Abd Allah al-Yusufi related as follows : “Omni Djaafar Xuhaida, the

“ daughter of Jaafar (21) and the wife of ar-tlashid, wrote a letter to Abu Yusuf in

“ which she asked his opinion relatively to something ‘ the legality of which, ' said

“ she, • is, for me, highly desirable. ' He returned her a favorable decision,

“ and she sent him a silver case containing a number of silver holes pla-

" ced one over Ihe other and containing, each of them, a different species of per-

“ fume. With that came a vase filled with silver money, in the midst of which

“ was another vase filled with gold. One of Ihe company then reminded him

“ that the Prophet had said : When a man receives a present, his companions (22)

“ must be sharers in it. To this (hint), Abd Ydsuf replied: ‘ Those words were

“ * said at a time when the usual presents consis'ed of milk or dales.
’ ” —

Yahya Ibn Main (gives us another version of the same story); lie says :
“ 1 was

at the k&di Abu Yusufs, and with him were a number of Tradilionisls and

“ other (leartied) men. A present was then brought to him from Omm Jaafar;

“ it consisted of boxes containing flowered and plain stuffs, liqueurs, perfumes,

“ little figures composed of odorous paste for fumigations, andothcrobjects. One

“ of Ihe persons who were in Ihe room then repealed to me the saying of Ihe Pro-

“ phet : When a man receives a present, the by-sitters must be sharers therein. Abd

“ Yusuf overheard these words and said : ‘ How can tint apply? The Prophet said

“ ‘ so a lime when presents consisted of curds, or dales, or raisins, and not of objects

“
‘ such as these. Up with them, boyl and lake them to the store-room.”— I shall

now give a passage which I found in a work bearing the title of al-Lafif(thc Miscel-

lany), but in which Ihe name of the author is not mentioned : “ Abd ar-Rnbmiln

" Ibn Mus-hir, Ihe brothcrof Ali Ibn Mus-hir (23), was the kddi of al-Mubarak.” —
Al-Mub&rak is a village situated on the bank of the Tigris, between Baghdad and

WAsit. — “ This Add), having learned that ar-Kashid was going to Basra, in his

“ barge, with Abd Yusuf, requested Ihe inhabitants of his village to speak in praise

“ of him when the khalif and Abd Yusuf would be passing by. As they refused to

“ do so, he put on his (outside) clothes, with a high-peaked cap and a black scarf

“
(thrown over it). He then went to the landing-place and, when the barge ap-

“ proached, lie bawled out: * Commander of the faithful! we have an excellent
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“ • kddi, a kddi of sterling worth. ’ From that he proceeded to another landing*

“ place and repeated the same words. On this, ar-Rashid turned round to Abu

“ Yusuf and said :
‘ The worst kddi onearlh must be here I a luidi who, in the place

" * where he resides, can find only one man to speak well of him. ’ Abu Yusuf

“ replied :
‘ The Commander of the faithful would be still more surprised if he

“ ' were told that it was the kddi who praised himself. ’ Ar-Rashid laughed hear-

“ tily and said :
' He is a clever fellow and must never be dismissed from office.

'

“ From that time, whenever he thought of this kddi, he would say : ‘ That

“ fellow shall never be deposed. ’ Abu Yusuf was asked how he could have

“ nominated such a man , and he replied :
‘ He was for a long time (« suitor)

“ ‘ at my door, complaining of poverty, and 1 therefore gave him an appoint*

“ ‘ ment.’ ” — Abu '1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Yahya, surnamed Thalab (ro/. 1. p. 83)

says, in his Fasih :
" One of my companions informed me that ar-Rashid said to

'
' Abu Yusuf : ‘ lam told that all those whose depositions you receive when they

“ * appear before you to give evidence, are considered by you as hypocrites and that

“
* you say so. * The kddi answered :

1 That is the truth. ’ — ‘ How so? ’ said ar-

“ Rashid. The kddi replied : * People who are really respectable and truly honest

“ ‘ have no occasion to know us, nor we them; those whose [profligacy) is evident

“ ‘ and whose (bad) character is well known never appear before us as wilnesses,

“ * neither would their evidence be received. One class only remains, and those

" ' are the hypocrites who put on the appearance of virtue in order to hide their

“ * vices. ‘ Ar-Rashid smiled and said :
1 That is the truth.

’ ’’ — Mohammad

lbn Samaa |24) relates that he heard Abu Yusuf utter these words on the day of his

death : “ I declare, my God! that 1 never pronounced intentionally an unjust sen-

“ tence, when judging between two of Thy servants; in my decisions I always en-

“ deavoured to follow the prescriptions of Thy book and those of Thy Prophet’s

“ Sunna; in every case which was doubtful, I placed Abu Hanifa between me and

" Thee, for 1 solemnly declare that 1 considered him lo have been a man well ac-

“ quainted with Thy commandements and never deviating from the trulh, when he

“ knew it. ” There is here an idea borrowed from a saying of Abu Muhammad

Abd Allah, the son of al-llasan and the grandson of al-Hasan Ibn Ali lbn Ahi

Talib : He passed his hand over his boots [when making the ablution for prayer,

and did not take them off in order to wash hit feel), and a person said to him :

1 Do

“ you pass your hand over your boots?’ His reply was :
1
1 do; Omar Ibn al-Khattib
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" did so; and he who places Omar belween himself and God has secured himself

•• from danger. " It is Ibn Kutaiba who mentions Ibis in his kildb al-Madrif,

where be speaks of Ali. — The anecdotes related of Abu Yftsuf are very numerous,

and the doctors of the law enlarge upon his merit, his preeminence and the respect

to which he is entitled. In the Khalib's greater history of Baghdad, we find things

said of Abu Yusuf which are shocking to hear and which we therefore abstain from

mentioning. They are given on the authority of Abd Allah Ibn al-Mubarak(cof. II.

p. 12), Waki Ibnal-Jarrah (vol. I. p. 374), Yaaid Ibn Harun juof. 1. p. 374), Muham-

mad Ibn Ismail al-Bukhari (oof. II. p. 594) , Abu '1-Hasan ad-Darakutni {col. II.

p. 239) and others. God knows best I — The kddi Abu Yusuf was born in the year

113 (A. 0. 731-2); his death took place at Baghdad on Thursday, the 5th of the first

Babi A. II. 182 (26lh April, A. I). 798), at the first hour of the afternoon; some

say, but erroneously, (hat he died in the year 192. lie was appointed kddi in the

year 166 (A D. 782-3), and died in office. — His son Yusuf studied and practised

the application of rational deduction (rdi) to questions of law. lie learned Traditions

from Yunus Ibn Abi Ishak as-Sahii (25), as-Sari Ibn Yahya and others. He was ap-

pointed kddi of tho western suburb of Baghdad in his father’s lifetime and, by the

order of ar-Rashtd, he presided at the Friday prayer in the city of ai-Mansur ilhe

suburb of al-Karkh). He held the kadiship till his death. That event occurred at

Baghdad, in the month of Rajab, 192 (May, A. D. 808). — The Khalib of Baghdad

slates that, when the kddi Abu Yusuf died, ar-Rashid nominated in his place Abu

’1-Bakhtari VYahb Ibn Wahb al-Kurashi, the same of whom we have given an account

(col. 111. p. 673). Abu Yakub al-Khuzaimi a poet of some celebrity and an inti-

mate friend of Abu Yusuf and his son, having heard a man say, on the death of the

former :
“ To-day jurisprudence is dead, ’’

recited the following lines

:

O thou who announces! the death of jurisprudence to the members of its family, because

Yikub has ceased to live, tbou art not aware tint jurisprudence is not dead but lias merely

passed from one bosom to another; from Yakfib to Yttsuf
;
from goodness to purity. Whilst

_
he (Yusif) remains and wherever he stops, it will stop (with Aim; when he dies), it will

descend to the tomb.

— Khunait is the diminutive form of akhnas, which
(
adjective

)

signifies : having

the nose sunk into thc-facc and the point of it slightly prominent. The masculine is

akhnas and the feminine khansd. This form of the diminutive is called the apoeo-
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paled (larkhtm ) ;
to obtain it, the rule is that the servile letters arc to be suppressed

and that the regular diminutive form is to be given to what remains of the word.

It is thus that Azhar, Aswad and Ahmad have for apocopated diminutives Zuhair,

Suwaid and llumaid (26).— Instead of the name Bahtr, some persons read Bujair,

but they are in the wrong. — 1 turned over law-books and other treatises in hopes

of discovering the meaning of the word llahla, but did not succeed in my search .
—

The other names (in the genealogy) arc so well known that we need not indicate

their orthography. — Saad Ibn Kliabta was one of those volunteers who, on account

of their citreme youth, were dispensed by the Prophet from fighting at the battle of

Ohod. The others were al-Bard Ibn Aarib (27) and Abu Said al-Khudri (oof. //.

p. 208). — At the battle of the Inlrenchment, the Prophet remarked Saad Ihn

Khabta who, though very young, was fighting with great bravery. He called him

over to him and asked him his name. The other replied : “ Saad
(
happitmij , the

“ son of Habta; ” on which the Prophet stroked his head and said : “ May God

“ grant you happy fortune.
” — Illinois was the person after whom was named the

open place in Kufa which is called the Tchihdr SAh of Khunais. TchihdrSAh are per-

sian words and mean fmr streets. This place was effectively an open square from

which streets branched off in four directions.

(1) See the life of Ibn Abd al-Barr, in tbi> volume.

(t) Abd Ishak SulaimAn Ibn Finis, a member of the tribe ot SbaibAn, a traditional end a native of RClfa,

died A. H. 1*1 (A. D. *158-9), or 144. — {Huff&z.)

(3) Abd 'l-KAsim Snlaimln Ibn Tarkhin at-Taimi, one of the T&biit or disciples of Muhammad's Compa-

nions, was most assiduous in the practice of piety. The author of the places his death in tho year i 41

(A. D. 760-1).

(4) Abd ’s-S&ib AtA Ibn as-S&ib Ibn Milik, a member ol the tribe of Thaklf and a native of Kdfa, was a

traditiooist of good authority. He died in the year ISO (A. D. 753-4), or thereabouts. — (Hu/fdx.)

(5) Abd Bakr Biihr Ibn al-Walld Ibn Kbftlid al-Kindi, one of the most eminent of Abd Haifa's disciples,

wis highly distinguished for his learning, his piety and the austerity of bis life. In the year 408 (A. D. 843),

he was appointed by at-Mamdn to act as a kddi in the quarter of Baghdad which was then called Askar al-

Mahdi, and which became afterwards known by the name of ar-Rus&fa. When he held that place, he in-

curred the displeasure of Yahya Ibn Aklbam (jm»>jt 33 of this re/.}, because be refused to execute a judgment

pronounced by that powerful magistrate. Being cited for that reason before al-M&mdn, he declared that the

unfavorable character which he had received of Yahya from that k&dit own townsmen prevented him from

obeying his mandates. Yahya asked the khaiif to depose the kddi, but his request was not granted. Bisbr

Ibn al-Walld became kddi of Baghdad and of the suburb of al-Karkh under the khalifate of al>Motasim, but

was afterwards persecuted and confined to bis house by that prince because he refused to declare that the

Koran, which is the word of God, was created and not eternal. The khaiif al-Mutawakkil set him at liberty
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And authorised him to give opinions on points or law and teach Traditions. He lived to an adranoed age and

died A. II. 238 (A. D. 832-3). — (Liw of the Banifite doctors

;

ms. of the Bib. imp. ol Paris, supplement,

n* 699, fol. 93. — Sujtim.)

(6) The three legists of which this work treats were MAlik, Abft Him! fa and as-Shift.

(7) See vol. I, p. 2i5.

(8) Abft 'I- Hasan Alt lhn al-Jaad Ibn Obaid al-Jaubari, one of Abft Y&sufs disciples, died A. H. 131

(A. D. 7 49-50}, at the age of ninety-six years. — (Lives of the Hamfifes, fol. 104.)

(9) Fuithiaj, in french nougat, is a cake or hard paste made of almottds and honey.

(10) An adulterer cannot be punished unless four witnesses declare that 'hey saw him in the act. Here

the question is, if the khalif, as chief of the religion, hAd the right of indicting the punishment, because he

witnessed the commission of the crime.

(11) Talha lhn Muhammad lbn Jaafar was one of the witnesses to tbe act by which the Khalif al-Mutl

abdicated in favour of his son at-TAl. This document was signed the 13 ,k of Zu '1-Kaada, Set (3
tb August,

A. D. 974). — (.Yu/dm.)

(ii) HilAJ lbn Yahya Ibn Muslim, a native of Basra and surnamed HilAI ar-RA! (clear-sighted HUAI) on

account of his great learning and intelligence, studied jurisprudence under Abft Hanlfa and Zufar (see note 14).

He died A. H. 245 (A. D. 859-00). — Lives of the Hum filet, fol 97.)

(13) The translation ol the last verse is conjectural.

(14) Tbe imAot Zufar Ibn Hudhail Ibn Kais, a native of Basra and an eminent doctor of the Hanifltc sect,

was one of Abft Manilas ablest disciples. He w«s appointed to the kadiship of Basra, the inhabitants of which

place esteemed him highly, and he died there in the year 158 (A. D, 774-5), at the age of forty-eight years.

— (Luisa of the Hanifiles, fol. 80.)

(15) The word min seems to stand here for ft.

(10) Tbe mukdri keeps an ass, a horse or a mule for hire, and accompanies on loot the person who hires the

animal.

(17) Ilarthama Ibn AAyan was one of ar-Rashld’s principal genera's.

(18) Isa lbn Jaafar was the grandson of the khalif al-Mansdr and the cousin of ar-Rashld.

(19j The arabic expression is here translated by conjecture.

(40) It is not clear whether the kAdi thought the sum too little or meant to show his disinterestedness.

(tl) This J3Afar wa> the son ol the khalif al-M.tnsftr.

(
22)

Literal. y : his by-sitters.

(23) lhn Duraid informs us, in his IshUkAk
,
that Ali lbn Mas -fair was kAdi of Mosul. We see from the pas-

sage quoted by our author, that he lived under the khalitate of HArftn ar-Rashld.

(24) The imAm Abft Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn SamAa Ibn Obaid Allah at-Tamlmi, a learned Traditionist

and doctor of the Hanifltc sect, studied jurisprudence under Abft YAsuf. He composed a number or works

such as the Guide for Kadu (Adabal-KAdi), the C'/nvcrsations (MuhAdarAl), models of acts (SijiHAt) and Anec-

dotes (NawAdtr). In the year 192 (A. D. 807 8), on the death of Y'Asuf, the son of Abft Hanlla, he was

appointed kddt of Baghdad by al-MAmftn. He died in the year 233 (A. D. 847-8), at the age of one hundred

and three years. — (Lives of the Hamfiles ,
fol. 92.)

(25) According to ad-Dahabi, the Traditionist Yftnus Ibn Abilshak as-Sabll died in the year 159 (A. D. 773-8)

.

(26) The regular diminutives of these words would be Vthaigir, Vtwaytd and Vhmayid.

27) Abft OruAra al-UarA Ibn AAzib, one of the Ansars, died A. H. 71 (A. D. 690-1). — (S’ujiim.)
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YAKUB AL-HADRAMI

Abu Muhammad Yakub Ibn Ishak Urn Zaid Jim Abd Allah Ibn Abi Jshfik al-Ha-

drami (a hadramite) by clientsliip and a native of Basra, was a celebrated teacher of

the Koran-readings (col. I. p. 152) and the eighth of the ten Readers (1). The sys-

tem of readings taught by him (2) is well known and lias been regularly handed

down by oral transmission. He came of a family which produced men learned in

the Readings (3), in grammar and in the (pure) language of the Arabs, men distin-

guished for having transmitted down a great quantity of various readings and for

their knowledge of the law. Yakub was one of Ihc most eminent Readers, and

those of the two holy cities (Mekka and Medina), of the two Iraks, of Syria and of

other countries , learned his system by heart, either with or without the isndds

(col. 1. introd. p. xxit). He obtained a full acquaintance with the readings (or edi-

tion*) by reciting them aloud to able masters, such as Sallam Ibn Sulaman at-

Tawil (4), Mahdi Ibn Maimun (5) and Abu 'l-Ashhab al-Olaridi (6). He taught

some lectioni (hurdfl (7) which he had learned from Hamza (rot. i. p. 478); he

heard leeliom taught by Abu 'I -Hasan al - Kisai (rol. II. p. 237) and he

beard also (Iradilions taught by) his grandfather Zaid Ibn Abd Allah and by Shoba

(col. I.p. 493). The isndd of the reading adopted by him reaches up to the Prophet

in the following manner : he read under Sall&m’s tuition, Sallam under that of

A&sim Ibn Abi 'n-Nujud (co/. II. p. 1), Afisim under that of Abu Abd ar-Rahman

as-Sulami (rot. II. p. 1), Abu Abd ar-Rahman under that of Ali Ibn Abi TAlib, and

Ali under that of the Prophet. A number of Readers handed down that reading

after learning it from Yakub and reciting it under his direction; such were Rauh

Ibn Abd al-Mumin (8), Muhammad Ibn al-Mutawakkil (9), Abu Hitim as-Sijistani

(col. I p. 603)and others. Az-ZafarSni (10) heard it from his (Yakdb'i) lips and,

after the death of Abd Amr Ibn al-Ala (col. II. p. 399) the most eminent of the Basra

literati approved the choice which he had made, and all or most of them adopted his

system. Tahir Ibn Abd al-Mumin Ibn Ghalbun, the imdm of the great mosque of

Basra, never recited (to the congregation) any other reading of the Koran than

that of Yakub. According to Abu 'l-Husain Ibn al-Munddi (p. 77 of thit oo/.).
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Yakub read the Koran under the tuition of Abti Aror, but there he is mista-

ken. Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Abi’l-HAlim stated that Ahmad lbn Hanhal (vol. /.

p. 44), being asked his opinion of Yakub al-Hadrami, answered : "Vera-

cious " (II), and AbA Ilalim as-Sijistani said :
" Of all the persons whom we have

** seen or met with, Yakub al-Hadrami is the best acquainted with the lections, the

“ differences (observable in the text) of (he noble Koran, the manners ofconciliating

“ these differences and the systems followed by the grammarians in analyzing the

*• text of the Koran. ” He
(
Yaktlb) composed a work which he entitled the Jdmt

(
collector

)

in which he noted all the differences which exist between the various

manners of reading the Koran, and indicated the persons to whom each of those

readings could be traced up. In a word, we may say that, in his time, he was for

the people of Basra, the chief doctor in the Readings. He would sometimes ques-

tion his disciples respecting the number of verses contained in the Koran and, if

any of them made a mistake in the enumeration, he would order him to stand'up

(and leave the class). He died in the month of the first Jumada, 205 (oct.-nov.

A. D. 820); those who place his death in the month of Zu ’l-Hijja are mistaken.

He, his father lshak, and his grandfather Zuid , lived each of them to the age of

eighty-eight years. His father’s grandfather, Abd Allah Ibn Abi lshak al-Hadrami,

was one of those great and distinguished doctors (in law and grammar
)
whom all

point at, for their learning. Abu Obaida Matnar Ibn al-Muthanna (vol. III. p. 388}

says, that the first person who laid (the foundations of) Arabic grammar was Abu ’I-

Aswad ad-Duwali (vol. /. p. 662); after him came Maimun al-Akran (12), who was

succeeded by Anbasa tal-Fil (13), who was followed by Abd Allah Ibn Abi lshak al-

Hadrami. In another version of this statement, Anbasa's name is placed before that

Maimun. God knows best which reading is preferable. Abd Allah Ibn Abi lshak

was a contemporary of Isa Ibn Omar alh-Thakafi (vol. II. p. 419) and Abu Amr Ibn

ai-Ala, but died before them. Abu Allah Ibn al-Marzubani (vol. III. p. 67)

says in his ,\luklabis(information picked up), which work contains an account of the

celebrated grammarians, that al-Mubarrad (vol. III. p. 31) said :
*• All agree in

“ considering Abu 'l-Aswad ad-Duwali as the first who laid down the principles of

“ Arabic grammar and that he learned them from Ali Ibn Abi TAlib. Abu ’1-As-

“ wad taught them to Anbasa Ibn MaadAn al-Mahri, who transmitted them to Mai-

“ man al-Akran by whom they were communicated to Abd Allah (Ibn Abi Ishok)

“ al-Hadrami, from whom they passed to Isa Ibn Omar (14), then to al-Khalil
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“ lbn Ahmad (col. J.p. 493), then lo Sibawaili (col. II. p. .390) and then lo al-

“ Akhfash. " BilAI lbn Abi Bnrda (cof. If. p. 2), the son of Abi Musa '1-Ashari

(col. Ill.p. 633), was governorof Basra when he brought about a conference between

Abd Allah fIbn Abi Ishdk) and Abu Amr Ibn a'-Ala. The latter said (in his account of

what then passed i : “ Ibn Abi Ishak got the better of me in a discussion concerning

“the (letter) hamza, but I afterwards studied the question and attained supe-

“ riority. ” This Abd Allah frequently objected to al-Farazdak (col. III. p. 612] the

faults which he committed in his poems, and the latter at length said : “ By Allah I

“ I will compose against him a satirical verse which will obtain currency among

“ literary men and be quoted by them as a proverb. ” Ue then made this verse :

If Abd Allah was a
(
simple

) mawla, I should satirize him
;
but Abd Allah is a maicla of a fa-

mily which arc mawlas.

He said so because Abd Allah was a mawla of the Iladramis, which family was con-

federated by oath
(
halif] with that of Abd Shams Ibn Abd Manaf. The Arabs of the

desert say that the word halif \sl\ic equivalent of mawla, and they cite verses in proof

of their assertion. Some of these passages I should give here were I not apprehensive

of lengthening this article too much; besides which, this is not a fit place for them.

(i) We fln l frequent mention of 6*>ven principal Readers and also of ten. Were we to class the ten by

the dates o( their deaths, Yakdb would hold, not the eighth place, but the ninth, and we should obtain a list

arranged in this order : Ibn AAmir, Ibn Kathlr, AAsim, Yiuld, Abft Amr, Hamza, NACfc, al-KisAi, Yakftb and

al-BazzAr. The biographers place Yakftb as the eighth on the list and create thus a difficulty of which the

solution has not yet been found by the translator. The list called that of the *eren B-<uUr.*, should be arran-

ged thus, if the chronological order were to be followed : Ibn AAmir, Ibn Kathlr, AAsim, Abft Amr, Hamza,

al-KisAi and NAll. To make up the list of ten, the names of Yazld, Yakftb and al-BazzAr were added.

(8) The Reading, or ralher, the system of readings or lections adopted by each ol the seven or ten Rea-

ders, may be considered as an edition of the Koranic (ext.

(8) See vol. I, page 158.

(4) A lift ’I-Mundir SallAra lbn SulaimAn, a native of Basra and a mawla of the tribe of Mnzaina, was known

as a Reader and a grammarian. He spoke with elegance and was considered as veracious (iadiik) in what

he taught. His death took place in the year 171 (A. D. 787-8). Persons not well informed have confounded

him with Abft SulaimAn Sallim at-TawlI al MadAini as-Saadi, surnamed al-KhorisAni. — (Kiidb Mannfa Uil-

KurrH, ms. of the Btb. imp., n* 742, fol. 80.) — lias Ibn KhallikAn fallen into the mistake pointed out by

Shams ad-DIn Muhammad lbn Ahmad ad-Dahabi, the author of the JTurrd?

(5) Abft Yahya Mahdi Ibn Maimftn al-Azdi, a mawla and a native of Basra, is placed by ad-Dahabi amoog

the Tradilionists, He died A. H. 171 (A. D. 787-8) or 8 72* — (Huffdt .)

VOL. IT. 37
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(6) AM T-Asbhab Jaafar I bn HaiyAn al-OtAridi died in Basra, towards the year 165 (A. D. 781-8), at a very

advanced age. — (Kttdh al-Mndrif, lluffdt.)

(7) The ward hnrf i» employed as a technical term in the science of the Readings and has then two diffe-

rent significations. It designates the systems of Korin-reading, that i«, the editions of the Koranic text taught

by the great masters, and .also the various readings or lection* which are found in the different texts of the

Kordn. The plural is hunif.

(8) AM 'l-Hasan Ranh Ibn Abd al-Mumm, a n-itive of Basra and one of YakAh's disciples in Koran-rea ding,

did towards the year 934 (A. D. 848-9), — (A'urrd, fol. 58, verso.)

(9) Muhammad, the sou of the khalif al-Mutawakkil, was distinguished as a poet and died A. H. 888

(A. D, 895-6). He may perhaps be the person indicated here.

(10) Abd Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn liiULim az-Zdfar&ni (a native of the village of lafardn near Baghdad),

was a teacher of the readings. The date of his death is not given by the author of the k’urrd.

(11) MufHt, or casuists, when consulted on a doubtful point, always draw up their answer in the most

concise manner possible.

(18) Little or nothing is known o( Maimfin al-Akran.

(18) Little is knowu of Abd ’l-Aswad Aubasa Ibn Mad An al-FlI. lie possessed some grammatical knowlelge

and transmitted down orally a great number of poems, amongst which were many composed by Jarir and

al-Faraxdak. He must therefore have lived in the second century of the Hijra. Iiis lather was called

Mad An al-Fil, because he bad received one of those animals as a present from the governor of IrAk, ZiAd Ibn

Ablh, of whose children lie was the preceptor. The title of at-FU passed to his son. — (Flucgel’f Gramma-

tische Sehultn der AraOerJ)

(It) The grammarian U& lbu Omar of the tribe of Thaklf died at Basra A. H. Ill (A. D. 7ia-30). For

details see Fluegel’s Gramm. Schute der At., p. 19.

ABU AWA.NA THE HAFIZ

Abu Awana Yakub Ibn lsbak Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Yazid, an inhabitant of Naisapur

[Naisilpdri] and afterwards of Isfarain
(
Isfardini }, is the author of the book entitled al-

Mtunnd a* -Sahib [collection of authentic Traditionsj, the materials of which lie extract-

ed from the work of Muslim Ibn nl-Ilajjaj (w>I. Ill
.
p. 348). He was one of those

hafizes who travelled about and gathered up a great quantity of Traditions. lie ram-

bled over Syria and Egypt and visited Basra, Kufa, Wasit, Hijiiz, Mesopotamia, Ye-

men, Ispahan, Rai and Fars. The hdfiz Abu ’1-Kasim, generally known by the

surname of Ibn Asukir (col. II. p. 232) says of him, in the History of Damascus :
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“ Abu Awana heard, al Damascus, Ihc lessons of Yazid Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd

44 as-Samad, Ismail Ibn Muhammad Ibn Kir it (1), Sboaib Ilm Shoaib Ibn Ishak

“ and others. In Egvpl, be heard YAnus Ibn Abd al-Aala{2), Ibn Akhi Ibn

“ Wahb (3), al-Muzani [vol. I. p. 200), ar-Habi (col. /. p.519), Muhammad Ibn

al-llakam and Saad Ibn al-IIakam. In Irak he heard Saadan Ibn .\asr, al-Ilasan
•

“ az-Zafarani (col. /. p. 373), Omar Ibn Sbabba (col. II. p. 375) and others. In

“ Kborasan, his teachers were Muhammad Ibn Yahya ad-l)bubli, Muslim Ibn al-

•• liajjuj, Muhammad Ibn Raja as-Sindi and others. In Mesopotamia he heard Ali

“ Ibn llarb and others. Traditions were taught on his authority by Abu Bakr al-

“ Ismaili (vol. I. p. 8), Ahmad Ibn Ali ar-Ruzi (i), Abu Ali al-Husain Ibn Ali, Abb

“ Ahmad Ibn Ali, Sulaiman at-Tabarani (vol. 1. p. 592], Muhammad Ibn Yakub

“ Ibn Ismail the hdfiz, Abu '1-Walid the legist and his own son Abu Musab Muham-

“ mad Ibn Abi Awana. He made the pilgrimage live times." — “ When 1 was at

“ al-Missisa, " says Ibn Abi Awana, “ my brother, Muhammad Ibn Ishak, wrote to

“ me a letter in which were these lines :

“ If wc meet before [our) dealb, we shall care our souls of the pains caused by our mutaal
44 reproaches: and if the hand of death anticipates us, (we cun only «ay

) how many of our
“ absent friends arc non under ground.

”

Abu Abd Allah al-Hukam (vol. II. p. 681) declared Aim Awana to be a learned

and most exact Tradilionist, one of those who travelled over the regions of (he earth

in search of Traditions. He died in the year 3 1 6 (A. D. 928-9). Hamza Ibn Yusuf

as-Sahmi (col. /. p. 25) mentioned that, in the year 292 (A. D. 901-5), Abft Awana

was seen in Jurjdn. The hdfis Abu 'l-Kusim Ibn Asdkir slates that the following

narration was made to him by the holy and fundamentally learned shaikh (as-

Shaikh as Salih al-Asil) Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar as-

Safiar, a native of Isfarain :
44 The tomb of Abu Awana, at Isfarain, is visiled by all

“ pious people, and considered as bringing a blessing on those who go to it. Al Ihe

14 aide of it is the tomb of the scholar by whom his Traditions were handed down,
“ I mean Abu Noaim Abd al-Malik Ibn al-Uasan al-Azhari of Isfarain. These

“ tombs are in the same mausoleum
;

it lies within the city, on the left

“ hand of the person who enters by the gate of Naisapur. Near that mausoleum
44

is another containing the tomb of the usldl (or truster
)
Abu Ishak al-lsfariini

44
(vol. I. p. 8); it is on the right hand of the person who enters ihe city by the gate
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“ just mentioned. Beside it is the tomb of Abu AwAna’s disciple and inseparable

" companion in life and death ; I mean the usldtl (master
)
Abu Mansur al-Baghdadi,

“ who was eminent as an tmdm, a legist and a dogmatic theologian. They both

** assisted each other in defending religion by means of arguments and logical

proofs. I heard my grandfather, the imam Omar Ibn as-Saffar, to whom God be

“ merciful! say, after looking at the tombs which surrounded that of the usldd Abu

“ Ishak, and pointing at the mausoleum :
* It is said that forty trntfms and legists

" ' of the Shafite sect are there reposing, every one of whom was worthy of govern-

“ ‘ ing the sect and of giving opinions conformable to his, as-Shafi's, views and

“ ' decisions. ' The people visit the mausoleum of the imdm Abu Ishak more fre-

“ qucnlly that of Abu Awana, that great imam and Traditionist whose worth they do

“ not appreciate because he died a long time ago; they know Abu Ishak's merit

’* because he died but lately. Abu Awana was, however, the first to make known at

“ Isfarain the doctrine of the imdm as Shaft. This he did on his return from

“ Egypt, where he had studied under Abu Ibrahim al-Muzani (not. f. p. 200).

“ When my grandfather passed near the mausoleum of the usldd (Aid Ishak), I re-

" marked that he never entered into it, through a feeling of reverence, and that he

“ was satisfied with kissing the threshold, to which there were a number of steps

“ leading up. lie would remain there standing for some time, like a man pene-

“ trated with respect and veneration, and then pass on with the look of a man who

“ has just said farewell to a person of high dignity. When he reached the mau-

** solemn of Abu Awana, he would display more respect, reverence and veneration

** than he had done at the other, and would remain there a longer time.” — As

we have already spoken of the adjectives Naisapilri (trui. /. p. 61) and hfardini

(col. /. p. 55), we need not repeat our observations here.

(1) Ismail Ibn Muhammad Ibn KlrAt the Traditional died A. H. 397 (A. D. 1008-7). — (Aty'iim.)

(2} The life of Ytious Ibn AM al-AalA will tie found in bis volume.

(9) The manuscript*, offer the reading which we grive here; the edition of Boulac ha* : Ibn AJthi Wahb.

(4) AbQ B.kr Ahmad Ibn AU ar-RAzi (*i native of ffai), was an emiuent hdfiz. He died in the year *09

(A. D. 1012-3). — [Hu/fdx.)
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IBN AS-SIK.K1T

Abu Yusuf Yakub Ibn Ishak, generally known by the surname of Ibn as-Sikkit

(the son of the taciturn), is Ihe author of the (philological work entitled) Isldh al-Man-

tik (the correcting of the language) and other treatises. The hdfiz Ibn Asakir

(oof. II. p. 252) says of him, in the History of Damascus : “ He delivered (/lis philo-

“ logical) information on the authority of Abu Amr Ishak Ibn Mirar as-Shaibani

“(col. /. p. 182), Muhammad Ibn. Mubanna ,
and Muhammad Ibn Subh ibn

“ as- Sarawak the preacher. The same information was received from him

“ and taught to others by Ahmad Ibn Farah al-Mukri (1), Muhammad Ibn Ajlan

“ al-Akhbari, Abu Ikrima ad-Dabbi, Abu Said as-Sukkari (2), Maimun Ibn Harun

“ the kdlib, and others, lie gave lessons to
(
the kltalif) at - Mutawakkil's sons,

“ and he said :
‘ Muhammad Ibn as- Sarawak uttered this saying :

* He who

“ ' knows mankind humours them ; be who has not that knowledge thwarts

“
‘ them, and the main point, in humouring mankind, is to abstain from thwarl-

“ * ing them (3).
’ ” Ibn as-Sikkil taught also philology on the authority of

al-Asmai
(
vol . II. p. 123), of Abu Obaida (col. III. p. 388), of al -Farri

(p . 63

of this col.) and of many others. His works are good and full of sound informs

tion. Such are the Isldh al-Mautik, the Altai al-.ilfdz [vocabulary], the Maani't-

Shiar
(
ideas currently used in poetry

)
and the treatise on grammatical permutations

and substitutions (al-Kalb tea 'l-Ibdal). As a grammarian, he wanted penetration.

In his religious belief be inclined towards the opinions and doctrines of those

(the Sh files) who assigned preeminence to Ali Ibn Abi Tdlib. The following rela-

tion was made by Ahmad Ibn Obaid (A) : “ Ibn as-Sikkit consulted me on the

“ propriety of his becoming one of al-Mutawakkil's social companions, and I ad-

" vised him to refuse. lie attributed my counsel lo envy and accepted the proposal

“ made to him. One day, whilst he was wilhal-Mulawakkil, [that prince's two sons)

“ al-Molazz and al-Muwaiyad came in, and al-Mulawakkil said to him :
' Tell me,

“ ‘ Yakub I w hich you like best, these two sons of mine oral-Hasan and al-Husain

“
* (the sons of Ali)1 ’ Ibn as-Sikkit answered by depreciating the merit of the two

" princes and giving to al-Hasan and al-Husain the praise to which they were well
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“entitled. On Ihis, al-Mulawakkil ordered his Turkish guards to chastise him,

“ and they [threw him down and) (rod on his helly. He was then carried to his

*' house, where he died two days afterwards. This happened in the year

“ 244 (A. 1). 858-9). ” Abd Allah Dm Ahd al-Aziz, a person who also had ad-

vised Yakub (Ibn as-Sikkit)
not to enter into the service of al-Mutawakkil, said on

this occasion :

1 advised you. Yakub! to avoid the proximity of a gazelle which, if il attacked a lion, wonld

overcome him. Taste therefore and swallow that which you preferred to drink (mo sta/isai-

lnlin)l I shall not say, if you miss your fooling :
" Cod set you up again! ” hut shall say :

11 Slay (you fall dead and flat) on your hands and your mouth l"

It is related that al-Farra asked Ibn as-Sikkit what was his native place and received

this answer : “ I ant a khuzian, God bless you! and cotne from Datirak. ” Daurak

is a village in khuzistan and forms a district in the province of al-Aliwiz. — I

may here observe that Alnvaz forms also a part of khuzistan. — Al-Farra then re-

mained in his house during forty days, without letting himself be seen by any of his

acquaintances, and, being asked why he did so, he replied : “ May God be glorified!

“ i should he ashamed to meet with Ibn as-Sikkit, for I asked him what was his

“ country and, though he answered me truly, there was in his reply a shade of re-

“ prehension (5). " — Abu'l-Hasan at-Tusi (6) related as follows : “ We were al a

“ sitting held by Ahd ’1-IIasan Ali al-Lihyani (7), who proposed dictating to the cora-

“ pany such rare and curious philological anecdotes as he was acquainted with, though

“ very feeble he was in the art of dictating. One day, he said : The Arabs (of the

“ desert) make use of this expression :
* A heavily loaded (J*i» camel) helps itself

“ ‘ up with its chin (oijj bi-dekenihi).' On Ihis, Ibn as-Sikkit, who was then a mere

“ youth, rose up (went over) to him and said : ' Abu’I-Ilasan ! the correct expression

“ ' is : A heavily loaded (camel) helps itself up with its two flanks (j^ aj bi-deffaihi);

“ ' and it means that, when a camel rises with its load, it gets up with the help

“ ’ of its two sides.' Abu 'l-ilasan ceased dictating that day. Having resumed his

“ lessons at another sitting, he said : ‘The Arabs [of llie desert) say: Such a one is my
“ * next-door neighbour

(
mukdshir); on which Ibn as-Sikkit again stood up to hint

“ ‘ and said : God bless you, sir! what docs mukdshir mean? the right expression

“ * is : Such a one is my muMsir; in as much as the kasr, or side of his tent tou-

" 4 ches the kasr of mine. ’ Al-Lihyani ceased to dictate and never commenced
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“ a^ain.” — “ Never,’’ said Abu '1-Abbas al-Mubarrad, did 1 meet with a work

composed by a Baghdadian which surpassed lbn as-Sikkil’s treatise on the lan-

<* guage.”— Ahmad lbn Muhammad lbn Abi Shaddad related as follows : ‘ I com-

* plained to lbn as-Sikkil of being in narrow circumstances, and he asked me if

“ I had ever spoken (in verse) ? 1 answered that 1 had not, on which he said :

" But 1 can do so; and he then recited to me these lines :

“ 1 desire things which I cannot possibly obtain as long I remain in apprehension of what

“ destiny may bring about. Travelling («* a merc/tand) in search of riches is not travelling

•« [and fatigue); it is your remaining in a state of misery lint is really travelling (i. e. fa-

*' tiguing). ”

lbn as-Sikkit related that a man wrote to a friend of his in these terms : “ A case

*• of necessity has occurred which obliges me (fo have recourse) to you
(
kibalak). If

“ 1 succeed, I shall find therein my share [of good fortune) and the rest shall be your

“ share. If you ask to be eicused (f shall only say that every thing

)

good may

“ always be expected of you and that I now offer beforehand my excuses.
(
Receive

“ my) salutation (8).
” — The following anecdote was copied from a note in his

[lbn as-Sikkil'
s)

handwriting : Sulaiman lbn Bahia al-llahili (9) was reviewing

his cavalry (man by man
)
and, when Amr lbn Madi Karib az-Zubaidi (10) passed

before him on horseback, he said to him : “ Your horse is of a base breed. ”—
Nay, ” replied Amr, “ he is a blood-horse.” On this, Sulaiman ordered that

the animal should be kept from water till it got thirsty, and had then a large basin

brought out, filled with water. The blood-horses to which it was offered drank out

of it, and so did the horse of Amr, hut in bending the leg. “ Do you see that?” said

Sulaiman. “ I do;”replied Amr, “one base-born animal has recognised another.
”

Omar lbn al-Khaltab, to whom this was told, wrote to Ann- in the following terms :

“ 1 have been informed of what you said to your superior officer, and am told

“ that you have a sword which you call Simsdma. Now, I also have a sword the

“ name of which is Simsim and, by Allah ! if I lay it across your head, I shall not

“ withdraw it till it has reached your rahdba. If you wish to know whether I say

“ truth or not, you have only to recommence. Receive my salutation. ” The term

rahdba takes the same vowels as the \vord snhdba [cloud], and designates that bone of

the breast which is shaped like a tongue and is situated above the stomach. — Abu

Othman al-Mazmi said : “ 1 met lbn as-Sikkit at the house of the vizir Muhammad
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“ lbn Abd al-Malik az-Zaiyat (uol. III. p. 249), and llie Intler said to me : Pro-

“ pose a question to Abu Yusuf (lbn as-SiAAtl) . Being unwilling to do so, I hesi-

“ (ated and delayed, fearing to displease lbn as-Sikkil, who was my inlimale friend.

“ The vizir insisted and asked why 1 did not obey; so, I endeavoured to choose an

“ easy question and thus do him a friendly act. I therefore said to him :

“ What is the grammatical form of the verb naktal in that passage of God’s

“ hook where it is said : Send our brother with us, so that tee may have (corn) mea-

“ suretl to us. (Koran, stir. 12, terse 63). He replied :
‘ Its form is nafdl.’ On this,

“ I observed to him that, if it were so, the preterite (or roof) of the verb would be

•* katal. 1 do not mean that, said he, the form is naflail. On this, 1 asked him how

“ many letters there were in naflail (when in Arabic characters), and he answered :

•• ‘ five.’” And how many, ” said 1, are there in nakial? He answered :
“ Four.

"

“ How then, said 1, can a word of four letters have the same form as one of five?”

“ Being unable to answer, lie coloured up and remained silent (li).” On this,

*• Muhammad lbn Abd al-Malik said to him : * You receive, every month, a salary of

“ ‘ two thousand dirhems (£ . 50), and yet you cannot indicate the form of na/ctaL’

" When we withdrew, Yakub (/in as-Sikktl
)

said to me : ‘ Abu Otliman I do you

“ ‘ know what you have done? ’ I replied : * By Allah 1 1 endeavoured to find for you

** ‘ an easy question, and do you a service.’ ” — Abd ’J-Hasan lbn Sida (oof. II.

p. 272) states, in his Sluhkam, towards the beginning of his preface, that this scene

passed in the presence of (the khalif) al Mutawakkil. God knows bcsll — An author,

but not lbn Asakir, says that lbn as-Sikkit and his father kept a school for children

of the lower order in that street of Madina tas-Salam (Baghdad) which is called Darb

al-Kantara (Bridge-Street), and, wanting to gain something more, he applied to the

study of grammar. It is related that the father, having made the pilgrimage and the

circuits around the House (the Kaaba), and the running (between Safa and Marica),

prayed God to render his son learned in grammar. (Ibn as-Sikktt), having studied

grammar and philology, used to visit regularly some persons who resided in (the street

of) al-Kanlara, and he received from them, each time, the sum of ten dirhems (5 shil-

lings) or somewhat more. He then went regularly (fo teach) Bishr and llarun, who

were employed as scribes by Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah lbn Tahir al-khuzai (12), and

he continued to go to them and their children, lbn Tfihir, being then in want of a

person capable of bringing up and educating his children confided them to the care of

Ibrahim lbn Ishak al-Musnbi, and engaged Yakub al a
(
monthly

)
salary of five hun-
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dred dirliems, which sum ho afterwards increased to one thousand. — Abu '1-

Abbas Thalab (t'oi. I. p. 83) said : “ Ibn as-Sikkit was skilled in various branches

“ of knowledge. His father, who was a virtuous man and had been one of Abu

*• 'l-Hasan al-Kisai’s (col. 11. p. 237) disciples, was well acquainted with pure

" Arabic. The motive which induced people to attend Yakub’s sittings was this:

**
I found that he had collected the poems of Abu 'n-Nnjm al-ljli (13) and amclio-

" rated the lest; so, I asked him to lend me the volume in order that I might copy

“ it. ‘ Abu '1-Abbas! said he, ‘ I have sworn that my wifeshali be divorced from me
“ ‘ if that volume ever gets out of my sight

;
but there it is before you ; so, you may

“
‘ (begin to) copy it (here) and return to me on Thursday next(fo retume your task).'

“ My going to see him induced a number of persons to do the same, and the news,

* having spread about, brought crowds to his lessons.” Thalab said also :
" Our

“ masters were unanimous in declaring that, since the time of Ibn al-Aardbi (vol. III.

“ p. 23i, there had not appeared a more learned philologer than Ibn as-Sikkit.
”

—

Being obliged by al-Mulawakkil to become the preceptor of his son al-Motazz Billah,

he went to that prince's room and said, on taking his seat: “ What docs the emir wish

* that we should begin by?’’ To this al-Motazz replied : “ By departing.”— ‘Then,

“ said Yakub, 1 shall rise (and retire)."

—

“ I shall be more active in rising than

“ you, ” said al-Motazz, and he stood up in such haste that his feel got entangled in his

“ trowsers, and he fell on the floor. Yakub, to whom he (hen turned, quite ab-

“ ashed and blushing with shame, recited to him these lines :

“ A man may be punished for a slip of the tongue, but is never chastised for the slipping

" of bis feel. A slip of the tongue may cost him bis head, but a slip of the foot is cured by

“ repose.

w
“ Al-Mulawakkil, to whom Yakub went the next morning and related what had

‘ passed, ordered him a gift of fifty thousand dirhems hut observed that he had al-

• ready heard these two verses. ” — Yakub used to sav :
“ I am a belter gramma-

' rian than my father, hut he surpasses me by his acquaintance with poetry and

‘ (pure) Arabic. ” — Al-llusain Ibn Abd at-Mnjib al-Mausili said : “ I heard Ibn as-

‘ Sikklt recite the following verses at a sitting held by Abu Bakr Ibn Abi Shaiha (14)

:

“ There are persons who love you ostensibly with a love not to be diminished; and yet, if

** you ask them for ten farthings, they would refer their dear friend to the bounty of the all-

“ knowing God.

"

vol. IV. 38
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Ibn as-Sikkit composed some poetry capable of giving confidence to a dejected

mind. Such, for instance, was the following :

When the heart is filled with dispair and the widest bosom is too narrow to bold the grief

which invades it, — when afflictions have lodged therein and taken up ilieir dwelling,— when

yon find no means of escaping from misery and perceive that all the address of the most expe-

rienced is useless,— assistance will come to you, whilst you arc in dispair, as a favour from the

bountiful being who hears the prayers of the wretched. When misfortune has reached its

height, deliverance is at hand.

It was said by the learned that the hldh al-ilanlik was a book wiihout a preface

and the Ailab al-KAlib of Ibn Kutaiba (vol. II. p. 22) a preface wiihout a book; the

fact is that the preface of the latter work is very long, but it contains much useful

information. One of the learned said : “ There never crossed the bridge (of boat*]

"
at Baghdad such a treatise on philology as the Mantik." It is certainly an in-

structive ami useful work, containing a great quantity of philological information,

and there does not exist, as far as we know, a treatise of the same size and on

the same subject. A number of persons have made it the special object of

their studies : the vizir Abu '1-Kasitn al- Husain Ibn Ali, surnamed Ibn a!-

Moghribi (vol- I. p. 450), made an abridgment of it, the khattb Abu Zakariya at-

Tibrizi (/». 78 of ihit vol.) remodelled it, and Ibn as-Sirafi (vol. /. p. 377), com-

posed, on the verses cited in it, an instructive work. The other productions

of Ibn as-Srkkit are ; The Kildb az-Zibrij (book of precious ornaments], the

Kildh al-Alftlz [a vocabulary), the Kitdb al-AmlhAl (book of proverbs], the Kildb al-

Mnksdr wa'l-Mamdtld (on the short and the long final a), the Kitdb al-Mudhakkar ica‘1-

Mutcannalh (on masculine and feminine nouns), the Kildb al-Ajnds (on the different

species of animals), which is a large work, the Kitdb al-Fark (on the difference bet-

ween the names given to the members of the human body and to those of ani-

mals), the Killh as-Sarj wal-Lidjdm (on the saddle and bridle), the Kildb

fadl w'Afaal (on the difference of signification between rerbs of the first and the

fourth form), the Kitdb al-Hashardt (on reptiles and insects), Che Kildb al-Aswdt (on

the cries of men and animals), the Kitdb at-Adhddd (on words which hare two oppo-

site significations), the Kitdb at-Shajr tca'n-Nabdl (on trees and plants), the Kitdb nl-

WiMsh (on wild beasts), the Kildb al-Ibl ion camels), the Kildb an-Nawddir (on

expressions of rare occurrence), the Kitdb A/adni 's-Shiar al-Kabir (the greater work
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on the ideas occurring in poetry), the Kit&b Sarakdt as-Shuwdrd tea m’aUafaM alaih

(on the plagiarisms of poets and the thoughts in which they agreed uninten-

tionally), etc. The reputation of this author is so great that we need not eipatiate

on his merits. The manner of his death has been related otherwise than in the ac-

count which we have given : according to some, al-Mutawakkil often attacked the

character of Ali lbn Abi Talib and of that khalifs sons, al-Hasan and al-Ilusain. —
His detestation of them has been already noticed in some verses which we inserted

in the life of Abu 'l-llusain Ali lbn Muhammad surnamed lbn Bassain (vol. II.

p. 303}. — lbn as-Sikkit (on the contrary), shewed for them the utmost veneration

and attachment. In the conversation of which we have spoken, he said (il appears),

to al-Mutawakkil :
“ Kanbar, Ali's slave, wasbcttei than you and your sons.” On

this, al-Mutawakkil ordered his longue to be plucked out from the back of his neck,

and the orderwas obeyed. This occurred on the eve ofTuesday, the 5lh of Rajah, 244

(1

7

th October, A. D. 858): or according to others, in 243 or 246. God best knows

the true dale I lbn as-Sikkit had then attained his fifty-eighth year. When he

died, ten thousand dirhems were sent to his son by al-Mutawakkil, as the price of

the father’s blood. — The grammarian Abu Jaafar Ahmad lbn Muhammad, gene-

rally known by the appellation of lbn an-Piahhas (col. I. p. 81), stales that al-Mu-

lawakkit’s conversation with lbn as-Sikkit began in a jesting tone, which then turned

to earnest. According to another account, al-Mutawakki! ordered him to revile and

disparage a certain Kuraishidcand, perceiving his unwillingness to do so, he caused

the Kuraishidc to revile lbn as-Sikkit. — The latter replied to this attack; on which

al-Mutawakkil said to him :
“ I gave you an order and you refused to obey; and, on

“ being insulted by this man, you did what 1 wanted. ” lie then had a beating in-

flicted on lbn as-Sikkit, who was immediately afterwards carried out of the room

and dragged (home) prostrate (on the ground). — God knows which of these accounts

is the true one. — An anecdote similar to the one related above has been already

given by us in the life of Abd Allah lbn al-Mubarak (col. II. p. 12), who bad been

questioned respecting the relative merits of Moawia lbn Abi Sofyan and Omar lbn

Abd al-AzIz. — The surname of as-Sikktt was given to the subject of this notice

because he was very taciturn and would remain a long lime without speaking. All

words of the forms fdltl and fddil take an t after the first letter (15), — Kltdsi

means belonging to Kh&zistin, which a region lying between Basra and Fars.
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(1) AbA Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Farah Ibn Jlbril, a teacher of the Koran-readingt, a Traditionist and an expo-

ailor of the KorAn, was a blind man and a native of Baghdad. HU vast learning and the exactitude or his

information brought him into great repute. As a Traditionist, he is considered to be sure and trustworthy.

He died A. H. 303 (A. D. 91 S 6) at the age of nearly ninety years. — (font!, fol. 65.)

(t) AbA Said al-Uasan Ibn al-Husain as-Sukkari studied at the schools of KAfa and Basra, acquired great

philological, grammatical and historical information and published high'y esteemed editions of the ancient

poets. He composed some treatises on philological subjects and an extensive work on the poems of AbA

NuwAs. Born A. H. 91 1 (A. D. 817-8), died A. 11. 178 (A. D. 888-9}. — (fiArn/; Fluegel's Grammititche

Schuit dtr Arabtr, p. 89.)

(3) This maxim is probably inserted here because the neglect of it cost Ibn as-Sikklt bis lite.

(4) AbA Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Okaid, surname*! AbA Aslda, was one of the learned men oi KAta and preceptor

to al-Muntasir and al-Motazx , the sons of sl-Mutawakkil. Ilo composed some philological works and died

A. H. 173 (A. D. 886-7), or 178, by another account. — Fihrtst

;

Fluegel's Gram . Schuit dtr Ar., p. 161.)

(8)

Al KarrA, on opening his course of lectures, asked each of his scholars what was his name and from

what country be came* Ibn as-Sikklt answered frankly that he was from KhAzistAn, a country the inhabitants

of which, according to YakAt, were notorious for their avarice, their stupidity and the vileness of their incli-

nations. It was said that a year's residence in that country sufficed to change the cleverest man into an

idiot. — (Pie/iowieire giog. dt la Perse, translated from the Arabic of YAkAt by Barbier de Meynard.)

(6) See p. 169 of this volume and Flueget’s Gramm. Schuit dtr Ar., p. 186.

(7) AbA 'l-Uasan All Ibn al-MubArak al-Lihyini, was al-Kisii's servant- boy. Having had frequent oppor-

tunities of meeting with men of learning and Arabs of the desert who spoke their language with elegance, be

picked up a great quantity of literary information, and composed some works. AbA Obaid al-KIsim Ibn

SallAm (wo/. //, p. *86) received lessons Irom him. He died probably towards the commencement of the third

century of the Hijra (A. D. 911). — [Fihrtst, fol. 6*.)

(8) The epistolary style of the Arabs during the first and second centuries after Muhammad, was highly

admired by philologers for the soblilty of the thoughts and the elegant concision of the style. To Europeans

this elliptical style appears obscure and affected.

(9) This was one of the khahf Omar’s generals.

(10) This celebrated chieftain was a contemporary of Muhammad and the first khaHfs. For his adven-

lures, see Caussin de Perceval's Bssai tur I'hutoire dtt Arabtt.

(11) Arabic scholars will easily understand the question
; so, we shall merely state that Ibn as-Sikklt's second

answer was right ; unfortunately, he bad forgotten that verbs having a vowel for one of their radicals, lose

it in the conditional mood.

/ (11) AbA '1-AbbAs Muhammad, the ion of the celebrated emir, Abd Allah IbnTAhir, left ILborasAn in the year

137 (A. D. 8 81-1) and obtained from the khalif al-Muttawakkil the government of Irak. He fixed his residence

at Baghdad and, in the year 1*8 (A. D. 861-3) he was appointed commander of the shorta [the polict

guards), and received, in addi|ion to the government of IrAk, that of the two holy Cities (Mekka and

Medina). He died A. H. 181 (A. D. 867). His talents, literary acquirements, bravery and generosity ren-

dered his name illustrious. — (.Vwj'um.)

(18) The poet Fadl Ibn Kudima aMjli, surnamed AbA 'n-Najm [the father of the star), was contemporary

with the Omaiyide khalif HishAm Ibn Abd al-Malik. — (Do Hammer's Literaturgeschichte der Araber, voU II,

p. AM.)
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(I ) T! a hdfii AbH Bakr Abd Allah, Mummed Ibn Abl Shaiba, wa» a mmvia of the Iribe ol Abs and a native

of K Ufa. As a Tradilioniat, his authority is cited by al-BukhSri, Muslim, Abd DAwbd and others. He died

in the month ol Muharrant, 485 {Joty-Aug 'ft, A. D. 815). — [HuffAr.)

(15) As examples of the first ol these forms, we may (five Ja -itj (rU/hf}
^
(ibrlk) ^*1^1 [MU) and

tjibril). For the second form we have [rikktl), (ritiM).

YAKUB IBN AL-LAITII AS-SAFFAR

Abu Ytisuf YakOb ibn al-Laith as-Saffar al-Khariji (the insurgent
) ; of this chief

and of his brother Amr, historians make frequent mention : Ihev speak of the coun-

tries which they conquered, of the numbers which they slew and of the conflicts

which took place between them and the khalifs. It is from these accounts that 1

hare extracted the information given in the following pages. Abu Abd Allah Mu-

hammad Ibn al-Azhar al-Akhbari (1) says :
‘

* Ali Ibn Muhammad, a person well-

'* acquainted with the proceedings of ( I’aA’tlij Ibn al-Laith as-SafTSr and with the

“ history of his wars, related to me as follows : Yakiib and his brother Amr were

“ to (fars (
coppersmiths

)
in their youth and, at that time, they made a great show of

** piety. A native of Sijistun then attracted attention by undertaking, of his own

“ accord, to wage war against the Kharijites (2). This volunteer in God’s service

“ (mutautedf) came from the town of Bust and bore the name of Silih Ibn an-Nadr

“ al-Kinani (of the Arabic tribe of Kindna). The two brothers became his partisans

“ and rose to fortune by his means. Yakub, having lost his brother, who was slain

“ by that sect of Kharijites which was called the Shurdt, was appointed by the above-

“ mentioned Silih to act as his lieutenant. On the death of Salih, another of the

“ volunteers (MutauwH) named Dirhem Ibn al-Uusain occupied his place, and

“ Yakub remained with him, as he had done with SSlih. Dirhem, having then fal-

" len into a snare which had been laid for him by the governor of Khor&s&n ,
was

" sent by him to Baghdad and there imprisoned. When set at liberty, he entered

" into the sultan’s service, but afterwards confined himself to his house and mani-
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“ fesled great piety, devotion and the intention of making die pilgrimage.

“ This continued till Yakub became powerful. " — Our professor hz ad -Din

Abd 'I- Hasan Ali Ibn Muhammad, stirnamed Ibn al-Albir {vul. II. p. 288], says,

in that section of his Annals which contains an account of Yakub’s first procee-

dings and which is placed under the year 237 (A. D. 851-2} :
“ In this year,

“ a native of Bust whose name was Salih Ibn an-Nadr made himself master of Sijistan.

“ With him was Yakub Ibn al-Lailh. Tahir Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Tuhir Ibn al-Ilusain,

“ the governor of Khurasan, marched against him and delivered the province from the

" invaders. Some lime after, a man named Dirhem Ibn al-llusain, who was also

“ one of the volunteers, made bis appearance in the same country and subdued it,

“ he was, however, unable to provide for his troops, and so glaring was his incapa-

“ city that his partisans rallied around Y’akub Ibn al-Lailh, who held the command

“ of the army, and placed him at their head, having already remarked the talent

“ with which he administered, governed and maintained order. — Dirhem, being

“informed of this, offered no resistance and abdicated in favour of Yakub. The

“ new chief subdued all the country and became very formidable; reinforcements

" came to him from every quarter, and his authority increased in (he manner which

“ we shall relate.
"— Let us resume and terminate the recital made by Ali Ibn Mu-

hammad : "When Dirhem Ibn al-Uusain arrived in Baghdad, Yakub took the com-

" mand of the volunteers, and continued the war against the Shurdt Kharijiles.

" These sectaries he succeeded in vanquishing and destroying, and in laying waste

“ their villages. By his skill and address he obtained from his partisans such obe-

* diencc as they had never shown to his predecessors. Ilis power and might then

" became so great that lie was able to effect the conquest of Sijistan, Herat, Bu-

“ shandj and their dependencies. There was in the frontier territory of Sijistan a

" Turkish tribe called the Parari and governed by a king named fidlid (sec page 196

“ of this col.). Yakub, incited by the inhabitants of Sijistan, who stated that this

" people did even more harm than the Shurdt KhSrijitcs and better deserved to

" be punished, marched against them, slew their king and three princes, all of them

“ bearing the title of Relbil. He then returned to Sijisldn with the heads of these

“ princes and some thousands more. Having become formidable to all the kings

“ of the countries around him, be obtained the humble submission of the sovereigns

“ who reigned over Multan, ar-Rukhkhaj, al-Tabasain, Zabulistan,as-Sind, Mekran

“ and other places. His eipedition against Herat and Bushatij took place in the
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“ year 253 (A. D. 867). At tlial time, Ihe emir of Khorasan was Muhammad lbn

“ Tahir lbn Abd Allah lbn Tahir lbn al-Husain al-Khuzai. The officer who com-

“ mandcd for him in these cities, and whose name was Muhammad lbn Aus al-

“ Anbari, marched against the invader at the head of a numerous force, magnili-

" ccntly equipped and armed, fn the bailie which ensued, he fought bravely and

'• kept his ground, till Yakub, by a skilful manoeuvre, intercepted his communica-

“ tions with Bdshanj and thus obliged him to make a precipitate retreat. It is said

“ that (Ya/cdb), in all his battles, never met with a more obstinate resistance than

“ that offered by lbn Aus. He then occupied ltushanj and Herat. Having got into

“ his power a number of Tahrrians, persons so called because they were attached

“ to the family of TAliir lbn al-Uusain al-Khuzai, he look them with him to Sijislan

“ and kept them prisoners. The khalif al-Motazz Billah obtained their liberty by

“ sending to him a letter, the bearer of which was a Shiite named lbn Balam. I was

“ informed, said lbn al-Azharal-Akhbari,by Muhammad lbn Abd Allah lbn MarwAn,

“ that lbn Balam related to him as follows : I sit out with a letter for him from al-

“ Motazz Billah and, on arriving at Zaranj, — the capital of Sijislan, — I asked

“ permission to sec him. The authorisation being granted, I went in without aa-

“ luting and sat down in his presence without his inviting me to do so. I then

“ delivered the letter to him and ,
when he received it, l said to him : Kisa the

“ letter of the Commander of the faithful.' That he did not do, hut broke the

“ seal and opened it. I then retired walking backwards, towards the door of the

“ saloon in which he was, and said :
1 Salutation to the emir and the mercy of

“ ‘ God (3). He was so much pleased with this that he lodged rne well, made me a

“
* present and set the Tahcrians at liberty. ’ The same lbn Balam related as fol-

“ lows : I went, one day, to visit Yusuf as-Saffar, and he said to me : ‘ There is a

" * man coming to me from Fars, or that quarter, for the purpose of obtaining my
“ ‘protection, and he has with him three or four others; nay, there are

“ ‘ five in all.' This declaration of his I did not believe and remained silent; yet,

“ before 1 was aware, the chamberlain entered and said :
—

' Emir I there is a man
“ * at the door who comes to ask protection, and with him are four others. ' The

“ visitor being introduced by Yakub’s order, informed him, after saluting, that he

“ bed with him four companions. These also were admitted. I turned to the

“ chamberlain and asked him if this was a juggling trick of his? He replied with

“ a solemn oath that the men had arrived quite suddenly and that no one had been
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*• aware of Iheir coming. Some lime after, 1 asked Yakub about it : ‘ Emir ! said I,

" 1
I remarked something said by you which was really surprising

; how did you know
“

' of this suppliant’s coming with his companions?’ lie replied :
* I was thinking of

" * Ears when I saw a raven alight on a spot fronting (he road which leads to that

“ * country, and I fell in one of my toes a twitching which passed successively to

“ ‘ each of the others. Now, as toes are not noble members of the body, 1

“ ‘ knew that some people from that quarter would come to see me, either sup-

“
* plianls or envoys of little consequence.’ Ali ibu al-Uakam related as follows :

“ 1 asked Yakub Ibn al-Laith as-Saffar how he came by the scar which disfigured

" him so much and which extended from the bridge of his nose across his cheek.

“ 11c replied that he got the wound in one of his encounters with the Khdrijiles ; a

“ man whom he had wounded with his lance turned upon him and struck olf [with

“ a sabre) one half of his face. The piece was then replaced and sewed on. * l)u-

“ ‘ ring twenty days ’ said he, ' I remained with a tube in my mouth, which had to be

“ ‘ maintained open lest the inflammation should extend to the head, and my food

“ * consisted of liquids which were poured down my throat.' 11 is chamberlain

“ added : • Notwithstanding this wound, the emir went out as usual to direct the

“ * mouvements of his troops and fought (like the othert).
' — Yakub sent to al-

" Motazz Billah a magnificent present and, amongst other objects, a portative

“ mosque made of silver and large enough to hold fifteen persons at prayers. He

“asked that the province of Ears should be given to him, and engaged (to

“ pay a yearly tribute of) fifteen millions of dirhem^ in case he succeeded in cxpell-

“ ing from that province Ali Ibn al — Husain Ibn Kuraish , him who governed

“ it (4). Yakitb, having sent this letter to al-.Molazz, left Sijislan with the intention

“ of proceeding to Kerman, and halted at Bam." — This place marks the point

which separates Sijislan from Kerman. — “ Al-Abbas Ibn al-llusain Ibn Kuraish,

“ the brother of the above-mentioned Ali Ibn al-llusain. then departed from Kcr-

•* man with Ahmad Ibn al-Laith al-Kurdi and took the road of Shiraz. Yakub

“ placed a lady of troops under the orders of his brother Ali Ibn al-Laith and sent

“ him forward to as-Sirjan whilst he himself remained at Ham.” — As-Strjdn is a

town in Kcrnikn. — •* Ahmad Ibn al-Laith al-Kurdi then turned from his way, with

“ a numerous body of Kurds and other troops, and proceeded to Darabjird."— This

name is common to three localities, of which the first is the capital of a vast district

ill Fars, and the second a village of Ears, in the district of Islakhar, at which there
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is a mine of quicksilver. It must hare been to one of these two places that

they went, for the third is at NaisApdr in Khorasan , to which province it is pro-

bable that they did not go, since it has no connection with Fars. — The narrator

continues thus : “ Ahmad lbn al-Laith then met with a band of Yakub's troops

" who were on a foraging parly, killed some of them and put the rest to flight.

“ The heads of the slain he sent to Fars, w here they were stuck up by Ali lbn al-

" Husain. Yakub, on learing what had happened, entered into KermSn. Ali lbn

•* al-liusain sent against him Tauk lbn al-Mughatlis at the head of five thousand

•* Kurds and the troops which Ahmad lbn al-Laith al-Kurdi had brought with him.

" lie marched to Onas (5), a city in the province of KermAn and there halted. Tauk

“ then received a letter from Yakub in which he was told that he had made a

" mistake in coming into a province which did not belong to him, and to this he

“ replied :
1 You are more skilled in the working of copper than in the work

“ * of war. ’ This gave great offence to Yakub. There was in Tauk's army three

“ hundred of the Abnd (6). When Yakub reached the city of Onis, he gave battle

“ to Tauk, killed part of his troops and put the rest to flight; but the Abna stood

“ their ground so bravely thatYakflb had pity on them and offered to spare their

" lives. This proposal they rejected and continued fighting till they died. In

“ this battle, Yakub slew two thousand men, took one thousand prisoners and,

'* with them, Tauk lbn al-Mughallis. The latter he put into light chains and

“ provided abundantly with food and other necessaries, but obliged him to

•’ deliver up his treasures. Having then left Omis, he entered into the go-

“ vernment of Fars, and Ali lbn al-ilusain retrenched himself in Shiraz. This

“ took place on Tuesday, the 17th of the latter llabi, 255 (14 April, A. D. 8G9).

“ lbn al-Uusain (hen wrote to Yakub a letter in which he declared that he had

“ not ordered lbn al-Mughallis to act as he had done and that hostilities had been

“ commenced by that chief without authorization. ‘If you intend to lake Kerman,’

“ said lie, * you have turned your back to it; if you wish to obtain possession of

“ ‘ Fars, produce a letter from the Commander of the faithful ordering (me) to

“
* give it up; then I shall retire. ’ Yakub answered that lie had a letter from the

“ sultan (7), but would not deliver it till he had entered the town and that, if he (Aft

" lbn al-llusain) would evacuate the place and give it up, he would do an act of

'* piety and remove all cause of evil. If not, said he, • the sword must

“ decide between us, and our place of meeting shall be the marj of Senk4n.'

TO!, iv. 39
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— This is a large and moisl tract of land at the distance of three] parasangs

from Shiraz. — “ The post-master and the chief men of the place then wrote to

“ * Yakub, saying : For you lowborn God has given a spirit so devoted to his service

“ * and so zealous for the interests of religion, for you who have slain the K liariji tes

“ • and expelled them from the provinces of Khorasan andSijistan, it is not bcfil-

" ‘ ting to he hasty in the shedding of
{
Voslim) blood. Ali Ihn al-Uusain will not

“ • give up the town unless he receives a written authorisation from the kltalif.* The

** people of Shiraz then prepared to sustain a siege. When the troops of Tauk had

been pul to (light, three of Yakub’s partisans fell into the hands of the fugitives

“ and were imprisoned by Ali Ihn al-Husain. As for Tauk
, he had purchased,

" previously to marching against Yakub, a house in Shiraz for which he payed

“ seventy thousand dirhems (£• 1 .750] and had allotted another sum of money to be

“ spent upon it. He now wrote these words to his son (who teat in the town)

:

1 Do
" * not suspend the work of the masons; for the emir Yakub treats me with honour

“ ‘and kindness. Obtain the liberation of his three partisans; that is what he

“ ‘ asks for. And he has promised, if it be done, to set me at liberty.’ Ali lbn

“ al-Husain [being informed of this), said : ‘ Write to Yakub and tell him that he

“ * may crucify Tauk lbn ul-Mughallis, for 1 prize the meanest of my slaves more

“ ‘ than him.’ Tauk, whom Y’akfih questioned respecting the means of which

“ Ali lbn al-Husain could dispose, represented them as very inconsiderable and, to

“ gain Yakub's favour, he offered him the money which he had in Shiraz and

“ said that he would write to his family the order tosendil, ‘ This,' said he, ‘will

“ • help you to war against him.’ Being told to do so by Yakub, he wrote to his

“ son, but the letter fell into the hands of Ali lbn al-Husain, who immediately

“ seized on the money and other things which were in Tauk's house, and had

“ them carried to his own. Yakub then began his march and Ali lbn al-Husain

•* levied troops." Ahmad lbn al-Hakam relates as follows : “ Yakub said to me:

*‘ * Ali lbn al-Husain is he a Moslitn or not?’ I answered that lie was. On this he

“ said : ‘ How can you consider him to be a Moslim who brings into (he land of

“ ' Musulmans troops of infidel Kurds, for the purpose of killing the true belie—

“ ‘ vers, carrying off their women and seizing on their wealth ? Know you not that

“ ‘ Ahmad lbn al-Lailh al-Kurdi put seven hundred men to death in Kerman, to

“ * avenge the murder of a single individual, that the Kurds violated two hundred

“ * virgins of the best families and carried out of the country upwards of two Ihou-
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“ * sand women? Do you consider him to he a Muslim who permits such doings?’

“ 1 replied that Ahmad had acted so without Ali’s orders. In another conference,

44 Yakub hid him take this message to Ali lbn al-ilusain :

4
1 have brought with me a

*•
* people of freemen, and cannot send them away unless I give Ihem what they

“ * want. Let me have therefore wherewithal to satisfy them and send me also

•• * such a gift as is fitting for a person of my rank. If you do so, I shall be for

“
' you as a brother and lend you my assistance against those who may attack you;

44 * I shall deliver KermAn over to you, so that you may gorge upon it, and shall

“ 4 return to my own government.' Yakub, having departed, halted at a village

44 called Khuzistan (lie) and, on Tuesday, the 8lh of the first Jumada of that year

44 (24th April, A. D. 869), Ahmad lbn al-Hakam rejoined Ali lbn al-Husain, and

•• delivered to him Yakub's letter. Ali lbn al-llusain, said lbn al-Hakam, was so

“ greatly astounded at the news which I brought him that he could understand

“ nothing of it. The contents of the letter were, inn summary manner, what wo

** here relate : The w riter began by good wishes for the person to whom it was ad-

44 dressed and then said : * 1 have well understood the purport of your letter and

“
* your allusion to my arrival at this most important town without having received

“ 4 the Commander of the faithful's authorisation. Knowthatlam not one of those

44 * persons whose minds aspire to act unjustly ; I am not capable of such conduct;

*• ‘ so 1 thus deliver you from the trouble of ruminating over that point. The

“ 4 town belongs to the Commander of the faithful, and we are his servants who

44 ‘ act by his orders throughout his land and his dominions, and who are obedient

11 1 towards God and towards him. I have heard the observations of your envoy,

" 4 and leave to him the task of delivering to you my answer to the message which

**
* you charged him with, and of communicating to you a reply which, I hope, will

44 ‘ tend to your advantage and to mine. If you act as i advise, you will assure

“
* your own welfare, please God! and, if you refuse, [recollect) that the will of God

*• * is not to be resisted or avoided. As for us, we place ourselves under the pro-

“ 4 lection of the Almighty, so that we may be saved from perdition ; we have

44 4 recourse to Him against the dictates of injustice and the strokes of disappoint-

“ * menl. We hope that, in Uis bounty, he will assure our happiness in this world

44 4 and in the next. May God grant you long life! Written on Monday, the 1st of

“ * the first Jumida, 255(17lh April, A. I). 869).’ The two armies then marched

“ against each other; that of Ali lbn al-Husain consisting of fifteen thousand
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“men. On Wednesday morning, the Alh of (lie same month, he sent forward

“ Ahmad Ihn al-Laith with the vanguard. On Thursday, Yakub's vanguard came

" up and the two armies met. The first charge had no result, but, in the second,

“ Ali Ibn al-llusaiu's partisans were driven from their positions and, after an obsti-

“ nate conflict, they were thrown into disorder and every man of them fled without

" once looking back. Ali Ibn al-llusain followed his troops, crying after them :

“ ‘Stop, in the name of God! come hack I' hut they did not mind him, and he

“ remained with only a few of his companions. The fugitives reached the gates of

“ Shiraz on the evening of the same day. It was shortly after the hour of noon

“ that the battle took place. The gales being too narrow to admit the crowd,

“ numbers of them ran through the outskirts of the town, nor did they stop till

“ they reached al-Ahwaz. In that battle they lost about five thousand men. Ali

“ received three wounds from some of Y'akub's cavalry, who hacked at him with

“ their sabres, brought him out of the saddle to the ground, and were just going

“ to kill him outright when he exclaimed : * I am Ali Ibn al-llusain.' On this,

“ they look off his turban-cloth, tied it about his waist and led him to Yakub.

“ The soldier who took him prisoner asked for a reward and was offered ten thou-

“ sand dirhems (£. 250), but rejected that sum, and Yakub said to him :
* You

“ * brought me a dog which you look, and I have nothing more for you than what

“ ‘ I offer.' The man went away. Yakdbthcn gave the prisoner, with bis own

“ hand, ten strokes of a whip over the head, seized his chamberlain by the beard

“ and plucked nearly all of it off; haring then ordered that Ali should be fettered

“ with irons of twenty pounds’ weight, lie had Tauk Ibn al-Mughallis fettered also

“ and confined them both in the same tent. Immediately after, he marched towards

“ Shiraz, and the partisans ofAli Ibn al-llusain (led in all directions, lie made his

“ entry into that city with drums beating before him, and the inhabitants, ihink-

“ ing that he would do them harm, by shedding their blood and plundering

“ their wealth, because they had warred against him, did not dare to utter a word.

“ He had, in fact, promised to his troops that they should have permission to sack

“ the city, in case lie was victorious. The people, being aware of that, shut Ihem-

“ selves up in their houses, lie returned to his camp, the same night, after

" having perambulated the city and, the next morning, he caused an amnesty to be

“ proclaimed, and the inhabitants, being informed that they might go out into the

“ market-places, took advantage of the permission, lie then announced by procla-
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“ malion that whoever sheltered any of Ali Ibn al-Husain's secretaries would be out-

“ lawed by the fact. When Friday came (lie went to the mosque and) offered up the

“ prayer for Ihc imdm (khalif)
al-Molazz Billah, but wilhoul naming himself, and,

“ as this was remarked lo him, he replied : ‘The emir (or joeernorj has not yet ar-

" rived (ft), tic said lo them also: ‘1 shall stay with you only ten days and then re-

“ turn to Sijistdn.” His brother, whom he sent lo the house of Ali Ibn al-IIusain,

“ took out of it Ihe carpels and other furniture, but was unable to discover where

" the money was hid. On this, he (TaJMfc) had Ali brought before him and indu-

“ ced him, by threats and promises, lo declare that he would point out the place

“ where he had concealed his treasures. Ali, being then taken to his house, drew

“ forth four hundred badrat (0), or one thousand, according to another account.

“ This sum Yakub distributed to his troops, instead of the pillage which he had

" promised them, and each man obtained for his share three hundred dirhems (£. 7,

“ 10s). He them inflicted on Ali tortures of various kinds, caused his testiculcs lobe

“ compressed and bound the two glands (?) to his checks. The prisoner said lo

•* him : ' You have already taken from me furniture and other objects, to Ihe value

“ ' of forty thousand dinars (£• 20,000); ’ but Yakub persisted in torturing him

“ and had him bound in fetters of forty pounds’ weight. Ali then pointed out

“ to them a place in his house where they found four millions of dirhems

“
(£. 100,000) and a great quantity of jewels. He was again tortured and in-

“ formed that he (Yak&b) would not be satisfied unless lie obtained [an additional

“ sum of] thirty thousand dinars .£* 15,000). Ali, though now deranged in

" mind by theviolence of his sufferings, wasdelivered over to al-Uasan Ibn Dirhem,

“ who beat, tortured and reviled him; Tauk Ibn al-Mughallis, was tortured also

•* by ibn Dirhem, and shut up with Ali in Ihe same chamber. On Sa-

“ turday, the “28th of Ihe first Jumada of the same year (14th May, A.D. 869',

" Yakub departed from Shiraz for his own country, and took with him Ali Ibn al-

“ Husain and Tauk Ibn al-Mughallis. On reaching Kerman, he had them dressed

11 in party-coloured clothes, with women's bonnets on their heads, and paraded them

“ about whilst a public cryer walked before, announcing who they were. After

“ (hat, he cast them into prison and went on to Sijistdn. On the third of Rajah,

" the same year (17lh June, A. D 869}, the khalif al-Motazz Billah was deposed,

" and, on the same day, theimdm al-Muhtadi Billah was raised to the khalifatc. This

“ prince also was deposed, on the afternoon of Tuesday the 16th of Rajah, 256
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“ (19th June, A. D. 870), and al-Motamid ala Allah was solemnly acknowledged

“ as ktialif. During llie khalifate of al-Mulitadi, Yakub as-Saildr did nothing

“ of importance
;

lie merely continued making predatory incursions, warring

“ against the neighbouring princes who reigned in Sijistan and its depcndancies,

“ and making irruptions into the districts of Khorasiin, those of Kuhislan which

“ were in that vicinity and those dependancies of Ilerdt and Bitshanj which

“ were contiguous to Sijistan. lie then returned to Pars and, having gathered

“in its crops, he returned to Sijistan with about thirty millions of dirhems

“ (£• 750,000). Muhammad Ibn NYasil was left by him in Pars to direct the raili-

“ tary operations in that country, collect the (axes, correspond with the khaiif

“ and transmit to him part of the money which lie gathered in. The kharij

“ (or land-tax) of Fars, which he was to send to his master every year was fixed at

“ five millions of dirhems {£• 125,000). That country he
(
YakUb) held by right

“ of conquest, and the khaiif would not have confirmed him in its possession had

“ he found amongst his dependants anyone capable of taking his place. In the

“ month of the latter Jumada, 258 (April-May, A. D. 872), news was received (at

“ Baghdad

)

of Yakub’s entry into Balkh. From that city he proceeded to ISaisapilr,

“ where he arrived in the month of Z5 '1-Kaada, 259 (Aug.-Sept. A. D. 873), and

“ made prisoners Muhammad lbn Tahir al-Khuzai, the emir of Khorasan and a

** number Of Tabcridos. In the month of Muharram, 2G0 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 873),

“ he left that country, taking with him as prisoners Muhammad Ibn Tahir and

“ upwards of sixty persons attached to lliat family. lie then marched towards

“ Jurjan, with the intention of encountering the Alidc prince, al-IIasan Ibn Zaid,

“ who was the emir of that country and of Tabaristan. Al-llasan, being informed

“ that Yakub was coming to attack him, raised thirteen millions of dirhems

“ (£ 325,000) out of the land-tax (fc/iaraj), by calling in the arrears and exacting

“ advances on the imposts of the following year, after which, he retired from

“ Jurjan to Tabaristan. Yakiib entered into Jurjan and dispatched some of his

“ partisans against Sciriya, (f/jc copilot) of Tabaristan, which place they took. In

“ Jurjan the daily rations of his cavalry amounted to one thousand bushels [kaftz)

“of barley. He (hen set out for Tabaristan, and al-llasan lbn Zaid marched

* * against him with a large body of troops. Yakub, having declared to his parti-

“ sans that he would pul to death whoever fled from the enemy, set out to fight,

“ accompanied with five hundred of his slaves, and, having encountered the troops
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“ ofal-Hasan, he charged Ihem with such vigour that he pul them to rout. Al-

“ Hasan Ibn Zaid, who was a heavy, corpulent man, had already provided for his

“ safety by causing horses and mules to be kepi in readiness at each village on the

“ road by which he intended to retreat. Yakub, having rallied his partisans, set

" out at the head of five hundred horse (rfjarfda) in pursuit of al-llasan who,

“ however, effected his escape. The treasures which the latter had with him and

•* which consisted of three hundred
{
horse -) loads of wealth, most of it coined

“ money, fell into the hands of Yakdb and, besides that, a number of persons des-

“ cendcd from Ali Ibn Abi Talib. These he treated with great cruelty and cast

“ into prison. This encounter took place on Monday, the 26 thof Rajah, 260 (17th

“ May, A. D. 874). After this victory, Yakubpuslied forward and entered Aamul,"

— the capital of Taharislan. —

“

Al-llasan Ibn Zaid fled to a city called Stilus,

“ but, not obtaining from the inhabitants as favorable a reception as he had been

“led to expect, he departed and left (hem. Yakub set out from Aamul in pursuit

“ of al-llasan and had already made one day's march when he received intelli-

“ gence of the occupation of Marw ar-Rud byal-llusain Ibn Tahir Ibn Abd Allah

“ llm Tahir, aided by (he lord of Kliuwarezm at the head of (wo thousand Turks.

“ This obliged him to give up his project and cease advancing into the heart of the

“ country. He, in consequence, abandoned the pursuit of al-llasan Ibn Zaid

“ and retraced his steps. In the month of Zu "1-llijja, 260 (Sept. -Oct. A. D.

“ 874), he wrote, to the emir of Rai the order to leave that place, staling that

“ he himself had been appointed governor of it by the klialif. When the khalif

“ was informed of this, lie declared Y'akub’s assertion to be false and chastised

“ such of the dependants of that chief as were in Baghdad, hy casting (hem into

“ prison and seizing on their money. In the month of Muliarram, 261 (Oct.»

“ Nov. A. D. 874), Y'akub, who was in Tabarislan, sel out for Jurjan and had an

“ encounter with al-llasan Ibn Zaid, whom he met near the
(
Catpian ) sea and

“ who had with him a body of troops from Dailam , al-Jibal and Taharislan.

“ Al-Hasan dispersed Yakub’s partisans, killed all those whom he was able to over-

“ take and obliged their chief to take refuge in Jurjan. A terrible earthquake then

“ occurred by which two thousand of Yakub's men lost their lives. Al-Hasan Ibn

“ Zaid relook Tabarislan, that is, Aamul, Sdriya and their depcndancics. Yakub

“ remained in Jurjan where he oppressed the people by levying heavy taxes (khardj
j

“ and seizing on their wealth. The earthquake lasted three (days), and a number
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“ of the inhabitants of Jurjan retired to Baghdad. These refugees being asked

*' what Yakub as-SafTar was doing, spoke so loudly of his tyranny and oppression that

“ the khalif resolved on marching against him, and made preparations accordingly.

“ As-Saffar ( Yakut), had returned to the neighbourhood of Rai, and the pilgrims

*' were come back from the fair [of Mclika) when the khalif al-Molamid ala

“ Allah wrote toObaid Allah, the son of Abd Allah fbn Tahir Ibn al-Husain, who

“ was then governor of Irak, ordering him to assemble the pilgrims of Khorasln,

“ Tabaristan, Jurjan and Rai, and to read to them a letter which he sent to

“ him. Obaid Allah assembled those pilgrims who had come from the farthest

** parts of the empire, and read to them a letter by which the Commander

of the faithful ordered the people to war against as-Saffar. Thirty copies of

“ this document were drawn up, one of which was given to the people of

“ each province, so that the news might be spread throughout all the country.

“ When Yakub as-Saflar was informed of the imprisonment of his servants and

“ learned that Obaid Allah had assembled the pilgrims at his palace and delivered

“ to them copies of this letter, he perceived evidently that the khalif intended to

“ march against him and, judging that his troops were not sufficiently numerous

'* to resist those of his adversary, he returned to Naisapur. On his arrival in that

"
city, he extorted money from the inhabitants and, in the month of the first

“ JumaJa, 261 (Feb.— March, A. D. 875), lie set out for Sijistan. When hearri-

“ ved there, letters came from the khalif by which all the princes of Khorasan and

“ all the men possessed of means and influence were declared, each of them, go-

“ vernor of the place in which he resided. When these letters arrived, as-Saffar's

“ partisans were scattered (in detachments

)

throughout the province of KhorasAn.

“As-SafTar then went to Askar Mukram, in Khuzislan, and [having collected hit

11 troops, he) wrote to the khalif a letter in which he demanded the governments of

“ Khorasan, Fars and all the provinces which had been possessed by the family of

“ Tahir Ibn al-Husain al-Khuzai. He asked also for the commandment of the

“ shurla of Baghdad and that of Sarra-man-raa, and required his nomination to

“ the governments ofTabaristin, Jurjan, Rai, Kerman, Adarbaijan, Kazwin, Sijistan

“ and Sind. He demanded also that those to whom had been read the letter copies

“of which had been made at the palace of Obaid Allah Ibn Abd Allah IbnTdhir should

“ be assembled and another letter read them, annulling the former. All this was

" done by al-Muwaffak Billah Abu Ahmad Talha, the son of al-Mutawakkil ala
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“ Allah and the brother of the khalif al-Molamid ala Allah. This al-Muwaffak was

“ also the father of al-Motadid Hillah, the khalif who succeeded to al-Molamid. The

•' entire direclion of public affairs was in the hands of al-Muwaffak,wbo left nothing

“ of the khalifian authority to his brother except the mere title. He (al-ilmca/fak)

“ granted to him (Yak&b) what he demanded, and, having assembled the people,

" be read to them a dispatch by which he complied with as-Saffar’s request and

*‘ nominated him to the offices for which he asked. This answer, rendered in the

“ khalifs name, to what was exacted by as-Saflar, caused great perturbation among
11 the Mawltu(tQ) [in garrison) atSarra-man-raa and threw them intoa ferment. As-

“ Saffdr cared so little for what was granted to him that he entered into Sus, a city

“ forming one of the districts of Khuzislan and situated near Askar Mukram. On

“ arriving there, be took the resolution of attacking the khalif al-Molamid

“ who, on his side, made preparations for embarking (tcilh his Iroo/is) on

" the Tigris and going down to give him battle. When the two armies

"advanced against each other, the Mawlas, struch by the conduct of al-Muwaf-

" fak, thought that as-Saffar’s approach was the result of the letters which

" he had sent him: ‘If it be not so,' said they, ‘it is most extraordinary that

" ‘ a rebel should set out from Zaranj,’ — the capital of Sijislan, which country

" separates Sind from that of the Turks and Khordsan, — ‘should come into

" ‘ Irak with an army well-equipped, for the purpose of waging war against

" * the khalif whose empire, of old, extended from the eastern to the wesl-

“ * ern extremities of the earth. As-Saffar alone advances with his army, ha-

" ' ving no other chief to support him or to share with him in this enterprise.
’

" The khalif, being informed of what passed, called for the mantle and the rod

" (or sceptre
)
which had belonged to the Prophet, took his bow with the intention

" of being the first w ho shot an arrow
(
against the enemy), and pronounced a male-

“ diction on as-Saffar. By this, he quieted the minds of the Mawlas. On Sunday

“ morning, theOlh of Rajab A, H. 262(8th April, A.l). 876), as-Saffar’s troops arrived,

" in order of battle, at a village called Istarband and situated between as-Sib and Hair

*‘ al-Aakul, in the province of central Nahrawdn. lie then assembled his compa-

“ nions, with the intention of leading them to the charge as he used to do, and

“ proceeded forward, wearing a tunic of black brocade. When the two armies

“ were in presence, the kdid Khishtij, who was one of the Mate las, advanced be-

** tween the two armies, and harangued as-Saffar’s troops in these terms :
* Men
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“ for bravery and intrepidity, stood beside the klialif. The archers advanced before

“ him, shooting off their arrows, and his brother al-Muwaffak, having uncovered

“ his head, cried out :
* 1 am the hoy of the Hashemides! ’ and charged upon the

" partisans of as-SaflAr. Numbers were slain on both sides. As-Saflar, seeing

“ how matters were turning, retreated from the field, leaving there his treasures,

“ wealth and riches, and fled strait before him, without being accompanied by any

11 of his followers. Not a man of his army but received an arrow-wound,

“ and such was the disorder and press that, when the night overtook them, they

“ fell into the canals and were covered with wounds. Abu 's-SAj Divddd (It) Ihn

“ Dost, the same whose name was borne by the SdjUejmd at Baghdad, said to as-

" Saflar subsequently to his flight : * You did not show the least skill in war; how
“ * could you eipect to vanquish an adversary after placing in your front the bag-

“
* gage, the treasure and the prisoners and invading a country with which you

“ * were ill-acquainted 7 You had not even a guide to show you the wav through

** ‘ the marshes and canais. You fought on a Sunday, and had the wind in your

** * face; you took forty days to march from as-Sfts to Wasil with an army badly

“ 1 provided for, and, when they received provisions and money and were brought

“ * into good order, you marched them from Wasit to Dair al-Aakul in two days,

“ ' and then retreated at the moment you bad an opportunity of obtaining the

4 ‘ • victory. You fled when you should have kept your ground. ' To thisas-SafTur

“ replied :
* I did not think that 1 should have been obliged to fight; I had no

** ‘ doubt of obtaining whot I wanted, and imagined that envoys would conic to me
“ * in order to avert the danger (which threatened the khalif] and that I then might

“ * have obtained whatever I pleased I” — End of the extract from Ibn al-Azhar's

recital. What follows 1 have taken from the work composed by Abu 'l-Ilusain

Obaid Allah as a continuation of his father Ahmad Ibn Tahir's (oof. /. p. 291) his-

tory of Baghdad. As the accounts given by that writer are very prolix, we

abridge them and suppress the repetitions :
•* Yakub Ibn al-Laith," says he,

“ having attacked Dirhem Ibn an Nadr,”—so the last name is written
(instead of al-

" Hmain), — look Sijislan from him on Saturday, the 5lh of Muharram
, 2i7 (21st

“ March, A. D. 861). Dirham had governed three years, after having expelled

“ front that country, in the month of Zu ’ 1-Hijja, 237 (Jlay-June, A. D. 852) (12),

“ SAlih Ibn an-Nadr, an Arab of the tribe of Kinana. Yakub remained in Sijisldn,

*• where he continued to wage war against the Shurdl and the Turks, in the oslen-
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“ sible character of a volunteer in God's holy cause. lie set out for Herat in the

year 253 (A. D. 8G7i ami then procedeed to Bushanj . which place he besieged and

“ took by assault. This happened in the khalifate of al-Motazz. When al-Motazz

“ died, no change had taken place in Yakub’s conduct, and things continued so

“ till the reign of al-Motamid ala Allah. He then entered into Balkh, whence he

“ marched to Ramhormuz, making, all the time, an outward show of obedience to

*• the khalif al-Motamid. This was in the month of Muharram, 262 (Oct-Nov. A.

“ 1). 875). He then dispatched envoys to Baghdad, where they made their entry

* l on the 14th of the latter Jumada of the same year (I5lh March, A. D. 876). After

" that, he went to Wasil where he installed a lieutenant. On Saturday, the 8th of

“ Rajab(7lh April, A. I). 876), he proceeded to Dair al-Aakul and from that to

“ Istarband where he made a halt. Al-Motamid, being informed of what was going

“ on and learning that Yakub was directing his march towards Baghdad, assembled

“ troops from all quarters for the purpose of combating the invader, and, haying

“ left Sarra-man-raa, he entered Baghdad on Sunday, the 24lh of Zu ’1-Hijja, of

“ that year (I8lh September, A. 1). 876). Abb ’1-Faraj, who was secretary to the

“ kdifi A hu Omar, related as follows: When the khalif set out to attack as-SalTar, he

" continued, during his march, to dispatch letters by which that chief was ordered

“ to retire, warned of the danger to which his conduct exposed him and informed

“ that the Commander of the faithful was in march with troops, arms and ammu-
“ nition, for the purpose of encountering him. The answers returned by him

** were all of this cast :
1

I know that the Commander of the faithful has set out,

" ' hut it is with the intention of doing me honour and indicating the high esteem

“ ‘ in which he holds me.’ The khalif then drew up his troops in order of battle at

“ the village above-mentioned, and caused the road by which as-Sa(Tir has passed

to be laid under water. This was the main cause of his(<ij Saffdr's) defeat, for he

was not aware that his retreat had been cut off. The two armies then drew up

“ for action and attacked each other in repealed charges till (that of] as-SalTar was

“ put to flight. An immense quantity of baggage fell into the hands of the victors

“ who, thinking that it had been left there as a snare to entrap them, did not pur-

“ sue as-Saflar, ns they should have done. A person who had been present at this

“ battle informed me that the number of arrows shot off in it by the regiment of

“ Matolas amounted to twenty thousand. The khalif returned full of joy at the

" victory which God had granted him. Amongst the persons who, on that day.
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“ were delivered from the captivity in which as-Saffar held them was Abu Ab.l Allah

“ Muhammadlbn Tahir, the emir ofKhorasan. Thekhalif before whom he appeared

“ with his chains still on, caused them to Le struck off and clothed him in an im-

“ perial rohe. Al-Motamid related (hat, on the night before, he had a dream in

“ which he saw a man come and inscribe on his bosom these words [ofthe Korin )

:

We have granted to you a tignal victory. He related this to his intimates

aa and said : * I reckon with confidence on the aid of the Almighty. ' Previously to

“ the battle, letters were received from as-Saffar in which he gave the assurance of

“ his profound submission and declared that he was merely coming to offer his

“ humble respects to the Commander of the faithful, in whose presence he wished

“ to have the honour of appearing and whose aspect he longed to contemplate. To

“ this he added that he was ready to die at the side of the imperial stirrup. Al-

" Motamid said, on receiving this communication : • We are still in the midst

“ * of his stratagems; let him know that I have nothing for him but the sword.’

“ lie gave orders also that a letter should be sent to A bit Ahmad Obaid Allah, the

<a son of Abd Allah Ibn Tahir and the uncle of Muhammad Ibn Tahir Ibn Abd

“ Allah Ibn Tahir, informing him of the deliverance of his nephew. Abu Ahmad
•* was then holding the commandment of the sliurla of Baghdad in the capacity of

“ lieutenant for his nephew; the latter being not only governor of Rhorasan but

“ commander of the Baghdad thurta and thatofSarra-man-raa.” — As the para-

graphs of this letter arc very long, we shall give here a simple summary of its

contents : The writer enumerates the crimes of as-Saflar, the favours and marks of

kindness which he had received from the khalif, who had invested him with the

government of Rhorasan and the countries of which mention has been already

made, who had raised him to a lofty station, who had ordered that, in the dispatches

addressed to him, he should be designated by a title of honour, who had conceded

to him a number of fine landed estates and who had done every thing possible in

order to gain his good-will. This, however, only served to increase his perversity

and disobedience : when things were refused to him which he demanded, he

would march against the scat of the empire, for the purpose of exciting troubles

and domineering (ocer the government). The Commander of the faithful, not think-

ing proper to comply with his demands, sent him letter after letter, enjoining him

to retire into the magnificent provinces of which he had been appointed governor,

and advising him not to attempt acts which would bring loan end all the blessings
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conferred on him by almighty God. lie was informed that if he persisted in the

resolution of approaching the imperial residence, he would be guilty of an act of

disobedience, of rebellion and of revolt. Another time, the Commander of the

faithful sent a band of kddis, legists, and military chiefs to remonstrate with him

on the same subject, thinking that this deputation would induce him to return to

his duly. But he
(
as-Saffdr}

still persisted in following the same path, that of

iniquity, contumacy and disobedience ; he would not be turned from it by good

advice, but allowed himself to be circumvented by Satan, who was leading him

towards his ruin and making him swerve from the path of salvation towards the

precipice of perdition. When the Commander of the faithful perceived that such

was really the case, he thought fit to act towards him in the same
(
hostile

)
manner,

and marched against him, putting his trust in God and convinced that, with the

divine aid, he would turn from the execution of (pernicious
)
projects a reprobate

who was advancing, by forced marches, towards the battle-field wherein he was

destined to be vanquished. The rebel was already balf-way between Baghdad and

Wasit, bearing standards on some of which were crosses : he had called the poly-

theists to his assistance against the true believers, and openly displayed the secret

enmity which he bore in his heart towards God, so that the Lord might deliver him

over by the bridle (to the hands of perdition). He abandoned the laws of Islamisra

and its maxims, broke every covenant, violated every engagement and let all men

see that he was in open revolt. This obliged the Commander of the faithful to send

forth his brother Abh Ahmad al-Muwaflak Billah, the acknowledged successor to

the khalifate, and with him a body of those imperial Matclus whose fidelity God

had tested and whose views were fixed on the necessity of defending the empire.

He accompanied them with his best wishes, praying God to assist them and render

them victorious over the enemy. In all the times and all the conjunctures wherein

God knew the sincerity of his heart, he pronounced maledictions against the rebel

and abandoned him to the fatal consequences of his conduct. The Commander of

the faithful continued to superintend the proceedings of his brother, of his Mawlas

and of his partisans, and to send them reinforcements and supplies. Al-Muwaf*

fak Billah took his station in the center of the army, whilst the accursed, the

enemy of God, surrounded by those who partook his errors, had arrayed himself in

the vest of disobedience and the trousers of iniquity, confiding in the number of his

troops and the multitude of his followers. When the two armies were in presence,
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the enemy of the faith and his partisans brandished their arms and hastened to

attack the Mawlat and the supporters of the Commander of the faithful; but,

against that accursed and misguided man were directed the trenchant blades

of the good cause, its piercing lances and its penetrating arrows. The wretch was

covered with wounds, and his followers, seeing what had happened to him, hasten-

ed to cry out :
“ All is lostl ” (lit. woe and ruin I) The Commander of the faith-

ful's Mawlat and partisans followed in their pursuit, killing some and taking others

prisoners, and God hurried to the fire (of hell) an immense number of the rebels.

This continued till Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Tahir, the servant of the Com-

mander of the faithful, was delivered unharmed from the hands of the enemy, who

had been driven from all his positions. The survivors look to flight in great disor-

der, without once looking behind them. God allowed (hern and the accursed In

escape, but all their gains and plunder, gathered up in former days when God per-

mitted them to hold the regions of the earth (were taken from them); treasures,

goods, effects, camels, beasts of burden, mules and asses became the prey of the

Mawlat and the other partisansof the khalif. Those objects the (viclort) removed to the

place where they had deposited their baggage. — As this letter is very diffuse, we

have been obliged to abridge it. At the end of in were these words : “ Written by

“ Obaid Allah Ibn Yahya, on Wednesday, the 12lh of Rajab, 262 (11th April, A.

“ 0. 876).” The historian then adds :
“ As Saffar fled to Wasit, and his troops

“ pillaged all the villages on (he line of their retreat. The victorious army seized

“ on the arms and baggage of the vanquished, but the Mawlat did not con-

“ linue the pursuit, fearing that as-Saffdr might turn and altack them; they were,

“besides, too much occupied in collecting (he booty and the spoil. The khalif

" returned to his camp, and as-Saffar went back loas-Sus, where he levied contri-

“ butions. From that he proceeded to Tuslur, which place he besieged and took.

“ Having installed there one of his lieutenants, he assembled again a multitude of

“ troops and set out for Fars, in the month of Shauwdl (July). The khalif returned

“ to al-Maddin, where he slopped two days, and then departed for Baghdad, whence

*' he proceeded to Sarra-man-raa. He arrived there on Friday, the 13th of Shabdn

“ (12th May, 876).” The historian then mentions that, on Tuesday, the lAlh

" of Shauwal (lllh of July), the khalif received the news of Yakub Ibn al-Lailh’s

death. The quantity of money found in his treasuries amounted to four millions

of dinars (£.2,000,000), in gold pieces, and fifty millions of dirhems (£. i,250,000j
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in silver. On Thursday, the 22nd of Shauwal, Ahmad lbn al-Asbagh arrived

there. He had been sent by the klialif for the purpose of arranging mat-

ters with Yakub and was just reaching \Y4sit, on his return, when he learned the

news of that chief's death. Yakub had been acknowledged by (he khalif as gover-

nor of khorasan, Fars, Kcrmttn, Hai, Kumm and Ispahan ; he was commander

of the two thurlas, that of Baghdad and that of Sarra-man-rila, and was authorised

to place these troops under the orders of whom he pleased. In return, he enga-

ged to pay in two thirds of the taxes furnished by all the provinces which he go-

verned. His brother Amr lbn al-Laith succeeded to his authority by the unani-

mous consent of the army, and then wrote to the klialif' s brother, al Muwaffak, a

letter in which he declared himself the humble and obedient servant of the khali-

fate, provided that lie was confirmed in the possession of the offices held by his

brother. To this a favorable answer was returned and his nomination took place

in the month of Zu '1-Kaada of that year (July-August, A. 1). 876). To judge from

the context of this history, Yakub lbn al-Laith as-Saffar died in the latter part of

the year 262, for the author says, in relating the events of that year :
“ Shortly af-

“ ter Yakdb's defeat in the month of Shauwfil, news was received of his death.
”

This appears to denote that lie died in that year, but what I have learned from a

number of historical works does not agree with that indication : Abu'l-Uusain as-

Salami says, in his account of the governors of Khorasin, towards the beginning

of the chapter which he devoted to Amr lbn al-Laith : " The cause of Yoktlb lbn

“ al-Laith's death was this : he had an attack of colic and was advised to follow a

“treatment; hut he refused and preferred dying. His death took place at Jundi

•* Sapur, in Khuzistan, on Tuesday, the 14th of Shauwal, 265 (9th June, A. D.

“ 879). Abu '1-AYafa al-Farisi relates that he read on the flag of marble which

“ is placed over the tomb of Yakub lbn al-Laith ;

“ I ruled over Khurasan and the regions of Fan; neither did I dispair of ruling over Irak.

“ But now, farewell to the world and to the sweetness of its zephyrs! Yakub no longer sits

“ therein. ”
«

In some rough notes written by myself 1 found the following passage : " Yakub

“ lbn al-Laith as-SalT&r died in the year 265 (A. D. 878-9) at al-Ahwaz. His bier

“ was carried to Jundi Sapur and there he was interred. On bis tomb were in-

scribed these words :
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“ This is the ioiub of poor Yukub.

“ You confided in Fortune because she favoured yon, and you feared not the evils which

“ destiny might faring on. Fortune befriended you and yon were deceived by her; days of

•• prosperity arc followed by days of trouble.

"

I then found in another note written by myself that he died at Jundi Sapur and

was inlcrred in the hippodrome of that city. He was then on his way to Irak. The

dale of his death as before. " He died of a cholic; the doctor told him that there

11 was no remedy for, it but an injection; this he refused to take and preferred

“ dying. His malady, which was a cholic accompanied with hiccough, lasted six-

“ teen days. He reigned over Sijistan and the provinces in that quarter during

“ fourteen years and some months." Our shaikh Ibn al-Athir (vol. II. p. 288)

says, in his Annals, under the year 265 : “ Yak6b lbn al-Laith died on the 19lh

« of Shauwal of this year (14th June, A. D. 879).” He mentions also the cholic

and Yakub’s refusing to take an injection, and then adds that he died at Jundi Sft-

p&r, which is a district in the province of al-Ahw&z. 1 may observe that Jundi

Sapur is a district of Khuzislan, lying between Irik and the province of Fars. He

says also :
“ The klialif al-Motamid, being desirous of conciliating his good-will, sent

“ him an agent with a letter by which he nominated him governor of Fars. When

this envoy arrived, Yakflb, though unwell, held a sitting to receive him. At his

“ side he had a sword, a small loaf made of unbolted flour and some onions. The

“ ambassador being introduced, delivered his message and Yakub answered him in

al these terras : • Tell the klialif that I am sick and that, if I die, he and I will be

“ • delivered from the uneasiness which each ofusgives to the other; but, if I recover

" ‘my health, nothingshall settle matters between us except thissword. If he must try

“ • for vengeance, ifhesucceed in ruining my power and reducing me to poverty, I

“ * shall return, as before, to bread and onions such as these.’ The messenger depart-

11 ed and Yakub died shortly after."— Ibnliaukal (13) says, in his work entitled al-

Mastllik sca'l-ilamdlik (routes and realms ) : Jundi SSpfir is a fortified city abounding

“ in all the necessaries of life. Its date-tree plantations and tilled grounds are very

“ extensive. Yakub lbn al-Laith chose it for his residence on account of its ample

“ resources and the constant abundance of its supplies."— Yakub was so steadfast in

purpose that the Alide prince, al-Hasan IbnZaid, designated him by the nickname ol

as-Sinddn (the anvil], lie was seldom seen tosmile and was noted for intelligenceand

resolution. One ofhissayings was ; " If you keep company with a man during forty
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“ days without discovering his true character, you will not discover it in forty

“years.” — .4mr [Yakib's brother), having obtained the supreme authority, go-

verned his subjects with such ability that people said :
“ Since a very long time,

“ no person attained to the height reached by Amr Ibn al-Lailh in the art of admi-

“ nistratingan army and practising the rules by which an empire should be go-

“ verned.” As-Salami, in his ilistory of Khoriban, speaks very often of his great

abilities and his skill in applying the maxims of good government, but 1 omit these

observations lest 1 should be led too for. lie payed his troops every three months

and then never omitted to be present. When he passed them in review, he look

his seat and had the money placed before him in the presence of all the army. A

crier then called out the name of Amr Ibn al-Laith, who immediately sent forward

his horse fully equipped, and presented him for inspection. The agent examined

the animal and ordered the owner a donative of three hundred dirhems (£. 7,10 s.},

measured by weight. Ibis sum was carried to him in purse which he took and

kissed, saying : “ Praise be to God who hath held me in obedience lolheCoramander

“ of the faithful so that I deserved this gratification !
” lie then placed it in one of

his bools and left it to the servant who pulled them off. All those who received a

filed pay were then called forward, according to their rank, and they appeared be-

fore the inspector fully equipped and having with them their vigorous steeds. They

were then examined in order to obtain the certitude of (heir having about them every

object, large or small, which is requisite for a horseman or a foot-soldier ; and, if

even one of those things was missing, the delinquent was deprived of his pay. One

day, at a review, Amr saw a horseman pass before him with a very lean steed, and

said to him : “ Fellow I how dare you take our money and spend it all upon your

“ wife? You fatten her up and allow the horse to grow lean on which you go to

“ war and which gains for you your pay? Go off! 1 have nothing for you.” The

trooper replied : “My life for yours ! were you to pass my wife in review, you would

“ find that my horse is fatter than she is.” Amr laughed at this, and told the

man to lake his pay and get another horse. — The kddi Kamil ad-I)in, better

known by the surname of Ibn al-Adlm of Aleppo (14), relates, in his history of that

city, an anecdote which deserves to be inserted here on account of its similarity

to the preceding : Kisra Anushrcwan, the son of Kobad (and kiny ofPersia

)

confided

the administration of the army to an eminent kalib {or civil officer), highly distin-

guished for intelligence and talent, and whose name was Babek Ibn NahrawAn.
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This officer then said to Kisra : “ 0 king! you have charged me with a duly which,

“ to be well executed, requires that you support patiently such severity as I may use

“ towards you. I have to pass your men in review every four months; I must see

“ that those of each class be provided with the arms required by their rank, and exa-

" mine the conduct of the instructors who leach the soldiers horsemanship and ar*

“ chery, so that i may retribute them well if they do their duty and punish them if

they neglect it. By that means, my administration will hold the course which it

“ ought to follow." Kisra replied : “ He whose request is now granted cannot he

“ more happy than the granter; they both partake of the advantages
(
procured by

*• that arrangement
) ; the granter will still continue to enjoy repose, and therefore

*• gives his assent to what you ask.” A platform wbs then built by his order at the

place where the reviews were to lake place, and over it were spread magnificent

carpets. The inspector took his seat upon it and a cryer summoned all the soldiers

to present themselves. When they were assembled, the inspector dismissed them

because he did not see Kisra among them. The next day, he acted in the same

manner, on account of Kisra's absence and, on the third day, he had a proclamation

made to this effect : “ Let not a single soldier remain absent from the review, even

“ were he one of those who are honoured with the diadem and the throne. It is a

** review in which no indulgence or respect of persons will be shown.” Kisra,

being informed of this, put on his armour, got on horseback and passed before

B&bek. Every horseman was obliged to exhibit a tijfif (horse-armour), a coat of

mail, a breastplate, a helmet with its neck-piece in chain mail, two armlets, two

cuishes, a spear, a buckler, a mace stuck in the belt, a tabarztn (battle-axe), a

mace, a case containing two bows with their strings, thirty arrows, and two bow-

strings rolled up and suspended behind the helmet. Kisra appeared completely

armed before the inspector who, missing the bow-strings which ought to have been

behind the helmet, did not inscribe his approval after the sovereign’s name. Kisra

then recollected the bow-strings, attached them to his helmet and passed again be-

fore B&bek, who then gave his approval and said ; “ For the chief of the men in

“ armour, four thousand dirhems (£* 100) and one dirhem.” The highest pay

was four thousand, but he gratified Kisra with one dirhem more. On rising from

his seat, he went in to the sovereign and said : " 0 king I blame me not for my se-

** verity ; 1 only wished to introduce thecustom of proceeding with justice and equity,

" and to eradicate the habit of showing respect to certain persons." Kisra replied:
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“ The man is not severe for us who acts with the intention of correcting our faults

“ or of rendering a service to the government. Why should we not submit to

“ his rigour as the sick man submits to take a nauseous medicine in the hope of its

“ doing him good.” — Let us resume our account of Amr Ibn al-Lailh. As-Sa-

lami says : “ Ilafi Ibn Hartbama was a follower of Abu Tbaur, who was one of Mu-

“ bammad Ibn Tahir's generals. When Yakub as-Saff&r arrived at Naisapur, Abu

*• Thaur was one of those chiefs who sided with him against Muhammad Ibn Tahir.

“ Yakub then returned to Sijistan, and Abft Thaur went with him, accompanied by

'* Raft ibn Ilarthama. The latter was an ugly man with a long beard and a stern,

** gloomy aspect. He went, one day, to see Yakub who, when he had retired, said

:

“ ‘ I feel no inclination for that man ; let him leave us and go where he will I ' Rift

11 then sold all his effects and returned to his residence at Bimin, which is a village

“ in the district of Kanj-RuslAk. There he remained till Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah al-

“ Khojistani sent for him." — Khojist&n is a village in the mountains of Herat and

situated in the district of Ridghis. — “ Al-Khojistani was one of Yakub's followers,

“ but, having repudiated his authority, he effected the conquest of Naisapur and

" Bislam in the year 261 (A. D. 874-5). He affected to be inclined towards the

** Tahirite party, in order to gain the good-will of the inhabitants of Naisapur, and

went so for as to sign his letters'with the words : Ahmad Ibn Abd Allah the Tihi-

“ rite. He then wrote to Raff Ibn Uarlhama, who was still in his nalivo place, in-

“ viting him to come and join him. Rafi complied and received from him the

“ command of the troops.” — The wars and battles in which al-Khojistani was en-

gaged are very famous, but it does not suit our purpose to speak of them here. —
'• Some time after, two his (al-A'hojisIdni’t

)
pages conspired against his life and

“ murdered him whilst he was asleep and drank. This happened on the eve of

“ Wednesday, the 23rd of Shauwil, 268 (16th May, A. D. 882). Rafi, who was

" then absent. Went to join al-KhojistAni’s troops and was acknowledged by them

“ as their chief. They took the oath of allegiance to him in the city of Herat, or

“ of Naisapur, by another account. In the year 271 (A. 0. 884-5), al-Muwaffak

“ Billah deprived Amr Ibn al-Lailh as-Saffdr of the government of Rhorasan and

“ gave it to Abu Abd Allah Mohammed IbnTiliir. The latter, who was then residing

“ in Baghdsd, appointed It&fi Ibn Hartbama to act as bis lieutenant in that country,

** and Nasr Ibn Ahmad Ibn Asad as-Sam&ni was established by al-Muwaffak as Mu-

“ bammed Ibn T&hir's lieutenant in the provinces of Transoiiana. Some time af-
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“ ter, Rail received dispatches from al-Muwaffak by •which he was ordered to make

“ an expedition against Jurjan and Tabaristan, both of which had belonged to al-

“ Ilasan Ibn Zaid, the Alide, and had fallen, on the death of that prince, A. H. 270

“ (A. D. 883-4), into the hands of his brother, Muhammad Ibn Zaid. In the

“ year 274, R&ft marched against the latter and, finding that he had abandoned

“ these places and taken refuge in Astaribad, he blockaded him in that city during

“ two years, Muhammad then left it by night with a few partisans and fled to Dai-

“ lem. In the year 277 (A. D. 890-1), Rail was master of TabaristAn. In the

“ month of Rajah, 279 (Sept. —• Oct. A. D. 892), the khalif al-Motamid ala Allah

“ died and the supreme authority passed into the hands of Abik 'l-Abb&s al-Moladid

“ ala Allah, the son of al-MuwafTak (cho had died tm yean before). On the death

“ of Nasr Ibn Ahmad the Samanide, bis brother, Abu Ibrahim Ismail was appoint-

“ ed governor of Transoxiana by al-Motamid." — 1 may here observe that Nasr

died at Samarkand on the 23rd of the latter Jumdda, 279 (20th Sept. A. D.

892). — The historian continues : “He [al-Moladid] took from the above-men-

“ tioned Nasr Ibn Ahmad the government of Khorisan and gave it to Amr Ibn al-

“ Laith. R&fi continued to reside at Rai and, having entered into friendly relations

“ with the princes of the neighbouring countries, he gained their assistance

“ against Amr Ibn al-Laith. He then marched towards Naisapur and, in the

“ month of the latter R4bi, A. H. 283, (May-June, A. D. 896), he had anengage-

“ men l with Amr and was defeated. Being closely pursued by the victor, who fol-

“ lowed him to Abiward, he left that city with the intention of going either to Ilerit

“ or to Marw. Amr having then learned that he was setting out for Sarakhs, resol-

" ved on taking the same direction and cutting off his adversary’s retreat. Rafi,

“ being informed of his design, departed from Abiward with a guide who led him

“ across the mountains of Tus and brought him to the gates of Naisapur. He entered

“ into that city and Amr came back to besiege him. [A combat ensued inwhith) the

“ partisans of Rafi were defeated, and that chief, accompanied by a small troop of

“ adherents, all mounted on dromedaries, succeeded in reaching the province of Kho-

" warexm with his baggage and his treasures. This took place on Saturday, the

“ 23th of Ramad&n, 283 (3th Nov. A. D. 896). The emir of Khowirerm dispatched

“ an officer to render him every service and provide him with whatever he required

'* till he reached {the capital of) the province; but that agent, finding Rifi accom-

“ panied with a very feeble escort, took the opportunity and killed him. This oe-
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“ curred on Friday, the 7 ih of Shauwal, 283 (17th Nov. A. D. 896). He then cul

•• ofT his head and sent it to Amr Ibn al-Laith, at Naisdpftr, by whom itwas dispatch*

“ ed to al-Motadid llillah. Rafi was not the son of llarthama (at his surname

“ teems to imply)

;

llarthama was his stepfather and, as his name was a usual one,

“ Rafi adopted it as a surname. His real father bore the name of Ttimard."— Ibn

Jarir ai-Tabari says, in his Annals, under the year 283 : " On Friday, the 22nd of

“ Zb 'I-Kaada (31 si December, A. D. 896), letters were read from all the pulpits,

“ announcing the death of R&fi Ibn Harthama, and, on Thursday, the 4th of Mu*

“ harram,284 (lllh Feb. A. D. 897), a courier sent by Amr Ibn al-Laith as-SalTflr

" arrived at Baghdad with R&fi's head. Al-Motadid caused it to be set up in the

“ eastern quarter of the city and, in the afternoon, it was removed to the western

•* quarter, where it remained exposed till nightfall. It was then carried back by his

'* order to the palace of the khalifs
(
ddr a»-nrifdn).”— As-Saldnii says : “ All Kho-

“ rasan, up to the border of the Jaihun, fell thus into the power of Amr Ibn al-

" Laith.” — Al-Bohtori (rof. III. p. 657), the celebrated poet, composed an eulo*

gium on Rafi Ibn Harthama, to whom he gives the surname of Abb Yusuf. He sent

this poem to him from Irak and received, in return, a gift of twenty thousand dir-

hems (£. 500). — As-Salami says :
“ When Amr Ibn al-Laith sent Rad's head to

“ al-Motadid, he demanded that the province of Transoxiana should be conceded to

“ him on the same conditions by which Abd Allah Ibn Tahir held his command-

“ ments, and he received a promise to that effect. Some time after, whilst he was

" in Naisapikr, a magnificent present was sent to him by al-Hotpdid, but this he re-

“ fused to accept unless the promise already made was executed. The messenger

“ who brought those gifts wrote back to al-MuklaG Billah, the son of al-Motadid,

“ informing him of Amr’s declaration. That prince was then at Rai with a nun-

“ her of his father's officers, and it was decided by them that the diploma of Amr’s

“ nomination should be made out. This document was brought to him with the

" presents which he had refused to accept and among which were seven robes of

" honour. When all was placed before him, the envoy clothed him in the seven

“ robes, one after the oilier, and, as each was put on, (Amr) prostrated himself and

“ made a prayer of two rakat. The diploma being then presented to him, he asked

“ what it meant, and the envoy informed him that it was the thing he asked for.

" To this Amr replied : ‘Of what use will it be to me? Ismail Ibn Ahmad will not

“ * deliver up that province unless (/ enforce my demand
)
by one hundred thousand
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•' • iwords. ’ To Ihis the envoy answered :
• It was yourself who asked for it ; so,

“
‘ get ready to lake possession of Ihe province and govern in his place.' Amr

“ then received the diploma, kissed it and laid it down before him
;
after which,

“ he sent to the envoy and his suite a gift of seven hundred thousand dirhems

“ {£. 17,500) and dismissed them. lie then equipped an army for the purpose of

“ attacking Ismail IbnAhmad; who, on learning this, crossed the Jaihun, to meet

“ them, cut lo pieces a part of them and put the rest lo flight. Amrlbn al-Laith was

“ then in Nais&pflr. This engagement took place on Monday, the 17th of Shauwal,

“ 286 (2Gih Oct. A. D. 899). Ismail returned to Bokhara, a city forming one of

11 the districts of Transoxiana." — “ Amr Ibn al-Laith," says as-Sal4mi, “ had

“ charged Muhammed Ibn Bishr (15) to lead this army against Ismail. When the

“ latter crossed Ihe Jaihun, Musa as-Sijazi (16) went into the place where Ibn Bishr

“ was and, finding that he was getting his head shaved, he said to him : * Did you

“ • obtain leave front Ismail to have your head shaved?' giving him thus to un-

dcrsland that by attempting to contend with Ismail, he had already rendered that

“ chief the master of his head. To Ihis Mohammed Ibn Bishr replied : * Begone

* out of my sight, and may the curse of God light upon you t’ The neit morning,

“ Mohammad's troops were put to rout and he himself was taken prisoner and had

“ his head cut off. Ismail, to whom this and the other heads were brought, char-

“ ged some of Muhammad's partisans to examine them and point out the head of

“ their chief. One of these persons then related to Ismail what Musa as-Sijazi had

•* said, and this ill-omened prognostic caused him great surprise." — In at-Taba-

“ ri's Annals, under the year 287, is a passage to this effect :
“ On Wednesday,

'* the 25lh of the first Jum&da (28lh May, A. D. 900), the sultan (17) received, it is

" said, a letter announcing that a battle had taken place between Ismail Ibn Ahmad

“ and Amr lhn al-Laith, that the army of the latter had been completely routed and

“ that he himself had been taken prisoner. Here is an account of what passed be-

“ tween them: The sultan, being asked by Amr for the governmentjofTransoxiana,

“ granted his request and sent to Naisapur, where he (dmr) was residing, the robe

of investiture and Ihe standard under which he was to hold that province and

“ carry on the war against Ismail Ibn Ahmad. On this, Ismail wrote lo him (,-fmr)

" in these terms :
1 You have obtained^the government of a vast country and I pos-

“ * sess Transoxiana; he satisfied with what you have and let me remain in Ihis

“
'. frontier province.' Amr refused to accept his proposal and, beingspoken to, res-
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“ peeling the river of Balkh (lAo Oxut) and the difficulty of crossing it, he answer-

•• * ed : * Were I inclined to make a dike across it with hags of money and pass

“ ' over on that, I could do so.' Ismail, having given up the hope of turning Amr

•• from his project, assembled all the dihkdtu
j
landed propnetort

j
who were under

his authority and crossed over to the western side of the river, whilst Amr lbn ai-

“ Lailli posted himself in Balkh. He then occupied the neighbouring country, and

“ Amr, perceiving that he was in some measure blockaded, regretted what he had

“ done and, it is said, requested a suspension of arms. This, Ismail refused to

“ grant, and, although no considerable combat took place between them, Amr

found himself obliged to make a hasty retreat. On his way, he came up to a

“ jungle and, being informed that a shorter road passed through it, he told the

» main body of his troops to follow the highway, and then engaged in the wood

" with a small escort. The animal which he rode got into some marshy ground and

“ fell, leaving him without the means of escape, whilst his companions pushed for-

11 ward without minding him. Some of Ismail's troops then came up and took him

“ prisoner. AYhen al-Motadid was informed of what had passed, he praised Ismail's

*' conduct, blamed that ofAmr and said : * Let AbCt Ibrahim Ismail be invested by

* patent with all the authority which appertained to Amr I
’ The robes ofinvesti-

“ lure were then sent off to him.” — At-Tabari says, under the year 288 :
** On

“ Thursday, the 1st of the first Jumada (23rd April, A. D. 901), Amr lbn al-Laith

“ arrived in Baghdad. I have been told that Ismail lbn Ahmad gave him the

“ choice of remaining with him as a prisoner or of being sent to the Commander

“ of the faithful, and that he was taken to the Commander of the faithful because he

" preferred it.” — As-SalAmi says, in his History of Khorasan : “ Amr, havingpro-

“ ceeded to Balkh, had there an encounter with Ismail and was taken prisoner. This

" happened on Tuesday, the 15th of the first Raid 287 (20th March, A. D. 900).

“ Ismail had him put into irons and taken to Samarkand."— This city lies (in

“ Tramoxiana), on the other side of the river which is called the Jailiun. —
** His ihmail't {brother, Abu Yusuf, being placed by him at the service of the priso-

*' ner, remained with him till Abd Allah lbn al-Fath arrived with Ismail's norai-

4 * nation to the government of Khorasan, bringing with him the diploma, the stan-

“ dard, the diadem and the robe of investiture. This was in the year 288 . He

“ was accompanied by Ashnis (18) who was charged to transport Amr lbn al-Laith

“ to Baghdad. The prisoner was given to him by Ismail and taken to that city.”
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— Ibn Abi Tahir (col. /. p. 291), Ihe historian already cited, says : “ Amr Ibn

“ al-Luith as-Saffar was defeated and a great number of his partisans were slain.

“ The battle was fought at the gates of Balkh, on Wednesday, the 17lh of the latter

“ Rabi, 287 (21st April, A. D. 900). Previously to Ihe encounter, his secretary,

“ Ibn Abi IVabia, passed over to Ismail, and was accompanied by one of the generals

“ with a large body of troops. On the morning of Ihe day on which the

“ battle look place, Amr was informed of this desertion and, linding that most of

“ his partisans had gone over to Ismail, he lost courage and took to flight. Ismail,

“ whose attention was engaged by the state of his army, sent a detachment after

" Amr. They found him on horseback, bulat a full slop (19), and took him priso-

“ ner. Ismail, to whom they brought him, sent a dispatch to al-Moladid, inform-

“ ing him of what had occurred and slating that Amr should be sent to Samarkand

“ (anti be detained there) till the Commander of the faithful’s answer arrived. The

“ khahf was highly pleased at this news and granted to Ismail, in addition to the

“ government which he already held, all the provinces over which Amr had eitend-

" ed his authority. Abd Allah Ibn al-Fath then set out for the purpose of

** receiving the prisoner. When he arrived, Ismail had Amr brought in and

“ sent him off bound in chains. One of his soldiers was placed at the side of Amr,

“ with a drawn sword in his hand, and to Amr was said :
‘ If the people attempt to

“ deliver you, we shall throw to them your head.' Not a man stirred. They ar-

“ rived at NahrawAn on Tuesday, the 26lh of Ihe second Rabi, 288 (1 9th April, A.

“ D. 901) and there look off Amr's chains. On Thursday, Ihe 1st of the first Ju-

•• mada (23rd April), the troops [of the city) rode forth to meet him. He arrived

" in a palanquin the curtains of which were let down (so as to prevent him from

" being seen). On arriving at (the gate called) Bab as-Saldma, he was taken out of

‘ that conveyance, clothed in a brocade gown and placed, with the Icnnel of

“ displeasure (20) upon his head, on (he back of a camel with two humps (a drome-

“ dary), an animal which, when large and strong, is called a falij. This camel

11 was one of the presents which had been formerly sent Ly him to the khalif; it was

“ (then) covered with silk housings and adorned with tresses and harness, all

“ inlaid with silver. They led him through Baghdad, down the high street, till they

'• reached the Kasr al-Husna
(
the abode of bliss), which was then the khalif 's resi-

“ dence. During that lime, he held his hands up in prayer and uttered words of

“ resignation and humility ; but that was through craftiness, for the purpose of
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“ exciting commiseration. Effectively, the people abstained from reviling him.

41 lie was then taken before the khalif, who held a special silting for the purpose

“ of receiving him and had convoked to it a great number of persons. He stopped

" at the distance of about fifty cubits from the khalif, who merely said tohim : 'This

" is what you have been working for, 0 Amrl’ After that, he was led to a cell

“ which had been prepared for him.” — Yakub as-Saffar married an Arab woman

ofSijisldn who, after his death, became the wife of his brother Amr. She died with-

out children and had then in her possession one thousand seven hundred female

slaves. — A person of that time related as follows : " 1 was with the Traditional Abu

“ Ali al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Fahm (21), when a student in Traditions came

“ in and said : Abu Alii I saw yesterday Amr as-Sa(TtLr mounted on one of the

“ dromedaries which he sent, three years ago, to the khalif as a present! On this,

" Abu Ali pronounced the following lines :

“ As a man of talent and of rank it is sufficient to indicate as SaiTir. Morning and evening

“ he marches at the head of an army. He gave camels as presents, hut knew not that be

“ should be mounted upon one and led as a prisoner.
”

Ali Ibn Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn Bassdm, a poet of whom we have already

spoken (ooi. 11. p. 301), composed the following lines on the same subject

:

O thou who art deluded by thy worldly prosperity I didst thou sec Amr? After possessing a

kingdom and great power, he was forced to ride on a dromedary and to wear the bonnet of

displeasure as a humiliation. With hands raised up, he prayed God aloud and in his heart,

begging to be saved from dealt) and allowed to work again in copper.

Al-Tabari says: 14 AI-Motadid Dillali died on the eve of Monday, the 21st of

“ the latter Rail, 289 (Alh April, A. D. 902). The khalifate devolved to his

“ son, al-Muktafl Billalt Abu Muhammad Ali, who was then absent, at ar-Rakka.

“ After his return to Baghdad, he gave orders, on Tuesday, the 8lh of the latter

“ Jumada [20lh May), that the subterraneous cells which his father had caused to be

14 made for the reception of criminals should be tilled up. The next morning, Amr
“ Ibn al-Laith as-Saffjr died and was buried in the neighbourhood of the Kasr al-

41 Uusna. When Motadid was lying speechless on his death-bed, he ordered by signs

“ and indications that Amr should be executed. Those signs he madeby placinghis

44 hand on his neck and then on his eye; they meant : ‘Kill the one-cved man I 'Amr
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44 had lost an eye. Safi al-Harami to whom this order was given, did not fulfil it,

" being unwilling to take Amr's life because he knew that the khalif would soon

44 breathe his last. It is related that al-Muktafi had no sooner arrived in Baghdad
44 than he asked of (the oisir) al-Kasim Ibn Obaid Allah [col. II. p. 300) if Arar was

“ still alive, and was highly pleased to learn that he was. ' I wish,' said he,

'to do him good.’ During his residence at Rai, in the life-time of his father,

" he had received from Amr a great quantity of presents and numerous marks

“ of good-will. It is said that al-Kasim, disliking to be questioned about the

44 prisoner, caused him to be murdered. Amr governed nearly twenty-two

" years." — Yakub was called as-SalTar because he had been a worker in sufr

(eopper), that is to say, in nahd
t

(brass). At that time, his brother Amr kept

asses for hire. The syndic of the copper-smiths related as follows : “ When
“ Yakub was a boy, in the shop, learning to work in copper, I often perceived

44 between his eyes the sign of his future greatness." Being asked what he bad

remarked, he said : “I used to look at him from a place in which he could

44 not perceive me, and l always saw him with his eyes cast down, like a person full

" of thought and absorbed in his reflexions. After that, he became what we have

“seen.” The Mtib AH lbn al-Marzub&n al-IspahAni made the following rela-

tion : “ I once asked a partisan of the Saflaride family what had been the trade

•' of Amr Ibn al-Laith, the brother of Yakub. Amr was then imprisoned in

“ Madina las-Salum (Baghdad). The man returned me no answer, but, on the

“ death of Amr, he said to me : “ It would not have been prudent in me, had I

“ 1 given you any information on that subject whilst Amr was still to be feared or

“ * to be hoped in. But now, I may tell you that he continued to hire out asses till

“ 4 his brother rose to power and got possession of Khorasan. He then went to

“
* join him and gave up that trade 1

” — A number of historians relate, in their

works, that Abit Ahmad Obaid Allah lbn Tahir Ibn al-Husain al Kliuzai, the same

person of whom we have spoken (vol. II. p. 79), would sometimes say :
44 Three are

14 the wonders of the world; first, that which happened to al-Abbas lbn Amr al-

“ Ghanawi (oof. III. p. A17) and his army often thousand men : they were all pul

" to death and he alone had his life spared; secondly, Amrlbnal-Lailh's army of fifty

44 thousand men ; all of them escaped and he alone was taken prisoner ; thirdly, my
44 being out of office and my son Abu ’1-Abbis being employed to administer (the

“ tolls received al) the two bridges of boats which are at Baghdad.” The history of
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al-Abbas Ibn Amr al-Ghanawi was this : AMien the Karmals became powerful, they

invaded the neighbouring countries and indulged to the utmost in the shedding of

blood. In the year 287 (A. D. 900), al-Moladid Billalt sent against them an army

under the orders of al-Abbas al-Ghanawi. A battle ensued in which Abu Said al-

Kirmiti (vol. /. p. 427), the chief of the Karmals, took al-AbbAs and all his army

prisoners. The next day, he had them all brought before him, put them to death

and had their bodies burned. Al-Abbas, whom he set at liberty, was the only one

of the army who returned to al-Motadid. This was towards the end of Shaah&n

lend of August)
in that year. The encounter took place between Basra and al-Bah-

rain, and furnished matter to a long and well-known relation. We present here

a mere summary of it, because this is not a fit place for entering into particulars.

If it please God, we shall give a full relation of it in our great historical work (22).

— The first of the two verses which were said to have been inscribed on Yakub's

tomb and which we have already given, terminates with a hemistich borrowed

from the piece of verse which was sung by Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan the Omaiyide,

when he had established bis domination in Syria and received the visit of Jarir

Ibn Abd Allah al-Bajali, who had been sent to him from Kufa by Ali Ibn Abi Talib.

Moawia heard the message from Jarir and, when the sitting was over, had him

lodged in a chamber near his own. That night, he sung the following verses, so

that Jarir might hear them and repeal them to Ali :

Long and uneasy is my nigtil, vague the suppositions which assail me, since the arrival of a

visitor who came to me with vain and futile talk (lurrahat basttbis). Jarir lias come, though

events are crowding on, with proposals equivalent to the amputating of our noses. I bear with

him, but the sword is still between me and him; for I am not a man to put on the raiment of

ignominy. Syria hasoflered me the same obedience which I already received tram Yemen, and

the chiefs of that country declare it loudly in their assemblies. If they act (as (hey promise),

I shall attack Ali with a band (jablia) which shall break down, to his harm, all the branches,

green or withered (which afford him shelter). I hope for the greatest advantage which any man

ever obtained, neither do I dispair of ruling over Irik.

— The word turraWt signifies futilities; inils primitive acceptation, it designates

the paths which branch off a highway. Turraha, its singular form, is a Persian

word arabicized (turrehd). Being subsequently employed to signify futilities, itgave

rise to the expression turrahdl basdbis. — The word jabha means a troop of men.

The poet, in using it, gave to understand that he would attack Ali with a body
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of horse and fool. The other words of the poem are so well known (hat they do not

require explanation. — 1 found the following indications in the handwriting of a

person who cultivated this branch of science
(
history)

:

When Amr lbn al-Lailh

was taken prisoner, his grandson, T&hir lbn Muhammad lbn Ainr obtained the

government of Pars. This took place on the 17th of Safar, 288 (10th February,

A. D. 901). In the year 290 (A. D. 908-9), he and his brother Yakub lbn Muham-

mad were arrested by Sebuk as-Sebukri, a chief who bad keen one of their grand-

father's pages, and were sent by him to Madina tas-Salam [Baghdad). The au-

thority then passed to al-Lailh lbn Ali lbn al-Laith, a nephew of Yakub and

Amr, who made the conquest of Sijisl&n, A, FI. 296. A number of conflicts had

passed between Tahir and Sebuk as-Sebukri, who finally obtained possession of

the country. Al-Muaddel (lbn Ali) lbn al-Laith, who governed Sijistan in the name

of his brother al-Laith (lbn-Ali), then invaded Pars, and Sebuk fled to the khnlif for

assistance. In the month of KamadAn, 296(May-June, A. D. 909), al-Muktadir Bil-

lah sent off troops, under the orders of Munis at-Muzaffar, Ltadr al Kabir and al-

llusain Ibnllamdan. These generals encountered al-Laith lbn Ali, routed his army

and look him prisoner with his brother Muhammad and his son Ismail. Minis re-

turned to Baghdad with the prisoners and arrived there in the month of Muharram,

297 (Sept.-Oct. A. 1). 909). Al-Laith lbn Ali was paraded through the city on an ele-

phant, and al-Muaddcl lbn Ali obtained the government of Sijistan. Ahmad lbn

Ismail the Samanide then marched against him with a numerous army of horse and

foot, and deprived him of that province. After that, Sebuk as-Sebukri possessed it

for some lime and was subsequently carried prisoner to Baghdad with Muhammad

lbn Ali lbn al-Laith. Thus ended the power of lire SalTarides.

(I) I am inclined to believe that the historian whose names are here given b; our author is Ibe same who

is designated in the Paris manuscript of the Fibres!
,
aoc. Ms, n° 87 4, (ol. 100 v, by the surname of lbn

Abi'l-Azhar and by the names of Abft Bakr Muhammad lbn Ahmad IbuMazyad an-Nahwl [the grammarian),

al-Akhbiri {(he Hitlerian), al-Bdshanji (native of Bush anj, a village at about thirty miles from HerAt). In

A. U. 3 IS (A. D. 915-6), he was thirty years of age and lived, probably, much longer. He left a collection of

anecdotes concerning the khalif al-Mustain and his successor al-Mulais, an account of those among the

ancients who spoke their language with elegance and a history of such men as were distinguished for their

talents and the immorality of their fives. According to the author whose authority is followed by professor

Fluegel, in his Gramntaiische Schultn dtr Araber, p. 97, he died A. H. 815 (A. D. 936-7), aged upwards ol

ninety yean (7), and had been one of al-Mubarrad's favorite disciples.
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(?) Nearly all the provinces of the Moslim empire were, at that time, in the power of chiefs who, though

acknowledging the supremacy of the khalifs, were, in fact, independanl sovereigns. Such were the Taherides

in KhorisAn and the Tillftnides in Egypt, whilst the Alidet of TaberisiAn, tbo Kharijites of Mosul and ol the

countries to the north of Persia rejected completely the authority of the khalifs. The south of Irik was

ravaged by the Zenj.

(5) This singular proceeding was perhaps conformable to the eilquette observed by all the khalifs ambas-

sadors.

(4) Ali Ibn al-Husain Ibn Knraish had been appointed governor ol Ears by the khalif, bnt, though he

acknowledged the authority of the court of Baghdad, he acted as an independant prince.

(5) The editions and the manuscripts read Aigds ^Iji instead of 0»dt but the orthography given

by the geographical dictionary entitled the Mardsid, seems preferable.

{«) The word abnd signifies ton*. It was generally employed to designate persons one of whose parents

was an Arab and the other of a foreign race. At the time of Muhammad and afterwards, there was in

Yemen a great number of abnd whose progenitors were Persians and whose mothers were Arabs.

(7) It is remarkable that in this ancient relation and in the account given by the historian abTabarl, the

khalif is designated, not by the title of imdm,but by that of sultan. This latter terra generally serves to indicate

sovereigns who possess, not the spiritual, but the civil authority.

(8) YakAt wished to propitiate the khalif by refusing to take the title of emir, till authorized to do so by

ibe court of Baghdad.

(0) The badra or purse contained one thousand dirhems (L. 15), according to some, ten thousand, accord-

ing toothers.

(9 Am, p. 511) The word ghilmdn, here rendorod by dependants, means boys, rtrwrn/#, poors. Those

whom Yak&b had in Baghdad were perhaps slaves or mawlas who traded there on his account.

(10) These maw/at were the Turkish slaves or mamldks who formed the khalifs gutrd.

(11) The editions and manuscripts read AbJ 's-SAj Ddwdd, but it is well ascertained that the name of this

chief was Divddd
(
God's gift). We have spoken of him in the first volume, p. 500. A history of the SAjilee

has been published by Mr Defrimery in the Journal asiatique (or 1847. The SAjile jutuft were probably

regiments of cavalry which Abd 's-SAj had formed and kept up at his own expense* Kamil ad -Din Ibn al-

Adlrn takes notice occasionally of this chief in bis history of Aleppo. See Freytag's Selecta ex historic

IJalebi.

(19) There is here some error in the dates.

(II) Abd ’l-KAsira Muhammad Ibn Haukal, a native of Baghdad and the anthor of a very remarkable goo-

graphical work, entitled al-Masdlik ten 'l-Mamdlik, put his last corrections to that treatise in the year 966,

A. D. 976-7). He travelled over many countries and appears to have been a secret agent of the Fatimides.

Tbo date of his dealb is not known.

(1 4) Kamil ad-Dln Omar Ibn Ahmad, surnamed Ibn al-Adtm and chief kddi of Aleppo, wrote a biographical

dictionary in which he noticed all the remarkable men who had been in that city. Another good work of

his, the History of Aleppo, has been analyzed by professor Freytag in the Selecta ex hisioria Halebi, which

contains also a long extract from KamAI ad-Dtn's treatise, with instructive notes. KatnAl ad-Dln was born

A. H. 558 (A. D. 1191), and died at Cairo, A. II. 660 (a. D. 1961-9). Ho had been driven from Aleppo

by the invasion of the Tartar*. For a full account of his life, see p. xxxvi of the introduction to Freytag's

work. — The anecdote related by Ibn KhallikAn is borrowed fr- in Tabari.
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(15) In the editions and the manuscripts this name is preceded by the word which must be suppressed.

(16) The diacritical points ol the word which 1 read Sijazi (nuftue of Stjittdn) vary, greatly in the manu-

scripts.

(17) Here the word tultan is employed by Tabari to designate the khalif. See shore, note (7).

(16) The orthography of this proper name is uncertain.

(19) The arabic words may also signify : they found him standing upon a horse. If this be the true

meaning, the horse was hts own, which had sunk into the mud.

(90) This was a sort of fool's cap which criminals were obliged to wear when eiposed to public view.

(it) AbA Alt al-Husain Ibn Muhammad Ibn Fab pi, a learned Tradilionist and a native ot Baghdad, died

A. H. 989 (A. D. 901), aged seventy-eight years. — (Huffdi.)

(ti) This work was probably never published.

YAKUB IBN YUSUF IBN ABD AL-MUMIN.

Abu Ydsuf Yakub, the son of Abd Yakub Yusuf and the grandson of Abu Muham-

mad Abd al-Mumin al-Kaisi al-Kumi (i). was sovereign of Maghrib (2). We have

spoken of his grandfather Abd-al-Mitmin [vol. II. pay. 182), and shall give an

article on his father Yusuf. [He was of a very light tawny complexion (3), rather

tall (4) and well-looking; his mouth wide, his eyes large and very dark, his limbs

bulky, his voice loud and his discourse fluent. lie was the most veracious of men,

the most elegant in language and the most fortunate in his suppositions. He
managed affairs with skill whilst acting as vizir to his father and watched over

his provincial governors and other public officers so attentively that he acquired

a perfect acquaintance wilh all the details of the administration.] On the death of

his father, the shaikhs (or chiefs) of the Almohades and of the descendants of Abd

al-Mumin agreed on placing him at the head of affairs and, having tendered to him

the oath of allegiance, they instituted him chief of the empire and saluted him by

the appellation of Emir al-ildminin ( Commander of the faithful

)

(5), the same

which was borne by his father and his grandfather. They gave him also the

surname of al-Mans&r (the ricfonoui). He governed with great ability, displayed
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(/o the world] the glory of the (Almohade) empire, set up the standard of the holy-

war
(
against the Christians), settled the balance of justice on a firm basis and esta-

blished throughout the land the application of the prescriptions enounced in the

divine law. He watched over the interests of religion and of piety, corrected pu-

blic morals by ordering (he people to do what was commendable and avoid

what was reprehensible; the penalties fixed by law were applied by him not only to

his subjects in general but even to the members of his own family and to his nearest

relations, llis reign was therefore prosperous and his conquests extensive. When •

his father died (d. 11. 580— A. D. 1184, at the siege of Sanlarem ), he was with

him, and, from that moment, he took into his own hands the administration of

the empire. In the space of two months, he re-established order in (Jloslim)

Spain, ameliorated greatly the stale of that country, placed garrisons in the centers

of administration and did all that might promote the welfare of the people.

He gave directions that the Fdtiha, when recited in the public prayer, should he

preceded by the Bismtlla (6), and orders to that effect were sent by him to all the

Muslim countries under his rule. These orders some complied with, but others

disobeyed. He then returned to Morocco, which city was the capital of the (d/-

mohade
)
empire. After that, in the month of ShabAn, 580 (Nov.-Dec. A. 1). 1184),

the Almoravide prince Ali Ibn Iskaklbn Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn Ghania (7) depart-

ed from the island of Majorca and look possession of Bugia and the neighbouring

country. The emir (8) Yakub (he who is the subject of this article) sent against him

a fleet and an army of twenty thousand horse; then, in the beginning of the

year 583 (March, A. D. 1187), he set out himself and recovered the countries

which had been taken from him. He then returned to
(
the city of) Morocco and,

in the year 586, he learned that the Franks (the Spanish Christians) had obtained

possession of Silves, a city in the west of Spain. He, in consequence, set out

thither in person and, having retaken it, he immediately dispatched on an exped i-

lion a body of Almoliade (Berber) troops and of Arabs, This army entered into the

country of the Franks and took from them four cities of which they had effected

the conquest forty years before. The sovereign of Toledo
(
Alphonso IX, king

of Castile
)

then conceived such fear of Yakub that he asked for peace and

obtained a truce of five years. Yakub then returned to ( the city of )
Mo-

rocco. The truce had nearly expired when some Franks, at the bead of a

numerous army, invaded the Moslim territory, plundering and slaying all before
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them and committing horrible depredations. When this news reached iheemirYakiih,

who was then in Morocco, he levied a numerous body of troops among the Almohade

i
Berber) and Arab tribes, for the purpose of going to meet the enemy, and after a rapid

march, he passed the Straits and landed in Spain. This was in the year 591 (A. I)

1195). The Franks, being informed of his approach, collected
,
from farand near, a

great multitude (of warriors), and advanced to encounter him. — I must here relate

that, towards the close of the year 668 (July, A. I). 1270), I saw, in Damascus, a note-

book in the handwriting of Taj ad-Dtn Abd Allah Ibn Hamawaih who had acted

there in the capacity of shaikh of the shaikhs (chiefof the professors) and who, having

travelled to Spain, had written down, during his residence there, some notes con-

cerning the proceedings of that (the Almohade
)
administration. The hook of which

I am speaking contained on that event, a chapter which must be inserted here :

“ Towards the close the year of 590 (A. D. 1194), when the truce espired which the

emir and sovereign of the West [Morocco and Spain), Abu Yflsuf Yakub, the son of

“ Yusuf and the grandson of Abd al-Mumin, had concluded with al-Adfonsh (df-

“ phonso) the Frank, who possessed the western part of the Spanish peninsula and

" who had Toledo for the seat of his government, the former, who was then in

•' ((he city of) Morocco, took the resolution of passing into Spain for the purpose of

“ encountering the Franks, He, in consequence, wrote to the governors of his

" provinces and the chiefs of his troops, ordering them to join him. He then

” proceeded to Sia (Sallee), outside of which town the troops were directed to

“ assemble. It happened, however, that he was taken seriously ill and the physicians

“ lost all hopes of his recovery. This {untoward occurrence) interrupted the orga-

“ nizing of the army, and the emir Yakub was carried back to Morocco. The

"
(
nomadic) Arabs and other tribes who stationed in that neighbourhood, being

" encouraged by this to ravage the country, spread, throughout all quarters, ruin

“ and devastation, whilst Alphonso did the same in the territory of the Spanish Mos-

“ liras. The result was that the army of the emir Yakub had to be broken up and

" sent, in detachments, east and west, for the purpose of protecting these countries

*' and quelling the insurrection. Alphonso then conceived such hopes of conquer*

“ ing the provinces [of Moslim Spain) that he sent to the emir Yakub an ambassa-

" dor charged to eiacl from him, by threats and menaces, the surrender of a cer-

“ lain fortress (or some fortresses) situated in the vicinity of the Christian territory.

“ He wrote to him also a letter which had been drawn up (in Arabic) by one of his
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44
vizirs named Ibn al-Fakkhar and which ran thus :

4 In thy name, 0 God!
“ * creator of the heavens and of the earth! Ilis hlessieigs he upon the Lord

4 Messiah, the Spirit of God, his word and his eloquent messenger (9).

“ 4 Now, 'to the point (10) : It cannot escape the attention of whoever is gifted

44 4 with a penetrating intellect and a good understanding that you arc the emir of

44 ‘ the hanifitc (it) community as I am that of the Christian one. You well

44 ‘ know how the chiefs of the Spanish Moslims have abandoned and deserted

*• 4 each other, how they neglect the care of their subjects and how greatly they

'• 4 are inclined to enjoy repose. (You know that) I make them undergo the law

“ 4 of the strongest, expelling them from their abodes, carrying their children into

44 4
captivity and making an example of their men. You have at present no

44 4 excuse to offer for not coming to their assistance, since the hand of Provi-

44 4 dencchas given you the means of doing so. You pretend that Almighty God

44 4 has prescribed to you as a rule that, when we kill one of your people, you

“ 4 must kill ten of ours. But God has now alleviated you {from that necessity),

4 4 4 because he knew that you have among you many men so weak and feeble

4 4 4 that, if we were to slay ten of yours in order to avenge the death of one of ours,

4 4 4 they would he incapable of resistance and unable to defend their lives. 1 was

4 4 4 informed that you had prepared for war and ascended to the summit of the hill

44 4 of battle (12); yet you procrastinate, year after year, making one step forward

44 4 and the other backward. I know not whether you be detained by cowardice

4 4 4 or by the intention of belying the promises made by thy Lord. But, being

44 4 told that you could not find an opportunity of passing the sea on account

44 4 of a circumstance which, as long as it subsists, will prevent your engaging

44 4 in such an undertaking, I shall now make you a proposal which will set

44 4 you at ease and deliver you from the blame of not fulfilling your promises

4 4 4 and engagements and of not furnishing a great number of guarantees : send

44 4 me some of your servants with ships, galleys, transports and mistics (13), so

4 4 4 that 1 may pass over to you with my bands and fight with you in the place

4 4 4 which you like best. If you gain the victory, an abundant spoil shall have

4 4 4 thus been brought to you and a magnificent present set before you ; if 1 am
44 * victorious, I shall hold a high hand over you and deserve to be the emir of the

4 4 4 two communities and the sovereign of the two continents. It is God who pre-

4 4 4 pares success and who facilitates the accomplishment of wishes. There is no
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“ ‘lord bul ho, no good bul what comes from him; God's will be done!
’

“ The emir Yakub, on receiving this letter, tore it to pieces and wrote these

“ words on the hack of one of the fragments : ‘Return to them; fur ice shall

“ ‘ certainly go unto them with troops which they shall not be able to withstand,

“ ‘ and we will expel them from their (possessions), humbled and despicable (14). My
'* * answer you shall see, not hear I' Under this, he wrote the following verse :

“ Re has no letters to send but swords; no other ambassadors than the fivefold host (i. e.

“ the army which is drawn up in five divisions).
"

— This is a verse of al-Mutanabbi’s. — “ lie then dispatched letters, calling the

“ people to arms and ordering up the troops established in the cities; on that very

“ day, he caused his tents to be pitched outside the town. Having assembled his

“ army, he proceeded to the sea which is called lohdk Sib la
(
the straits of Ceuta),

“ crossed from thence to Spain and penetrated into the country of the Franks.

“ Having met the enemy, who were already assembled and prepared for battle, he

“ made them suffer a most disgraceful defeat. This took place (af al-.drros) in the

“ year 592 (A. D, 1 196). " — End of the extract made from the note-book above-

mentioned. — I then met with a work composed by Abu '1-UajjAj Yusuf ibn Mu-

hammad Ibn Ibrahim al-Ansari al-Baivasi (15) and entitled Tazktr al-A/Uil wa

Tanbih al-Ghdfil (i. e. remembrancer for the intelligent and advertiser for the

negligent), and, in it I found this letter ascribed to Adfonch Ibn Ferdtland (Alphonse

IX, the son of Ferdinand), who addressed it to the Commander of the Musulmans,

Yusuf Ibn Tashifln, a sovereign whose life we shall give. Yusufs answer was

drawn up in the same terms as that which we have just given. God knows

where the truth lies! Al-Boiyasi then adds an indication which seems to prove

that he borrowed them from a document in the handwriting of the Egyptian

kdtib Ibn as-Sairafi (16), and, if that be true, the message could not have been

sent to Yakub Ibn Yusuf, for as-Sairafi lived long before the time of that sove-

reign. I met with a number of learned Maghribins who considered the date

given above as incorrect (17) and related what we shall here expose : “The Franks,

“ having assembled an immense army, marched against the emir Yusuf who, being

“ informed of their approach, hastened to encounter them, without being alarmed

“ by what he had heard of their multitude and of their advancing against him. The
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" two armies met in the Marj al-Hadid
(
the iron meadow), which is a plain in the

“ neighbourhood of Kalat Kabah [Calalravn j, and lying to the north of Cordova.

“ This plain is traversed by a river which Yakub passed in order to encounter the

“ Franks and draw up his troops in order of battle. This was on Thursday, the 9th

“ of Shaba n, 59
1 (1 9th July, A. D. 1195). He thus followed the example of his father

“ and grandfather who generally gave battle on a Thursday, and commenced their

“campaigns in the month of Safar. The engagement began by champions sallying forth

“ to encounter their adversaries in single combat, whilst the armies kept their ground,

“ till the emir Yakub, at length, ordered the Almohade cavalry and the Arab chiefs

“ to charge. They did so, routed the Franks and put them to the sword. All

“ were exterminated, except their king, who escaped with a few followers, and, had

“ the night not set in, not a man of the enemy had remained alive. The

" mass of booty taken by the Musulmans was immense; it is said that the num-

" ber of coats of mail whiah fell to the share of the Bail al-ilat [the public treasury
)

“ amounted to sixty thousand (18). Beasts of burden of all kinds were taken in

“ such quantities that it was impossible to count them. Never was such a defeat

“ heard of in Spain. It was the custom of the Almohades to make no prisoners when

“ their adversaries were polytheists; even if they took a great king, they would

“ strike off his head and those of the other captives, no matter how numerous they

“ might be. The next morning, the Moslim army went in pursuit of the fugitives

“ and found that they had evacuated Kalat Kabah, so great was their terror. The

“emir Yakub occupied the fortress, placing in it a wdli
(
governor

)
with a

“ garrison. The quantity of booty which fell into the hands of the victors was

“ so great that Yakub was unable to advance farther into the territory of the Franks

“ and therefore turned his arms against Toledo. This city he blockaded and

“ attacked with great vigour; he caused the trees in the neighbourhood to be

" cut down, sent detachments to ravage the country all around and took a great

“ number of castles situated in the environs of the place. The garrisons of these

“ posts were put lo the sword, the women carried into captivity, the walls and

“ buildings demolished. After reducing the Franks to such an extremity that they

“ did not once dare to make a sally against him, he returned to Seville, where he

“ remained till the middle of the year 593 (April-May, A. D. 1197 ). He then

“ entered, for the third time, into (he country of the Franks and acted there as he

“ had done before. That people, unable to resist him and finding the earth, wide
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*' as it was, too narrow for them (19), sent to ask for peace. He consented to

“ their prayer on account of the news which had reached him respecting Ali lbn

*• Ishak [lbn Gh&nta) the Majorcan, ” him of whom mention has been already made

in this article. “ That chief had invaded the territory of Ifrikiya (20), ruined a

* number of its towns and was advancing towards al-Gharb [the west, i. e. the empire

of Morocco), in the hope of taking the city of Bugia
;
for he knew that the emir

“ Yakub's attention was totally engaged by the state of Spain and by the holy war

*• which he was carrying on in that country. He knew also that he had been

“ absent from al-Gharb during three years. Yakub granted therefore a truce of

“ Gve years to all the Spanish kings, on the conditions which they themselves had

“ proposed, and returned to [ike city of) Morocco towards the end of the year 593

“ (OcL-Nov., A. D. 1197). On his arrival, he gave orders for the construction of

“ cisterns and watering-places [on the line of his intended march), and to prepare all

“ the materials and provisions necessary for an expedition into Ifrikiya. The

“ shaikhs
(
chiefs

)
of the Almohades then waited on him and said :

* Sire I we have

* 1 1 made a long absence in Spain ; some of us have been there Gve years, others fou r,

“ ' and others three. Favour us therefore with a respite and let the expedition be

“ 1 put off till the beginning of the year 595.' (le granted their request and then

“ went to Sla
(
Sallee

)
where be witnessed a magnificent pageantry got up for his

' reception. He had already founded near that place another large city to which

“ he gave the name of Ribdl al-Falh
(
the redoubt or station of victory, now called

•* Rabat), and which he had constructed on the plan of Alexandria, the streets being

"wide, the quarters well distributed, the edifices solid, the whole city handsome

" and well fortified. It was built near the Surrounding sea (Ihe Atlantic), on the

" southern bank of a river and opposite to Sla. After visiting all parts of that

" country and admiring its beauties, he returned to Morocco.” — [1 must here

observe (21) that accounts vary greatly respecting his proceedings after this epoch :

some say that he abdicated the throne and wandered through the land till he arrived

in the Cast, where the meanness of his appearance prevented him from being recog-

nized, and where he died in obscurity. Other relate that, after his return to [the

city of) Morocco, he died there on the 1st of the Grst Jumada, 595 (1st March, A. 1).

1199), or on the 17th of the latter Rabi (15th February) or on the 1st of Safer

(3rd December, A. D. 1198). Some say that he died at Sla (Sallee). God knows best!

I may add that, in the year 680 (A. D. 1281-2), a number of persons spoke to me
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at Damascus of a mausoleum situated close to al Ilamara, which is a village not far

from al-Mijdal, a town in the dependencies of al-Itekaa al-Azizi
( Codosyria). This

monument is called the tomb of the emir Yakub, king of al-Gharb. The inhabi-

tants of the place all agree on this point. The tomb is at the distance of two para-

sangs from al-Mijdal, in a south-western direction.] — Yakub was a just and bene-

ficent king and a strict observer of the holy law; he obliged all men, without respect

of persons, to hold a laudable conduct; he presided regularly al the five public

prayers and wore
(
the timple) woollen (garment of the devotees) ; he would stop to

hear the complaints of women and of poor people, and render them justice. His

dying injunction was that he should be buried at the road-side, so that the travellers

who passed by might pray God to have mercy on him. 1 heard an anecdote respect-

ing him which deserves to be inserted here : The emir and shaikh Abu Muhammad

Abd al-Wahid, who was the son or the shaikh Abu HafsOmar and the father of the

emir Abu Yahya Ibn Abd al-Wahid (the Hafside), held (he government of Ifrikiya. lie

had married the sister of the emir Yakub, and she dwelt with him. A quarrel then

arose between them, and she removed to the house of her brother, the emir Yakub.

The emir Abd al-Wahid sent to bring her back and, on her refusal to return, he

addressed a complaint to Abd Abd Allah Muhammad lbn Ali Ibn Marw&n (kddi of

the community (22) atMorocco). The kddi had an interview withthe emir Yakub and

said to him : “ The shaikh Abd al-WAhid demands that hiswife (23) shouldbe restored

“ to him.” The emir Yakub kept silent. Some days afterwards, Abd al-W'Ahid

met the kddi in the emir Yakub's palace at Morocco and said to him :
“ You are

“the (chief) kddi of the Moslims; tasked to have my wife restored to roe, but she is not

“ yet come". On this the kddi went to see the emir Yakiihand said to him : “ Com-

" mandcr of the faithful I here is twice that the shaikh Abd al-Wahid has asked to

" get back his wife.” The emir Yakdb returned no answer. Some time after,

the shaikh Abd al-Wahid met the kddi in the same palace, whither he had gone for

the purpose of presenting his respects to the emir Yakub, and said to him ;
“ Kddi

" of the Moslims I 1 told you twice, and now tell you for the third time, that

“ 1 asked them to restore to me my wife and that they will not let me have her.
”

The kddi had then an interview with the emir Y'akub and said : “ Sire ! the shaikh

“ asked that his wife should be restored to him and he has now renewed his request.

“ So you must either send her to him or accept my dismission from the kadiship.”

The emir Yusuf remained silent for a time, — or, according to another account,
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lie said :
“ Abil Abd Allah! this is really becoming too troublesome."— He then

called forward an eunuch and said to him secretly :
“ Take Abd al-Wihid’s wife

“ back to him. ” That was done the same evening. Yakub was not offended with

the kadi, neither did he say a word to displease him. In this, he acted according

to the prescriptions of the divine law and executed its injunctions. It was a good

action which (on the day ofjudgment), will surely be put to his account and to that

of the kddi. He certainly did his utmost to maintain erect the beacon of justice.

The same emir was particularly strict in obliging his subjects to say the five

daily prayers, and lie sometimes pul to death those who drank wine. He in-

flicted the same punishment on the governors who, by their misconduct, excited

the complaints of those whom they administered. He gave orders that all the

secondary maxims
(
deduced from the main principles of the law and received by

the orthodox community) should be laid aside, and that the muftis
(
consulting-lawyers

,

cajuists) should draw their decisions directly from the noble book [the Koran) and

from the Sunna [or Traditions concerning the acts and opinions) of the Prophet. His

injunctions were that they should pay no attention to the decisions of the mujtahid

imdms who lived in former times, but judge according to the maxims which they

themselves could deduce, by the exercise of private judgment, from the Koran, the

traditions, the general agreement of the Moslim community and analogical deduc-

tion (24). A number of Maghribin doctors whom I met here [at Damascus)

followed that system ; such were ALu 'l-Khattab Ibn Dibya (vol. II. p. 384), his

brother Abu Amr (vol. II. p. 386, and Muhi ad-Din Ibn al-Arabi [231, a settler at

Damascus. He (Yak&b) punished those who staid away from the [five public) prayers

and had proclamations made in the streets ordering all to go to the mosque ; those

who absented themselves through inattention, or the necessity of working for their

livelihood, received a sound flogging. His empire was vast and his realm so exten-

sive thatall the regions of Maghrib, from the Surrounding ocean to Barka, acknowled-

ged his authority and formed provinces of his empire. He possessed besides a part

of the Spanish peninsula. Yakub was beneficent and friendly to the learned (in the

law); lie favoured literary men, listened willingly to poems composed in his praise

and rewarded generously the authors. It was for him that Abu '1-Abbas Ahmad

Ibn Abd as-Salam al Jerawi compiled the Snfwa tal-Adab wa Dfwdn al-Arab (Choice

selection of literature and collection ofpoems composed by the Arabs). The pieces

which form this miscellany are remarkably well chosen. The gold maghribin
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coins which are called Yak&bian were so named after this sovereign. In the year

587 (A. D. 1 191-2), the sultan Salah ad-Din (Saladin) Abu ’1-Muzaffar Yusuf lbn

Aiyub, a prince whose life we shall give, dispatched a member of the Munkid family

as ambassador to the emir Yaktib, for the purpose of obtaining his assistance (26)

against the Franks who had come from the countries of the West to invade Egypt

and the maritime provinces of Syria. (7n hit ditpakh
)
he did not give Yakub the title

of Emtr al-ildminin [Commander of the faithful), but that of Emtr al-Mutlimln

i Commander- of the ilutlims}, This gave Yakub great offence and prevented him

from granting the demand (27). The ambassador's names were Shams ad-|)aula

Abu 'l-HArilh Abd ar Kahman, the son of Najm nd-Daula Abt) Abd Allah Muham-

mad lbn Murshid. The res) of the genealogy has been already given in our ar-

ticle on his uncle, Osama lbn Munkid (28). The hdfiz Zak! ad-Din Abd-al Azim al-

Mundiri [col. 1. p. 89) mentions him in his Takmila la\-Wafaydt (supplement to the

Ofcifunrj)(29)andsays: “ He died in Cairo, the year600 (A. D. 1203-4); he was born at

’ 1 Shaizar in the year 523 (A. i). 1 128-9). He composed some pieces in prose and in

“ verse.
"—Let us resume our account of Yakub. One of the poets who frequented

his court was Abu Bakr Yahya lbn Abd al-Jalil lbn Abd ar-Rabman ibn Mujir, a native

of Murcia in Spain. 1 looked over bis rollected poetical works and found the greater

part of them to be in praise of the emir Yakub. In one of these poems he says :

Think you that the poet will cease lo eitol the fair whilst be is still in his vonth and has rea-

ched the height of manhood? tie was always captivated by the charms of graceful maids and,

never, from the age of reason, did he allow indifference to ocrupy his heart, fie cannot admire

the character of him who, having once tasted (the tweets of] love, can become indifferent. You

who censure me! little do I carel I am so occupied that I heed not your reproaches. My
ear is deaf to your reprimands, though never deaf to the call of love, it can bear a fond

discourse though held in whispers, but it cannot hear words of blame. My eyes, to their

misfortune, directed (towards her) glances which {for me) were equivalent to death (31).

On the morning in which I appeared before her, she left me as an cimple to show

what love might be. ’Twas she who robbed me of
(
the bloom of) youth, (so that the

darkness of my hair disappeared) and became the dark colouring of her eyelids (31).

The magic of her glances annihilated the reality of all that belonged to me; that magic

was not unreal. She turned from me through coquetry and, when she perceived my

affliction, she turned away in confusion; as if she had been frightened by something which

excited fear. She thought I meant to burn her, when she saw the grayness of my head

shine like a flame. Noble chieftains of the tribe! you who are the fittest in the world to en-

counter the greatest dingers ! we halted in your neighbourhood; we were grateful for your

protection, and yet your gazelles (maidens) faced us boldly and filled us with fear and dread.

You answered for the safely of your guests, but you did not provide for the safety of your roads.
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You intended In ravish away our souls by scattering among them glances from (maidens') eyes.

Better would it bare been for us bad we plunged into the midst of swords than to hate encoun-

tered these large eyes I A band of your maidens attacked us and thus infringed tbe pact which

we made (with you). They were Thoalites (skilful archers) with their glances, though they

never heard of Thoal (33). Those delicate nymphs levelled against us the graces of their mote-
menu when we levelled our pliant lances (for the fight). Their glances struck us successively,

and we cast away helmet and spear. They shot at us with arrows, and yet we saw nothing

about them but female ornaments and robes. Aided by beauty, they rifled all the hearts which

had been ensnared in the toils of love. These graceful maids stripped me of my firmness, and

yet I deck them with tbe jewels of amatory verse. I obliged my soul to face temptations and

told her to be firm, bnl she could not resist them. She (who tempted me) then said :
•• You

*• must surrender your soul to love, either as a booty or as a gift j
” and I replied :

“ She (my
“ soul) belongs to the Commander of the faithful, and (/ shall) therefore not (give her up to

“ you). Never did a king like him appear before our eyes; he wlio sees him has attained his

11 utmost hopes. Benignity has established in his check a fountain of kindness whose watery

“ heal' every indisposition; when he is moved by generosity, gifu but si forth from his right

“ hand and flow like a torrent.
”

The kastda from which we have taken this extract is rather long, as it contains

one hundred and seventy verses; so, weshall confine our choice to what we have

here given. This poet died at Morocco in the year 587 (A. D. 1191-2), at the age

of fifty-three years. [Ain't Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Yakub al-Kdnimi (33), a negro

who was a good literary scholar and a poet, entered, one day, into the presence of

the emir Y akub and recited to him these verses :

Be caused the curtain to be drawn which concealed him from my sight, yet he seemed to be

still veiled by a curtain, such was the awe which he inspired. Be allowed me, through con-

descendance, to draw near, and that awe (mahihatuhu) disappeared when I approached him.

Hie race of Negroes called the Kanim and that of the Takrur are cousins. Neither

of them derive their name from a maternal or a paternal ancestor ; Kduim is the

name of a town situated in the territory of Ghana, and is the metropolis of the

Sudan (or Blaekt) who reside to the south of al-Gharb (the stales of Morocco). The

Kanim are so called after this town. Takrfir is the name of a territory and is borne

also by those who inhabit it. They are all descended from Kush the son of H&m,

the son of Noah. ]
— When the emir Yakub received the visit of death and expi-

red, his son Abft Abd Allah Muhammad was proclaimed sovereign under the title

of an-JYd*ir (the defender). This prince marched into Ifrlkiya, routed the troops of

Ibn Ghinia and recovered al-Mahdiya from the lieutenants of that adventurer. It

vox. rv. hi
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had been taken by lbn Ghania when Yaktlb v.as occupied in waging war against

tlie enemies (of the failh). Muhammad (an-AVittr), the son ofYakub, (hen made an

expedition into Spain and fought the battle of al-OLab (La* Naoiu) in 1' e year 609

jA. D., 1212], He died on the tenth nf S’mhan, 610 (25lh Dec., A. D. 1213J. lie was

born in the year 576 (A. I). 1180-1). The Maghribins state that Muhammad lbn

Yakub had told the slaves who were employed to guard his garden at Morocco, that

they might lawfully kill whoever they found there at night. Wishing then to know

what case they made of his orders, he put on a disguise, one night, and went to

walk in the garden. When the slaves saw him, they attacked him with their spears,

and, though he cried out to them : “ 1 am the khalifl 1 am the klialiff ” they

would not believe him, hut took his life. God knows if that be true (34). The

supreme authority then passed to his son Ahu Yakub Yusuf lbn Muhammad, the

grandson of the emir Yakub, who took the title of ai-Mustansir llillah. lie was

born on the first of Shauwal, 594 (6lh August, A. I). 1198). There was not,

among all the descendants of Abd al-Miimin, a handsomer man than he or a more

eloquent pulpit orator; hut lie was so fond of his ease that he never stirred from his

capital. Therefore, under his reign, the empire founded by Abd al-Mumin

began to decline. He died without issue in the month of Shauwal (Oct.-Nov.),

or of 7.u ’1-Kaada, 620 (Nov.-Dec., A. D. 1223). The principal officers of the

stale then agreed to nominate as their sovereign Abu Muhammad Abd al-Wahid, the

son of Ytisuf and the grandson of Ahd al-Mumin. They fixed their choice on him

because he was advanced in age and highly intelligent; but as he soon showed his

inability to govern and knew not how to humour the inclinations of the chiefs who

held a high rank in the administration, he was deposed by them and strangled,

after a reign of nine months. When he was proclaimed sovereign at Morocco, his

authority was rejected at Murcia by Ahu Muhammad Abd Allah, the son of the

emir Yakub, who, thinking himself better infilled than he to the supreme power,

invaded the Spanish provinces situated in the neighbourhood of his own, took pos-

session of them without difficulty and assumed the (imperial] surname of al-Addil.

When Abd al-Wahid was strangled at Morocco, the army of this Abd Allah was

attacked by the Tranks and underwent a most disgraceful defeat, lie himself took

to flight and embarked with the intention of going to Morocco, after authorizing his

brother Abu *1—Aid (or Ola) Idris, the son of the emir Yakub, to act at Seville, as his

lieutenant. On his way to Morocco, he was greatly harassed by the nomadic Arabs

1
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and, on his arrival there, he found every thing turn against him and was

imprisoned by the inhabitants of that city. A conference was then held by

them respecting the choice of a person to whom they might confide the

power, and they finished by electing AbA Zakariva Yahya, the son of Muham-

mad an-Nasir and the grandson of Y'akub. This prince was incapable of

governing, as might have been seen from his looks, and had not the least talent

for business. A few days only elapsed from his accession to the throne when

news arrived that AbA

'

1-Ala Idris had caused himself to be proclaimed klialif

at Seville and received the oath of allegiance from the inhabitants of the Spanish

provinces [which belonged to the Almohadei). Yahya’s affairs then took so bad a

turn that he was besieged in Morocco by the Arabs; his troops underwent so

many defeats that the people of the city got tired of him, lost patience and expelled

him from the capital. He look refuge in the mountain of Dercn {the Alla*)
and

then entered into a secret correspondence with some of the Moroccans for the

purpose of obtaining his recal and the death of the chiefs who directed

Ibn Abi ‘l-AIA’s party in that city, lie subsequently arrived there and had

them all killed. AbA 'l-AIS had now cotne from Spain, where the emir

Muhammad, the son of Yusuf Ibn HAd al-Juddmi (35), had revolted and pro-

claimed the supremacy of the Abbasides. The popular feeling being in his

favour, the cause of AbA ’1-AIS Idris was abandoned (in Spain). The latter, on

arriving at Morocco, found there the emir Yahya Ibn an-Nasir and gave him battle.

Yahya was defeated and fled to the mountain, whilst AbA ’1-Ala look possession of

Morocco. He then assembled a body of troops and marched against AbA ‘1-Alft,

who was still in that city, but, being defeated in a number of encounters, lie was

forced to take refuge among some people who held a castle in the neighbourhood

of Tilimsan (Tlemcen). A servant-boy (ghuldm) who was there, and who had to

avenge the death of his father, lay in wait for Yahva, one day that he was riding

out, and killed him (36). AbA ’1-Ala, having then obtained the supreme authority,

took the title of al-Mdmdn. He was brave, resolute, intrepid and audacious in his

enterprises. He died a natural death, in one of his expeditions, but 1 have not

been able to discover the date of that event. 1 have been since told by

some people from that country that he died in the year 630 (A. D. 1232);

God knows best (37) I His son AbA Muhammad Abd al-Wahid concealed his

death till he had made all requisite arrangements and provided for his own
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safety, lie then assumed the title of ar-Rashid, subdued his elder brother and

took the supreme command. Abu ’1-Ala had caused the name of the Mahdi Abu

Abd Allah Muhammad ibn Tumart
(
vol. III. p. 205) to be suppressed in the

kholba, at Friday prayers, but this order was revoked by his son, who thus gained the

hearts and the affection of the Almohades. Ar-Rashid continued to reign over Ul-

terior Maghrib and a part ofSpain till the year 641 (A. D. 1243-4). What hap-

pened to him since, I am unable to say, having no knowledge of it. — Since this

article was written out, 1 met a native of Morocco, a man of talent and information,

who bad lately quit that city, and I learned from him that, in the year 640

(A. D. 1242-3), ar-Rashid was drowned in a pond of his garden, at Morocco, the

seal of the empire, llis death was kept secret for some time by the chamberlain,

so that the month in which it occurred is not known. Ar-Rashld was succeeded by

his half-brother, Abu '1-Uasan Ali Ibn Idris, who took the title of al-ilotadid, but

was generally known by the appellation of as-Satd. Some time after, he made an

expedition in the direction of Tilimsan [Tlemcen) and, having laid siege to a castle

(Temzczdekl), at the distance of one day's march from that city, he was killed there,

whilst riding about. This took place in the month of Safar, 646 (May-Junc, A. D.

1 248). lie was succeeded by al-Murtada Abu Hafs Omar, the son of Abd Ibrahim

(Ithdk) and the grandson of Yusuf. This was in the month of the latter Rabt (July-

August) of that year (A. D. 1248). On the 21st of Muharram, 665 (22nd Oct. 1266)

al-Wdthik Abd '1-Ala Idris, the son of Abu Abd Allah Ydsuf Ibn Abd al-Mumin (38),

and generally designated by the name of Abd Dabbus [the man with the club or

mace) entered into Morocco, and al-Murtada fled from thence to Asemraor (39), a

place in the dependencies of that city. The governor of Azemmor had him arrest-

ed, and sent a dispatch with this intelligence to al-W&thik, who gave orders that

the prisoner should be put to death. Al-Murtada was executed on one of the last

ten days of the latter Rabi, 665 (between the 18th and the 28th of January, A. D.

1267), at a place called Ketama and situated at the distance of a three days' jour-

ney from Morocco. Al-Wathik maintained his power during three years and lost

his life in the war which had broken out between him and the Merinides who reigned

at TilimsAn (40). With him fell the dynasty which had been founded by Abd al-

Miimin. Al-Walhik was killed at a place situated three days’ journey north of

Morocco, and in the month of Muharram , 668 (September, A. D. 1267). The

Merinides then took possession of the empire. Their sovereign, at the present
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lime, is Abu Yusuf Yakub Ibn Abd al-Hakk Ibn Hammama; but God knows best.

— Let us now speak of Aii Ibn Ishak, [Ibn Ghdnia) the Majorcan of whom frequent

mention has been made in this article. His father, Abu IbrahimlshAk Ibn Hammu

Ibn Ali Ihe Sanlujian, surnamed Ibn Ghinia, was sovereign of Majorca, Ivica (Yd-

hisa) and Minorca, three islands situated near each other and lying in the Western sea

[the Mediterranean). He diedin the year 580 (A. D. 1184-5] and left four sons (41)

one of whom, named AbA Abd Allah Muhammad, proceeded to Spain, after the

death of his father, and joined the parly of the Almohades. They received him with

the utmost cordiality and gave to him the city of Denia. Ali and Yahya, two other

of these brothers, left their country and invaded Ifrikiya, where ihey commitled

such deeds of war and devastation as eicited astonishment, and of which the recol-

lection still subsists. Ali died, I know not in what year, but he was alive in the

year 591 (A. D. 1195) (42). His brother Yahya pursued the same career and con-

tinued it for a long lime. The hi/iz Zakl ad-Din Abd al-Atim al-Mundiri men-

tions him (Ya/iya) in the Kildb al-WafayAt and says: “ He left Majorca in the month

'• of Shaban, 580 (Nov.-Dee., A. D. 1184), conquered many countries and gained

“ high renown by his courage and enterprising spirit. His death took place towards

'* the end of the month of Shauwal, 633 (June-July, A. D. 1236), in a desert

** region [situated at some distance from the city) of TilimsAn. His attacks were

" directed against the dynasty of Abd al-Mftmin
(the Almohades). The youngest

" brother, ALA Muhammad Abd Allah, remained in Majorca till the year 599

“ (A. D. 1202-3), when Muhammad an-Nasir, the son of Yakub, sent a fleet against

“ him. The troops landed on the coast of Majorca, and Abd Allah, who was a noble-

“ minded and brave warrior, advanced to give them battle. In the encounter, his

“ horse fell under him, and he was beheaded by the invaders. His body was

“ then suspended to the wall (ofthe city) and his head was sent to Morocco. Majorca

“ was then conquered by the Almohades and remained in their possession till

“ the year 627 (A. D. 1230), when it was taken by the Franks [the Catalonians).

" Horrible deeds were then perpetrated by them, such as massacring the inhabi-

“ lants and reducing them to slavery." — Adflinch (43) was the name borne by the

principal king of the Franks. He is now master of Toledo.

(!) Al-Kaiti al-Kumi

,

means member of the Arabic tribe of Kais and of the Berber tribe ot Kfcmiya. The

sovereigns of tbe Ziride, Almoravide, Almohade and other Berber dynasties were always too proud to a*know-
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ledge their real origin and readily found genealogists who could show that their family descended from one or

other of the noble Arabian tribes. Ibn KltaMOn declares positively, in his Bistoire da Berbers, u I, p. 251,

that the genealogy given as that of Aid al-Mfimin is a forgery.

(2) By Maghrib [the West) and Maghrib al-Acsa [the ulterior Wu() is meant the country which is now

• ailed the empire of Morocco.

(5)

The text of this paragraph is not to be found in our manuscripts.

(4) For the signification of the expression see de Sacy’s Grammaire arabe

,

1. 1, p. 543.

(5) This title was given to khalifs only. TheAimohades of Morocco and the Almohade llalsides of Tunis con-

sidereal their sovereigns as khalifs and designated them by that title.

(6) The fdliha is the first surdt of the Khoriln and contains only seven verses. The bismilla is the invoca-

tion placed at the beginning of all the surdh* except one, and which may rendered thus : « In the name ofGod

,

the merciful, the clement! • In the orthodox Moslim prayer, the fdtiha should not be preceded by the bis-

milta
,
but, in the Almohade scot, this, and a number of other irregularities were authorized.

(7) For a full account of the Ghdnla family and of their wars against the Almohades, see Ibn KhaldAn's

Hittoire det Berbers, tome II* The same volume contains a satisfactory acount of the Aimoravides and the

Almohades.

(6)

The orthodox Moslim historians give to the Almohade sovereigns the title of emir or emir at-

Htuslimtn.

(9) This invocation has nothing in it to offend the orthodoxy of a Moslim. The letter was evidently

drawn up by a Musulinan, but, from internal evidence, 1 am inclined to consider it as a forgery.

(1 0} This is the usual form by which, in Arabic letters, the writer enters into the subject, after commen-

cing by a pious invocation or a series of compliments and good-wishes. It was approved of by Muhammad

himself. In North Africa, the form iAj [yalth, i. e. after which follows). Is very generally employed.

(11) Mohammad designated himself and his followers as hamfiles, which term, according to the Moslim

doctors, signifies the followers of the ancient orthodox religion.

(12) This metaphoric expression signifies : preparing for fight,

(IS) Misties are small vessels with lalleen sails.

(14) Kordn

,

surAl 27^ terse 37.

(15) An account of al-Baiy&si will be found in this volume.

(16) The historian as Sairafl was living A. H. 507 (A. D. 1115), as we have remarred in tol. II, page 276,

note (8); and we learn here that he died a long time before the reign ofYakfib Ibn Yfisuf the Almohade, who

mounted the throne A. 0. 580 (A. D. 1184). We may therefore suppose that he died A. H. 525 (A. D.

Hie-1).

(17) The date of the battle of Alar-cos, given above, is certainly incorrect; the battle was fought on the Ith

or the 9th Shab&n, 591 (18th or 19th July, A. D. 1195).

(18) As the share of the Bait al-M&l was a filth, three hundred thousand Christian knights, if we are to

believe the narrator, must have fallen in that battle. Moslim historians have no idea of numbers.

(19) This Is a Coranlc expression and signifies being reduced to dispair.

(20) IfrGuya or, as it is generally pronounced, Frlkiya, is the name given to the province of Tunis. In for-

mer times, the kingdom ol lfrlkiya included also the provinces of Tripoli, Constantina and Bugia.

(21) This passage is not to he found in our manuscripts.

22) In Spain and in the states of North Africa, the chief o the kddis, or lord chief-justice, was called the

kddi of the community.
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(23) The kddi, instead of saying wife, made use of the word family (aAJ). A euphemism of this kind iv

absolutely required by Moslim delicacy : nothing can be more impolite or more offensive that to speak to a

man, in direct terms, of the female part of his family.

(24) This was putting aside all the questions which had been already resolved and established as prece-

dents by tho most learned doctors of the law, and permitting his own kAdis

,

most of whom were ignorant

men, to examine and settle them again as they thought fit.

(23) Muht ad-Dln Muhammad Ibn Alt Ibn Muhammad al-flAtlrni, suru amod Ibn al-Arabi, was one of the

most voluminous writers on SAfUm that the Mohammedan world ever produced. He was born in tiro month

of Ramadftn, 5G0 (July-August, A. D. 1 1 65) at Murcia, a city in Spain. After studying the law and the

Koran in that country, he went to the East, made the pilgrimage, visited Cairo and other cities, and died at

Damascus in tbo month of the second Rabl, 688 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 1240). The number of works composed by

him is enormous; sec Hajji khalifa’s Bibliographical Dictionary, vol. VII, p. 1171. Of these the most remar-

kable is the cl-PutilMt al-Makkiydt (revelations obtained at Jlektia), forming a very large and thick

volume closely written, and filled with mystical reveries. His Pusiis ai-Uikam (maxims of wisdom set as

jewels) is auother work of the same kind. A long account of him is given by al-Makkari, vol. I, p. 567

of the Arabic text, Leyden edition, and by M. do Hammer in the Literaturgeschichte der Amber, vol. VII,

p. 412.

(26) That is, the assistance of his fleet.

(27) For an account of this embassy, see Ibn Khaldftn's Histoire des Berbers, vol. II, p. II 5.

(18) This an oversight of the author : the genealogy is not given in that article.

(29) This was one of the numerous works composed as supplements to the Adfit AM SulaimAn Muhammad

Ibn Abd Allah's Wafaydt an-Nakala
(
Necrology of persons who banded down traditional information), which

obituary extended from the time of the Hijra till A. H. 838 (A* D. 949).

(SO) Such appears to be the poet's meaning, if the verse be correctly given. Even in that case, the

absence of vowel prints renders the reading and the sense very ineertain.

(81) The poet means to say that his hair was now gray, because she whom he loved had taken its darkness

away and made use of it as kohol
,
or colouring matter, for her eyelashes.

(32) The tribe of Thoal was celebrated for having produced the best archers in Arabia.

(IS) The text of this passage is not to be found in our manuscripts.

(84) The accounts of an-NAsir’s death vary greatly. Sec the Histoire des Berbers, t. II, p. 226, note.

(85) See the translation of Makkari by Gayangus, vol. II, p. 826.

(36) In the Histoire des Berbers
,
vol. II, p. 241, Ibn Khald&n gives a different account of Yahya'a death.

(87) According to Ibn Rha'dOn, the death of AbO 'l-AIA took place in that year.

(38) Abd Dabb&s al-WAtbik, was the son of Muhammad, the son ot AbCt Hafs Omar, the son of Abd a’-

Mfimin. — (Hist, des Berb., vd. II, p. 252).

(19) The fortress of Axemmor is situated at the mouth of tbe Morbla, that is, tbe Omm-Rabta.

(40) Tho Merioides were then reigning at Fes, not at TilimsAn, which belonged to the Abd al>

WAdites.

(41) According to Ibn Kbaldfin, Hist, des Berbers, t. II, p. 88, IshAk Ibn GhAnla left eight sons.

(41) He lost his life in a skirmish, A. H. 584 (A. D. 1 188-9). — (Hist, des Berbers),

(48) Adfansh or Athfonsh is the Arabic tramcription of Adefons

,

which is the old manner of writing

Alphonso. See Hist, des Berbers, t. II, p. 78.
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YAKUB IBN DAWUD, THE VIZIR.

Abu Abd Allah Yakhb Ibn Dawfid Ibn Otbraan Ihn Amr Jbn Tab man was an

adopted member of the tribe of Sulaim, being a mnwla to Abu Salih Abd Allah

Ibn HAzira as-Sulaimi, the governor of Khorasan (lj. Yakub was secretary to

Ibrahim Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan Ibn al-Hasan Ibn Ali Ibn Abi Talib, the same

who, stirred up a revolt, in the city and province of Basra, against Abu Jaafaral-

Mansur, and was put to death with his brother Muhammad, who bad aided him in

that attempt (2). This is not a fit place to speak of their enterprise which, being rela-

ted in historical works, is well known. DAwhd Ibn TabmAn, the father ofYakub,

and his
(
Ddwdd’t

)
brothers were clerks employed in the office of ISasr Ibn SaiyAr,

who was then governor of KhorAsAn for the Omaiyides. After the death of Diwiid,

his sons Ali and Yakitb became eminent by their literary acquirements, their talents

and their information in all the various branches of knowledge. When al-

Mansur defeated the above-mentioned Ibrahim Ibn Abd Allah, he got Yakhb into

his power and imprisoned him in the Matbak (3). This was in the year 144 (A. D.

761-2), or, by another account, in the year 146. The latter is probably the right

date, because Ibrahim was put to death in 145, as we have said elsewhere. We may

suppose, however, that Yakhb was made prisoner anteriorly to the death of Ibrahim,

when the latter commenced his revolt ; but God knows best I Yakitb was of a kind

disposition, liberal, generous, charitable and always ready to oblige. Dibil Ibn

Ali ’1-K.huzai (col. /. p. 507), the celebrated poet, mentions him in the book which

contains the names of the poets. He was often visited by poets, some of them

highly eminent, who came to eulogize him in their verses; such were Abu 's-Shais

al-KuzAi (4), Salm al-Khasir (ttof. I. p. 22), Abh Khunais and others. W'hen al-

Mahdi succeeded to the khalifate , on the death of his father al-Manshr, Yakitb

(tc/iom he had released from confinement
)
endeavoured to ingratiate himself with

the new sovereign and, having succeeded in gaining his favour, ho attained so high

a place in his confidence that he becamea personage of great importance. An edict

was even addressed to all the boards of administration, declaring that the Commander

of the faithful had adopted as a brother Yakub Ibn Dawild. This induced Salm al-
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Khasir to pronounce the following lines :

Say (o the imdm who obtained the khalifate by a title not to be contested :
" Excellent is the

“ associate whom you bare chosen to assist you in your derations! your brother in God,

“ Yakdb Ibn Diwdd.

"

In the year 160 [A. D. 776-7} al-Mahdi made the pilgrimage and look Yakub

with him. In 1G1, he permitted him to establish commissaries in all the provinces

of the empire, so that none of the governors should address dispatches to court

without his (YaMlb't) authorisation. Al-Mahdi had then for vizir Abu Ohaid Allah

Moawia Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Yasar al-Ashari at-Tabarani, the same after whom the

square
(
murabhd

j
of Ahii Ohaid Allah, in Baghdad, was so named. His grandfather

Yasar was a matcla to Abd Allah Ibn Idah (5) al-Ashari. Ar-ltabilbn Yunus, the same

of whom we have already spoken (col. I. p. 521) endeavoured to indispose al-

Mahdi against him (dfci! Ohaid Allah) and was the cause of that vizir's son's being

put to death, having furnished to the klialif proofs that the young man was a

zindik (an infidel). Some lime after, lie represented to al-Mahdi the danger of keep-

ing about him such a man as Abd Ohaid Allah :
'* Be on your guard against him,

"

said lie, “ now that you have killed his son.” He also spoke to him of Yakub Ibn

Daw lid’s great talents andsucceeded in having him appointed vizir. Abu Obaid Allah

was thus deprived of his place, and the only charge left to him was the direction of

the board ofcorrespondcnce. This occurred in theycar 163 (A. D. 779-780). Four

years after, al-Mahdi removed Ahu Obaid Allah from that office and gave it to ar-

Rabi Ibn Yunus. Abd Obaid Allah continued to visit al-Mahdi as usual, in order to

testify his sentiments as an humble and devoted servant. This induced a native of

Kufa called Ali Ibn al-Khalil to compose a poem in which was the following pas-

sage :

Say to the vizir AbO Obaid Allah : “ What resource have you left? Yakdb now disports liiin-

“ self in the direction of affairs and you torn away your eyes. You brought him into office

“ and he has prevailed over you ; such misfortunes attend the great. By your reniissness in

” taking proper measures you have deliberately brought about your own ruin.

Yakdb then gained such influence over al-Mahdi that he took from him the di-

rection of affairs. Al-Mansur, in dying, had left in the treasure-chambers nine hun-

dred millions and sixty thousand dirhems (£. 22,501,500), and Abd Obaid Allah

vot,. tv. 45
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always advised al-Mahdi to be moderate in his expenses and spare the public money.

When Abu Obaid Allah was deposed, bis successor Yakub flattered the inclinations

of the klialif and encouraged him to spend money, enjoy all sorts of pleasures,

drink wine and listen to music. By this means, lie succeeded in obtaining the

entire administration of the state. Bashshar Ibn Burd, the poet of whom we have

already spoken (vol. /. p. 254), was induced by this to compose the following

lines :

Awake, sons of Omaiya I vour sleep has endured loo long. It is Yakut) Ibn D5w0d who is

now khalif. Family (of al-AIMs)\ your kbalifate is mined; if you seek for the vicar (kkalif)

of God, you will find him with a wine-flask on one side and a lute on the other.

Abu llaritha an-INahdi (6), the guardian of the treasure-chambers, seeing that they

had got empty, waited on al-Mahdi with the keys and said : "Since you have spent

" all your treasures, what is the use of my keeping these keys? give orders that

" they be taken from me.” Al-Mahdi replied : " Keep them still, for money

“ will be coming into you." He then dispatched messengers to all quarters in

order to press the payment (of the revenues), and, in a very short lime, these sums

arrived. A slight diminution was then made in the expenses, and the sums paid in

were so abundant that Abu Uaritha bad enough to do in receiving them and veri-

fying the amount. During three days, he did not appear before al-Mahdi, who at

length said: ** What is he about, that silly Bedwin Arab?” Being informed of the

cause which kept him away, he sent for him and said : “ What prevented your co-

rning to see us?”— ** The arrival of cash,” replied the other.—" How foolish it was

" in you, " said al-Mahdi, " to suppose that money would not come in to us! "—
“ Commander of the faithful I

” replied an-Nahdi, " if some unforeseen event hap-

“ pened which could not be surmounted without the aid of money, we would not have

" the time to wait till you sent to have cash brought in. ” — It is related that al-

Mahdi made the pilgrimage one year and passed by a milestone on which he saw

something written. He stopped to see what it was, and read the following line :

O Mahdi 1 yon would be truly excellent bad you not taken for a favorite Yakfib, the son of

Diwad.

He then said to a person who was with him :
“ Write underneath that

:
(It shall

'* still be so) in spite of the fellow's nose who wrote that, bad luck attend him I" On *
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his return from the pilgrimage, he slopped at the same milestone, because the

verse had probably left an impression on his mind; and such, in fact, appears to

have been the case, for very soon after he let his vengeance fall on Yakub. Ru-

mours unfavorable to this minister had greatly multiplied; his enemies had disco-

vered a point by which he might be attacked and they reminded the khalif of his ha-

ving seconded Ibrahim lbn Abd Allah the Alide in the revolt against al-Mansbr.

One of his servants informed al-Mahdi that he had heard his master say :
*' That

" man (the khalif) has built a pleasure-house and spent on it fifty millions of dir-

hems (£. 1,250,000) out of the public money.” The fact was that al-Mahdi had

just founded the town of Isabad (7). Another lime, al-Mahdi was about to execute

some project when Yakub said to him ; “ Commander of the faithful 1 that is mere

“ profusion.” To this al-Mahdi answered :
“ Evil betide you! does not profusion

“ befit persons of a noble race?” At last Yakub got so tired of the post which he

filled that he requested of al-Mahdi the permission of giving it up, but that favour lie

could not obtain. Al-Mahdi then wished to try if he was still inclined towards the

party of the Alides and sent for him, after taking his seat in a saloon of which all

the furniture was red ; he himself had on red clothes and, behind him, stood a

young female slave dressed in red; before him was a garden filled with roses of all

sorts. “ Tell me, Yakiibl” said he, “ what you think of this saloon of ours. "—
The other replied :

“ It is the very perfection of beauty; may God permit the

“ Commander of the faithful to enjoy it long I"—“ Well," said al-Mahdi, ‘‘all that

“ it contains is yours, with this girl to crown your happiness and, moreover, a

“ sum of one hundred thousand dirhems (£. 2,500). ” Yakub invoked God's

blessing on the khalif, who then said to him :
“ I have something to ask of

“ you.” On this, Yakub stood up from his seat and exclaimed : “ Commander

“ of the faithful! such words can only proceed from anger; may God protect me
“ from your wrath!” Al-Mahdi replied: “1 wish you to take the engagement of doing

“ what I shail ask. ” — Yakub replied : “ 1 hear and shall obey. ,,
— “ Swear by

Allah, ” said the khalif. — He swore. — “ Swear again by Allah." — lie swore.

— Swear again by Allah.” — He swore for the third time, and the khalif then said

to him : “ Lay your hand on my head and swear again.” Yakhb did so. — Al-

Mahdi, having thus obtained from him the firmest promise that could be made,

spoke to him in these terms : *• There is an Alide named ” — such a one, the

son of such a one, — “ and I wish you to deliver me from the uneasiness which h*
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“ gives me and thus set my mind at rest. Here lie is; I give him up to you." He

then delivered the Alide over to him and bestowed on him the girl with all the fur-

niture which was in the saloon and the money (which he had ufjered). Yakub was so

delighted to have got the girl that he lodged herina room close to bis own, so that he

might the more easily go and see her. The Alide, whom he had then brought in

and whom lie found to be a man of intelligence and information, said to him :

11 Yakub! beware lest you have my blood to answer for before God; I am descended

** from Fatima, the daughter of Muhammad, on whom God’s blessings and favours

“ always repose! " — To this, Yakub replied :
“ Tell me, sir! if there be good in

“ you.” The Alide answered : “ If you do good to me, I shall be grateful and

“ pray for you happiness. — “ Receive this money,” said Yakub, “and lake what-

“ ever road you like. ” — “ Such a road, ” said the Alide, naming it, “ is the

“ safest." — “ Depart with my good wishes,” said Yakdb. — The girl heard

all this conversation and told a servant of hers to go and relate it to him (al-Mahdi)

and to say in her name :

11 Such is the conduct of one whom, in giving me to him,

“ you preferred to yourself! such is the return which he makes you for your

“ kindness!" Al-Mahdi had immediately the road occupied by guards, so that the

Alide was taken prisoner. He then sont for Yakub and said to him, as soon as he

saw him : “ What has become of that man? ” — Yakub replied : " I have dcliver-

“ ed you from the uneasiness he gave you.” — "Is he dead? " — “ He is.” —
“ Swear by Allah."— “I swear by Allah!”—“ Lay your hand on my head.”— Yakub

did so and swore by his head. Al-Mahdi then said to an attendant: “Boy I bring

“ out to us those who are in that room.” The boy opened the door and there the

Alide was seen with the very money (w/tic/i Yakdb had received from lhe /chalif).

Yakub was so much astounded that he was unable to utter a word and knew not

what to say. “ Your life,” said al-Mahdi, “ is justly forfeited, and it depends on

“ me to shed your blood, but I will not. Shut this man (YaAdfc) up in the Matbak.”

He had him confined in that dungeon and gave orders that no one should ever

speak to him or to any other about the prisoner. Yakdb remained there during the

rest of al-Mahdi’s reign, which was two years and some months, and during the reign

of Musa al-Hiidi, the son of al-Mahdi, and during five years and seven months

of the reign of Harun ar-Rashid. Yahya the Barmckide
(
page 103 of this col.),

having then learned where he was, interceded in his favour and obtained his

delivrance. When Yakub was taken out prison, he bad lost bis sight. Ar-Rashid
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treated him with great kindness, restored to him all his property and allowed him

the choice of a place of residence. Yakut) chose Mckka and, haying received per-

mission lo go there, he remained in that city till his death. This event took place

in the year 187 (A. 1). 803). — When he recovered his liberty* he asked for a

number of his dearest friends and, being informed that they were all dead, he pro-

nounced these lines

:

All men have a cemetery near their residence, and, as their number diminishes, that at the

tombs augments. But, though their dwelling be near at hand, the time of meeting them again

(the day of the resurrection
)

is far distant.

These two verses are lo be found in the Hamdsa, section of elegies. — I must

observe that the date of his death, as given above, is the same which is mentioned

by Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Abdits al-Kufi, generally known by the sur-

name of al-Jihshlari (uoi. II. p. 137), in his Tdrtkh al-Wuzard (history of vizirs),

but another author states that Y'akub Ibn Dawud died in the year 182(A. D. 798-9);

God knows host I — Abd Allah, the son of Yakub Ibn Dawud, related that, when

his father was imprisoned in a well by al-Mahdi, a cupola was built over it by that

khalifs order. He mentioned also that his father related to him as follows:

“ Every day, during the fifteen years of my remaining there, a small loaf of bread

“ and a pitcher of water were let down to me by a cord and the hours of prayer

“ were announced so that 1 might hear the call. Towards the end of the thirteenth

“ year, 1 saw in a dream a figure which came to me and said :

“ The lord took pity on Joseph and drew him forth from the bottom of a well, and of a

“ chamber wlierc darkness was around him.

“ I gave thanks to God and said : Deliverance is coming! I then remained

“ another year without seeing anything, till the same figure visited m‘e again and

“ adressed me thus :

“ God may perhaps bring deliverance; every day, he does something for his creatures.

" I remained another year without seeing anything, but at the expiration of that

" time, the same figure came to me and said :
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“ The affliction in which you were yesterday may perhaps be followed by a prompt deti-

“ Tcrance from care. He that is in fear may cease to dread, the captive may be delivered and
‘

‘ the stranger in a distant land may be taken back to his family.

• ,
*« When morning came, I heard a voice calling on me, but thought it was the

•* call to prayers. A black (camel-hair?) rope was lowered down and I was told to

“ tie it about my waist. 1 did so and was drawn up. When I faced the daylight,

* mv sight was extinguished. They led me to ar-Kashid and bade me salute the

khalif. 1 said :
* Salutation to the Commander of the faithful, the well directed

(
al-Mahdi ), on whom be the mercy of God and his benediction I' The prince

" answered :
' 1 am not he.' I then said : ‘Salutation to the Commander of the

faithful, the director (al-lladi), on whom be the mercy of God and his benedic-

*“ tion I
’ He replied again : ‘ I am not lie.' On this, I said :

1 Salutation to the

Commander of the faithful, the rightly guided (ar-Rathtd), on whom be the mercy

*“ of God and his benediction 1’ To Ibis ar-Rashid replied :
1 Yakub I bn Dawud I no

*** one interceded with me in your favour, but, this night, as 1 was carrying one of

my children on my shoulder, 1 remembered that you, formerly, used to carry

*“ me about in the same manner; so, 1 had compassion on you, thinking of the

“• high position which you once held, and I ordered you to be taken out of confi-

“• neraent I” — When ar-Rashid was a little boy, Yakub used to carry him about

and play with him. — After Yakub’s imprisonment, Abu Jaafar al-Faid lbn Abi

Salih was appointed to the vizirate by al-Mahdi. He had been one of Abd Allah

lbn al-Mukafla’s (tof. /. p. 431) servants and was noted for his excessive pride.

Ills father was a Christian. 11 was of al-Faid that a poet said :

O you who unjustly debar me from what I claim, may God oblige you to have recourse to

al-Faid’s beneficence
; to that man who, when he grants a favour, [shufflei about) as if walking

upon eggsl

— The name Tahmdn is to be pronounced with an a after the t

;

the h is not fol-

lowed by a vowel. — Abu Obaid Allah Moawia al-Ashari was born in the year 100

(A. D. 718-9), and died in the year 170 (A. I). 786-7), or 169. It is said that he

and [the khalif) Musa al-lladi died on (he same dav. He breathed his last at

Baghdad and was interred in the Kuraish cemetery. — The vizir al-Faid died in

the year 173 (A. D. 789-790), and was replaced by ar-Rabt lbn Yunus oof. I.

p. 521). We have spoken of Yakub lbn Dawud in the life al-Ba$hshar lbn Burd
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fro/. 1. p. 256) and staled that he contributed to the death of that poet. An elegy

was composed on his (I'diW&’s) death by Ahu Hanash of the tribe of Hilal, or of

that of Numair, according to another account. He was a native of Basra and bis

true name was Khudair Ihn Kais. He lived to the age of one hundred years. Some

verses of his elegy arc given in the Ilamdsa (p. fH). The first of them is this :

Yakub! lei us not lose you! O that you may escape from death
; otherwise, we shall have

to weep for the days in which you ruled and which were so flourishing and so prosperous.

(!) Abft SAlih Abd Allah lbn IUzim, a member of ihe tribe ofSulaim, governed KhordsAn during ten

years. He adhered to the party of Abd Allah lbn az-Zubair and was killed, A. H. 71 (A. D. 690-1), by bis

own lieutenant Wakl ^0,1’in a revolt which the latter got up against him at the instigation of the Oinai-

yide khalii Abd al-Malik lbn Marwdn. — (Tabari's Annals; Price’s Retrospect).

(2) See De Sacy's Chrestomatie Arab*, vol. I, page J; Abou '1-FedA’s Annals, tom. H; page 15, and

Price’s Retrospect , vol. II, page 15. Tbo revolt of An-Kafs az-Zakiya and his brother tbrabtm took place

A. H. 145 (A. D. 702-8).

(S) The word matbak signifies anything which doses with a lid. It was the name given to the state-prison

wherein political offenders were confined for life. [Al-Fakhri, page 220 of the Arabic text). It was a

pit nr under-ground chamber, communicating with the exterior by a deep atid narrow passage like a well.

(4) Abd 's-Shais [Shit ?). or Abd Jaafar, Mohammad lbn Abd Allah al-KhuzAi was the cousin of the poet Dibit

Ihn Ali al-KhuzAi. Ho died ^A. II. 196 (A. D. 811-2). See vol. I, page 510 of this translation, and Freytag’s

Ham As a, page 602 of the Arabic text.

(5) According to lbn Duraid, in his Ishtikdk, IdAh tl^ec was a noble Arab chief who settled in Syria alter

the conquest (min cuhrdf ahli *s-SAdm). The vixJr Abd Obaid Allah Moawta lbn Vaadr died A. H. 170

(A. D. 786-7). Some account of him is given in lbn at-Uktaka’s Fakhri, page [»0.

(6) Tills surname is variously written in tho manuscripts; one of them gives Hindi, another ttahdi, etc. As

the individual who bore it belonged to an Arabian tribe, the only plausible reading is that of Sahdi, (a mem- -

her of the tribe ofSahd lbn Kudda), Farther on, it will be seen that al-llahdi called him a Bedwin Arab.

(7) IsAbdd {the dwelling of ltd), was so named after IsA, the son of al-Mahdi. It lay lo the east of Bagh-

dad. — (Jtardsid.)

YAKUB I BN KILLIS.

Abu ’1-Faraj Yakub lbn Yusuf lbn Ibrahim lbn Harun lbn Dawild lbn Killis, was

vizir to al-Aziz Nizir, son of al-Moizz al-Obaidi (vol. III. p. 377), and sovereign of
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Egypt. In the first part of his life he professed the Jewish religion and pretended that

lie drew his descent from Harun (Aaron), the son of Imr&n and the brother of Musa

(Moses). According to another statement, he gave himself out for a descendant of

the Jew Samauwel Ibn Aadya, the lord of the castle called al-Ahlak, him who acqui-

red such renown for his good faith. The history of his conduct towards Amro’ 1-Kais

al-Kindi and of the fidelity with which he preserved the objects confided to his care

by that celebrated poet, is well known to men of learning (1). Yakub was born at

Baghdad and there lie passed his youth. His residence was situated near the gate

called Bab al-Kazz. When he had learned writing and arithmetic, his father took

him to Syria and sent him from that to Egypt, in the year 331 (A. I). 942-3).

Yakub then paid assiduous court to an officer in the service of the usldd Kafur al-

Ikhshidi (tol. II. p. 524) and was chosen by the latter to direct the furnishing

of his palace. He subsequently became Kafur's chamberlain and acted, in that

capacity, with great honour, discernment, probity, intelligence and disinterested-

ness. Ilis master did not fail to remark his conduct and, having admitted him

into his intimacy, he appointed him to a seat in the privy council. Y’akub's duly

being then to wait in Kafur’s presence, receive his orders and control the public

accounts (2), every affair passed through his hands. He rose to such a height in

Kafdr’s favour that all the chamberlains and nobles stood up when he entered and

showed him the deepest respect. He had no desire of gaining money; when his

master sent him any, lie always returned it and accepted nothing more than his

regular appointments. Kafur then sent positive orders to all the boards of adminis-

tration that not a dinar should be payed without a written authorisation from Yakub,

and thus placed all the public expenses under his control. A part of his modest

emoluments Yakftb employed in acts of beneficence, and yet he continued to profess

his religion. On Monday, the 1 Stli of Shaban, 356 (29th July, A. I). 967), he be-

came a convert to the Moslim faith and applied to the practise of prayer and the

study of the Koran. Having engaged for a salary a learned thaihh, well acquainted

with the august text of the Koran, skilled in grammar and knowing by heart

the (grammatical)
work of as-Sirafi (tol. I. p. 377), he passed the nights with him

in the recitation of prayers and the reading of the Koran. His power and

favour continued to augment till Kafur's death, when lie was arrested with

all the clerks and chiefs of the public offices by the vizir Abu ’l-Fadl Jaafar

Ibn al-Fur4t (tol. /. p. 319), whose jealousy he had excited and of whom he
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had made an enemy. By the intervention of his friends and by bribes he

obtained his liberty from the vizir, and, on leaving the prison, he borrowed

money from his brother and other persons, packed it up and departed secretly for

Maghrib. On his way, he met the kaid Jawhar Ibn Abd Allah ar-Rumi (not. I.

p. 340), who was marching to Egypt with an army and large sums of money, for

the purpose of reducing that country under the authority of his master al-Moizz al-

Obaidi (vol. III. p. 377). Yakub returned with him, or, according to another

account, he continued his journey to Ifrikiya and entered into the service of al-

Moizz, after which he returned to Egypt. He rose into such great favour

(with the Fatimides) that he became the vizir of al-Aziz Nizar, the son of al-

Moizz Maadd, and obtained a high place in his esteem. Whilst he was thus favour-

ed by fortune and whilst his door was besieged hy crowds of people, he reorganised

the administration of the empire, directed with ability the march of the affairs and

(gained such influence that) no one dared to contradict him. Under the reign of

al-Moizz, lie had been employed in the civil administration and, on passing into

the service of al-Aziz, he was nominated vizir. This look place on Friday, the 18th

of Ramadan, 368 (19th April, A. D. 979). Ibn Zulak (vol. 1. p. 388) says, in his

History [of Egypt), after speaking of al-Moizz and giving the date of his death :

“ Amongst the vizirs of al-Moizz, Yakub Ibn Killis was the fi/st who acted in Egypt

“ for the Fatimide dynasty. After holding a place at the board of government,

“ under
(
the regence of) Kafur, he joined the party of al-Moizz and served him with

“such zeal and obedience that he was raised to the viziratc.” — Another author

says :
“ Yakub was fond of learned men and liked to assemble them at his residence.

“ Every Thursday night he held a silling at which he read works of his own com-

“ posing to an assembly of kadis, doctors of the law, professors of Koran-reading.

" grammarians, Traditionists, grandees and other persons of talent. When the

“ silling was over, the poets would advance and recite to him eulogiums. He kept

“ in his palace a number of persons, some of whom were occupied in making copies

“ of the Koran, and olhers in transcribing books of Traditions, jurisprudence, iite-

“ rature and even medicine; these volumes they collated, adding also lo the tcit

“ vowel signs and diacritical points. One of the doctors who attended his sil-

“ tings was al-Hu$ain Ibn Abd ar-Rahim, surnamed az-Zalazili, the same who

” composed the Kildb al-Asjda (the hook of rhymes). He kept also with him, at a

“ fixed salary, a number of Koran-rcaders and imdrns whose duty it was to pray in

vol. iv. A6
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“ the mosque which he had constructed in his palace. Kitchens were established

“ there for himself and his guests, and others for his pages, retainers and followers.

•• Every day, a large table was laid out for the learned men, the clerks who were

“ attached to his service, some of his chosen followers and the guests whom he had

“invited. A great number of other tables were set out for the chamberlains,

“ the other clerks and the retainers. In the palace lie had a closet arranged {with

“ a fountain) for the purifications, and eight chambers were always kept ready for

“ the reception ofstrangers. Everyday, after the morning prayer, he gave audience

“ to the public and received, with their salutations, the papers in which they

“ ezposed their wants or the acts of injustice which they had to complain of. lie

“ placed around his sovereign some officers to whom he assigned the rank of A-rltf/a

“ (generalt) arid whose duly it was to accompany him {the khalif) when he rode out

“ in state; with them were a number of negro slaves to whom also it was obliga-

“ tory to give the title of Mid. One of these officers was the kiid Abu M-Faluh

** Fadl Ibn Salih, the same whose name is borne by the Slunija or garden, of the

“ kdid Fadl, which is a hamlet in the province of Jiza, in Egypt. This vizir

“ then began to fortify his palace and the dwellings of his pages by means of

“ darbs (3); there he set guards and laid in a large stock of arms and previsions.

“ The neighbouring grounds got covered with shops for the sale of all sorts of

“ goods, eatables, liquours and clothing. It is stated that his palace was situated

“ in that part of Cairo which is now occupied by the madrasa (or college
)
that was

“ founded by the vizir Safi ad-IMn Abii Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn AN, surnamed

** Ibn Shukrfuof. I. p. 196) and which he appropriated to students of the Malikite

“ sect. It is said also that the street of Cairo called Hdrat al-ff'az(riya
(
the itreet of

“ the riziriant
)
and situated (at the entrance of the city), within the Bab as-Saada

“ gate, was so named because his dependants resided there." The vizir Abft ’I-

“ Fadl Ibn al-Furat was his constant visitor and inspired him with such confidence

that he was sometimes authorised to make the agents {of government) give in and

settle their accounts. At public audiences he was allowed to sit beside Yakub,

who sometimes detained him for dinner, and yet lie had acted towards him in the

manner which wc have related (oof. 1. p. 319) (4). The respect which Yakub in-

spired was profound, his beneficence ample, and the eulogiums composed on him by

poets were very numerous. On looking over the collected poetical works of Abu

HAmid Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Antaki, surnamed AbA'r-Rakamak(coI. l.p. 1 16),
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I found that most of the eulogistic pieces were adressed to this vizir; such, for

instance, is the iastila of which we inserted a portion in our account of that poet.

In the historical work composed by Ihe emir al-Mukhtarlzz al-Mulk Muhammad Ibn

Ahi T-Kasim, generally known by the appellation of al-Musabbihi (uol. III. p. 87),

I found a long article on Ibn Killis and, from it, I drew the greater part of the in-

formation given above. Yakub composed a work on jurisprudence, containing Ihe

(Shiite) doctrines which he had learned from the lips of al-Moizz and of al-Aziz,

that prince’s son. In the month of Ramadan, 369 (March-April, A. D. 980), he

held a silting to which people of all ranks were convoked, and there he read to them

the contents of this work. The vizir Ibn al-Furat was at the assembly, A number

of persons then held sittings in the mosque called at-Jdmt 'l-Altk, and decided points

of law conformably to the principles enounced in that book. 1 heard some Egyp-

tians relate that the vizir Yakub had birds
(
pigeons

)
of so choice a kind and so excel-

lent a breed that they outstripped all others. His sovereign al-Aziz had also some

fine birds, remarkablo for the rapidity of their flight. One day, the prince flew a

bird of his against one of the vizir's and lost the prize. The displeasure which this

gave him induced some of the vizir’s enemies to think that they had found the

means of ruining his credit, and they said to al-Aziz :
“ That man chooses for him-

“ self tho best things of every kindand leaves nothing for you except those of inferior

“ quality. It is even so with regard to pigeons.” By these words thoy meant to

incense Ihe prince against his minister, of whom they were all jealous, and turn

his mind againsl him. Yakub, being informed of what had passed, wrote to al-

Aziz these lines :

Say (my teller/) to the Commander of die faithful, to him whose glory is exalted and whose

origin illustrious : “ Your bird would have had the precedence bat, before it, went its chatn-

“ bcrlain (to do it honour).
"

>
- 1

'

The prince was pleased with these verses, and the irritation which he felt against

the vizir disappeared. So it is staled by Al-Kidi ar-Rashid Ibn az-Zubair {yol. I.

p. 143), in his Kitdb al-Jindn, but, according to another author, the two verses were

composed by Wali ad-Dawla Abu Muhammad Ahmad Ibn Ali, surnamed Ibn Khai-

ran, a /idtib and Egyptian poet of whom we have spoken in our account of Abu
' 1-Hasan Ali Ibn Nubakht (oof. II. p. 319). I have not given a separate article to

Ibn Khairan, because I never met with the date of his death, and because I made
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it a rule not to insert, in this work, a notice on any person the year of whose decease

I could not discover (5). Abb '1- Kasim Ali Ibn Munjib Ibn Solaiman, surnamed

lbn as*Sairafi, a kdlib and a native of Egypt, drew up a volume to which be gave

the title of Al-Ishdra fi man ndl al-Wtsdra \the Indicator, treating of thote penoru

tcho obtained the viztrale), and in which he mentioned the vizirs who administered

in Egypt, up to his time. In this work, he begins by speaking of Yakub, the sub-

ject of the present article, and says : “ He was a kdlib and a jew, guarding himself

* [from vice), strict in the observance of his religious duties, and obliging towards

“ the merchants with whom he had dealings. Kafur al-lkhshidi, to whose service

•* he got attached, was so much pleased with his conduct, that he confided to him

“ the direction of the divan (or board of administration) for Egypt and Syria.

" That office he filled to his master's satisfaction. The cause of his high favour

“ with Kaffir was this : A jew told him that a sum of thirty thousand dinars was

“ buried at Ramla, in the house of Ibn al-Bakri (6), who had just died. In conse-

“ quence of this information, he addressed a memorial to Kafur, expressing his

" desire of selling out for Ramla, in order to bring back a sum of twenty thousand

“ dinars, which was hidden in the house of lbn al-Bakri. Kafur gave his consent

“ to this request and sent with him a number of mules for the purpose of transport-

“ ing the money. iN> «s having then arrived that the merchant Bukair lbn llirun

“ was dead, Kafur charged Yakub to make investigations into the property left by

“ deceased. It then happened that a jew who had with him some bales of flax,

“ had just died at al-Farama. Yakub seized on the bales, opened them and found,

“ in the interior, money to the amount of twenty thousand dinars. Kafur, to

“ whom he announced in a letter this discovery, thought himself highly fortunate

" in having such an agent, and wrote back to him the order to carry off the money.

“ Yakub sold the flax, took with him all these sums, and, on reaching Ramla,

“ had an excavation made in Ibn al-Bakri's house, and, from that, he took out

“ money to the amount of thirty thousand dinars. On this, he wrote to his master

“ saying : 'I informed your Lordship
(
ustdd

)

that the sum was twenty thousand

“ ‘dinars, but I have found it to be thirty thousand.' He thus acquired a still

" higher place in Kufur's esteem and a greater title to his confidence, llaving

“ closely examined into the inheritance left by lbn Hardn, he took out of it a large

'* sum which he carried off. Out of the ample donation which Kafur then sent

‘‘ to him, he accepted only one thousand dirhems (£. 25), and returned the rest with
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“ these words :
1 Whal 1 hare taken is a sufficiency.' His influence with Kafur then

“ rose to such a degree that he was consulted by him in almost every affair." —
Abd Allah Akhu Muslim the Alide related as follows : “ I saw YakOb standing to

“ the right of Kafur, and, when he retired, he (Kdf&r) said to me: ' What a vizir

“ is contained within that man’s sides!
’ " lie (Yakdl) travelled to Maghreb and

entered into the service of al-Moizz. On the first day of the month of Ramadan,

368 (2nd April, A. D. 979), he became prime minister of al-Aziz, and received from

him the title of vizir. Orders were then given by the sultan, that no person should

address Yakub verbally or in writing except by that appellation. In the year 373

(A. D. 983-4-), al-Azlz imprisoned him in the Kasr {the citadel of Cairo), but, some

months later, in the following year, he set him at liberty and restored him to his

former place. In the year 380 {A. D. 990-1), that of Yakub’s death, a paper con-

taining the following lines was found in his house :

Be on your guard against the events of lime! stand in dread of unforeseen misfortunes!

You think yourself secure against adversity; you sleep on, yet danger is often hidden by se-

curity.

When he read these verses, lie exclaimed : “ There is no power and no strength,

“ except through the Almighty !
’’ and used in vain, every endeavour in order to

discover the author. Towards the end of the year just mentioned, when he was

in his last illness, he received a visit from al-Aziz, who came riding in state

to see him. "Of "said that sultan, “ 1 should give my kingdom to redeem

“ you (from death); to ransom you
(from her grasp), l should sacrifice my son I

*• Have you any thing to ask of me, Yakub?” The vizir wept and replied :

“ As to what concerns me personnally, you can so well appreciate my deserts, that

“ | need not refer you to them, and you have been so kind to those whom I am

“ leaving behind me, that 1 need not recommend them to your benevolence. But

*• I shall give you some advice touching the welfare of your empire : Remain in

“ peace with the Greeks as long as they remain in peace with you ; be satisfied with

“ the Uamdanidcs (of Aleppo), as long as they offer up the prayer for you from

“ the pulpit and inscribe your name on the coinage; show no mercy to Mufrij

“ (Mufarrij ?) Ibn Dagbfal Ibn al-Jarrah (col. I. p. 406), whenever the opportunity

*• presents itself.” When he died, al-Aziz gave orders that he should be buried

in the house where he (YaA46) resided, and which was called the Palace of the
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Vizirat. It was situated in Cairo, within the gate -which bears the name of Bab

an-Nasr
(
victory Gale), and it contained a mausoleum [kubba], which the vizir had

built for himself. Al-Aziz said the funeral service over him, and arranged the

body in the grave with his own hands. He then relumed, sorrowing for his

loss, and ordered that all the public offices should remain shut for some days. The

appointments which he allowed to the vizir were one hundred thousand dinars

(£. 50,000) a year. In the property left by Yakub were four thousand slaves, whites

and blacks, all of them young men, precious stones to the value of four hundred

thousand dinars, and drapery of all sorts to the value of five hundred thousand

dinars. Six hundred thousand dinars were owed by him to merchants, but this

debt was acquitted by al-Azlz, who drew the amount from the public treasury and

distributed it to the creditors over the vizir's grave. The hdfi lbn Asakir (oof. //.

p. 252) mentions him in the History of Damascus and says : “ He was a Jew of

“ Baghdad, perverse and crafty, full of shrewdness and cunning. In the early

“ part of his career, he went to Syria and settled in Kamta, where he became an

*• agent of affairs. Having embezzled the property of the merchants, he fled to

“ Egypt, and was chosen by Kafur as his commercial agent. Kafur soon re-

“ marked his intelligence, his skill in the management of affairs, his perfect ac-

“ quaintance with every thing concerning the [government) estates, and was heard

" to say :
‘ Were that man a Moslim he would be fit to be made a vizir.’ The hope

" of obtaining the vizirship induced him to embrace lslamism, and be made his

“ profession of faith, one Friday, in the gTuat mosque of Misr. The vizir Abu

“ '1-Fadl Jaafar lbn al-Furat perceived what he was aiming at and planned his

" ruin, on which lie fled to Maghrib and joined some Jews who were with the per-

" son surnamed al-Moizz (7). When the latter set out for Egypt, he accompanied

“ him, and, on that chiefs death, he became vizir to the person surnamed al-Az!z,

“ who was the son and successor of al-Moizz. This took place in the year 365

“ (A. D. 975-6). He continued in the direction of affairs till the death of his

“ master, which occurred in the month of Zu ’l-Hijja, 380 (Feb.-March, A.D. 991).”

— Another author says : The last illness of the aforesaid vizir began on Sunday,

" the 21st of Zu '1-Kaada, 380. He was seized by a palsy which continued to

“ augment and become worse; then he recovered the use of his tongue; then,

“ towards the morning of Monday, the 5th of Zu 'l-Hijja (23 February, A. D. 991),

'* he breathed his last. His body was shrouded in fifty robes, and all the people
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“ assembled in the street leading from the citadel to his house. Al-Aziz came forth,

“ evidently much afflicted; he was mounted on a mule, and, contrary to his usual

“ custom when riding out, no parasol was borne over him. He prayed over the

“ corpse, wept and remained present till the grave was filled up. It is said that

“ the shrouds and the perfumes used in embalming the body, cost ten thousand dinars.

A person related that he heard al-Aziz say :
' How long shall I grieve for thee,

“ *0 Vizir !' The kdid Jawhar
(
vol . I p. 340) wept bitterly, but it was as if he

“ were weeping for his own death, since he did not survive the vizir more than a

“ single year. The next morning, the tomb was visited by the poets, one hundred

“ of whom, it is said, recited elegies over it. For these poems they received in

“ exchange ample donations. "— Some say that he died in his former religion and

was only a Moslim in appearance, but the truth is that he was a sincere and good

Musulman. At one of his assemblies, he spoke of the Jews in terms such as that

people could not have endured, and he proceeded to expose their infamy and the

corruptness of their religion. “ Those people," said he, “hold opinions which

“ have no foundation, and the name of the Prophet is mentioned in the Pentateuch,

“ though they deny it." He was born at Baghdad, in the year 318 (A. D. 930-1),

near the gate called BAb aUKazz. — The orthography of k illis, Samautcel and

Addyd is that which is given here. We have already spoken of the kdid Jawhar.

The kdid Fadl (8) was a man of talent and honour, praised by all. The garden

called Munyal al-Kdid, and situated in the district of Jiza, was so named after

him. It was in bis praise that Abft ’ 1-Kasim Abd al-Ghaffar, the court poet of

al-IIakim, the son of al-Aziz, composed the following lines :

At Kadi is a brilliant star on the forebeads of our culogioms; ample in his gifts, the favours

he bestows are odours Which do not pass away. His band is the center of beneficence for

travellers departing in the morning and arriving at eventide. All things prosper under the di-

rection of the son of SAlih.

Fadl enjoyed high favour under the reign of al-UAkint; but, haring incur-

red his sovereign’s displeasure, he was cast into prison and there beheaded. This

event took place on Saturday, the 21sl of Zu ’ 1-Kaada, 399 (17lh July A. D. 1009).

He met his death with great fortitude. His body was rolled up in a mat and car-

ried out of the cell where he had been confined.— The poet AbO 'l-KAsim was

put to death by ai-Hakim, with a number of other distinguished men, on Sunday,
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the 26lh of Muharram, 395 (12 November, A. D. 1004). Their bodies were burned

by his order. All of them were executed together, in the same cell. God knows

how far these things may be true I

(1) See Rasmussen's Additamenta ad historian Arabum, p. 14, and Caoicin do Perceval's Estai tur Vhis-

toire des Arabts

,

I, II, p. 819 etseq.

(1) Jl+ftt, tbe plural of bears often the meaning of note, list
t
account.

(1) The darbs were lanes or passages closed at each end by a gate.

(4) It is a singular oversight of our author not to have mentioned the reconciliation of lbn KiLiis and

Jaafar lbn al- Kuril in the life of the latter.

(5) The author gave subsequently the date of lbn Khairin'i death in his article on Ibu Nftbakhi.

(6) According to another reading : Ql-Baladi. — This person was probably a commercial agent in the

service of tbe Fatimide government.

(7) lbn As&kir, writing as he did, under tbe government of the Abbaside khalifa, gives here to under-

stand that the Fatimides had no right to bear imperial titles.

(8) See page B6J.

IBN SABIR AL-MANJANIKI.

Abu Yusuf Yakub lbn Sabir lbn Barakat lbn Ammar lbn Ali lbn al-Husain lbn

Ali lbn ilaulhara al-Manjanfki, surnamed Najm ad -I)in (the ttar of religion), be-

longed to a family of liarran, but was, by birth and by residence, a native of Bagh-

dad, Abu Abd Allah Muhammad lbn Said, surnamed lbn ad-Dubaithi (col. 111.

p. 102), notices this distinguished poet in the historical work inlenled by him

to serve as a supplement to the work which the hdfiz Abu Saad Abd al-Karim lbn

as-Samuni (vol. II. p. 156) drew up as a continuation of the
(
biographical

)
history

of Baghdad, which was composed by the hdfiz Abb Bakr Ahmad lbn Ali lbn Thabil

al-Baghdadi (vol. I. p. 35). Mention has been made of these three authors in the

present historical work. “This Yakub," says lbn ad-Dubaithi, “ was at the head

“ of those who practised his art,"— the writer means ballistics and the matters rela-

ting to that branch of science, — “he was a man of merit and could extemporise
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*' poetry. Some traditions were learned by him from the lips of Abu '1-MuzafTar

“ as-Samarkandi and of Abu Mansur as-Shatranji. I wrote down some pieces of

“ bis poetry which were dictated to me by himself. (Thus for instance) : The fol-

“ lowing verses were recited to me by Aliii Yusuf Y'akub Ibn Sabir, as being of his

“ own composing :

“ I kissed her cheek and she, in her confusion, turned away her neck and inclined (from me)

“ her pliant waist. Prom her cheeks trickled down upon her breast drops of respiration like

“ the dew upon the myrtle (I). It was as if the breath of my sighs had obliged the rose of

“ her cheeks to shed its dew-drops.

“
I asked him the dale of his bhrlh, and he replied that it was on Monday morn-

“ ing, the 4lh of Muharram, 554 (26th January, A. D. 1159).”— Another person

said : “ lltn Sabir al-Manjanlki commenced his career by serving in the regular

“ army \jundi), and became chief of the engineers stationed in the City of Welfare

“ ( /Mr es-Saldm), which is Baghdad. He laboured assiduously with the sword and

“ the pen, and became noted for his studies and his military exercises. None of his

“ contemporaries could cope with him in the knowledge of these last matters. He

“ composed on that subject a book which lie entitled Omdal al-.Vasatik ft Sidsat

“ il-Afamdhi (the directing-post, marking the paths which lead to the government of

•* kingdoms). This fine work, which remains unfinished, treats of every thing

“ relating lo war, orders of battle, taking fortresses, building castles, horse-

“ manship, engineering, blockading strongholds, sieges, equestrian exercises, war-

“ horses, the management of all sorts of arms, the construction of military engines,

“ close lighting, the different sorts of cavalry and the qualities of horses. He drew

* up this treatise in sections, each of which is divided into a number of chapters.

" Fie was an elderly, good-humoured man, well-looking, pleasant and lively; agree-

“ able in his conversation, noble-minded and modest; in his manners concilia-

“ lory, kind and tranquil. He was, besides a prolific poet, gifted with original

“ thoughts and composing not only detached pieces, but regular kastdas. His poe

" tical works were united by him in a compendium to which he gave the title of

**
.1laghdni 'l-JUadni (the abodes were striking thoughts abound). He composed

“ poems in praise of the khatifs and held rather a high place in the favour of the

imdm (khalif) An-Nasr li-Din Illah Abu T-Ahbfls Ahmad, the (difcasirfe) kbalif who

*' was then ruling. " — Whilst he was alive, .we often received news of him;

VOL. IT. AT
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the professional reciters of poems giving to the public the pieces of his which they

had learned by heart and relating his doings, his adventures, and the passages

composed by him on these matters, and in which he displayed great originality of

thought. 1 never had an opportunity of seeing him, though the proximity of his

residence to ours rendered us neighbours; he inhabited Baghdad and we dwell in the

town of Arbela, which places are near one to the other ;
but, as I heard accounts of

him frequently during his life, as also the verses which he occasionally composed and

which were recited on his authority, I may be considered as having been acquaint-

ed with him. I was always anxious to procure the occasional poems which he com-

posed, so greatly was 1 pleased with his {style and

)

manner. Many were the friends

of his with whom I met, and many also were the persons whom I heard repeating

his verses. One of them was our master llie shaikh Afi f ad-Din
(
virtuous through

religion) Abu ’ l-IIasan Ali Ibn Adlan, of Mosul, surnamed al-Mutarjim
(
the inter-

preter). From liirn, I learned a great number of these pieces, such, for instance,

as the following :

I was engaged in studying ballistics and in employing machines Cued to destroy castles and

to breach redoubts. Then I turned, through poverty, to the composing of verses; so, in both

eases, I have been always aiming at a htiil (o wall, or sumething to fill the belly).

Ibn Adlan recited to ine also as Ibn Sabir’s a piece, the idea of which, said he,

never before occurred to any poet. Here it is

:

Trust not to him who restrains his anger through perfidy; fear the arrows of the deceitful.

The sharp lances are never mure killing than when their water (their utll-lem/tered blade)

sinks into the bosoms.

lie communicated to me also the following piece, which the poet had composed

on a dark-coloured Abyssinian girl with whom lie was in love

:

That maiden, a daughter of the Abyssinians, shot from her eyelids glances at once powerful

and languishing, f loved her through the impulse of y outh, and passion turned my hair gray ;

a thing which I had no mind to. So, when I reproached her will) her blackness, she reproa-

ched me with my grayness.

He recited to me also this piece, as being of Lbn Sabir’s composition :

A girl was weeping in (the bustle caused by) the rnnning of the pilgrims round the Kaaba,
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and her tears fell in abondanre. I said to her :
*' Enter into the temple and be not afraid; il

“ always gives protection to those who are in fear. Its guardianship belongs to the family of

“ Shaiba (S). " She replied :
•* I am also afraid of shaiba (gray hair).

"

Another of Ibn Sabir's pieces which he (/in Adldn) reciled lo me, was composed

on a young girl (3), who was learning to swim in the Tigris, at Baghdad. She had

put on blue drawers and tied to her back a bladder filled wilh air, as is customary

with persons who are learning to swim. On this subject, the poet said

:

O you men (»-Ao hear me) I my affliction (shikAyn) proceeds from that bladder (shihea

)

which holds closely to her whom I desire to possess and whom I love. It is filled with Anton

(air) as I am /died with hawa (love), but it floats where my passion would weigh me down and

drown me. Those drawers excite mv jealousy whilst they embrace her charms; they are really

a blue enemy. •

This is an original thought. The (desert) Arabs, when they wished to describe a

man whose hostility (fo another
)
was very violent, used to say: “ He is the blue

“ enemy." This expression occurs frequently in their discourses and poems. Al-

Hariri (to/. //. p. 490] , made use of it, in the fourteenth (4) Makilma, where he

says: “ But since (my) green
(
flourishing

)
life has been soiled, and since the bc-

“ loved yellow (money) has turned away, black have become my days (once so) while,

“ and white, my locks (once so) black ; so that pity is shewn to me (eren) by the

“ blue enemy! Welcome
(
were to me even) red death." In an epistle, the au-

thor of which I have not been able to discover, I found the following passage :

“ Wc quenched the thirst of our dark iron blades in the water of Ihe little red rose

“ (f/ie heart), belonging to that enemy of Gorl, the blue (-eyed Christian}, one of

•' the sons of the yel/ote ( Europeans). ”— This is a subject offering so ample a slock

of examples that. we need not lengthen our arlirle by adducing others. — Hu (Ibn

Adldn) recilcd to me the following piece as having been composed by Ibn Sabir on

a band of Sufis
(
derviches), to whom he had given hospitality and who eat up all that

he set before them. In this piece, which he sent lo Ihcir superior, he relates what

had taken place between him and them :

My lord I yon who arc the shaikh of the convent ami have manifested to Ihe world vour

eminent merit and your noble feelings! To you I complain of the injustice lommitled b*

some ii !is who passed ibe night with me as guests and friends. I offered them provisions in

preference lo myself, and I passed the night wilh my stomach complaining of hunger. When
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they walked, it * as towards the bread ; not like those saints whose custom was to walk upon

the surface of the waters. They continue to be my guests up to the present moment.

Send them, I beg you, bread and sweetmeats; or, if not, take them to you and deliver me
from them ; I have not a good opinion of people like them.

Here is another piece which the same poet composed on the Sufis and which was

recited to me by Ibn Adlan (5). A person, but not Ibn Adlan, related to me as

follows : “ When lbn Sabir grew old and slow in his movements, he used to lean

“ on a staff in walking. Alluding to this, he said :

“ In the time of my youth, I threw the staff out of my band when I intended to make a

“ halt; and now, that hoary age calls on me to journey forth, I have taken that staff up
“ again.

“ There was at Baghdad a man called Ibn Bishran , who was always spreading

“ about reports anti rumours. Being forbidden to do so, he look his seat at the

“ road side, and set up for an astrologer. On this, lbn SAbir said :

“ Ibn Bishran turned astrologer through fear of the sultan, aud I blame him not. That

“ unlucky wight was formed by nature to be loquacious; and, not being allowed to speak of

what passes on earth, he talks to us of the heavens."

In the month of Ramadan, €38 (March-April, A. I). 1*241), whilst 1 was in Cairo,

Abu Abd Allah Mohammad Ibn Yusuf lbn SAlim, surnaraed Sltihab ad-Din [the

flambeau of religion), and generally known by the appellation of Ibn at-Tallafari,

who was an eminent literary scholar and one of the good poets of (he day, recited to

me the following verses :

Hoariness! what do you mean? Yon hasten to invade my dark locks before the lime of

my youth has expired. Hasten noil for, by Him who changed into day the dark night of my

locks, were my hair on the day of judgement to replace the book containing my actions (6)

its whiteness, even then, would not rejoice my heart.

On hearing this, 1 said : ** You have stolen from Ibn SAbir the entire meaning of

“ the last verse and some of the expressions
;
you have even adopted his rhyme and

*•' his measure. That poet said

:

l<
If the beard of the gray-haired man were, on the day of the resurrection, the book of his

** actions, its whiteness would displease him."
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He swore that he had composed the above verses before he heard of this one.

God knows best ! Ibn Sabir’s verse belongs to a piece which we give here :

They say that hoariness is a brilliant light which clothes a man’s face with brighness and

dignity. But, when its grayness invaded the summit of my head
, I wished I had not been deprived

ol darkness. I began to cajole the marks of youth, so that they might remain, and I dyed them

with a tint of black. If the beard of the gray-haired man were, on the day of the resurrec-

tion, the book of his actions, its whiteness would displease him.

A literary man informed me that Ibn Sdbir addressed the following verses to a

man of high rank in Baghdad :

I come not to you with praises for the purpose of obtaining gifts
; I am satisfied with what

you have already bestowed on me and am thankful. Bnt I now come to yon with a message

from glory : She says that your efforts to obtain her favour shall not go unrewarded.

When I was in Cairo, 1 met with some quires of a book containing the poems of

Ibn Sabir, who, in all his verses, displayed great talent. I there found the famous

distich which has been attributed to different poets and of which the real author is

not known. Here is that which I mean :

Throw me into fire and, if it consume me, be then assured that I am not Yakflt (o hyacinth).

Every one who makes tissues is included in the term toeaver; but, iu that art, David was not

equal to the spider (7).

In answer to those two verses, Ibn Sabir composed the following

:

O thou who art so vain-glorious I leave glory to him who is the lord of greatness and of po-

wer. David's tissue would have rendered no service on the night of the Cavern; it was the

spider who had all the honour. The resistance of the tamand (ashestut) (8) to the ardour

of lire deprives the yakit of its merit. The ostrich can swallow burning cools, though they

are not its
(
natural

) food.

The two verses given first of all have served as models to a number of our con-

temporaries. Such, for instance, were the following, composed by Jamal ad-Din

Abu Muhammad al-Kasim Ibn al-K&sim Ibn Omar Ibn Mansur, a native of W&sit

who had settled in Aleppo and who wrote a commentary on the Makdmat (of al-

Har(rx)

:
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The silkworm, when il buill over itself a house and died after spinning, was right in dying;

for the spider has spun before (and outdone it).

It was thus also that a native of Mosul, named Muhaddab ad-Din Abu Abd Allah

Muhammad Ibn Abi ’l-llasan Ibn Yumn al-Ansari, and generally known by the

surname of Ibn Ardakhel, expressed a similar thought in these lines :

People said : # W'c see yon frown when persons nnworthv pretend to follow the religion of

“love. "I answered: “ The silkworm was right in killing itself when its work was equalled by
“ the dwelling of the spider.

In these verses is an allusion to a thought which (ftco) other poets have expressed

thus

:

When you have, in any work, a vile fellow for a partner, you incur neither disgrace nor

odium. The class of animals necessarily includes Aristotle and the snappish cor.

The wasp and the falcon, like other animals dial fly, have wings and can hover in the air.

But great is the difference between what is captured by the falcon and wltal is canght by the

wasp.-

Having spoken of the silkworm, we cannot but mention what has been said of

the surfa (a sort of case-worm or caddis). In al-Jawhari’s lexicon, the Sahdh, we

read that the surfa is a little animal which constructs for itself a square house like

a coffin, forming it with small bits of wood which it sticks together by means of

its spittle. It Ihcn enters into this case and dies. The expression : .1/ore industrious

than the surfa, is proverbial. A person of merit told me that the surfa is the same

as the arda (or termite
) ; God knows I — To the verses given alwve we cannot avoid

adding these two

:

When people have not it hand an able workman, they lake one who is awkward and with-

out skill. When the chess-player is in want of a pawn, his custom is to replace it by a

pebble.

The idea which pervades all these verses originates from one which al-Mutanabhi

(to/. I- p. 102), has thus expressed:

The most worthless prey that my hand ever seized on was, when the yellow falcon and the

vnltnrc obtained equal shares.
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Something similar is what Abu ’ 1-Ala ’ l-Maarri (cof. I. pag. 94) has enounced

thus :

How could the lion store up food (or its daily wants, and thus imitate the ant wihich Rather*

up subsislancc for the year to conic T

There is something in the verses given first of all which requires explanation ; for

it is not every person who reads them that can understand their meaning. What is

said of the yalult, in the first verse, refers to the particular nature of that mineral

;

fire having no effect on it. Al-liartri alludes to this in his forty-seventh Makdma;

he has there three verses one of which is

:

The yak&t may be long healed over burning coals; the coals will at last die out and the

yakut remain as it was.

A poet said of a young page of his whose name was Yakut [Hyacinth]

:

Yakut! Yakut! the heart of him that yearns after that (youth), — it is an act of generosity

that food should not be withheld (from is) (9). Come and dwell in my heart (IQ); you need

not fear the flame with which it burns; why should a yukut fear the flame of fire.

Ideas of this kind frequently occur in poetry ; but it is now better that we should

he brief.— In the second line of Ihn Sabir's answer, the words David's tissue would

have rendered no service, etc., allude to the flight of the Prophet from Mckka, with

Abu Iiakr as-Siddik (the veracious)

.

Apprehensive of being pursued by the infidels

of that city, they entered into the cave of Thaur, a mountain situated between Mekka

and Medina, but nearer to the former place. Immediately after, a spider wove its web

across the entrance of the cave. When the infidels came and saw the work of the

spider, they said : “There is nobody here; if any one had gone in, the spider

“ would not have woven its web so soon." The infidels had immediately hastened

pursuit of them, and hoped to attain them, but God concealed the fugitives. This

was one of the blessed prophet’s miracles. In the third verse (of the same piece),

the poet speaks of the samind, which resists the ardour of fire. The word samand,

or samandel, as it is sometimes written (11), designates, it is said, a kind of bird

which, if it falls into the fire, receives no injury. Napkins are made of its feathers

and brought to our countries. When one of them is soiled, it is cast into the fire,
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and that clement eats away the impurities without burning the napkin or making

any impression on it. I saw a piece of thick cloth made of tamand; it was in the

shape of a saddle-girth, having the same length as one and the same breadth. They

laid it on a fire, but no effect was produced on it; then they dipped one end of it into

oil and placed it over the
(
burning

)
wick of a candle. It took fire and burned for a

long lime; when extinguished, nothing was found changed in its former state.

People say that it is imported from India, and that the bird of which we have spoken

is found in that country. There is something curious in that (experiment), which

we must notice here : the end of that piece of cloth was placed over the candle, and

left there for a long time, without its taking fire. One of the persons present, then

said :
“ Fire has no effect on it, but dip the end of it into oil and place it on the

“ fire.” They did so, and it blazed up. From this, it appears that, unless it be

dipped in oil, it resists the action of fire. I, afterwards, found in a copy of the auto-

biography composed by our thaiAh Muwaffak ad- Din Abd al-Latif Ibn Yusuf al-Bagh-

dadi 12), and in that doctor's hand-writing, that a piece of tamand , one cubit in

breadth and two in length, was presented to al-Malik az-Zabir, son of Salih ad-Din,

sovereign ^of Aleppo. When it was dipped in oil and set on fire, it burned so that

the oil was consumed and it then became as white as before. God knows best I

Similar to the samand, is the tarafAl, a little animal which lives in glass-furnaces,

when they are violently heated. There it lays its eggs and produces its young

;

never does it make its nest except in a place where fire is constantly burning.

Glory be to God, the creator of all things !— In the fourth verse of the piece above

given, Ibn Sabir speaks of ostriches swallowing burning coals; this is a fact which

we ourselves have often witnessed, and it is so well known that it no longer

appears curious. Here, after all, we have digressed from our subject, but one

observation brought on another, and they have spread to a great extent. — Ibn Sabir

died at Baghdad, on the eve of the 28th of Safar, 626 (26th Jan. A. D. 1229), and

was buried on Friday, in the new cemetery of the western quarter of the city. His

tomb is near the entrance of the mausoleum which bears the name of Musa Ibn

Jaafar (vof . III. p. 463).—The word hauthara, designated originally the glam penit,

and then became the name of a man. Ibn al-Kalbi (oof. III. p. 608), says, in his

Jamharal an-Nisab: “ The name of Hauthara was given to Rabiah Ibn Amr Ibn

Auf Ibn Bakr Ibn Wail for the following reason ; As he was making the pilgri-

“ mage, he met a woman and bargained with her for a cup. Sbe asked a high
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“ price for it, on which lie said :
‘ By Allah ! I could stop it up with my hauthara.'

“ This word has here the some meaning as the word kamcra." The relative adjec-

tive manjantki is derived from manjanik (mangonel), the name of a well known

engine. As we have mentioned this word, we cannot avoid offering some remarks

concerning it, for, on this subject may be said a number of things little known.

First of all, the manjanik is a machine employed (t'/i tear) and transportable
(
from one

place to another}. It is a general rule that, in words of this class (mines of instru-

ments}, the letter m should be followed by the vowel »; amongst the rare exceptions,

we may cite munkhal (a sieve), mudhun (an oil-flask), and musal (an instrument for

introducing medicinal powders into the nostrils). Ibn al-Jawaliki (rol. III. p. 498),

says, however, in his Muarrab, that this word has four forms : manjanik and min-

janik, both of them regular ; then manjantik and manjalik. It is stated on good

authority, that the m and the first n of this word, may lake one or other of the three

vowels. It is also said that those two letters belong to the root of the word. Accord-

ing to another statement, them is a radical, and the n a complementary letter; God

knows best (13)1 The word manjanik is of foreign origin (14), for the letters; (^)

and k (|j), are never found together in any Arabic word. We thus recognize as

foreign, the words jurmdk (slipper), jardak [gdleau), jausak
(
palace, kiosk', julahik

(ball of an arbalet). kahj
(
partridge}, and others. This is a general rule which

applies also to the letters
; (g), and s t^); they are never to be found together in an

Arabic word; saltrij (pond), jass (gypsum), justul (?), and others are therefore of

foreign origin. When we put the word manjanik in the plural number, we begin

by suppressing one of the nn; if we take away the first, we obtain the plural majdnik,

and, if we suppress the second, we obtain mandjik. Al-Jawhari says, in his

Sahdh, that the word manjanik is derived from (the Persian
)
man ji nik (15), which,

in Arabic, means : how good am I. 1 may add that man signifies I, ji is (the

interrogative) what, and nik is good. So the meaning is I, what thing, good,

“These words,” says al-Jawhari, “being arabicized, become manjanik .
” Ibn

Kulaiba (col. II. p. 22), says, in his Kitdb al-Madrif, and Abd Hilal al-Askari

(vol. II. p. 440), in his Kitdb al-Awdil (book of origins), that the first inventor of

this machine was Jadirna tal-Abrash (16), a king of the Arabs, who possessed (the

town) of Hira in former times. Al-Wahidi (vol. II. p. 246), says, in his Medium

Commentary, on the Koran, sdrat of the Prophets : “When the infidels resolved

“ on burning alive Abraham, the friend of God, they lighted a fire (so great, that

sol. tv. 48
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** they could not approach it) t and did not know liow to cast him into it. Iblis

“ (Sfl/a»), God’s curse be upon him ! then went to them and indicated the manner

** of constructing a manjanik, This was the first ever made. They placed Abra-

** ham on it, and shot him off,” God knows best ! These paragraphs are a digres-

sion, and, as they arc not devoid of useful information, my discourse, on the subject,

has been considerably extended.—Shihab ad-Din al-Tallafari, he of whom we have

spoken above, informed me that he was born at Mosul, on the 25th of the latter

Jumada, 593 (15th May, A. D. 1197). He died at Hamah, on the 10th of Shauwal,

675 ( 1 Till March, A. 0. 1277). 1 heard from his lips, the following verses, which

were the last he ever composed :

When my bed at night shall be the grave and when I am near unto the Merciful, felicitate me,

my dear friends ! and say :
41 Rejoice l you have now gone into the presence of the bountiful Lord .

»

(1) to the translation of these verses, it was necessary to disguise their character by changing some of

tbe pronouns. The signification given by Arabic poets to the words myrtli and izdr has been indicated in

vol. I, Introduction, p. xxxvi.

(1) The Shaiba family had the guardianship (saddno) of the Kaaba even so far back as the reign of

Moawla Ibn Abi Sofy&n.

(I) To render the following piece presentable, modification s of the nature indicated in cote (1) have been

made in the translation.

(4) It is in the thirteenth Afakama that the passage occurs.

(5) This piece and the following cannot be given by the translator : the grammatical construction of the

first and the wit contained in it he is unable to ducover; tbe second piece, containing three lines, cannot be

translated.

{*) See Sale’s introduction to the Koran, sect. iv.

(7) The king and prophet David was celebrated for making coals of mail; the work of the spider is ex- .

plained farther on, page 375.

(8) This word is explained by our author farther on.

(9) In the translation, the awkward grammatical construction of the Arabic text basueen followed.

(10) The text ha? : you have dwelt in my heart.

(1 1) This word is evidently an alteration of the Greek

(14) This is the celebrated Abdallatif whoso Description of Egypt has been published by Dr White and by

S. dc Sacy. Ibn KhuHikAn was about nineteen years of age when Abd al-Lallf died.

(ta) Here, in the Arabic text, is a passage out of its plaoo and which will be found at the end of this bio-

graphical article. It is given in two of our manuscripis.

(14) Monjanik comes from the Greek fiiopM*

(15) This lexicograph meant to write the Persian words oLa ^ (
men tchc ntt).
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(18) For tho history of this anlctslamile prince, who was king of li rJ, see Pococke't Specimen hut. Ara-

bian, *nd edition, pase 87 el teg., and Caussin de Perceval's E»ot nr I'hiet. Jet Arabcs, tome 11, p. 16 f<

teg. Pococke writes the name Jadnma, and Caussin Djodhaimn
, but this pronunciation is erroneous.

I BN AS-SAIGU THE GRAMMARIAN.

The grammarian Abu ’l-Baktt Yatsh Ihn Ali Ibn Yaislt Ibn Abi 's-SarAiya Ibn Mu-

hammad Ibn Ali Ibn al-Mufaddal Ibn Abd al-Karim Ihn Multamniad Ibn Yahya

Ibn Ilaiyan al-Kadi Ibn Bishr Ibn llaiy&n was a descendant of Asad {theprogenitorof

the Arabic tribe thus named). He belonged to a family of Mosul, but was born and

brought up in Aleppo. This grammarian was surnamed Muwaffak ad-l)in 'favoured

in religion), and was generally known by the appellation of Ihn as-Saigh (the son of

the goldsmith). He studied grammar under the direction of Abu 's-Sahna Filyun (1),

a native of Aleppo, Abd '1-Abhas al-.Maghrcbi and an-Piirouzi. At Mosul he heard

traditions delivered by Abu 'I-Fadl Abd Allah Ihn Ahmad al-Khalib al-Tusi
(
the

pulpit-orator of Tits) and Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ihn Omar Ibn Suwaida of

Tikrit. At Aleppo, he learned traditions from Abd 'l-Faraj Yahya Ibn Mahmud ath-

Tbakeft, the kadi Abd 'l-Husain Ahntad Ibn Muhammad at-Tarsusi and Khalid Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Nasr Ibn Saglur al-Kaisaruni. At Damascus he received tradi-

tions from Taj ad- Din al-Kindi (col. I. p 546) and other masters, and, at Aleppo,

he taught them. In syntax and etymology he displayed great talent and skill.

On entering into active life he set out from Aleppo for Baghdad, with the inten-

tion of meeting there Abd 'i-Barakai Abd ar-Kahmun Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Ibn

al-Anbari (col. U.p. 95] and the other professors who flourished, at that epoch, in Irak

and in Jazira
(
Mesopotamia]. On reaching Mosul he learned (hat ibn al-Anbari

was dead.—In our article on that grammarian will be found the date of his death.

—He remained for a short time in that city and heard traditions taught there, after

which, he returned to Aleppo. Having then decided on becoming a professor of

literature, he travelled' to Damascus and there met with Taj ad-Din Abd M-Yumn

/.aid Ibn al-Hasan al-Kindi, a celebrated shai/eh {professor) and imdm of whom we
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have given a notice (vol. 1. p. 546). He questioned him on some difficult points of

Arabic grammar and asked him how lie should construe the following passage, taken

from the latter part of al-IIariri's tenth Makdma entitled the Rahabiyan :
“

Till,

when illuminated the sky (al-ufkj the tail of the wolf (the twilight,—in Arabic

*' dhanab el-sirhdn), and arrived the time of the glimmering of the dawn.” Al-

Kindi was unable to resolve the difficulty, which was to determine whether the

words ufk and dhanab were in the nominative case or in the accusative, or if ufk

were in the nominative and dhanab in the accusative, or rice versa. " I know

*• what you at aiming at;" said lie, “ you wish to show how exalted a place you

“ hold in this science.” lie then wrote with his own hand a certificate in which

he praised him in high terms, acknowledging his great proficiency in literature.

—

1 may here slate that the question admits the four solutions, lmt that which is pre-

ferred is the putting of ufk in the accusative and dhanab in the nominative. This

opinion has been already expressed by Taj ad-Din Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn

Abd ar-Rahman al-Bandahi [cof. III. p. 99), in his commentary on the Makdmas,

and, were I not apprehensive of being led loo far. 1 should explain all (hat here.

—

In the year 6-26, on Tuesday, the 1st of Zu ’l-Kaada (21st Sept. A. D. 1229), I arri-

ved at Aleppo for the purpose of studying the noble science (jurisprudence and divi-

nity). That city was then the capital of a principality and was filled with learned men

and with students. The Muwaffak ad-Din of whom we are here speaking was at that

lime the chief of the literary community and in it lie stood without a rival. I

began to study under him ; he taught in the great mosque, and held his class

in the northern maktura (vol. II. p. 255), immediately after the asr prayer

(cof. I. p. 594). In the interval between the two prayers
(the muglirib and

the asha (?)), he taught in (he Rawdhya college. A considerable number of students,

who had already attained great distinction under his tuition, attended his sittings

most assiduously and were never absent when he gave lessons. I commenced by

Ihn Jinni’s Lumu(vol. 11. p 1 92) and read over to him the greater part of that work,

besides which, I listened to the lecture which he addressed to the assembly. This

was towards the close of the year 027 (Oct.-Nov. A. D. 1230). 1 finished the

Luma under another master,—cincumslances having forced me to do so. He had

a rare talent for explaining difficulties and rendering them intelligible; his tone

was mild, his patience with beginners and proficients most exemplary, his character

cheerful, his disposition pleasing and, with all his seriousness and gravity, he was
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inclined to pleasantry. I was one day at liis class whilst a legist was reading the

Luma under his direction and had come to the following verse of Zd 'r-Rumma's

(
00 / II. p. 447), which is cited as an example in the chapter on the vocative :

Gazelle of tbe desert which lies between Jalajil and an-Naka! is it you whom I see or

Omni SJlim?

Here the professor said to him :
“ The poet had so violent a passion for his mistress,

" so ardent a desire to possess Omm SAlim, her whom he loved and whom he had

“ often compared to a gazelle, conformably to the custom of poets in assimilating

“ handsome women to fawns and to gnzelles, that his mind was quite confused,

“ and, knowing not whether the object which he saw was a woman or a gazelle, he

" exclaimed: Is it you or Omm Salim? ” He continued to discourse in this style,

and in such clear terms that the dullest and most stupid of men might have under-

stood his explanation. The legist listened (0 him with the utmost attention, so that

any person who saw him would have thought, from his aspect, that he understood

perfectly well what was said. When Muwaffak ad-Din had finished, the other

said lo him :
“ Tell me, master! what are the points of likeness between a liand-

” some woman and a gazelle?" The professor replied : “ Explanation in full :

“ The likeness lies in the tail and the horns (2)." These words threw all who

were present into a fit of laughter, and the legist was so much abashed that 1 never

again saw him at the lecture.— Jaldjil or Juldjil is the name of a place. There are

two jj in the word.—We were one day reading in the Rawahiya mosque, under

MuwafTak ad-Din's direction, when a trooper (jundi) came in with a paper in which

was written Ihe acknowledgment of a debt; it should he known that the professor

used lo act as a witness lo law papers. The man said to him :
“ Master! witness

this writing for me." Muwaffak ad-Din took the paper out of his hand and, find-

ing that Ihe first words of it were these : Fdlima acknowledge!, he said to

“ the man : Arc you Fatima?" “The trooper replied : “ She will he here in

“ a moment." He then went to the door of the college and, as he brought her in,

lie kept smiling at what the professor said.—An anecdote similar to this is related in

our article on Admir as-Shdbi (col. II. p. 6

1

: a person went into the room where he

was and, finding a woman with him, said :
“ Which of you two is as-Slidbi?" lo

which the other replied :
“ She is the man."—We were one day reading under his

direction, in his own house, when one of the persons present fell thirsty and asked
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the servant boy for some water. When it was brought, he drank it ofT and said :

“ That is merely cold water (3).” On this, the professor said to him :
11 Had it

“ been warm bread, you would have liked it belter.’’—Another day, we were with

him in the ltawahiya college when the tmucaddin came in and announced the atr

prayer, an hour before the lime. The persons present said to him :
“ What does

“ this mean? you old fellow I the hour of thcasr is yet far off.”—“ Let him alone,”

said l\ie shaikh Muwaffak ad-Din, 11 he may perhaps have business and is in haste.’
-

—He was, one day, at the house of Balia ad-i)in Ibn Shaddad, the kadi of Aleppo,

—we shall give his life,—and the company happened to he talking of Zarka

'l-Yemama (4), her who could distinguish objects at a great distance, that of

a three days' journey, it is said. Those who were present related the anecdotes

which they had learned respecting her, and the shaikh Muwaffak ad-Din said :

“ 1 can distinguish an object at the distance of a two months' journey.” The

company were surprised at this assertion but none of them dared to question him

on the subject, till the kadi asked him how that could be. He replied : “ I

“ can see the new moon.” On hearing this, the hddi said : “ You might

•* as well have said :
— ‘At the distance of such and such a number of years'

•* ‘journey.— “Nay,” answered Muwaffak ad-Dln, “ had I said so, they would

“ have known what I meant; but my object was to puzzle them."— It would lake

us loo long to relate the numerous anecdotes told of this professor.-— I was one day

with him at his house when a native of Maghrib, who was an eminent lilerarv scholar

and who had just arrived from Mosul, came in and look his place in the circle of

students which surioundcd the professor. During the lesson, the stranger discussed

some questions with the ability which distinguishes a man of talent, and mention was

made of the controversies which he had at Mosul with some of the eminent scholars

who resided in that city. He then related as follows ;
“ I was at the house of Did

“ad-Din Nasr Allah Ibn al-Alhir al-Jazari,”— we have give an article on this

person (rol. 111. p. 541),—“ and we engaged in a conversation during which we

“ recited pieces of verse. On this occasion 1 repeated to him the following lines

fi which bad been composed by a native of Maghrib.”—i may here observe that

Ab& Ishak al-llusri (rol. I p. 34) has mentioned them also and attributes them to a

native ofKairawan whom he does not indicate :

“ Those youths, the vegetation of whose checks resembles pens of musk
(
blackness

)
dipped

11 in khaluk (5), have united the violet (the dark hair of the cheeks) to tho anemony (the
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“ redness of Ike cheeks
)
and ranged underneath the emerald {the hair growing on the upper

'• lip) pearls {white teeth) and cornelians
(
red lips). They arc such that when a maiden de-

“ void of cares sees them, love towards them finds its way into her heart.
”

'flic
(
latter

)
half of Ihe second verse contains an idea similar to that which Ibn

az-Zarawi (or ad-Darawi), Ihe Egyptian, expressed in a piece of verse which is given

in our article on Mubarak Ibn Munkid (col. II. p. 555), where he.says :

Under the hyacinth (Me dar kred) of his lips appears a row of pearls still humid, and he

displays a mustache of emerald.

In a piece attributed to Abu Muhammad al-llasan Jbn Ali, generally known by

the surname of Ibn Waki' at-Tinnisi (ro/. /. p. 396) we find this passage :

The qualities by which we may describe him are all taken from precious stones; so that the

greatest genius and the sharpest intellect are unable to conceive them. The mustache is

of emerald, the teeth are of pearl enclosed in a mouth of cornelian.

These verses remind me of Iwo others which I knew by heart and which may

be appropriately mentioned here, after the preceding

:

When (6) we stopped to say a mutual farewell and when the idea which we had formed of

(Me pains of) love was realized, my friends shed pearls (tears) on the dark anemnnics (Me

cheeks) and I let drop cornelians
(
tears ofblood) upon the marigold (my pallid cheeks).

The following verses, in the same style, were recited by al-Wawa ad-Dimishki

(oof. II. p. 340) :

She rained down pearls from the narcissus (Me eyes) and watered roses (Me cheeks) ; she bit

the jujube (her brown lips) with hailstones (white teeth).

In the same style are the following verses, composed by Muhammad Ibn Said

al-Aamiri, a native of Damascus, but some persons attribute them to Ibn Waki’ :

When we embraced to say farewell, dropping tears spoke our feelings in the clearest lan-

guage ; they separated veils from eyes (caused the females to unveil) (?) and united the violet to

the anemony. t should sacrifice my life to save that gazelle on the bower* (ringlets) of whose

face arc fixed the pupils of our eye*.
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Similar (o this are the following verses attributed to Aim ’l-Fath al-llasan Ibn

Abi Hasina, a poet of some reputation and a native of Aleppo :

When we slopped to say a mutual farewell, and whilst her heart and mine were overflowing

with passion and with love, she wept liquid pearls; my eyelids let fall cornelians, and both for-

med a necklace on her bosom.

My friend Uusam ad-I)in Isa Ibn Sinjar Ibn Dahram al-llajiri (no/. II p. 434),

who was a native of Arltela, recited to me the following piece as being of bis own

composing :

When we met again, after a* long lapse of time, she saw that the tears in the comers of

my eyes were drops of blood, and she said : “ When I last saw those pearls, they flowed

“ like cornelians, but why (should they do so now) since this is (the joyful hour of) our

•• meeting. " I answ ered : Wonder not, my beloved I thou for whom I, living or dead, should

“ give my soul I The tears you first saw were those of our farewell; what you sec now are the

“ last drops of those which were caused by our separation.
”

[The shaikh (7) Muwaflak ad-Din often recited the following verses, which he

attributed to Abu Ali al-Hasan Ibn Itashik
{
vol . 1. p. 334), but I looked for them

without success in the collected poetical works of that writer:

I did not approach you with the intention of deluding ; 1 did not praise you through arti-

fice; but, considering it my duty to extol you, even when that was not an obligation, I began

a discourse of which you coaid nut but see the merit, anil 1 continued till my words were

unequal to the grandeur of the subject. Let not unjust suspicious agitate your niind, for

they arc blamablc
;
leave to me the means of making my peace. If I were mistrustful of

any other but you, I should give full career to the inclination which impels me to speak (my

mind). By Allah, I did not discourse of yon with prolixity, neither did I expose any ear to

bear a word in vour dispraise. I did myself honour (in praising you), exalting myself thus

above contempt and humiliation. I have left (you), but enmity has not left (my heart), I

have broken (with you), but my sincerity remains unbroken.]

There exist a great number of pieces similar, in their character, to those given

above, and it needless to expatiate farther on the subject.— MuwafTak ad-Ilin compo-

sed a commentary on az-Zamaklisbari’s Mufassal (col. III. p. 322); it is fuller and

more complete than any other treatise of the kind. His commentary on Ibn Jinni's

Tasrlf al-MulO/. i (the parsing of the .i/u/tUi) (8) is a fine work which lias greatly con-

tributed to the instruction of many natives of Aleppo, and oilier places. Amongst
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his pupils he had men who, at that lime, filled high offices in the city. He was born

at Aleppo on Ihe 3rd of Ramadan, 553 (28th Sept. A. I). 1158), and he died there

on the morning of the 25lh of the first Jumada, 643 (18th Oct. A. D. 1245). He

was buried llie same day within the monument which he had erected for himself in

the Makam (or residence
)
of Abraham {situated within the citadel of Aleppo).

(t) Abd s-SahuA FityAn, a roan of a low family and a wearer at Alcpfo, studied the science o! grammar

and, subsequently to the year SI 8 (A. D. 1124), when that city was besieged and nearly ruined by the Crusa-

ders, he was the only learned man to be found in it. ile died on or about thn year 560 (A. D. 1164-3). Ibn

as-Salgh was one of hi8 disciples.— (Suyfttl, in his History of the Grammarians.)

(2) The professor might hare spared the joke and given a direct auswer to the legist's question. Ile

bad only to tell him that the large eyes and the graceful movements of a handsome girl are compared by

poets to those of the gazelle.

(8) It would seem that water and nothing to eat with it was called cold water.

(4) Sec Cau&sin do Perceval's : Sssai sur i'histo ire das Arabts, tome I, p. 1 01.

(5) The khalUk was a sort of iwrfume or unguent, coloured yellow with the crocus Dower. The Urn o(

the cheeks is compared to it.

(6) The manuscripts and the editions have but the rules of prosody require os to read UJ. The

sense is the same in both cafes.

(7) The passage placed between brackets is to be found In only one of our manuscripts.

<8) The Muhiki was probably the same work as the Kitdb al-Nultk (Book of Kinys), ooe of tho onmeroo*

treatises composed by the grammarian al-Akhfash al-Auiat (m tol. /. p. 871).

YAMUT IBN AL-MUZARRA.

[Here is the genealogy of Yamut )
: Abu Bakr Yamut lbn al-Muzarra Ibn Yamut Ibn

Isa Ibn Miisa Ibn Sindn lbn Hakim lbn Jabala Ibn Hisn lbn Aswad Ibn Kdb

lbn Admir Ibn Adi lbn al-Hdritb Ibn ad-Duil Ibn Amrlbn Ghancm Ibn Wadiah

Ibn Lukaiz lbn Afsa lbn Abd al-Kais lbn Afsa lbn Domi Ibn Jadila Ibn Asad Ibn

Rabiah Ibn Nizdr Ibn Maadd Ibn Adndn. He was a member of Ihe Iribe of Abd
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al-Kais (al-Abtli) and a native of Basra. In Ibn al-Kalhi's Jamlmra lan-Nitab

[col. III. p. 608; I find mention made of tliis Hakim Ibn Jabala, with a genealogy

traced up in llie same manner as we have just done, hut, on the margin of the hook

I perceived the following note : “ One of Hakim Ibn Jabala’s descendants was

“ Yainul Ihn al-Muzarra Ibn Yamul; he [Ion al-Kalbi) has traced his genealogy up

“ to Hakim in a manner for which he alone must he answerable.” In a collection

of rough notes made by myself I found this passage in my own handwriting :

“ Yamut was the son of al-Muzarra Ibn Yainul Ibn Odas Ibn SaiyAr Ibn al-

“ Muzarra Ibn al-Harith Ibn Thalaba Ibn Amr Ibn Dbamra Ibn Dilhalh Ibn Wadiah

“ Ibn Ikikr Ibn Lukaiz Ibn Afsa.” God knows best the truth in this matter I

Yamut himself took the name of ihihammad

;

the Khalib of Baghdad [col. 1. p. 75)

mentions him among the Muhammads in his greater
(
biographical

)
history of that

city, and he afterwards speaks of him under the letter Y. He there says : “ His name

“ was Yamut; he was a sister's son to Abu Othman al-Jahiz [col. II. p. 405).”

Yamut Ibn al-Muzarra went to Baghdad in the year 301 (A. D. 913-4), and was

then an old man (1). lie there taught Traditions on the authority of Abu Othman .

al-Mazini (rol. I. p. 204), AbO Halim as-Sijislani (ft*/. 1. p. 603), Abu 'l-Fadl ar-

Riachi (vol. II. p. 10), Nasr Ibn Ali al-Jahdami (cof. 1. p. 498), Abd ar-ltahman,

a brother's son to al-Asmai [rob II. p. 123), Muhammad Ibn Yahya al-Azdi (2j, Abu

Isbak Ibrahim Ibn Sofydn az-Ziadi and other masters. Traditions were delivered on

his autorily by Abu Bakr al-Kharaili {rob I. p. 323), Abu ’l-Maimun Ibn Rashid, Abu

'l-Fadl al-Abbas Ibn Muhammad ar-Rakki, Abu Bakr Ibn Mnjahid, the teacher of the

tvoran-rcadings (cob l.p. 27), Abu Bakr Ibn al-Anlmri (cob III. p. 53) and others,

lie was an accomplished literary scholar anil well versed in history. A number of

curious and interesting anecdotes have been banded down hv him. He never

fulfilled the duty of visiting the sick lest a had omen might be draw n from bis name

( Frif/tdl signifying, lie dies
)

:
“ The name,” said be, “ which I received from my

" father has been a great annoyance to me ; so, when I go to visit the sick and am

“asked my name, 1 answer: ‘ The son of al-Muzarra,’ and suppress my real

“ name.” Mansur, a blind jurisconsult [ad-Darir] who was also a poet, composed

the following lines in his praise :

*

You keep (ui) in life, and he whom you do not wish to tivc, dies. Yon are the twin-

brother of my soul; nay, you arc the nourishment of my soul's existence. You are a dwelling-

place for wisdom; may our dwelling-places be never without your preseuce.
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One of llie historical anecdotes related by him was the following, which he

gave in the words of Abu ’l-Fadl ar-Riachi , from whose lips be bad heard

it: " Al-Asmai (col. II. p. 123),’’ said Abu 'l-Fadl, “ related lo me as follows

:

“ Harun ar-ltashid was incensed against (hit relative) Abd al -Malik fbn Salih, the

** son of Ali, the son of Abd Allah, the son ofal-Abbas, the son of Abd al-Mullalih

*' (col. I. p. 3IG). This was in the year 188 (A. I). 803-4). 1 was with ar-ltashid

“ when Abd ^1—Malik was brought in, dragging after him the chain in which lie

“ was bound. Ar-Rasltid, on seeing him, said : ‘ Soho, Abd al-Malik I mclhinks

“ 1
I see the cloud (of destruction) already dropping its rains! mclhinks 1 sec its

“ * lightnings already (lashing 1 methinks I see my threat
(

executed and) disclosing

“‘to view fingers separated from wrists and heads from shoulders. Gently!

“ ‘gently! 0 you children of Hasliim! for it was by me that, for you, the

“ ‘ rugged was smoothed and the turbid clarified ; it was through my means, that

“
‘ power placed her own bridle in your hands. Beware of my wrath lest a cala-

“ ‘ strophy hefal you and come slumhllngdown upon you, tripped ofT its forefeet and

“ ' its bind ones (3)! Abd al-Malik replied :
‘ Shall 1 speak to you in single or in

“ * double (4)?’— “Let it be in double,’ said ar-Rashid. On this, the other spoke

“ ‘ as follows : ‘ Commander of the faithful ! respect God in wdiat be has_ con tided

“ ' lo your care; be mindful of him in tending the flock over which he has

“ ‘ appointed you to be the shepherd. By Allah! it was by me that the rugged

“
* paths were smoothed for you and that all bosoms were rendered unanimous in

“ * the hopes and (ears which you inspire them. I was like the person whom a

“ poet of the liani Jaafar Ibn Kilab family described in these terms :

Often did I widen a narrow place (remore obstacles) by eloquence and by reasoning.

Were an elephant to stand forth with his rider and attempt to reach a station such as mine,

he would retire humiliated.
”

The narratorconlinucd lints: " Yaltya Ibn Khdlid the Barmekide, wishing to abate

“ the high opinion in which Abd al-Malik was held by ar-Rasliid, then said to the

“ former : * Abd al-Malikl I have been told that you arc of a malevolent disposition.'

“ To this the other replied : ' May God direct the vizir I if malevolence consists in

’ "
‘ the lasting recollection of good and evil done to me, I avow that such recollec-

“ ‘ lions remain always in niv heart.’” Al-Asmai here added : “ Ar-Rashid
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*
• turned towards me and said

:

1 Asmai I take note of that
; Ly Allah ! never before was

*• ‘ an argument produced in favour of malevolence such as Abd al-Malik has just

** ‘ offered.’ lie then remanded the prisoner, after which”—said al-Asmai,

—

“ he turned towards me and said :
• I assure you, Asmai! that, more than once, 1

“ ‘ looked at that part of his neck which I meant to strike with the sword, but my
“ 1 merciful disposition towards every member of my family prevented me (from

“ ‘ striking him).'" — I have already spoken of Abd al-Malik Ibn Salih in the

life of the poet Abu OLada al-Walid al-IJohtori (col. III. p. 657), and have there

given the dale of his death.—Yamut Ibn al-Muzarra related as follows :
" The

“ kdlib Abu ’1-Ilasan Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah, surnamed llm al-

“ Mudubbir, was a member of the tribe of Dabba and a native of Dastamisan (5).

" When a poet came to him with an eulogium, his custom was, if the verses

did not please him, to say to his attendant : ‘ Take this man to the great

“ ‘ mosque and do not let him go till he has accomplished a prayer of one hundred

“ * rakas (6).’ All the poets, except a few, those of real talent, avoided his pre-

“ sencc for that reason.” One day, a native of Egypt named Abu Abd Allah al-

liusain Ibn Abd as-Salura and generally known by the surname of al-Jaml (7),

asked of him the authorisation to recite him a poem. “ Y ou arc aware of the con-

“ dilion?” said Ibn al-Mudabbir. “ I am," replied the other, and lie began

thus :

We wished to speak in praise of Aba Hasan, because eulogy is the means by which men in

office are rendered the pasture [of the needy). We said : “ lie is the noblest of all creatures,

“ men or genii; Dolhing can equal him (in the copiousness of his gifts) except the
(
abun-

dant flow of) the Tigris and the Euphrates.” On this, people said : “ lie receives praises but

“ repays them with prayers. " To which I answered :
“ To maintain my family, alms are ncces-

“ sary, not prayers of mine. Let him order for me, as a favour, that the first vowel of one

“ word be changed ; then salat [prayers
)
will become sildt [gilts) for me.

"

Ibn al-Mudabbir laughed at this idea and asked the author where he borrowed

it? The reply was : “ From a verse in which Abu Tammam at-Tal [col. I.p. 3A8)

says

:

“ They arc hamilm [pigeons), but if, in taking an augury, you pronounce the h with an »,

“ they will become himAm [death).”

This answer pleased Ibn al-Mudabbir and obiained an ample donation for the poet.

—Ahmad Ibn al-Mudabbir was administrator of the land-tax throughout Egypt. In

the year 265 (A. D. 878-9), he was sent to prison by Ahmad Ibn Tulun (col. I.p. 153)
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and remained there till the month of Safar, 270 (Aug.-Sept. 883 (8), when he died.

According lo another statement, he was put to death by lbn Tulun
; God knows best!

—Mudabbir is to be pronounced with an i after the second b.—(Yamtff) lbn al-Mu-

r.arra staled that bis maternal uncle, Abu Othman al-Jubiz, related to him the follow-

ing anecdote :
“ Al-Motasim [the khalif

j
endeavoured to obtain a slave-girl belong-

“ ing to the poet Mahmud lbn al-llasan al-Warrdk and bearing the name of

“ Nashua. lie was greatly enamoured with her and had offered seven thousand

“ dinars to purchase her. Mahmud, who was also very fond of her, would not

“ consent to the sale. After Mahmud's death, the girl was bought for the khalif

“ out of the inheritance, and the price given for her was seven hundred dinars.

“ When she was brought lo him he addressed her thus :
‘ Do you see that? I left

“
‘ you there for a lime and then purchased you for seven hundred dinars instead

“ ‘ of seven thousand.’ To this she replied : • Certainly, if the khalif wails for

"
* (the sale of) inheritances before he gratifies bis passions, (such passions cannot

“ * be very strong, and) seventy dinars would then be a high price for me, let

“ * alone seven hundred! '—The khalif, onhcaring lhese words was greatly abashed."

— Yan.ut related also that a man spoke lo him and said :
“ I saw in Syria a lornb-

“ stone on which was written : ' Let no one be deluded by the (vanities of I he)

" * world. I was the son of a person who sent forth the wind whither he pleased

“ ‘ and retained it when he pleased (9) I' Opposite to this stone was another,

“ bearing this inscription :
* The miserable scoundrel has there told a lie (10).

“ * Let no one suppose that the person spoken of is Solomon, the son of David;

*• * the man was the son of a blacksmith who used to gather wind into a skin and
“ ‘ direct it upon lighted coals.' He then said :

* Never before did I see two tomb-

“ ' stones one of which insulted the other.”— The historical recitals, stories an i

curious anecdotes which have come down from lbn al-Muzarra arc very numerous,

but our design is to be as concise as possible and avoid prolixity, unless our dis-

course happens to take a wide spread. Yamul had a son called Abu Nadia Muhalhil

lbn Yamul, who was a good poet and of whom al-Masitdi said, in his Muriij ad-

Dahab ua Maddin al-Jauhar (meadows of gold and mines of jewels

)

:
“ He is

" a poet of the present time;” that was in the year 332 (A. D. 943-4). His

father addressed him in a piece of verse which we give here :

Mubalhill you adorned for me the web of life (If) whilst stubborn fortune turned her fare
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•gainst me. I struggled witli mankind in every way, till high and low submitted to me humbly.

The most painful feeling which my heart encloses is (to ser) a virtuous man ill-treated by

malignant fortune. It is for me grief quite sufficient to see men of an old (and noble descent)

reduced to ruin, whilst thrones are occupied by the sons of slaves. Those eyes which were

yielding to sleep, I kept open, fearing that you might be ruined when I was no more. Cut,

through the grace of God, the Protector, J shall Gnd consolation in you, whether I live or die.

Travel over the earth: search it throughout for knowledge, and may no dire {12) calamity cut

short your career! If a tnan of learniug withholds from you (what he knows), humble your-

self before him and let your rule be to keep silent Say that your father freely bestowed his

knowledge, and if |tcop!e ask who was your falher, say that lie is dead ( yawi'tt ). Slay your

foes and adversaries acknowledge that you possess learning such as no calumniator can

disprove.

Yamul Ibn Muzarra wenl to Egypt at different times; his last visit to that country

took place in the year 303 (A. Id. 9!5-G), and lie left it the next year. AbiiSaid

lbn Yunus as-Sadafi [tcol. II. p. 03) , the Egyptian, says in his shorter work on the

foreigners who came to Egypt, that Yamul Ibn al-Muzarra died at Damascus in the year

304 (A. D. 916-7), hut Abu Sulaiman lbn Zain (13) stales, in the historical work

composed by him, that this event took place at Tiberias, in Syria. God knows Lest!

— Muhalhil, the son of Yamul, is noticed by the Kltalih (vol. 1. p. 75), in the Ilistory

of Baghdad. Wc there read as follows: “ Muhalhil was a poet; lie composed pleasing

“ verses on amatory and other subjects and inhabited Baghdad. He transmitted

“ orally
(
his poetical productions

)

to others. Ilis poetry was written down under his

“ dictation by Abu Bada Ibrahim Ihn Muhammad, surnamed Turin.” After this,

the same author adds:“ At-Tanukhi related to us what I here give : “ Abii ’l-llusain

11 Ahmad lbn Muhammad Ihn al-Abha$ al-Akhbari related to us as follows

:

“ In the year 326 (A. 1). 937-8) 1 was present at a sitting held by Tuhfa tal-

" Kuwala (14), who was a slave-girl belonging to Abd Allah Ihn Omar al-Bazyar.

“ I had on my left Abi Nadia Muhalhil, the son of Yamul, and, on my right, Abu

“ 1-Kasim Ihn Ahi M-ilasan, a native of Baghdad. Tuhfa then sung to us from

“ behind a curtain :

“ I am tuo much preoccupied wiib him to neglect him, so greatly do I love him; yet he

“ affects to neglect me, 1 tanking that 1 wronged him, he turned away from me and let the

“ same (disdain) appear which he feared in me. He was pleased to see that I was sad on his

“ account, and I was pleased wbcm my sadness redoubled.

“ Abu Nadia, on hearing these verses, said to me : • It was I who composed

" * them.’ Abit 'l-Kasim, who overheard him and had a dislike for him, told me
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“ to ask of him an additional verse for the same piece. I made the request to Abu

“ Nadia in a polite manner, and he pronounced these words :

" By his beauty he creates such trouble (in our hearts) as gives me who love him every sort

of U'ouble.

"

The following piece is by Muhalhil :

tlis charms are so nailed that nothing can be compared to them, and are so great that no

one ran describe them. Contemplate his beaaty and dispense me from describing it; gtory to

the Creator! glory to the Maker of all I To that youth belongs the humid narcissus (the eyes)

and the rose just plucked ; in his mouth is the (while) anthemis flower
(
the teeth), moist in

its brightness. By his glances he attracts my heart to my perdition, and it Itaslens towards him

submissively, obedient to his will. It goes there as the uioth rushes towards a burning lamp

and lliruws itself into the flame.

Other pieces by the same author arc given in the Khalib’s work, hut f abstain

from inserting them here.—The name Slusarra is to be pronounced with an ai»» after

the last r; so it is stated by the shaikh [professor] and hdfi; Zaki ad-Din Abd al-Azim

Ibn Abd al-Kawi Ibn Abd Allah al-Slundiri (red. I. p. 80).

—

Hakim Ibn Jahula, the

person who is mentioned in the genealogy [of the bejuutintj of this article), is named

by some llukaim and his father Jabal. lie was one of Ali Ibn Abi Tttlib’s partisans.

Ali, on being proclamed Lltalif, received the oath of allegiance from Tallu Ibn

Obuid Allah al-Taimi and az-Zobair Ibn al-Auwum al-Asadi. Lie then resolved to

nominate the latter as governor of Basra and the former as governor of Yemen; but

one of bis female clients, happening to go out, ovci beard those two chiefs say : “ We
“ have sworn to him with our tongues, not with our hearts. " Ali whom she

informed of Ibis circumstance, exclaimed ; “ May God reject them I whoever

breaks an oath does so to bis own detriment .

”

He then dispatched Olltman Ibn

Hunaif al-Ansari to Basra in the capacity of governor and confided the government

of Yemen to Obaid Allah, the son of al-Abbas Ibn Abd al-Mullalib. Ibn Ilunaif

gave the command of the sharia (police-guards) to Hakim Ibn Jabala. Tallin and

az-Zobair then went to McKka and, having met there Aaisha [the widow of Muham

mad, and surnamed] the Mother of the faithful
(
Omm al-Muminin), they concerted

matters with her and proceeded to Basra, where Ibn Hunaif was. Hakim Ibn

Jabala went to the latter and advised him to binder the two chiefs from entering into
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the city, lbn liunaif refused to do so, saying that he did not know All’s opinion

on that subject. Talha and oz-Zobair went into the city and, being well received

by the people, they posted themselves in the Marbad (or public place
)
and began to

discourse about the murder of Olhman lbn AfTan and the inauguration of Ali. A

man of the Abd al-Kuis tribe attempted to refute their insinuations, but was ill-treated

bv them and had his beard plucked out. The people then began to throw stones

and raised a great commotion. Hakim lbn Jabala went to lbn Hunaif and asked

permission to charge the mutineers, but could not obtain it. Abd Allah, the son

of az-Zubair, then went to the city (magazine), where the provisions were kept for

the troops, and began to distribute them to his partisans. Hakim lbn Jabala went

forth at (be head of seven hundred soldiers belonging to the tribe of Abd al-Kais,

but was attacked by the insurgents and killed with seventy of his companions, it

is related that he had said to his wife, who belonged to the tribe of AzJ :
“

I shall

“ to day treat your people in a manner such as will furnish a matter of talk of all

men."—“ Nay," replied the woman, “
I think my people will to day strike you

“ such a blow as shall be a subject of talk for every one.” Hakim was then en-

countered by a man called Suhaim, who struck him on the neck with his sword and

so violently that the head was nearly separated from the body, to which it remained

attached by a strip of skin. (Suhaim) then turned the head half-wayround, so that the

face was directed backwards. This occurred before the arrival of Ali and his army.

When he came up, a conflict took place between the two parties, on a Thursday,

towards the middle of the latter Jumada, A. H. 36 (9 lh December, A. D. 656). The

battle was fought on the spot where the castle (casr) of Obaid Allah lbn Zi&d was

(e/lertcordsj built. Then came on the great engagement called the Bailie of the

Camel, which took place on Thursday, the 19th of the same month (13th December).

The first arrival of the insurgents (at Basra) and the death of Hakim lbn Jabala had

occurred some days previously. The total loss on both sides amounted to ten

thousand men. Talha and az-Zubair were killed on that very day, but not in the

battle. Were I not apprehensive of being led too far, I should relate how that hap-

pened (15). Al-Mamitni (rof. II. p. 334) says, in his History : “ It is staled that

“ the people of Medina learned on that very Thursday, before sunset, that a battle

“ had been fought. This they became aware of by seeing a vulture hovering

“ around the city and bearing something suspended
(from its beak). This

"it let fall and, on examination, was found to be a hand on which was a
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“ ring inscribed with the name of Abd ar-Rahman lbn AttAb Ibn Asid.

“ Then, all who dwelt between Mekka and Medina, and all who lived about

" Basra, far or near, knew that a battle bad taken place, from seeing the number of

“ hands and feet which had been carried thither by vultures.”— Kushajim (vol. I.

p. 301) says, in his work entitled Al-Masdid wa'l-Maldrid, that the vulture

dropped the hand of Abd ar-Rahmin into the city of Mekka, and the same state-

ment is made in the law-book entitled al-Muhaddab (vol. I. p. 9), in the chapter

which treats of the prayer to be said over the dead, ibn al-Kalbi and Abu Yakzan

(col. II- p. 578) say, in tbeir respective works, that the vulture dropped the band

in (the province of) al-YemAma.

(i) This passage and the following belong, perhaps, to the extract from the Khatib's work.

(t) According to the author of the Atyiim, Muhammad lbn Yahya lbn Abd al-Karlm al-Aidi died A. H. 151

(A. D. 866-7),

(8)

This discourse is in rhyming prose, full of metaphors and uncommon expressions ; an imitation, in

fact, of the affected and sententious style for which the Arabs of the desert were at that time celebrated and

admired.

(4) That is : in simple phrases or iu doable ones. We would say : In a plain style or in rhyming prose.

(5) This was the name of a large canton situated between WAait, Basra and al-AnbAr.

(•) See vol. I. p. 614.

(7) This poet had been a disciple of the imAm at-ShAfl. He died A. H. 159 (A. D. 871-1).— {Nujdm}.

(8) Two manuscripts have ^ (ninety) in place of {teventy). The more probable reading has

been followed in this translation.

(9) This is an allusion to the words of the Koran : “ And, onto Solomon (to# «bjtdtd) a strong wind

«4 which ran at his command.” (SurAt si, verse 81.)

(10) Literally : momitus est lUe homo, clitoridem matrix su<e sugere consuetus. This was a common form

of inanlt with the ancient Arabs.

(11) Literally : You have ornamented the lines of my time.

(11) The reading of the Arabic word is very doubtful; here is its form

(19) One of the manuscripts reads Zaid, another Zain, and another Zlr. 1 can find no information respect-

ing this hhtorian.

(14) This surname seems to signify : The choicest present from among the female speakers.

(15) Talha was mortally wounded in that battle by an arrow, shot purposely at him by Marwan lbn al-

Hakam, who was fighting on the same side as he. Ax-Zubair was flying to Medina when be was slain by

Amr Ibn Jarro&x.

tOL. rr. SO
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AL-BUWAITI.

Abu Yakub Ydsuf Ibn Yahya al-Buwaiti, a native of Egypt and a disciple of as-

Shafi (col. II. p. 569], was the most eminent of that imam's pupils and the most

distinguished for talent. As long as bis master lived, he remained invariably

attached to him and, on his death, he filled his place as professor and as jurisconsult.

Traditions relating to the Prophet were taught to him by the legist Abd Allah Ibn

Wahb (col. II. p. 15) and by the imam as-Sh&fi. His own authority was cited for

Traditions by AbQ Ismail at-Tirmidi (1), Ibrahim Ibn Ishak al-Harbi (vol. I. p. 46],

al-Kasim Ibn al-Mughira al-Jauhari, Ahmad Ibn Mansur ar-Ramadi (2) and others.

During the persecution (of the orthodox musultnans) (3) under the reign of
(
the khalif

)

al-Walhik Billah.he was carried (at a prisoner
)
from Old Cairo to Baghdad and sum-

moned to declare that the Koran was created. On his refusal, he was imprisoned

at Baghdad and there remained in chains till the hour of bis death. He was a

most virtuous man, living in the practice of piety, devotion and self-mortification.

Ar-Rabi Ibn Sulaiman (col. I. p. 519) related as follows : “ I saw al-Buwaiti mounted

“ on a mule; round his neck was a wooden collar; on his legs were fetters; from

“ these to the collar extended an iron chain to which was attached a clog (4)

“ weighing forty pounds. Whilst (they led him on,) he continued repeating these

" words : * Almighty God created the world by means of the word kun (5); now,

“ * if that word was created, one created thing would have created another. By

“ 1 Allah! 1 shall willingly die in chains, for, after me, will be people who shall

“ ‘ learn that, on account of this affair, some men died in chains. Were I brought

“ * before that man,'—meaning al-WAlhik,—‘lshould declare untoliim the truth.
’’’

— TheAd/txAbu Omar Ibn Abd al-Barr (tec page 398 of this l’of.) slates, in his IntiAa

(
enucleation), a work treating of the preeminent merits possessed by the three

legists
{
Mdlik , Abd Ilanlfa and as-Shdfi), that Ibn Abi '1-Laith, the lianifile kadi

of Old Cairo, was jealous of al-Buwaiti and so hostile to him that, during the perse-

cution to which the sacred Koran gave rise, he had him transported from Cairo

to Baghdad with the other (doelors) who were sent thither. He was the only disciple

of as-SliAft who was expelled from Egypt. On arriving at Baghdad, he refused to
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make the declaration which was required of him, relatively to
(
the creation of) the

Koran, and was therefore committed to prison : “ It is the word of God,” said he,

“ his uncreated word I
” and he was kept in conflnement till he died. The shaikh

Abu Ishak as-Shiraii (vol. I. p. 9) says, in his Tabakdt al-Fukahd [classified list of

doctors learned in the law
)

: “ Every time that Abu Yakub al-Buwaili heard,

“ during his imprisonment, the muwaddin call the people to the Friday prayer, he

“ would wash, dress, and go to the door of the prison. The jailor would then say

“ to him : ‘Where are you going?' and he would reply: ‘ I answer to him who calls

“ ‘ in the name of the Lord.’ To this (he jailor would say : 'Back! God will pardon

“
‘ you.' Then the prisoner would eiclaim : * Almighty God! you perceive that 1

“ ' answered the call of your herald and that I was prevented from obeying.”’—Abu

'1-Walid Ihn Abi 1-Jarud related as follows :
“ Al-Buwaiti was my neighbour

“ and, no matter at what hour I awoke during the night, I was always

“ sure of hearing him recite the Koran or say his prayers."— •* Abd Yakub,” said

ar-Rabi, “ was constantly moving his lips in commemoration of the glory

“ of God. I never saw a man who drew front the book of God more

“ original arguments than Abd Yakdb al-Buwaili.”—“ Abu Yakub,” said he again,

“ held a high place in as-Shafi’s esteem. When a man came to ask the solution of a

" legal difficulty, as-Shafi would tell him to consult Abu Yakdb; and, when the

“ answer was given, the man would bring it back to as-Shafi, who would say :

“ ‘ The right answer is what he has given.’”—“ A messenger from the chief of the

" police guards (shorta, who u as also the magistrate in criminal case*) would sometimes

“ come to ask as-Sh&fi's opinion on a point of law, and the latter would send him

" back with Abu Yakdb, saying : ‘Here is my tongue.’”—The Klialib of Baghdad

(vol. I. p. 75) says, in his History : “ When as-Shafi was in his last illness, Muham-

“ mad Ibn Abd al-Hakam (vol. II. p. 598) went to the place where that imam used

“ to give his lessons, and had the intention of contending for it with al-Buwaiti.

“ The latter said : ' I have a belter right to it than you.’—' Nay,’ replied the other,

‘‘ ' I am better entitled to his place than you are.' Abu Bakr al-Uumaidi (roi. II.

“ p. 573), who was then in Egypt, came forward and said : ‘ As-Shafi has declared

11 * that no one is better entitled to that place than Y’usuf al-Buwaiti, and that none

“ ‘ of his disciples are more learned than al-Buwaili.’ ' You tell a falsehood,'

“said lbn Abd al-Hakam. ‘Nay,’ replied al-Humaidi, ‘ you are the liar, and

“
' your father was a liar and your mother also.' Ibn Abd al-Hakam flew into a
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** passion and, leasing the place where as -Shift held his sittings, he went

" to take his seat in a niche higher up, which was separated from that of as-

" Sbafi by another niche. Al-Buwaiti then occupied that niche where his master

*• used to hold his sittings.”—Abit '1-Abbas Muhammad lbn Yakub al-Asamm (6)

related as follows : “ I saw my father in a dream (7), and he said to

“ me : ' My son! keep to al-Buwaiti’s book; it is less faulty than any other.’

—

" We were one day with as-Sh&fi,” said ar-Rabi lbn Sulaim&n; “ I was there, and

“ al-Muxani (col. /. p. 200) and AbO Yakub al-Buwaiti. He (as-Shdft) looked at

" me and said : ' You will die in (teaching) the Traditions; 'he then said of al Muzani :

“ * That fellow is capable of confuting Satan himself and reducing him to silence,

“ '
if he entered into a discussion with him.’ To al-Buwaiti he said ;

‘ You will

“ * die in chains.' ” The same person related as follows : “ I went to visit al-

“ Buwaiti, during the persecution; I found him fettered up to the middle of his

“ legs, and his two hands attached to the same (wooden) collar which confined his

“ neck.” He related also as follows : “ Abu Yakdb wrote to me from his prison,

" saying : ' There are certain moments, in which I do not perceive that 1 have

“ ‘ chains on my body till 1 happen to touch them with my hand. When you have

“ * read this, my letter, act with condeacention towards (the student* who form

)

“
‘ your class, and be particularly careful in treating with kindness those who come

“ * from foreign parts. How often didl hear as-Shafi apply to himself the following

“ * verse :

I use condescemion towards men ; so that, through them I may be honoured. That sou

is never honoured which does not humble itself.

Numerous anecdotes are related of him (al-Buwaiti). He died in the prison, at

Baghdad, and in chains, on a Friday of the month of Rajab, 231 (March, A. D. 846),

before the hour of prayer. Another statement places his death in the year 232,

but the former is nearer to the truth. Ibn al-Furit (col. /. p, 86) says, in his

History, that he died on a Thursday of that month; God knows best t — Buwaiti

means belonging to Buwait, which is a village in Lower Said, a province of Egypt.

—There are six manners of pronouncing the name of Y&suf : the first syllable may

be a yd or else a yu' with a hamza (point of separation), and in each case the i may

be followed by an a or an « or an u. The name of Y&nus offers a similar variety of

pronunciations, as we shall indicate later.
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(1) Ab6 IsroAil Muhammad Ibn IimAil at-Tirmidi, a Traditionin remarkable for bii learning and lb#

correctness of the information which he handed down, studied under the most eminent teachers and transmit-

ted what be had learned to an-Nasii (to/. /. p. 58), Ibn Abi Dunya (wo/. /. p. 531), al-Ajurri (?)

and other eminent doctors in that branch of knowledge. lie died in the month of RaroadAn, 880 (Nov.-Dec.

A. D. 893).—{TabakAt al-Hv/fAi.)

(9) AbA Bakr Ahmad Dm MaosAr ar-RamAdi, a native of Baghdad, travelled to different countries for the

purpose of learning and collecting Traditions. One of his teachers was the celebrated imAm Ahmad Ibn

Hanbal. As a traditionist, be was considered to be perfectly trustworthy. He died in the month of the latter

Rabl, 805 (December, A.D. 878).

—

(Nujtim.)

(8) The Abbsside khalif al-MAmAn and his two successors, al-Motasim and al-WAthik, were inclined to

the Shiite doctrines and rejected the eternity of the Koran, as God’s word. To this opinion they summoned

the orthodox doctors to subscribe, and, on their refusal, they tried to overcome their obstinacy by means of

tortures and imprisonment.

(4) The Arabic word means a brick.

(5) In the Koran, sourat 16
, verse *9, God is slated to have said :

11 Verily our speech unto a thing,

** when we will the same, is, that we only say unto it. Be (A an); and it is." This was one of the arguments

Adduced by the orthodox musulmans to prove the eternity (a parte ante) of the Koran, considered as the word

of God.

(6) AbA '1-Abbas Muhammad Ibn YakAb al-Asamm [the deaf), a mawla to the Omaiyide family, a native

of NabApAr and the chief Traditionist of that age in Khor&sAn, taught during seventy-six years the knowledge

which he had acquired. His death took place in the month of the latter Rabt, 346 (July, A.D, 917). Be

lost his hearing after having travelled and made his studies.— (HuffAz; Nujilm.)

(7) See vol. I. p. 46.

IBN KAJJ.

The liddi Abu 'l-Kusim Yusuf Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yusuf Ibn Kajj, surnamed al-Kajji

ad-Dinawcri (the Kajjian, native of Dinawer) and one of the great Shafile imams,

studied under Ibn al-Kattan (eoi. 1. p. 51), attended the sittings of Abu '1-Kasim

Abd al-Aziz ad-Daraki (ool. //. p. 137) and became the chief of the shafite sect and

head-professor (1). People came from all parts to Dinawer for the purpose of

studying under his tuition; so general was the desire of deriving profit from his

erudition and the correctness of his speculations. In exposing the doctrines of
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as-Shafl, he followed a system peculiar to himself. A number of works were compo-

sed by him and were studied with great profit by legists. Abu Saad as-Samani

(col. II. p. 156) says : “ When Abb Ali al-Uusain Ibn Shoaib as-Sinji (vol. 1. p. 419)

“ returned from (Baghdad where he had been studying under
)

the shaikh Abu

“ Hamid al-Isfaraini (vol. 1. p. 53), he passed through the town where Ibn Kajj

“ dwelt and was so greatly struck with his learning (in the law) and his merit that

*• he said to him :
' I declare, master! that, Abu Hamid possesses the name of a

“ * man of science, but you possess the reality.’ To this Ibn Kajj replied : ‘Baghdad

“ ‘ exalted him and ad-I)inawer depressed me. * ” He acted as a hddi in his

native place and was living in opulence when he was murdered by the

banditti of that town. This occurred on the eve of the 27 th Ramadan, 405

(20th of March, A. D. 1015). — Kajj must be pronounced with an a. —
We have already spoken of Dlnaweri (col. 11. p. 23) and need not therefore

repeat here what we have said.—The relative adjective Kajji was derived from the

name of his ancestor.

»

(1) The Arabic text has ^
Uj In the first volume, p. 55, an attempt has

been made by the translator to explain a nearly similar expression, but be may be mistaken. The word ^
is evidently here synonymous with : so that th* chief of th* science mast be the fame as the chief of the

religion, that is the chief of the orthodox wet to which he belonged. The chief of th* world or of th* tempo-

ral authority may, perhaps, be the title by which the chief k&di was designated in the language of the school.

A considerable number of works havfc been consulted on this matter, but no information cou'd be obtained

from them.

IBN ABD AL-BARR.

Abu Omar Yusuf Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Barr ibn Aasim

an-Namari, a native of Cordova, was the imdm (the greatest master) of the lime by

his knowledge of the Traditions, of ancient (moslim)
history and of every thing
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connected with these two branches of science. At Cordova, he taught Traditions on

the authority of the hdfiz Khalaf Ibn al- Kasim (1 ), Abd al-Warith Ibn Sofvan, Said

lbn Nasr (2), Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Mumin, Abu Omar al-Baji, Abu Omar at-Ta-

lamanki, Abh '1-Walid Ibn al-Faradi (vol. II. p. 68) and others. Among the

doctors of the East who kept up an epistolary correspondence with him were Abu

T-KAsim as-Sakati al-Makki, the hdfiz Abd al-Ghani Ibn Satd (3), Abd Durr al-

llarawi (4) and Abu Muhammad Ibn an-NahhAs al-Misri. The kadi Abu Ali Ibn

Sukkara (5) said :
41

I heard our professor, the kadi Abu T-Walid al-Baji [col. I.

44
p. 593) declare that there was never in Spain the like of Abu Omar Ibn Abd al-

44 Barr, as a Traditionisl ; and the same al-Baji said :
4 Abd Omar was the best

44 4
hdfiz

(
traditionisl

)
of all the people in the West.’” Abd Ali al-Husain Ibn

Ahmad Ibn Muhammad al-Ghassani al-Jaiyani, a doctor of whom we have spoken

(col. I. p. 458), said :
44 We other students had for professor Ibn Abd al-Barr of

44 Cordova; it was in that city that he made his studies and there also he learned ju-

44 risprudence. One of his masters was the Sevillian legist Abd Omar Ahmad Ibn

44 Abd al-Malik, whose lessons he wrote down in his presence; another of his pro-

44
lessors was Abd T-Walid Ibn al-Faradi, from whom he obtained a great quantity

44 of traditional and philological information. lie was assiduous in the pursuit of

44 knowledge and acquired such eminence in the different branches of science that

44 he surpassed all the learned men who had preceded him in Spain.” He (Ibn

Abd al-Barr
)
composed a number of useful treatises on the Muwalta (col. 11.

p. 549), such as the ,Tamhld
(
arrangement ), in which he discussed the matters

and isndds (vol. I. p. xxn) found in that work; it is arranged alphabetically,

according to the names of those Tradilionisls through whom Malik received his

information. Nothing of the kind had ever been composed before ; it consists

of seventy parts. Abu Muhammad Ibn Hazm (col. 11. p. 267) said :
44 As a critical

44 apprecialor of tbe credibility to which a Tradition may be entitled, I do not

44 know any one like him, and much less any one who has surpassed him.” The

lslidkar (Remembrancer), a work composed by him subsequently, treats of the

various opinions held by the legists in the great cities, relatively [first of all,) to

such articles of law as may be deduced, by private judgment, from the texts given

in the Muwalta, and
(
secondly

)
with respect to the historical facts which arc indica-

ted in that compilation. In the lstidkdr he explains the Muwalta according to its

actual arrangement and in following the order of its chapters. He drew up also a
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large and instructive treatise on the names of the Prophet’s companions and entitled

it the Islt&b (comprehensive). In another of his works, he collected every thing

which had been said in explanation of what is meant by science and of its high value;

he there indicates the rules which are to be observed in transmitting knowledge

orally and in learning it by heart. His Kiidb ad-Durar (book of pearls
)
contains an

abridged account of the proceedings and military expeditions (of the first Muslims).

Another of his works treats of the intellect and intellectual men, and contains passa-

ges in which such persons are described. He left also a small work on the Arabian

tribes and their genealogies. Other treatises also were published by him. The

composition of works occupied all his thoughts ; to that task he was entirely devoted,

and God rendered his labours useful to mankind. His profound knowledge of

history and his deep insight into the
(
hidden

)
meanings of the Traditions did

not prevent him from acquiring an extensive acquaintance with (Arabian)

genealogies. Having left Cordova, he travelled, for some time, in Western

Spain, and then passed into the Eastern part of that country. He resided for

a while in Denia, in Valencia and in Xativa. He filled the kadiship of Lisbon

and Santarcm when al-Muzaffar (or el-Modaffar) Ibn al-Aftas (king of Bada-

joz) held those cities under his rule. His Bahja tal-Majdlis wa Ins al-Jdlis (the

delight of assemblies and companion of the sedentary) fills three volumes and contains

a mass of interesting anecdotes, such as are fit to he repeated at literary conferences

and social parties. Here are some extracts from it :
“ The Prophet dreamt that he

“ entered into Paradise and saw there suspended a bunch of dales. His curiosity

“ being excited, he asked for whom they were reserved, and was told that they were
,

“ kept there for Abu Jahl. Deeply afflicted with this information, he exclaimed :

“ * What has Abu Jahl to do with Paradise? By Allah I he shall never enter into

“ * ill no soul can get in there unless that of a true believer.’ Some time after,

" when Ikrima, the son of Abu Jahl, came to him and declared himself a Mu- •

“ sulman, he was greatly rejoiced, stood up to receive him and then understood

'* that the fruit seen by him represented the son of A bii Jahl.”—“ DjaafAr Ibn

“ Muhammad, he who bore the surname of as-SAdik (oof. 1. p. 300), being asked

" what was the longest time which might elapse before the fulfilment of a dream,

" returned this answer : * The blessed Prophet dreamt that he saw his blood

“
* (poured out) and a speckled dog lapping it up. Now the dog represented Shamir

\

“ * Ibn Zi-’l-Jaushan, him who slewal-Husain, theson of Ali Ibn Abi TAlib, and who
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“ ‘ was a leper. So, llie fulfilment of that dream was delayed fifty years."' — The
'* Prophet had a dream which he related to Abu Bakr as-Siddik : ‘ 0 Abu Bakr,’

“ said he, ‘ methought that you and 1 were going up a flight of stairs and that 1

“
* preceded you by two steps and a half.’ A Ini Bakr replied : ‘Apostle of (Jodi

“ * when the Almighty shall have received you into his compassion and mercy, I

“ ‘ shall survive two years and a half.”'—“ A Syrian (.draft) said lo Omar Ibn al-

“ Khallab :
‘ Methought I saw the moon and the sun fighting one against the other,

“ * and each of them was aided by a band of slars.’ — ‘ On which side were you !’

“ said Omar. The other replied that he had sided with the moon, ' Then,’ said

** Omar, ‘ you sided with the sign which is subject to be effaced (6). By Allah I

“
‘ you shall never more hold a commandment under me.' That man was then

** deposed, and he subsequently lost his life at Siffin whilst fighting on Ihc side of

“ Moawia Ibn Abi Sofy&n."— “ Aaisha said to Abu Bakr: 1 Methought that three

“ ‘ moons fell into my lap.’
—

‘ If your dream be true,’ said he, ‘ three of the best

*• • men upon earth will be buried in your house.’ When the Prophet was inter-

“ red there, Abu Bakr said to her : ‘ There is one of the moons which you saw, and

“ • the best of them.”’—“ An Arab of the desert who, as some say, was the poet

“ al-Hutaiya (oof. /. p. 209) formed the project of going lo travel and said to his

“ wife :

“ Count my absence by years and wait with patience; leave out the months, for they are

“ but short (Aisdril).

To this she replied :

“ Remember my fondness of yon and my passion; hare pity on yonr daughters for they are

“ little children (.tijAdrfi).

“ On hearing these words, he gave up his intention and remained at home."

—

11 Al-Haitham Ibn Adi (t>o(.//f. p. G33) related that, being asked bySalih Ibn Qaiydn

“ who, of all the poets, was the best legist, he made this reply :
‘ On that subject

« * opinions differ, but some say that it was Waddalt al-Yaman (7) who proved

“ * himself such when he pronounced these lines :

“ I said to her

:

4 Here with it [the unite) ! Give it to me.’ Shs miled and answered :
’ God

vou. tv. ' 31
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“
‘ preserve me from doing a thing forbidden !’ Neither did she hand it to me till I humbled

“ myself before her and taught her linn indulgent was God for venial sins."

“ Aslam lbn ZarAa was told that, if he fled before the partisans of MirdSs(8), he

“ would incur the angcrof the emir Obaid Allah lbn 7.iad. To Ibis he replied :
‘ I had

“ * rallier that he should be angry with me, and 1 living, than that he should be

“ 1 pleased with me, and I dead.'"— ** An -Arab of the desert was insulted by

“ another and remained silent. Being asked why he held his peace, he answor-

“ cd : I know not that man’s vices, and am unwilling to reproach him with

“ defects which he may not have." An idea similar lo this has been enounced

thus :

*• If, when Atnr insulted me, I insulted him, the insulted and the insnlter would be
“ both reprehensible. But I spoke well of him and he spoke ill of me; each of us thus

“ told tics qf his adversary.”

“ Ali (Zain al-Aabidin, col. II, p. 209}, Ihe son of al-Uusain, on both of whom
“ be the blessing of God, said : *A roan who extols your good qualities without

“ * knowing them, will probably speak ill of you without knowing your defects.'
" '

— “ Al-Moghira Ibo Sltdba (col. II. p. 485) said of (the khalif)
Omar : ‘By Allah 1

“ • he was too generous to deceive and too intelligent to be deceived.’”—“ It is

" related that, when Adam was sent out of Paradise and down to earth by Almighty

“ God, the angel Gabriel went to him and said ;
‘ 0 Adam ! God here sends you

“ * three qualities, so that you may select one of them for youself and leave the two

“ * others.’— ‘ What are they?’ said Adam. Gabriel replied :

1 Modesty, Piety and

" ‘ Intelligence.’— * 1 choose Intelligence,’ said Adam. The angel then told Mo-

“ desty and Piety to return to heaven, berause Adam had made choice of Intelli-

•* gence. They answered :
* We will not return.’—.* How! ’ said he, ' do you mean

“ ‘ to desobey me?’ They replied :‘We do not, but our orders were, never to quit

“ * Intelligence wherever she might be.”’ — “ Abd al-Malik lbn Abd al-Hainld (9)

“ said, in a piece of verse .

“ Water lias its price in the house of Othman and bread is there the most precious of

“ tbiugs. OllimJn is aware lliat praise casts money; yet be wishes to obtain it gratis. But

“ people are too knowing to praise a man unless they discover in him symptoms ol liberality.”

From the same work : Ar—Itlashi (vol. II. p. 10) related as follows :
*• The
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“ people of Basra wen! out to watch for the appearance of the new moon (tchick

“ indicates the commencement of the month
)
of {fasting,) Ramadan. One of them

" discovered it and continued pointing al it lill some of his companions perceived it.

“ When the moon which indicates the end of the fast was
[
about to appiar), al-Jam-

“ max, he who was so much noted for his witty sallies, went to the house of that

“ man, knocked al the door and said : * Cornel Get up and take us out of the

“ * scrape into which you brought us.”’—I may here observe that al>Janimaz was

descended from one of Abu Bakr’s mawlas ; his surname was Abu Abd Allah, and

his name, Muhammad; his father, Amr, was the son of Hammad, the son of Alit,

the son of Raiyan (?]. This al-Jarn maz wasasister's son to Salm(lO) al-Khasir: As-

Samani
{
vol . //, p, 156) speaks of him in these terms : " His tongue was virulent;

“ his sallies were clever. He was older than Abu Nuwas(oof. /. p. 391)." Some

authors assign to him a genealogy different from that which we have given. Al-

Jammaz [the dromedary, the mehdri camel) was a nickname hy which he was known.

Amongst the smart sayings attributed to him we may notice the following :
“ One

“ rainy morning," said he, “ 1 was asked by my wife what was best to be done on

“ such a day as that, and I answered : ‘ Divorcing (a troublesome wife).' This

“ stopped her mouth and made her leave me quiet."—An acquaintance of his went

to see him, one day, and found him eating out of a dish of meat which he had just

cooked. “ Glory to God I" said the visiter, “ what an extraordinary' godsend I

"

Al-Jaramaz answered : ‘‘Disappointments are sometimes more extraordinary; may

“ my wife be divorced if you taste a mouthful of itl (11)” As-Sarawi (12) the poet

said to him one day ;
“ Yesterday, my wife brought forth a child, (ns pretty) as a

“ gold-piece newly coined." Al-Jammdz replied : “ (That is not surprising;) its

" mother was never considered to be barren."—Al-Jammaz composed some pieces

of poetry which he inserted in his Kitdb al-Waraha
[
book of the leaf (?)). One of

them, which he addressed to an acquaintance who, after being very assiduous in

frequenting the mosque, had ceased to go there, runs thus :

You have ceased frequenting the principal ntosque, and absence such as that always gives rise

to unfavorable suspicions. Yo do no supplementary works of devotion
;

you serve not as a

witness to law-writings (13). The news we have received of you is {as publicly known as if

it were) inscribed on banners borne aloft. If you prolong your absence (ghaiba), we ’shall

prolong our talk of it [ghiba
)
more and more.

The-following passages are taken from the Bahia tal-Majdhs ; ‘‘Ardashir said :
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'• • Beware of being alluded by a n< ble-liearled man when he is hungry and by a

“ ‘ vile fellow who is saled wilh food. Be it known to youthatlhc noble arc firmer

“ in mind ami the vile firmer in body.’”— All Ibis is taken from the Bahja and, as

it is quite sufficient, there is no need of dilating farther.— The hdfiz Abh Omar (Ibn

Ahd al-Barr) died at Shall ha (Xo/irn), in Eastern Spain, on the last day of the second

ltabi, 463 (3rd February, A. I). 1071). His disciple, Abu 'l-llasan Tahir Ibn Mu-

fauwaz al-Maafiri, the same who said the funeral service over bin), related as follows :

I heard Abu Omar Ibn Abd al-Barr say that he was born on Friday, the 24th of the

second Raid, 368 (29ih Nor. A. 0. 978), just as the imam was reciting the kliotba.

In the life of the Rliallb Abu Bakr Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Tliabit al-Baghdidi [vol. I.

p. 75), we have mentioned that this person was the Mfiz of the East and Ibn Abd

al-Barr the lidfis of the west, and that they both died in the same year. They were

masters in traditional knowledge .—Kamuri lakes an a after the n and after the m.

It means sprung from Antnir Ibn Kdrit, the progenitor of a well-known (Arabian)

tribe. This relative adjective ofTersa particular case of the a being employed after

the second radical letter instead of the i (14).—4Vc have spoken of Kurlttba (vol. /.

p. 94) and of Shatiba (col. II. p. 501); so, we need not repeat our observations.—
Abu Omar mentioned that his father Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn .Muhammad

Ibn Abd al-Barr died in the month of the latter Rabi, 380 (JuneJuly, A. D. 990),

and that he was born in the year 330 (A. I). 941-2).— Abu Muhammad Abd Allah

Ibn Yusuf, the son of Abd Omar Ibn Abd al-Barr, was highly distinguished for his

ki.owledge of refined literature and the elegance of his style. He is the author of

some pieces of verse, one of which is the following :

Gaze not [loo long{(en handsome faces), and hold in yonr glances with a tight rein. If you

slacken die bridle to ihcm, they will cast you into the arena of death.

Il is slated that be died in the year 458 (A. D, 1065-6); but God knows best.

(!y A bft 'I-KSmih Khulal Ibn al-KAaim, surnsmed H it ad-Dahb&gb, was one ol those Spanish Muslims

who travei.nl to the East lor llie purpose o( acquiring traditional knowledge. He studied in Damascus and

in Mrkha. Ills autorny as a Traditionist was highly appreciated. He died in the month ol the latter ltabi, SSI

(Feb.-hlarch, A. D. tooa.)

—

[iluffttz, UakAari).

(SJ Ahfl Olhiudn Said Ibn Nasr Ihn Omar ibn Khallisn, a native of Ecija in Spain, collected Tra ,lions at
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Cordova, at Mekka and at Baghdad. He died in the last* mentioned city, probably towards the end ol the

tenth century.—(JfoAA/in.)

(3) Abd a I Ghani Ibn Sar.d (* *c) al-Azdi, a native uf Egypt, was held to be the ablest Tnditionist of the age

in which he lived. He died in the month of Safar, 409 (June-July, A. D. 1018 .

—

[Huff&z.)

(4) Abd Durr al-Harawi, surnamed Ibn as-SammAk, was professor in chief at Mckka (ihaikh al-FIamm).

He died somewhat before the year 403 (A. D. loti).

—

iJInffAz.)

(3) Abft All al-Hustin Ibn Muhammad a$-Sairafi, surnamed Ibn Sukkara, was a native of Sarago so. In

the year 481 (A. D. 1088) he travelled to the East for the purpose of studying, an! visited Egypt, Basra,

WAsit and Baghdad, in whichlast etty he passed five years. On his return to Spain he became a professor at.

Murcia and there acted also as a kadi, but much against his will. He was well-versed in the Koran-readings

and bad great skill in Uie critical appreciation of Traditions. Having res gned his places with the inten-

tion of taking a share in the war against the Christians, he lost his life, iu the year 514 (A. D. 1190) at the

battle of Cutanda.*—[Makkari.

)

(e) This i< an al'usion to a text of Ibe Koran, sur. 17, verse 13, where it is said :
l * We blot out the sign

of the night and we cause the sign of the day to shine lorth."

(7) WaddAh al-Yaman [The fair faced man of Icmei) ; such was the surname givc.i to Abd ar-

RihtnAn Ibn Isrnail of Saoia, on account of his beauty. He drew his descent from one the Persians wh-j

were sent into Arabia Felix for the purpose of expelling the Abyssinians and p'acingSaif Ibn Zi-Yazm on the

throne. He was one ol Muhammad’s contemporaries and bore a high reputation as a poet. The KitAbal-

A'jlulni contains a long article on WaddAh and numerous extracts from his |oems. The author of the Sujum

places bis death in the year C3 (A. D. 68t-3), WaddAh was so handsome that he always wore a veil to

prot ct him against the evil eye.

(8) Abb BilAl MirdAs, a distinguished member of the tribe ol Rablah and surnamed Ibn tldniya

livid under the reign or Uoawia Ibn Abi SofyAn. Such was the fervour and rigidness of his devotion that he

biways ready to join with any band of Kharijites wi ich might take up arms against the Omaiyides for

the purpose of re-establishing the Mosl in government in it* primitive simplicity. The year 61 (A. D. 680-1)

witnessed the massacre of al-Husain, Muhammad’s grandson, and most of his fami.y, by Ohaid Allah Ibn

ZlAd who, at that time, governed Irak in the name of the Omaiyido prince, Yazld, the son or Moawla. In

that same year, MirdAs was at the head of a party and warring against the Omaiyides. IbAd Ibn al-Ahdar was

s«-nt by Ohaid Allah, with a body of troops, against the insurgtnls. The two armies met oo a Friday.

MirdAs requested his adversary to defer the battle and give him time to accomplish the solemn prayer which

all Moslims are bound to make on that day. IbAd consented, but, when the Kharyile* were prostrate in

prayer, be charged upon them with his cavalry and cat them to pieces. MirdAs fell with the rest. —

-

(Ibn Doraid’s lahtikAk; Ibn al-Athtr's KAmi/.)

(9) 1 cannot discover who this Abd ai-Alalik was, nor who was the Othman whose avarice be attacks.

(10) See vol. I. p. 22.

(11) The text of the manuscripts is probably faulty : they read ^ The right

reading seems to be In the anecdotes told of Nasr ad-Dln Khoja, an individual, half knave and half

fool, who figures in ihe popular literature of the East, this saying is attributed to him on account of his

simplicity. In the Arabic edition of ihese anecdotes, the reading is that which I have here proposed. The

anecdotes of this buffoon exist also in Turkish.

(It) Abft ’l-All as-Sarawi a native of TabanstAn, stood pre-eminent as a prose-writer and as a
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poet. Hp was one of those literary men who frequented the court ol the virir Ibd il-Amtd (iml. III. p. *56).

—(ThAlabi's Yattma).

(18) No man could boa witness to bonds or give evidence in court of justice unless his character as a pious

and virtuous mosliin was well established.

(14) This is not exceptional case; it falls under the general rule : Namir forms Namarif as Malik aod

Kabul (arm Malaki ari l Kabadi. .

YUSUF AS-SIR AFI.

Abu Muhammad Yusuf Ibn Abi Said al-Hasan Ibn Abd Allah Ibn al-Marzubin

as-Sirafi, was a grammarian, a philologcr, a historian, a man of merit and the son

of a man of merit. We have already spoken of his father (col. 1. p. 377). Abd

Muhammad, being well acquainted with grammar, occupied, as a professor, the seat

left vacant by the death of his father. We have already given the date of that event.

He undertook all the occupations in which his father had been engaged, and, oven

in the latter’s lifetime, he instructed students. The work which his father had left

unfinished and which had received the title of al-Iknda [the sufficiency) raas termi-

nated by him. It is one of the most important and instructive works of the kind ;

his father had begun by commenting Sibawaih's Kitdb (oof. II. p. 396), as we have

already mentioned, and displayed in that task such erudition and research as never

had been shown before by any of those persons who treated the subject; after that

he drew up the Hilda, which was thus the fruit of the information acquired by him

during his researches and whilst he was writing out his work. He died before

the termination of his task, and it was his son who completed it. Every impartial

critic who may examine the book will not find any great difference between the style

and manner of the father and those of the son. Yusuf as-Sirafi composed afterwards

a number of treatises in which he elucidated the verses adduced as examples in some

(igrammatical
)
works of great note; such, for instance, was his explanation of the verses

cited by Sibawaih
,
and which is the best and the most extensive treatise on that subject.

He wrote also a very good explanation of the verses quoted in the Isidh al-Mantik

[page 293 of this col.) ; another treating of the verses which occur in A hit Obaida’s
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hlajdx [vol. III. p. 391); another on the verses of the Madni {a work on the figura-

tive expressions of the Koran) by az-Zajjaj
(
vol . I. p. 28), another on the verses

quoted by Abb Obaid al-Kusim Ibu Sallam (col. II. p. 480) in the tihartb al-Mu-

sannaf I). This list we might easily augment. The students to whom he gave

lessons in philology went twice over the books of that science under his direction :

the first lime, they recited to him the text, and, the second time, they received from

him its explanation. One of the works read to him was the Kitdb al-lldrt [the surpas-

sing, a philological work), composed by al-Mufaddal lhn Salama (vol. II. p. 611); it

forms a number of volumes, the contents of which have been digested into the Kitdb

al-Ain, that philological work which is attributed to al-Khalil Ibn Ahmad (vol. I.

p. 493). To this book he added a considerable quantity of philological observations.

The copies which he made of the ltldli al-Munlik were written by him from me-

mory (2). Abu '1-Ala al-Maarri (vol. 1. p. 94) related as follows : “ Abd as-Salain

44 al-Basri, the keeper of the public library (3) at Baghdad, who was a man of

" veracity and a good friend of mine, told me that he was present at one of Abii

“ Said as-Sirafi's sittings, whilst a student was reading aloud under his direction Ibn

44 as-Sikkit's Isldh al-ilantik. When he came to the verse in which Humaid Ibn

“ Thaur (4) says :

“ And (/ was sometimes borne by) a lliin-Oaiiked (comet) which, during
(the heat of) the

“ day, look rest and, during the night, slung on at a trot.

*• Abu Said here observed that the word thin-flanked should he put in the geni-

*' five case, and then, turning towards us, he said :

4 The conjunction and, being

“ 4 here equivalent to sometimes, governs the genitive.’ On hearing this I said :

“ ‘ God preserve you, kadi ! the verse which precedes shows that the word is in the

“ • nominative.’

—

4 What is that verse?’ said he. i answered :

“ God, who sent down from heaven the true direction, has brought me to you ; my guides

44 were a
(
heavenly) light, islamism and a thin-flanked etc.

44 On this, he went over the passage again and corrected the mistake, llis son,

“ Abb Muhammad, who was present, changed colour on witnessing what had passed

“ and, standing up instantly, with every mark of displeasure in his looks, he relur-

44 ned to his shop,—he was a butter merchant,—sold that establishment and took

\
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*• to study. He continued to acquire information until he attained the highest rank

“ in learning and then composed a treatise in which he explained the verses cited

“ in the Isldh al-Manlik." Abu '1-Ala said also :
‘ A person who saw him whilst

“ he was composing that treatise told me that he had then before him four hundred

“ ditcans (or collection* of poems)."—Yfisuf as-Sir&fi continued to hold one uni-

form line of conduct, studying and teaching, till the day of his death. That event

took place on the eve of Wednesday, the 27th ofthe first Rahi, 385 (30th April,

A. D. 905). He was then aged fifty-five years and some months. The next

morning, he was buried, and the funeral service was said over him by Abu Bakr

Muhammad Ihn Musa al-Khuwareami (vol. I. p. 60); so says Hilill Ihn al-Mu-

hassan as-Sabi
(
rol . III. p. 628) in his Annals. Another author states that he

( Yusuf as-Sirdft) was born in the year 330 (A. I). 9 V 1-2} and that he died on

Monday, the 27lh of the above-mentioned month ; God knows besll Yfisuf

was a pious, virtuous man, very devout and living in the plainest manner. He had

frequent discussions and controversies with Abu Talib Ahmad Ibn Abi Bakral-Abdi,

the grammarian of whom we have spoken (col. /. p. 82). These conferences have

been
(
preserved and)

handed down, hut this is not a fit place for them. In the life

of his father we have spoken of the w ord Sirdfi (vol. I. p 379) and need not therefore

repeat our observations. Ibn Haukal says, in his .Wasdlilc tea 'l-Mamdlik (roads and

realms) (5)
“ Siraf is a large sea-porl town in Persia; its buildings are in teak

“ wood. It is situated close to a hill which overlooks the sea, and possesses neither

“ water, nor cultivated grounds nor flocks; yet it is one of the richest places in

" Persia (6). It lies in the neighbourhood of Jann&ba and Najircm. A traveller,

“ on starting from Siraf and following the shore-road, will arrive at the castle (histi)

•• of Ibn OrnSra, a strong fortress on the border of the sea; there is not a stronger

“ place in Persia. It is said that its (former
)
possessor was the person whom God de-

" signaled by these words (of the Koran; surd! 18, verse 78) : * And there was

“ • behind them a king who took every ship by force.”'— Another author says that

the name of this king was al-Julunda, with a u in each of the first syllables and the

last syllable terminating in an a. It was he whom a certain poet meant in the

following lines, addressed to an oppresssor of the people :

Julunda was a tyrant, but thou art a greater tyrant than be.

The statements on this subject differ and God alone knows the truth.
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(1) This tide, which is sometimes written at-Ghartb al-hlusannaf
;
appears to signify : the uncommon

terms and expressions occurring in the Musannaf. There were two works in tilled al-Mutannaf ; one treating

of the traditions and composed by Ibn Abi Sbaiba, and the other by Ibn Jinn! (see tol. II. p. 191 and Hajji

Khalifa's Bibliographical Dictionary, tome II, p. 904) forming a commentary on the Tatrlf, or trealitc on

t he conjugations and grammatical inflections, by Ab6 Othm&n al-MAzini {vol. /. p. to 4). The h&fii

Aba Ikikr Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad al-Ab»i, surnamed Ibn Abi Shaiba, was a Traditionnist of th

highest reputation. AI-BukliAri, Abft Daw&d and Ibn MAja have given Traditions on his authority. lie

taught at Damascus. His death look place in the month of Muharram, 235 (July-August, A. D. 649).

—[Huff'd:, Nujilm, Hajji Khalifa.)

(2) The text is more or less altered in the manuscripts and the primed editions. By combining the different

readings, 1 obtain ^ I comider as equivalent to

ij*
aud, read nutakhaho. If this word be pronounced natAAata the antecedent for

is to be understood. The meaning of the phrase is nearly the same in both cases.

(3) Literally : the treasurer uf the house of knowledge.

(4) Humaid Ibn Thaur al-HilAll, a member of the tribe of AAmir Ibn SasAa and a contemporary of Muham-

mad, was a poet of some reputation.— (Ibn Duraid’s Ishtikdk).

(5) This passage is given in the two editions and in only one of our manuscripts.

(«) The edition of BAlAk has {the most distant) ; that of IP WQstenfcld a word to which no

appropriate signification can be assigned; Use only manuscrit of Paris which gives the passage reads
,^5
*^

pAe most vearisome). The true reading seems to be [the richest), tut the paesage if cot to l*e found

in the copy of Ibn IJaukal's work which we possess at Paris.

ABU YAKUB AN-NAJM AMI.

Alu Yakub Ytisuf Ibn Yaktib Ibn Ismail Ibn Kliurrzad an-Najirami, a philologer

and a native of Basra, settled in Egypt. • lie came of a family which produced a

number of eminent literary scholars, all of them deeply versed in philology, gifted

with every talent and possessing the most solid information on these subjects. Abu

Yakub taught traditions on the authority of Abu Yahya Zakariya Ibn Yahya Ibn

Khallad as-Saji [vol. III. p. 411) and oilier masters of that time. The same infor-

mation was transmitted down on his authority by Abu ’1-Fadl Muhammad Ibn Jaafar

al-Khuzai and others, lie was the most remarkable man of all the family;

his handwriting (as a hook-copyist) was not good as to its form, but extremely correct,

and nearly such also was that of his company [his disciples). The people of Misr [Old

vol. iv. 82
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Cairo) were so amious and so eager to procure (booh) written by him, that a copy

which he made of Jarir's poetical works was purchased at theprice of ten dinars (1).

In Egypt, the received texts of old works, treating of philology, Arabic poetry and the

battle-days of the (ancient) Arabs, are those which he had delivered orally and which

he himself had drawn up. Indeed, lie was able to dictate from memory hooks of

that kind and was perfectly well acquainted with such matters. The members of

his family who were in Misr supported themselves by trading in fire-wood.

The grammarian Abu Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Barakat Ibn Hil&l al-Misri (2) ob-

tained his philological information from some of Abu Yakub’s disciples and was old

enough to have seen their master; but, being then a child, he was not capable of re-

ceiving lessons from him. MuwafTak ad-Din Abu 'l-llajjaj Yusuf Ibn al-KhallAl al-

Misri, the official correspondence writer to whom we shall assign an article

farther on, related that Ibn Barakat said to him : “ I saw Abit Yakub walking on the

“ road which leads to the Earafa (col. I. p. 53). He was an elderly man of a tawny

“ complexion, with a bushy beard and a large round turban. In his hand he held

“ a book which he kept reading as he walked on. ” This assertion is controvertible :

the hAfiz Abu Ishdk Ibrahim Ibn Said Ibn Abd Allah, generally known by the appel-

lation of al-llabbal (Ihe rope-maker
) (3) says, in the Obituary ( IVafaiydt) of which he

was the compiler, that the death of Abd Yakub Kharrzad an-Najirami took place on

Tuesday, the 4th of Muharram, 423 (22nd Dec. A. D. 1031), and another author

places his birth on the lOlhof Zu ’I-IIijja, 345 (15th march, A. D. 957). Now, Ibn

Barak&t was born at Old Cairo in the year 420 (A. D. 1029) and died there in 520

(A. D. 1 126); being at that time the chief grammarian of Egypt. This is even said

by MuwafTak ad-Din Ibn al-Khallal. llow then could Ihn Barakat have seen Abu

Yakub as he describes? he was only three years old at the time of Abu YakOb's death.

It was perhaps the latter’s son whom he perceived
;
God knows 1 — The Kadi al-

Fadil (oof. II. p. Ill) said that, in all Ibn BarakAt’s poems, there was nothing finer

than these two verses, composed by him on Musafir al-Altar (4)

:

0 thou whose neck is like that of a silver ibrtk (5) and whose wiist is a pliant wand t Were yon

to disdain me and repel me, do yon think you could erer get out of my heart?

Ibn Barakat obtained his grammatical information from Ibn Babshad, a gramma-

rian of whom we have already spoken (col. I. p. 647). Al-Kadi ar-Rashid Ibn at-

Zubair (coi. /. p. 143) mentions him with commendation in the KitAb al-Jindn. —
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Kharrzdd; such is the orthography of this name according to Ihe learned in Tradi-

tions. it is Persian ; zdd means ion, but Aharr, with a double r, has no meaning

;

so we must suppose that the people who spoke Arabic altered the orthography of the

name, according to their usual custom in such cases, and that it was primitively

Khdrzdd, which, in Persian, means the son of a thorn. Khurshid signifies the sun
;

if this was the word intended (in the formation of the name), the syllable shtd mu.«t

have been suppressed, and such a licence is indeed authorized (in Persian). We
must say that, in general, the Arabs tamper greatly with foreign names. — 1 have

since read, in that chapter of al-Bal&dori’s Kildb al-Bulddn (6) which contains Ihe

account of Persia and its provinces, that Ardashir Khurreh means haltd Ardashtr

[the glory of Ardashtr) (7). — Najtrami is derived from Nnjiram on Najdram. Ahd

Saad as-Samani (col. II. p. 156) says, in his Ansdb, that this is the name of a quarter

in the city of Basra. According to another authority, it is the name of a village in

Ihe territory of Basra, lying on the road which leads to Fars and situated near

Siraf. God knows best I A similar statement is made in the MasdliA wa 'l-AIa-

mdlik (8), which places this town on the coast of the Persian Gulf. The fact seems

to be that a number of persons belonging to Bujiram went to Basra and settled in a

quarter which then received the name of the place from which they came. God

knows best I

(1) Tho Diud'i of Jailr'i poems which is in the university library at Leyden, fi.lt about four hundred and

seventy pages. If the transcription of each a work cost six dinars and if the dinar be estimated at thirteen shil-

lings and eight ppnee, each page would have brought in to the copyist somewhat more than two pence.

(2) Abft Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn BarakAt Ihn BilAl as-Satdi, a native of Said, or upper Egypt, was known

as a grammarian and a philo'oger He composed a (kitHat or) work on the topography of Cairo, and died

A. U. 520 (A. D. 1126).—(Yifl’s Annab.)—See also the first volume of the present work, page 6*8, and, in

the third line, read Soldi in place of Saadi.

(9) Abd lsbak Ibrahim lbn Said an-NomAni, a hdfis of good authority and noted for his piety, was a native

of Egypt and died in Old Cairo [Mitr), A. H. *81 (A. D. 1089-90), aged ninety years.—(YAil's Annnlt,

Nujum).

(4) This person is not known to the translator.

(5) The name of tbrik is given to a sort of ewer with a curved epout like that of a coffee-pot.

(6) See de Goeje’s edition of the Ubtr Etpugnationit Regionum
,
page 986 of the Arahic text.

(7) The author forgets to draw his conclusion; he evidently means to say that Kharrzdd may bo derived

from Khurrch~Zdd (/A# ton of glory).

(8) See page 33* of this vo’uroe, note (13).
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YUSUF AL-HAMADANI.

Abu Yakub YAsuf I bn AiyAb Ibn Yusuf lbn al-llusain lbn Wahara al-Hamadani,

the jurisconsult, the man of learning, the ascetic, the divinely favoured, he who of-

ten enjoyed slates (of exaltation) and possessed miraculous gifts (l),went to Baghdad

in his youth, some time after the year 460 (A. I). 1067) and became the assiduous

disciple of Abu Ishak as-ShirAzi (vol. /. p. 9). He studied law under that doctor till

he mastered the fundamentals of jurisprudence (2), the system of doctrine (peculiar

to the Shafite sect) and the examination of controverted questions. Traditions were

received by him from the lips of the kddi AbA '1-Husain Muhammad lbn Ali Ibn al-

Nuhladi Billah , ALA '1-Ghanaim Abd as-Samad lbn Ali Ibn al-MamAn , Aim

Jaafar Muhammad lbn Ahmad lbn al-Maslama and other teachers of that

time. At Ispahan and Samarkand he heard traditions delivered and took down in

writing the greater part of them. Having then abstained from that practice and

given it up, lie took to a life of self-mortification, devotional exercises, and efforts (in

pursuit of God's jrace); this he continued till he became as a religious hand-post,

directing towards God. In the year 515 (A. D. 1 121-2) he went (again) to Baghdad

and opened in the Nizamiya College a course of religious instruction which had the

greatest success with the public. The venerable shaikh and preacher, AbA ’l-Fadl

Safi lbn Abd Allah, related as follows :
“ I was one day present at a sitting held by

“ our shaikh YAsuf al-Hamadani in the Nizamiya College, and a multitude of people

" were there assembled. A legist named lbn as-SakkA then stood up, and vexed

“ the shaikh and proposed (o him a question :
' Sit down,' said Yakub, ' for those

" 1 words of yours smell strongly of infidelity, and you may probably die in ano-

ther religion than islamisra! Some time after the uttering of these words, a

“ Chrislian ambassador, sent to the klialif by tho king of the Greeks, arrived (in

“ Baghdad). Ibn as -Sakha went to visit him, asked to become his follower and

“ said : * It strikes me that I shall abandon the religion of islamism and adopt

yours.
1

The ambassador granted his request and took him to al-Constanliniya

“ (Constantinople), where he got attached to the service of the Greek king and died

“ a Christian. The ItAfii AbA Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn MahmAd al-BaghdAdi,
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“ surnamed Ibn an-Najjar
(
vol . I. p. 1 1) says, in that article of his

(
biographical

}

his-

** lory ofBaghdad which (reals of Yusuf al-Hamadani : • Abu T-Karam Abd as-Salam

Ibn Ahmad, a teacher of the Koran-rcadings, said in my presence : * lbn as-

Sakka was a reader of Ihe noble Koran and could psalmody it with great ele-

*“ gance. A person who saw him at Constantinople said lo me : * 1 found him

“• lying on a sofa, sick and holding in bis hand a sort of fan with which lie drore

*“ away the flics from his face. I asked him if the Koran still remained in his mc-

mory, and he replied that he remembered nothing of it except this single verse :

“ The time may come when the infidels shall wish that they were .Uodiint (sural 15,

«•< verse 2), and that he had forgotten the rest. ’ God preserve us from an evil des-

*“ tiny, from the loss of His grace and from the down-coming of His vengeance!

We pray him to keep us firm in the religion of islamisin; Amen ! Amen !

’ ” —
Abu Saad Ibn as-Samani (vol. II. p. 156) says : “ Yusuf Ibn Aiyub al-Hamadani

“ was a native of Biizanajird, a village situated in that part of the province of llama-

“ dan which is contiguous to Rai. He was an imdm noted for piety, living in the

“ fear of God and the practice of devotion ; according to what he knew he acted, ful-

“ filling all his obligations. To him were granted frequent states and prolonged

*' stations (in religious extasy); on him devolved the education of the novices who

“ aspired sincerely (to a devout life). In his convent
(
rikal

)

at Marw was assembled

“ such a number of persons who had renounced the world for the love of God, that

“ the like of it could not be imagined, neither was it lo be found in any other con-

“ vent. From youth lo old age lie followed the approved path, Ihe way of recti-

" tude and righteousness. Having left his village for Baghdad, he went lo see the

“ imdm Abu Ishak as-Shirazi (eo/. /. p. 9) and, during his residence in that city, he

“ studied jurisprudence under his direction and attended his lessons with the utmost

“ assiduity. He thus acquired a superior knowledge of the law and, in thespecu-

" lative part of it particularly, he surpassed all his contemporaries. Though still a

•* youth, he was appointed to direct the studies of a large class of students by as-

“ Slurazi, who had remarked his self-denial, his virtuous conduct and his exclusive

“ application to the duties of religion (3j. He subsequently abandoned the specula-

“ live studies which had absorbed his attention and betook himself lo a more serious

" occupation
, the practice of devotion , the calling of the people to the service of

‘‘ God and the conducting of his fellow-students in the path of righteousness. He

" then went to reside at Marw, whence he removed to Her&t, where he remained
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“ for some lime. Being invited to return (o Marw, he proceded thither and, towards

“ the close of his life, he paid a second visit to Herit. Having then resolved on

" going hack to Marw, ho set out on his journey but, when he reached Bamayin, a

“ place situated between Herat and Baghshur, he breathed his last. This happened

in the month of the first Ilabf, 535 [ocl.-nov. A. D. 1140). He was buried there,

“ but his body was afterwards removed to Marw. His birth is placed, not with cer-

" tainty but with probability, in the year 440 {A. D. 1048-9), or 441. He was born

** at Buzanajird. ”—All that precedes was extracted by me from Ibn an-Najjar's (bio-

graphical] history (of Baghdad). — Some words occur in this notice which require

elucidation : Wahura, the name of his ancestor, has no meaning in Arabic, as far as

I know. — Al-Koslanltniija, the great city of the Greeks (Hum), was so called after its

founder, Kostantin (Constantine), who was the first of their sovereigns that embraced

Christianity.

—

Buianajirdis a village in (the province of) Hamadan and at a day's

journey from that city. It lies near Sawah ; so says as-SamAni in his Ansab. — Of

Marw we have already spoken [col. I. p. 50). — Bdmaijtn is a small town in Khora-
'

san, according to the same author. — Herat we have already mentioned (t)o(. I.

p.78j ; it is one of the four scats of government which exist in Khor&san. The others

are ISaisapur, Marw and Balkh. *— Baghshdr is also a village in Khordsan and lies

between Marw and Herat. We have mentioned in our article on the jurisconsult

al-Hasan Ibn Masud al-Farra (co/. I. p. 420) that he drew his surname of al-

Baghaui from this place.

(1) For the explanation ot these terms, which belong to the theory of that mystic devotion which was

practised by the Bhfts, see the preface of JAm6 in the twelfth volume of the Notices et Extraits.

(t) Ibn KhaldAn his a chapter on the fundamentals of jarisprudence in his Prolegomena. See my french

translation of that work, tome III, page 25.

(8) Literally : to what concerned him. Ibn Kbalddn says, in hi* Prolegomena

,

tome III, page 185 :
11 Le

Wgislateur autorise tout ce qui dirige oos panto vers la religion, parce qu'el'e nous assure le bonheur dans

I’aatre vie; il permet les actes qui, en nous procurant la nourrilure, assurent notre bien-fetre dans ce mondc...

Quant aux actes qui ne nous intdressent pas et qui ne renlerment rien dc mil, I'homme qui s'en abstient ne

s'tioigne pas de la faveur divine : le meilleur t£inoignage qu'on puisse donner de sa soumission k !a volonU

de Dieu, c'rst de s’abstenir des actes qu'on n'a aucun inl£r(t da faire.
“
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AL-AALAM ASH-SHANTAMA RI.

The grammarian Abu '1-Uajjij Yusuf lbn Sulaiman Ibn Isa, surnamed al-Aalam

(/he harelipped) was a native of Shantamariya in the WesI (1). He tra-

velled to Cordova in the year 433 (A. D. 1041-2) and resided there for some time.

Having studied under AbO '1-Kasim Ibrahim Ibn Muhammad Ibn Zakariya

al-Iflili, Abu Salil al-llarrani and Abft Babr Muslim lbn Ahmad an ac-

complished literary scholar, he became well acquainted with (pure) Arabic, philology

and the ideas usually expressed in poetry. He possessed by heart all the passages

illustrative of these subjects, to which he had applied with great assiduity. His ex-

tensive learning, the retenliveness of his memory and the correctness (of the text

s

which he dictated) procured him a wide reputation. To his pupils he furnished a

great quantity of information, and he was the only teacher of that time whose renown

attracted students from distant parts. One of his disciples was Abfl Ali al-llusain Ibn

Muhammad Ibn Ahmad al-Ghassani al-Jaiyani, the same of whom we have spoken

(ool. /. p. 438). Al-Aalam, towards the close of his life, lost his sight. He com-

posed a commentary the Jamal of Abu ’l-K&sim az-Zajjaji (col. II. p. 92) and a sepa-

parate treatise on the verses (given as examples
)
in that work. A commentary on the

poetical works of al-Mulanabbi (col. I. p. 102) was drawn up by him with (he assis-

tance of his master, Ibn al-lfllli. He commented also the Hamdsa
(
vol . 1. p. 348),

as far as I can judge ;
for I once possessed an explanation of that work by one ash-

Shanlamari
;

I do not now recollect the (other) names of the author, but am inclined

to think that it was the person of whom we are speaking. It is a very good work,

whoever made it. Al-Aalam died at Seville, a city in the Spanish peninsula, A. H.

476 (A. D. 1083-4). He was born in the year 410 (A. D. 1019-20). The follow-

ing relation was made by AbO T-Hasan Shuraih Ibn Muhammad lbn Shuraih ar-

Roaini, a native of Seville and the preacher in the great mosque of that city :

“ On Friday, the 15lh of Shawwal, 476 (25th February, A. D. 1084) took place the

“ death of my father, AbO Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Shuraih. I went to inform

“ the professor and master Abu '1-Hajjij al-Aalam of that event, because thoy loved

“ each other as brothers. He wept bitterly on hearing the news, and exclaimed :
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“ * We belong to God and unto him must we return I ' He then said :
' 1 shall not

*' ‘ survive him more than a month. ' And so it happened.—In a document written

by the learned and virtuous teacher of Koran-rcading, Muhammad Ibn Kliair (2),

who was a native of Spain, I found the following note : “ This Abu ‘1-llajjaj

“ was surnamed al-.-in/nm because he was much disfigured by a slit in his upper lip."

1 may here observe that a man who has that defect in his upper lip is called an

aalam, which word is derived from the verb alima, yalamu, alaman. A female

with this deformity is designated by the term almd. If the defect be in the lower

lip, the adjective is njlah ,
derived from the verb faliha, yaflahu, faluhan. This is

conformable to the general rule for all verbs which designate bodily infirmities and

defects : the second radical letter is followed, in the preterite, by an » and, in the

aorist and the noun, by an a. Such are the verbs kharisa, yakhrasu, kharasan(lo

be dumb), larisa, yabrasu, baratan (ro be leprous), dmia, ydma, aman (to be blind).

In such verbs, the adjective indicating the person lakes (in the masculine) the form

afdl; so, they say : akhras, aalam, aflah. Abu Yazid Suhail Ibn Amr al-Aamiri, a

member of the tribe of Kuraish
(
and a contemporary of Muhammad) had a harelip.

When he was made a prisoner at the battle of Badr, Omar Ibn al-KiiattAb said to the

Apostle of God :
“ Let me pluck out his fore-feelh so that he may never again stand

“ forward to make spcaches against you." TheProphct replied:** Let him alone;

“ lie may, one day, stand forward in a manner which you will approve of." This

Suliail was a good orator, a correct and elegant speaker. It was he who came
(
from

Mekka) toal Hudaibia for the purpose of concluding a truce, and in that he succeeded.

Having subsequently embraced Islamism, he proved a sincere convert. The stan-

ding forward, which the Prophet foretold, really occurred : when lie gave up bis soul

to God, many of the Arabs apostatised and violent disscnlions arose between them.

Suhail, who was then at Mekka, stood forward and addressed the people in a speech

which tranquillized them and pul an end to their disputes. This was the praise-

worthy standing-forth which the Prophet had foreseen. When Omar asked leave to

pluck out his forc-leclh in order to prevent him from making speeches, he was

aware that persons having a harelip and no front-teeth find great difficulty in pro-

nouncing their words. — Antara Ibn Shaddad al-Absi, the famous horseman (and

the author of one of the Moallakas), had a harelip and was surnamed al-falha
(
which

is the feminine adjective), but, in his case, the word referred to the noun slutfa (lip),

which is of the feminine gender."— Shantamariya is a city in western Spain.— Al-
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Hudaibia is a place situated between Mekka and Medina; it was there that the Pro-

phet received from his followers the oath of satisfaction (bta tar-Ridicdn
)

(2). This

name is sometimes pronounced al-IIudaibiya.

(1) There were in Spain two large towns called by the Arabs Shanta-Mariya (Santa-Maria) : one of lhem,

situated in the province of Algarve, was designated as the Shanta-Uariya ol the West (al-gharlt)-, the other,

situated in the kingdom of Aragon’ was called the Shanta-Mariya of the Beni Raattn (Albarraiin).

(1) This took place in the sixth year of the Hejira.

THE KADI BAHA AD-DIN IBN SUADDAI).

Abu M-MshSsin Yusuf Ibn RAfi Ibn Tamim Ibn Otba Ibn Muhammad Ibn Attab

al-Asadi, surnamed Baha ad-Din
(
lustre of religion }, was a legist of the Shafite sect

and kadi of Aleppo. When a child, he lost his father and was brought up in the

family of his maternal uncles, the Bani Shaddad. This Shaddad was his mother’s

grand-father. He [Bahd ad-Dtn) bore at first the prenomen of Abu '1-Izz, which he

afterwards replaced by that of Abu T-Mahasin, as we have indicated above. He was

born on the eve of the 1 Oth of Ramadan, 539 (5th March , A. D. 1145) at Mosul,

and there, in bis youth, he learned by heart the noble Koran. When Abit Bakr

Yahya Ibn Saadun of Cordova, the shaikh of whom we have given a notice (p. 57 of

this vol.), went to Mosul, Abu ’l-Mahasin attended his lectures with great assiduity,

read under his direction the seven icay* (or editions
)
of the Koranic text (1) and ob-

tained a solid acquaintance with its various readings. He, himself, says in one of

his works : “ The first
(
professor

)
from whom I took lessons was the hafts (Iraditio-

“ ntsl) Sain ad-Din Abu Bakr Yahya Ibn Saadun Ibn Tammam Ibn Muhammad al-

“ Azdi al-Kortubi; may God have mercy on his soull 1 studied Koran-reading

“ under him, without discontinuing, during the space of eleven years. 1 read over,

“ also, under his direction, the greater part of the works which he used to teach and

“ which treated of the different readings, the manner of reciting the noble Koran,

** and the teit of the Traditions, with explanations and commentaries of his own.

vol. rv. 53
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“ lie then drew up for me, with his own hand, a certificate attesting that none of his

“ scholars had read under his tuition more than 1 did. 1 possess also, in his hand*

“ writing, nearly two quires (forty pages) in which were indicated all that 1 had read

“ under him and the matters which he himself had taught orally and which 1 might

“ teach on his authority. Amongst the works mentioned in this list are those of al-

“ Bukhari (col. II. p. 594) and Muslim (col. III. p. 348), with the indication of the

“ different channels through which the tests of these works had come down to him.

" Besides that were mentioned most of the
(
standard) works on Traditions and philo-

“ logy. The last treatise which he authorised me to teach was his commentary on

** the Gharib, composed by Abu Obaid al- Kasim Ibn Sallam (col. II. p. 486). 1 read

“ it under his direction during a number of sittings, the last of which took place in the

“ last third of the month of Shab&n, 567 (April, A. D. 1 172).
”— I may here observe

that this was the year in which the shaikh of Cordova (Ibn Saad&n) died.— ** Another

“ of my professors, " continues he, “ was Abu '1-Barakat Abd Allah Ibn al-Khidr Ibn

“ al-Husain, generally known by the surname of as-Slzaji (2). I heard him explain a

“ part of alh-Thalabi’s (col. /. p. 60) commentary (on the Koran), and I received from

“ him a licence to teach on his authority all that he had taught orally, touching

“ the various readings. A certificate, drawn up by him to that effect and inscrib-

“ ed by him in the album (or catalogue

)

containing the list (fihrest) of texts which l

“ had heard taught, is dated the 5th of the first Jurnada, 566 (14 January, A. D.

“ 1171). This doctor was noted for his learning in the science of Traditions and in

" that of jurisprudence. He acted as a kidi in Basra and taught in the Old Alabe-

“ kiya (college).
”— The writer means the Atabekiya of Mosul.— “ Another of my

** masters was the shaikh Majd ad-Din Abu T-Fadl Abd Allah Ibn Ahmad Ibn Abd

“ al-Kahir at-Tusi, the preacher of the great mosque in Mosul. He was so highly

" renowned as a Traditionist that people came from all countries for the pur-

“ pose of hearing him. He lived upwards of ninety years. "— 1 may add that Abu

T-Fadl Ibn at-Tusi was born on the 15th of Safar, 487 (5th March, A. D. 1094), in

the quarter of Baghdad called Bdb al-Mardtib and that he died at Mosul on the eve

of Tuesday, the 14th of the month of Ramadan, 578 (11th January, A. D. 1183).

He was interred in the cemetery contiguous to the gate called Bdb al-Maiddn

(hippodrome-gate). Let ub resume Abu T-Mahasin’s relation and finish it :
— “ 1

“ heard from him,”— meaning the preacher just mentioned, 11 most of the texts

*• which he had learned from the lips of his masters and, on the 26th of Rajab, 558
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“ (10th june, A. D. 1163), I received from him a licence to teach all that he used

*' to deliver from memory. Another of my professors was the kddi Fakhr ad-Din

“ Abd’r-Rida Said Ibn Abd Allah as-Shahrozdri. I heard from his lips the

Masnad (or collection of authenticated traditions made) by as-Shafi (col. 11. p. 569),

" that of Abu Awana (p. 28 of this col.), that of Abit Yala ’l-Mausili (col. I. p. 212)

“ and the Sunan of Abit DAwftd {col. I. p. 589). He gave me a certificate to that

“ effect and inscribed it in my album. I heard him also recite the test of Abu Isa

" at-Tirraidi's Jdmi (col. 11. p. 679), and received from him a licence lo teach all

“ that he himself taught. This document is in his hand-writing and bears the date

*' of the month of ShawwAl, 567 (may-june, A. D. 1172). Another of my profes-

“ sors was the hdfi: Majd ad-Din Abu Muhammad Abd Allah Ibn Mohammad Ibn

" Ali al-Ashlri as-Sanhaji (3). He gave me licence to teach all the texts which he

“ had dictated from memory, notwithstanding the great variety of their subjects. I

“ have in my album a certificate to that effect, dated in the month of Ramadan,

“ 559 (July-Aug. A. D. 1164). His own album contains the same document and

“ is also in my possession."— I must here add that Abu Muhammad Abd Allah al-

Ashiri died in Syria, in the month of ShawwM 5G1 (August, A. D. 1166), and was

interred at Baalbek, outside the Gate of Emessa (Bab Hims), on the northern side of

he town. — Amongst them also was the hdfix Siraj ad-Din Abu Bakr Muhammad

“ Ibn Ali al-Jaiyini (4). At Mosul I read under his tuition the Saltih of Muslim,

“ from the beginning to the end, as also the Wasit ofal-Wahidi (col. II. p. 246).

“ He authorized me to teach the same texts as he did , and his certificate bears the

“ date of 559 (A. D. 1163-4). These were the teachers whose names come to my
“ recollection; there were a number of others whom I heard, but now, that I am

“ compiling this treatise, 1 cannot call to mind on whose authority they gave their

“ lessons. Their names were Shuhda tal-Katiba (col. I. p. 625) at Baghdad,

“ Abd ’l-Mughilh in al-Harbiya (5), Rida ad-Din al-Kazwini, who professed in the

11 Niz&miya college, and some others who obtained their information through chan-

•» nets the recollection of which lias escaped me. I need not give their names, as

“ those whom I have mentioned are quite sufficient." End of Abu ’1-Mahasin’s

personal statement. — According to another account, he studied under Abd ’i-Ba-

rakat Abd Allah Ibn as-Sizaji, the chief legist of Mosul, and the same of whom men-

tion has been made; be was noted for learning, self-denial and austerity of life.

His death occurred at Mosul, in the month of the first JumAda, 574 (Oct.-Nov. A D.
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1178). He was interred outside the city. lie (A&tl 'l-3fahdsin) then studied the

controverted points of jurisprudence under Dia ad-Din Ibn Abi Hazim, the disciple

of that Muhammad Ibn Yahya an-N’qisapuri who died a martyr (col. II. p. 628).

He then practised the art of controversy under the ablest (mulkini) masters, such

as Fakhr ad-I)in an-Naukani, al-Barruwi, Imad ad-Din an-Naukani, Saif ad-Din

al-Khuwari and lmad ad-Din al-Maydnji. He had attained the highest pro-

ficiency when he went down to Baghdad and put up at the Nizamiva college,

where he shortly afterwards was appointed to act as an under-tutor (6). That

office he held about four years, during the professorship of Abu Nasr Ahmad Ibn

Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad ash-Shashi. In the month of the latter Rabi, 566 (Dec.

-

Jan. A.D. 1170-1), ash-Shashi had been appointed chief professor in the Nizamiya

college, and towards the end of Rajab, 569 (Feb. -March, A. D. 1174), he was

dismissed from office. To him, and on the dale just given, succeeded Rida ad-DIn

Abu ‘l-Khair Ahmad al-Kazwini. Abu ’l-Mahosin continued to act as under-tutor

and, in that office, he had for a collogue as-Sadid as-Salamasi (col. II. p. 613).

He went up to Mosul in the same year, and was appointed to the professorship in

the college which had been founded hy the kddi Kamal ad-Din Abu T-Fadl

Muhammad Ibn as-Shuhrozuri (col. II. p. 616). He there continued his learned

occupations and a number of students derived profit from his lessons. In the begin-

ning of a work which lie composed on law-cases and entitled Maljd 'l-Hukkdm and

Iltibds al-Altkdm (the resource far judges «n doub ful cases), he says that he made

the pilgrimage in the year 583 (A. D. 1188) and, after fulfilling that duty and

visiting the
(
tomb of the) Prophet («( Medina), he went, in pious devotion, to al—Bait

al-Mukaddas (the consecrated dwelling, that is Jerusalem) and to
(
Hebron

, where

he saw the tomb of Abraham] al— Klialzl (the friend of God). He then entered into

Damascus, whilst the sultan Salah ad-Din was besieging Kalat Kaukab (7). Being

sent for by that prince, who had been informed of his arrival, he thought that he

would have been questioned about the manner in which the emir Shams ad-Din Ibn

al-Mukaddam met with his death. This officer commanded the pilgrim-caravan of

that year in the name of Salah ad-l)in and was killed at Mount Arafat in an affray

of which there is a long account, but this is not the place to give it (8). When he

(Abd ’t-Mahdsin) appeared before the sultan, he was received by him in the most

honourable manner, and no other questions were asked of him except about his

journey and the learned men, practisers (of virtue), whom he had met with. The
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sultan having then expressed Ihc wish of reading over some traditions under his di-

rection, he produced a
[
small) volume in which he had collected (he azkdr (or pious

invocations
)

handed down by al-Bukhari, and this book was read aloud to

him by the prince. When Abu ’1-Maliasin retired, the kdtih Imad ad-Din

al-Ispahani
(
vol . III. p. 300) overtook him and said : “ The sultan sends you word

“ that, if you resolve on coming back here after your return from the pilgrimage (9),

“ you must inform him [ofyour arrival), because he wishes to communicate to you

“ something important. " On his return, he let the sultan know of his arrival and

received the order to go and see him. During the interval, he had composed a

work in which he enumerated the merits to be acquired by warring against infidels,

and indicated the promises which God had made in favour of those who engage in

holy war. This treatise filled about thirty quires (600 pages). He undertook the

journey, found the sultan encamped in the plain [at the foot of the fortress called)

llisn al-Akrad [the Castle of the Kurds), and presented to him this book. “ 1 inlen-

“ ded,” said he, “ to renounce the world and take up my residence in the Mash-

“ hid (10) which is outside of Mosul, as soon as 1 could get there." In the begin-

ning of the first Jumada, 584 (end of June, A. D. 1188), he went to present his

respects to the sultan Salah ad-Din who, some time after, appointed him kildi of the

army [kddi 'l-Askar
)
and nominated him hukim (11) of Jerusalem. — In one of

the months of the year 666 (A. I). 1267-8), whilst I was hdkim in the city of Da-

mascus, a deed came into my hands which had been authenticated
(
and witnessed) in

the presence of the kdtli Abu ’1-Maliasin , whilst lie was acting as Salah ad-Din’s

kddi ’l-Askar. Its validity had been impaired by the demise of the witnesses and, in

my opinion, could hardly be reestablished. This document 1 read through to the

very end because it interested me greatly as being a memorial of our professor Abu

'1-Maliasin, him who had taught us so much and whose assiduous disciples we had

been.— Let us now return to the account which he gives of himself :
“ On going to

“ offer my respects to Salah ad-Din, 1 had for travelling-companions the shaikh of

“ the shaikhs
(
chief of the professors), Sadr ad-Din Abd ar-Kahim lbn Ismail

" and the kddi Muhi ad-Din lbn as-ShahrozAri, who had been sent to him

“ on a mission. The death of al-Baha ad-Dimishki, which happened at that time,

“ left vacant the chief professorship in the Mandzil al-lzz college at Old Cairo and

“ the office of preacher in that city. Salah ad-Dln offered me the professorship, but

*' I did not accept it. The second time that 1 appeared before the sultan, I had been
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“ gent (o him on a mission from Mosul and found him al Harran. He was (hen

“ sick. ”... “ After the death of 9alab ad-Din, al which 1 was present, I proceeded

•• to Aleppo for the purpose of reestablishing harmony between his sons and

“ inducing them to swear that they would support each other. Al-Malik az-Zahir

“ Ghialh ad-Din, one of these brothers and the sovereign of Aleppo, then wrote

“ to his brother al—Malik al-Afdal >ur ad-Din Ali, the lord of Damascus, deraand-

“ ing I should be sent to him. On my arrival az-Zahir dispatched me to Cairo

“ for the purpose of obtaining the adhesion of his brother, al-Malik al-Aziz

“ Imad ad-Din Olhman. He then offered me the chief magistracy of Aleppo,

•* but I would not accept it. After my return from this mission, I consen-

“ ted to accept the kadiship of Aleppo, that place having become vacant by the

“ death of him that filled it.” Such is the relation made by Abit '1-Mahasin

in his Maljd ’l-Hukkdm. — The kddi Kama! ad-Din Abu ’1-Kasim Omar Ibn

Ahmad, surnamed Ibn al-Adim (p. 334 of this oof.), says in his smaller work on

the history of Aleppo to which he gave the title of Zubda lal-Halab ft TdrU'h Ha lab

(the cream of new mil/c, being o {realise on the history of Aleppo, : “ In the

“ year 91,
”— that is, in 591 (A. D. 1195), — •* the kddi Baha ad-Din Abu

“ ’1-Mahasin Yusuf Ibn Uafi Ibn Tamim , entered into the service of al-Malik

“ az-Zahir, having come to see him at Aleppo. That prince confided to him

“ the kadiship of the city with the administration of the wakft (12), after deposing

“ the kadi Zain ad-Din Abu ’l-Bayan Dana Ibn al-Banyasi, who had been acting as

“ the deputy of Muln ad-Din Ibn az-Zaki. Baha ad-Din then obtained the places

“ of vizir and privy-counsellor to that prince. ” End of the extract. — I may here

observe that [the kddi Bana was the son of al-Fadl Ibn Sulaiman al-Iiumri (or al-

Himyari), that their family was known al Damascus by the name of al-B&ny&si, and

that] (13) Muhi ad-Din Muhammad Ibn az-Zaki, the person above mentioned, had

been appointed kddi by the sultan Salih ad-Din and had afterwards taken for his de-

puty Zain ad-Din Bank Ibn al-BAnyasi, who remained in place till the above-men-

tioned date. At that time, there were but few colleges (or high schools) in Aleppo and

learned men were very rare. Abft '1-Mahasin was therefore induced to reorganise

these institutions and provide them with teachers, learned in the law. During

his lifetime, a great number of colleges were thus established. Al-Malik az-Zahir

granted to him a rich iktd (14) which produced a very ample revenue. The kddi.

having neither children nor relatives, did not spend much, and the rest of his in-
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come was so abundant (hat he was able to found a college near the Gate of Irak and

opposite to the college opened for Shafite students by Nur ad-Din Mahmud Ibn

Zinkifcof. III. p. 338). I saw the date of its erection inscribed on the ceiling of

the mosque attached to it, in the place allotted to the giving of lessons. That

date was 601 (A. D. 1204-5). lie then founded in the neighbourhood of this

college a school for the teaching of the Traditions concerning the Prophet and, be-

tween the (wo establishments, he erected a mausoleum in which he intended to be

buried. This edifice has two entrances, one on the side towards the college and the

other on the side towards the Tradition school; they are opposite one to the other

and each of them is closed by a [metal] grating, so that a person standing at one end

of the monument can see through it to the other. When Aleppo was brought

into this
(
prosperous

)
state, legists arrived there from all quarters, studies became

active and the number of persons who came to the city was very great. A close inti-

macy, a sincere and friendly attachment subsisted between my deceased father and the

kddi Abd T-Mahasin , from the time in which they were fellow-students at Mosul.

When 1 went to [study under] this kddi, a very short time after my brother had gone

to him, a letter of recommendation, drawn up in the strongest terms, was sent to him

by the sovereign of our city
(Arbela). This prince (whose names and titles were)

al-Malik al-Muaziam Muzaffar ad-Din Abd Said Kukubdri , the son of Ali and the

grandson of Bektikin [the valourous bey), has been already spoken of (iof. II. p. 535).

In this letter he said :
“ You know what is necessary to be done with those boys :

“ they are the sons of one who was for me as a brother and who was also a brother

“ for you. To this I need not add any stronger recommendation. " Thewrilercon-

tinued in this style to some length. The kddi Abd T-Mahdsin, being very obliging,

received us most honourably and treated us as well as he possibly could and in a

manner worthy of himself. lie lodged us in his college, inscribed us on the list of

those who received commons and placed us in the class of the elder boys, though we

were slill very young and merely beginning to study. In the life of the shaikh

Muwaffak ad-Din Yaish the grammarian (page 380 of this vol .) 1 mentioned the date

of my arrival at Aleppo and need not therefore repeat it here. I and my brother

remained with him (Abd 'i-J/a/idiin) till the day of his death, an event of which the

date shall befiven farther on. During all that time there was not a general course

of lectures in the college, because the professor, Abd T-Mahisin himself,. was much

advanced in years and so very weak that he could hardly move, much less commit
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his lessons to memory and deliter them. He therefore confided to four legist* of

merit the duty of going over the lessons with the students, and it was under the tui-

tion of these doctors that all the school pursued their studies. I and my brother

read our lessons under the shaikh Jamal ad-Din Abu Dakr al-Maliani, because he was

our townsman and had been a fellow-student of my father’s under the shaikh Imad

ad-Din Abu llamid Muhammad Ibn Yunus [vol. II. p. 656). He
(
al-Mdhdni

)
died

on the 3rd of Shawwal, 627 (15 August, A. D. 1230), aged upwards of eighty years.

I then attended the lectures of the shaikh Najm ad-Din Abu Abd Allah Muhammad

Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn Ali, generally known by the appellation of Ibn al-Khabbaz (15),

who was a native of Mosul. This legist and tmdrn was then professor in the Sailiya

college. I read under his direction al-Ghazzali’s
(
law-treatise

, the) Wajiz [vol. 11.

p. 622), from the beginning of the work to the chapter on affirmations (ikrdr) (16).

But, after all, these observations, each of them bringing on another, have led

us away from our subject.— The kddi Abi 'i-Mahaain [being nominated miir), ob-

tained the entire and absolute direction of affairs, and no person in the state dared to

remonstrate with him. The sovereign , at that time , was al-Malik al-Azia Abu

'l-Muzaflar Muhammad, the son of al-Malik az-Zahi r and the grandson ofSalah ad-Dln

(Saladin). As lie was still a child, he remained under the care of the eunuch

Shihub ad-Din Abu Said Toghrul, who acted os his aiabek
(
guardian) and adminis-

tered the principality under the direction of Abd l-.Mahasin. Every thing was re-

gulated by the authority of these two persons. During the administration of Abd

’l-Mahasin, legists were treated with the highest respect and consideration, particu-

larly those who were attached to his college : they were authorized to assist at the

sultan’s private parties and, during the month of Ramadin, they broke their fast

every day at his table. As lie taught Traditions, we went regularly to his house for

the purpose of hearing him. He had there a winter-alcove, arranged purposely

for himself, and in it lie sat, winter and summer. The fact was that old age had

produced its effect on him and rendered him as weak as a little bird just batched.

It was with the greatest pain and difficulty that he was able to stir for the pur-

pose of saying his prayers or for any other motive. As he was often afflicted with a

catarrh, he never left his alcove; in winter, he had always beside him a large bra-

zier filled with a great quantity of lighted coals, and yet he was never free from de-

fluxions. He constantly wore a pelisse lined with Bortasian furs (17) and a number

of tunics; under him was a very soft cushion placed upon a pile of carpets thickly
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wadded. When we were with him, the heat inconvenienced us greatly, but he did

not feel it, so completely was he overcome by the cold which accompanies decrepi-

tude. lie never went out to perform his devotions at the mosque unless during the

great heats of summer, and when, with extreme difficulty, he stood up to pray, he was

always ready to fall. One day, whilst he was standing at prayer, I looked at his legs,

and they had on them so little flesh that they were like thin sticks. After Friday

prayers, those who had been present went to his house in order to hear him repeat

Traditions, and this gave him great pleasure. His conversation was agreeable and,

in his discourse, which was highly elegant, literature was the prevailing subject. He

frequently quoted at his sittings the following verse :

To escape from [the charms of) Laila and her fair neighbour, yon must never, in any case,

pass near their place of meeting.

He often quoted proverbially a line from one of Surr Durr’s (rol. II. p. 321) long

kasidat, in which that poet says :

The promises made by them in the lands [of the desert) have been broken; so fails whatever

is built upon sand.

He repeated it, one day, in the presence of his pupils and one of them said : “ Mas-

•* ter 1 Ibn al-Muallim al-Iraki has expressed that idea with great elegance. "— “ Is

“ that Ibn al-Muallim, ” said he, “ the same who was surnamed Abu '1-Gkaniim?

“ {vol. III. p. 168)." Being informed that it was, he replied : “ He was my com-

“ rade; what did he say?" The other recited as follows :

They failed to fulfil their engagements, bat every thing bailt by the hands of love in the

sands of the desert cannot but fail

•• Not bad I
” said he, and the expression by the hands of love comes in grace-

41 fully.” The same student then said :
“ Master I he employed again the same

44 thought in another kastda. ”

—

44 Let us have it, ” said he , and the other recited

this line :

The promise was not built on sand; how then could it fad?

This verse also obtained his approbation. He frequently repeated to us a piece of

TOL. IV. 54
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verse composed by Abu 'l-Faw&ris Saad Ibn Muhammad, surnamed Hais Bais (»oi. /.

p. 559) and declared that he gave it on the authority of that poet, because he had

heard it from his lips. In our article on Surr Durr we have given this piece, so we

need only mention here the first verse :

Strive not to abase exalted worth when yon yourself are pointed at with respectful admi-

ration.

lie stated also that, whilst he and al-Kadi’l Fadil (col- 11. p. Ill) were at (the siege

of) the castle of Safad (18), the latter recited to him a verse composed by a poet and

which ran as follows :

I said to the defluxion [which njflicttd me and) which was beginning to affect my tonsils :

“ Leave my throat, I implore you! for it is the vestibule of my life."’

These two verses arc attributed to Ibn al-Habbariya (oof. 111. p. 150).—As often as

Abu 'l-Mahasin looked at himself and considered the stale of weakness he was in,

being unable to stand up, or to sit down, or to pray, or to make any movement what-

ever, be would say :

Let him who wishes for a long life arm himself with fortitude, so that he may support the

death of friends. He that lives long Cuds in himself all the pains winch be could wish for bis

enemies.

These two verses are attributed to Zahlr ad-Din Abu Ishak Ibrahim Ibn Nair Ibn

Askar, the kidi of as-Salldmiya whose life we have given towards the commencement

of this work (pol. I. p. 15). So it is mentioned by my friend Ibn as-Sbiar al-Mau-

sili, in the article on az-Zahir which he has inserted in the Okud al-Jumdn (collars of

pearls) (19). The thought is borrowed from Abii T-Ala al-Maarri (vol. 1. p. 9A),

who said :

Our lips wish long life to him for whom our hearts feel the utmost love. We would rejoice,

were his existence prolonged, and yet, in that prolongation, be would meet every thing that be

dislikes.

All these verses derive from a passage in which a poet said :
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My spear {
ttalure

)
never yielded to whatever tried to bend it; it yielded only to the succession

of nights and days. I ardently implored the Lord to preserve my life, and now I find that life

itself is an evil.

AMaghribin named Abtl 'l-Hajj&j Yusuf, who had jusl come from his native coun-

try to Aleppo and who was a man of talent, well versed in literature and philosophy,

went to visit him one day, and, on seeing him greatly emaciated and worn away, re-

cited to him these lines :

If people knew what would happen {you), were you allowed to live for their advantage, they

would weep because you would be stripped of the garment of yonth. Were they able to give up

part of their existence (in order to lengthen yourt), they would consent to redeem you (from

death
j
with nothing less precious than their lives.

These words gave the kddi great pleasure, and tears came to his eyes as he thanked

the speaker.— One of my acquaintances told me that, one day, he heard the kidi

relate the following anecdote to his assembled auditors : “ Whilst we were in the

“ Nizam iya college, at Baghdad, four or five of the law-students agreed on swallow-

* ing kernels of the belddor nut (20) for the purpose of sharpening their wits and

“ their memory. So, they went to a physician, asked him what was a sufficient

“ dose for a man and the way in which the drug should be taken. After that, they

“ went and purchased the quantity which he had indicated and drank off the dccoc-

“ tion in a place situated outside of the college. They then became delirious, sepa-

“ rated one from the other and each of them went his way. Nobody knew what had

“ become of them till a few days after, when one of them, a very tall fellow, relurn-

11 ed to the college. He was in a state of nudity, having not even a rag to conceal

*' his privy parts, but, on his head, he wore a high-peaked cap (21) the tail of which

‘ * was extravagantly long and hang down his back as far as his ancles. He remained

" tranquil and silent, looking calm and grave, but neither jested nor spoke. One

“ of the legists who were present asked him what had happened and received this’

“ answer ; * We met together and drank an infusion of belddor kernels; my com-

*•
* panions became insane and I was the only one who kept his senses. ' He con-

" tinued to evince great intelligence joined to a profound gravity. All the assem-

“ bly laughed at his appearance, but that he did not perceive and , thinking that he

“ escaped from what had befallen his companions, he paid not the least attention to
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'* those who were around him. ”— Some of the students who had been with Abu 'I-

Mahasin before wtl went to him made me the following relation :
" An eminent poet

“ and literary scholar of Cordova whose names were Nizam ad-Dln Abu ’1-llasan Ali

Ibn Muhammad Ibn Yusuf Ibn Masud al-Kaisi and who was known by the appel-

“ lation of Ibn Khariif
(
the son of the lamb

)
came to see Abu ’1-Mahasin and address-

*< ed to him a letter commencing with some verses in which be asked him for the

“ gift of a furred cloak (23); the epistle ran thus :

“ 1 Lustre of religion [BahtI ad-Din) and of the world, refulgent in glory and public esteem!

“ ‘ I fear the inclemency of the wealber and ask of your bounty the skin of my father.

“ ‘ Tour worship knows that I am the lamb [haruf) so eminent in literature. May you always

“ < milk tbe teats of prosperity and may the milk [halab) which I obtain in Aleppo [Halab] be

“
* pure I

“ ‘ He to whom belongs eminent respect and an illustrious origin, he who

<• • causes happiness (ar-serrd) to sweep proudly on in its progress and who likes

“ ‘ grammarians for the sake of al-Farra [page 63 of this vol.), — may he bestow

“ * upon an eminent lamb the skin of its father; a skin dyed red and lately tanned.

“ < Tbe person who undertook to curry it was not mistaken, neither did he lose

“
‘ (his pains). Nay! the praise of him who prepared it has been published and

«« • spread abroad. The fibres of its wool are compact, and it derides the efforts of

“ ‘every violent and impetuous storm. When that fur appears, cold dreads

“ 1 and fears it; no other garment is like it when frost and snow descend;

“ 1 man has nothing to equal it when the tender branches are stripped of

“ * their foliage. It is not like the hood (lailasdn) of Ibn Harb nor like the skin of

“ • Amr which had been lacerated by beating. It is like the skin of the sheep (fhe

“ • constellation of Aries) in the starry heaven
(
al-jarbd), which sees beside it the

“ ‘ moon and the stars (na/m); not like the skin of the mangy
(
al-jarbd

)
sheep

“ * which feeds on [the leaves of] trees and grass (najm). In species, it is a cloak;

'* * in odour, a parfume. (Let me have it
)
so that it may sometimes serve me for a

“ • coat, and sometimes for an overall; in both cases, it will give life to heat and

“ * death to cold. May the donor never cease to be happy and to accomplish his

“
‘ promises towards friends, his threats against enemies. Such be the will of God I

11 * Salutation.
’ ” In our article on Abii ’1-Falh Muhammad Sibt IbA at-Taawizi

[vol. Ill, p. 163] we have inserted an epistle which he adressed to the kdlib Imad
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ad-Din»in the hope of obtaining a furred pelisse also. Both letters are very original

in their kind. That which we have just given contains some expressions which

require to be explained : the words not like the tailasan of Jbn Harb refer to a saying

which was current among the literary men of that period
; when an object was much

used, they said it was like Ibn Harb's tailasan. As we are therefore obliged to

notice it, we shall here speak of it. Ahmad lbn Ilarb, the nephew of Yazid, the son

of al-Muhallab (p. 164 of this vol.j, gave to Abit Ali Ismail lbn Ibrahim lbn Ham-

duyah al-llamdui, a poet and literary scholar ofBasra, a worn-out tailasan. Nume-

rous epigrams were composed on the subject by the poet and passed from mouth

to mouth. Amongst them we may notice the following lines belonging to a piece

which contains a number of verses :

lbn llarb
!
yon have clothed me in a lailasJn which had got tired of being time's companion

from days of old and given op bis company. It has been so often taken to the darner that, if

we sent it there alone, it would not miss its way.

In another piece he said :

It became such an annoyance
(kh&laf

)

to the darner, that he almost wished it could learn

from him to dam itself.

lie said also :

Ibn Harbl you clothed me in a time-worn tailasln, quite decrcpid. As often as I darned it,

it said lo me : “ Glory to thee who restores/ life to bones that have mouldered into dust (Goran,

“ nir. 36, verse 78).”

Ue said again :

Ibn Harbl yon have incurred my lasting hatred by obliging me to dam a tailasan which I

could well have done without Whilst I mend it, I compare it to the family of Pharaoh which

deserved to be cast into the fire, morning and evening (Coran, sur. 40, verse 49).

Again he said :

Ibn Harbl we have seen yoor tailasln; it is a new humiliation to a man already hnmbled.

When the darner mends it in one part, the rest hastens to split open. When a friend embraces

me, be polls avay a band’s breadth of it and, when I return bis embrace, 1 tear off front it
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an ell. 1 turn my eyes from one end of it to the other, examining it in length an<^ breadth,

and can see nothing but darns. I hate no doubt bat that in former times, it sorted as a sail to

Noah's ark. For me, it is quite enough to sec the rest of it falling to tatters on my shoulders.

Slop a little longer, o hyena) before your departure; let not your station here be for lire purpose

of saying a long farewell (23).

In a piece addressed to a man in high station he resumed the subject and said ;

Let me weep for my garment, now, that it has bidden me farewell
; 1 must persist in

weeping siucc it persists (in leaving me). Son of al-Husainl see yon not bow my test has

become a rag which, through long use, has fallen (Into ruin) and become (a network) like a

coat of mail. It has so many rents that the zephyr, in breathing upon it, would disperse it

like a cloud. My tailasan declares, by its uttered stale, that, from it my test learned to get used

and be worn away. May it not obtain the favour of God I it was always a foe to my other

garments andmade them fall to pieces. The mountains should praise God, for, bad they been

as old as it, they would now be split open and fallen down.

He said also on the same subject

:

Ibn flarb I you clothed me in a tailasln which is for the darner as if be sowed corn in a salt

marsh. He that first mended it is dead; bis sons are dead also, and bis grandsons are now

turning gray and becoming old men.

By the same on the same subject

:

O that my tailasln had a voice when people think that
(
what tee say of it) is a be I It is like

Tdr (.Mount Sinai) which was shattered in its strength and in its foundations when God

manifested his presence. AVe so often mended it when it was torn, that nothing now remains

but the patches; all the
(
original

)
tailasan is gone.

By the same

:

Ibn Harbt I see in a corner of my chamber one of those things with which yon clothed so

many. It is a tailasln which 1 darned and darned, and of which I repatched the patches.

Obedient to decay, it was headstrong and obstinate for him who tried to mend it. When any

curious enquiref secs me wear it, he takes me for an apprentice in the art (of darning).

By the same :

Tell Ibn Harbthal the people of Noah used to talk of his tailasln. It has never ceased passing

down as a heritage through by-gone generations. When eyes are fixed upon it, their glances
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1

seem to rend it still more. It will perish if I mend it not, and, if I mend it, it will not last

It is like a dog; whether yon attack him or let him alone, he will be always gaping.

It is slated that the poet composed on this tailas&n two hundred pieces, each of

them containing an original thought. — As for the words of llte letter : nor like the

ikin of Amr which had been lacerated by beating, we may observe that they allude

to the example cited by grammarians : Zaid beat Amr, and which is employed by

them, to the exclusion of all others (in order' to illustrate the double action of the

verb). So it might be said of them that they tore to pieces the skin of Amr by

frequent beatings. — Al-Hamdui conceived the idea of composing these epigrams

on reading some verses which Abd Ilumrdn as-Sulami had made on a tailasan which

was worn out to a shred. Here is the piece :

Tailasan of Abu Humran! existence is for you an affliction, and in it yon can find no plea-

sure. Every second day, patching must be recommenced
;
how foolish to think that what is

old can be rendered new! AVben I put you on with the intention of being present at a festival

or an assembly, people tutu aside lest their glauces might do it harm.

The idea expressed in the third [and latl
)
of these verses is taken from a piece

composed by the Motazelitc doctor, Abit Ishak Ibrahim lhn Saiyar an-Nazzim al-

Balkhi
(
rol . l,p. 18G), and in which he described a youth of a very slender shape ;

He is so slender that, if his trowsers were taken off, he would become light enough to remain

suspended in the air. When people look at him, their glances hurt him, and he complains

when pointed at with the Guger.

In the month of Ramadan, 62G (July-August, A. D. 1 229}, a literary man at

Mosul recited to me the following verses in which a poet had expressed a similar

thought :

My eyes saw her in imagination and, the next morning, her cheek bore the impress which

my imaginary glances had left upon it. My heart took her by the hand and caused her fingers

to bleed; in touching her lingers, my heart left on them a wound.

The suit shaikh Aidmor Ibrahim as-Salami (24) recited to me a quatrain com-

posed by himself on this subject, and which I give here :

When the zephyr blew from Irik, she (whom I love) charged it to bear her salutations to
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roe, i/ it could. And it said to me, fearing for her cheek (25) :
“ If you para near it, it will be

“ wounded and complain.

A literary man in decayed circumstances made a piece of Terse in which he

complained of his poverty and his thread-bare clothes. One of these verses contains

an idea similar to the preceding and runs as follows :

My clothes are so completely worn ont that I dare not wash them, lest that, whilst I wring

them, the last shreds may go oCT with the water.

The same idea has been often expressed in poetry, but here, brevity is preferable.

Let us return to our subject. — The k&dx Abu '1-Mahasin followed Ihe habits of the

Baghdad (court) in his mode of living, in his usages and even in his dress. The

men in office who went to visit him dismounted at his door and took, each of them,

the place regularly assigned to him, without daring to pass on (and lake a higher

one). He subsequently travelled to Egypt for the purpose of bringing to Aleppo the

daugther of al-Malik al-Kamil Ibn al-Malik al-Aadil, whose marriage with al-Ualik

al-Axiz, the sovereign of Aleppo, he had negotiated. He set out towards the begin-

ning of the year 629 (november, A. D. 1231), or the end of 628, and returned with

her in the month of Ramadan (june-july, A. D. 1232). On hia arrival, he found

that al-Malik al-Asiz was no longer under guardianship and had taken all the authority

into his own hands. The atdbek Toghrul had left the castle and retired to his house

at the foot of the fortress. Al-Axit then let himself be governed by some of the

young men who had been his companions and associates; it was them only whom he

minded. The kddi Abu ’1-Mahasin, not receiving such countenance as he had a

right to expect, retired to his house and never stirred out till the day of his death

;

but he continued to fill the place of hdkim and receive the revenue of his iktd.

The utmost to be said on the subject is that his word had no longer any influence

with the government and that his advice was never asked for. He then opened his

door every day to students who wished to hear him deliver Traditions. His intel-

ligence at length became so feeble that he could no longer recognise those who

came to see him; when a visitor stood up and retired, he would ask who he was.

He remained in this state for a short time, was then sick for a few days and died at

Aleppo on Wednesday, the 14th of Safar, 632 (8th november, A. D. 1234). He

was buried in the mausoleum of wich we have spoken. 1 was present at hit inter-
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men! and at what passed afterwards. The works composed by him were the Maljd

'l-Hukkdm and lllibdsil-Ahkdm(lhe resource for magistrates when the texts of the late

are doubtful] , treating of (unforeseen )
law-cases, in two volumes; the Daldil al-Ahkdm

{indication of the sources from which are drawn the articles of Muslim law), in which

he treats of the Traditions from which such articles were deduced, in two volumes; the

al-Mujaz al-Bdhir (eminent compendium
)
on jurisprudence. Amongst the other

works of his we may indicate the Kitdb Siral Saldh ad-Dtn (the history ofSaladirt (26).

He left his house to the Sufis as a convent (khangah), not having any heir. The

legists and Koran-readers frequented his mausoleum for a long time and recited the

Kortin beside his tomb. Before each of the trellises which we have mentioned, he

establised seven readers, so that every night, the whole of that book might be read

over his grave. Each of the fourteen readers wept over one fourteenth part of the

volume after the last evening prayer. On the 23rd of the latter Juraada (14th

march, A. D. 1235) I set out for Egypt, leaving things in this stale, but, since

then, great changes have taken place, as 1 am told, and all these establishments are

broken up. — The shaikh Najin ad- Di n lbn al-Rhahbuz died at Aleppo on the 7th

of Zu ’l-llijja, 631 (3rd September, A. D. 1234), and was buried outside the city,

near the Arbain gale. I was present at the funeral service and the interment.

He was born on the 29lh of the first RaLi, 557 (18th march, A. D. 1162), at

Mosul. — The aldbek Shiliab ad-Din Toghrul died at Aleppo on the eve of monday,

the 11th of Muharram, 631 (17l1i October, A. D. 1233), and was buried in the

Uancfite college, outside the Arbain gate. He was a slave and, by birth, an Arme-

nian; fair in complexion, virtuous in conduct, praiseworthy in all his actions.

I was present at the funeral service and enterment. — Abu ’l-Ilasan lbn Eliarhf,

the literary man of whom we have spoken, lost his life at Aleppo, in the year 604

(A. D. 1207-8), having fallen into a cistern.

(I) See vot. I. page 15*.

(t) At-SUnji means nafi'M of Stiaj, a village in SijistAn. Some manuscripts read as-Shbyl, which word

signifies a denier in setame oil. It is worthy of remark that not one of Bahft ad-DIn’s professors is noticed in

the manuscript, n° 861, aneien fonds of the Imperial library, which gives a chronological account of the

principal Shafite doctors. The date of ax-Slxaji's death is given farther on

.

(3) These last titles indicate that the bearer was a member of a Sanbajian family, that of the Zlrides

which reigned at Ashlr, a town of Algeria, from the middle of the fourth till the middle of the sixth century

of the Hejira.— See my translation of lbn Khalddn’s history or the Berbers, in french, vol. II. p. 9 et uq.

YOL. IV. 33
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(4) According to Makkari, the Traditionnist Abh Bakr Muhammad Ibn Ali Ibn YAsir al-JaiyAni, a native of

Jaen, in Spain, was born in the year 493 (A. D. 1099-1100). He travelled to the East, visited Irak,

rambled over the province of KhorAiin and settled in Balkh. In the year 549 (A. D. 1154-5) be arrived at

Samarkand and there taught Traditions. The date of his death is not given.—(Makkari.)

(6)

The quarter ofBaghdad called al-Harbiya took its name from tbc Bib Harb, one of the city gates.

(6) The Arabic term is mold; see vol. II. p. 113.

(7) Saladtn laid siege to Kalat Kaukab, A. H. 583 (A. D. 1187-5) and took it in 584.—J/An al-Athlr.)

(8) A dispute for precedence look place between Ibn al-Mukaddam and Mujlr ad-Dlo TAshtiktn
, chief of

the pilgrim-caravan from Irak. A scuffle ensued in which the Syrian caravan was attacked and plundered

by that of Irik. Ibn al-Mukaddam lost his life in the skirmish .—(Ibn al-Atklr.)

(9) As Abb Muhisin had just made the pilgrimage to Mekka, we must suppose that the pilgrimage which

he now intended to accomplish was the visiting of the holy places in Syria.

(10) The math-hid, or funeral chapel, outside of Mosul, was probably the pretended tomb of Jonas at

Ninevab.

(11) Tbe hdkim was a magistrate with full executive authority.

(11) See vol. Ill, p. 657.

(13) This passage is given in only one of the manuscripts.

(14) The revenue of any property belonging to the slate, such as booses and lands, and the product of

certain taxes might be conceded by the sultan as an iklA (detached portion) to any individual whom he chose

o favour. The Odds were often granted for life and, in some cases, became hereditary. Iktds were

granted as fiefs, or benefices, to military chiefs, under the condition that these officers should maintain a

certain number of troops and furnish them to the sultan, when required.

(1 5) The date of this professor's death is given by our author, at the end of the article.

(16) The chapter on verbal declarations, by which an obligation is acknowledged or ao intention expressed,

is placed, in most Moslem codes, towards the middle of the volume. It is preceded by the chapter on law-

suits and followed by that which treats of compromises.

(17) Bonks was a town situated to ihe north of the Caspian sea.

(18) Salad was beseiged and taken by Saladin A. H. 584 (A. D. 1188-9 ).—(Ibn al-Athlr.)

(19) According to Hajji Khalifa, ihe OkAd ol-JumAn (collars of pearls) contained an account of tbepoeu

who were the author's contemporaries. It was drawn up by Ibn as-Shilr, a native of Mosul, who died in

the year 654 (A. D. 1186). In tho second volame of this translation, page 559, his name is incorrectly

spelled.

(10) According to O' Sontheimer, in his german translation of Ibn al-BaitArs dictionary of simples, the

belidor is the ttmecarput anacardium . Tho remarkable qualities of the nut which it bears are noticed

by authors whose observations are given by Ibn al-BaitAr.

(11) In Arabic bakydr. The description which follows indicates clearly what such a piece of drew was

and removes every thing doubtful in ihe note (8) of vol. III. page 199.

(11) The word Jb^5 or fjoj* signifies a marten or tceattl
,
but the words ijjj seem to indicate

merely a cloak lined with fur, no matter of what nature.

(13) Why a tattered hood should be thrown to a hyena cannot readily be answered. Yet alt tbe manu-

scrips agree in giving the reading In general, those epigrams are insipid and full of far-fetched

ideas; but such is usually the case with moslim anecdotes.
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(t4) The name of this sAfi or denrich, who was an acquaintance of our author's, has been already men-

tioned in voU II. p. 136.

(is) It U difficult to say why the poet said ^

j

The true reading seems lobe

(t6) The text ot this work, with a lalin translation, was published at Leyden by A. Schultens in l?St.

YUSUF IBN OMAR ATH-TBAKAF1.

Abi Abd Allah Yusuf Ibn Omar Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hakam Ibn Abi Akil Ibn

Masud was a member of Ihe tribe of Thakif (ThaAafi). The rest of his genealogy

will be found in our article on al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf, who was his cousin, descended

from the same ancestor, al-llakam Ibn Abi Akil (1). Khalifa Ibn Khaijat (vol. 1.

p. 492) relates as follows : “ Yusuf Ibn Omar being appointed governor ofYemen by

" (the i'ihalifj Hishim Ibn b d al-Malik, arrived in that province on the 27th of Ra-

“ roadan, 106 (15lh Feb. A. D. 725). This post be held till the year 120 (A. I).

11
738), when Ilisham sent to him a diploma by which he appointed him to the go-

“ vernment of Irak. Yusuf then left bis son as-Salt Ibn Yusuf in Yemen, to act

“ there as deputy-governor.” Al-Bukhiri (col. II. p. 594) says that YOsuf Ibn

Omarwas appointed to the government of Irak in the year 121 (A. D. 739) and that

he held it till the year 124. Another author relates as follows : “ When Hisham
• 1 Ibn Abd al-Malik wished to dismiss Khalid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri [vol I. p. 484;

“ from the government of Irak, a courier came to him from Yusuf Ibn Omar alh-

“ Thakafi, the governor of Yemen. He bad the messenger brought in and spoke to

“ him in these terms : • Your master has passed the bounds in asking for a thing
“ ‘ much above his merit.’ He then ordered the man’s clothes to be tom off and
“ had him flogged with a whip. * Now, ’ said he, ‘ go back to your master, and may
•• ‘ God treat you as you deserve (2).’ He then called in Salim al-Yaroani who was
•* a mawla to Salim Ibn Anbasa, a grandson of (the khalif) Abd al-Malik and who.
“ at that time, was chief of the board of correspondence. ‘ Here, ’ said he, * is an
“ 4 or(ter of mine which must be sent to Yusuf Ibn Omar; write it out and bring me
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“ ' the letter. ’ Salim retired and drew up the dispatch whilst Hisham, who remai-

“ ned alone, wrote with his own hand to Yusuf Ibn Omar a short note, containing

“ these words :
* Go to Irak, for I have appointed you its governor. Take care not

* to let any one know what you are about, and rid me of that Christian woman’s

“ * son, ’ — meaning Khalid, — ‘ and of his intendants.’ This note he held in

“ his hand and, when Salim returned and presented to him the dispatch which lie

•* had written, he (Hisham) slipped his own note into the cover of the other letter,

“ without being perceived and, having sealed all up, he gave orders that the packet

“ should he delivered to Yusufs messenger. Salim obeyed and the messenger de-

“ parted. When Yusuf saw him arrive, he said to him : * What news?(3)’ The

“ other replied : * Bad! the Commander of the faithful is incensed against you and

“ ‘ caused my clothes to be lorn off and myself to he whipped. He wrote no ans-

“ * wer to the letter which you sent him, hut here is a dispatch from the chief of

“ ‘ the board (ofcorrespondence}.' Yusuf broke the seal, read the dispatch and, on

'* finishing, perceived the little note, lie, in consequence proceeded to Irak and

'* left his son as-Salt to act as his lieutenant in Yemen. Salim was, by this lime,

“ replaced in the board of correspondence by Bashir Ihn Ahi Talha, a member of

“ one of the (Arab) families established in
(
the military colony of) Urdonn (the

“ Jordan). This ofliccr, being very intelligent, understood wligt llishflm’s in-

“ tenlions were and said to himself : ‘ This (ill-treatment of the messenger
)
is a mere

“ * stratagem; he has certainly appointed Yusuf lbn Omar to the government of

“ * Irak.’ He in consequence wrote the following lines to lyad, the inlendanl of

“ (the territory railed) Ajrna Salim, for whom lie had a sincere affection ;
* Your

“
' people have just sent you the Yemanite cloak (4); when it reaches you, put it on

“ and let thanks be given to God. ’ He (lydd
j
told this news to T&rik, the inten-

“ dant who had been charged by Khalid lbn Ahd Allah al-Kasri with the adminis-

“ Iration of Kufa and its depcndancics. Bashir then regretted what he bad done

and wrote again to lyad, saying; ‘They were thinkingofsendingyou the Yemanite

" ‘ cloak. ’ lyad communicated this news also to Tarik, who said : * The truth is

“ * in the first letter, hut your friend repented of what he had written, fearing that

“ ‘bis conduct might be discovered.' He immediately rode off and informed

“ Khalid of what was passing. Khalid said to him : ‘ What think you best to be

“ ‘ done? Tarik replied : * My advice is that you ride off this very instant to the

“ ‘ Commander of the faithful; your presence will make him ashamed of what he is
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“ ‘ about and dissipate that prejudice against you which weighs on his mind. ’ As

“ Khalid did not accept this advice, Tank said :
4 Allow me, in that case, to go and

“ 4 appear before him; 1 shall then take the engagement that all the revenue [of the

44 * province
)
for the present year shall be paid to him immediately. ’ Khalid asked

44
to how much it would amount, and the other replied :

* To one hundred millions

*• * of dirhems (5). 1 shall then bring you a diploma confirming you in your

44
• place. '— * Where will you get the money?’ said Khalid, 4 by Allah! I do not

“
* possess ten thousand dirhems.' Tank replied :

4
1 and Said lbn Rashid will

**
• undertake to pay forty millions of dirhems'— this Said was then holding the

“ perceptorship of Saki 'l-Furat [the lands irrigated hg the Euphrates), — 1 az-Zai-

44 4 nahi and Abban lbn al-Walidwil! engage to furnish twenty millions and we shall

“ * make the repartition of the rest amongst the other inlendanls. ' Khalid re-

“ plied :
4

I should be considered as a low-minded man were l to rccal favours al-

“ ‘ ready granted.’— 4 Nay, ' said Tarik, 4 we save not only you but ourselves by

“
* giving up a part of our properly; the advantages which you and we enjoy will

44 4 then continue, and it is belter for us to renew our efforts in the pursuit of wealth

44 4 than to let you be prosecuted for the non-payment of the money. The mer-

“ 4 chants of Kiifa have cash of ours in their hands (let us force them to give it up),

“ 4 for they will he tempted to delay the payment and wait to sec what may become

'* 4 of us ; in that case, we shall be the authors of our own ruin and, when we lose

“ 4 our lives, they will keep the money and spend it. ’ Khalid refused to follow

“ this advice and Tarik then bade him farewell, saying :
4 This is the last time we

4 4 4 shall see you. ’ Yusuf lbn Omar then arrived among them; TArik was tortured

“ to death, and Khalid with all his inlendanls suffered every sort of ill treatment.

44 A number of them were tortured to death, and the money extorted from him and

44 from his agents by Yusuf amounted to ninety millions of dirhems. "— In our no-

tice on Khalid lbn Al>d Allah al-Kasri we have given some account of what happened

to him, and to that article we refer the reader. In our notice on Isa lbn Omar alh-

Thakafi [col. II. p. 421) we have related what passed between him and YiYsuf lbn

Omar, when he was questioned about the deposit confided to him. Abu Dakr Ahmad

lbn Y’ahya al-Baladori (6) says, in his Atudb al-Ashrdf [the genealogies of the descen-

dants of Muhammad) and their history: “Ilishum lbn Abd al-Malik’s mindwasturn-

“ ed against Khalid lbn Abd Allah al-Kasri in consequence of some reports which

44 came to his ears concerning him. He was much displeased on learning how
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•< wealthy he had got and how numerous were his houses and lands; he was also

•* highly offended at some things which Khalid had openly said of him. He there-

• < fore resolved on dismissing him from office, but concealed his intention. The

“ province of Yemen being then governed in his name by Yiisuf Ibn Omar ath-

*' Thakafi, he wrote to that functionary, ordering him to set out for Kufa with

“ thirty men. Y'dsuf having received this letter, to which was joined the act of his

“ nomination to the government of Irak, set out on his journey, reached Kufa after

«• a march of seventeen days and halted, for the night, in the neighbourhood of the

“ city. Tarik, to whom Khalid al-Kasri had confided Ihecollectorship of the iand-

“ tax [kharaj), had just circumcised his son and, on this occasion, he (
Khdlid ?)

*• sent him a present of one thousand blood-horses , one thousand male slaves and

• • one thousand female slaves, besides a quantity of money, clothes and other objects.

" It was then that a man came to Tarik and said : * 1 have just seen some people

•* * whose looks I do not like, and who pretend to be travellers. " In the mean

“ time Yusuf Ibn Omar went to the quarter where the Arabs of the Thakif tribe were

<* residing and told one of them to assemble and bring him as many Modarile

11 Arabs (7) as he could. This was done and, at the dawn of day, Yusuf entered into

“ the mosque and ordered the mutcazzin to recite the ikdma
(
and thus indicate that

“ the imam teas already at the head of the congregation). The muwaxzin replied :

“ • Wait till the imam comes; ’ but, being intimidated by Yusufs threats, he at

" length obeyed. Yiisuf then placed himself at the head of the assembly, directed

“ the prayer and recited (these verses of the Koran) : When the inevitable (day of

“ judgement) shall suddenly come, etc. (sur. 56, verse I), and : A person asked (to see

'* God’s vengeance arrive) (sur. 70, verse 1). lie then caused Khalid and Tarik to

“ he arrested with all their people and at length, the pot boiled over.”— Abu Obaida

(col. III. p. 388) related as follows :
“ Yusuf imprisoned Kh&lid but was indti-

“ ced to release him and his companions by Alihan Ibn al-VValid, who offered him

“ nine millions of dirhems (£ 225,000). He then regretted having done so; yet, on

“ being told that, if he had refused the ofTer.one hundred millions would have been

“ given, he replied : * 1 am not a man to retract an engagement, once it is taken by

“ ‘ my tongue.
1

Khalid, being informed by his friends of what they had done, said

to them : ‘ You did wrong in offering so great a sum at the outset; I am sure that

“ he will accept it and then come down upon you for more. Go back (and speak)

“ * to him. ' They went to Yiisuf and said :
‘ We have mentioned to Kh&lid the
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•* • amount of the sum for which wc assessed ourselves in order to pay you, and he

“ * has declared (hat he does not possess so much.' Khalid replied:* Do you know

“ * belter than your master the stale of his fortune? by Allah! 1 do not ask you for

“ ‘ more, but if you wish to go back from your engagement, I will not hinder you.’

" They replied, that they would retract. * Well I
’ said he, * I declare by Allah ! that

“ * I shall not be satisfied with nine millions of dirhems nor with twice as much.

'

“ He then mentioned thirty millions, or, by another account, one hundred millions.”

— Al-Ashras, who was amawla of the Banu Asad family and who traded for Yitsuf

Ibn Omar, made the following relation :
“ A letter came to us from Hislidm ; Yusuf

“ read it, concealed from us its contents and said : * t shall go and make the Omra
“

* (tee vol. Ill, page 248). ’ We set out with him whilst his son as-Salt remained

«* behind, as governor of Yemen during his absence. Not a word passed between

" us till we reached al-Ozaib (vol. Ill, page 445 ), when he made his camel

“ kneel down, (dismounted) and said : ‘ Ashras 1 where is your guide? '— * Here he

*' * is,’ said I. He asked him concerning the road, and the guide answered :

** * This takes to Medina and that to Irak. ' I then said :
* By Allah! for this time

“ ‘ we are not making the Omra; ’ but he [Y&tuf] made no reply, neither did he

“ open his lips till we halted, one night, at a place situated between al-Uira and

•* Kufa. Having then lain down on his back, he crossed one leg over the other

** and said :

Oar camels were not long in bearing ns onto a distant land which we bad visited not

long ago.

“ * Ashras 1
’ said he, * find me a man from whom I can obtain information.

'

“ I brought him one. ' Ask that fellow, ’said he,' what the son of the Christian

** • woman ’ — meaning Khilid al-Rasri, — ' is about. ' — I said to the man :

•* * What is Kh&lid doing? ’ He answered :
* He is at aLUamma (8); as he was

“ ' complaining (of tome illnets), he went there.
’

* Ask him, ’ said Yusuf, * what

“ ' Tank is about. ' The man replied: ' He has been circumcising his sons and is

•• * now giving a great dinner to the people of Hira, whilst his lieutenant, Aliya Ibn

‘ Miklas
( ) is doing the same at Kufa. — * Let the fellow go, ’ said

“ Yusuf. He then mounted (Ait came!), proceeded to the public place (rahaba),

“ entered into the mosque and said his prayers. After that, he laid down on his
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“ back and we passed there a long night. The muwaizins at length came, made

“ the call to prayer and pronounced the salutation. Ziad Um Abd Allah al-U&rithi,

“ who was then acting in Kufa as Khalid's deputy, for the presidence of the

“ prayer, came into the mosque and, as the commencement of the prayer had been

•' just announced, he went to take his place at the head of the congregation. Yusuf

“ then said : ‘ Asliras! remove that man. ’

I told Ziad to give up his place to the

“ emir, and he did so. Yusuf, who could recite the Koran with great elegance,

“ then took the presidency, repealed the verses : When the inevitable shall come,

“ and : A person asked to see God's vengeance arrive, and accomplished the prayer

“ of day-break. The kudi then stepped forward, offered to God praise and thanks-

“ giving, said a prayer for the khulif and asked of us what was our emir's name.

“ Being told it, he prayed for his welfare. All the people [of the city) had joined

" the congregation before it separated. Yusuf lost not a moment in sending

“ for Khalid, and for Alib&n Ibn al-Walid who was in Fars, and for Bilal Ibn Abi

" Burda (rof. dl, p. 2) who was in Basra, and for Abd Allah Ibn Abi Burda,

*• who was in SijislAn. Hisham had given orders that all Khalid's lieutenants

“should be deposed, with the exception of al-Uakam Ibn AwAna who was

“ governing the province of Sind. This officer was confirmed in his place

“ and there he remained till he was killed by Nakeher (9). He lost his life

“ on the same day as Zaid Ibn Ali (10). Khalid, on arriving, was informed

“ that Yusuf was now the emir, on which he exclaimed : ‘ Let me alone with

“
‘ your emirl is the Commander of the faithful still alive? ’ Being answered

“ in the affirmative, he said : * In that case, I have nothing to fear. ’ Yusuf,

“ before whom they brought him, sent him to prison and ordered thirty strokes of

“ a whip to be inflicted on Yazid, the son of Kh&lid. Hisham then wrote to Y'usuf,

“ saying : ‘ 1 declare solemnly before God that if Khalid receives {from you) even

* 'the scratch of a thorn, I shall have your head struck off. ’ Khalid, being allowed

“ to depart with his family and bagage, went to Syria, took up his residence

'• there and continued, till the death of Hishitn, to accompany, every summer,

*• the usual expeditions made against the infidels.
” — Some persons slate that

Yfisuf applied to Hisham for the authorisation of putting Khalid to the rack,

but did not obtain it. He insisted however in his demand, pretexting that the

public revenue had been embezzled by Kh&lid and his agents, and received at

lenght permission to torture him, but once only. The khalif sent a soldier
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of Ihe guard to witness wtiat would be done, and swore that, if Khalid died during

the operation, he would take Ytlsuf's life. The latter then sent for Khalid and,

having taken his seat in a trader's stall at Hira, he convoked the people and

caused him to be tortured. Kh&lid did not utter a word till Yusuf spoke to him

tauntingly and called him a son of a diviner, meaning the celebrated diviner Shikk,

who was one of Khalid's ancestors. — We have spoken of Shikk in our article on

Kb&lid. — Let us resume the narration : On this, Khalid said : “ You arc a silly

** fellow to reproach me with what does me honour ; but you are the son of a sabbd;

“ your father was a mere tabbd,
'

or dealer in wine. Khalid was then taken back

to prison, and he remained there for eighteen months. In the month of Shawwal,

121 (septeraber-oct. A. D. 739), Hishkm wrote to him
(
Ydtuf) , ordering the prisoner

to be set at liberty. Khalid then set out with part of his family and some other

persons. On reaching al-Karya, a place in the territory of ar-Rusafa, he slopped

there during the remainder of the month and the months of Zu 'I-Kaada, Zu

'1-Hijja, Muharram and Safar, but was unable to obtain from iliskam the authori-

sation of going to see him.— Al-Haitham lbn Adi (rol III, p. 633) related as

follows :
“ Zaid, the son of Ali Zain al-Aabidin

(vol . II, p. 209), who was the son

“ of al-Husain and the grandson of Ali lbn Talib, revolted against Yusuf lbn Omar

“who, in consequence wrote the following lines to Hisham : • Your cousins

44 4 of that family were dying of hunger and not a man of them had any other

“ * thought than to procure his daily food, till Khalid, on receiving the government

“ 4 of Irik, strengthened them with money to such a degree that their minds

" aspired to the khalifat. Zaid would not have revolted without Khalid's per-

•« * mission, and Khalid's sole motive for remaining at al-Karya is his wish to be

“ 4 on the high-road, so that he may readily obtain news of his proceedings.
'

44 llishan; replied to the bearer of this message : * You lie and so does your master;

•• * whatever our suspicions may be with respect to Khalid’s conduct, we have never

•• • had any doubts of his fidelity. ’ He then caused the messenger’s throat to be

“ compressed (till he wan half-sirangled), Khalid, on learning what was going on,

44 set out for Damascus. "— AL6 ’l-Hasan al-Madaini (rol. 1, p. 438) says :
“ Bilal,

1 * the son of Abft Burda (vol. //, p. 2) and the grandson of Abu Musa '1-Ashari,

44 was the person whom Khalid al-Kasri entrusted with the government of Basra.

" He was tortured by order of Yusuf lbn Omar till he engaged to pay three hundred

“ thousand dirhems. He offered bail for the amount and, when it was given

vol. it. 50
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“ in, he fled to Syria. Tliere he was discovered by the circumstance of his

“ servant-boy’s going to buy a francolin. According to another account, his servant

** was roasting a francolin and let it burn
;
for this, he was beaten by his master and

“ therefore betrayed him. BilAl, heing taken before Yusuf Ibn Omar, was kept

“ eiposed to the sun by that emir's order, lie requested to be taken before the

** Commander of the faithful, saying : * Let him treat me as he pleases; ’ but he

“ (the khalif
)
refused to receive him and sent him back to YOsuf, who caused

“ him to be tortured to death. Abd Allah, the brother of BilAl, said to the jailor :

“ ‘ When you give in the names of the prisoners who die, inscribe that of my bro-

“ * thcr (
• )

on the list.’ lie did so, but, being ordered by Yusuf to produce the

“ corpse, he smothered the prisoner. According to another statement, its was BilAl

“ who asked the jailor to inscribe the name on the dead-list, promising him a sura

“ of money if he did so. The jailor then gave in his name as dead. Some say that

“ it was Abd-Allah who was tortured to death. God knows best !

”— Yunus the

grammarian (11) related as follows :
“ Bilal’s cunning cost him his life : by the offer

“ of money he induced the jailor to inscribe his name on the dead-list, but, as

“ Yusuf ordered the corpses to be produced, the jailor smothered BilAl and then

“ showed his body.”—The following anecdote is related by al-Madaini : “SAlih Ibn

** Kuraiz had been appointed to a commandment by Yusuf Ibn Omar. The exami-

“ nation of his accounts proved that a sum of thirty thousand
(
gold pieces?) was due

“ by him to government and, for that reason, he was sent to prison. BilAl Ibn Abi

“ Burda, who was then in the same place of confinement, said to him : * The man
“ ' who directs the application of the torture is called Salim, but people give him the

“ * nickname of Zenbil (haunehed like a female). Take care not to call him Zenbil,

“ ' for he will be displeased.' BilAl repealed to him this recommendation very often.

“ SAlih, being put to the torture, forgot SAIitn's name and surname, and began to cry

“ out: *0 Zenbil I spare me for the love of God. '(12). During the tortures inflicted

“ on him he continued to repeat these words whilst he (Sdlim) kept exclaiming:

“ 1
Kill the fellow! ' so great was his anger. When Salih was let go, BilAl said to

•• bim : * Did 1 not tell you to avoid utteringthe name of Zenbil?' To this SAlih re-

plied : “ Who taught me that name except yourself? I had known nothing of it were

“ * it not for you. You will never give over your wicked tricks, either in prospe-

*' • rily or in adversity.”— The same al-Madaini said : “ The chief of Yusuf Ibn

“ Omar's police-guards wasal-AbbAs Ibn Said al-Murri; his secretaries were Kahram
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“ (13) Ibn Sulaiman Ibn Zikwan and Ziad Ibn Abd ar-Rahman, who was a mawla
•'

to the Thakif tribe ;
his chamberlain and the chief of his body-guard was Jundub.

“ It was to him (Ydsuf) that the poet alluded in this verse :

11 An emir of extreme severity has come to os : the very chamberlain of his chamberlain

“ has for himself a chamberlain
( UvV-, K

The hafis Abd '1-Knsim Ibn Asakir (roi. II. p. 252) says, in his History of Damas-

cus :
“ 1 have been informed that Yusuf Ibn Omar, when arrested with the other

" members of al-HajjAj Ibn Ydsufs family and tortured in order to make him give

11 up his money, obtained permission lo be taken out of prison so that he might ask

“ (of his friends pecuniary assistance). He made his rounds under the guard of al-

** Harith Ibn Malik al-Juhdami, who was noted for his negligence. On coming to

“ a certain house which had two entrances, he said to al-Hurith : “ Let me go into

*• * this house; l have there an aunt to whom 1 wish lo apply.” Having obtained

“ permission, he went in, passed out through the other door and made his escape.

“ This took place when Sulaiman Ibn Abd al-Malik was khalif. Yusuf Ibn Omar

“ followed the example of al-Hajjij Ibn Ydsuf, his father's cousin, in the firmness

“ and severity with which he directed public affairs and treated the people; this line

“ of conduct he followed till his dismissal from office. "— Omar Ibn Shabba (vol. II.

p. 375) relates, in his History of Basra, that Ydsuf Ibn Omar, having weighed a

dirhem and found it too light by one grain, wrote to all the coining establishments

in Irik, ordering the persons employed there to be chastised ; and it was reckoned

that one hundred thousand lashes were applied on account of the deficiency of a-

singlc grain. Ydsuf s conduct as a governor was highly reprobated; he was fan-

tastic and cruel, but his hospitality was great. He used to hare fire hundred tables'

set out, and to these were admitted people from all quarters, far and near; the na-

tive of Irak would partake of the repast with the native of Syria. On every table was

placed a cake of bread
(
fumiya)

sprinkled over with sugar. The guests at one of

these tables happening, one day, to complain that their cake was not sugared, l
r
usuf

ordered the baker to be chastised, and three hundred lashes were inflicted on him

whilst the company were at their meal. Ever after, the baker would go about with

the sugar-boxes and add sugar wherever it was wanted. — Al-Hakam Ibn Awana re-

lated that his father said to him : “There is none like (the tribe of) Kalb for strength-

“ ening an empire; none like Kuraish for mounting into the pulpit; none like

>
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•• Tamim for taking vengeance; none like Thakif for tending flocks [governing lhe

•• people); none like Kais for defending frontiers; none like Rabia for exciting revolts,

“ and none like Yemen for collecting imposts.”— Al-Asmai
{
ool.il

. p. 123) relates

as follows :
** Yusuf lbn Omar said to a man whom he had nominated to the govern-

mcnlof a district: ‘ Enemy of God I you have eaten up the wealth which belonged

•' 4 to God. ’ The man replied : * Tell me whose wealth I have been eating from the

“ 4 day in which I was created till now? By Allah I if 1 asked from Satan a single

" 4 dirhem, he would not give it to me.
’ ”— N’asr lbn Saiyaral-Laithi was appointed

to the government of Khorasan by Yusuf lbn Omar, and he held that post till the last

days of the Omaiyide dynasty. His battles and engagements with Abu Muslim al-

Khordsani (vol. II. p. iOOi are set forth in their proper places [the booki of annals).

It was on Y usuf that Sawwar lbn al-Ashar (14) composed these lines :

Klior.tein, after its alarms, was delivered from the tyranny of its numerous oppressors; Yusuf,

being informed of wbal it suffered, chose Nasr lbn Saiyar for its protector (nasr).

The following anecdote was related by Simak lbn llarb (15) :
44 Yusuf lbn Omar,

“ when governor of Irak, sent to me this message ;
4 One of ray intendants has

4 4 4 written to me, saying that he has cultivated for me every khukk and lukk.

44 4 What do these words mean ? ’
1 replied : Khukk signifies a low ground, and

44 lukk a high one. ”— Here ends the anecdote, but I must observe that al-Jauhari

(vol. I- p. 22) says, in his Sahdh : “ Khukk means a soil rendered dry by draining

44 off its waters; lukk means a long stripe, or, according to some, a deep excava-

44 lion in the earth.” Khukk is written with a pointed kha. — Yusuf lbn Omar

was remarked for the extraordinary length of his beard and the shortness of his sta-

ture; his beard reached lower down than his navel. He held the government of

Irak during Iherest of Hisham lbn Abd al—Malik’s reign. That khalif died on Wed-

nesday, the filh of the latter Rabi, 125 (6th February, A. D. 743), at ar-Rusafa, in

the district of Kinnisrin, and there he was buried. He lived to the age of fifty-five

years, or fifty-four, by another account, or fifty-two; God knows best! His sur-

name was Abu ’l-Walid. He was succeeded by his nephew al-Walid lbn Yazid lbn

Abd al-Malik, who confirmed Yiisuf lbn Omar in the government of Irak. Al-Walid

was killed on Thursday, the 27th of the latter Jumada, 126 (16 April, A. D. 744).

He intended to have replaced Yusuf lbn Omar by Abd al-Malik lbn Muhammad, the
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grandson of al-Hajjaj Ibn Yusuf alh-Thakafi. Al-WaUd Ibn Yazid's mother, surna-

mcd Omm al-Hajjaj (16), was the daughter of Muhammad Ibn Yusuf and therefore

niece to al-Hajjaj. The following letter was then sent to Y'usuf Ibn Omar by

*• al-Walid : You have written to me, stating that Rhaiid Ibn Abd Allah al-Rasri had

“ ruined the province of Irik, and yet you used to send loads [of wealth) to llisham.

" It must be then that, by reviving agriculture, you have restored that country to

“ its former 6late. Come therefore to us and bring with you such a convoy [of

“ money
)
as may confirm our favorable opinion respecting your efforts in forwarding

“ the prosperity of the province. We shall then acknowledge your preeminent

merit, and that the more readily, on account of the relationship which exists bet-

“ ween us; you are our uncle by the mother's side and have more right than any

“ other man to our consideration. You are aware that we have augmented the do-

“ natives to which the people of Syria
(
the Arabic troops established in that country

)

“ are entitled and that we made gifts to our family in consequence of His-

“ ham’s harshness towards them. The result has been the impoverishment of our

“ treasury. ” In consequence of this invitation Yusuf set out to visit al-Walid Ibn

Yazid, and look with him such a quantity of treasure , merchandise and vases

aa was never before brought from Irak. At the time of his arrival, Khalid Ibn Abd

Allah al-Kasri was still in prison, llassan an-Nabati (col. I. p. 674) had an inter-

view with him
( Ydsuf) by night and informed him that al-Walid had the intention of

appointing Abd Allah Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-Hajjaj (to the government of Irdk) and

that he should by all means arrange the affair of his (Hassdn't) nomination to the

vizirship. Yusuf answered that he had no money, on which llassan said : “ 1 hare

“ five hundred thousand dirhems [about £ 13,500) which, if you wish , I shall give

“ you as a present, or, if not, (as a loan tchich) you will repay to me when you gel

“ rich.” Yusuf replied ;
“ You know the people [at court

)
better than I, and can

“ well appreciate the extent of their influence over al-Walld. Do you therefore

“ distribute that money amongst them, in proportion to what you know of their

“ credit. ” llassan did so, and Yusuf, on his arrival, was highly extolled by all the.

party. It was then agreed upon between him and Abb&n Ibn Abd ar-Rahman an-

Numairi that the latter should offer [to the khalif) forty millions of dirhems

(more than one million sterling
)

to obtain that Rhaiid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri

should be delivered up to him. Al-Walid [having received Ydsufs mil,) told him lo

return to his government. Abban then said to him :
** Deliver Rhaiid up lo me and
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" I shall pay you forty millions of dirhems.”— “ Who goessecurity for you?” said

the khatif. Abban replied : “ Yusuf.”— “Do you become security for him?
”

said al-Walid to Yusuf. The answer was : “ Deliver him [Khdlid) up to me and I

“ shall force out of him fifty millions of dirhems. ” He (al- IValtdj gave up the pri-

soner to Yusuf, who enclosed him in a litter without cushions, bore him to Irak

and pul him to death in the manner already related (ooJ. /. p. 486).—When al-

Walid Ibn Yazid was killed, his cousin, Yazid Ibn al-Walid Ibu Abd al-

Malik, obtained the supreme authority, brought under his command the peo-

ple of Syria [the Arab troops settled there) , and succeeded in consolidating his

power. The government of Irak was then offered by him to Abd al-Aziz Ibn

Harun Ibn Abd al—Malik Ibn Dihya Ibn Khalifa al-Kalbi, who replied that, unless

troops were given to him, he would not accept. On this, Yazid turned away from

him and nominated Mansflr Ibn Jumhur.— According to Abik Mihnaf(17), al-Walid

was slain at al-Bakhra (18), on the dale above mentioned. Yazid was proclaimed

khalif at Damascus, and Mansur Ibn JumhOr set out for Irik with six companions,

on the day of al-Walid’s death. Yusuf Ibn Omar, being informed of his approach,

took to flight. Mansur Ibn Jumhur arrived at liira some days after the commence-

ment of Rajab, took possession of the treasure houses [the state treasury), distributed

money to those who were entitled to donatives or to pensions, and appointed governors

to all the provinces of Irak. He remained there during the rest of the month of Ra-

jab, the whole of Shaban, and was dismissed from office towards theend of Ramadan.

Ydsuflbn Omar took the road of as-Samawa and continued his flight till he reached

al-Balka, vhere he found a place of concealment. As his family were residing there,

he dressed himself in women’s clothes and look his seat among the females. Yazid

Ibn al-Walid, having learned where he had gone, sent a person to arrest the fugitive

and bring him to the capital. The messenger made every search, and Yusuf was

al length found by him, dressed in female attire and seated amongst his women and

children. He was put into bonds and carried to Yazid who sent him to the place in

which al-Hakam and Othman, the sons of al-Walid Ibn Yazid, were imprisoned by

his orders. On the death of their father, Yazid had shut them up in the Green House

(
al-KItadrd), a well-known palace in Damascus which was situated on the south side

of the principal mosque and which is now destroyed; its place is, however, well-

known to the people of the city. Yazid Ibn al-Walid then took the government of

IrSk from Mansiir Ibn Jumhur and gave it to Abd Allah Ibn Omar Ibn Abd al-Aziz.
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Yusuf Ibn Omar remained in confinement during the rest of Yazid's reign. That

khalif died in ZCk T-Uidjja, 126 (Sept. -Oct. A. D.744), but statements differ gTeally as

to the day of the month : some say it was the first, others the tenth, and others the last

day of Z&'l-Kaada. He had designated as successor to the throne his brother Ibrahim

Ibn al-Walid, and ordered that the supreme authority should pass from the latter lo

Abd al-Aziz Ibn al-EIajjaj Ibn Abd al-Malik. During the reign of Ibrahim Ibn al-

Waltd, Yusuf Ibn Omar remained in prison. Marwan Ibn Muhammad, the last so-

vereign of the Omaiyide dynasty, having made his apparition with the troops of

Mesopotamia and Kinnisrin, got possession of the empire, dethroned Ibrahim, look

his place and put to death Abd al-Aziz Ibn al-Hajjaj Ibn Abd al-Malik. Ibrahim

reigned four months and was deposed in the month of the latler itabi, 127 (Jan.-

Feb. A. D. 745). According to another statement he reigned seventy days only.

Yazid, the son of Khalid Ibn Abd Allah al-Kasri, had sided with Ibrahim Ibn at-

Walid. When the revolt of Marwan broke out, a conflict look place between his

troops and those of Ibrahim. The latter were defeated and returned to Damascus.

Ibrahim’s partisans were pursued by Marwan and, being apprehensive that, if he en-

tered into the city, he would deliver from prison al-llakam and Othman, the sons of

al-Walid, for the purpose of transferring to them the supreme authority, and that

these two princes would then have no mercy on any of the persons who had contri-

buted to their father's death, they resolved on putting them to death. Yazid, the son

of Khalid al-Kasri, was charged to execute this decision , and Abu 7-Asad , one of

his father's matclas, went, with some others, lo the prison and beat the two youths

to death with clubs. Yftsuf Ibn Omar was taken by them out of the same prison and

beheaded, to avenge the death of Khalid, the father of Yazid. This occurred in the

year 127 (A. D. 745). Yfisuf was then upwards of sixty years of age. When his

head was separated from the body, a rope was lied to the legs, and the little boys

began to drag the corpse through the streets of Damascus. A woman who passed by

and saw how small the body was, exclaimed : “ Why did they kill that unfortunate

«* boy?” A person (of Damascut) related as follows : “I saw Yusuf Ibn Omar drag-

11 ged through Damascus by means of a cord which had been lied to his testicles,

* antH afterwards saw his murderer, Yazid, the son of Kh&lid al-Kasri, dragged

" over the same ground by means of a cord tied to his testicles. ” According to

another account, he (YiUuf) was put lo death towards the middle of the month of Zft

T-Uijja, 126 (Sept. -Oct. A. D. 744).
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(I) Sec vol. I, p. >56, and read ibn Abi AkU in place of Ibn Okail.

(9)

Literally : May God treat you and do with you! A common imprecation of old times and equivalent

to : May God’s curse be upon you l

(8) Literally : What is behind yon? In English we would say : What is going on below there?

(4) The cloth ol Yetnana was probably at that time highly prized; bat here, a Yemaoite cloak means a

governor from that place.

(5) At that time, one hundred raillont of dirhems were equal to at least two millions five hundred thousand

pounds sterling. ,

(6) To the indications given In vol. I, p. 4S8
f 1 may add that al-Bal4duri’s history of the conquests effected

by the early Musutmans has been published, in Arabic, at Leyden by M' de Goeje. It is a highly valuable

work, tall ol original matter and most remarkable as a precise and conscientious treatise.

(7) According to the Arabian genealogists, the tribe of Tbaklf descended from Mudar through K&is AilAn.

(8) Al-Hamma is the name given to every place where there is a spring of hot water.

(9) This name, written in Arabic letters, is Li, but it is prohably pointed incorrectly. The person who

bore it was apparently one of the princes ol India who were warring against the Musulmans established

in Sind.

(10) Zaid, the son of Ali Zain al-AAbidla (voi. //, p. 109
) revolted against the Omaiyide khalif HishAiu

Ibn Abd al-Malik, A. H. tit (A. D. 789), and fell on the field of battle, the following year.

(II) The life of Y6nus the grammarian will be found in this volume.

(11) The Arabic equivalent means : Fear God!

(18) I read •

(14) Sawwir Ibn Abd Allah al-Ashar was appointed governor and kadi of Basra by the Abbaride khalif

al-Manstir, A. H. 156 (A. D. 771-8). He died in the following year.—{Nujtim.)

(15) The Traditionlst Siroik Ibn Harb died A. H. 113 (A. D. 740-1).—(SvjUm.)

(16) The Arabic text inserts here :
** who was also the mother of al-Hajjij;” but this indication is in

contradiction with what follows.

(17) Abd Mihoaf Lit Ibn Yahya, one of the earliest Arabic historians, composed a short work extending

from the death of the khalif Ali to that of his son al-Hosain. He wrote probably in the second century of the

Hejira. A copy of this treatise is in the library of the Leyden university, under the n* 791.

(18) According to the indications furnished by the author of the MarAtid, the place called al-Bakhri was

situated on the northern frontier of Hijiz.

YUSUF IBN TASHIFIN (1).

Abu Yakub YAsuf Ibn T&shifin (2), the LamtAnide (3) and king of the cd-Mulath-

thimin (4), bore the title of Emir al-Mutlimin {Commander of the Hoslims) (5). It
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was he who founded the city of Morocco. In our articles on the two Spanish sove-

reigns al-Motamid Muhammad Ibn Abbad (col. Ill, p. 182) and al-Motasim Muham-

mad lbn Sumadih (cof. Ill, p. 200) we have mentioned some things concerning him

and related how he took possession of their states, reduced al-Motamid into captivity

and imprisoned him in Aghmat. As I have there given a full relation of these pro-

ceedings, to it I refer the reader, so that he may perceive the identity of the king

there mentioned with the great and powerful sovereign of whom we are now giving an

account. Historians relate many things concerning him, and one of their works,

which bears the title of Kitib al-Moghrib an Strat Malik al-Maghreb (the Expositor,

setting forth the proceedings of the king of the W'cjI), is that from which we have

extracted the following information. I preferred it because it was more comprehen-

sive than the others, but i am unable to indicate the name of the author. All I

know of him is that, towards the beginning of the volume which I made use of, he

states that he commenced the work in the year 579 (A. D. 1183-4) (6) and finished

it at Mosul on the 1st of Zu ’1-Kaada of the same year. Out of this volume, which is a

middle-sized one, I hare selected the following passages. — The southern part of

the country inhabited by the Maghrebins belonged to a Berber race called the Zenata.

Against this people marched another which was designated by the name of al-Mu-

laththimdn and which dwelt in the region that lies contiguous to the land of the

Negroes (7). The leader of the invaders bore the name of Abu Bakr Ibn Omar. He

was a man accustomed to a simple life, virtuous in his conduct, preferring his own

country to that of Maghreb and having no inclination for the luxuries of life. The

chiefs of the Zenata had little power and, as they were unable to resist the Mu-

laththimdn, the latter took possession of all their country, from the gates of Tilimsin

to the shore of the Surrounding ocean
(
the Alfanltc). When AbA Bakr Ibn Omar

got this country into his power, he was informed that an old woman in his own

country had a female camel stolen from her in a foray and begun to weep, exclai-

ming :
“ Abu Bakr Ibn Omar has ruined us by entering into the land of Maghreb I

”

This induced him to return to the South and leave as his lieutenant in Maghreb a

man called Yusuf Ibn Tashifin. This Yusuf was brave, just and enterprising. The

city of Morocco, in Maghreb, was founded by him on a spot where robbers used to

lie in ambush and which belonged to an old Masmuda woman. When his authority

was established throughout the country (of Maghreb), he conceived the wish of pas-

sing into Spain (Andafus), which peninsula was
(
bounded, and)

fortified by the sea.

vou iv. 57
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Ho therefore constructed galleys and other vessels for the purpose of going across

to that country. When the kings of Andalus [Moslim Spain
)
discovered his inten-

tion, they equipped a number of vessels and warriors for the purpose of resisting

him, so much did they fear his approach towards their peninsula. The fact was

that they stood in dread of his army which, as they well knew, would be for them

most difficult to resist, and they shuddered at the idea of having enemies at both

sides of them, namely, the Franks on the north, and the Mulathtlumiln on the south.

Whenever they felt the Franks bear too heavily upon them, they kept them in check

by manifesting their intention of contracting an alliance with Yusuf lbn Tashiftn.

That sovereign had acquired great renown by his effecting so speedily the conquest

of the Zenatian empire and of Maghreb. It was reported that the bravest of the J/u-

lalhthim&n warriors, when in battle, would cut a horseman in two with a single

stroke of a sword and pierce through the bodies [of several adversaries
)
with a single

6troke of a lance. Such was the practise of these (kings) and such the fear which

filled the hearts of those who were summoned to war against the Mulaththimdn.

Thus did the kings of Andalus take refuge under the shelter of Yusuf lbn Tasbifin's

name ; and yet they dreaded his crossing over to them, lest, on seeing their

kingdoms, he might be tempted to seize on them. When they discovered that his

intention of passing into Spain was already formed, they sent, one to the other,

messengers and letters, requesting advice concerning him (Ydiu/'J. In that con-

juncture, their main resource was the aid of al-Molamid lbn Abbad, because he

was the bravest of them all and the sovereign of the greatest kingdom. They there-

fore agreed on writing to him (to Yusuf lbn Tdshifin), whose intention of going

over to them they were now well aware of, requesting him to leave them as they

were and assuring him of their perfect obedience. A kdlib
(
writer

, secretary)
,
who

was a native of Spain, drew up, in their name, the following letter : “ If you let

" us alone, your conduct will be attributed, not to weakness but to generosity, and

“ if we obey your orders, our conduct will be attributed, not to helplessness but to

“ prudence. We therefore prefer the attribution which is the more honorable for

“ ourselves, hoping that you will prefer the attribution which is the more honoura-

“ Me for you. The place which you hold is one in which you should not let your-

“ self be surpassed in noble acts ; by sparing (us who are
)
members of distinguished

“ families, you will obtain for the duration and the stability of your power all that

you can wish for. Salutation I
" The letter arrived, accompanied with gifts
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and presents. Yusuf Ibn Tashifin did not know Arabic, but be understood perfectly

well the drift [of such applications). His secretary, who knew the two languages,

that of the Arabs and that of the Almoravides [the Berber), then said to him :

“ Emir I this letter is from the kings of Andalus; in it they offer you their profound

“ respect, declare that they are partisans ofyour cause and acknowledge youraulho-

“ rity ; they request of you not to consider them as enemies and they say: * We are

“ * musulmans, come of a noble race; let us not therefore incur your displeasure (8).

“ ‘ It is for us a sufficient misfortune to have close behind us a people of infidels.

“ * Our country is much straitened and cannot support numerous armies. Spare

" * us therefore, as you have spared the people of Maghreb who acknowledged your

•• ‘ authority.
’ ” YOsuf then asked his secretary what he thought of the matter,

and received this answer :
“ The crown of royalty and its beauty have a testimony

*' in their favour vhich cannot be repelled, provided that he (9) into whose hands

'* the kingdom has fallen prove himself worthy of it by pardoning when pardon is

“ asked and by granting favours when favours are requested. Every time that he

" bestows an ample gift, he increases his influence; increase of influence consoli-

" dates his dominion, and when his dominion is consolidated, people think it an

•* honour to obey him; when obedience is felt to be an honour, the people come

“ unto him, and he is not obliged to encounter fatigues for the purpose of reaching

“ them, and he thus inherits the kingdom without ruining his (happiness in the]

" next life. Know that it was said by a great king, who was a sage well acquainted

“ with the means by which royalty is to be attained : ‘ He who bestows may com-
“ 4 mand; he who commands may lead, and he who leads (an army)

becomes

“ * master of the land (10).
' ” Yusuf Ibn Tashifin, to whom Ibis discourse was

addressed in his own language by the secretary, understood its import and felt its

truth. He therefore said to him : “ Let those people have an answer; draw up a

•* fitting one and then read it over to me. ’’ The secretary wrote as follows : “ In

" tbe name of God, the Merciful, the Clement I From Ydsuf Ibn Tashifin, greeting,

•* with the mercy of God and his benedictions ! Such is the good wish of one who

“ is in peace with you and salutes you. May God's decree respecting you be that

" of aid and assistance! You have full power to enjoy as you please the royalty

“ which is in your hands, being specially honoured with our favour and our bene-

“ volence. As long as you hold to your engagements towards us, we shall hold to

“ ours towards you; that we may live in good brotherhood with you, you must live
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" in good brotherhood with us- May God dispense his grace (o us and to you ! Sa-

“ lutation!” When the secretary bad finished writing, he translated the letter ver-

bally to Yusuf Ibn Tashifin, who approved of it and sent it off with a present of

Lamtian shields, things not to be procured except in his country. — I may here

mention that the adjective Lamlian is derived from Lamia, which is the name of a

small town in Ulterior Sits, at a twenty days’ journey from Sijilmassa. So says lbn

Haukal in his work entitled Roads and Realms. That country is the only place

which furnishes Lamtian shields; it is said that they arc not to be found any where

else. —When the kings of Andalus received this letter, they were filled with love

for Yusuf and extolled him highly; they rejoiced at the offer of his friendship, were

pleased at his obtaining the sovereignty of Maghreb, and their hearts were fortified

in the hope of repelling the Franks. It was therefore resolved on between them that,

if they remarked in the conduct of the king of the Franks anything to disquiet them,

they would inform Yusuf Ibn Tashifin of the circumstance and become bis

auxiliaries. It was thus that Y&suf, by the good management of his secre-

tary (11), obtained that which he wished for, namely, the good-will of the people

of Andalus; all that he wanted was an opportunity of making war in their de-

fense. Alphonso , the son of Ferdinand (Adhfonsh Ibn Ferdeland), the sove-

reign of Toledo, which was the capital of the kingdom of the Franks, had (again)

begun to harry the (Iloslim) territory, to take by force the towns of Andalus and

to make exorbitant demands from the kings of that country, exacting from them

the towns of which they were masters. It was particularly towards al-Molamid lbn

Abbdd that he acted in this manner, because the latter was more exposed to his at-

tacks. In our article on al-Motamid (vol. III. p. 189), we have mentioned the date

of the taking of Toledo by Alphonso and inserted verses which had been composed on

that occasion. Al-Motamid, having considered what was passing, perceived that

Alphonso had hopes of seizing on those parts of the country which were contiguous

to his own; so, he at length resolved on inviting Yusuf lbn Tishifin to come over to

Spain, notwithstanding the danger (of his presence
)

and his conviction that the

proximity of a people belonging to another race [the Berbers) would lead to the ruin

(of the Arabs). He felt that the Mulaththimiln (or Almoravides) would be for him

adversaries quite as formidable as the Franks. *• If we succumb,” said lie, “ un-

“ dcr the attacks of an adversary, it will be less painful for us to fail before the Mu-

" lathihamHn

;

belter that our children should tend the camels of the Mulaththm&n
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'* than herd the swine of (lie Franks I
" On (his project he kept his eyes always

filed, (meaning to adopt t!) whenever he should be forced to do so. On a certain

year, Alphonso sallied forth with a great multitude of Franks and overran the pro-

vinces of Andalus. The
(
Sloslim) kings feared for their states; the inhabitants of the

villages and cantons fled before the invader and took refuge in the fortresses. Al-

Motamid lbn Ahbdd then wrote to Yusuf Ibn Tashifin, saying :
“ If you wish to en-

“ gage in the holy war, now is your time : Alphonso has invaded the country. Has-

“ ten therefore to come over to us and encounter him. We, the people of An-

“ dalus, will lead the march. ” Yflsuf, having already terminated his preparations,

hastened to send his troops across the strait. W hen the kings of Andalus learned

that the people of Maghreb were coming over for the purpose of engaging in holy

war, they had already promised to themselves that they would assist them, and made

preparations for marching. Alphonso, perceiving that they were all unanimous in

the resolution of resisting him, felt that the year in which he was would be a year of

conflict, and therefore called on the Franks to take the field. That people came for-

ward in such numbers that God alone would hare been able to count them. Hie

troops continued to assemble and to join successively with others till the Spanish pe-

ninsula was filled with the cavalry and infantry of both parties; the troops of each

kingdom being assembled around their respective sovereigns. When all the army of

Y&suf Ibn Tashifin had crossed over, to the last man, he sent after them so many

camels that the peninsula was choked up with their multitude, whilst their cries rea-

ched to the vault of heaven. The people of Spain had never seen camels, and the

Spanish horses, not being accustomed to the strangeness of their shape and the sin-

gularity of their cries, were filled with trouble and affright. Yusuf had therefore a

good idea in sending them over, so that they might form a line all round his army

and be the first to enter into battle; he knew that the horses of the Franks would be

scarred at the sight of them and start away. When all the troops were in readiness,

they advanced against Alphonso, who was posted in a wide plain called az-Zall&ka

and situated near Badajoz. According to al-Baiyasi (12), there is a distance of four

parasangs between the two places, lie says also (13} : Before commencing hostili-

ties, Ytlsuf sent forward a letter by which, in accordance with the obligation imposed

by the Sunna (or practise of Muhammad), he gave to Alphonso the choice of Islamism,

or of war, or of tribute. One passage of this document ran as follows :
“ I have been

“ informed, o Alphonso I that you prayed for an encounter with us (L>) and wished lo
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“ hare ships in which you might cross over the sea to meet us. Wo have now croi-

“ sed it to meet you; God has brought us both together in the same territory, and

" you will therefore see the result of your prayer. But the prayer of the unbelievers

“ tervesonly to lead them into error [Koran, sur. 13, verse 15).” When Alplionso

heard the contents of this letter, the ocean of his choler boiled up, his arrogance in-

creased still more, and he declared by a solemn oath that he would not stir from the

place where he was till he (Ydsuf) came to meet him. lbn Tashifin and those who

were with him then advanced in the direction ofaz-Zallaka. When the Hoslims arrived

there, they halted opposite the Franks. Al-Motamid lbn Abbad had preferred being

the first to attack the enemy and agreed with YCtsuf lbn Tashifin that, if his own

troops were repulsed and pursued, the African army would make a conversion so as

to encounter the Franks and operate its junction with the troops of Andalus. When

this movement was executed, the Franks were frustrated in their expectations; the

Moslim troops got in among them and direful was the slaughter. None of the Franks

escaped except Alphonso who, accompanied by less than thirty of his partisans, fled

to his capital, where he arrived in a miserable state. His arms, his horses and his

baggage fell into the hands of the Hoslims, who thus obtained a rich booty. — 1

must here observe that the battle took place on Friday, the loth of Rajah , 479

(26th October, A. D. 1086). According to another statement, it occurred on one of

the last ten days of Ramadan (beginning of Jan. 1087). God knows best I — Al-

Baiyiisi slates that the Moslim army [that of YUsuf) landed at Algeziras in the month

of Muharram, 479 (April-May, A. D. 1086). — It is related that, on the field of

battle, wide as it was, not a spot was to be found where a man could set his foot

without treading on a dead body or in a plash of blood. The (Afoslim) troops re-

mained there four days, until the spoil was collected. When all was gathered in,

Yusuf abstained from faking it and bestowed the whole on the Spanish kings, decla-

ring, at the same time, that his purpose had been, not to gain booty but to make

war. These princes, seeing how he favoured them in preference to himself, were

profuse in testifying their respect , their love and their gratitude. Yusuf then de-

cided on returning to his own kingdom. When he was advancing to encounter Al-

phonso
, he marched purposely through the open country , without passing

through any town or canton, and so he continued till he halted at ax-Zallaka, over-

against Alphonso. There it was that he effected his junction with the troops of An-

dalus. — Abtl T-HajjSj Yusuf lbn Muhammad al-Baiyisi says , in his TazMr oi-
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Adkil ica Tanbth al-Ghdfil (remembrancer for the intelligent and warner for the

inattentive)

:

“ Iba Tashifin hailed at the distance of lesB than a parasang from the

44 enemy. This was on a Wednesday. The two parties agreed that the day of enga-

“ ging battle should be the following Saturday, but Alphonsoused deceit and perfidy.

“ Early in the morning of Friday, the 15th of llajab of the aboye-nientioned year,

“ the scouts sent forward by Ibn Abbad returned (to the camp), closely pursued by

the Mm (the Christians), and that happened when the Moslims thought them-

selves secure from an attack. Ibn Abbad hastened to get on horseback and order-

“ ed the news to be spread throughout the army. All fell then into confusion ; the

“ surprise was successful, the earth shook (toilfc the btulle), the soldiers were in di-

“ sarray, unprepared, and not in order of battle. The enemy's cavalry came down

“ upon them, overwhelmed Ibn Abbad, crushed all opposition and left the ground

“ behind them like a field just mown. Ibn Abbad was borne to the ground, with a

“ wound in one of his limbs. The Spanish (il/orlim) chiefs fled and abandoned

** their camp, imagining that an irreparable catastrophy had arrived. Alphonso

“ thought that the Emir of the Moslims (Ydsuf) was amongst those who were put to

“ flight, but he did not know that final success is always reserved for those who fear

“ God (Koran, sur. 11, verse 51). The Emir of the Moslims then rode forward in

“ the midst of his bravest Sanhajian warriors, horse and foot, and surrounded by

** the chiefs of tribes. They directed their march towards Alphonso’s camp, at-

“ lacked it, entered and slew those who guarded it. The drums beat so that the

“ earth trembled and every part of the horizon re-echoed the sound. The Chris-

“ tians (/trim) resolved to retake their camp on being informed that the Emir of the

Moslims was there, and their assault was so vigorous that he was forced to retire.

“ He then renewed the attack and expelled the enemy, but they marched against

“ him again and obliged him to quit the place. This series of attacks and defeats

** did not terminate till the Emir of the Moslims ordered the negroes who formed

“ his domestic troops to dismount. Four thousand of them got off their horses and

“ penetrated into the midst of the fight. Bearing Lamtian shields, Indian swords

“ and Zabian (15) javelins, they stabbed the enemy's horses and made them rear

*' under the riders, so that each steed separated from its fellow. Alphonso over-

“ took a negro whose stock of javelins had been spent by his darting them

“ off, and meant to cut him down with his sword. The negro closed with him,

“ seized on the bridle of his horse, drew a dagger from his belt and struck it into
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" his thigh. The weapon pierced through the rings of Alphonso's coat of mail,

“ entered into the thigh and reached the padding of the saddle- On that day, at

“ the hour of the sun’s declining (towards the West), the gale of victory began to

" blow; God sent down his calm (sekina\ to the Moslims and rendered his religion

“ victorious. The true-believers charged upon Alphonso and his partisans with the

“ greatest resolution and drove them from the camp. The enemies turned their

“ backs, exposing their necks to the sword, and fled to a hill where they took refuge

“ and fortified themselves, whilst the (Moslim) cavalry surrounded them on all sides.

“ When the night got dark, Alphonso and his companions slipped off and left the

“ hill at the moment that death bad grasped them in its clutches. The Moslims got

“ possession of everything that was in the camp; furniture, plate, tents and arms,

“ all fell into their hands. Ibn Abbad caused the heads of the Christians who bad

“ been slain to be collected and laid before him, and they formed a heap like a large

“ hill. He then wrote a letter to his son ar-Rashld, announcing the victory and

“ dispatched it by a carrier-pigeon. This was on Saturday, the 16th of Bluharram

“ (read Rajab)."— It is related also that the Emir of the Moslims required from the

inhabitants of the country a subvention in aid of some undertaking in which he was

engaged (16). In the letter addressed by him on this subject to the people of Almeria

he slated that a number of doctors had declared the demand lawful, because it was

conformable to what (the khalif) Omar Ibn al-Khattab had done under similar cir-

cumstances. The inhabitants of the town requested their kddi Abu Abd Allah Ibn al-

Farra, who was as pious and as devout a man as could be, to draw up an answer to

Yusufs letter. He therefore wrote as follows: •• The Emir of the Moslims, having

“ exacted a subvention and remarked my delay (in obeying), states that Abd ’l-Walid

“ al-Baji (vol. I. p. 593) and all the Addis and legists, both in Africa and in Spain,

“ have formally declared that such a requisition is legal, because a similar subvention

“ was demanded by tbe blessed Omar Ibn al-Khattab, who was the companion of

“ the apostle of God, and who now lies beside him in the tomb and whose justice

“ was never called into question. (Now, 1 say) that the Etnir of the Moslims is not

" a companion of the apostle of God, neither does he lie beside him in the tomb,

*' neither is he one whose justice can never be called into question. Therefore, if

“ those legists and Addis have placed you on a line with him for justice, God will

“ take them to an account for what they have asserted respecting you. Omar, bc-

“ fore asking for a subvention, entered into the mosque of God’s apostle and made
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“ oath that ho possessed not a single dirhem in the public treasury, to spend

“ upon the Moslims. Do you therefore enter into the great mosque of the place in

** which you are, and there, in the presence of the learned {the doctors of the law),

“ make oath that you possess not a single dirhem and that the public treasury of

“ the Moslims does not contain one either. The subvention must then be granted

“ to you by right. Salutation I

" — When the Emir of the Moslims had achieved

this victory, he ordered his army to keep its position and dispatch pillaging

parties into the territory of the Franks. The direction of these troops he con-

fided to Sir lbn Abi Bakr. Yusuf meant to return by the same road which he had

followed in coming, but al-Motamid, desirous of doing himself honour, prevailed

on him to turn aside (from that line of march) and visit his kingdom. He induced

him also to accept the hospitality of his palace. Seville, the capital of al-Motamid’s

states, was one of the handsomest cities that could be seen. When Yusuf reached it,

he saw that it was situated on the border of a vast navigable river, by which vessels

were bringing cargoes of goods from Maghreb. To the west of tho city lay an ex-

tensive district, twenty parasangs in length and filled with thousands of hamlets,

each of them
(
abounding tn) figs, grapes and olives. This place is called the as-

Sharaf (Axarafe
)
of Seville. All Maghreb draws from thence its provision of these

kinds of fruit. At one side of the city stood the palaces (or castles, kustir) erected by

al-Motamid and by his father al-Motadid. They were extremely beautiful and ma-

gnificent. in it (Setnife) were to be found eatables, liquors, clothing , house-furni-

ture, etc., of all sorts. Al-Motamid lodged Yhsuf lbn Tdshifin in one of these pa-

laces and treated him with such honour and respect as procured him the warmest

thanks from his guest. Ibn Tashifin's companions never ceased directing his at-

tention towards the state of enjoyment and pleasure in which he was, and inciting

him to get up something of the same kind for himself. “ Royalty, ” said they, “ has

“ for its main advantage that its possessor may pass his life in enjoyment and in

** pleasure, like al-Motamid and his companions. " Yusuf Ibn Tashifin was very

moderate in his way of living; addicted neither to ostentation nor to prodigality, and

by no means nice in respect to food or any thing else : the early part of bis life was

passed in his own country and had been full of hardships. He therefore disapproved

of the profusion to which they tried to lead him and said : “ Respecting that man,
”

— meaning al-Motamid,— “ what appears to me is that he is ruining the kingdom

" of which he has possession. The money by means of which he has procured for
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“ himself all those things must have once belonged to others, and, from them,

" such sums could never have been possibly taken by just means; he must have

“ procured them by iniquitous measures and here he spends them on mere vani-

“ lies. Of all futilities, that is the most detestable. A man whose mind is set on

“ spending money to such a degree and for no other purpose than the satisfaction

“ of his sensual propensities, how can he have sufficient courage to defend his

“ states, protect his subjects and augment the prosperity of the country?" Yusuf

then asked if there was any relaxation in the pleasures which al-Molamid enjoyed,

and was answered that there never was :
*• Uis whole life,” said they, “ has been

“ passed as you see.”— " His companions, ” said Yusuf, “ and those who assisted

“ him against his enemies and aided to establish his power, do all of them partake

*• of those delights?” The answer was that they did not.— Do you then think,
"

“ said he, *' that they can be pleased with him?” They replied that they were not

at all pleased with him. Yusuf then began to reflect with downcast eyes and re-

mained silent. — He passed some days with al-Motamid and, whilst he was stop-

ping there, a man of a shabby exterior, but of great discernment, asked to see the

Spanish sovereign. On being admitted, he spoke as follows :
“ 0 king, may God

" direct you! One of the most essential obligations to fulfil is, to show gratitude

“ for favours, and a manner of showing gratitude is, to give good advice. I am one

“ of your subjects; in your empire 1 hold a poor rather than a middle station
;
and

•* yet 1 feel obliged to give you a piece of advice, such as a subject owes to his king.

“ One of the persons who accompany Yusuf Ibn Tashifin, this guest of yours, ut-

“ tered something which has reached my ears and which indicates that these people

“ think themselves and their king better entitled to the enjoyments in which

“ you indulge than you are. 1 have a counsel to give and, if you be pleased to

“ bear it, 1 shall speak.
’’ — Being told by al-Motamid to continue, he 6aid :

“ This

“ man, to whom you have shown your kingdom, has always acted like a tyrant, in

*' his conduct towards other kings. He overthrew the Zenata of Maghreb, deprived

“ them of their empire and to none of them did he shew mercy. It is therefore to

“ be feared that he may aspire, not only to the possession of your kingdom but of

“ all the Spanish peninsula; now, particularly, that he has seen the pleasant life

“ which you enjoy ; and he certainly imagines (hat the other Spanish kings live in

“ the same way as you. He has sons and relations whose secret advice he follows

;

“ persons who render agreeable to him the idea of settling in the fertile region
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** which is now yours. He has destroyed Alphonso and that prince's army
; he has

“ overthrown their power and thus deprived you of a powerful auxiliary who would

“ have beeit for you a right arm and an excellent shield. But now, that you have

“ lost your chance of Alphonso, fail not to take a prudent decision, such a one as

“ can he still executed. ” —“ What decision," said al-Motamid, “ is it possible for

“ us to lake at present?” — The man replied : “ Take the resolution of seizing on

“ this guest of yours and imprisoning him in your palace; declare positively that

" you will not set him at liberty till he give orders that all his troops evacuate the

41 Spanish peninsula and return to the place from which they came, and that not

“ even a boy of them be left behind. You will then make arrangements with the

“ sovereigns of the Peninsula for the purpose of guarding that sea and preventing

** vessels containing troops of his from navigating therein. After that, make him

“ swear by the most solemn oath possible that he will never conceive the thought

" of returning to this country, except there be an accord between you and him on

“ that subject. That you may be assured of his keeping his promise, require hos-

“ tages from him ; he will give you as many as you wish, for he will set more value

“ on his life than on anything which you can exact from him. That man will then

“ remain satisfied with a country which is really of no good for any one but him

“ Thus will you be delivered from him as you have been delivered from Alphonso;

“ yon can then hold your position under the best circumstances; your renown will

“ be yet more exalted among the sovereigns of the Peninsula and yonr kingdom will

“ be enlarged. This proceeding will ensure you a reputation for good fortune and

11 resolution; and the other kings will stand in awe of you. After that, take your

“ necessary measures for the conduct which you have to hold as a neighbour of the

“ man whom you have thus treated. Be assured that a heavenly order has prepared

“ for you this opportunity
;
generations will pass away and torrents of blood be shed

“ before the like of it comes again. " Al-Motamid listened to the discourse of this

man and, feeling that the advice was good, began to consider how he should avail

himself of the opportunity. He had then with him some companions engaged in

convivial pleasures, and one of them said to this giver of advice :
** Al-Motamid ala

“ 'Llah is the paragon of the honourable and generous; he is not a man to act un-

“ justly or betray a guest. ” To this the man replied :
" Perfidy consists in depriving

*' arfbtherof that to which he has just right; it is not perfidy in a man to defend him-

self against a danger, if it bring him into straits. " The boon companion answered :
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•• Better to suffer wrong and act honestly than show energy in committing an ou-

“ trage.” The adviser then resumed and recapitulated his discourse, after which

he retired with a present given to him by al-Motamid. Yusuf Ibn Tishifin, being

informed of what had passed, rose early, the next morning, for the purpose of depar-

ting, and accepted a quantity of magnificent presents which were offered to him by

his host. He then set out on his journey and crossed over from Algeziras to Ceuta

(Sifcla). — I may here remark that Ceuta is a well-known place, on the strait of the

same name. It is one of the points of passage between the two continents, namely,

Spain and Maghreb. We have already mentioned it (do/. //. p. 419). — Yusuf, on

crossing over to Maghreb, left his troops in Spain, so that they might take repose. (Thii

army) then followed in the trace of Alphonso and advanced into the heart of his

country. Alphonso, on returning to his former place, asked what had become of

his companions, his brave warriors and the heroes of his army. He was informed

that most of them were slain, and nothing was to be beard but the lamentations of

their widows and children. From that moment he neither ate nordrank, and died of

grief and chagrin (17). His daughter, the only child which he left, obtained the

sovereignty and fortified herself in the city of Toledo.— In this expedition, the Mos-

lims made an immense booty, which they sent over to Maghreb. Their emir. Sir

Ibn Abi Bakr, asked of Yusuf Ibn TAshiftn the permission of remaining in the

Spanish peninsula, and informed him that he had taken a number of fortresses si-

tuated on the enemy’s frontiers. He stated also that he had established permanent

garrisons in these places, for the purpose of holding them, but, that it would not be

easy for those troops to continue there, as they were suffering from penury and con-

tinually exposed to the attacks of the enemy, whilst the kings of Andalus were en-

joying all the pleasures of life in their rich and fertile territories. Yusuf Ibn

Taslnfin answered by a letter in which he ordered him to expel these kings from

their states and send them to Maghreb. He added that, if any of them resisted, he

should attack them and give them no respite till he dispossessed them. “ Begin,
”

said he,“ by those who arc in the neighbourhood of the
(
Christian] frontiers, and

“ make no attempt against al-Molaroid Ibn Abbad till you have got the other king-

dorns into your power. Confide the government of these countries to the prin-

“ cipal officers of your army. " Sir Ibn Abi Bakr began by the Bani Hud and tried

to expel them from Rota (/Itk/a), their (principal) fortress. — 1 must remarkrthat

Rida, as here written, is the name of a fortress situated in a very strong position,
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on the summit of a mountain. A well, at the very top of the mountain, furnishes

the place with water. This fortress was filled with provisions and supplies of every

sort and in sufficient quantity to last for a very long time. — Sir, not being able to

take it, retired (to some ditlance) and, having then equipped some of his soldiers in

the attire of Franks, he ordered them to march against the fortress as if they meant

to surprise it, whilst he and his companions would lie in ambush near the place.

This they did, and the garrison seeing that the invaders were but a feeble band,

went out to pursue them. Sir Ibn Abi Bakr then sallied from his place of conceal-

ment, seized on the lord of the fortress and took possession of the place, lie

then attacked the Bani Sumadih in Almeria. This fortress was of great strength,

but the sovereign had neither good troops nor valiant warriors. They (the troopt of

Sir) attacked and defeated them. When al-Motasim Ibn Sumadih perceived that he

was vanquished, he retired into his palace (or citadel) and died of grief that very

night. The people , being preoccupied about him alone , surrendered the city.

They then besieged al-Mutawakkil Omar Ibn al-Aftas in Badajoz. lie was a man of

great bravery and of a noble family. His father, Abu Bakr Muhammad Ibn Abd

Allah Ibn Maslama at-Tujibi, surnamed al-Muzaffar Billah (t'ietortour through God
)

was one of the most learned men of the time. Some works were composed by him,

the greatest and most celebrated of which treats of history and is called, after him,

the Muzaffari. He was king of Badajoz, a very handsome city. [Al-Mutawakkil)

rejected (Sirs) proposals and look the alternative of resistance and war; but

his troops revolted against him, seized on him and two of bis sons and put

them all to death. His youngest children were taken to Morocco. The other

kings of the peninsula surrendered and passed into Maghreb; none remained

except al-Motamid Ibn Abbad. Sir, having finished with these princes, wrote to

Yfisuf Ibn Tashifin, informing him that the only one of them who remained in the

country was al-Motamid , and requesting instructions how to act towards him.

Yusuf ordered him to march against that prince and invite him to retire into Maghreb

with his family. “ If he accept," said he, “ it is well and good; if he refuse, attack

“him.” Al-Motamid, having received Sir’s proposal, returned no answer. Sir

then besieged him during three months, took the city by storm, expelled al-Motamid

from his palace by main force, and sent him, in chains, to Maghreb. Al-Motamid

went to reside at Aghm&t and there be remained till his death. He was the only one

of the kings of Andalus who was placed in confinement. Sir thus obtained posses-
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sion of the peninsula. Yusuf Ibn Tashifin died in the year mentioned lower down,

and the sovereignty passed to his son, Abu 'i-Hasan Ali Ibn Yusuf. This was a

mild, grave, virtuous and just prince, submissive to the truth
(
the divine law

)
and to

its doctors. The imposts of his stales were paid in regularly; no contrariety ever

happened to him; no untoward event ever troubled him on his throne. — I men-

tioned, in the article on Abu Nasr al-Falh Ibn Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Kha-

kan al-Kaisi (wo/. II. p. 455), that the k'aldid al-lkiy&n was composed by that author

for Ibrahim, one of Yusuf Ibn Tashifin’s sons, and that the person who caused

him to be put to death was Ali, the son of Yusuf Ibn Tashifin. After the death

of Ali, his son Tashifin obtained the sovereignty. It was under the reign of this

prince that the dynasty of the Alraoravides was overthrown. We shall give the par-

ticulars of that event. Towards the commencement of the present biographical no-

tice, we said that it was Y usuf Ibn Tashifin who founded lhe_ city of Morocco. The

author of the work from which 1 extracted (the material! of) this article says, towards

the end of the volume : “ Marrdkoth (vulgarly : Merraksh), a very large city, was

“ built by Y usuf Ibn Tashifin on a spot which bore the name of Marr&kosh. This

“ word, in the Masmuda
(
Berber

)
language, signifies : pan quickly (18). The

“ place here mentioned had been a resort for robbers and got this name because

" the persons who passed near it used to say these words to their companions. ” —
** Ibn Tashifin built the city of Morocco in the year 465 (A. D. 1072-3).’’ So says

Abu '1-Khatlab Ibn Dihya (uof. II. p. 384) in the work to which he gave the title of

an-Nibrds (the candle

)

(19), and in (that chapter of it which treat! of) the khalifat of

al-KAim bi-Amr Illah. lie adds : “ It was one of the places where the inhabitants

“ of Naffis (20) sowed llieir corn. Yusuf bought it from them with money which

" he had brought with him from the desert (Sahrd). Nafftsis the nameofamoun-

“ tain which overlooks Morocco. ” — I may add that it is in the territory of Aghmat,

in ulterior Maghreb. — “ His (Ytlsu/'s) motive for doing so (for building it) was

“ that, having become accustomed to reign, after subduing the Berber tribes and

“ getting delivered from the adversaries whom he had to contend with in the tribe

“ of Lamtuna, he aspired to the honour of founding a city. On the spot which it

“ occupies was a small village surrounded by a thicket of trees and inhabited by

“ some Berbers. Be built the city and erected in it palaces (or castle!) and magni-

“ ficent dwellings. It lies in the midst of a vast meadow (or ttcamp) and is sur-

“ rounded by mountains, at the distance of some parasangs. One of these moun-
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“ tains is always capped vrilli snow (21); it is the same which is noted for the

“ mildness of its temperature and (the goodness of] its air.”— In the year 464

(.4. D. 1071-2) YOsuf laid siege to the city of Fez which was at that time the capital

of Maghreb, and, having reduced the inhabitants to great straits, he got it

into his possession. The ordinary population he allowed to remain there, but the

Berbers and the troops (of the garrison) he expelled; he began, however, by impri-

soning some of them and putting others to death. This augmentation of his power

contributed to fortify his authority in ulterior and citerior Maghreb. To those coun-

tries he added (later) the provinces which he conquered in the Spanish peninsula,

lie was a man of resolution, skilled in the management of affairs, vigilant in main-

taining the prosperity of his kingdom, favorable to the learned and to religious men,

whose advise also he often had recourse to. It came to my knowledge that the

imam llujja tal-Islam Abu Hamid al-Ghaxzali (col. II. p. 621), having heard of

Yusuf Ibn Tashifin's noble qualities and his predelection for men of learning, re-

solved on going to sec him ; but, when he arrived at Alexandria and was making the

necessary preparations (for hit voyage), he received the news of his death. This

piece of information 1 found in some book or other, but, at present, I have totally

forgotten where. — Yusuf was of a middle size, a lawney complexion and a lean

body; his cheeks were beardless and his voice feeble. He acknowledged the supre-

macy of the Abbasides and was the first who ever intitled himself Emir of the ilos-

lims. His prosperous fortune, his grandeur and his power never ceased till his

death. That event took place on Monday, the 3rd of Muharram, 500 (4th Sept.

A. D. 1106). He was then aged ninety years, fifty of which he had passed on the

throne. Our thaikh (professor) Izz ad-Din Ibn al-Athir (col. II. p. 288) says, in his

greater historical work (the Annals) :
“ The Emir of the Moslims, Yusuf Ibn Ta-

“ shifin, was -virtuous in his conduct, upright and just; he liked learned and pious

“ men, treated them with honour and appointed them to act as magistrates in his

“ states; he always let himself be guided by their counsels. In acts of clemency

“ and the forgiveness of offenses he took great pleasure. As an example of that, we

" may relate the following anecdote. Three men met together; one of them ex-

“ pressed the wish to obtain a thousand pieces of gold, so that he might trade with

“ them
;
the other wished for an appointment under the Emir of the Moslims; the

“ third wished to possess Yusufs wife, who was the handsomest of women and had

“ great political influence. YOsuf, being informed of what they said, sent for the
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" men, bestowed one thousand dinars on him who wished for that sum, gave an

“ appointment to the other and said to him who wished to possess the lady :
‘ Foo-

* lish man! what induced you to wish for that which you can never obtain.
’

“ He then sent him to her and she placed him in a tent where he remained three

“ days, receiving, each day, one and the same kind of food. She had him then

“ brought to her and said :

‘ What did you eat these days past.’ He replied :

“ ‘ Always the same thing. 1 Well,’ said she, ‘ all women are the same thing.'

“ She then ordered some money and a dress to be given him, after which, she dis-

1 * missed him. ”— Ali, the son of Yusuf lbn Tashifin, died on the 7th of Rajab, 537

{•26th Jan. A. D. 1143); lie was born on the 1 1th of Rajab, 476 (24th Nov. A. D.

1083). We have said something of him in our article on Muhammad lbn Tumart

(vol. 11 1, p. 205) ,
and to it we refer the reader. When Abd al-Mumin set out on his eipe-

dition against the provinces of Maghreb, which he intended to take from Ali, the son of

Yusuf lbn Tashifin
, he directed his march along the mountains (the chain ofthe Allot),

and Tashifin, the son of Ali lbn YOsuf, being placed by his father at the head of an

army and sent to oppose him, marched in a parallel direction to that of his adver-

sary, but without quilting the plain. These operations were still going on when

Ali lbn Yusuf died. Ali’s officers then appointed his son Ishak to act, at Morocco,

as lieutenant of
(
the new sovereign, his brother) Tashifin lbn Ali. Ishak was then

a mere hoy. Abd al-Mumin's success was now becoming evident, the inhabitants of

the mountains, forming all together an immense population and amongst whom

were the Ghomara, the [people of) Tadla (22) and the Masmuda, having sub-

mitted to this authority. Tdshifin lbn Ali was quite dismayed ; he felt that he

would be overcome and that the downfal of the Almoravidc dynasty was at hand.

Re therefore went to Oran, a maritime city, with the intention of making it his place

of residence and then, of embarking, if the empire was taken from him, and pas-

sing into Spain. There he meant to settle as the Omaiyides had done after the ruin of

their power in Syria and the countries (of the East). Outside of Oran , and on the

seaside was a hill called Sulb al-Kalb (the dog's backbone), on the top of whicli stood

a ribdl (eluipel) much frequented by devotees. The 27th of the month of Ramadan,

539 (22nd March, A. D. 1145), Tashifin went up to that ribdl for the purpose of

being present at a sitting during which the whole of the Koran was to be read over,

and lie took with him a few of the persons who were attached to his service. Abd

al-Muroin was then at Tajira (23) which, as we have mentioned in his life, was his
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native place, and had happened to send a small troop of horse in the direction of

Oran. This detachment, which had for its commander the Shaikh Abu Hafs Omar

Ibn Yabya, one of the first companions of al-Mahdi, arrived near the city on the

26th of the month of Ramadan, and lay concealed during the following night. Ha-

ving then discovered that Tashifin was
(
nearly

)
alone in the ribdt, they went up to

the edifice, surrounded it and set fire to the gate. Those who were within now felt

that death was inevitable. Tashifin got on his horse, and galloped forward with the

intention of clearing the (ire at a bound and thus effecting his escape, but the ani-

mal sprang wildly about, through terror, and, heedless of the rein, plunged with iLs

rider down a precipice on the sea-side. They fell upon a heap of stones, the horse’s

limbs were broken, and Tashifin died on the spot. All the officers who accom-

panied him were slain. His army, being in another quarter, was not aware of what

passed that night. The news of this event wa9 carried to Abd al-Mumin, who imme-

diately proceeded to Oran and gave to the place where the ribdt is situated the name

of Sulb al-Falh (the force of victory). From that time he ceased to remain in the

mountainous country and descended into the plain. After that, he directed his

march towards Tilimsan (Tlemcen), which place is composed of two towns, the old

and the new, situated at the distance of a short gallop one from the other. He then

went and laid siege to Fez, which city he took in the year 5V0 (A. D. 1145-6). In

the following year he marched against Morocco and blockaded it during eleven

months. Ishak, the son of Ali (Ibn YiUuf), was in the city with a number of the

principal officers of the empire. On the death of his father, he had been appointed

by them to act there as the lieutenant of his brother Tashifin. Abd al-Huinin took

the city, having reduced the inhabitants to the utmost misery by famine. Ishak

was brought out to him with Sir Ibn al-Hijj (24) who was one of the bravest and

most eminent officers of the empire. They were led forward with their hands tied

behind their backs. As Ishik had not yet attained the age of puberty, Abd al-Mumin

wished to spare the life of so young a boy, but, as his officers disapproved of his in-

tention, he made no opposition to their wishes and let them do with the prisoners

what they pleased. Ishak and Sir Ibn ai-Hajj were, in consequence, put to death.

Abd al-Mflmin then look up his residence in the palace (or citadel). This happened

in the year 542 (A. D. 1147-8), and thus fell the empire of the Bani Tashifin. —
In our article on al-Motamid Ibn Abbad we stated that Yilsuf returned to Spain the

year after the battle of az-Zallaka, yet I have indicated here that he did not
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(then) go back lo lliat counlry and that it was his lieutenants who conquered for him

the provinces of Andalus. This must necessarily induce the reader to suppose that

1 am in contradiction with myself, but my excuse is that, in (my materials for) the

life of Ibn Abbad, 1 found the first statement and, in
(
those for) the present article, 1

found the second under the precise form in which 1 have given it. God knows

which is right! (25). — I have since found in Abu '1-Hajjaj al-Baiyasi's Taxhtr al-

Adkil that Ibn Tushifin, oh crossing the sea (for the first time), proceeded to Seville

and that Ibn Abbad went forth to meet him with the (usual) repast of hospitality and

provisions {for the army). He then (says our author
)
left Seville with all his people,

from the highest to the lowest, directed his march towards Badajoz and fought the

battle of which we have spoken. After that, he returned to his own country and, in

the year 481, Ibn AbbAd crossed the sea and asked his aid against those (dangerous)

neighbours whom he had in the enemy’s counlry. Ibn Tashifin received him honou-

rably and promised to assist him. Ibn Abbad then returned to his kingdom and had

prepared to meet the foe when, in the month of Rajab, 481 (Sept. -Oct. A. D. 1088),

Yusufjoined him. Alphonso took the field at the head of a numerous army, whilst

the kings of Andalus had already united their forces to those of Ibn Tashifin. He

( Yusuf), seeing how great an army he (Alphonso)
had collected, decamped from

his position; he had also lent his ear to the insinuations of his courtiers, who had told

him that the kings of Andalus intended to abandon him and leave him alone to con-

tend with Alphonso. This information made so deep an impression on his mind

that he began a movement (of retreat) towards his own country, and all his troops

accompanied him, marching and halting as he did. When he crossed the sea and

reached his own kingdom, his heart was filled with indignation against the kings of

Andalus. They soon learned that his feelings towards them were changed and, fear-

ing the consequences of his displeasure, they began to put their cities into a state of

defense and collect provisions. One of them
(
al-hfotamid

)

was in such dread of Ibn

Tashifin that he applied lo Alphonso for help and obtained the promise of aid and as-

sistance. Alphonso, to whom he sent a great quantity of precious gifts, received

them willingly and declared by oath, that he would grant whatever the donor might

ask. Ibn Tashifin, being informed of this, flew into a violent rage, crossed the sea

for the third time and directed his march towards Gordova, a city which belonged to

Ibn Abbad. He reached it in the month of the first Jumada, 483 (July, A. D. 1090),

and found that Ibn AbbAd had arrived there before him. Ibn Abbad went forth to
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meet him and, having presented the repast of hospitality, was treated by him in the

same manner as usual. Ibn Tashifin then took Granada from its sovereign, ALd

Allah the son of Dolokkin lbn Badls Ibn ilabbus, whom he cast into prison. Ibn

Abbad hoped that Ibn Tashifin would bestow on him the conquered city and gave

him a hint to that effect, butihe other did not seem to mind it. He then began to

fear Ibn Tashifin's intentions and imagined a plan by which he might be enabled to

depart. Having represented to him (hat the had received letters from Seville infor-

ming him that the inhabitants were apprehensive of being attacked by the enemy

(the Christians), who were in their neighbourhood, he asked and obtained per-

mission to return there. < lbn Tashifin then set out for his own country, crossed

over to it in the month of Ramadan, 483 (Oct. -Nov. A. D. 1090), and remained

there till the beginning of the year 484. He then resolved on going over to An-

dalus and besieging Ibn Abbad (in Seville). The latter, being informed of his pro-

ject, began to make every preparation for resistance. Ibn Tashifin, having arrived

at Ceuta, assembled a numerous army which he sent over
(to Spain )

under the orders

of Sir Ibn Abi Bakr. Ibn Abbad, seeing his cities closely invested by these troops,

called on Alphonso for assistance, but no attention was paid to his request. Then

happened what we have already related. God knows best I — As we have mentioned

the al-Mulalhthimun in this article, it is necessary that we should say something of

them here. The information which 1 found concerning them is that they are a

branch of [the Arabian tribe of) Himyar Ibn Sabi (26), that they possess horses, camels

and sheep, that they inhabit the deserts of the South, that, like the Arabs, they keep

moving from one ( source of) water' to another and that they dwell in tents made of

hair, that of camels and other animals. The first person who formed them into a

body, pushed them to war and encouraged them to conquer the provinces (of

Maghreb) was the legist Abd Allah Ibn Yasin, who was afterwards slain in

the war with the Bereghwata (27). He was replaced by Abd Bakr lbn Omar the

Sanhajian, a chief who generally remained in the desert and of whom mention has

been made in this article. Abd Bakr lost his life in a war with the Negroes. We
have already mentioned by what means Yusuf lbn Tashifin obtained the supreme

command. It was he who gave to his partisans the name of al-Murdbit&n
(Almora

-

ttides, dwellers in ribats) (28). This people always wear the lithdm (a dark blue veil

or mask
)
and never remove it from their faces

;
it was for that reason that they were

called al-Mulaththamtin [the wearers o/'lithams or reih). The custom of wearing the
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lithdin is general among them and has passed down from one generation to another.

Their motive for wearing it is thus accounted for : the tribe of llimyar used veils in

order to protect their faces against the effects of heat and cold. It was only men of

high rank among them who did so, but the practise became, at length, so general

that even the common people wore the lilhdm. — According to another account, a

hostile tribe intended to take them unawares, attack their camp whilst they were

absent, and carry off their riches [floc/is] and their women. One of their ciders then

advised them to dress the women in men’s clothes and send them to a short dis-

tance, whilst the men remained in the camp, with their faces veiled and dressed like

women. " Then, " said he, “ as the enemy, on coming, will lake you for women,

“ you must sally out against them. " They did so, attacked the enemy, sword in

hand, and slew them. From that lime they continued to wear the lilhdm, thinking

that it would always bring them good luck, since it had then rendered them victo-

rious. — Our shaikh Ur ad-Din lbn al-Alhir says in his greater historical work (29)

:

•* It is said that their motive for wearing the lilhdm was this : A troop of Lamlu-

" nides sallied forth with the intention of taking by surprise a tribe which was their

“ enemy. That tribe took advantage of their departure and went to attack their

“ camp. There was no person remaining there except the old men, the boys and

“ the women. When the old men were certain that it was the enemy, they told

“ the women to dress in men's clothes, put on lithdms and draw them closely (afeoul

*' their faces), so that they might not be recognised, and then to arm themselves.

“ They did so, and the old men went forth with the boys (and stationed) before the

“ women who had placed themselves around the camp. The enemy, on approa-

'• clung, saw a multitude of people and took them to be men. ‘ These fellows,’ said

“ they, ‘ are keeping close to their women and will fight for them till they die.

" * The best thing we can do is to drive off the flocks and go away; if they follow

*' * us, we will attack them, when they are separated from their women. ’ Whilst

“ they were collecting the flocks from the pasture-grounds, the men belonging to

“ the camp came up and, as the invaders were thus placed between them and the

“ women, a great number of them were slain ; the women killed even more of them

“ than the men. From that time, they continued to wear the lilhdm, so that the

“ old men should not to be distinguished from the boys and the women, and they

" never took it off, night or day. A poet said of the
(
people who tcear) the li-

“ th&m :
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“ They bold (he highest rank in (Me tribe of) Rimysr, and, when the descendants of San-

“ bJja are asked for, they arc the men. As they bore away the palm in every noble deed,

“ they were overcome by (heir modesty and bid their faces with the lith&m. ”

— In the year 454 (A. D. 1062), when Yusuf Ibn Tashifin commanded the army of

Abu Bakr Ibn Omar the Sanhajian, be departed from Sijilmassa. The year before

that, Abd Bakr Ibn Omar had gone to besiege Sijilmassa, and he took it aftcrmuch

hard fighting. Yusuf Ibn Tashifin then seized on it [for hiintelf) and subsequently

occurred the events (which have been related).

(i) This article is a mere collection of materials drawn from various sources and thrown together without

discrimination. The Kitdb al-Morib, which is our author** main authority, appears to me of little value.

I entirely concur with Mr Dozy in his appreciation of that work. (See Hittoirt det mutulmant (TEtpagne,

tome IV, page 191.) For the history of Yftsuf Ibn TAshilln see the work of Mr Do*y just mentioned, bis

11 1stay of the Abbadidtt, the Histoirt dtt Berbers d'Ibn Khaldfin and Ibn Abi Zer&'s Karitit.

(I) Tdthifin, or Tethfcen is by its form a Berber name, bat the root doe* not, l think, belong to that lan-

guage. It is the plural feminine of the word Tathefa which arpears to be the Arabic word thtfa [remedy)

under a Berber form.

(8) For the history of the tribe of Lamt&na see Ibn Khatdftn's Rut. dtt Berbers, tome 11, p. <7.

(4) See vol. Ill, page 199, note
(
10). — It might perhaps have been well to replace, in this translation,

the word al-Mutaththamdn by d/morai'i</cf.

(5) As Yfisuf acknowledged the supremacy of the Abbaslde khalifs, he could not take the title of Emir /-

Mummtn [commander of the faithful), which was exclusively reserved lor the khalifs. The Almohade and

Hafside sovereigns adopted the Utter title, as chiefs of that Sbli’e sect which formed the Almohade commu-

nity.

(6) The imperfection of the Arabic written character is such that, in our manuscripts, the same group of

letters is pointed so as to give, in one, the date or 977, in another, that of 997, and in a third, that of 899.

(7) See //iff. dtt Btrb., L II, p. 67.

(8) The text is corrupt here, but the meaning is sufficiently clear.

(9) I read tilf with two manuscripts.

(to) This discourse is evidently a mere fabrication. It is in tbe sententious style of those political testa-

menu which Arab writers were fond of attributing to the old Persian and Indian kings. It is besides, diffi-

cult to imagine how the rude Berber language could have acquired, in few years, sufficient flexibility to

express such a series of abstract ideas.

(II) Or, according to another reading : by the prudent counsel of his vizir.

(11) The life of al-BaiyAsi is given in this volume.

(19) It is doubtful whether it be al-Baiylsi or the author of the Morib whose words arc cilcd-here. To

judge from the style, it seems to bo the latter.

(14) The true date of the battle of az-Zalllka is the 11th Rajab, 479 (13rd October, 1086). — (Doty's

Hitt, dtt mutulmant Esp., t. IV, p. 191.)
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(15) According to another reading : Zdnian, Zdbii a province of North Africa, to tlie south of Constantin* ;

7.An is the name given to a species of oak.

(16) This evidently happened at a much later period , after the complete overthrow of the Spanish Moslim

kings.

(17) Alphonso Vf, king of Leon, Castille and Galicia, died A. D. 1109, twenty-three years after his defeat

at az-Zalldka.

(18) Mftrr (to past) is Arabic, but is employed in Berber. I cannot find the word Kosh in my Berber lexis

and vocabularies. It mays, perhaps, belong to the ShellAh, or Shelha, dialect.

(19) According to llajjl Khalifa, this work is a history of the Abbaiides.

(SO) The name of this town should be pronounced Ni/fts, The geographer, AbfiObaid al-Bakri, speaks of

it frequently in his Description de VAfriqut stpUnfrionalt

.

In the geographical table prefixed to the His-

toirt dtt Berbers, the name is written Neflt and its position indicated.

(il) Not only one but the greater part of them.

(14) The text has the false reading Talda,

(13) TAjira, or TAjra as now pronounced, is a mountain in the kAidate of the Trara Sberaga. Its extremity

advances into the sea and forms a cape to which the maps give the name of cap Nod (in Arabic Hontin). It

lies at about eight miles to the N. E. of Nemours (JdmA ’r-Rav&At).

(44) Sec Hist, da Bcrb., U 11, p. 578.

(15) The movements of Yflsuf Ibn TAshifln are explained by Mr Dozy in his Hist, da tnusulmans d Esp.

(46) The AlmulathtMmdn were Berbers in race and language, not Arabs.

(47) For the history' of these events consult Abfl Obaid al-Bakris Description dt VAfriqut septentnonale,

Ibn Kh aid An’s Hist, da Btrb., t. II, and the KartAs,

(18) See vol. I, p. 1 59. The word ribdt is now pronounced rabdt.

(49) See professor Thornberg's edition of the Kdmil, Arabic text, vol. IX, page 418.

YUSUF IBN ABD AL-MUMIN.

Abu Yakub Yusuf al-Kaisi al-Kumi, ihe son of Abd al-MAmin Ibn Ali, was one

of the sorereigns of Maghrib. We hare already noticed his father Abd al-Mumin

(oof. II. p. 182) and his son Yakub (p. 335 of this vol.). On the death of his father and

the deposition of his brother Muhammad Ibn Abd Al-Mumin, he obtained the supreme

command. Muhammad had been declared successor to the throne; his name was
even inscribed on the gold coinage , his father having designated him to reign and

obliged the troops to swear that they would serve him with fidelity. Be manifested
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however such a love of idleness and such a propensity for vain amusements, that

Yusuf dethroned him. There was a third brother named Abu liafs Omar; and to

him Ydsuf confided the government of the Spanish peninsula. Ydsuf was learned

in the law, the traditions and a number of oilier sciences; having been brought up

under the eyes of his father who , wishing to give a good education to the [three)

brothers, had placed about them the ablest preceptors that could be found amongst

the military men and the men of learning. Yusuf passed his youth in constant oc-

cupation, now on horseback, amongst the bravest warriors, and then in study, under

the most eminent doctors. He was fonder of metaphysics and philosophy than

of literature and the other branches of knowledge, lie was a hoarder and a sparer

[of money), gathering in carefully the imposts of his empire; and he showed great ability

in the government of his subjects. He would sometimes remain a long time in the

same city, as if he meant never to quit it, and sometimes he would go abroad and

stay there till people thought that he would never return. During his absence, the

kingdom was governed by deputies, agents and lieutenants whose talents he had been

able to appreciate, and to them he confided the administration of the empire. The

Maghribian dinars, called Yusdfians, were thus denominated after him. When he

had brought the affairs of the empire into order and established his authority on a

solid basis, he passed into Spain for the purpose of examining into the stale of that

country and taking mesures to advance its prosperity. This was in the year 566

(A. D. 1170-1). He departed with an army of one hundred thousand horsemen (1),

part of them Arabs and the rest Almohades (Berbers). When he arrived at Seville,

Abit Abd Allah Muhammad Ibn Saad, generally called Ibn Mardanish, who was at

that time the sovereign of Eastern Andalus, that is, of Murcia and its dependencies,

felt much alarmed, and the news weighed so greatly upon his heart, that he fell sick

and died. Some say that he was poisoned by his mother, because he treated very

badly the members of his family, his courtiers and the grandees of the empire. She

was giving him good advice, but in so harsh a tone that he threatened to punish

her; so she plotted against him and took away his life by poison. He died at

Seville (2) on the 2Blh of llajab, 567 (27th March, A. D. 1172); he was born in

the year 518 (A. D. 1124-5), in a strong fortress situated in the province of Tortosa

and called Bunushkuia (Peiiiscola). On his death, his sons — or, by another

account, his brothers (3)
— went to the emir Yusuf Ibn Abd al-Mumin, who was

then at Seville and surrendered to him all the provinces of Eastern Andalus which
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had belonged to their father — or, to their brother (according to the tccond elate

-

merit). Uc treated them kindly, took to wife their sister and gave them a high place

in his favour. He then began to retake the Moslim provinces which had fallen into

the hands of the Franks, and augmented his possessions in Spain to such a degree

that his foraging parlies sometimes pushed forward to the gates of Toledo, the capital

of the enemy’s states and the largest of their cities, lie then laid siege to it, and all »

the Franks assembled to attack him. Seeing his army reduced to great distress for

want of provisions, he raised the siege and returned to Morocco. In the year 575

(A. D. 1179-80), he went to Ifrikiya and took the town ofCafsa. In the year 580

(A. 1). 1184-5), he passed into Spain with a numerous army and directed his march

towards the Western provinces of Andalus. lie then besieged Shantarin
(
Santarrm

)

during a month, but, being taken ill, he died in the month of the first Raid 580

(June—July, A. D. 1184). His body was placed in a coffin and carried to Seville.

He had nominated as successor to the throne his son Abu Yusuf Yakub, him whose

life we have already given. — Our professor, Ibn al-Athir (col. II. p. 288), states, in

his Annalt, that Yusuf died without designating his successor, and that the chiefs of

the Almohade troops agreed with the descendants of Abd al-Mumin to take Yakub,

the son of YOsuf, for their king. This they did immediately after Yusufs death,

because they were close to the enemy's country and required the presence of a sove-

reign around whom all parties might rally.— Abu Abd-Allah Muhammad Ibn Abd

al-Mumin, Ytisufs brother, was deposed in the month of Shaban, 558 (July,

A.D. 1163). The emir Y&suf then assumed the supreme power, his partisans having

agreed on nominating him and dethroning Abii Abd Allah.— Some verses of his

composition have been handed down, but, as they are not good, 1 abstain from insert-

ing them. — As for Muhammad Ibn Mardanish, he composed, it is said, the

following piece :

In good troth, ben are eyes whose glances scatter death aronnd. I cannot do without her,

neither can I live with her ; it would be better
(
for me) to meet death rather than her. But

yet I shall let my passion bear me towards her, come of it what may t

I have since found these verses in Ibn al-Katlaa's Lumah al-Mulah (vol. II. p. 266),

where they are attributed to Abu Jaafar Ahmad Ibn Sumadih al-Binni. God knows

best I Al-Bayisi (4) says, in liis Hamdsa , that the names of this author were Abu

Jaafar Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Khalaf al-Binni al-Ubbadi al-Yaraori (5); he does
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not give these verses, but, farther on , he attributes the following piece to this Abu

Jaafar :

My abstaining from the pleasure of accompanying to some distance a friend who leaves me
proceeds from my wish to asoid the bitterness of the parting farewell. The consolation arising

from the one docs not counterbalance the sadness resulting from the other; so I think it best to

* abstain from both.

«

By the same author, on a lamp :

• It points at the darkness with a serpent’s tongne; it (Me darkness) trasses op its robe (in

order to depart) ; it (Me flame) rises up, and it (Me darkness) retires.

When Abu Yakiib Yusuf had breathed his last, Abft Baler Yahya Ibn Mujir, the

poet and literary scholar of whom we have spoken in the life of Yakiib lbn Yusuf

(
page Zikof this vol.) composed on bis death a long elegy in which he displayed great

talent and which began thus ;

Sadness is great ; shed therefore tears of blood
;
eyes arc now of no other nse hot that.

— Mardanisch is a frankish name and signifies excrement (6).—The name Bunitsh-

kula (Peiliscola) lakes the vowels here given.— It is not necessary to mark the ortho-

graphy of the other proper names, because they are sufficiently known.— Binni,

the ethnic name of the poet above-mentioned, is to be pronounced as here indicated.

— Vbbadi means belonging to (Ubcda ,) an Andalusian town in the province of Jaen.

It was built by Abd ar-Rahman, the son of al-IIakam (7), and repaired by his

son Muhammad. — After finishing this article, I found a collection of pieces in

the handwriting of Imad ad-Din Ibn Jibril Akhi 'l-llm (8) al-Misri, the intendant of

the treasury in Egypt, and the same of whom we spoke towards the beginning of

this work, in our article on Abu Isliak al-Iraki (vol. I. p. 12}. Imad ad-Din's

miscellany contains useful information respecting the people of Maghrib and other

countries. I have made from it an extract which I subjoin to this biographical

notice : Abd al-Mumin designated as his successor Muhammad, the eldest of his

sons. The oath of fidelity towards him being administered to the people, dispatches

were written to all the provinces , announcing the inauguration. On the death of

Abd al-Mumin , his son Muhammad did not succeed in establishing his authority,

VOL. IV. 60
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because he was noted for things which were incompatible with the sovereign power :

he was addicted to wine, feeble in mind, very capricious and cowardly; besides which,

he suffered, it is said, from a sort of leprosy. This turned the people against

him and brought on his deposition, in the month of Shaban, 558 (July-August,

A. D. i 163), after a reign of forty-five days. The persons who dethroned him were

his brothers Yusuf and Omar, the sons of Abd al-Mumin. The sovereignty was

then held jointly by these two brothers, who were the cleverest and most sagacious

of Abd al-Mumin’s sons. Abd llafs Omar abdicated soon after, leaving all the

power to his brother Yusuf. The people then took the oath of fidelity to the latter,

and this nomination was universally approved of. Yusuf was of a fair complexion,

inclined to red; his hair was very dark, his visage round, his mouth wide, his eyes

large, his stature somewhat above the ordinary size, his voice clear and mild, and his

language elegant. He convened well and was highly agreeable in company. No one

knew belter than he how the (ancient} Arabs expressed their thoughts, and none sur-

passed him in the knowledge of the battle-days of the Arab tribes, both before and

after the promulgation of Islamism. He applied attentively to these studies and

had frequent conferences with the learned men of Seville whilst he acted

as governor of that city. It is slated that he knew by heart the Sahih of al-

Bukhari (vol . II. p. 594). He possessed in a high degree the sentiments of a king,

being noble-minded, beneficent and generous. Under his reign, the people

acquired great wealth. He knew by heart the noble Koran and possessed some

knowledge of jurisprudence. Having then formed the wish of studying philosophy,

he began by the science of medicine and collected a great quantity of works on

philosophy. Abu Bakr Muhammad lbn Tufail (9), a man learned in these matters,

was his frequent companion. Ibn Tufail possessed a solid acquaintance with all the

branches of philosophy and had studied under a number of persons versed in that

science, AbCt Bakr lbn as-Saigh, surnamed Ibn Bajja (Tcempaee) (vol. Ill, p. 130),

for instance, and others. He composed a great number of works and endeavoured

seriously to reconcile the (revealed) law with philosophy. He was a man of varied

information. Persons learned in every branch of knowledge came from all coun-

tries to see him (Y&tuf), and amongst them was AbO '1-Walid Muhammad lbn Ahmad

Ibn Muhammad Ibn Rushd (Arerroet) (10), who was a native of Spain. When

Yusuf had consolidated his authority and obtained possession of the provinces which

Ibn Mardanish possessed in Spain, he set out from Seville with the intention ofinva-
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ding the states of Alphonso, which also were in Spain. He halted before a city

ealled Webda
(
Hucte

)
and blockaded it during some months, so that the garrison

were reduced to gTeal extremities. As they suffered very much from want of water,

they sent to him and offered to surrender the place provided that he spared their

lives. This proposal he rejected. The besieged were still suffering from thirst

when, one night, a great noise and loud cries were heard proceeding from their

quarter : they had all assembled to pray God (for rain), and then so heavy a shower

fell that all their cisterns were filled (11). Their thirst being thus allayed, they

were enabled to resist the Moslims. Yusuf then left them and returned to Seville

after making with them a truce of seven years. The annual taxes of Seville, amount-

ing to one hundred and fifty mule-loads of money, were paid in to him regularly,

over and above (hose which he received from the other provinces of Spain and

from Maghrib. In the year 579 (A. D. 1 183-4) lie set out against the enemy with

an immense army and, having crossed over to Spain, he stopped at Seville, accor-

ding to his usual custom , and completed the equipment of his troops. He then

departed for Santarem, a town in Western Andalus, small, but of great strength and

well fortified. He blockaded it closely, but was unable to take it. The rainy

season then set in, and the Moslims began to suffer from cold and to fear that the

• river would swell so as to become impassable , and prevent them from receiving

provisions. Yusuf, being advised to return to Seville and come back to Santarem

when the weather got fine, accepted this counsel and said : “ To-morrow, please

“ God! we shall decamp. ” These words were not made public because the confe-

rence had taken place in his privy council. The first who struck his tents and

departed was the klwtlb (
preacher

)
AbO ’1-Hasan Ali Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Abd ar-

Ralunan al-Malaki (a native of Malaga), who was a man of learning and talent.

When the army saw that he was decamping, they did the same, being convinced

that a person holding so high a place in the empire as he, knew all the secrets of

government. The greater part of the army crossed the river during the night, in

order to avoid the press and reach good quarters. None of the troops remained

except those which were near the tents of the emir Y usuf Ibn Abdal-Mumin,and he

had no idea of what bad taken place. When the Christians (/2dm) saw that the

army had passed the river and learned from their spies what was the intention of the

emir Yusuf and his companions, they took the opportunity of sallying out and reach-

ing the place where he was. They slew, at the entrance of his tent, a great
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number of officers holding a high rank in the army and reached Yilsuf, on whom

they inflicted a mortal wound
,
under the navel. The Moslims then rallied and

bet oil the enemy. The emir Yfisuf was placed in a litter and carried across the

river; during two nights he was transported thus, but, on the third, he died. When

the corpse arrived at Seville, it was embalmed, placed in a coffin and carried to

Tin-Mall. It was there buried, near the tombs of Abd al-Mumin and the Malidi,

Muhammad Ibn Turaart. Yusuf died on Saturday, the 7th of Kajab, 580 (14lh Oct.

A. I). 1184). Some months before his death he often repeated the following verse :

The sucsession of days and nights has rolled op that which I unfolded (the tissue of my life),

and the fair large-eyed maids know me no longer.

llis son Abu Yusuf Yakub took the supreme command, having been solemnly

proclaimed, in the lifetime of his father, as successor to the throne. Some say,

however, that the great chiefs of the empire agreed on placing him at their head,

subsequently -to his father's death. God knows best! — There was a literary scholar

named Abu ‘1-Abbas Ahmad Ibn Abd as-Salatn al-GOrawi (12);— Gdrdya is the

name of a Berber tribe, the camp-stations of which were in the neigbourhood of Fez.

Some say that the name of this tribe was Jardtca and that the letter J was replaced

by a G, so that it became Gardtca; they add that-thc relative adjective derived from

it takes the forms of Jardwi and GArdici.— This learned man knew by heart an

immense quantity of poetry, both ancient and modern; in that kind of knowledge

he held the highest rank and was therefore admitted into the society, not only of

Abd al-Mumin, but of Yusuf, that prince’s son, and of Yakub, his grandson, lie

drew up on the plan of Abd Tara mam's llamdsa (vol . I. p. 348) a compilation of

pieces in verse on every subject; to this work lie gave the title of Safica lal-Adab

tea Dtwdn al-Arab [the quinlest nee of literature and the Archives of the Arabs).

This work has obtained general circulation and is, for the people of the West

[Maghrib), what the Hamdsa is for those of the East. My object in speaking of this

accomplished scholar is to mention that lie uttered many amusing and witty sayings

which were much admired by literary men, and that one of the anecdotes told of

him was the following : Uc went one day to the door of the emir Yusuf and there

met the physician Said al-Gbomari,— Ghomdri means belonging to the Ghomdra ,

who are a Berber tribe. — Yusuf then said to one of his seivants :
“ See if any of
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“ mv society are at the door. " The man went out and, on coming back, answered :

« Ahmad al-Gurawi is there and Said al-Ghomari. ”— “ There, ’’ exclaimed the

emir Yusuf, “ is one of the wonders of the world : a poet belonging to the tribe of

“ Gurdwa and a physician belonging to that of Ghomara! ” When this was told to

al-Gurawi , he said : “ The emir cites us as extraordinary examples, but has forgotten

" bis own origin; by Allah I a khalif from the tribe of Rumiya, is still more

*• extraordinary I
” When this was related to the emir Yusuf, he said: " I will punish

“ him by shewing him indulgence and forgiveness; that will suffice to prove that

“ his
(
unfavorable

)
opinion respecting me is ill-founded. "— One of the poems

composed by al-Gurawi in praise of the emir Yusuf contains a very original thought;

here is the passage :

The imim (khali/) is llie physician who has cured the ailments, both exterior and interior,

of all mankind. He sustains the world and the world sustains him ; thus the soul sustains
(the

body) and is sustained (by it).

In the following lines he satirized the people of Fez, a city in Maghrib, which lies

between Ceuta and Morocco :

Ignominy roamed over the world like an outcast, and wandered through all the countries of

God's earth , both in the East and in the West. But , when it arrived at Fez and met with the

inhabitants, they said to It :
“ Welcome! heartily welcome!

”

A quantity of excellent poetry of all kinds was composed by him. He died at an

advanced age, having passed his eightieth year. His death took place towards the

end of the emir Yakflb Ibn Yusuf’s reign. For the year in which that

sovereign died, see his biographical notice in this work. The poet al-Gurawi per-

severed till the last in composing eulogies on the emir Abd al-Mumin lbn Ali and

on that prince's sons. — Shantarln (Santarem) is a town in Western Andalus. Ibn

ilaukal (13) says, in his Kitdb al-ilatdlik tea ’l-ilamdlik : “ Ambergris is cast on

*• shore there, a circumstance not known to take place in any other Eurojioan

“ country on the borders of that sea. Some ambergris is thrown up on the shores

“ of Syria. At a certain time of the year they find at Santarem an animal (the

“ pinna marina) which rubs itself on the rocks in the sea and lets fall from its body

“ a sort of wool
(
bynus

}
as soft as silk and of a gold colour. They collect enough

“ of this substance to be spun into threads and woven into a kind of versicolor cloth.
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“ The Omaiyide sovereigns of Spain engross it all for themselves, so that it is neither

“ exported nor offered for sale. A garment made of it is worth more than one thou-

“ sand pieces of gold, it is so rare and so beautiful. A native of Andalus, who was

a man of merit, (old me that he saw a piece of this stuff, and he endeavoured to

describe it but could not find words to do so ; he concluded by saying :
“ It is liner

“ and more delicate than a cobweb; glory be to God whose power is so great, whose

“ wisdom so subtile and whose works so good! See how he favours specially each

“ place with some marvellous thing! Glory be to him 1 How well Abu Nuwas ;i*)

“ expressed himself when he said :

“ Every object is a sign of his glory and indicates that he is the only [God}.
"

(1) According to al-Makkari, Ydsuf bad with him ten thousand horse when he landed in Spain.

(2) This is a mistake ;
Muhammad Ibn Mardanish died in Murcia, during the siege ol that city by the

Almohades. — (Ibn Khalddn’s Histoire des Berbers, t. II, p. 200.)

(3} It was HUAI, the ton of Ibn Mardanish, who, with his brothers and relatives, surrendered to the Altno-

hades.— (Ibn Khalddn.)

(4) Hie life of al-Bayiai will bo lound in this volume.

(5) Abd Jaafar al-Binni was highly distinguished as a poet. His impiety, debauchery and satirical dis-

position gave such scandal that he was expelled from Majorca by NAsir ad-Daula Mubashshar, who reigned

over the Balearic islands after the death of Mujfthid, king of Dcnia. It is well known that MujAhid died

A. H. 486 (A. A. 1044).

(«) Ibn KhallikAn derives Mardanish from merda; an absurd supposition, but worthy of remark as it shows

that the vowel-sign fat'ha was pronounced e. Mardanish is the exact Arabic transcription of the latin name

MarWnus, This family were of Christian descent.

(7) This Abd ar-RahmAn was the fourth omaiyide sovereign of Spain.

(8) The edition of BdlAk reads al-Moallim in place of al-lim .— All that follows is a later addition made

by the author. The information which it contains respecting the emir Ydsuf is much more correct and sa-

tisfactory than that which he has just given. None of our manuscripts contains this long extract, but it is to

be found in the edition of BdlAk and that of Mr Wastenfeld. The text in both editions is not always

correct.

(9)
A Ltd I5.dc r Muhammad lhn Abd al -Malik Ibn at-Tufail al-Kaisi, a celebrated Spanish philosopher, was

of Arabic descent, as the progenitor of his family belonged to the tribe of kais. He was born at Guadix
, ac-

quired great reputation as a mathematician, a physician and a philosopher. He entered into the service ot

the Almohade sultan Abd Yakdb Ydsuf, the son of Abd al-Mdmin, and died in the city of Morocco, A. D.

1185 (A. U. 581-2). His philosophical romance Hut lhn YakdAn was published at Oxford in 1671, by the

learned orientalist Edward Pocock, under the title of Vhiloscphut avtodidactus , me epistola Ebn Tofail dt

Bai ebn Yakdhan. For a excellent article on Ibn Tufail and his works see Mr Munk’s Milanffts dt phtloso-

phie arabe el juice.
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(10) The celebrated philoiopher, AbA 'l-Waltd Muhammad Ibn Rushd (.leem**) was born at Cordova

A. H. 580 (A. D. USA). He acted for some as chief k&di of all Moslim Spain. Towards the year 565 (A. L>.

1 160-70) he was nominated kAdl of Seville. He went to the city of Morocco a number of times and there met

with the Almohade sultan AbA YakAb YAsuf. YakAb al-MansAr, the son and successor of that sovereign,

treated him with high favour. Ibn Itusbd died in the city of Morocco, in the month of Safar, 595 (Decem-

ber, A. D. 1198); his corpse was transported to Cordova and there interred. See Mr Munk's Melanges, etc.,

and Mr Renan's work entitled Avtrroh el raverroitrne (in-8°, Paris, 1861),

(11) This event is mentioned also by the Christian historians. \
(la) Various readings : Al-KurAni, BAlAk; al-Kiirdi, Wustenfeld. In Hajji Khalifa's bibliographical dic-

tionary, the name is written a/'A'ttu:drt.

(IS) AbA ’1-KAsim Muhammad Ibn Haukal, the author of one of those numerous geographical works which

are designated by the title of al-Masdlik ira '1-MamtUik (routes and realms), belonged to a Baghdad family.

He left bis native place. A, H. 331 (A. D, 943-8), travelled over the greater part of the countries occupied by

the Muslims; returned home in the year 358 (A. D. 968-9); was in Mauritania the following year and termi-

nated the narrative of his travels towards the close of the year 366 (A. D. 977). Some chapters of this ins-

tructive work have been published in Europe. Professor Dozy says in his Hitioire des musulmans tfEspagne
,

tome III, pages 17, 181, that Ibn Haukal was one of these spies who wore employed by the Fatimide govern-

ment to explore the state of the neighbouring countries. The date of this traveller's death is not known.

For other information see the preface to Uylenbroek's Iracae Perricee Descriptio; an article of Mr de Slone

in the Journal asiatique of 1843, and Mr Reinaud's introduction to his translation of AbA '1-FedA's Geography,

page lxxxii.

(14) Sec vol. 1, p. 391. According to a marginal note in the UAlAk edition, we should read AbA '1-AtAhiya

;

sec vol. I, p. 303.

THE SULTAN SALAll AD-DIN (SALADIN).

Abu T-MuzafTar Yusuf, llie son of Aiyfib, the son of Shadi, bore the titles

of. Al-Mati/c an-Nasir Saldh ad-Din [the helping prince, welfare of religion)

and reigned over Egypt, the provinces of Syria, those of Irak and those of

Yemen. In this work we have noticed his father Aivub (col. /. p. 243), a

number of his sons, his uncle Asad ad-T)in Sliirkuh (col. /. p. 626), his

brother al-Malik al-Aadil Abu Bakr Muhammad (col. HI. p. 235) and other mem-

bers of the family. Salah ad-Din was the central
(
and finest) pearl of that

(
brilliant

)

necklace, and his renown is so great that we need not descant upon it. Historians

agree in stating that his father and family belonged to Duwin [Tovin, in Armenia),

which is a small town, situated at the farther extremity of Adarbaijan, in the dircc-
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lion of Arran, and of the country of the Kurj (the Georgians). They [Saldh ad-Din's

family

)

were Kurds and belonged to the tribe of Rawddiya, which is a branch of

the great tribe called al-lladdniya. I was informed by a legist who was a native

of Duwin and who never said any thing of which he was not certain, that, near the

gate of that town lies a village called Ajddnakdn, all the inhabitants of which are

Rawadiya Kurds, and that Aiyub, the father of Salah ad-Din, was born there. Shadi

(said he), wrcnt to Baghdad with his two sons, Asad ad-Din Shirkuh and Najm ad-

Din Aiyub, and from thence proceeded to Tikrit, where they settled. Shadi died

there, and his tomb with a cupola over it, is within the city. — I often endeavoured

to trace up their genealogy, but could find no person able to tell me the names of

any ot their ancestors anterior to Shadi. I read over a great number of title-deeds

and instruments establishing pious foundations, which had been drawn up in the

names of Shirkuh and of Aiyub, but, in those documents, I found no other indica-

tion than Shirkuh, the son of Shadi, and Aiyub, the son of Shadi. An eminent

member of the (Aiyiibidc) family informed me that Shadi was the son of Marwan,

and so it is stated by me in the lives of Aiyftb and Shirkuh. I saw Uuncei'cr) a roll

which had been drawn up by al-Flasan Ibn Gharib Ibn Imran al-Harasi (a native of

tiaras in Egypt), and which contained the following genealogy (I) :
“ Aivub, the

11 son of Shadi, the son of Marwan, the son of Abu Ali, the son of Antara , the son

“ of al-Hasan, the son of Ali, the son of Ahmad, the son of Abu Ali, the son of

“ Abd al-Aziz, the son of Hudba, the son of al-Has$tn, the son of al-Harith, the

“ son of Sinan, the son of Amr, the son of Murra, the son of Auf, the son of Osama,

“ the son of Nabhcsh, the son of al-IIarilh Sahib al-Hamala, the son of Auf, the

son of Ibn Abi Haritha, the son of Murra, the son of Nushba, the son of Ghaiz, the

“ son of Murra, the son of Auf, the son of Saad, the son of Dubyan, the son of Baghid,

“ the son of Raith, the son of Ghalafan, the son of Saad, the son of Kais, the son of

“ Allan, the son of al-Yas, the son of Modar, the son of Nizar, the son of Maadd, the

“ son of Adnan. From Adnan the writer traces the genealogy up to Adam, lie

then adds : “The Ali here mentioned as being the son of Ahmad Ibn Abi Ali Ibn Abd

“ al-Aziz, bore the surname of al-Khorasani and was one of those persons in whose

•• honour verses were composed by al-Mutanabbi (eof. 1. p. 102). It is of him that

•' the poet speaks in the following verse, taken from one of his kasidas :

“ The sky is choked with dust when the powerful chief, Ali Ibn Ahmad, lakes llie field.
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*4 As for al-Harith, Ihe son of Auf Ibn Abi Haritha and surnamcd Sihih al-lla-

“ mdla (the payer of the price of blood], it was he who took upon himself the paj-

“ ment of all the blood which had been shed in the feud between the tribes of Abs

44 and Dubyan (2). Kharija Ibn Sinan, the brother of Harem Ibn Sinan (3), shared

with him in doing this act of generosity. It was of them that Zuhair Ibn Abi

44 Sulma al-Mazini (the author of the Moallaka), said, in one of his kastdas :

“ The rich among them feet bound to oblige those who apply to them (for aid), and cren

" their poor arc generous and prodigal. Can any other plant but the Indian cane produce fit

“ shafts for spears? Do date-trees ever flourish except in a proper soil?

“ This document was presented by the author to al-Malik al-Muazzam Sharaf ad-

“ Din Isa (tol. II. p. 428), the son of al-Malik al-Aadil (val. III. p. 235) and sove-

44 reign of Damascus. That prince and his son, al-Malik an-Nasir Salah ad-Din

“ Abi T-Muzafiar Dawud, read it aloud
(
and learned if by heart] under the direction

“ of him who drew it up, after which, they received from him certificates to that

“ effect. This was towards the end of the month of llajab, 619 (beginning of Sep-

41 ternber, A. 1). 1222). ” End of the extract made by me from that roll.— In the

History of Aleppo composed by the kddi Kamil ad Din Abu T-Kasitn Omar Ibn

Ahmad, a native of Aleppo and generally known by the surname of Ibn al-Adlm

(p. 334 of this oof.), mention is made of the differences which occur in the genealogies

of the Aiyubide family, after which, the author says :
44 Al-Moizz Ismail, the son of

44 Saif al-Islam Ibn Aiyub and king of Yemen, pretended to draw his descent from

44 the Oraaiyides and, on that, he founded claims to the khalifate." (4) — 1 heard

our professor the kddi Baba ad-Din, surnamcd Ibn Shaddad (page 417 of this to/.),

relate that the sultan Salah ad-Din rejected that
(
genealogy

)
and declared that it had

not the least foundation. — Our professor Izz ad-Dtn Ibn al-Alhir's lesser historical

work, that which treats of the Atdbek sovereigns of Mosul, contains a chapter in

which is given an account of Asad ad-Din Shirkuh and his journey to Egypt. We

there read as follows :
44 Asad ad Din Shirkuh and Najm ad-Din Aiyub, who was the

44 eldest of Shadi’s sons, were natives of the town of Duwin and drew their origin

44 from the Kurdish tribe called ar-Raw&diya. Haring gone to Irak, they entered

" into the service of Mujahid ad-Din Bihritz Ibn Abd Allah al-Ghi&lhi, who was then

44 thihna (or governor] of that country. ” — I may here observe that this Mujahid

ad-Din was a Greek slave and of a fair complexion ; he acted as shihna of Irak in the

vox. lv. 61
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name of the Seljukide sultan Masud Ibn Muhammad Ghialh ad -Din, the same of

whom we have given an account (col. 111. p. 355); we have spoken also of his fa-

ther (vol. 111. p. 232) and other members of the same family. Bihruz was a high-

minded man, fond of constructing great edifices and zealous in promoting the wel-

fare of the country. He was noble - hearted
,
patient under every change and

vicissitude of fortune, aspiring after greatness and renewing his endeavours as often

as they failed. Tikrit had been granted to him as an appanage. He had been in

the service of the sultan Muhammad, the father of the Masdd just-mentioned. A

ribdt (a caravanserai, or perhaps a convent of derriches) was founded by him at Bagh-

dad and richly endowed. His death took place on Wednesday, the 23rd of Rajab,

540 (9lh Jaunary, A. D. 1146). BihrAz is a Persian name and signifies dies bonus,

the terms being inverted conformably to the genius of the Persian tongue. —
“ Mujahid ad-Din, ” says Ibn al-Athir, “ having remarked the intelligence, sound

“ judgment and good conduct of Aiyub, nominated him dizddr of Tikrit (which he

“ could well do) as that city belonged to him. ”— 1 must here observe that dizddr (5)

is a persian title and means keeper of the castle, that is to say, its governor. Diz in

Persian means castle and ddr signifies keeper .—

(

Ibn al-Athir continues thus)

:

" He

“ (diyiife) went there
(
to Tikrit) with his brother Asad ad-Din. When the atdbek

“ and martyr (6) Imad ad-Din Zinki was defeated in Irak by Karaja ;

”— 1 shall

give here a summary account of that celebrated battle : Masud Ibn Muhammad Ibn

Malak Shah, the Seljukide, marched against Baghdad with Im&d ad-Din Zinki, lord

of Mosul; their intention being to lay siege to that city. The imdm
(
khalif

)

al-Mustarshid, who was reigning there, called to his assistance KarAja as-Saki
, whose

real name was Bers and who was then governor of Fars and Kh&xislAn, Karaja set

out to help him, attacked unawares and routed the army of the two princes, who had

to seek for safely in flight. He (/frn al-Athir
)
says, in his History of the Seljukides,

that the battle was fought near Tikrit, on Thursday the 12 thof the latter Rabi,526(2nd

March, A. D. 1 132). Osama Ibn Munkid, a chief of whom we have given an account

(vol . 1. p. 177), says, in the work wherein he treats of different countries and of the

princes who were his contemporaries, that he was present at that battle with Zinki

and that it took place on the date just indicated. This he mentions in two places

:

first, in his article on Arbela, and then in the article on Tikrit. Let us return to

our subject : “ Zinki, ” says Ibn al-Athir, “ arrived at Tikrit, and Najra ad-Din

“ Aiyub rendered him a good service by letting him have boats, in order to pass the
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“ river. He succeeded in crossing and was followed by his companions, lo whom

“ Najm ad-Din had shown great kindness and furnished provisions. Bihruz, being

“ informed of his conduct, sent lo him a letter of blame, in which he said :
‘ You

** * had our enemy in your power
;
why then did you treat him so well and let him

" ‘ escape? ’ Some time after, Asad ad-Din Shirkuh had a dispute with a man in

“ Tikrit and killed him. On this, Mujahid ad-Din (Bihrdz) sent a person to espel

“ them both from that city. They then went lo join Imad ad-Din (ZinX-i) ;

”—who

was at that time sovereign of Mosul. — “ Imad ad-Din received them both in the

“ kindest manner and, to acknowledge the service which they had rendered him,

“ he settled on them a large appanage and admitted them into his army. When
" he took Baalbek, he appointed Najm ad-Din lo act as dizddr of that place. After

“ the murder of Zinki,
’’— we have spoken of that event in his biographical notice

(oof. I. p. 539)— “ lie (Najm ad-Din) was besieged by the army of Damascus; ” —
the sovereign of that city was Mujir ad-Din Abek (oof. /. p. 275). the son of Mu-

hammad Ibn Buri and the grandson of (he atdbclc Zahir ad-Din Toghtikin.

It was he from whom Ndr ad-Din Mahmud, the son of Zinki, took the city of Da-

mascus after a siege. Our professor Ibn al-Athir continues thus :
“ Najm ad-Din

*' Aiyub then sent to Saif ad-Din Gh&zi, the son of Zinki, who had succeeded to his

“ father in the government of Mosul, and, in this dispatch, he represented to him

** the state of affairs and requested that a body of troops might be sent to assist him

“ in forcing the sovereign of Damascus to retire. Saif ad-Din, being then in the

“ commencement of his reign, was endeavouring to live on good terms with the

“ neighbouring princes and had not sufficient leisure to mind this application. The

" garrison of Baalbek being at length reduced to great distress, Najm ad-Din, ob-

“ serving how matters stood and fearing that the place might be taken by storm,

“ offered to surrender provided that a certain appanage which he pointed out were

“ granted to him. The sovereign of Damascus accepted the condition and swore

“ to fulfil it. (Najm ad-Din
)
Aiyub then gave up the fortress, received the grants

** and privileges which he had stipulated and became one of the greatest emirs at

“ the court of Damascus. His brother, Asad ad-Din Shirkuh entered into the ser-

“ vice of Nur ad-Dln Mahmud, after the death of Zinki, that prince’s father. ” — I

may here observe that Nur ad-Din Mahmud, the son of Zinki, was then sovereign of

Aleppo.— “ As he (;Ydr ad-Din
)
had already Shirkuh in his service before the death

4 ‘ of Zinki, he took him into favour and settled on him an appanage. The bravery
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•• displayed by this officer in war and the acts of courage by which he made himself

“ remarked and of which no other man was capable, fixed his sovereign’s attention

“ and obtained for him the gift of Emessa, ar-Rahaba and other cities, with his no-

“ mination to the command of all the army. ” — I must here stale that our profes-

sor, I bn al-Alhir, now passes to another subject and gives an account of Asad ad-

Din's expedition to Egypt and of the manner in which the authority was established

in that country. As this is not the fit place for such details, I shall relate the career

of Salah ad-Din, from the time of his entering into active life till he reached the

term of his existence. In this account, 1 shall include the history of the empire

which he founded and notice the height of power to which his family attained. In

our article on Asad ad-Din Shirkuh wc gave some notions on that subject, but did not

enter into particulars, as it was our intention to treat that matter fully in the present

notice. — All historians agree in slating that the birth of Salah ad-Din took place in

the year 532 (A. D. 1137-8) and in the fortress of Tikrit, where his father and his

uncle were residing. It is evident that {the three) remained there only a short time

after that event, for wc have already slated that, when Najin ad-Din and Asad ad-

Din left Tikrit, they went to lm&d ad-Din Zinki, who received them honorably, took

them into favour, then made an unsucessful attempt to lake Damascus and proceed-

ed to Baalbek of which he obtained possession on the 14th of Safar, 534 (10th Oc-

tober, A. D. 1139), after a siege of some months. Wc here admit the date given

by Osama Ihn Munkid in the work which treats of the provinces and their kings.

Abu Yala Hamza Ihn Asad, a native of Damascus and generally known by the sur-

name of Ibn al-Knlanisi, says, in the historical work which he drew up as

a continuation of tAe chronicle composed by Abu T-Uasan Ililal Ibn as-S&bi (7), that

Imad ad-Din laid siege to Baalbek on Thursday, the 20lh of Zu ’1-Uijja, 532 (29lh

August, A. D. 1138); he then mentions, under the year 534, and towards the be-

ginning of the chapter, that news was brought of Imad ad-Din's having succeeded in

putting the town and the citadel of Baalbek in a good slate (of defense) and that he

had repaired the breaches which had been made in the fortifications. If (all) that

be exact, they {.tiyilh and ShtrkAh) must have left Tikrit either before the close of the

year 532, that in which Salah ad-Din was born, or else in the year 533, for we

know that Zinki kept them with him at Mosul for some time, after which he besieged

Damascus and then took Baalbek, where he established Najm ad-Din Aiyub as his

Lieutenant. This appointment took place in the beginning of the year 534, as we
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hare already stated. It must therefore be concluded that they departed from

Tikrit on or about the epoch just mentioned. Since (writing what precedes
)
I met

with a member of their family and asked him if he knew-at what time they left

Tikrit. His answer was : “ I heard some of our people say that they left it on the

night of Salah ad-Din's birth, and that they augured ill of that circumstance, think-

** ing it a bad omen; but one of them said : ‘ Good may come of il, when you

“ least expect it. ' And such was really the case. ” Salah ad-Din remained under

his father’s care till he grew up. When Nur ad-Din Mahmud, the son of Imad ad-

Din Zinki, obtained possession of Damascus, — for the date of this event, see his

life, — Najm ad-Din Aiyub and his son Salah ad-Din were attached to his service.

As every sign of good fortune was manifest in that youth's career, rising, as he did, by

his talent from one station to another, Niir ad-Din took that into account and Irealcd

him with great favour. It was from this sovereign that Salah ad-Din learned to

walk in the path of righteousness, to act virtuously and to be zealous in waging war

against the infidels, [lie remained with him) till he had to make preparations for

accompanying his uncle Shirkuh to Egypt. Of this expedition we shall speak far-

ther on. — 1 read in a historical work composed by a native of Egypt that Shawar

(so/. 1. p. 608) was constrained to fly from that country by ai-Malik al-.Mansur Abu

’i-Ashbal ad-Dirgham lbn Aarair Ibn Siwar al-Lakhmi al-Mundiri, surnamed Paris

al-Muslimin (oof. /. p. 609) who, having become master of Egypt, took his place as

vizir, according to the custom followed in such cases, and had killed Tai, Shawar's

eldest son. The fugitive proceeded to Syria with the intention of asking assistance

from al-Malik al-A&dil Nur ad-Din Mahmud, the son of Zinki. This occur-

red in the month of Ramadan, 558 (August, A. D. 1163). He arrived at Damascus

on the 23rd of Zu '1-Kaada (23rd Oct. A. D. 1163). Nur ad-Din sent him back

with a body of troops which he had placed under the orders of Asad ad-Din Shirkuh,

the son of Shadi. Salah ad-Din accompanied them, having been placed in the ser-

vice of his uncle [Shirkilli), but he departed much against his will. Ndr ad-Din

sent off this expedition because he had two objects in view; in the first place, he

wished to oblige Shawar for having applied to him and for coming to implore his

assistance; in the second, he was anxious to learn what was the slate of affairs in

Egypt, having been informed that the armed force of the country was very weak

and that the utmost confusion prevailed there. He desired to know what was really

the case. Shirkuh, in whom he had great confidence from what he had remarked)
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of his bravery, his fidelity and his knowledge [of affairs), was charged to direct that

expedition, and it was from him that his nephew, Salah ad-Din, received the com-

mand of the vanguard. They left Damascus with Shfiwar in the month of the first

Jumada, 559 [March-April, A. D. 1 164) and, in the month of Rajah (May-June), the

same year, they arrived in Egypt and reduced it under their authority.—Our profes-

sor, the k/ldi Delia ad-Din Ibn Shaddad (page 417 of this vol.) says, in the work to

which he gave the title of Sira Sal/lh ad-Din (8), that they entered into Egypt on the

2nd of the latter Jumada, 558 (8th May, A. D. 1163); the date previously indicated

is, however, more correct, for the hdfiz Abu Tahir as-Silafi [vol. I, p. 86) states, in

his Mojam (9), that ad-Dirgham Ibn Siwar lost his life in the year 559. Another

author imforms us, moreover, that he was killed on Friday, the 28lh of the latter

Jumada. Ad-Dirgham met with his death near the mausoleum of as-Saiyida Nafisa

[vol. III. p. 574), which edifice is situated between Old and New Cairo. His head

was cut off, placed on a pike and home through the streets of the city; his body re-

mained lying on the ground during three days and was
(
partly

)
eaten by dogs, but

it was afterwards buried near the Birka tal-Fil [the pond of the elephant), and a dome

was erected over the tomb. I may here add that the dome slill exists and that it is

situated below al-Kabsh (10), which edifice has been lately rebuilt. I saw in that

funeral chapel a company of Juwaliki dervichcs, who were residing there. Ad-

Dirglmm's death is placed by some in Dnjab, 559, but all agree in stating that it

occurred immediately after the entry [ofPidrad-Din’s] troops into Egypt. It is there-

fore impossible that they could have arrived there in the year 558, because ad-

Dirgh&m’s death occurred, by all accounts, in the year 559 and immediately after

the arrival ofAsad ad-Dfn’s army. The hdfs as-Silafi was well informed on that point;

he was in Egypt when they arrived and was more careful than any other man in marking

with precision facts of that kind ; such was, indeed, the branch of science which he

specially cultivated, and his information was always better grounded than that of any

one else. — Asad ad-Din Shirkuh became master of Egypt as soon as he arrived

there, and ad-Dirgham then lost his life. Sliawar, having thus attained his object,

resumed his former post, established his power on a solid basis and took again the

direction of public affairs. He then acted perfidiously towards Asad ad-Din and, at

his request, the Franks gave him their assistance and besieged that chief in Bilbais.

Asad ad-Din, having now studied the state of the country, perceived that it was a

kingdom without (/it) men and that the whole administration was directed by mere
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caprice and folly. He therefore conceived hopes of getting it into his possession

and, on the 24th of Zd ’1-Uijja, 559 (12th November, A. D. 1164), he returned to

Syria. Our professor, Ibn Shaddad [Bahd adrlHn, the historian of Saldh ad-Dtri),

indicates the 27th of Zu '1-Hijja, 558, as the date of that event, because he founded

his opinion on what he had previously advanced in assigning the date of 558 to their

entry into Egypt.— Asad ad-Din Shirkuh remained for some time in Syria, reflec-

ting on the means of obtaining another mission into Egypt and flattering his hopes

with the prospect of founding thero an empire for himself. He thus continued, till

the year 562 (A. D. 1166), laying the basis of his plan (and concerting
)
with Mr

ad-Din. Shawar got notice of his proceedings and was filled with apprehension on

learning that he aspired to the possession of the country. Being at length convinced

that Asad ad-Din meant to invade it, he wrote to the Franks and consented to give

them a solid footing in Egypt, provided that they came to his assistance and helped

to exterminate his foes. Mr ad-Din and Asad ad-Din, being informed of this cor-

respondence and of the engagements taken by the two parties, feared that the Franks

might obtain possession of Egypt and be thus enabled to subdue the
(
neighbouring

)

countries. An army was therefore placed by Mr ad-Din under the orders of Asad

ad-Din (Shir/i&h) and sent off to Egypt. Salah ad-Din, being attached to the ser-

vice of his uncle Asad ad-Din, accompanied the troops. Their departure from Syria

took place in the month of the first Rabi, 562 (Dec.-Jan. A. D. 1166-7), and their

arrival in Egypt coincided with that of the Franks. Sbawar and all the Egyptians

united with the Franks against Asad ad-Din, and a great number of encounters and

fierce conflicts took place before the evacuation of the country by the Franks. Asad

ad-Din then relumed to Syria. The cause which brought about the retreat of the

Franks was the invasion of their territory by the troops of Mr ad-Din and the loss of

al-Munaidhera (11), which that prince took from them in the month of Rajab, 562

(April-lfay, A. D. 1167). Asad ad-Din returned to Syria because his army had been

much weakened ki its encounters with the Franks and the Egyptians ; the misery to

which it was reduced and the dangers which it had incurred contributed greatly to

his retreat. He did not, however, depart till had he concluded a peace with the

Franks and obtained from them the engagement that they would evacuate Egypt and

return to their own territory (in Syria) before the end of the year. To his great de-

sire of getting possession of Egypt was now joined the extreme apprehension of seeing

it fall into the hands of the Franks. He knew that they had examined into the state
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of the country just as he had done and that they were now as well acquainted with it

as he himself. He remained in Syria, ruminating over these mattors with a trou-

bled heart, whilst fate was leading him, without his knowledge, to a thing (a throne)

which was destined for another. It was in the montli of Zu ’1-Kaada of the year just

mentioned (August-Sept. A. D. 1 167) that he returned to Syria, or, by another ac-

count, on the 15th ofShauwal (4th August); God knows best! — I found, amongst

some rough notes in my own handwriting, a piece of information which I here give

without knowing from what source 1 derived it : “ Asad ad-Din, being ambitious of

•* getting Egypt into his possession, set out for that country in the year 5G2 (A. [).

“ 1166) and followed the road which passes through Ouadi I-Ghizlan {gazelle valley).

“ He then appeared before [the town of) Itfih and fought, in the neighbourhood

of Ushmunain, the battle of al-Babain. Salah ad-Din went to Alexandria

" and there fortified himself. In the month of the latter Jumlda, 562 (March-

" April, A. D. 1167) he had to sustain a siege against Shawar. Asad ad-Din then

" left [the province of

)

Said and proceeded to Bilbais, where he struck up a peace

“ with the Egyptians. On this, they escorted to him Salah ad-I)in , who returned

“ with him to Syria. After that, Asad ad-Din invaded Egypt for the third time.”

— Our professor, lbn Shaddad, says : The cause of that was the conduct of the

*• Franks who had assembled all their troops, horse and fool, and were marching

“ towards Egypt. The hope of getting it into their possession had induced them to

“ break the engagements which they had taken with the Egyptians and Asad ad-

“ Dii. When the latter and Nur ad-Din heard of this proceeding, they were unable

“ to support with patience such perfidy, and hastened to invade that country.

“Nur ad-Din, being unable to accompany the expedition, furnished money and

“ men, so great was his apprehension of seeing Egypt fall into the hands of the

" Franks. (He was prevented from going there) because his attention had been un-

“ eipectedly drawn towards Mosul, in consequence of the death of Ali lbn Bek-

“ likin.”— I may here observe that this prince is the same who bore title of Zain

ad-Din and who was the father of the sultan Muzaffar ad-Din Kukuburi, lord of Ar-

bela, and that we have spoken of him in the life of his son (oof. II. p. 535). —
“ Here,” says' lbn Shaddad, “ is what happened ; He (dii lbn Bcktikin) died in the

“ month of Zu T-Hijja (12), 563 (Sept. -Oct. A. D. 1168). He (had) delivered all

“ his fortresses to Kutb ad-Din (Maudud) the atdbek jeof. III. p. 458), with the ex-

“ ception of Arbela, because that place had been given to him by the atabek Zinki
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•• (col. 1. p. 539). As for Asad ad-Din [Shir/c&h, he contributed to this expedition

" by paying the rest of the expense
)
out of his own fortune and lty accompanying it

•* in person,- with his brothers, his relations and his own men (13). The sultan

*' Salah ad-Din, may God rest his soul! said to me: ‘1 was the most unwilling of

“ * men to make a campain at that time, and it was not by my own choice that 1

** ' set oulwith my uncle. Therein was exemplified the truth of God's saying : You

“ * may perhaps dislike a thing which is for your good. (Koran, sur. 2, verse 213).’

“ When Slidwar was informed that the Franks were invading Egypt with the inlcn-

*• lion which has been mentioned, he sent to Asad ad-Din Skirkuh a dispatch in

“ which he begged of him aid and assistance. He [Shirk&h] set out immediately

“ and reached Egypt in the month of the first Rabi, 56A (December, A. D. 1168).

“ When the Franks were informed that his arrival was a thing concerted between

" him and the Egyptians, they retraced their steps and effected their retreat. Asad

ad-DIn remained in Egypt, and Shdwar went to visit him from time to time. He

“ [Shdwar] had promised to indemnify him for all the sums spent on the

“ troops, but he had not yet sent him any thing. Asad ad-Din had now laid his

*' clutches upon Egypt ; he well knew that the Franks would seixe on it if they found

“ the opportunity and that Shawar was trying to delude him and the Franks alter-

“ nately; [besides which) the masters (14) of that country professed heretical doctrines,

** as was well known. Being convinced that there was no means of getting Egypt

“ into his power as long as Shawar was there, he at length decided on arresting him

“ at one of the visits which he received from him. The emirs who had accompanied

“ Asad ad-Din to Egypt used often to go and present their respects to Shawar who,

“ on his side, went sometimes to visit Asad ad-Din. On these occasions he rode

“ out in state, drums beating, trumpets sounding and colours flying, according to the

*' custom followed by Egyptian vizirs. As none of Asad ad-Din’s party dared to

lay their hands on him, it was the sultan Salih ad-Din himself who did so. The

manner in which things passed was this : when he (S/idtcar) was coming to visit

•* him, he (Saldh ad-Dtn) went forth on horseback to meet him, and then, as he was

'* riding by his side, he seized him by the collar and ordered his own soldiers to fall

" on those of the vizir. The escort was put to flight and plundered, whilst Shiwar

” was led off to an isolated tent. Immediately after, a note from the Egyptians,

“ demanding the prisoner’s head, was brought by a servant attached to the private

** service (of their sovereign) (15). Such was the custom followed by that people

voi. iv. 62
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“ with regard to their vizirs. Shawar's head was cut off and sent to them, and, in

“ return, the pelisse of the vizirat was sent to Asad ad-Dtn. He put it on, set out

“ and entered into the citadel (al-Kasr), where he was installed in the office of vizir.

“ This took place on the 17th of the first Rabl, 564 (1 9th Dec. A. D. 1168). From

'* that time he continued to rule with absolute sway, and Salih ad-Din obtained the

“ direction of public affairs, so highly was he esteemed for his talents, his informs-

“ tion, his sound judgment and his ability in governing. This continued till the

“ 22nd of the latter Jumada, the same year (23rd March A. D. 1169), when Asad ad-

* Din ceased to live."—As I have already spoken of what befel him and of the man-

ner of his death, I need. repeat that account here; I may also say the same for the death

of Shawar. AH that precedes here was extracted by me from what is related by our

professor Baha ed-Din Ibn Shaddad in his Life of Saldh ad-Dtn. I took there what

was requisite for my purpose and passed over the rest. — I found among my rough

notes one which is in my own handwriting and which contains these indications :

•* Asad ad-Din made his entry into Cairo on Wednesday, the 7th of the latter Rabi,

** 564 (8th Jan. A. D. 1169); al-Aadid Abd Allah the Obaidite, who was the last

“ (Fatimidc) sovereign of Egypt, went forth to meet him and arrayed him in a dress

“ of honour. On Friday, the 9th of the same month, he
(
Asad ad-Dtn

)
went to

“ the hall of state (diwdn), took his seat at the side of al-Aadid, who (again) arrayed

“ him in a dress of honour. (Asad ad-Dtn,) seeing that Shawar made to him great

demonstrations of friendship, asked him for money in order to pay his troops, but

‘
• was put off till another time. He then sent to Shawar the following message :

** ‘ In my army all hearts are turned against you because they are without pay ; so,

“ * when you go out, be on your guard against them. ’ Shawar attached no impor-

“ tance to these words, but resolved on inviting Asad ad-Din and [the officers of) the

“ Syrian army to a great feast, at which he intended to take them all prisoners.

“ Asad ad-D!n discovered his project, and Salali ad-Din made an agreement with

“ Jftrdik an-Nuri (a client of Nur ad-Dtn s) and with some other officers that they

•* should kill Shfiwar. Asad ad-Din, to whom they mentioned their design, for-

“ bade them to execute it. (Soon after), Shawar went to visit Asad ad-Din at the

“ Syrian camp, which had been established on the bank of the Nilc.ncar al-Maks,

M and, being informed that he [Atad ad-Dtn) had gone oh a pious visit to the

** tomb of the imdm as-Shafi , in the Karafa (ceme(ery), he said that he would go

“ and meet him. They (Saldh ad-Dtn and hit party
)
joined him on the way and.
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•“ as they were all riding together, Salah ad-Din and Jurdik [with the other eonipi-

•* rotor*) got around him, forced him off hi* horse and tied his hands behind his

•• back. Those who were with the vizir took to flight. Shawar was now their pri-

“ soner and, as they dared not take his life without Nur ad-Din's authoriza-

•* tion, they shut him up in a tent, under a strong guard. Al-Aidid then sent them

*• the order to put him to death. They obeyed and, having placed his head on the

“ point of a spear, they sent it to the Egyptian sovereign. This took place on Sa-

“ turday, the 17th of the latter Rabi of the above-mentioned year (18th Jan.,

** A. D. 1169).”— According to another statement, Asad ad-Din was not present at

this deed (16); on the contrary, when Shawar went to visit him, it was Salah ad-

Din and Jurdik, having with them some soldiers, who met him on the way. Each

of the two parlies saluted the other and then, as they were riding together, the deed

was committed by these two (officers). God knows best I (17) Immediately after

the death of Shawar, al-Aadid sent for Asad ad-Din, who was then in the camp.

That chief, on entering into Cairo, saw such a crowd of common people that he felt

afraid; so, he said to them : “ Our lord al-Aadid permits you to go and pillage

“ the palace of Shawar. ” They immediately dispersed for that purpose and Asad

ad-Din went in to al-AAdid, who received him politely, invested him with the robes

of the vizirship and conferred on him the titles of al-Malik al-ilant&r [ihe victorious

prince), Amir al-Juyitoh (commander in chief of the troops). Asad ad-Din died soon

after, on Sunday the 22nd of the latter JumAda of that year (23rd March, A. D. 1169).

Uis disorder was a suffocation (or quinsy). Some say that he died of a poisoned shirt

which they put on him whilst they were dressing him in the vizirial robes, lie died

at Cairo and was buried in the palace of the vizirate, but the body was afterwards re-

moved to the city of the Prophet (Medina), lie held the place of vizir during two

months and five days. It is stated also that he went to visit al-AAdid for the first

time on Monday, the 19th of the latter Rabi of that year (20th January, A. D. 1169).

— In our article on Shawar and in that on Asad ad-Din, some of the facts here re-

lated have been noticed ; if there be repetitions in this place, the cause is that we

have given a fuller account of things than before. In all that, our object was to

follow up tbe history of Salah ad-Din, indicate the degrees of rank through which he

passed and mark what happened to him from the beginning to the end of his career.

I preferred giving (Aere) that information in one continuous narrative, so that our dis-

course might not be interrupted by digressions. I shall now continue : Historians
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state that the death of Asad ad- Din Sliirkuh consolidated the sultan Sal ah ad-Din in hi»
* *

position at (he head of affairs and completed the foundations of his future greatness.

For him the stale of things prospered gradually and assumed the fairest aspect; be

was able to spend treasures, gain the hearts of men and, as a fit acknowledgment

for the favours which God had granted him, he renounced the use of wine, and

avoided all incitalions to pleasure
;
putting on the tunic of energy and fortitude, be

took a solid fooling in the path of righteousness and continued, till his last day, in

the practise of such works as brought him nearer and nearer unto God. Our pro-

fessor, Ibn Shaddad (llahd ad-Din) says : “ I heard the following words from his own

lips :
'* * When God enabled me to acquire Egypt so easily, I knew that he meant (to

“ * help me to) the conquest of Palestine; such was the thought which was impressed

" ‘ upon my mind.
’ ” As soon as he obtained the supreme command, he began to

direct expeditions against the Franks and never ceased to launch plundering parties

into the territories of al-Karak, Shauhek and elsewhere. The clouds of generosity and

beneficence with which he overshadowed the people were such that their like had

never been recorded in the annals of any other reign. All this he did, and yet he

was only a vim in the service of the Fatemidcs; but he himself was a professor of the

orthodox faith, a planter (who established) in that country doctors learned in the law,

jd/i* and religious men. People hastened to him from all quarters and came to him

from every side (18). Never did he frustrate the hopes of those who applied to him

and never was he without a visitor. This continued till the year 565 (1 169). N6r ad-

Din, being informed ihatSaldh ad-Din had obtained the government of Egypt, took

the city of Ernessa from the lieutenants of Asad ad-Din. This was in the year 56*.

When the Franks learned what the Musulmans [of Syria
)
were doing (in Egypt) and

heard that the authority of Salah ad-Din had been fully established in that country,

they felt that he, after acquiring such a force and such an empire, would come to con-

quer their own territory, ruin their abodes and tear up their establishments by the

roots. They in consequence joined with the Greeks (ar-i?dm) and proceeded towards

Egypt. As they meant to attack DamieUa, they took with them the instruments of

siege and all such provisions as might be required. The Franks of Syria, having

learned this, look courage, seized by a stratagem on the castle of Akkar which was

occupied by the Musulmans, and got the governor into their power. This officer

was one of Kir ad- Din's mamluks; he bore the name of Khotlokh and held the

tank of alam-dir (standard-bearer of the sultan). It was in the month of the
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latter Rabi, 565 (A. D. 1169-70), that this took place. When Nur ad-Din learned

that- the Franks had appeared and were encamped before Damietla he resolved

on giving them something else to occupy their attention and, in the month of

Shaban {April—May) of the same year (A. D. 1170), he laid siege to al-Karak.

The Franks of the S&hil
(
Phenicia) marched against him but, when he advanced

to meet them ,
they did not await his arrival. News was then brought to

him that Majd ad-Din Ibn ad-Daya was dead, — he died at Aleppo in the

month of Ramadin, 565 (May-June, A. D. 1170). — His attention was in conse-

quence turned towards that quarter because lbn ad-Daya acted there as executor of his

orders. He therefore left the place where lie was and returned to Syria. Being

then informed that Aleppo and a great number of other cities had been ruined by an

earthquake, on the 12th of Shauwal of that year (29lh June A. D. 1 170), he set out

for Aleppo but, when he had got as far as Tell Basher, news reached him that his

brother Kutb ad-Din had died at Mosul. On receiving this intelligence, he depar-

ted, the same night, for that city. This we have noticed in our article on (hatprince,

whose name was Mauddd (vol. III. p. 459). When Salah ad-Din was informed that

the Franks meant to attack Damietla, lie equipped troops, filled that city with imple-

ments of war and promised to the inhabitants a reinforcement in case the enemy

came to besiege them. Gifts and donations were distributed by him to a great

amount, because he was now a vizir, acting with absolute power, whilst no one dared

to control his orders. The Franks, having taken position before Damietla, directed

against it a number of violent assaults, but he, may God have mercy on his soul I at-

tacked them from without by means of flying parties, whilst the garrison fought

against them from within. It was through his means and by his skilful measures

that the Musulmans remained victorious. The besiegers, frustrated in their expec-

tations, were obliged to decamp; their mangonels were burned, their
(
military

;
en-

gines taken and a great number of their men slain. Salah ad-Din, having thus con-

solidated his power, sent to request of Nur ad-Din that his father Najm ad-Din Aiyftb

should be allowed to join him : “My happiness "said he,“ will thus be complete and

“ my adventure be similar to that of Yilsuf
(
Joseph) the faithful. ” In the month

of the latter Jum&da, 565 (Feb.-March, A. D. 1170) he was joined by his father.

—

Such is the date assigned by Ibn Shaddad to the arrival of Aiyftb in Egypt, but the

true one is that which we have mentioned in our article on that chief (oof. I. p. 245).

— He (Sa/dA ad-Dtn) received him with all due honour and respect, and offered to-
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resign to him the supreme command; but Aiyub refused to accept it, saying : “ My
“ son! God would not have chosen you to fill this place of authority, had you not

“ been equal to the task. It is not right to change the object of fortune's favours.”

He was then appointed by his son to the intendance of the treasury-stores and con-

tinued to hold the rank of a vizir till the death of al-Aadid. — 1 must here observe

that the greater part of the foregoing information is extracted from Ibn Shaddid's

History ofSaldh ad-Din

;

the rest is derived from other sources. — Our professor,

the hdfit hz ad-Din Ibn al-Athir, the same of whom we have made mention above,

gives, in his History of the Aldbeks the following account of the manner in which

Salah ad-Dln obtained the supreme command : “ Some of the emirs whom Nur

“ ad-Din had sent to Egypt aspired to the command of the whole army and the

“ possession of the vizirship. ”— This was subsequently to the death of Asad ad-

Din.— “ One of them was the emir Ain ad-Dawla al-Yaruki; another was Kutb ad-

“ Din Khosru Ibn Talil, a nephew of Abu
'

1-Haija al-Hadbani who, at one time,

“ had been lord of Arbela.
’’— The college at Cairo which is called al-SIadrasa tal-

41 Kutbiya was founded by this Kutb ad-Dln.— *' The third was Saif ad-Din Ali Ibn

“ Ahmad al-Uakkari, the same whose grandfather possessed the castles in the

•* country of the Uakkara Kurds."— He was generally known by the appellation of

al-Mashtdb (the scarred] and was the father of the same Imad ad-Din Ahmad Ibn al-

Mashtub whose life we have given in a separate article (col. I. p. 162).— “ The

“ fourth was Shihab ad-Din Mahmud al-Harimi, one of Salah ad-Din’s maternal

“ uncles. Each of these chiefs aimed at the supreme power and had prepared to

“ seize on it by force. Al-Aadid, the sovereign of Egypt, then sent to Salih ad-

44 Din, inviting him to come to the palace in order to receive his investiture as vizir

•* and thus replace his uncle. What induced al-Aadid to take this step, was his

“ idea that Salih ad-Dln, being ill supported and having neither troops nor men
“ to rely on, would have but little power in the exercise of his authority and would

“ let himself be governed by the will of the sovereign, without daring to resist. He

“ intended also to send an agent to the Syrian army for the purpose of gaining over

“ a part of it and then sending the rest out of the country. He hoped, by this

‘ * means to regain the mastery throughout all Egypt, which country he might then

“ be able to protect against the Franks and against Nilr ad-Din, with the aid of the

“Syrian troops which had entered into his service. But here again was exeropli-

“ fied the fact indicated by the well-known saying : / meant Amr, but God meant
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•• Khdrija (19). Of this proverbial expression, with which Ihe learned are not

unacquainted, I shall give an account, if God so please, when 1 have terminated the

present article. Let us resume ibn al-Athir’s recital :
“ Salih ad-Din refused the

“ offer, thinking himself unable to fill so elevated a place, but, yielding, at length,

“ to the remonstrances of his father, he accepted it, much against his will : Cer-

*• tainly God will make (men) wonder at (seeing) people led to Paradise tn chains (20).

“ On arriving at the palace, he was arrayed in the viziral dress, which consisted in

“ the jubba (robe), the turban and other objects; he then received the title of al-

“ Malik an-Nisir (the helpful prince), after which he retired to the palace of Asad

“ ad-Din. There he remained for some time, without receiving the slightest mark

“ of attention or any offer of service from the other emirs, who were hoping to ob-

“ tain the power for themselves. The legist Did ad-Din Isa al-Hakk&ri, who staid

" with him, ”— we have given a separate article (vol. II. p. 430) to this doctor, —
•* then made advances to Saif ad-Din Ali lbn Ahmad, and succeeded in gaining

“ him over, by making him observe that the authority could not pass to him as

•• long as Ain ad-Dawla, al-Harimi and Ibn Talil were living. He then went to

“ Shihab ad-Din al-Harimi and said : * There is Salah ad-Din, your sister's son;

“ * what he possesses is yours, and now, as he has got the authority into his hands,

** * be not the first to try and deprive him of it; never, in any case, will it come to

“
* you.’ He did not discontinue his efforts till he induced him to appear before

“ Salah ad-Din and take the oath of fidelity. He then went to Kulh ad-Din and

“ said : ‘ All the people now obey Salah ad-Din; you and al-Yaruki are the only

** * exceptions. In every case, that which should unite you to him is the reflexion

“ that he (like you,) is a Kurd by origine and that the power should not be allowed

“ * to pass into the hands of the Turks.' At length, by magnificent promises and

“ the offer of a larger appanage, he decided him on submitting to Salah ad-Dln.

“ He then applied to Ain ad-Dawla tal-YAruki, who was the principal chief among

“ them and who possessed more troops than the others ; but, on him he vainly em-

“ ployed the charms of his (discourse) and the magic of his language. That chief

“ declared positively that he would never genre under Salih ad-Dln, and then

“ returned to Nur ad-Din wilh some others. That sultan blamed him for leaving

“ Egypt, but the fault was committed »n order that God might accomplish a thing

“ which was (defined) to be done (Koran, sur. 8, s. 43). Salah ad-Din’s power

“was now established on a solid footing and his authority well consolidated..
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“ Acting as the lieutenant of al-Malik al-Aadil N’ur ad-Din, he had the Ahotba said in

“ that prince's name throughout all the cities of Egypt; it was also in Nur ad-Din’s

" name that the agents of government fulfilled the duties of their office. Nur ad-

•• Din, when writing to Salah ad-Din, addressed him by the title al-Amir al-Isfah-

“ saldr(lhe emir commander of the cara/ry)and signed his letters with the aldma (21)

“ so as to avoid compromising the dignity of his name [by subscribing it to missives

•' of that kind). His letters were never addressed to Salah ad-Dln himself but ran

•* thus : ' The Amir Isfahsalar Salah ad-Dln and all the other emirs in the Egyp-

“ * tian territory are hereby enjoined to do so and so. ' Salih ad-Din gained the

“ affection and the hearts of all men by lavishing on them the treasures heaped up

*• by Asad ad-Din. When al-Aadid was asked by him for money, he dare not rc-

“ fuse; having now become like the animal which dug up with its hoof the inslru-

“ ment of its death (22). "— Ibn al-Alhir says, in his greater historical work (23) :

“ On examining the annals of the Moslim people, I perceived that, with regard to

•* many of those chiefs who founded dynasties, the authority did not pass to their

•• sons but to their collaterals. Thus, in the early times of Islamism, Moawia Ibn

“ Abi Sofvan was the first of his family who reigned, and the sovereignty passed

“ from his posterity to his cousins of the Marwan family. Some time after, ap-

*• peared as-Sallah, the first of the Abbasides who came to the throne; after him, the

“ empire passed, not to his descendants but to those of his brother al-Mansur. At a

11 later period, Nasr Ibn Ahmad, the first of the Samanidcs, founded an empire

“ which passed to his brother Ismail Ibn Ahmad, in whose posterity it remained.

“ Yakub as-Saff&r was the first of his family who came to the throne, and the sove-

“ reignty passed from him to his brother Amr, in whose posterity it continued.

“ Such also was the <*i$c with Imad ad-Dawla Ibn Buwaih ; the authority passed

" from him to his brothers Rukn ad-Dawla and Moizz ad-Dawla. After that came

“ the Seljukides, of whom the first sovereign was Toghrul Dck and who had for suc-

** eessors the descendants of his brother Dawud. In the present case, we see

" that the supreme authority passed directly from Shirkuh to the son of his

“ brother Najm ad-Dln Aiyub. Were I not apprehensive of being led loo far, I

“ should mention a great number of other cases, similar to these. The cause of

*' that must be, I think, that when a man begins to found an empire, multitudes of

“ lives are lost. He then seizes on the (conquered

)

kingdom, but’the hearts of those

" who were in ii(amf had been dispossessed) still remain attached to it. God therefore
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" excludes, for their sake, that conqueror's posterity from the throne and thus chastises

" him.—Salah ad-Din then sent toNur ad-Din, requesting permission for his brothers

“ to come and join him, but met with a refusal.' No,’ said the sultan," I am afraid that

" 4 one or other of them may oppose your measures and thus bring the state into con-

" 4 fusion.’ Learning, however, that the Franks had assembled with the intention of

" invading Egypt, he dispatched to that country a body of troops and, with them,

" the brothers of Salah ad-Din. Amongst them was his elder brother, Shams ad-

“ Dawla Turan Shah Ibn Aiyub,— the same to whom we have given a separate ar-

" tide (col. I. p. 284).— When he was on the point of setting out, Ndr ad-Din said

" to him : * If, on going to Egypt, you mean to look upon your brother Yusuf with

“ ‘ the same eyes as when he was in your service, waiting on you whilst you re-

“ 1 mained seated, I advise you not to depart, for you would bring ruin on the

" * country and I should be obliged to recal you and punish you as you deserved.

4 But, if you go there to look upon him as the lord of Egypt and as my lieutenant,

•* * and to serve him as devotedly as you serve me, you may depart. Go then and

" 4 be for him a firm support, an assistant in all his undertakings. ’ The other re-

“ plied :
1

I shall serve him and obey him, please God! in a manner which you will

" 4 hear of (with satisfaction ) ;
’ and he behaved towards Salah ad-Din as he said.

”

— Some leaves farther on, Ibn al-Alhir has a chapter on the fall of the Egyptian

dynasty and its replacement by the authority of the Abbasidcs, an event which took

place in the month of Muharram, 567 (Sept. -Oct. A. D. 1171). He there says :

44 The name of al-Aadid, sovereign of Egypt, then ceased to be mentioned in the

44 khotba and was replaced by that of the itndm (khalif) al-ilustadi bi-Amr Illah, cora-

11 mander of the faithful. That change was effected in the following manner

:

“ when Salah ad-Din had established his authority on a firm basis in Egypt and met

44 no longer with any {chiefs) inclined to disobey him, al-Aadid’s influence was

41 greatly diminished and not a man remained of all the Egyptian army. Nilr ad-

44 Din then wrote to Salah ad-Din, ordering him to suppress the khotba made for al-

44 Aid id and replace it by the khotba of the Abbasides. Salah ad-Din hesitated to

44 comply and excused his conduct by staling his fears lest that proceeding should

44 excite a revolt among the people of Egypt who, being favorably inclined towards

44 their old dynasty, would not consent to such a change. The sultan paid no alien-

44
lion to this remonstrance and sent back such positive orders that Salah ad-Din

44 had no means of avoiding the task. Knowing that al-Aadid was unwell, he con-

vox. it. . 63
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“ suited the emirs on the propriety of introducing the Abbaside khotba. Some of

“ them approved and engaged to second him ; others declared it dangerous, but the

•• order of Nilr ad-Din was not to be disobeyed. A Persian named al-Amir al-

" Aaliin, whom I often saw at Mosul, had just then arrived in Egypt. When he

“ perceived their hesitation, he declared that he himself would be the first to say the

“ (Abbaside
)
hhotba and, on the first Friday of the month of Muharram, he got into

“ the pulpit before the preacher, and offered up a prayer for al-Musladi bi-Amr lllah.

" As no disapprobation was shown, Salih ad-Din gave orders that, on the Friday

“ following, the preachers
(
attached to the mosques) of Old and New Cairo should re-

“ place the khotba for al-Aadid by a khotba for al-Mustadi. This was done without

“ provoking even the slightest opposition (24). He then sent to all the provinces of

“ Egypt written orders to the same effect. As al-Aadid was very ill, none of his fa-

" roily told him what had happened; * If he recover, ' said they, ‘ he will learn it

“
* (time enough,), and, if he is to die, let us not trouble the last days he has to live.'

“ He died on the 10th of Muharram, without being aware of what was passing.

Salah ad-Din then held a silting in order to receive (os the defunct sovereign’s

“ vizir and lieutenant) the addresses of condolence, after which he took possession

“ of the palace (or citadel, al-Kasr
)
and of all that it contained. Previously to the

“ death of al-Aadid, he had placed there as its guardian the eunuch Baha ad-Din

“ Karakush. "— We have given his life (col. II. p. 520).— “ This officer, being

*' installed there as al-Aadid 's ustad-dar (inlendant of the household)
,
kept all things

“ safe and delivered them up to Salah ad-Din. Al-AMid's family were taken to an

“ insulated mansion and placed under guard; his sons, his uncles and their chil-

“ dren were lodged in one of the halls of the palace
(
citadel) and guards set over

“ them. All the male and female slaves were removed from the palace; to some

“ of them Salah ad-Din granted their liberty ; others he gave away and others he

“ sold. Thus did he empty the palace of its inhabitants; Glory be to Him whose

“ reign shall never pass away and on whom no change can be effected by the suc-

* * cession of ages ! Al-Aadid, in the height of his illness, sent for Salih ad-Din, but

“ he, being apprehensive of some treachery, abstained from going. After al-

“ Aadid's death, Salah ad-Dln discovered that his intentions had been friendly and

“ regretted to have staid away. The Obaidite
(
Fatimide

)

dynasty had its commen-

“ cement in Ifrikiya and Maghreb ; it began in the month of Zu ’1-Uijja, 299 (July,

“ A. D. 912) (25). The first of these sovereigns was al-Mahdi Abu Muhammad
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Obaid Allah. He founded the city of al-Mahdiya and became master of all lfri-

“ kiya.
”— Such is the dale assigned by our professor Ibn al-Athir lo the conquest

of Ifrlkiva by al-Mahdi,but the true one is that which we have given in our account

of bis life (tol. II. p. 79). to which we refer the reader.— Ibn al-Athir then says :

On the death of al-Mahdi, the sovereignty passed to his son al-Kdim AbA ’I*

“ Kasim Muhammad. ’’— He then speaks of these princes, one after another, till

he comes to al-Addid, and there he says :
“ His death marked the downfal of their

“ empire, They reigned two hundred and sixty-six years, two hundred and eight

“ of which they passed in Egypt (26). Fourteen members of this family reigned,

" namely : al-Mahdi, al-Kaim, al-Manshr, al-Moizz, al-Aziz, al-Hakim, az-Zahir,

“ al-Mustansir, al-Mustali, al-Aamir, al-Ilafiz, az-Zafir, al-Faiz and al-A5did, who was

“ the last of them. ”— As l have given, in this work, a separate article on each of

these princes, whoever wishes to know something of their history, will find what he

wants under their respective names. We need not therefore repeat that informa-

tion here. Ibn al-Athir continues thus :
“ A summary account of the (princes)

“ whose names we have collected here is given in our greater historical work;’’

—

he means the chronicle which he entitled the Kdtnil; it is a work of great repute and

one of the best of its class. After that, he says : “ Salih ad-Din, having taken pos-

1

1

session of the palace with what it contained, distributed part of the money and the

“ treasures to the members of his family and his emirs. A considerable portion of

•‘the property which remained he sold. Amongst these treasures were precious

“ stones and jewels in such a quantity as was never possessed by any other king.

“ They had been collect^ during a long series of years and the lapse of ages.

“ One of these objects was the (famous)
rod of emerald which was one span and a

“ half in length; another was the
(
celebrated

)

siring of rubies. There also were

“ found one hundred thousand books, selected with great care and very fairly writ-

“ ten; some of them were in the mansdli (or eastern ncskhi) character (27). When

“ the khulba was said in Cairo for al-Mostadi, Nur ad-Din took to him the good

“ news. It gave the highest satisfaction to the khalifwho, in return, caused a com-

“ plete dress of honour to be borne to him by Imad ad-Din Sandal al-Muktafawi

“ (who was on: of the khalif al-Muklafi’s freedmen). This was a high mark of ho-

“ nour, because I mid ad-Din occupied an eminent position at the Abbaside court.

•• He sent also a state-dress to Salah ad-Din, but it was of a kind inferior to that

“ which Nur ad-Din had received. He dispatched also to Egypt a quantity of black
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“ standards, that they might be set up on the pulpits. These were the first emblems

“ of Abbaside pomp which appeared in Egypt since the conquest of that country by

*' theObaidites. ” End of the citracl from Ibn al-Alhir.—When news was brought

to the imam [/chalifl ai-Mustadi bi-Amr Illah Abu Muhammad al-ll&san, who was

the son of the imdm al-Mustanjiil and the father of the amam an-Nasir li-Din Illah,

that his [family'*) authority had been reestablished in Egypt and that bis name was

not only pronounced in the khotba but inscribed on the coinage, after so long an

interval, Abu 'l-Falh Muhammad Sibl Ibn at-Taawizi [vol. 111. p. 162} composed

on the subject a magnificent kasida in which he celebrated the praises of that khalif.

In it he notices also the recovery of Egypt, the conquest of Yemen and the death of

the heretic who there took up arms and assumed the title of al-Mahdi. This occurred

in the year 571 (A. D. 1175-6(27). Salah ad - Din had just sent to him (to the khalif)

a large quantity of the treasures of Egypt and the spoils of the Egyptians. Here is

the beginning of the poem :

Say to the cloud which leaus towards the earth whilst the southern gales are exciting the

flow of its waters : “ Torn towards tbe valley in the sands [where my Moped used to reside),

“ and shed yonr drops profusely upon tbe spots which we frequented and opon tbe traces of

“ the camp. " Station where all our friends halted I noisy playground of the tribe I a few

fosse corner-stones are now thy only occupiers, since friends and inhabitants are gone. Whi-

ther did the camel which bore off my beloved direct its steps? Wlten did it depart? Ardent

is my passion to enjoy again tbe time which I passed in the tribe's reserved grounds I Bles-

sings (28) upon a time such as that! Mine is the passion of a man wbo, forced anav by tbe

hand of departure, is cast into a distant land. How well I recollect thee (dearest spoil), where

I and my beloved met so often withont being perceived by (jealous) fortune; at that time, thy

extensive pasture-grounds were never dusty ; thy w aters were rqper tainted.
( To tee) thy friendly

gazelles was for me, a necessity; for me thy soil was a bed (29). A censor blamed my conduct, hut

without knowing who caused my passion and tbe agitation of my heart My passion was for one

whose waist put to shame tbe pliant wand and
(
whose sweet voice) humbled lire pride of the bleating

gazelle. She who was my torment could not have given me pain, had she taken pity on tbe per-

son thus tormented. Through love for ber, my tears have been set at liberty and my heart remains

acaptive. Othouwho art my torment! Thy disdain bath deprived of life a lover by thee afflicted.

On thy departure, thou didst devote him for ever to tears and to affliction. My heart has been

obliged to suffer the unremitting pain of travelling and sojourning. Have pity on those eyelids

now chafed by weeping and long deprived of sleep. Be not parsimonious [of your kindness)

;

parsimony deprives the fairest face of its beanty. How many were tbe nights which I passed

till overcome by tbe wine-cop and the amphora I Then, in my wantonness, I strutted proudly,

sweeping the ground with my train and my long sleeves; my companion was slender- waisted,

pliant in staturo, bending gracefully as she turned around, delicate in body. But tbe sin of

each nocturnal visit that 1 made to her is now expiated by the praises which I address to al-

Slostadi Abu Muhammad al-ilasan, a sovereign established on the highest pinnacle of the Lba -
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lifate, Prince ! thou who hast trod for years in the path traced by tile Prophet! thou who hast

nailed in the same bonds tbe aspect of the Prophet and the
(
dignity of (he) khalifatet King-

doms, fortresses and cities hare humbiv submitted to the awe which you inspire; snbducd as

they were by the slurp sword and the pliant spear. To thee hare come the kingly spoils of

Said (
Upper Egypt) and of Aden. The pretended khalif in the land of Egypt and the misled

insurgent in Yemen hare been despoiled of the Ircasnres heaped up, since olden times, by 7.&

Roain and by Zfl Yazan (30). The hate and animosity with which they inspired you has now
been quenched (in the blood spilt) by the points of your lances. Struck with terror {by your

anger), they found that shields and castles were of no avail. One evening saw them led olf as

captives, humble and submissive as the victims which the pilgrims lead to sacrifice; and you

|ave up their extensive countries as an offering to calamities and disasters. Every day, a band

of your troops made a hostile inroad, and thus you disclosed the secret of the sainted Moslim

warriors (in former times). You have washed away the stains of the filth left by heretic

princes; and now, it is as if prayers had never been offered up for them from those pulpits.

The quantity of verses just given is quite sufficient, and , to it I shall limit the

extract which I make from this long losfifa. Another piece composed by the same

poet in honour of the khalif contains also allusions to these events. I cannot recollect

any part of it except the passage in which the charms of the beloved are extolled,

and, as it full of grace and beauty, I am induced to insert it here :

Welcome to tbe aspect of a (fair

)

visitor whose brilliant countenance puts darkness to shame I

time has at length permitted us to meet. Despite all obstacles, she approached, and then pas-

sed tbe night in handing around the wine-cup. I was one those who could cope will) her, but,

inebriated by her glances, 1 did not require ber wine. The maiden is fair and her custom is

to slay me, botb by her departure and by ber staying. (/ die,) whether she casts her eyes

upon me or retires with disdain. Never do her promises find the day of their fulfilment. Tbe

son is ber rival and the moon ber (
admiring) observer ;

morning appears over Iter lithum and

night lies under her ho<g) (31). She belongs to tbe tribe of Modar and can trace back Iter ori-

gin to the (otener of the) red (tent) (32). Whilst she passed the night in ber pavilion, shining

spears circled around it. I feel the stroke of death when she is on the point of her departure,

and again I feel it when we are about to meet. After a long absence, I passed by ber vernal

abode and by its open courts
;
my eyes then wept for those fawns (maidens). I stopped to look

towards the orient tracts in which ber beauty used to rise
;
hoping to discover the moons (the

handsome maids
, who formerly shone) in these heavens. There I wept till I nearly excited

the compassion of the two Aan-trec (groves) which grew in that valley. O thou who afHic-

tesl those eyes accustomed to shed tears (33), tbou bast yet left within my bosom a spark of lile.

but it is dying out from the malady of weeping. My eyes long to see thee, but (they cannot,

because) thou art (carefully preserved) within tbeir pupils (34). By refnsing to cast a look on

me, tboo grantest to my eyes time to collect fresh tears, which then flow as copiously as gifts

fall from the khalifs hand.

After this passage, the poel commences the culogiura which, like the rest of the
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piece, contains ideas of great originality. Towards the end of this article, we shall

insert some of the verses composed by him in honour of Salah ad-Din. He used to

send his kasidas from Baghdad to that prince and, with each of them, another piece

of verse containing the praises of nl-Kadi al-Fudil; the latter received the packets

and presented the kastdm to Salah ad-Din.— After the passages inserted above, our

professor Ibn al-Alhir has a chapter on the origin of the coolness which arose between

Nur ad-Din and Salah ad-Din, and which they both kept secret, lie there says:

“ In the year 5G7 (A. D. 1171-2) something occurred which led Nur ad-Din todis-

•' trust Salah ad-Din. Here is what passed : The former sent a dispatch to Salah

“ ad-Dln, ordering him to assemble the troops of Egypt, lead them into the lerri-

“ lory of the Franks and blockade al-Karak, whilst he, on his side, would call to-

“ gether his army and join him there, so that they might both wage war against Ihe

“ Franks and conquer their provinces. Salah ad-Din left Cairo on the 20(h of

“ Muharram and informed NQr ad-Din by a dispatch that he would not loiter

“ on the- way. Nur ad-Din had already assembled his troops and made every

•* preparation for his departure. lie did not intend to commence his march till he

“ was assured that Salah ad-Din had begun his; so, when he received that intelli-

“ gence, he set out from Damascus with the intention of going to al-Karak. On

“ reaching that place, he received from him a letter of excuses in which he staled

“ that he was unable to depart in consequence of the agitation which prevailed in

*' the cities of Egypt and which was excited, as far as lie could learn, by a partisan

11 of the Alides [the Falimides). He added that the disaffected intended to surprise

“ and occupy these cities, and that he feared to lose them^if he absented. This ex-

*• cuse was not accepted by Nur ad-Din. The real cause of Salah ad-Din's immobi-

“ lily was that his companions and intimate friends had excited his apprehensions

“ and deterred him from going to meet Nur ad-Din. This disobedience to orders

•• highly displeased the latter who immediately resolved on entering into Egypt and

*' expelling his refractory servant from that country. Salah ad-Din, being informed

of his intention, assembled the members of his family, amongst whom was his fa-

“ ihcr, Najm ad-Dln Aiyub, and his maternal uncle, Shihab ed-Din al-Harirni. He

“ called also to that meeting all the other emirs. Having then informed them that

* l Nur ad-Din had the intention of coming to attack him and deprive him of the

“ possession of Egypt, he asked their advice on the subject. All of them kept silent,

*« till at length his nephew Taki ad-Din Omar, " — we have given his life in a sepa-
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rate article (vol. II. p. S91),— " said : • If be come, we shall fight him and keep
" • him out of the country.’ Some other members of the family concurred with him,

“ but Najm ad-Dln Aiyub, who was a man of foresight, prudence and sagacity, re-

44 primanded them severely and declared that what had been just said was an

“ enormity. Having then ordered Taki ad-Din to sit down , lie scolded him and

“ said to Salah ad-Din : ‘ I am your father, and there is Shihab ad-Din, your ma-
“ • ternal uncle

; do you think that, in all this assembly, there are persons who love

*•
* you as much as we do and who are as anxions as we for your welfare? ’— • No,

“ * by Allah I
’ exclaimed Salah ad-Din. * Know then, ’ continued Najm ad-Din,

44 * that, if I and your uncle Shihab ad-Din met Nur ad-Din, we could not possibly

“ * avoid dismounting and kissing the ground before him. Did he even order us

“ * to behead you with the sword, we should obey. From that you may judge of the

“ ' other emirs. All the chiefs whom you sec here and all the troops could not

•* 4 avoid dismounting and kissing the ground before Nflr ad-Din, were they to meet

44 4 him. This country is his, and, if he wish to depose you, we shall obey him
“ ' without hesitation. My advice is therefore that you write lo him and say :

‘ I

44 * have been informed that you intend making an expedition for the purpose of

“ 4

(
occupying)

this country; but, what necessity is there for your doing so? Let

“ 4 your lordship send here a courier mounted on a dromedary, with orders to put a

44 4 turban-sash about my neck and lead me off to you ; no one here will offer to re-

44 4
sist your will.’ He then said to the persons present :

4 Retire and leave us I

“ ’ we are Ndr ad-Dln's mamluks and slaves, he may do with us what he

44 4
pleases. ’ Tbe meeting then broke up, and the greater number of those who

44 had been there wrote to Nur ad-Din, informing him of what had passed. Najm
44 ad-Din, being left alone with his son Salah ad-Din, said to him :

4 You arc very

44 4 imprudent and know little of the men who formed that numerous assembly; you

44 4
let them perceive your secret feelings and what you had upon your mind. If

4 4 4 Nur ad-Dln heard that you meant to prevent him from entering into this country,

4 4 4 he would leave aside all other affairs and direct his whole attention towards you

;

44 4 and, were he to come against you, not a single man of this army would help you;

44 4 on the contrary, they would deliver you up to him. Now, that the sitting is over,

44 4 these emirs will write to him and mention what 1 said. So, you must also write

44 4
to the same purport and say lo him :

4 What necessity is there for your coming

4 4 4
against me? Send one of your dromedary-couriers and let him cast a rope about
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“ * ray neck. ’ When he reads this, he will give up his project and turn his atten-

“ ‘ lion to such affairs as he may consider more serious. Time runs on and God

“ ' is doing something al every instant. By Allah I if Nir ad-Din attempted to take

'* * from us a single sugar-cane of ours, 1 myself should fight against him and hinder

11 * him from doing so, were I even to lose my life in the struggle. ’ Salah ad-Din

“ followed his father's advice, and Nur ad-Din, seeing how things stood, gave up his

“ project, as i'iajm ad-Din had foretold, and did not resume it as long as he lived.

“ The counsel given to Salah ad-Din was really excellent. ” End of Ibn al-Alhir's

relation.— Our professor Ibn Shadd&d says in the historical work mentioned above :

“ Salah ad-Din then placed himself on the footing of ruling with justice, of practi-

•• sing beneficence and of bestowing favours on all men. This continued till the

“ year 568 (A. D. 1 172-3), when he set out with bis army for the purpose of inva-

“ ding the territory of al-Karak and Shaubek. lie began by these places bc-

“ cause they were the nearest to him and lay so close to the road that they inter-

“ cepled the communications with Egypt and rendered impossible the passage of

“ caravans, unless he himself went out [with troops

)

in order to help them through.

“ He intended to widen that road and clear it of obstructions. That same year, he

“ laid siege to the place [al-Karak) and had a number of encounters with the Franks,

“ after which he retreated without obtaining any success. On his return, he lear-

“ ned that his father Najm ad-Din Aiyub had died some lime before his arrival."

—

I have given the date of that prince’s death in his biographical notice (poJ. I. p. 246).

— “ In the year 569 (A. 1). 1173-4), he saw
(
with satisfaction) the strength of his

“ army and the number of his troops. Being then informed that a man called Abd
'* an-Nabi Ibn Mahdi had become master of Yemen and gotten possession of its for-

“ tresses, he sent his brother Thran Shah against the usurper."—As we have given

an account of that event in the life of TOran Shah
(
vol.I.p . 284), we need not repeat

it here. — In the year 569, Nftr ad-Din died, as we have stated in his life (vol. Ill,

p. 338). “ Salah ad-I)in then learned that an individual called al-Kanx had assem-

“ bled a great multitude of negroes at Syene under the pretext of restoring the

“ former Egyptian dynasty (the Falimides), and that numbers of the people of Cairo,

*• being desirous of reestablishing that family on the throne, had gone to join the

“ rebel, lie therefore placed his brother al-Malik al-Aadil at the head of a nume-

“ rous army and sent him against the insurgents. On the 7th of Safar, 570 (7lh

" September, A. D. 1174), al-Aadil encountered the enemy and routed them com-
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“ pletely. (By this victory) the authority of Salah ad-Din was fully established.”

—

"Nurad-Dln (in dying,) left a son called al-Malik as-Salih Ismail, ” — we have

spoken of him in our article on Nur ad-Din and mentioned that he was at Damas-

cus when his father died. — “ The citadel of Aleppo was then occupied by

“ Shams ad-Din Ali Ibn ad-Daya and by Shadbakht, the former of whom was

“ meditating great projects. Al-Malik as-Salih left Damascus and, in the month

“ of Muharram, 570 (August, A. D. 1174), he halted outside of Aleppo, having

“ with him Sabik ad-Din. Badr ad-Din Hasan
(, the brother of Ali) Ibn ad-Daya

“ went out to him and then arrested S&bik ad-Din. When al-Malik as-SAlih en-

“ lered into the citadel, the two brothers, ShamB ad-Din and Hasan Ibn ad-Daya

" were arrested and cast into prison along with Sabik ad-Dtn. .That same day,

“ Abu '1-Fadl Ibn al-Khashsh&b (35) lost his life in a riot wich took place at

** Aleppo; another account says that he was killed on the day which preceded the ar-

“ reslation of the sons of ad-Daya and that these chiefs were the authors of his death.

“ After the death of Nur ad-Din, it became evident to Salah ad-Din that the son of

“ the deceased prince was not old enough to undertake the direction of affairs or

'* support the weight of the sovereignty, and that, in Syria, things would fall into

“ the greatest confusion. A letter which he then received from Shams ad-Din ibn

" al-Mukaddam (35*) decided him on taking the field with a large body of troops.

“ Be set out from Old Cairo, leaving there a sufficient garrison, and proceeded to Da-

“ mascus, under the pretext that he was fjoing to take charge of al-Malik as-Salih's

“ interests. On Tuesday, the last day of the latter Rabi, 570 (27 November, A. D.

" 1174), Damascus was delivered up to him and its citadel also. The first house

“ into which he entered was that of his father.”— This residence is now called the

house of at-Sharif al-AWei and has opposite to it the Addiliya College, which is an

establishment well known in the city.— " The inhabitants gathered round him and

“ expressed great joy at his arrival. .That same day, he distributed large sums of

“ money, to the extreme delight of the Damascans. Having then left a garrison in

“ the citadel, he set out for Aleppo. (On his way,) he besieged the city of Hems

“ [Cmetsa] and took it in the month of the first Jumada (December), but did not lose

“ his time in attempting to reduce the citadel. He then proceeded to Aleppo and,

“ on Friday, the last day of the first Jumada (27lh December), he attacked that city

'* for the first time. Saif ad-Din Ghazi, the son of Kutb ad-Din Maudud and the

” grandson of Im&d ad-Din Zinki, who was then reigning at Mosul, perceived from

VOL. IV. G4
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** what was going on how redoubtable that man (Stildli ad-Din) had become and how

“ great was the influence which he had acquired. Fearing that, if he neglected to

“ take proper measures, Salah ad-Din would obtain possession of the whole country,

“ acquire a Arm footing in the sovereignly and usurp the supreme authority, he

“ sent against him an immense army, which he placed under the orders of his bro-

“ llier Izi ad-Din Masud. These troops were to expel Salah ad-Din from the coun-

“ try. The latter, being informed of their approach, decamped from before Aleppo,

“ on the 1st of Rajab, the same year (20lh January, A. D. 1175) and returned to

< * llamat whence he went again to Denis, the citadel of which place he then got into

“ his possession. Izr ad-Din Masud, having arrived at Aleppo, took off with him

“ the troops of his cousin al—Malik as-Salih, who was then the sovereign of that city,

“and set out with an immense army. Salah ad-Din, being informed of

“ their march, advanced to meet them and joined them at Kurun llamat (36).

** As he was desirous of obtaining peace, he opened negotiations with them,

" but peace they refused to make; thinking to attain their object more rea-

" dily by risking a battle. Destiny leads , however, to things of which

“ men are not aware : the two armies encountered and , with God’s per-

“ mission , Salah ad-Din 's adversaries were routed and fled most disgrace-

“ fully. A number of prisoners fell into his hands and received from him their

“ liberty. The battle was fought at Kurun Uamat, on the 19th of Ramadan

“ the same year (13 April, A. D. 1175). After gaining this victory, he returned

“ to Aleppo and encamped before it, for the second time, but the chiefs of the

“ city obtained peace by ceding to him Maarra, Kafertab and Barin. At the time

“ in which the battle above-mentioned took place, Saif ad-Din Ghazi was besieging

“ his brother, Imad ad-Dln Zinki, in Sinj&r, of which city the latter was the sore-

“ reign. He intended to deprive him of it because he saw that he had come to a

“ good understanding with Salah ad-Din; but, when on the point of taking it, he

“ learned that his [other) army had been defeated. Fearing that the news might

“ reach his brother, Imad ad-Din, and encourage him to make a prolonged resis-

“ tance, he entered into negotiations with him and concluded a peace. Immedia-

“ telv after, he proceeded to Nasibin, where all his attention was directed to levying

“ troops and providing for the necessary expenses. He then went to al-fiira, cros-

“ sed the Euphrates and encamped on the Syrian side of the river. From that place

“ he sent (o his cousin, Al-Malik as-Salih, the son of Nur ad-Din and sovereign of

I
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" Aleppo, for the purpose of settling the basis of an alliance which he wished to

“ contract. He then proceeded to Aleppo, and al-Halik as-Sdlih went out to receive

“ him. During the short stay which he made there, he went with an escort of his

“ own troops to the citadel and, on going down from it, he set out for Tall as-

“ Sultan, ”— a station between Hamat and Aleppo, — “ taking with him a nume-

“ rous army. Salah nd-Dln, having drawn from Egypt the troops which were quar-

“ tered there, led them to Tall as-Sultan and there he halted. On the morning of

“ Thursday, the 10th of Shauwal, 571 (22nd April, A. D. 1176), the two armies drew

•* up in line and had a terrible conflict. Saldh ad-Din’s right wing was broken by

“ MusafTar ad-Din lbn Zain ad-Din ” — the lord of Arhela whom we have spoken of

elsewhere, and who' commanded Saif ad-Dtn’s left wing.—“ Salih ad-Dtn then

“ charged at the head of his troops, bore down all before him and took a number of

“ prisoners. Amongst them were some of the great emirs, and these he set at li-

* berly. Saif ad-Din returned to Aleppo, carried off the treasures which were kept

•• there and crossed the Euphrates in order to reach his own country. Salih ad-

“ Din prevented his troops from pursuing the fugitives, and, during the rest of that

“ day, they occupied the tents of their adversaries who, in their flight, had left all

** their baggage behind them. The horses in the stables were distributed by him to

•* his soldiers; all the treasures he gave away, and the lent of Saif ad-Din was bc-

“ stowed by him on his cousin In ad-Din Farrukh Shah. ” — This prince was the

son of Shah&n Shah lbu Aiydb and the brother of Taki ad-Din Omar, sovereign of

Harat. Farrukh Shdh was lord of Baalbek ; his son, al-Malik al-Amjad Bahrain Shah

became lord of that city.— “Salah ad-Din then marched to Manbej, which place

“ was delivered up to him. He then proceeded to the fortress of Aziz and com-

“ menced to besiege it on the 4th of ZA ’1-Kaada, 571 (15th May, A. D. 1176).

“ There he was traitorously assailed by some Israailians, but God saved his life and

** the assassins were taken. He remained there till the 14th of ZuT-Hijja (22nd

“ June), when he got possession of the place. From that he went to Aleppo, where

“ he arrived on the 16lh of the same month, and remained some lime before the

“ city, after which he departed. Axaz was given up by him to a young girl, the

“ daughter of Nhr ad-Dtn, who had been sent out (of the city] to request of him the

“ restitution of that place. Salah ad-Din then returned to Egypt for the purpose

“ of examining into the state of the country. His journey thither took place in the

“ month of the first Rabi, 572 (Sept-Oct., A. D. 1176). He had already nominated
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“ as bis lieutenant in Damascus his brother Shams ad-Dawlat Tilran Shalt, who had

•• corac from Yemen to see him. Having then made preparations for an eipedi-

“ tion into the Sihil (the littoral provinces of Syria occupied by the Franks), he set

“ out and had an encounter with the Franks at ar-Ramla, on one of (he first (ten)

“ days of the latter Jumada, 573 (Nov.-Dec., A. D. 1177). In this battle the Mu-

“ sulmans were defeated,”— in consequence of a circumstance too long to be re-

lated here (37).— “ As they had no fortress in the neighbourhood to which they

“ might have retreated after their defeat, they directed their march towards Egypt

“ but, having lost their way, they were scattered and dispersed, so that a number of

“ them fell into the hands of the enemy. Amongst these was the legist Isa al-

“ Hakkari, whose captivity was a great loss. God repaired this disaster by the fa-

“ mous battle which was gained at al-Hitlln. With a! -Malik as-Silih, the sove-

“ reign of Aleppo, affairs were going on badly; he arrested the chief of his

“ administration, Kumushtikin, and put him to death because he could not obtain

“ from him the cession of ( the fortress and territory of) HJrim. The Franks,

“ being informed of this event, laid siege to Hari rn with the hope of get—

“ ting it into their possession. This was in the month of the latter Jornada (Nov.-

“ Dec.) of that year (A. D. 1177). The garrison, knowing how much they had to

“ fear from the Franks, dclired up the place to al-Malik as-Salih, on one of the

" last (ten) days of Ramadan (Feb. March, A. D. 1178), the same year. This

“ obliged the Franks to retire. Salah ad-Dln remained in Egypt till he had brought

“ all things into order and repaired the losses which his partisans had suffered at

“ ar-Ramla. Being then informed that affairs were in a bad posture in Syria, he

“ resolved on invading that country again and turned his thoughts to the undcrla-

“ king of a holy war. An ambassador then arrived from Killj Arslan, the sove-

" reign of Asia Minor (ar-Rtim) for the purpose of making a treaty of peace and of

“ relating (to Saldh ad-Din )
how much they had to suffer from the Armenians.

'• Salah ad-Dln then decided on invading the son of Leon's country (38),” — that

is to say, the territory of as-Sis, which is the maritime region that lies between

Aleppo and ar-Rurn (Asia Minor),— “ in order to assist Killj Arslan against him.

“ He therefore set out and summoned the troops of Aleppo to come and join him.

“ This they were bound to do by one of the conditions mentioned in the treaty of

“ peace (which had been made with al-Malik as-Sdlih). Having then penetrated

“ into the son of Leon’s country, he look, on his way, and ruined a fortress, after
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" which he granted peace to the enemy, at their humble request and returned back.

“ Being then asked by Killj Arslan to make peace with all the people of the East, he

“ gave his consent and, on the 10th of the first Juniada, 570 (3rd Oct., A. D.

“ 1180) he swore (to observe the treaty). In this peace were included Killj Arslan

•• and the people of Mosul. He then returned to Damascus and from that to Egypt.

“ After that took place the death of al-Malik as-SAlih, the son of NOr ad-Dln. ” —
“ For the dale, see our article on his father (col. III. p. 342) . — Before dying,

•* he made the emirs and the troops of Aleppo swear fidelity to his cousin, Izz ad-

“ Din Mastid, the lord of Mosul.”— We have already spoken of this prince, who

was the son of Kulb ad-Dln Maudud (col. 111. p. 356). — “ On the death of Saif

“ ad-Dln, "— the date is mentioned in our article concerning him (col. 11. p. 412),

— “ his brother, \u ad-Dln Masud, succeeded to the throne. When the latter was

“ informed of al-Malik as-Salih's death and learned that he had bequeathed to him

'* Aleppo, he hastened to that city, lest Salih ad-Dln should get there before him.

“ The first (of his partisans) who arrived at Aleppo was Muzaflar ad-Din, the son of

“ Zain ad-Dln and the sovereign of Arbela (col. II. p. 535). ” — At that time he

was sovereign of Harran only and in the dependance of (the sovereign of) Mosul,

to whom all that country belonged. — “ Muzadar ad-Dln reached Aleppo on

“the 3rd of Shaban, 577 (12th Dec. A. D. 1181). Seventeen days later,

“ Masud arrived ,
went up to the citadel and took possession of all the treasures

“ deposited there. On the 5th of Shauwal (Uth Feb.) of the same year (1182),

“ he married al-Malik as-Silih’s mother. ” — Our professor Ibn Shaddad then

relates a number of events which have been already noticed in our articles on izz

ad-Din Masud, on Imad ad-Din Zinki, that prince's brother, and on Taj al-Maluk

Bin (col. I. p. 272), the brother of Salah ad-Din. Whoever wishes to know them

may recur to these articles. 1 may now state, in a summary manner, that Izz ad-

Din Masud made an exchange with his brother Imad ad-Din Zinki, giving him Aleppo

and receiving from him Sinjar. Zinki entered into Aleppo after the departure of Izz

ad-Din but, when Salah ad-Din came to besiege him, he felt himself unable to keep

the city. Sal&h ad-Din encamped before it on the 26th of Muliarrara, 579 (21st

May, 1183), or on the 16th of that month, if we admit the statement of Ibn Shaddad.

The emir Imad ad-Din Zinki had then a private conference with the emir Ilusam

ad-Din Tumin Ibn Gbazi and consulted him on what was to be done. The advice

of Tuman was to surrender Aleppo provided that some other cities were given to him
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in exchange and that all the treasures in the citadel were left in his possession.

* That,' said Imad nd-Pin, ‘ is precisely what 1 thought of doing.’ Ilusara ad-Din

had then a secret conference with Salah ad-Din and obtained his consent to the pro-

posed arrangement. Imad ad-Din received Sinjar, al-KhAbur, Nasibin and Sariij

;

Tuman got ar-Rakka as a recompense for his mediation, and SalAh ad-Din swore to

observe the treaty. This took place on the 17th of Safar (11 th June), the same year.

Salah ad-Din bad laid siege to SinjAr and taken it on the 2nd of Ramadin, 578

(30lh December, A. D. 1182), after which, he gave it to his nephew Taki ad-Din

Omar. When the peace was concluded in the form just mentioned, he remitted

Sinjar to Imdd ad-Din and was put in possession of Aleppo. On Monday, the 7lh

of Safar (21st May), he went up to the citadel and remained there till he termi-

nated all his arrangements. On the 22nd of the latter Rabi, the same year (15th

August), he departed from the city, after establishing there his son al-Malik az-Zahir,

who was then a boy. We have given to him a separate article. The government of

the citadel was assigned to Saif ad-Din Yazkuj al-Asadi (one of Asad ad-Din Shtr-

kith’s mawlas ), to whom also the sultan confided the interests of his son. On the

date just mentioned, Salah ad-Din set out for Damascus. Ibn Shaddad says : “ On

“ the 3rd of Rajah, the same year (22nd Oct. 1 183), he left Damascus with the inten-

“ lion of besieging al-Karak, and sent to his brother, al-Malik al-AAdil, the order

“ to join him there. He
(
al-Addil)

left Egypt with a numerous army, and, on the

“ 4th of Shaban (22nd Nov.) he effected his junction with Salah ad-Din in the

“ neighbourhood of al-Karak. When this news reached the Franks, they assem-

“ bled a great quantity of troops and set out for al-Karak, with the intention of taking

“ a position opposite to the Moslim army. Salah ad-Din, having then conceived

** fears for the safety of Egypt, sent there bis nephew Taki ad-Din Omar. On the

“ 16th of ShabAn (4th Dec.), the same year, he departed from al-Karak and, on the

“ 24 of that month, he arrived at Damascus. His brother, al-Malik al-AAdil, whom

“ he had taken with him, then received from him the government of Aleppo,

“ which city he entered on Friday, the 22nd of Ramadan, the same year (8th Ja-

“ nuary, A. D. 1184). Al-Malik az-ZAhir then left Aleppo with Yazkuj and arrived

" at Damascus on Monday, the 28tli of Shauwal (13 Jan. 1184). Salah ad-Din loved

“ him better than any of his other sons, because he remarked in him the most praise-

** worthy qualities, and it was only to effect a necessary arrangement that he depri-

“ ved him of Aleppo. It is said that al-AAdil obtained Aleppo from Salah ad-Din by
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“ giving him a sum of three hundred thousand dinars to aid in carrying on the holy

•• war; God knows bestl Salah ad-Din perceived afterwards that it would he more

“ advantageous to send al-Malik al-Aadil back to Egypt and restore Aleppo to al-

“ Malik az-Zahir.
’’— It is said that his motive for doing so was what we are going

to relate : The emir Alam ad-Din Sulaiman Ibn Haidar [left al-Aadil’s service be-

cause that prince had acted unjustly towards him by giving the promotion which

he expected to another officer. He] was one of Salah ad-Dln’s intimate acquain-

tances, even previously to the time in which that prince became master of so many

countries. Salah ad-Dtn having fallen dangerously ill whilst besieging Mosul, was

carried to Harrin, where ho recovered, after bequeathing to each of his sons a por-

tion of his slates. On his way to Syria, Alam ad-Din, who travelled at his side, ad-

dressed him in these terms ; “ You suppose that these bequests will be fulfilled as

“ exactly as the orders which you give on going out to hunt with the intention of

“ soon returning! How can you think so? Are you not ashamed to see that birds

" have more foresight than you?” — “ How is that?” said Salah ad-Din, laughing.

The other replied ; “ When a bird intends to make a nest for its young, it chooses

“ the top of a tree, so as to preserve them from danger. But you have left the

‘

' {lofty) fortresses to your relatives and placed your children on the ground. Aleppo,

“ the capital of a large state, is in the hands of your brother; Hamit is held by

“ your cousin, Taki ad-Din ; Hems by the son of Asad ad-DIn (S/ifrfetl/i), whilst your

*• son al-Afdal is in Egypt with Taki ad-Dln, who can expel him from that country

“ whenever he pleases. Another of your sons is under the same tent with a brother

“ of yours, who may do with him what he likes.”— “ You are right;” replied

Salih ad-Dln, “ but let what you have said remain a secret. ” He then took Aleppo

from his brother and gave it to al-Malik az-Zahir; after that, he bestowed Harrin,

ar-Roha (Edetsa) and Maiyifirikin on al-Malik al-Aadil, in order to get him out of

Syria and to find, in that country, wherewithal to provide abundantly for his own

children. Then happened (what we have seen). Our article on Izz ad-Din Masud,

the son of Kutb ad-Din Maudud and sovereign of Mosul, contains a paragraph con-

cerning the three unsuccessful sieges of Mosul by Salih ad-Din. — Our professor

Ibn al-A(hir says, in his History : “ The third time that he laid siege to it, the rainy

“ season had set in; but he resolved on staying and cutting up all the province of

“ Mosul into fiefs. It was in the month of Shibin, 581 (Oct. Nov. A. D. 1185) that

“ he arrived; he remained there during the rest of that month and during the month of
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*' Ramadan. Frequent messages passed between him and the sovereign of the city,

1 ‘ and this correspondence was still going on when he was taken seriously ill and

“ obliged to return to Ilarran. It was there that messengers brought to him the

“ acceptance of the proposals which he had made. Peace was then concluded on

“ these conditions : that the sovereign of Mosul should deliver up to him the city of

“ Shahrozur and its dependences, the government of al-Karayelli (39) and of the

“ provinces on the other side of the (rirer) Zab, that his name should be inserted in

“ the Aholba pronounced from the pulpits , and that it should be inscribed

“ on the coinage. When the two contracting parlies had ratified the treaty

” by their respective oaths, Salah ad-Din sent lieutenant-governors to all the pro-

“ vinces which, according to agreement, were to be delivered up to him, and he

“ thus got them into his possession. He was still at Ilarran and his indisposition

“ increased to such a degree that his life was dispaired of. He then made all his

“ people (his troopt) swear fidelity to his sons. His son al-Malik al-Aiia Imid ad-

“ Din Olhman and his brother al-Malik al-Afidil, who had arrived from his sove-

reignty at Aleppo, were then with him. To each of his sons he assigned a portion

“ of his slates and appointed al-Aidil to act as their guardian. After that, he reco-

“ vered his health and, in the month of Muharram, 582 (March-April, A. D. 1186),

“ he returned to Damascus. During his illness at Harr&n he had with him his cousin

“ Nasir ad-Dln Muhammad and to him he granted as fiefs (theeilies of] Hems andar-

“ Rahaba. This prince then set out for Hems and, in passing by Aleppo, he sent for

“ some of the militia and gave them money after making them (magnificent]

“ promises. On arriving at Hems, he wrote to some natives of Damascus, engaging

“ them to deliver their city up to him in the case of SalSh ad-Din’s death. The

“ latter recovered and, very soon after, Nisir ad-Dln died. That event took place

“ on the night preceding the festival of the Sacrifice, the same year (20th Feb. A.

“ D. 1187). He had drunk a great deal of wine and, the next morning, was found

“ lifeless. Some people said that a man suborned by Salah ad-Din went to visit

“ him and then, at a convivial parly, put poison into bis drink. The next morning,

'* this person was not to be found. His name was an-Nasih lbn al-Amid. Enqui-

“ rics were made about him, and the answer was that he had departed the same

“ night. This circumstance contributed to fortify the suspicions which were enter-

” tained; God knows best! After his death, the fief held by him Was given to his

'• son Sliirkuh, who was at that time twelve years old. He left great deal of
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** money, with horses, mules and furniture in abundance. Salah ad-Din, haying

'* then gone to Hems, examined into the fortune of the deceased prince, and took

“ the greater part of it, leaving only what was of no value." Our professor then

adds : “ I was told that Shirkdh, a year after his father’s death, went to see Salah ad-

“ Din and was asked by him how far he had advanced in learning the Koran by heart.

“ To this he replied :
1 As fares : Surely they who swallow up the wealth of orphans

“ * unjustly shall swallow fire into their bellies and shall bum in flames (Sur. IV,

“ ‘ vers. 11).’ All the assembly and Salah ad-Din himself marvelled at his sharpness.

*' — “ When Salah ad-Din," says Ibn Shaddad, “arrived at Damascus, after recover-

“ ing from his sickness, he sent for his brother al-Malik al- Audit who, in conse-

“ quence of that order, left Aleppo on the eve of Saturday, the 24th of the first

“ Rabi, 582 (14th June, A. D. 1186) and proceeded to Damascus with an escort

“ of light cavalry, lie remained there, at the court of Salah ad-Din, and had

“ with him a number of conferences and discussions relative to the arrangements

“ which they had to make. It was decided, at length, in the month of the latter

“ Jumada (Aug.-Sept.), the same year, that al-Aadil should return to Egypt and give

“ up Aleppo.”— Al-Malik az-Zahir was then sent to that city and made his entry

into the citadel on a Saturday, in the year 582. I have mentioned in his life, that

he died on the same day of the year as that on which he entered into Aleppo as so-

vereign (vol. 11. p. 443). 1 have there indicated the date and the day but know not

from what source I drew that piece of information. The sultan (Saldh ad-Din) then

confided his son al-Malik al-Aziz to al-Aadil, whom he appointed to act as atdbei lor

guardian)
of that prince. Ibn Shaddad states that al-Malik al-Aadil related to him as

follows :
“ When that arrangement was made, 1 went to pay my respects to al-Malik

“ al-Aziz and al-Malik az-Zahir. Having sat down between them, I said to the for-

“ mer :
‘ Sly Lord I 1 am ordered by the sultan to hold myself ready at your ser-

“ * vice and accompany you to Egypt ; but 1 know that there are a number of auda-

“ ‘ cious fellows who will say things of me which should not be suffered and

“ * who will endeavour to make you mistrust me. Now, if you be disposed to

“ * hearken to such people, let me know it immediately, so that 1 may not go

“ * there.’ The prince answered me thus : ‘ How can you think it possible that I

“ * could hearken to their words or follow their advice?’ I then turned towards

“ al-Malik az-Zahir and said : ' I know that your brother has sometimes listened to

f ‘ * the calumnies said of me by insolent fellows and that 1 have no other friend but

yoi_ iv. 65
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“
‘ you. So, if I feel ray bosom oppressed by any act on his part, I shall be quite

" * satisfied to obtain from you the government of Manbej. ’— He replied :
‘ May

" ‘ all turn out fortunately I’— and then said to me every thing kind. — The sul-

tan al—Malik azZahir took to wife Ghazia Kh&tun, the daughter of his uncle (40),

al-Malik al-Aadil, and consummated his manage on Wednesday, the 26th of Rama-

dan (10th Dec.) the same year (A. D. 1186). After that took place the battle of

Hittln, which was such a blessing for the Musulmans. (The historian
)
says that it

was fought on Saturday, the 14th of the latter Rabi, 583 (23rd June, A. D. 1187)

and (had begun) towards the middle of Friday. He (SaJdft ad-Dtn) often wished

to encounter the enemy on a Friday, hoping to profit by the blessed effects of

the prayers offered up on that day by the Moslims and of the invocations then pro-

nounced from the pulpits by the preachers. Having collected all the Moslim troops,

he set out with an army numerous beyond count or reckoning. They marched in

order of battle and in the fairest array. He had been informed that a great multi-

tude of the enemy, on receiving intelligence that the Moslim troops were assem-

bling, had met at a place called Saffuriya and situated in the territory of Acre. He

advanced towards the lake of Tiberias and halted on the top of the hill which

overlooks the town. There he waited, thinking that the Franks would advance to

attack him when they heard that he was encamped on that spot. This demonstra-

tion did not, however, induce them to move or to quit their posts. It was on Wed-

nesday, the 21st of the latter Rabi, that they (the Moslims
)

look up that position.

When he saw that the Franks did not stir nor leave their ground, he set out with a

troop of cavalry to attack Tiberias, leaving his squadrons where they were, facing the

enemy. Having attacked the town, he stormed it in an hour’s time and let it be

plundered by his troops, who had begun to slay, to make prisoners and to set the

houses on fire. The citadel, being defended by the garrison, held out. The enemy

were so greatly concerned for the loss of Tiberias that they set out to deliver that town,

andSaUh ad-Din, being informed of their approach, left a sufficient number of troops

to blockade the place and joined his army. On Thursday, the 22nd of the latter Rabi,

he met with the enemy on the western side of the (plain which forms the) summit of

the hill of Tiberias; but night intervened and separated the two armies. The soldiers

of both parlies slept on the ground, without quitting their ranks and, the neit

morning, which was that of Friday, the 23rd, they got on horseback, charged and

engaged in a furious battle. It was fought on the territory of a village called Ltibya.
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The enemy felt a compression in the throat and, like a flock driven forward, they

advanced towards death which they saw
(right before them). Certain that they were

falling into misfortune and ruin, they felt that, on the following day, they would he

visitors of the tombs. The flames of war raged ; each horseman charged upon his

adversary, and no safety was to be found except in victory. Evil fortune then befel

the people of infidelity, but night intervened with its darkness. Both parties remai-

ned under arms till the next morning, Saturday, without leaving their stations.

The Moslims knew that they had the Jordan behind them, the enemy’s country

before them and that nothing could save them but strenuous fighting in that holy war.

The Moslim squadrons dashed forward from every quarter; the center advanced to

the charge, and all shouted aloud as if with one single voice. God then cast terror

into the hearts of the infidels, for he judged it right to help the true believers against

their enemies. The Comes (Raimond, count of Tripoli), perceiving that no hopes

remained, fled soon after the commencement of the action, and took (he road of

Tyre, closely pursued by a troop of Moslims, but he effected his escape. God thus

delivered the true believers from his malice. The Moslims surrounded the infidels

on every side, shooting at them with their arrows, striking them down with their

swords, and making them drink out of the goblet of death. A part of the enemy

fled but, being pursued by the bravest of the Musulmans, not one of them escaped.

Another band took refuge on the top of llitlin, a hill thus called after a village

near which is the tomb of the prophet Shoaib (Jethro). Being closely pressed by the

Musulmans, who had lighted fires all around them, they suffered greatly from thirst

and were reduced to such straits that , through fear of death , they surrendered

themselves prisoners. Their chiefs were taken alive but the others were put to

death. Amongst these chiefs were the king Jofri (41) and bis brother, the Brins

Amal (prince Henaud de ChAlillon), lord of al-Karak and ash-Shaubek, the son ofat-

Honferi
(
Humphrey of Thoron), the son of the lord of Tiberias, the (grand-) master of

the Templars, the lord of Jubail and the (grand-) master of the Hospitallers. “ It was

“ related to me,” says Ibn Shaddad by a person in whose veracity 1 could confide,

“ that he saw a man in Hauran leading off upwards of thirty captives whom he had

* ‘ lied together with the cords of his tent
;
such was the consternation into which they

“ had fallen. When the Comet who fled at the beginning of the action arrived at

“ Tripoli, he was attached by a pleurisy which carried him off. The masters

11 of the Hospitallers and the Templars, with the prisoners who belonged to these
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“ orders were put to death by [the command of) the sultan. As for prince Renaud,

“ the sultan had made a vow that, if he ever got hold of him, he would take his

“ life. What induced him to do so was this : A caravan of Egyptian merchants

11 passed by ash-Shaubek when the prince was there, and, notwithstanding a truce

" which had been concluded, he attacked them traitorously and slew them. When
“ they implored him to respect the truce which existed between him and the Mos-

“ lims, he answered in terms which denoted his contempt for the Prophet. Salah

“ ad-Din, being informed of this, was impelled by his honorable pride and his ical

“ for religion to vow that he would shed the blood of him who said so. When

“ God had granted to him this signal victory, he held a sitting in the court before

“ his tent, which had not yet been pitched, and ordered the prisoners to be brought

before him. Whilst (his soldiers
)
were pressing forward to him with their cap-

*• lives, he felt the liveliest joy at the victory which, through his means, God had

“ granted to the Moslims, and, having taken his seat in the lent, which had now

•• been set up, he thanked the Almighty for that signal favour. The king Jofri

** was brought forward with his brother and prince Renaud. — Jofri, to whom
“ the sultan presented an iced sherbet (juldb

)
and who was suffering greatly from

thirst, drank some of it and handed the cup to the prince ; on which the sultan

11 said to the interpreter :
* Repeat these words to the king : It is from you and not

•* 4 from the sultan that he has received the drink. ’ By these words he alluded to

“ one of the good customs which prevailed amongst the Arabs of the desert and

" which formed a noble trait in their character, namely, that the person who eat

“ or drank of what belonged to his captor had no longer any thing to fear. He then

44 ordered them (the king and hit brother,) to be taken to a place which he indicated

•' and where they got something to eat. When brought back, they found him

44 there, with only a few servants in attendance. — He made the king sit down in

the vestibule of the lent and, having ordered the prince to be brought in, he said

“ to him :
4 Here am I who shall take Muhammad’s part against you; to save your

“ * life you must become a Moslim. ’ On the prisoner’s refusal, he drew his cutlass

" and, with one stroke it, dislocated his shoulder. The attendants put an end to

“ the Christian’s life and cast the body outside the door of the tent. The king, ha-

“ ving seen what passed, was convinced that he would be killed also and dispatched

“ after the other, bnl the sultan told him to draw near and allayed his apprehen-

" sions, saying -.
4

It is not the custom that one king should kill another. As for
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“ ‘ (hat man, he passed all hounds and audaciously insulted the Prophets of God.'

“ — The Moslims passed the night in jubilation, exclaiming, as with one voice :

“ Praise and thanks be to God I There no god but God ! God is the greatest of all I

“ This continued till daybreak. On Sunday, the 25th of the latter Rabi (4- July),

“ the sultan went down to Tiberias and, on that same day, he obliged the citadel to

“ capitulate. On Tuesday, he left that place and look the road of Acre, where he

•* arrived on Wednesday, the last day of the latter Rabi. On the morning of Thurs-

" day, the 1st of the first Jumada, he commenced the attack of that fortress and,

“ having taken it, he delivered from captivity upwards of four thousand Moslims who

“ were confined there. All the wealth and treasures contained in the place fell

“ into his power, as also an immense quantity of merchandise. Acre being a great

" resort for traders. Detachments of the army being then sent into all parts of the

' * Sdhil (Palestine), took a great number of castles, fortresses and strong-holds. Na-

“ bios (Napl&ic), Haifa (Caipha), Kaisariya (Cmsarea), Safftlriya
(
Sephouri

)
and an-

*' Nasira (Nazareth) fell into their power because they had no garrisons ; death and

“ captivity having taken off the greater part of their defensors. When order was

“ re-established in Acre, the sultan distributed to his troops the treasures and the

“ prisoners, after which he set out for Tibnin and, on Sunday, the lllh of the first

“ Jumada, he halted before that place, which was a strong castle. Having then

“ planted his mangonels against it and assaulted it repeatedly, he reduced the gar-

“ risen to the last extremity. As it was defended by troops of noted courage and

“ zealously attached to their religion, it made a vigourous resistance, but God lent

*‘ his aid against them and, on Sunday, the 1 8lh (of the same month) it was taken

“ by storm. Those of the garrison who survived were led into captivity. From

“ that he went to Saida (Sidon )
and hailed before its walls. On the following day,

“ which was Wednesday, the 20lh of the first Jumada, he obliged it to capitulate.

“ After establishing his authority in that place, he departed for Bairut, before which

“ town he encamped on the eve of Thursday, the 22nd of the first JumSda. His

“ mangonels were then mounted and directed against the walls; assaults were gi-

“ ven, and hostilities continued without intermission till Thursday, the 29th of the

" same month, when he obtained possession of the place. Jubail, which is beyond

“ Bairilt, was taken by (o detachment of) his troops. As nothing more remai-

“ ned in that quarter to occupy his mind, he resolved to march against Ascalon.

“ On passing before Tyre (Sdr) , be halted, but then felt unwilling to lose bis time
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“ in carrying on a long siege ; more particularly as he saw how his troops were dis-

“ persed throughout the Sdhil, where each detachment was operating for its own

“ profit, and how his men were fatigued and harassed {42) with continual warfare

•* and daily combats. All the Franks of the Sdhil had, besides, assembled in Tyre.

".Thinking therefore that it would be more difficult to take than Ascalon, he resu-

" med his march towards that city. On Sunday, the 16th of the latter Jumada, the

“ same year (23rd August, A. D. 1187), lie arrived under its walls, after taking on

“ his way a number of places such as ar-Hamla and ad-Darum. On hailing before

“ Ascalon, he set up his mangonels and attacked the place so vigourously that he

“ forced it to surrender. This was on Saturday, the last of the latter Jumada.

" During the siege, some of his troops took Ghazxa, Bait Jibril and an-Natrun, with-

“ out meeting with any resistance. Thirty-five years had elapsed from the con-

*' quest of Ascalon by the Franks'lill its recovery by the Moslirns; as it was taken

“ from the Moslirns on the 27th of the latter Jumada, 548 (19th Sept. A. D. 1153).”

So says our ihaikh Ibn Shaddad in his ilistory [of Saldh ad-Din) ,
but Shihab ad-

Din Yakut al-Hamawi [page 9 of this col.) stales, in the work to which he gave the

title of al-Muthlarii, etc., that they (the Franks) took it from the Moslirns on the

24th of the latter Jumada. — Ibn ShaddSd says : “ When Salah ad-Din got posses-

“ sion of Ascalon and the places which are situated around Jerusalem (al-Codt), he

“ made active preparations for going to that holy city. Having collected the troops

“ which were dispersed throughout the Sdhil , he began his march, referring his

“ enterprise to the will of God in whom he placed all his confidence, and anxious to

" profit by the opportunity of finding the door of righteousness opened, a duty to

“ w hich the blessed Prophet exhorted the people by these words : ‘ He for whom the

“ * door of righteousness is opened, should take advantage of the opportunity; for he

“ ‘ knows not when it may be shut against him. ’ On Sunday, 15th Rajab, 583

“ (20th Sept. 1 187), he halted at the western side of the city, which was filled with

“ troops, both horse and foot. Their number, according to an estimation made by

“ men of experience who were with him, amonled to upwards of sixty thousand (43),

" without taking into count the women and the children. On Friday, the 20th ofRa*

“ jab, he removed to the northern side of the city, having found some advantage in

“ that change of position, and then set up his mangonels. By continual attacks, he

“ invested the place closer and closer till the miners were enabled to make a breach

" in that part of the wall which overlooks the valley of Jehannara [Gehenna). The
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11 enemies of God, perceiving the misfortune which was impending and which ihev

“ had no means of avoiding, saw therein manifest signs of the taking of the city and

“ of their defeat by the Moslims. They were besides in consternation at being de-

“ prived of their bravest warriors by death and captivity, and at seeing their for-

“ tresses given up to devastation and ruin. Convinced that the same fate which

“ befel their comrades awaited them, they felt discouraged and asked for quarter.

“ Messengers then passed between the two parties for the purpose of settling the

“ bases of the treaty, and the city was delivered up to Salih ad-Din on Friday, the

“ 27th of Rajab (1st October, A. D. 1187). The eve of that day was the anniver-

“ sary of the Prophet’s miraculous ascension to heaven, a fact positively enounced

“ in the sacred Koran. See what an extraordinary coincidence! Sec how God

“ permitted the Moslims to regain the city at the same time of the year in which

“ his blessed Prophet made the nocturnal journey to heaven! Therein was an evi-

“ dent sign by which God denoted his acceptance of the obedience shown him {by

l< the sultan). At this important conquest were present a great number of docteurs

“ learned in the law and a multitude of dervishes and devotees. The fact was that,

“ when they learned how God had facilitated the conquests made in the Sdhil, and

“ were informed that the sultan was about to march against Jerusalem, the Utemd

“ of Egypt and Syria hastened to join him, not one of them remaining behind.

•* All voices were then raised in shouts of triumph, pious invocations, declarations

“ of God’s unity and of his greatness. On Friday, the very day of the conquest, di-

“ vine service was said (in the mosque) and the khoiba recited by a preacher. " —
In the life of the hddi Muhl ad-Din Muhammad Ibn Ali, generally known by the

appellation of Ibn az-Zaki
(
vol . II. p. 634), I inserted the khoiba as it was pronoun-

ced by him, and to that article I refer the reader. In an epistle composed by al-

KAdi ’l-FAdil (cof. II. p. Ill) and entitled by him ar-Risdla 'l-Kodsiya {the Jerusalem

epistle), I read that the fourth of ShAbAn was the day on which the recitation of the

khoiba took place. God knows bestl As we have spoken of the conquest of Jerusa-

lem and given the text of that khoiba in a preceding part of this work, it is fit that I

insert here the letter in which al-KAdi ’l-FAdil announced these victories to the imdm

(
Ihilif) an-NAsir li-DSn Iilah Abu ’1-Abbas Ahmad, the son of the tmdm al-Mustadi

bi-Amr Iilah. I do so the more readily as it is one of the most eloquent and most

original pieces of the kind. I do not give the whole of it (44), but only the finest pas-

sages; having omitted the rest because the document is rather long. It runs thus I
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“ May God prolong the days of the August Divan (45), the relative of the Pro-

“ phel! May the efforts of that prince be always triumphant over the contuma-

“ cious 1 May the divine favour enrich him (teitft tcitdom) so that he can do without

“ the counsels of skilful investigators, liis efforts are consecrated to the acquisition

“ of unreserved praise for his noble deeds; (the ttcord of) his assistance is always awake

“ though its point be sleeping in the scabbard; bis beneficence is present when

“ (the fertiliting raint of) the cloud are absent from the earth. The works of his

“ generosity will always abound, even were there no one to give him thauks. The

“ decisions of his justice are cxcuted by a firm resolve which operates not like the

“ bolt shot at random (46), but like the well-feathered arrow. Mis ample chari-

“ lies to holy men are like showers for pasture-grounds and lamps for mosques.

" The bands of terror which he sends against the foe appear in the shape of horse-

“ men watching from the heights, or in the form of spectres going to haunt their

“ places of repose. Your servant has indited this token of profound respect, sub-

“ scquently to a communication which emanated from hint in the shape of good ti-

“ dings respecting the first dawn of that resolute enterprise, and in the form of a

“ preface to a treatise descriptive of a signal favour which, for us, is an ocean in

“ which our pens long to swim and, in the bearing of which, gratitude is op-

“ pressed by the burden. It is a joyful news, of which all minds require the ex-

** planalion, and a felicity, for the publishing of which, disclosure has an ample

“ field (masdrii). In the renewal of our thanks, God will feel satisfaction; the

“ grace attached to that
(
favour

)
will have a duration of which the words : ‘ It has

“ ‘ ceased ’ shall never be said. The affairs of Islamism have taken an excellent

“ turn, and the faith of its followers is now fixed by the most evident of proofs. The

“ far-spreading shade cast by the hopes of the infidels is now reduced to a narrow

compass, and God has been true unto those of his religion
;
when the condition is

“ not fulfilled, the stipulation is void (47). — In this country, the true faith was

“ like a stranger in a foreign lahd, but now, it finds itself at home. Success

“ was put up for sale, and lives were profusely bestowed to purchase it. The cause

“ of truth, lately thought to be very weak, has gained the superiority, and the re-

“ gion where it flourished is again peopled; that region which, when ruined and

“ desolate, was an object of horror. The order of God has been executed in des-

“ pile of the infidels, and at nighfall, the swords went to rouse from slumber the

Y terms of men’s lives. God’s promise of making his religion triumph over all the
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l

“ others received its fulfilment and Ihen flashed forth lights by which was clearly

“ seen that, on the next day, there would be burying of corpses (jandn al-jcmtn).

“ The Moslims recovered an inheritance which had been for them as a runaway

“
slave. The lover, in his dreams, sees the image of his mistress coming from afar to

•• visit him ;
but they, whilst awake, obtained the view of that [happiness] which they

*• did not expect. Their feet were set firmly upon the heights and their banners

"• floated far and wide; their kisses were impressed on the takhra (48) and, by it,

“ though a stone (takhra], their wounded hearts were cured, as thirst is cured by

•• water. When these pious men approached it, the inmost feelings of their hearts

“ were made known, and they congratulated its fellow, the black stone (of Mekka],

“ on being in a temple which protected it against the infidel and his warfare. Your

“ servant (Saldh ad- Din) would not have acted as he did, had he not been anxious to

" obtain that supreme felicity; neither would he hare undergone those sufferings,

“ had he not the hope of gaining that favour. He would not have encountered in

“ battle those who fatigued him by their tyranny, neiiher would he have replied

** with the point of the lance to those who devoted themselves, to death by insulting

“ him, had his wish not been to make the Moslira people of one mind, so that the

word of Cod might acquire the superiority, and to obtain, not the transitory en-

“ joymenlsof this life, but that precious jewel, happiness in the next. Sometimes

“ insulted by the evil-tongued, he wounded them to the heart by the contempt he

“showed them; sometimes the cauldrons (uf their thoughts) would boil over,

“ but he allayed that ebullition by his patience and his endurance, lie who seeks

" for greatness must encounter perils ; he who tries to make a profitable speculation

“ must have courage; he who undertakes to disperse a crowd of foes must fight.

" Treaties of peace are soft under the teeth of foreign infidels; therefore (, since

“ they tear them,] he also must bite (and lacerate
)
them; the hilts of the swords

“ are so weak in the hands of those (tnfidcls) who brandish them, that he is

“ induced to break them completely (49). Besides, it was not by means of treaties

“ that Ihe obligation of holy war could be fulfilled, and that he could maintain the

“ rights which he has over the people; neither could he accomplish by treaties the

“ duties of that submission which was placed as a collar around his neck by tmdmx

“
(
khalifs

)
who, in their equity, always decided rightly, and by khalifs who often

“ asked when this glorious day would arrive. It was easy to be seen that (<Aeir an-

“ restart) left their happiness and their throne as an inheritance to descendants born

vol. lv. 66
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“ of the purest race, to illustrious sons, to a noble progeny, to an offspring of exalted

“ merit. The title to be inscribed on the page of their excellence will never be

“ without finding (what it requires :
)
the black (ink) of the pen and the white-

“ ness of the leaf. They have never been absent there where he (Saldh ad-Dtn)

" was present; their eyes were never closed when he was waking. He has passed

“ to them the recompense which he obtained for himself, and they have shared

“ with him in the works which were accepted of him (by God). He has become

“ their companion on the couches (of glory), between the sides of which he now

“ takes repose, and (lie has met them) in the pages (of history) with (noble deeds j

“ the odour of which is retained within the folds of the leaves (50). Through these

“ deeds he (the khalif) has gained renown such as never ceases to be the subject of

“ conversation by night and of contemplation by day. The East is directed by his

(guiding) lights; nay, when (lie light of his person appears, the West exclaims :

“ * Cover ill [it is too bright).
'

It is really a light which the deepest shades of dark-

“ ness cannot hide, and a renown which the leaves of (numerous) volumes would be

“ unable to contain. This letter from your servant announces what follows : God

“ has given (us) a victory over the enemy whose spears arc now broken to pieces

“ (tashallalal kandluhu shukakdn), whose sword is now blunted to a staff, whose army,

“ though greater in number and stronger in bands (than ours) has been routed,

“ whose troops are scattered (tdrat firakuhu firakdn) and whose impetuous attacks

“ arc paralyzed. That was by stroke which put a bridle on the sight (i. e. quicker

“ (kart sight) by a chastisement such that ho who had a hand in it must have been

“ without hands (i. e. a superior being, God). The feet slipped from under the foe,

‘ ‘ even on the ground which they had worn bare
(
halika), and his eyes were cast dow n

" (in fear) whilst the eyes of the swords opposed to him were numerous. The eyelid

“ (the scabbard) of his sword was asleep, but a flash of iighning which removed slum-

“ ber from all eyelids awakened it. Tbe noses (points) of his spears were cut off,

“ they which had been so long cocked up in vain hopes or bloody with (inflicting )

“ deaths. The holy land lias become the pure one, after being in a state of impurity;

“ there the only God is now one, he who, according to them, was the third (of the

" trinity). The temples of infidelity have been overturned and Uie fangs of polytheism

" are now plucked out. Its bands, once so brave, have agreed on surrendering their

“ strong castles, and its champions fully equipped have humbly given up their ample

“ fiefs. For they discovered that the water (Ike temper) of their swords would no
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“ longer be for them a defense and that the fire
(
warmth

j
of confraternity would

“ no longer stand them in aid. Disgrace and humiliation have fallen upon them ;

“ God has replaced bad by good and transferred the house of his worship from

*' people predestined to be placed on his left hand to people predestined to stand

" at his right. Your servant
(
Saldh ad-Dtn) had already encountered them and, as

“ God came to his assistance with the angels, he inflicted on them such a defeat as

“ could never be retrieved, and prostrated them so low that, please God I infidelity

“ will never get upon its feet again. The prisoners were taken in such numbers

“ that all our chains were filled, and so many were the slain that our swords also

" were killed (put out of service). The conflict, on ceasing, disclosed to view horses,

" arms and infidels lying on the ground, offering thus an example of fitting retri-

“ bution
(insdf mukhil), for they [who cut and destroyed) were slain with cutting

41 swords and destroying spears. Whilst our weapons retaliated on them, they re-

“ taliated on our weapons (by causing them to be worn out and spoiled). How many

•• were our crescent [-shaped) swords which inflicted strokes till they became (as

“ blunt) as the spathes of the date-tree! how many the star (-bright) lances which

•* inflicted wounds till the y were rendered (curved) like aged men 1 how many the

“ Persian horses which galloped forward with their valiant riders towards the fate by

"which they were immediately seized I The bow opened its month [emitted a

“ twanging sound) and bit (struck) the adversary, far off as he was, making him

” thus its prey. On that day, multitudes were assembled and the angels were there

" as witnesses. Infidelity then cried out (like a woman in labour), but Islamism

“ was the child (which it brought into the world). The ribs of the unbelievers be-

" came fuel for Gehenna. Their despot was taken prisoner, bearing in his hand

“ the object in which he placed his utmost confidence, the strongest bond by which

>< he held to his religion, namely, the cross of the Crucifixion, by which were led to

" battle the people of arrogance, in every serious affair, he would stand in the

»• midst of the assembly and stretch forth his arin (with that cross), but on this oc-

" casion, he stretched forth his arms to bid it farewell. These moths of his did not

“ fail to cast themselves into the flame which he lighted up, and his reptiles never

" missed to congregate under the shade of his misguidance. Under that cross,

“ they would fight the Grossest and the most resolute of battles; they considered it

" as the best guarantee of the stipulations which they contracted, and they thought

" it to be a wall (of protection), round which the trench was dug by the continual
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“ treading of their horses' hoofs. On that day, their chiefs were made prisoners

“ and their crafty men disappeared (from the world] ; no one of any consequence cs-

“ caped with the exception of the Count who, may God curse himl had, (hat same

*• day, plenty of fighting and, on that day of frustration, plenty of disappointment.

“ He got off, but how? flying lest he should be struck by the beak of the lance or by

" the wing of the sword
;
and then, soon after, the hand of God fell upon him, look

“ his life (and sent him) to his appointed place. Such is, in truth, their promised

“ retribution. Thus was he delivered up to the angel (Ualei) of the kingdom of

“ death. Your servant (Saldh ad-Dtn) then went through the country and extended

“ over it the Ahbaside standards, so black (in colour) and so white (fortunate)
in their

“ effects. — It was they that fluttered and shook, but the hearts of (he foe flutter-

“ ed still more. These (standards) were rendered victorious, as also the resolutions

“ of their partisans, by the light which they spread around when the zephyr opened

" their eyes, and when their fringes pointed towards the face of victory. He took this

“ place and that, which were really towns and cities, though designated by the names

“ of countries, because they possessed corn-fields and tillage-grounds, strong-holds

“ and good lands, lakes and islands, mosques and pulpits, troops and soldiers.

“ Your servant placed garrisons in them and passed on, leaving them behind after

“ seizing on the opportunity (of taking them). Out of them lie mowed away infi-

“ delilv and in them he sowed Islamism; from their places of prayer he cast down

" the cross and set up the addn (the Moslim call to prayer). The altars were rcpla-

ced by pulpits and the churches converted into mosques; the people of the Koran

‘ * succeeded to the people of the cross and formed there settlements whence they

“ might carry on war for the religion of God. His (Sa/ah ad-Dtn's) eyes and those

“ of the Moslims were rejoiced to find that, for him and for his troops, victory was

“ always attached to a preposition and its complement (51). They were delighted

" at his getting possession of every rampart the fall of which could not have been cx-

*• peeled till the day on which the trumpet (of the resurrection) is to be sounded, and

“ (were much pleased to find) that nothing remained (to be taken) except Jerusalem,

“ in which all the scattered bands and fugitives had taken refuge. From far and

“ near all fled to it as an asylum, imagining that it would protect them against

“ God and that its church would be with Him their intercessor. Your servant, on

“ halting before (he place, saw that it was a town as large as a city and (that it con-

tamed) a multitude equal to that of the day of mutual interpellation (the day ofjudg-
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“ men(}. In it [he perceived also
)

resolutions firmly concerted and combined to

“ {encounter
}

death. Ue took position on a spot before it, whilst the garrison

“ thought light of [drinking at) the pond where the sword allays its thirst, even were

“ they to die, choked with that draught. On the side of the city where he had

•' encamped, he saw a deep valley, a precipice rugged and profound, with a wall

* which encircled the city like a bracelet, and lowers which represented the larger

“ pearls of the necklace worn by that place of residence, lie therefore removed to

•* another side which was more accessible and to which cavalry could approach.

" There he took his stand and invested the place, pitching his tent so near(tfie walls)

“ that its sides could be reached by the missiles [of the besieged), lie pushed the

“ walls with his shoulders (i. e. he advanced close to them), faced the city and attacked

“ it, assailed it and pressed it so closely that its capture was expected. The people

*' collected in it fell into disunion and behold, rather than fall by the edge of the

“ sword, they prefercd captivity (52). They sent a message to him with the offer of

paying tribute for a certain time; hoping thus to obtain some respite from their

“ sufferings and to await the arrival of succour. Your servant, perceiving their in-

“ tentions through the equivocal meaning of their words, replied in a tone of supc-

“ riority and brought forward those engines, the mangonels, which are charged to

" inflict chastisement on rebellious and contumacious)?) fortresses, lie strung

“ against the enemy the bows of these arbalets which shoot off without being depri-

“ ved of arrows [being always well provided with them), and these arrows were

“not deprived of points. They reached the wall, and, behold! the arrows ser-

“ ved as toothpicks to the teeth (the embrasures) of the battlements. Victory sent

“ to announce its arrival a mangonel which like it, was to have its basis upon the

“ earth whilst its apex touched (he stars (53). It wounded the heads of those towers

“ which served to repel attacks and made a noise which the deafest of the infidels

must have heard. It struck up a cloud of dust like a beacon, depriving the wall

“ of its defenders and the fight of its spectators. The miner thus got an opportunity

“ of removing the veil from the face of war (54) and of converting stone into its

“ pristine form, that of earth. lie approached the rock
(
the wall), gnawed its tissue

“ with the tooth of the crowbar and undid its knots with heavy strokes, showing

“ thus the dexterity of his fingers. He made the holy Sakhra hear his sighs and in*

“ vocations, so that it almost had compassion on his eyes (which were inflamed with

“ weeping). Some of the stones renounced their attachment to others and then
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“ took with ruin theengagement never quit the ground again. A breach was made in

the wail, and that opening closed the doors against their escape. Whilst the pas-

“ sage was making through these stones, the infidel exclaimed :
4 0 that 1 were dust!'

" (Koran, s. 78, v. 41). Then the infidels despaired of the (safely of) the occupiers

“ of the houses, as the infidels despair of (the resurrection of) the occupiers of the

** tombs (Koran, s. 60, v. 13). The order of God came to pass (Koran, s. 40, v. 78),

“ and the deceiver deceived them concerning God (Koran, s. 57, v. 13). At that in-

•* slant, the chief of their infidelity, the director of their affairs [whose name teas) lbn

“ Barizan [Barisan or Balean d’lbelin), came out to request that the city might be

“ taken by capitulation, not by force, by a treaty of security, not by storm. Thus

“ did he expose himself to receive death or to be covered with the humiliation of

“ captivity after enjoying the grandeurs of sovereignty; lie cast his side upon the

“ ground, that side which no adversary was ever able to cast down. He offered

“ tribute to an amount such as the most covetous could not have hoped for and he

“ said :
* We have there some thousands of Moslim prisoners, and the Franks

“ ' are resolved that, in case their city is stormed and their shoulders are to feel all

“ 4 the burden of war, they will commence by speeding them (out of the world
)

“ ‘ and redouble (theslaughter) by killing their own women and children. Aftcrthat,

“ * they will advance to meet the foe; not a corabattant shall die without being reven-

"
‘ ged, and not a sword shall be laid down till it is shattered and broken. '— The

“ emirs were of advice that the mildest measures should be taken against a city des-

“ lined to be captured. For, said they, if it be taken by assault, their bravest war-

44 riors will certainly rush to the fight and there will be a great loss of lives in an

44 enterprise of which the commencement has so well answered our expectations.

“ The wounds already inflicted on our soldiers are sufficient to shackle every

“ assault
(
al-fatakdl

)
and impede every movement. — The offer made by the bc-

44
sieged, gratuitously and humbly, was accepted , and the partisans of fighting,

“ though victorious, abstained from what they had the power to execute. TheMos-

“ lims then regained possession of a place which, when they last saw it, contained

44 only the vestiges of inhabitants, but which had been so well attended to by infi-

“ delity that it had become a paradise. Assuredly it was God who turned the (Franks)

“ out of it and expelled them, and who, in his anger against them, favoured the

“ true believers. The infidels, may God frustrate their projects! had defended it

" with the lance and the sword, and had rebuilt it with columns and slabs of mar-
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ble. It was there lhat they had established their churches and the dwellings of

“ the Templars and Hospitallers; (there they had creeled) all those curious [foun-

j" taint) of marble which poured forth water in abundance and of which the flow

*• never ceased. (For them,) iron was easy to be cut and let itself be twisted into a

“ variety of forms; so lhat the metal which is so stubborn became (at ductile
)
as the

*« gold which is subservient to our pleasures. Nothing is seen there but silting-

“ places lhat resemble gardens and are coated with shining marble; there are co-

“ lumns to which sprouting leaves give the appearance of trees. Your servant then

“ ordered lhat the Aksa should be restored to its former slate and appointed to it

“ trndmj, charged to celebrate the usual divine service. — On Friday, the 4th of

“ Shaban (9lh Oct. A. D. 1187), the kholba was recited in it with such effect

“ that the heavens had nearly split, not with indignation (55) but to shed tears (of

“ j°y)< ar)d the stars left their places, not to lapidate (56) but to make rejoicing.

•« The profession of the divine unity, to make which the road had been closed, was

*' then raised up to God, and the tombs of the prophets were brought to light after

*• having been covered with filth and trodden under foot. The five daily prayers

“ which Trinilarianism had suppressed were established again, and the tongues

“ which had been tied by the enchantments of infidelity proclaimed aloud that God

" was great. The name of the Commander of the faithful was annonced from the

“ pulpit, from lhat noblest of stations which a khalif can hold, and it received such

“ welcome as is given by those who have already made the pilgrimage to those who

•« have just fulfilled that duty. The doctors of tho law kept flitting about in both

•• sides of the mosque which, had it been capable of flying, would have done so.

“ Your servant writes (to you) whilst occupied in reducing the remainder of tho for-

“ tresses and in giving relief to those hearts which had been oppressed by the con-

** linuancc of war; for tho sources which furnished strength to his soldiers had been

“ drained out and the fountains of suffering had been often visited. The conquer-

*• ed country, that which has been already indicated, is overrun by troops, its

“ stores have been plundered, its crops eaten up; it is now a country which asks for

“ aid and from which none should be required
;

it must repose in order to recover

“
its strength, and therefore, it should not be exhausted ; it stands in need of pecu-

“ niary assistance and cannot furnish any, ships must be sent to its sea and

“ posts established to guard its coasts (57). He (Saldh ad-I)in) is actively engaged

“ in arming the walls and repairing the ruins of the fortresses, but the greatest toil
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" is easily borne when counterbalanced by this conquest. Since it has been effec-

“ ted, the hopes entertained by the Franks have been deferred, but are not aban-

“ doned
;
if they offerup prayers, your servant hopes that God will not listen to them,

“ and that their bands will be withheld from this country till they are totally cut

“ off. The particulars of this fortunate event can hardly be furnished without the

“ assistance of the tongue nor can their recital be completed except by oral com-

“ inunication. For that reason, your servant his sent to you a longue which will

relate them all, set fort clearly and in regular order the details of this good news and

“ pass in review all these subjects of joy, from the first to the last. His name is so

“ and so. God is he who grants true favour. ” — Here ends al-Kidi 1-Fadil's

dispatch. 1 intended to abridge it, in retaining its beauties, but, on commencing

the task, 1 said to myself: It may happen that one of my readers, on perusing

these fragment, may be desirous of reading the whole document; 1 therefore gave

up my former idea and inserted it all ; besides, it is rarely to be met with. As the

copy of it which 1 followed was inexact (lit. teas sicAly), I endeavoured to correct it,

as far as I was able, and thus brought it into its present form. — The kalxb Imad

,iil-liin al-Ispahani also wrote an epistle on the conquest of Jerusalem, but, not to be

prolix, I abstain from inserting it The same author composed, on that subject,

a book in two volumes (or sections) which he entitled al-Fath al-Kussi (see tol. Ill,

p. 303, etc.). Some time ago I saw an elegant epistle relating to the conquest

of that city and drawn up by Dia ad-Din .N as r Allah Ibn al-Athir al-Jazari (col. III.

p. 541). Every writer wished to try his hand on the subject, but the Radi ’l-Fadil was

the great master in that branch of composition and, when he undertook any thing

of the kind, no one was capable of being his rival or of surpassing him. I therefore

have given his production and omitted the others, lest 1 should extend this article

too much.— Rashid ad-Din Abu Muhammad Abd ar-Rahman Ibn IS’asr Ibn al-ilasan

Ibn Mufarrej an-Mablusi, a poet of some celebrity, who was present at the taking of

the city, recited to the sultan Salah ad-DIn a kastda of his own composing which

began thus :

This is what every day expected
;

let people then fulfil towards God what they have vowed.

It is a long poem, containing upwards of one hundred verses. In it the author

praises Salah ad-Din and congratulates him on that conquest. Haring terminated

what we had to say on this subject (58), we shall now resume the narration made
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by Ibn Shaddad in the History of Salah ad-Din : “ Then, " say* he, “ was thrown

“ down Ihe cross which stood on the dome of the Sakhra and was of an im-

“ mense sire
;
thus, God furnished to Islamism, through him, a powerful assistance."

— In our article on Ortuk (eof. I.p. 171) we have spoken of Jerusalem and mention-

ed that it was taken from Sokman and Il-Ghthsi, the sons of that prince, by al-

Afdal Amir al-Juyush (col. /. p. 612). It was afterwards taken by the Franks, on

Friday, the 23rd of Shaabin, 492 (15 July, 1099); or, according to another

account, on the second of that month; some say that Friday, the 26lh of

Ramadan (16th August), is the date of that event. It remained in their hands till it

was taken from them by the sultan Salah ad-Din on the day of which we have

already indicated the date. Let us return to lbn Shaddad s recital : “ The main

“ condition of Ihe peace was that every man (of Ihe city) should pay twenty pieces

“ of gold, every woman five Tyrian dinars, and the children, male and female, each

“ one dinar. Those who paid this lax were to obtain their liberty, and those who

*' did not were to be made captives. All the Muslim prisoners detained in the city

“ recovered their liberty, and their number was very great. He (Sa/d/i ad-l)tn) re-

“ mained there till had collected the money and distributed it to his emirs and sol-

“ diers. He gave part of it also to the doctors of divinity, the legists, the ascetics

“ and the persons who had come to see him. Orders were issued by him that those

11 Franks who had paid the tax imposed on them should be safely escorted to Tyre,

“ their place of refuge. He did not leave the city till he had given away all the

“ sums which had been collected for him and which amounted to nearly two hun-

“ dred and twenty thousand dinars (£ 132,000). llis departure took place on Fri-

“ day, the 25th of Slmaban, the same year [30th Oct. 1187). After conquering Jeru-

“ salem, lie thought it would be right to march against Tyre, beingwell aware that if

“ he delayed doing so, he would probably have great difficulty in reducing such a

“ fortress. On his way, he passed through Acre and baited in order to examine the

“ state of that place, after which, he set out for Tyre. This was on Friday, the 5th

• l of Ramadan (8th Nov.). Having halted near the city, he dispatched messengers

“ with orders to send him the machines of war and, when all were brought, he took

“ position and attacked the place with great vigour. This was on the 12lh of the

“ same month. The Egyptian fleet, which he had called to this assistance, having

“ then arrived, he attacked Tyre by sea and by land, whilst some of his troops went to

*' reduce Uunain, which place surrendered on the 23rd of Shauwal (26th December,
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“ 1187). Some time afterwards, the fleet of Tyre sallied out Ly night, surprised'

“ the Moslim fleet, of which they look five vessels with the mokaddam (the military

“ chief
)
and the rate (the naval commander). In this combat a great number of

•* Muslims lost their lives. It took place on the 27th of the month just mentioned

“ (30lh Dec.). Salah ad-Dln was vexed to the heart by this contrariety and,

“ as the rainy season had set in with extraordinary violence, he consulted his offi-

“ cers as to what should be done. Their advice being that he ought to raise the

“ siege, so as to repose his army and have time to collect more troops, he decamped

“ and took with him as many of the engines of war as he could carry off. The re-

“ mainder he burned, being unable to remove them on account of the mud and the

“ rain. It was on Sunday, the 2nd of Zd 'l-Kaada (3rd January, 1188) that he

“ commenced his retreat. The army then separated, and each of its divisions ha-

“ ving received permission to depart, returned to the country from which it came.

“ He remained at Acre with his own private troops and staid there till the beginning

“ of the year 584 (March, A.D. 1188). In the begining of the month ofMuharram

“ (March), he laid siege toKaukab with the small body of men which had not left him.

“ As Kaukab wasa strong fortress, full of men and stores, he perceived that it could

“ not be taken without hard fighting, and therefore proceeded to Damascus, where he

“ arrived on the 6lh of the first Rabi (5th May).’’— The same author says : “ When

he was posted near Kaukab, I went to offer him my services, but soon left him

“ for the purpose of making a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and Ilebron, and then I re-

“ turned to Damascus, where I arrived on the same day as he did.”— Of this we have

spoken in our article on Ibn Shaddad (page 420 of this volume). — " He remained

“ five days in Damascus, ” said lbn Shadddd, “ and, being informed that the Franks

“ were in march with the intention of taking [the fortress o/)Jubail [Jcbeit) by surprise,

“ he set out in all haste and dispatched messengers to every quarter for the purpose

“ of calling his troops together. When the Franks heard that he was in march

“ for Jubail, they gave up their attempt. Salah ad-Din having then learned that

“ Imad ad-Din (Ziu&i II), the sovereign of Sinjar, and Muiaffar ad-Din Ibn Zain ad-

" Din had arrived at Aleppo with the troops of Mosul and that they intended to place

“ themselves under his orders and make a campaign with him, proceeded to Hisn

“ al-Akrad (the castle of the Kurds). ’’— He says in the same work :
“ On the 1st of

'• the first Jumdda, 584 (28th June, A. D. 1188), I entered into the sultan’s ser-

11
vice. All that I have already related is given on the authority of persons in whoso
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“ veracity I confide, and from this out, I inscribe nothing (»n my work) except what

" I have witnessed or what I learned from persons whose statements were (for me)

“ almost as worthy of belief as the actual sight (of the occurrences)."— “On Friday,

“ the 4th of the first Jum&da, the sultan penetrated into the enemy’s country in

“ full military array, each division of the troops being drawm up in proper order;

“ that which formed the right wing look the lead, under the commandment of

“ Imad ad-Din Zinki; that of the left wing, under the orders of Muzaffar ad-Dln,

“ brought up the rear, and that of the center was between them both. The sul-

“ tan arrived before Anlartiis on Sunday, the 6th of the first Jumada, after day-break

“ and halted so that be might examine the aspect of the place. He was then in

" march for Jabala, but as it (.-ln(arldj) did not appear to him very formidable, he

“ resolved on attacking it and called back the right wing. He retained the position

*' which he had taken, whilst the left wing was posted, by his orders, on the sea-

“ coast (at one tide of the city) and the right wing on (the coast at) the other side.

•* — The army thus invested the city from the sea (on one side of it) to the sea (on

“ the other). Anlartus was of great strength, being situated on the sea and defen-

" ded by two towers as large as castles. The troops mounted (on horseback

)

“ and advanced towards the place; the assault was then given and, by a vigo-

“ rous attack, they carried it when hostilities were least expected. Their tents

“ had not been all pitched when the ramparts were scaled and the place was taken

“ by storm. Every thing contained in it became the prey of the Moslims. He (Sa-

" Idh ail-Din) caused the city to be burnt down and remained outside of it

“ till the 14lh of the first Jumada. Muzaffar ad-Din was charged to take one of the

“ towers and directed his attacks against it till he laid it in ruins. Al-Malik az-

“ Zahir then came to join his father, in pursuance lo that sultan's orders, and brought

“ with him a large body of troops. He (the sultan

)

then marched against Jabala,

“ reached it on the 18th ot the first Jumada, the same year (15th July, A. D. 1188)

“ and look it before the rest of the army had come up and taken position. This

“ place contained a Moslim population, and the people had a kddi charged to settle

“ their differences. The citadel being vigourously attacked, capitulated on Satur-

“ day, the 19th of the first Jumada. The sultan remained there till the 23rd of the

“ month and then set out for al-Ladakiya. He halted before that place on Thurs-

“ day, the 24th of the same month. It was an agreeable town, without walls, and

** possessed a harbour of great renown. (For its defense) it had two castles, one
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11 touching the other and both situated on a hill by which it was commanded. The

“ town was taken after a severe struggle which lasted till the end of the day, hut the

“ castles held out. The victors found in it an immense booty, as it was a place of

11 commerce. The castles were then attacked by assaults and by a mine which finally

“ attained the length of sixty cubits and was four cubits in width. When the troops

“ in these forts perceived that the next assault would be successful, they asked for

“ quarter. This was on the evening of Friday, the 25th of the same month. They

“ offered to capitulate on condition that they, their women and their children should

“ retire in safety and be allowed to retain their personal property; consenting, at

“ the same lime, to deliver up the grain and other provisions which were in their

“ stores, and, moreover, their arms and their machines of war. This proposal

“ being accepted, the Moslim standard was set up there , on Saturday. Salali ad-

“ Din remained outside the place till Sunday, the 27 lb of the month and then de-

“ parted for Sahydn. On Tuesday, the 29lh of the month, he arrived there, and

“ his troops, after some hard fighting, took the town. This was on Friday, the 2nd

“ of the latter Jumada (29th July, A. D. 1188). After that, they advanced against

“ the citadel and attacked it vigorously. The garrison, perceiving (that farther re-

“ sistance would be their) perdition, asked to be taken into safeguard, which favour

“ was granted on condition that each man should pay ten dinars, each woman five,

“ and each child, whether male or female, one dinar. The sultan remained in that

“ part of the country till he took Platanus and a number of other fortresses in. the

•* dependencies of Sahyun. He then went to Bakas, which is a strong castle situa-

“ ted on the Orontcs and from beneath which flows out a stream of water. He ar-

“ rived there on Tuesday, the 6lh of the latter Jumada and attacked it vigorously

“ till Friday, the 9lh of that month, when God enabled him to take it hy assault.

“ The greater part of the garrison was slain and the survivors were reduced to bon-

“ dage. The Muslims plundered the place and took all it contained. To it (Bakdt)

“ belonged another castle called ash-Shughr, which was very strong and with

•• which it communicated by means of a bridge; there being no other road to

“ it. He directed his mangonels against the fortress, from every side, till the gar-

“ risen, seeing that no one was coming to their relief, asked to capitulate, provided

“ that a respite of three days were given to them. This was on Tuesday, the 13lh

“ of that month. The condition was accepted and, on Friday the 16th, the place

*• surrendered and the Moslim standard was planted upon its walls. He then pro-
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“ ceeded towards a group of castles called Burzaih, the strength of which was prover-

“ bial throughout the territory of the Franks. This fortress was surrounded on all

“ sides by deep valleys and stood on a hill upwards of five hundred and seventy cu-

11 bits high. He arrived before it on Saturday, the 24lh of the month and, on Tuesday,

“ the 27th, he took it by assault. The strong castle of Darbessak, against which he

then turned and which he reached on Friday, the 8lh of Rajah (2nd Sept. 1118),

“ was vigorously attacked by him and, on Friday, the 22nd, the Moslim standard was

*• planted on its walls. Having given this place as a present to the emir Alam ad-

“ Din Ibn Haidar(59), he departed on Saturday morning, the 23rd, and halted before

•* Baghras, a strong castle in the neighbourhood of Antioch. On the 2nd of Shaaban

" (26th Sept.), after some hard fighting, he planted the Moslim standard on its walls.

“ The people of Antioch having then sent to ask for a truce, he acceded to their

•* prayer because his army was heartily tired of this (eonlirwatj warfare. The truce

“ was to last seven months and no longer, and the conditions imposed on them were

<* that they should set at liberty all their captives and surrender the cily if no one

came to their assistance. On his departure from that place, he accepted the invi-

“ tation ofal-Malik az-Zahir, prince of Aleppo, who requested of him to pass through

‘‘that city. He arrived there on the 1 1th of Shaaban, stopped three days in the

“ citadel and was treated by az-Zahir with great hospitality. After leaving Aleppo

“ he was met by his nephew Taki ad-Din Omar, who look him up to the for-

•
' tress of iiamat where he partook of a repast and heard a concert of music, such as

“ is performed by the Sufis (dervishes). He passed one night there and bestowed on

“ his nephew the towns of Jabala and al-Lidakiya. He then look the road which

“ passes through Baalbek and arrived at Damascus, a few days before the commen-

“ cement of Ramadan. — On one of the first ten days of that month, he set out for

“ Safad, which place he attacked unremittingly till the 14th of Shauwal, when the

“ garrison capitulated to save their lives. In the month of Ramadan (Ocl.-Nov.,

“ A. D. 1188), al-Karak was surrendered (fo al-ilalik al-Addil), and the officers who

“ commanded there obtained, on giving up the place, that their master, who had

“ remained in captivity since the battle of Hiltin
, should be set at liberty."— Such

are the words of Ibn Shadd&d, but they are in disaccord with what has been already

mentioned respecting (Arndt), prince of al-Karak and ash-Shaubek, who had been

taken prisoner at Hiltin and whom the sultan slew with his own hand.* To clear up

this difficulty, it would be requisite to examine elsewhere.— “ The sultan then pro-
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“ ceeded to al-Kaukab, which place he invested and attacked with great vigour.

“ The rain fell incessantly, the niuddiness of the ground augmented, the storms

“ were continual and the besieged had the advantage of an elevated position
;
yet

•* they were soon convinced that they should be taken prisoners unless they surrende-

“ red. It was on the 15th of Zu'l-Kaada, the same year {5th Jan . 1189), that the sul-

“ tan granted them a capitulation and obtained possession of the fortress. He then

“ went down into ( the territory of) al-Ghaur and encamped there, after dismissing

“ the greater part of his troops. Towards the end of the month he set out again,

“ with the intention of visiting Jerusalem and of accompanying so far his brother

“ al-Aadil, who was proceeding to Egypt. On the 8th of Zd ’1-Hijja he arrived in

" that city, (on the lOt/i) he presided at the prayer of the Festival and, on the 1 llh,

•* he set out for the purpose of examining the state of Ascalon, which place he then

“ took from his brother al-Aadil, giving him al-Karak in exchange. After that he

" visited and inspected the towns of the Sahil; then he went to Acre and remained

** there during the greater part of Muharram, 585 {Feb. -March, A. D. 1 189). 11a-

“ ving put all things there into proper order, he appointed the emir Baha ad-Din

“ Kar&kush (col. II. p. 520) to the government of the place and ordered him to gel

“ the walls into a good stale of defense. He then departed for Damascus, where he

“ arrived on the 1st of Safar {21st March). He remained there till the month of

“ the first Rabl (April-Mav) and then set out for Shakif Arntin, which was a place

“ of great strength. On the 17th of that month, he encamped in Marj Ayun, a

“ low plain in the neighbourhood of as-Shakif. For some time he directed in

“ person the attacks made upon that fortress, whilst troops came every day to join

“ him. — The lord of as-Shakif, perceiving his inability to resist, went out to see Sa-

“ lAh ad-Din so secretly that no one was aware of his presence till was seen standing

** at the entrance of the sultan's lent. Salah ad-Dln ordered him to be introduced

“ and received him with every mark of honour and respect. This chief was one of

“ the greatest among the Franks and one of most intelligent : he knew Arabic and

“ had some acquaintance with historical facts and narratives. — When presented to

“ the sultan, he behaved with becoming deference and , after dining with him, he

“ said to him in private : I am your mamluk (tlave) and your servant. This for-

“ tress 1 shall deliver to you without giving you the trouble (of besieging it) ;
but I

*' must obtain from you a dwelling in Damascus, because it would be impossible for

“ me to live among the Franks after doing so. I must have also an appanage suffi-
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** cient for my own maintenance and that of my family. The sultan agreed to these

" conditions and to some others which were proposed. In the month of the first

“ Rabi, news reached him of the surrender of ash-Shaubck, which place he had kept

“ blockaded for the space of a year, till the garrison, having consumed all its provi-

“ sions, asked to capitulate. Having then discovered that the sovereign of Shakifs

“ proposals were a mere deception, he caused him to be arrested. Soon after, he

“ was informed that the Franks had marched against Acre and laid siege to it on

“ Monday, the 13th of Rajab, 585 (27th August, A. D. 1 1 89). That same day, he

“ sent the lord of Shaklf to Damascus after covering him with humiliation. — He

“ then visited Acre unexpectedly, with the intention of giving heart to those who

“ were in the town, and dispatched messengers to all parts, with orders to send up

“ troops. When these reinforcements arrived, the enemy had about two thousand

“ horse and thirty thousand foot under arms; but the Franks continued to arrive in

“ such numbers and became so formidable that, on Thursday, the last day of Rajab

“ (13th Sept.), they were able to invest Acre completely and prevent people from en-

“ tering into it and from leaving it. The sultan took this greatly to heart and set

“ his mind on opening by main force a passage into the town, so that convoys might

“ furnish it with provisions and supplies. The emirs, being consulted by him on

' • the subject, were all of opinion that they should close with the enemy and force a

“ passage. This being executed, the Muslims were enabled to enter into the place

“ with the sultan, who went in to examine the slate of affairs. During some days,

“ frequent conflicts took place between the two parties and (our) people then retired

“ to Tall al-Ghai&diya (CO), a hill overlooking the town. It was at this place of

,l station that liusam ad-Din Tuman, the emir of whom wo have spoken (p. 509)

** breathed his last. This chief, who was noted for his bravery, died on the night

" preceding the 15th of Shaban, 585 (28th Sept. A. D. 1189).’’ — Our shaiAh lbn

“ Shadddd now proceeds to narrate a number of conflicts which we have no motive

“ for indicating here
;
a full account of them would lengthen this article too much,

“ and our object is to notice main points only and nothing else. If 1 have mention-

“ ed the taking of these fortresses, it was merely because the reader might wish to

“ know the dates, and I spoke of those only which (by their importance
)
might draw

“ his attention; as for the others, I passed them over in silence. — The sultan,

“ being informed that a great sickness prevailed in the plain of Acre and was-

“ spreading through both armies, recited in ray hearing the following verse :
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“ My two friends I kill me with Malik ; kill MMik with me.

V

•* By that he gave us to understand that he was willing to die provided that God

“ destroyed His enemies.” — The origin of this verse requires to be explained

:

Malik Ibn al-Uarith, surnamed al-Ashtar an-Nakhai, bore a high reputation for cou-

rage and bravery; he was one of Ali Ibn Abi Talib's chief partisans. At the battle

of the Camel, he and Abd Allah, the son of az-Zubair, seized on each other. This

Abd Allah also was renowned for bravery and was then
(
fighting

)
on the side of his

maternal aunt Aaisha, the mother of the faithful (and Muhammad't widow).

—

Talha and az-Zubair were on the same side, fighting against Ali. — When the two

champions seized one on the other, he that was the strongest would get his adver-

sary under him and weigh upon his breast; this they did alternately, a number

times, and Abd Allah, the son of az-Zubair, kept exclaiming : Kill me with Mdlik I

kill Mdlik with met By Mdlik lie meant al-Ashtar an-Makh&i. Such is the sub-

stance of the long narration which is given in the books of annals. Abd Allah ibn

az-Zubair said, in speaking of this affair : “ I encountered al-Ashtar an-Nakhai

“ at the battle of the Camel and, for every blow I gave him, he returned me six or

“ seven. Then he caught me by the foot, threw we into the ditch and said :

'* * By Allah ! were you not related to the Prophet of God, not a single member

“ * of your body should remain joined to another.’ Abu Bakr ibn Alii Shaiba

said :
•' When Aaisha learned that Ibn az-Zubair had escaped with his life after en-

“ countering al-Ashtar, she gave ten thousand dirhems to the man who brought her

* the news.” It is related that, subsequently to the battle of the Camel, Adisha

received a visit from al-Ashtar and said to him :
“ It was you, Ashtarl who meant to

“ kill my sislers’s son on the day of the battle?" To this he replied by reciting

these verses :

*' O AJisha I had I not been without food tor three [days), you would have found your sis-

“ ter's son among the slain, on the morning of the day in which he exclaimed with a feeble

TOice, whilst spears were directed against him :
1
Kill me with Milik. ' What saved him from

“ me was his breakfast, his youth and the emptiness of (my) stomach which could not support

“ (long /ailing). ”

Zahr Ibn Kais related as follows : “ 1 went to the bath with Abd Allah Ibn az-

“ Zubairand I remarked on his head a sear so deep that it would have held the contents
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“ of an oil-flask. lie asked me if I knew who gave him lhat blow and, on my re-

" plying lhal I did nol, he said : * It was your uncle’s son, al-Ashlar an-Nakhai.’

“ —Let us return to our subject: “The Franks, "says lhn Shaddad, “then received

*' reinforcements from beyond the sea and prevailed, at Acre, over the assembled

“ Musulmans. Amongst the latter were the emirs Saif ad-Bin Ali lhn Ahmad al-

“ Mashlub al-IIakkari (cof. 1. p. 164) and BahS ad-Dln Kardkush, one of Salah ad-

“ Bin's domestics. The enemy pressed the Moslims so closely that they put it out of

“ their power to keep the town any longer; so, on Friday, the 17th of the latter Ju-

“ mada, 587 (I2lh July, 1191), a man swam from Acre with letters in which the

“ besieged described the stale to which they were reduced, and declared that all was

“ certainly lost and that the besiegers would strike ofT their heads in case the place

“ was taken by storm; they had therefore consented to capitulate on the following

“ conditions : the town was to be delivered up with all it contained, such as en-

“ gincs of war, military stores, arms and ships; a contribution of two hundred thou-

“ sand dinars was to be paid ; five hundred prisoners, not otherwise designated, and

“ one hundred whose names were mentioned, should he delivered up and the cross

“ of the Crucifixion should be restored. The bcscigcd would then be allowed to

“ retire in safety, carry off their personal properly, such as money and clothing,

“ and lake with them their women and children. By another article they engaged

“ to pay four thousand dinars to the Marquis
j
Conrad of Monferrat) who had been

“ the chief director in this negotiation. When the sultan heard the contents of these

“ letters, he disapproved in the most formal manner of the arrangement which had

“ been made and took the matter greatly to heart. He assembled those grandees of

“ his empire who were capable of giving good advice and asked them what was to

“ be done. After wavering in his resolutions and hesitating between conflicting

*• thoughts, he remained greatly troubled in mind, but at length decided on sen-

“ ding, lhat very night, the same swimmer to the besieged garrison, with

“ a letter in which he blamed the arrangement concluded between the parties.

“ He was still hesitating when behold I the standards of the enemy, their

“ crosses, their fires and their distinctive emblems appeared on the walls of the

“ town. This was on the noon of Friday, the 17tli of the latter Jura&da of the

“ same year. The Franks uttered simultaneously a loud cry which fell like a

“ heavy stroke upon the Moslims who, in their deep affliction, began to wail, to

“ groan, to weep and to lament.”— Farther on Ibn Shaddtld says : The Franks

vot. iv. 08
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“set out from Acre with the intention of taking Ascslon, and followed the

“ shore-road whilst the sultan kept opposite to them with his army. On reaching

“ Arsuf they fought a battle by which the strength of the Moslims was greatly

“ broken. Advancing in the same order as before, they reached a halting-place,

“ and there was terminated the tenth day of their march from Acre. The sultan

“ then went to ar-Kamla, where news was brought to him that the enemy intended

“ to rebuild Jaffa and establish in it a garrison with provisions and instruments of

“ war (62). He therefore called in his ordinary counsellors and asked their advice

“ respecting Ascalon, whether that place should lie demolished or preserved. They

" were all of opinion that al-Malik al-Aadil should remain and face the enemy whilst

“ the sultan himselfwent to destroy Ascalon ; for it was to be feared that the Franks,

“ if they occupied it whilst it was still inhabited, would be enabled, from that posi-

“ tion, to Lake Jerusalem and cut off all communication with Egypt. The troops

“ were, besides, unwilling to enter into a place where they might meet with the

“ same fate as had befallen the Moslims of Acre. It was thcrofore decided that As-

“ calon should be destroyed and that the conservation of Jerusalem should be pre-

“ ferred to every thing else. The demolition was to begin by ruining simultaneously

“ different parts of the city which were indicated before-hand. This assembly was

“ held on Tuesday the 17th of Sh&ban, 587 (9th September, A. D. 1 191). On the

“ morning of the next day, they set out for Ascalon.” — In another place, Ihn

Shaddad says: “ He [Saldh ad-Din
)
spoke to me respecting the destruction of the

“ town, after having conversed with his son al-Malik al-Afdal on the same subject,

“ and he finished by saying :
‘ I should rather lose all my sons than throw down a

“ * single stone of that place; but since God has decided that it must be done and

“ * since it will lie advantageous for the Moslims, by what means can it be avoided?’

The same author says elsewhere : “ When the resolution of destroying Ascalon was

“ formed, God made him feel the necessity of that {sacrifice) and perceivo its utility;

*• especially as the Moslims would be unable to keep the place. — The work of des-

“ truction was begun on Thursday morning, the 19lh of ShabAn. The task of de-

“ molishing the walls was shared among the troops, each emir and his men having

“ one of the curtains and one of the towers assigned to them. When these troops

" entered into the town, the inhabitants uttered loud cries and lamentations; for it

“ was a very agreeable town, protected by strong walls, possessing lofty buildings

“ and much liked as a residence. The destruction of Ascalon was a great affliction
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“ for the people (the ifutulmans), and loud were the lamentations of the inhabitants,

“ then forced to quit their homes. They sold whatever they could not carry away,

“ giving for one dirhem an object which was worth ten. A dozen of hens were sold for

“ one dirhem; all was confusion in the town; the inhabitants went to the camp,

“ whence some set out for Egypt and others for Syria, and all underwent the greatest

•• hardships (on the tcay). The sultan and his sons did their utmost to ruin the

‘
' town before the Franks were aware ; he feared that the enemy might hasten up and

“ render the destruction of the place impossible. The people [toldiert) passed a

“ very uncomfortable night, fatigued as they were in toiling at the demolition of the

“ place. That same night a courier arrived with a dispatch from al-Malik al-Audil

•* in which was mentioned that the Franks had parleyed with him fora peace and

“ that they asked to retain for themselves all the towns of the sea -coast (63). He felt

“ that there was an advanlange in such an arrangement; knowing, as he did, that

“ his troops were harassed with Warfare and burdened with debts. He therefore

“ authorised his brother to treat (with the Frankt) and make such arrangements as

“ he thought fit. At an early hour on Friday, the 27lh ofShaban, he was seen pres-

“ sing the work of destruction and hastening the efTorls of his men. lie gave them

“ permission to take as much grain as they pleased out of the granary in which the

“ produce of the mira [land-tax paid in kind
J
was hoarded up; for he feared that the

* Franks might burst into the town before he could carry it off. He then gave or-

“ ders that the town should be burned, and the soldiers set fire to the houses. The

“ demolitions continued till the end of Shaban and, on Monday, the 1st ofRama-

“ dan, the sultan ordered his son al-Malik al-Afdal to take charge of that work and

“ finish it with the assistance of his own people; and I saw that prince carrying wood

“ for the purpose of keeping up the fires. On Wednesday, the 3rd of Ramadan, he

“ arrived at ar-Ramla and then visited Ludd, which place he ordered to be demolished

“ after inspcctingit. The castle of ar-Ramla was demolished at the same time. On

“ Saturday, the 13th of Ramadan, he retired with his troops towards the high lands,

“ in order that the soldiers might be able to send off their beasts of burden for the

“ things of which they stood in need (61). The sultan then made the circuit of an-

“ Natrffn and, by his order, the demolition of this strong castle was commenced.
"

— Ibn Shaddad then relates that al-Anketdr
(
Richard ,

roi d‘Anglelerre), who was

one of the greatest of the Frankish kings, sent to al-Malik al-Aadil, requesting an

interview, Al-A£dil consented and, on Friday, the 18th of Shauwil, the same year.
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they had a conversation which lasted for the greater part of the day and they sepa-

rated on terms of sincere friendship. Al-Ankeldr requested of al-Aadil to procure

for him an interview with the sultan, and the latter, to whom al-Aadil spoke on the

subject, consul led the grandees of the empire. They were all of opinion that the

answer should bo : “ Let there be peace between us; the interview may lake place

“ after.
’’ A messenger then arrived from al-Anketar and said (in that king's name

)

:

“ Your friendship and good will are what I desire. You say that you have given

“ lo your brother these countries here, in the Sahil. Now, I wish you to judge

“ between him and me and divide that region between us. As for Jerusalem, it

“ must, of course, be included in my share. ” The envoy spoke to a great length on

the subject and the sultan replied by fair words. The messenger, on whom this

(reception
)
made a deep impression, was then authorised to retire. “ After the en-

“ voy’s departure,” says Ibn Shaddad, “ the sultan said to me ; ‘ Were we to make
“

* peace with them, we should never be secure from their perfidy. Were I to

“ ‘ die, such an army as this could never again be assembled and thcFranks would

“ * become - powerful. What I had best do is to continue the war against the infi-

“ 1 dels till I cupel them from the Sibil or till 1 meet with my death. ’ Such was

“ his real opinion, but be was obliged to make peace. ” — “ Then, ” says the same

historian, “ cn\oys passed back and forward for the purpose of establishing the

“peace.”— lie gives a long account of these (proceeding/), but that, I omit, lie-

cause we have no necessity for it. Then took place a number of events which I

abstain from noticing, the account given of them by the author extending to so

great a length ; the abstract of it is that peace was concluded and ratified by oath on

Wednesday, the 22nd of Shiban, 588 (2nd Sept., A. D. 1192). A proclamation

was then made, announcing that peace was established and declaring that the Mos-

lim territory and that of the Christians should equally enjoy repose and security ; so

that persons of either nation might go into the territory of the other and return

again, without fear and without apprehension. That day, crowds were assembled,

and the joy felt on both sides was such as God alone could conceive ; but the Almighty

knew well that he (Safti/i ad-Dtn
)
bad not made peace through choice and freewill

but fur a certain advantage : his troops were tired of war and manifested openly

their unwillingness to obey orders. God alone knew what that advantage was to be :

Salah ad-Din died subsequently lo the peace; had he died when the (previous) events

were taking piece, lslamism would have been in danger. The troops which were
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arriving from distant countries for the purpose of reinforcing the army, received per-

mission to return home and departed. The sultan, having no longer any cause of

uneasiness from that quarter, resolved on making the pilgrimage (to Mekka). The

Moslims now frequented the territory of the Franks who, on their side, visited that

of the Moslims
;
goods and merchandise were carried to the towns, and a great num-

ber of the Christians went to visit Jerusalem. The sultan also set out for the pur-

pose of inspecting that place; his brother, al-Malik al-Addil, went to al-Karak; his

son, al-Malik az-ZAbir, proceeded to Aleppo, and al-Afdal, his other son, departed for

Damascus. The sultan, during his slay in Jerusalem, distributed fiefs to his people

(fcis officers) and authorised them to return home ; ho made also preparations for a

journey to Egypt. Having no longer any desire of making the pilgrimage, he con-

tinued to mind what ho was engaged in till he at length learned positively that al-

Anketur had sailed for his own country on the 1st of Shauwal (tOlli October, 1 192).

He then decided on entering into the Saliil with an escort of cavalry; his intention

being to examine the slate of his maritime fortresses, advance to Banyas, go from

that to Damascus, pass a few days there, return to Jerusalem and then set out for

Egypt. Ibn Shaddad says :
•* Uc ordered me to remain in Jerusalem till his return,

“ so that l might direct the instalment of an hospital and the completing of a college

“ which lie had founded there, lie departed on the morning of Thursday, the 6th

“ of Shauwal, 588 (I5lh Oel., A. 1). 1192) and, after inspecting his fortresses and

“ remedying their defects, he arrived in Damascus on Wednesday, the 26th of

“ Shauwal. There he found his sons, al-Malik al-Afdal, al-Malik az-Zahir, al-Malik

az-Zafir MuzafTar ad-Din al-Khidr, surnamed al-Mushammer, and his younger

“ children, lie liked that city and preferred it as a residence to all others. On

“ Thursday morning, the 27th of the same month, he held a public audience so

“ that the people, who longed to sec him, were enabled to gratify their dc-

“ sire. Pieces of verse were then recited to him by the poets, not one of

“ whom, from the highest to the lowest, staid away. He remained in the city,

*' spreading out the wings of his justice, pouring forth the showers of his liberality

“ and beneficence, and putting a slop to the acts of oppression which his subjects

,l had to complain of. On Tuesday, the 1st of Zu ’1-Kaada, al-Jlalik al-Afdal gave

‘
‘ a great dinner to al-Malik az-ZAhir who, on arriving at Damascus and learning that

“ (Ail father) the sultan was on his way (to that city), had slopped there in order to

“ have the pleasure of seeing him again. He seemed to have felt in bis mind that
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“ the sultan’s life was drawing to its end, for, on this occasion, he repeated again

“ and again the parting farewell. At this repast al-Afdal displayed magnificence

“ worthy of his noble heart; it was as if he intended to render an equivalent for the

•* hospitable reception which he found at his brother's, on arriving that prince’s city.

“ All those, who held a high rank in the world and those (who were entitled to one)

“ in the next shared in that repast. The sultan also was invited and, to give

*' his son satisfaction, he went there. I have been told that immense crowds had

“ assembled to witness the splendors of that day.—Al-Malik al-Aadil, having ins-

“ pected al-Karak and terminated all the ameliorations which he intended to make

“ there, took the road of his provinces {east of) the Euphrates and reached Da-

“ mascus on Wednesday, the 17lh of Zu 'l-Kaada. The sultan went out to meet

“ him and, whilst he awaited his arrival , he hunted over the country around Gha-

“ baghib and from that to al-Kcswa. When they met, the hunting recommenced

“ and it was at a late hour on Sunday evening , the 1 1th of Zu ’1-Hijja, 588 (18th

“ Dec., A. D. 1192), that they entered into Damascus. The sultan continued to

“ hunt with his sons and his brother, going over the grounds about Damascus and

“ visiting the places inhabited by gazelles. lie seemed to have found in the chase

“ some relief from his continual fatigues, his toils and his lengthened vigils. This

“ might be considered as his last farewell to his children and to the spots where he

“ used to lake his pleasure. He thought no more of his projected journey to Egypt,

“ other affairs having turned up and other projects being formed. " The same his-

torian says : “ 1 received from him, at Jerusalem, a letter by which he called me to

“ his court. Heavy rains were then falling and the mud was very deep, yet I set

“ out from Jerusalem. My departure look place on Friday, the 23rd of Muharram,

“ 589 (29th Jan. A. D. 1 193), and I arrived at Damascus on Tuesday, the 12th of Safar

“ (17 Feb.). The 15th of that month, which was a Friday, the sultan rode out to

“ meet the pilgrim-caravan, and that was the last time he got on horseback. On

“ the eve of Saturday he felt a great lassitude and, a little before midnight he had

“ an attack of bilious fever. This indisposition was more in the interior of the body

than in the exterior. On Saturday morning, he fell greatly exhausted in conse-

“ quence of the fever, but did not let his sufferings appear. I and al-Kidi al-F&dil

“ went to see him ; his son al-Malik al-Afdal came in also, and we remained sitting

" with him for a considerable lime. He complained of the agitated night which he

“ had passed and felt some relief in conversing with us. A little before noon, we
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“ retired, but our hearts remained wilh him. We then received from him the order

“ to partake of a repast at which al-Malik al-Afdal presided ; al-Fadil, not being ac-

“ cuslomed (to such things] went away, but I went in and found the tables laid out in

“ the Southern Hall, and al-Afdal silling in his father's place. Being greatly af-

“ fected at the sight, 1 had not the courage to sit down, and withdrew. His occu-

“ pying that place was considered as a bad omen and caused many tears to be

** shed on that day. From that time the sultan's illness continued to increase;

“ we went to visit him regularly, morning and evening, and al-Kadi 'l-Fadil enter-

“ ed with me into the sick-chamber several times every day. His disorder was in

the head, and the absence of the physician who was well acquainted with his consti-

“ lution and who attended him constantly whilst journeying and sojourning, led pco-

“ pie to think that he had not long to live. The (other) physicians were of advice that

“ blood should be drawn, and, on the fourth day, he was bled. The illness then

“ became more intense ; the moisture of the body diminished, cisiccalion prevailed,

“ and the stale of the patient became worse and worse, so that he was rendered ex-

** tremely weak. On the sixth day, and the seventh and the eighth the disorder in*

“ creased gradually and reached such a height that the intellect became deranged.

“ On the ninth day, he had fainting fits and refused the draught which was olTcred

“ to him. The city was filled wilh apprehension and the people (the merchands
)

“ were so much alarmed that they removed their goods from the bazars. All the

“ inhabitants were overcome with grief and affliction such as could not be described.

“ On the 10th day of the illness, two injections were administered and procured

• him some relief. This excited great joy among the people, but the malady still

“ increased and the doctors at length despaired of the patient's recovery. Al-Malik

" al-Afdal then began to make the people (and the troops) swear allegiance to

“ himself. On Wednesday, the 27th ofSafar, 589 (4lh March, 1193), after the hour

“ of morning prayer, the sultan breathed his last. The day of his death was, for

“ Islamism and the Musulmans, a misfortune such as they never before suffered

“ since they were deprived of the four first khalifs. The palace, the empire and the

" world were overwhelmed wilh grief such as God only could conceive. I often

“ heard of persons saying that they would willingly die in order to save the life of

“ one whom they loved dearly; but, till that day, i considered such declarations as

" mere hyperboles and lax expressions; now, however, 1 solemnly declare, after my
“ own feelings and those of others, that, if the life of one man could be redeemed
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“ by the life of another, many lives would have been offered to save his. A)-Malik

“ al-.Vfdal held a sitting after his father’s death, in order to receive the condolences

“ of the people. The corpse was washed by ad-Daul£i. ”— The person thus deno-

minated bore the title of Dia ad-Din and his names were Abu T-Kasim Abd

al-Malik, the son of Zaid
,
the son of Vlsin, the son of Zaid, the son of Raid, the son •

of Jamil, lie belonged to the tribe of Thalab [ath-Thalabi) and drew his descent

from al-Arkam (al-Arkami ). lie was a doctor of the Shafilc sect and filled

the place of preacher
{
AhatSb

)
at Damascus, llis death look on the 1 2th

of the first Rabi, 598 (10th Dec. A. D. 1201). — Being asked respecting the

year of his birth, he replied :
“ The year 507” (A. D. 1 1 13-4), but afterwards men-

tioned other dates; God knows best ! lie was buried in the cemetery of the martyrs

[ilakdbir ath-Shuhadd), outside (the gale called) Bah as-Saghir. — Ibn Shaddad con-

tinues thus : When the afternoon prayer was said, the body was brought out in a

coffin over which a sheet was spread as a pall. At this sight a loud outcry was raised

and the people began to weep, to lament and to pray over the corpse in successive

bands. It was then carried back to the garden-house in which the sultan had resi-

ded during his last illness, and was buried under the estradc at the western side of

it. The asr
[
vol . 1. p. 59Aj prayer was on the point of being said when the body was

lowered into the grave. — lbn Shaddad then expatiates on the subject, but I omit

his discourse lest I should fatigue the reader. He concludes his work with a verse

composed by Abu Tammam at-Tai (oof. I, p. 348) and which we give here :

Those years and the people who lived therein have passed away; years and people liave disap-

peared like dreams.

May the Almighty have mercy on him (Saldh ad-Din
)
and sanctify his soul ! fur

he was the ornament and the admiration of the world.— Sibt lbn al-Jauzi [vol. I.

p. 439) says, in his chronicle, under the year 578 (A. D. 1182-3) :
“ On the 5th of

“ Muharram, Salah ad-Dln set out from Old Cairo, on his way to Syria and halted

“ at al-Birka (65). The great officers of the empire went out to bid him farewell

“ and the poets recited to him valedictory poems. He then heard a voice, outside

“ the tent, pronounce these words ;

“ Enjoy now the odour of the ox-eyes which grow in Najd ; after this evening, you will Cud

“ them no more.
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“ The person who spoke was sought for, but could not he found. These words

“ saddened the sultan’s mind and were considered by those who were present as a

“ bad omen. Indeed, they turned out to be true, for the sultan was kept so much

“ occupied by the affairs of the Eastern provinces and by the Franks, that he was nc-

“ ver able to revisit Egypt. ”— I may here observe that the line just mentioned was

taken from a piece of verse that may be found in that section of the Ilamdsa which

contains the amatory poems. Our professor, izzad-Din Ibn al-Athir (rol. 11
. p. 288]

relates the same anecdote under another form in his greater historical work. He

there says : “ An extraordinary example of an evil omen's being fulfilled is the follow

-

“ ing: When the sultan left Cairo, he stopped where his tent was pitched, till the

“ troops were collected into one body. He had with him the principal officers of

“ the empire, the doctors of the law and the eminent literary scholars, some of whom
“ were there to take leave of him, and others to accompany him on his journey.

“ Each of them was saying his word on the subject of adieus and separation from

*• friends, when a tutor of one of the sultan’s children thurst forward his head, over

“ the shoulders of the company, and pronounced that verse. Saldh ad-Din who, a

“ moment before, was very gay, shuddered at the bad omen and all the persons in

" the assembly felt ill at ease. He never again returned to Cairo. ” — Ibn Sbaddad

says in the first part of his historical work :
*• He (Saldh ad Din) left, on dying, nci-

“ ther gold nor silver in his treasury, with the exception of forty-seven Nasirian

“ dirhems (66) and one gold piece coined at Tyre. He possessed neither estates, nor

“ houses, nor lands, nor gardens, nor villages, nor tillage-grounds, lmme-

“ diately after his death, al-Kiidi '1-Fadil wrote to al-Malik az-Zahir, the sovereign

“ of Aleppo and one of the sultan’s sons, a letter of which we here give the contents

:

“ —*l'ou have in the apostle ofGod an excelleirt example. (Koran, s. 33, v. 21); verily

“ the earthquake of the (last) hour (will be) o terrible thing. (Koran, s. 22, v. 1). —
11

1 have written this to al-Malik az-Zdhir; may God grant him good consolation, alle-

“ vialc his affliction and give him a compensation for it on that hour.—The Muslims

41 have received a violent shock; tears have furrowed every cheek, hearts have come

“ even to the throats. (Koran, s. 23, v. 10), and 1 have said to your father, who

4

1

was my master, a farewell never to be followed by another meeting. I kissed

“ his face for myself and you ; to almighty God I delivered him now vanquished

“ in dexterity, weakened in strength and resigned to the will of God. There is

“ no might nor force but through God. At bis door troops were marshalled up

vox. rv. 69
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“ and arms were (ready) in their scabbards, but they were unable to repel this af-

“ iliclion; no king can resist the decrees of fate. All eyes are shedding tears, all

" hearts are humbled and our only words are : * Let God’s will be done I for thy

“ * sake, o Yusuf I are we in sorrow 1
’ As for counsels, you need them not, and as

“ for my opinion, the stroke I have received prevents me from forming one by dis-

“ trading my attention. But, to judge from the aspect of affairs, (/ ihall say that,)

“ if concord reign, you will suffer no other loss than that of his noble presence. If

*' otherwise, his death will be a less misfortune than the evils which may happen.

“ That is the main subject of apprehension. Receive my salutations
!

'— Uow ad-

*
' mirably well said ! In this short epistle he has displayed great novelty [oftiprcs-

“ sion) even when inserting in it sound advice, suitable to a state of things which

‘‘ would make a man forget his own interests.”— 1 have given a separate article to

all the sons of Salah ad-Din whose names occur in the present notice, and have

indicated the dates of their birth and their death.—Those whom I mean areal-Afdal,

az-Zahir and al-Aziz. The only one of them whom 1 have passed over is al-Malik

az-Zafir, surnamed al-Mushammer and, as I have mentioned bis name in this arti-

cle, it is necessary for me to say something concerning him. lie bore the title of

MuzalTar ad-Din and the names of Abu ’d-Dawam and Abu ’1-Abbas al-Khidr. lie

was designated by the appellation of al-Mushammer because he exclaimed, when

his father shared his stales between the elder brothers : I also am ready
(
mu-

shammer ).— This became a nickname by which he was generally known. He

was born in Cairo on the 5th of Shabdn, 568 (22nd March, A. D. 1173), and

had for mother the same woman who gave birth to al-Malik al-Afdal. He died

at Harran, in the month of the first Jornada, 627 (March-April, A. D. 1230);

being then with his cousin, al-Malik al-Ashraf, the son of al-Malik al-Aadil. Al-

Ashraf did not then possess Harran ; he was only passing through it on his way to the

country of ar-llum (Asia Minor), where he was going on account of the Khowa-

rezmiles (67). — Another author says : The (body of the) sultan Salah ad-Din remai-

ned interred within the citadel of Damascus till a tomb was built for its reception,

on the northern side of the Kallasa, which edifice lies to the north of the great

mosque of Damascus. This
(
mausoleum

)
has two doors, one opening on the Kallasa,

and the other on a street in which there is no thoroughfare and which is conti-

guous to the Aziziya college. — 1 entered into this kubba
(
chapel with a dome) by the

door which gives on the Kallasa and, after reciting a portion of the Koran over the
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grave, I invoked God's mercy on its occupier. The warden, who was also Ihe inlcn-

dant of the kubba, then produced to me a packet containing Salah ad-D?n’s

body-clothes, among which I remarked a short, yellow vest (fca&d) with black

cuffs (C8J, and I prayed that their sight might be a blessing to me. — The same nar-

rator says :
“ The body was removed from the citadel to this / abba on Thursday, the

“ 10th of Muharram, 592 (15 Dec. A. D. 1195), and Roran-rcaders were attached

" lo the establishment, with servants to keep it in good order. Some lime after,

“ his son, al-Malik al-Aziz Imad ad-Dln Othman, the same of whom we have spoken

** (vol. II. p. 195), took Damascus from his brother, al-Malik al-Afdal, and erected

“ at the side of this mausoleum Ihe college which bears the name of al-Madrasa ’I-

“ Aztziija and endowed it richly. — A grated window of the kubba looks towards

“ the college, which is one of the most noted in Damascus. " — On the first Friday

of the month of Ramadan, 680 (April, 1281), I visited this tomb and saw on the

chest which it supports, the date of Ihe sultan’s death followed by these words : “ Al-

“ mighty Godl let his soul be acceptable to thee and open to him the gates of Para-

“ dise; that being the last conquest (lit. opening) forwhich he hoped. " The war-

den of the place told me that this prayer was of al-Kadi '1-Fadil’s composition. —
When the sultan Salah ad-Din became the master of Egypt, there was not a single

(orthodox) college in that country, because the dynasty which had reigned there

followed the doctrine of Ihe Imamians (lAc Shiites) and did not admit the utility of

such establishments. He therefore founded, in the Lesser Karafa, near the tomb of

the imdm as-Shafi, a college of which we have spoken in our article on ISajm ad-Din

al-Khubushani (t>. II, p. 645). — He built also another college in Cairo near the

mausoleum which is dedicated to al-Husain, the son of Ali, and settled on it a

large endowment. He converted into a college for the Uanifitcs and endowed richly

the house which had belonged to Abbas, the same person of whom we have spoken

in our articles on az-Zafir al-Obahli (vol. 1. p. 222) and al-Aadil Ibn SallAr (vol. II.

p. 351). — He endowed also very richly, for the Shafiles, a college in Cairo which

goes under the name of Zain at-Tujjar (69). Inside the citadel (kasr) of Cairo he built

an hospital, on which he settled considerable properly. Another hospital, richly

endowed, and a hhdngdh (coneenl for dervkhes
)
were founded by him in Jerusalem.

In Old Cairo he founded a college (madrasa) for the Malikites.— I have often thought

of that man’s acts and said to myself : “ He was fortunate in this world and must be

“ so in lire next; here he wrought those famous deeds, such as his numerous con~
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“ quests, and founded so many establishments richly endowed and of which not one

“ is publicly known by his name. The college founded by him in the Karafa is cal-

“ led by the people the Sliafile college

;

that which is near [al-Ilusain's] mosque isde-

signaled by them as the Mash-hed; the klidngdh is named after Said as-Suwada (71);

“ the Hanifite college is called the Madrasa of Saif ad-Din ;
that which is in Old

“ Cairo hears the name of Zain at-Tujjar and the other college in the same place is

“ called the Malikile. Here is really an ciample of good works done secretly. It

“ is remarkable that the college founded by him in Damascus, near the hospital of

“ Nir ad-Din, is called the Saldhian after him, though it is without an endowment,

“ and that his Malikile college, in the same city, does not bear his name. For

“ this favour (, that of escaping from vain-glory ,] he was indebted to the grace of

“ God." Though he possessed so extensive a kingdom and such vast dominions,

he was extremely kind and condescending ; being alTable to all men, tender-hearted,

full of patienre and indulgence, lie befriended the learned and the virtuous, ad-

mitted them into his society and treated them with beneficence. Towards talents of

all kinds he was favorably inclined and, being a great admirer of good poetry, be

would repeat pieces of verse before the company at his assemblies. Often, say they,

did he recite the following lines, attributed by some to Abu Mansur Muhammad Ibn

al-llusain Din Ahmad Ibn al-lhisain Ibn lshak al-Himyari, and, by others, to Abu

Muhammad Ahmad Ibn Ali Ibn Khairan, who was governor of Almeria in Spain

and who bore the surname of al-A&miri because his grandfather, Khairan, was one

of the captives made by al-Mansur Ibn Abi Aamir :

The harbinger of spring tel its voice be heard, and the image of my beloved visited me in a

dream, taking every precaution against jealous spies. I had nearly awakened lliose around

me by the joy which that visit gate me, and site, through desire, had nearly lorn asunder the

veil which concealed her love. I awoke when my hopes had led me to imagine that I would

obtain my utmost wish; but then, my happiness was changed into sorrow.

It is related that he admired greatly the following verses composed by Nashu "I-

Mulk Abu '1-IIasan Ali Ibn Mufarraj, surnamed Ibn al-Munajjim, who was a native

of Maarra tan-Noman (al-Jfaarri), but had settled and died in Cairo. They were

composed on the custom of giving a black die to gray hair :

It is not fur the nncomctincss of gray hair that they are dyed ; for, certainly, hair, when it
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lost* its colour, is still more uncomely. But they do so liecause, when youth is dead, its

dwelling-place is blackened in order to denote how greatly the loss is regretted.

It was related that [the sultan), on pronouncing the words : youth is dead, would

lake hold of his mistress, look al her and say : Yes, by Allah
! youlh is dead. — The

kdtib Imad ad-Din al-lspaliani stales, in his Kharlda, that the sultan Saiali ad-Din

had just commenced to reign when he wrote lo one of his friends in Damascus

these two verses:

O you who are absent (and far) from us, though our recollections have rendered you my
neighbours

{, present) in my heart ! Ever since I have been deprived of you, 1 sec you visibly,

with the eyes of my invagination.

As for the two kmIdas which, as 1 said, were sent from Baghdad by Sibt lbn at-

Tadwizi, the poet imitates, in one of them, a poem composed by Surr Durr (o. II,

p. 321), of which 1 have given some verses in the life of the vizir al-Kunduri Ivol. III.

p. 292) and which begins thus

:

It this the requital which my -fellow men receive for their love?

Here is lbn at-Taawizi's kasida :

If thy custom, when in love, resembles mine, stop tby camels at the two sand-bills of Ya-
brfn, and kiss a soil which my very eyelids would kiss, were my camels to bear me up to the
tops of its hills. Seek there for my heart, tinder the pretext of discovering its gazelles- but my
folly is caused by other gazelles than those of the sandy desert! My poem (was recited) be-
tween the tents, but, to turn away suspicion, I spoke only of large-ey ed gazelles. Were it not

through dread of foes, I should have designated tlie glances of those maidens and their graceful

bearing by other emblems than lender fawns and pliant branches. What admirable pearls were
concealed, on the day of their departure, within the vaulted palanquins I each of them surpas-

sing in beauty its companions and requiring no ornament to set it ofT; maidens who, when
they appear, display the moon of heaven in (tie brighnest nf )

their cheeks and (of) their fore-

heads. In the morning, their
{
shining

)

teeth had scarcely flashed forth their lightnings when
my eyelids poured forth floods of tears. If they perceive not the breath of the zephyr, it is be-
cause they have just passed near the sighs proceeding from mv afflicted heart. When the

camels looked back, as they ascended the mountains, I also turned my head, and that gesture
excited a tender sadness in her heart and mine. O Salma ! if you break your engagements
with me, the person in whom I placed my trust is no longer worthy of conOdcnce. Your pro-
mises were made to a dupe, hot. in affairs of tender passion, I ain not the first lover who has

been duped, (/lei with) mildness ! the moment of separation has o nelly oppressed one whose
tears flow without control and who remains as a pledge in the bonds of love. But wl-al have
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I to do with the alTection of fair maidens, so parcimonious of that (love) which, for me, was all

I needed? Yet, why should I complain, if they defer the payment of what they owe me, whilst

their glances shed with impunity my heart’s blood? Let me give up these follies! what have

fair maids to do with a man who has now passed his fiftieth year? Asking gifts from a miser

or expecting good-faith from a deceiver is , for nte, the greatest of afflictions. 0 that she wlio

is so sparing of favours to her lover had learned liberality from Salih ad-Dtn I

Here is the second kattda :

How long must I he pleased with loving you, and you be displeased? How long will you

afflict me with false imputations and then upbraid me? My only failing is to have incurred

your disdain; and every time that your disdain was manifested, you said that the fault was

mine. Testify your dislike in every manner; 1 have a heart not to be cast down by affliction.

Do you think that I can ever feel consolation if deprived of you ? sooner will you show kind-

ness than f receive consolation. On your account, my bosom burns, through sadness, with a

fire not to bo extinguished, and the sources of my tears arc never dried up. Have you for-

gotten those days and nights which we passed in sport, giving free career to wanton folly?

those days in which there was no detractor ready to count my passion for you as a crime, no

censor ready to blame me. You formerly rendered justice to my love and, in fondness for me,

you faced the same perils which I boldly encountered. But now I am satisfied if, during my
slumbers, your image passes near ray couch and appears to me at night, during my dreams. I

did not think that the days of love would pass away, just as a new garment is worn out; nei-

ther did I imagine that I should ever be divested of the raiment of youth. But, at length, the

clouds of delusion were dissipated, the guide which led darkness on its way took the right path

and the shades of night withdrew. Maidens, fair and handsome, dow shun {me) : Soad heeds

me not, and Zainab pretends not to know me. She whom I loved, being shocked at the white-

ness of my hair and the thinness of mv body, exclaimed ; “ The best part of you lias disap-

“ pcared. ” (/ replied .)
“ If you find fault willi my body, your waist also is thin; disdain

“ not the whiteness of my hair
;
your teeth also arc white (asknabuj.

That is admirably said I He has enounced the idea as perfectly as possible, though

he imagined that the root shanab signified the whiteness of the feelh. He employed

it as having that meaning and thus completed the expression of his thought, which

was this : when she whom he loved reproached him with his infirmities (and ema-

nation), he twilled her with the thinness of her waisl and, when she expressed her

dislike of while hair, he retorted by saying that her teeth also were white. It was if

he said that the whiteness of his hair was counterbalanced by the whiteness of her

teeth. But, he was mistaken in supposing that thanab had that signification ;

this word, as employed in the language, does not mean the whilenett of the teeth but

their sharpness. Some say, however, that it designates their coolneu and nceetneu,

but the other meaning is the right one. The sharpness of teeth indicates youth,
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for they are sharp when they first appear and, after serving for some years, they are

ground down and lose their acuity. The thought itself is borrowed from a well

known kastda, in which the author, an-NAbigha ad-Dubyini, says

:

No defect can be found in them except the state of their swords, which arc notched with

striking upon hostile squadrons.

Mention has been made of this verse in our article on Orwa lbn az-Zubair {col. II.

p. 200), where the reader may find it. The kdlib Balia ad-Din Zuhair lbn Muham-

mad [ttof. /. p. 542], recited to roe, as being of his own composition, a piece of verse

in which one of the lines, ofTering a similar thought, is as follows :

There is no defect in her except the languor (lit. the weakness) of her eyes.

Let us resume and finish the text of the kadda composed by Sibt lbn at-Taawizi :

You ivho seek for the pleasures of life when your hair has turned gray ! (know that) time

which maketh all things pass aw ay, lias also passed away (/or you). Do you think, after coun-

ting up your forty years, that you can still obtain the favours of the fair? That, alas ! would

he highly difficult (72). Dwelling of my beloved I were it not for my Ozritc love (73), never

should I have rejoiced at the aspect of glimmering lightnings, deceptive {of our hope* that ram

would fall upon the country in which you arc situated). Never should that have been; never

also shall f commence degrading my self-respect (by soliciting gifts) I never shall l do so as

long as the beneficence of Salih ad-Din flows by, copious as a torrent.

All the poets of the age celebrated the praises ofSalah ad-Din and came from every

quarter to partake of his beneficence. One of them was Alam ad-Din as-ShAlani,

the same whose article we have given amongst those of the Hasans (vol. I. p. 403),

and who made that sultan's eulogy in a kadda rhyming in R and beginning thus :

I see victory attached to your yellow standard; proceed therefore and conquer the world, for

you are worthy of its possession.

Another poem was composed in his praise by Muhaddab ad-Din Abu Ilals Omar

lbn Muhammad Lbn Ali lbn Abi Nasr generally known by the surname of lbn as-

Shihna T-Mausili {the son of the governor of Mosul). It begins thus

:

Let the salutation of a lover, emaciated by his passion, be borne to the females of ibe tribe

which has now separated.
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This kasida contains one hundred and thirteen verses, two of which are currently

known. One of them is the following:

I love you for the noble qualities which I am told that you possess; the car can be smitten

with love as well as the eye.

This thought he borrowed from Uashsltar Ibn Hurd, who said :

Know
, Rood people I that my ear is enamoured of a person in that tribe

; fir the ear Is some-
times enamoured sooner than the eye.

The second of these verses in the following :

My hopes said to me :
“ If you meet the sons of Aiydb, you will prosper.

”

Eulogies were composed on Salih ad-Din by Ibn Kalikis
j
vol. 111. p. 537), Ibn

ai-Zarawa, Ibn al-Munajjim (Naihu ’l-Mulk), Ibn Sand ’l-.Mulk (vol. III. p. 589),

Ibn as-Saati (col. II. p. 328). an-Najrani al-Irbili, Ibn Duhn al-Uasa al-Mausili

.Muhammad Ibn Ismail Ibn llamdin al-Khairani and other poets, most of whom

we have noticed in this historical work. If I have given a great client to this

biographical notice, I shall excuse myself in the words of the poet al-Mulanabhi :

The nobleness of him wliose merits I extol gives nobleness to my verses
;
the eulogy of a base

fellow (timbal) is itself abased.

The word linbdl signifies a man of slalure. — In the present article, where we re-

lated that (the Falimide khaltf
)
al-Aadid sent for Salah ad-Dtn in order to invest him

with the visirship, mention is made of the proverbial expression : / meant ,4mr, but

God meant Khdrija. — As some of my readers may not be acquainted with its origin

and signification, twill explain it, so that they may not be-obligcd to search for

its meaning elsewhere. The Amr here spoken of was the son of al-Aiksi and belon-

ged to the Sahmidc branch of the Koraish family. His father was the son of W&il,

the son of UiUliim, the son of Soaid, the son of Saad, the son of Salim , the son of

Amr, (lie son of Husais, the son of Kaab, the son of Luwat. Arar’s surname was

Ahu Abd Allah, or, ns some say, Abu Muhammad. He was one of the Prophet’s

companions, having embraced Islamism in the eighth year of the Hijra, anteriorly
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to the conquest of Mekka. That city was taken hy the Prophet in the month of Ra-

madan, A. 11. 8 (Dec. -Jan. 629-630). This slalemcnlis rejected by some [Iradilio-

nists), who say that he became a Moslim in the interval between the cipedilion of al-

lludaibiva and that of Khaibar; but it is nevertheless the true one. lie and KhAlid

ibn al-Walid al-Makhzumi set out with Othmin Ibn Tallin Ibn Abi Talha, a member

of the Koraishide family called the Itani Abd ad-Dar (al-Ahdari), and went to the Pro-

phet, who was then at Medina and before whom they appeared asMoslims. On seeing

them, the Prophet said (to his companions)

:

“ Mekka has cast out to you the most pre-

“ cious of its treasures.’’ (74)— Al-WAkidi (vol. Ill.p. 61) says: “ Amrlbn al-Aasi was

“ already a Muslim when he went to join the Prophet. He had become a convert

“ at the court of an-Najashi, the king of Abyssinia. With him came OthmAn Ibn

“ Talha and Khalid Ibn al-W'alld. They arrived at Medina in the month of Safar

“ (A. II. 8). Some say that he did not leave Abyssinia till he became a believer in

“ Islamism and that his conversion was brought about in the following manner :

“ An-Najashi said to him : ‘ Tell me, Amrl how it happens that you take no con-

“ 1 ccrn about the affairs of your cousin [Muhammad), lly Allah I lie is really

“ 1 God’s apostle. ’ Amr replied :
‘ Are you sure of that?’ An-Najashi answered :

‘ Yes, by Allah! so follow my counsel.’ On this, Amr left him with Ihe inlen-

“ lion of going to join Ihe Prophet. He was then sent off to Syria by the Prophet

“ with an armed troop, for the purpose of calling his father’s maternal uncles to the

“ Moslim faith, anj he arrived with three hundred men at as-SalAsil, which is a wa-

“ lering-place in Ihe lerrilority of the JudhAm tribe, in the country possessed by the

“ Kodaa. That was the reason why this expedition was called the Inroad ofZdt as-

“ Saldsil. Being afraid that his troop was too small, he wrote to the Prophet

" for assistance and received from him a reinforcement of two hundred horsemen,

“ part of them emigrants from Mekka, the rest natives of Medina, and all of them

“ belonging to noble families. Amongst them were Abd Bakr and Omar. The-

•* command of this detachment was given by the Prophet to Abu Obaida Ibn al-

“ JarrAh. When they came up, Amr Ibn al-AAsi said :
* l am your chief and you .

“ are only my auxiliaries.’ To this, Abu Obaida replied :
* By no means! you are

“ the chief of those whom you have with you, but I shall be the chief of those who

“ are with mel ’ As Amr rejected this proposal, Abu Obaida said : The apostle of

“ God made me this recommendation : When you reach Amr, give, both of you,

“ examples of obedience and let there be no dissentions between you; so, if you re-

YOL, iv. 70
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“ fuse to obey me, I must obey you. Amr replied : 1 refuse to obey you.—Abu Obaida,

*‘ on bearing this, saluted him and stood behind him at the public prayer, with all

“ the troops, the number of which amounted to five hundred men.”— Amr Ibn

al-Aasi was appointed by the Prophet to the government of Oman and held that place

till the latter's death. In the twelfth year of the Hijra, Abu Bakr sent him to Syria

with Yazid Ibn Ahi SofyAn the Omaivide, kbit Obaida and Shurahldl Ibn Itasana.

Khalid Ibn al-Walid then came from Irak and joined them. The first conquest

ejected by them in Syria was that of Bosra , which they look by capitulation.

Omar Ibn al-IihaltAb, w ho succeeded to the khaiifalc on the death or Abu Bakr, gave

the command of the troops to Ahu Obaida, and by this chief was c(Tected the con-

quest of Syria, lie gave also to YaziJ Ibn Ahi Sofyan the government of Palestine

(
Filitltn), a province of which the capital was ar-Ranila. When Ahu Obaida died,

MoAd Ibn Jabal succeeded in the command, and, on Hoad's death, Yazid Ibn Abi

Sofyan took his place. Yazid died also and was succeeded by his brother

Moawia Ibn Abi SofyAn, and Omar sent to the latter a diploma investing him

with the authority which had been exercised hy Yazid. All these governors died in

the eighteenth year uf the Hijra
; being carried off hy the plague which then raged

at Amawds, a town of Syria, situated between Naples and ar-Bamla. Some say that

Yazid died at Damascus in the month of Zu T-Ilijja, A. II. 19 (Nov.-Dee., 641),

subsequently to the conquest of Cxsatia [Ktiitariya]. After the death of Y'azid,

Omar gave toAmrllm al-AAsi the governments of Palestine and the Jordan (Urtlunn);

to Moawia he confided those of Damascus, Baalbek and al-Balka, and to Said Ibn

Aamir Ibn Ili Ihycm be gave the government of Emessa. After that, all the provinces

of Syria were united under the command of Moawia, and Amr, having received from

him a written order, set out for Egypt in the twentieth year of the Hijra (A. D. 641),

took that country and governed it till the death of Omar. During four years,

Olhm&n allowed him to retain that command and then replaced him by his own

foster-brother, Ahd Allah Dm SaaJ Ibn Abi Sarli al-AAmiri. Amr Ilm cl-AAsi then

retired to Palestine and made an occasional visit to Medina. When Othmftn was

murdered, he accepted an invitation from Moawia and, having gone to join him, he

fought on his side at the battle of Siffin. It was (here that he managed the arbitra-

tion which those who are conversant with this branch of science
(hutory) are well

acquainted with. When Moawia obtained the supreme authority, Amr asked from

him the government of Egypt and adressed to him, one day, a request drawn up
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in this form

:

lUoawta I I shall not sacrillcc lo you my religion (i. c. my happiness in the next life) unless

I obtain from you [the goad things of) this world
;
see therefore xvliat you hare to do ! If you

giTe me Egypt, consider yourself lo hare made an excellent bargain
;
for I am an old [expe-

rienced) man who can be hurtful (to his foes) and useful (to his friends) (75).

He then obtained from Moawia the government of Egypt and continued to hold it

till he died, being at that time ninety years of age.— His death look place on the day

of the breaking of the Fast [1st Shautcdl) A. H. A3 (Gth Jan., 664). Other

accounts indicate the years 42, 48 and 51 as the dates of that event, but the true one

is what we have just given. lie was interred at the foot of Mount Mokaltam.— His

son Abd Allah recited over him the funeral service and, on his return, presided (as

yoccmor)al the public prayerwhich is said on the festival of the fast-breaking. Moa-

wia replaced this Abd Allah by his own brother, Olba Ibn Abi Sofy&n. About a year

afterwards, Olba died, and Moawta appointed Maslama Ibn Mukhallad to the vacant

place.— Amr Ibn al-Aasi was one of the bravest horsemen among Ihe Kuraishides

and, in the lime of paganism, he was one of their heroes. By his shrewdness in.

worldly mallcrj and by the soundness of his judgment, he stood pre-eminent.

When Omar wished to tell a man that lie was a shallow fellow, be would say to him :

“ 1 declare that the same Being who created you created Amr! ” meaning [Cod,

mho created things by) contraries. — Abi '1-Abbas al-Mubatrad (oof. III. p. 31)

relates as follows, in bis Kdmil :
“ When Amr was on bis death-bed, Ibn Abbas

" [col. I. p. 89) went in to him and said : Abu Abd Allah) I heard you

44 often say that you would like to meet with an intelligent man who was on the

“ point of death, in order to ask him what were his feelings. Now, I address that

“ question to you. Amr replied : I feci as if the sky was applied closely to the

“ earth and that I was between the two, breathing os if through the eye of a needle.

“ After these words, he exclaimed : ' AlmighlyGod! lake away from me what you

44 4 please I' Ilis son having then come in to him, he adressed him thus: 1 My son I

“ 4 take that chest I
’ The other replied :

* I have no need of it.’
—

* Take it; ’ said

44 Amr, * it is full of money. ' — ‘1 have no need of it; ’ said the son, 4
I had ra-

44 1 ther it were filled with dung (76).’ After that, he (.dmr) raised up his hands

44 and said :
4 Almighty God! you ordered and I disobeyed; you forbade and I trans-

“ 4 gressed ; I am not innocent enough lo deserve pardon neither am I so strong
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“ * lhal lean prevail (over your will).' He then hrealhcd his last
(
je Li). — The

verb (^U) which is also written (h U) means to die; a poet has said in employing

the word [ja'J] :
“ They do not bury those among them who arc dead. ’

—

As for (he Kharija whose name occurs in the proverb, lie was the son oi Iiudhafa Ibn

Ghanim Ibn Abd Allah lbn Auf Ibn Obaid lbn Ouaij Ibn Adi lbn Kaab, and

was one of the Adi family, which is a branch of the Kuraish tribe. “ He assisted at

“ the conquest of Egypt and, having obtained a lot of ground at Old Cairo, he look

“ up his residence there. — He commanded the fourth part of the auxiliary troops

•• which Omar lbn al-khalldb sent to assist Amr Ibn al-Aasi in conquering Egypt.

“ When Amr governed that country in tho name of Moawia Ibn Abi Sofyan, KhS-

“ rija commanded the shurta (ihe police-cavalry) of Old Cairo. — He was assassi-

“ nated in the fortieth year of the Hijra by a kharijite who had mistaken him

•* for Amr. ” — So says lbn Yilnus (t)of. /. p. 93) in bis history of Old Cairo,

and the same statement is made in Ibn Abd al-Barr’s Isltdb, where the genealogy

is set out in the form which it bears in our statement. The same author adds :

“ It was said that he alone counted for one thousand horsemen.” According to

some persons versed in genealogy and history, Amr lbn al-Aasi wrote to Omar lbn

al-Khal(db for a reinforcement of three thousand horse, and Omar sent him
(
only

three men
)
KhArija Ibn Iiudhafa, az-Z.ubair llm al-Auwam (t>oI. II. p. 199) and al-

Mikdad lbn al-Aswad (77), Kharija was at the taking of Old Cairo, and it is said

that he acted there as a kddi when Amr Ibn al-Aasi was governor ; others stale that

he was the commander of Amr’s shurta. He continued to reside there till lie was

murdered by one of those Eharijites who had conspired to kill Ali lbn Abi Talib,

Moawia lbn Abi Sofy&n and Amr Ibn al-Aasi. kharija had been sent, that

day, by Amr, to preside as his deputy, at the morning prayer. The assassin, being

taken and brought before Amr Ibn al-Aasi, said : “ Who is this man before whom

“ you have brought me?” They answered :
“ Amr Ibn al-AAsi.

"— “ Who was

“ it,
” said he, “ that 1 killed? ” They replied :

11 KhArija.” On hearing this,

he said :
“ 1 meant Amr but God meant KhArija.” Some say that the words

were : “ You meant Amr, etc. ” and attribute them to Amr, but God knows

best (78). The murderer belonged to the tribe of al-Anbar lbn Amr Ibn Tamim

and bore the name of Dfidawaih or Zadiwaili; according to others, he was

only a mawla of that tribe. “ It has been stated that Kharija, lie who was

" mistaken for Amr lbn al-Aasi and killed by the kharijite in Old Cairo, was a
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“ member of Ihe Salim family, the same to which Amr belonged." — End of what

l lie author of the Isltdb says on the subject. Another historian relates that

Amr Ibn al-Aasi was obliged by a derangement in his stomach to remain at

home that night, and that KhArija was presiding (in his stead) at Ihe evening prayer

when the Kliarijite killed him. (They add that) Amr said afterwards : “ My belly

*• never rendered me any service ciccpt on that night." — Such is the origin of

the proverb. An allusion to this event is made by Abu Muhammad Abd al-Majid

Ibn Abdun al-Andalusi (79) in the elegy (kosida) composed by him on the downfal

of the Aftasides who reigned at Badajoz and beginning thus :

Misfortune afflicts (us, first) by its aspect and then by the traces [which it leaves).

Here is the verse containing the allusion :

Since fortune accepted the life of Kldrija for that of Amr, she might hare obtained the lives

of as many as she wished in exchange for that of Ati.

It is a splendid kastda and contains a great quantity of historical allusions. A

full commentary was composed on it by Ihe eminent literary scholar Abu Marwan

Abd al-Malik Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Badrun al-lladrami (a descendant from the Arabs of

lladramaut and
)
a native of Silves (in Portugal, ash-Shilbi

)

(80). We terminate

here our discourse on the proverb, but, as the verso requires to he explained, I shall

give here the commentary, in abridging it, for it is rather long.— Historians tell us

that Ali Ibn A hi Tdlib was proclaimed khalif the same day on which Oth-

man Ibn Allan was murdered. Then began the revolt of those people who fought

against him at the battle of the Camel. In our article on Yamut Ibn al-Muzarra

[p. 392 of this col.), we have spoken of that conflict in a continued narration and

noticed the main facts of it. Aflcr that was fought the battle of SifTin, when Moa-

wia Ibn Abi Sofyan (he Omaiyide and Amr Ihn al-Aasi revolted against Ali Ibn

Abi Talib. [This khalif
)
marched from Irak to attack them and they advanced from

Syria to meet him. The encounter took place at Siflin, on Ihe border of the Eu-

phrates and in the vicinity of ar-Hahaba. This famous battle was fought in Ihe

thirty-seventh year of the Hijra (A. I). 657). The Syrians, being overpowered, re-

quested Ali to let matters be settled by arbitration ; messengers went to and fro seve-

ral times, and Ali at length consented to the proposal. On this, a number of his
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partisans abandoned him, saving :
“ You have submitted a question of religion to

“ the judgment of men and not to that of God. ” They departed for an-Nahrawin,

and Ali went there, fought with them and exterminated nearly all of them. This

conflict is generally designated as the Baltic of the Kharijitet. — Things continued

in a troubled state for some time and they [the surviving Kharijitet
)
assembled and

said : “ Ali, Moawia and Amr Ibn al-Aasi have ruined the cause of the nation

;

" could we kill them, things would he all set to rights.” Abd ar-Rahman lbn

Muljam al-Muradi then offered to kill Ali. “ flow will you manage?” said they.

He replied : “ I shall take him unawares." Al-llajjaj Ibn Abd Allah as-Sarimi (81),

surnamed al-Durak
(
the sluggard}, offered to kill Moawia, and another individual,

called Dadawaih, or ZAd&walh, the same of whom we have made mention in

speaking of Khdrija Ibn Hudhafa, declared that he would slay Amr. It was agreed

upon that these murders should be accomplished on the same day. Ibn Muljam

went to Kufa where Ali was and, having purchased a sword for one thousand dir-

hems (82), he steeped it in poison till it could absorb no more. When Ali went to

say the morning prayer, lbn Muljam rushed out from a place of concealment and

wounded him on the head, exclaiming : “ It is for God to judge, not for you!
”

Some say that he struck him whilst celebrating the prayer. This happened on Fri-

day morning, the 17th of Ramadan, A. 11. 40 (24th lan. 661), but other dales

have been given.— Al-Durak as-Sarimi went to Damascus, where Moawia was, at-

tacked him whilst he was in prayer and wounded him in the sitting-part. Some

say the nerve of generation was cut through, so that he was never afterwards

capable of begetting children. — Of Amr we have spoken in our account of

Kharija. — There is a abridged explanation of the proverb and the verse

;

God know best!

(1) This genealogy Is evidently an impatient forgery.

(1) See Mr Caussin de Perceval's Euni tur Vhutoirtdu Arabet, tome If, pp. 497 tt suit.

(1) See Ettai, etc., t. II, pp. 499, 529.

(4) In Johannsen's Httlcma Ytmoni will be found some account of al-Moizt, SalAh ad-Dln's nephew.

(5) Our author says that this word should be pronounced dutddr, but he is mistaken,

(6) Zinki was murdered whilst besieging a Muslim chief who was holding out in KalAt Ja&bar. The title

cl martyr (.»hahli) was given to him by per/ons who wished to gain the favour of bis son NQr ad-Dln.

(7) See voU I, p. 190 and vol. Ill, p. r*18.
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(8) Tbit is tLe work of which the text, with a lot in translation, was published at Leyden, in 1738 by

Albert Scbultens. Farther on, Ibn KhalUk/m gives numerous extracts from it.

(9) This work is not noticed by Ilajji khalifa. From its title, Jiojam at-Safer, which means Dictionary o,

the journey, we may suppose that it contained an account, arranged in a'phabetical order, o( the learned and

eminent men whom the author met with in bis travels and of (he information which he received from them.

(10) This was the name of a large belvedere or pavilion which was erected on a bill, in lbs neighbourhood

of the mosquo of Tfildn, by al-Malik as-S&lih, the son ct ai-Malik al-KArail, between the years 640 and 647

of the Hijra (A. D. 1348-1849}. Al-MakrJxi gives an historical account of this edifice in his khitat; sec the

Bolak edition, vol. II, p. 131.

(11) According to the author of the Moratid al-tttihl, there was a castle in the neighbourhood of Tripoli

which bore the name of al-Munaidfura
; that is; the little watch-tower. This castle, situated on one o( the

tops of mount Lebanon, gives its name to a tract of country, 30 miles S. of Tripoli.

(13)

Iba KhaJlikAn (voi. tt. p. 533) place* lbn Rektikln’s death in Zfi VKaada, a mouth 60uner than the

date given by lbn Shadd&d.

(13) These extracts from BahA ad-DIn's work do not always agree with the text given in the printed edition ;

they are often fuller.

(14) I read mulidkkha.

(15) This passage has been already inserted in the life of SbAwar (vol. I, p, 609). The expression ala y»d

Khddim Khdss (^jolek), rendered here by a aeruoai attached to the private tervice, is translated differently and

perhaps, less exactly, in the first volume. A. Scbultens renders it by per eunuchum, which is certainly a

mistake.

(16) Apparently, the arrestation of Shiwar.

(17) There is no difference Ictwccu the accounts unless it be that, according to the latter, the two parties

met by accident.

(18) This is also extracted from the work of Bahi ad-Dlo.

(19) For the expLnatkm of ibii proverbial expression , see towards the end of the present article. Abfi

T-FedA gives it iu his Annate, ueder the year 40 of the Hijra, and so does lbn Badrfio, in his commentary on

the kaiida of lbn Abdftn, page 167 of professor Doty's edition.

(30) This appears to be oue of the sayings attributed to Muhammad.

(31) See vol. If, p. 341, at-d my translation of lbn Kb.dddn’s Prolegomena, vol. I, p. xxxand vol. 11, p. 64.

(33j A well known pruvcib of which the origin is thus related : an Arab caught a gazelle but had no ins-

trument to kill it. The animal, in struggling to escape, pawed up the sand and laid bare a knife which had

been concealed there.

(33) The passage which here follow's is evidently out of Us place; and, as some of the manuscripts do not

give it, we may consider it as an addition made by lbn Khallikan on the margin of his copy, without his in-

dicating where it was to be inserted.

(34) Literally : and two gnats did not fight for it with their horns.

(35) Al-Mahdi. the first Fatimide sovereign wa» placed on the throne A. II. 297.

(36) The Fatimides reigned two hundred and seventy years; they possessed Egypt during two hundred

and five years.

(37) In the second volume, page 531, is a note on the sort of handwriting called manidA. To the obser-

vations contained in it, the following remarks may be subjoined. The »«#AAi handwriting got into use
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before the middle o! Ibe first ccatury of the hijra. It was nothing else than the stiff and clumsy k6flc, re-

duced to a running hand. It spread throughout all lloslim countries, and has continued unchanged till this

day In Mauritania. In the East, a slight alteration was made in this character by Ihn al-Bawwub, and' from

it is derived that neskhi w hich prevails there and which was most probably what was called the mcnctM cha-

racter. The mansi'tb ii therefore a simple modification of the old neskhi, and by no means, as had been

supposed, the neskhi itself ; it is the oriental hand, as the old neskhi is the occidental.

(28) Literally : may the morning-rains water it!

(29)

' Lit. : a residence.

(30) For the history of these ancient Yemenite princes, Mr Caussin de Perceval's Essoi may be consulted.

(31) The word rendered here by hood is ridd, which word designates a curfom, a sheet or any large piece

of stuff serving to cover the body. The liihdm is a veil covering the lower part of the face.

(32) For the reason ol Nodar's being denominated lhe owner of the red tent (hamrtt), see Mr Caussin

dc Perceval’s Etsai, tome I, page 189,

(S3) Literally : O thou who rendcrest wild an eye which was lamed by long weeping.

(34) In English, this idea might be expressed by the worJs : She is as dear to me as the pupil of my eye;

but Arabian lovers preserved their mistresses in their eyes or ia their hearts.

(35) Al-Mahk as-Sallb was only eleven years of age on tlic death of his father Kur ad-Dln. The emirs ol

the deceased sultan, thinking that the young prince would be safer at Aleppo than at Damascus , sent him off

to the former city under the protection and guidance of Kumushtikln, emir of Mosul. It was the latter who

arrested Ihn ad-D&ya at Aleppo, which city was then torn by factions. Part of the population was Shiite and

devoted to the Fatimides; the rest professed the orthodox faith. Shams ad-l)ln Ibn ad-bftya, one of Nflr ad-

Dln's principal emirs, had obtained from him the government of Aleppo but was obliged to keep within

the citadel, as another emir, Badr ad-Dln, commanded in the city. Abfi 1-Fadl Ibn al-KhaalishAb was kAdx of

the place and, according to ibn al-Alhlr, he was also chief of the militia (ahddth)en& of the Sblilc party. All

these emirs were jealous one of the other; each of them endeavoured to become sole matter at Aleppo and

obtain the guardianship of the young prince, so as to govern under his name. One plotted against the other's

life and every sort of treachery was practised by them against their rivals, till Kumushtikln arrived in Aleppo

and imprisoned them all. — (KamAI ad lilu's Zuhda tal-Halab.)

(35 bis) Shams ad-Dln Ibn nl-Mukaddam bad been named guardian of the young prince, Al-Matik a±-

SAlih. Alarmed by the conduct of Saad ad-Dln Kumushtikln (Gumishttktn i. e. silver warrior), he sided

with Sal;Mi ad-Dln and put that prince in possession of Damascus.

(3t>) Kuril n Ham&t [the peaks of Ifamdh) is the name ol a hill situated at about ten miles from that city,

in a north-western direction.

(87) The deleal of the Moslims at Ramla resalted from a false manoeuvre on the field of battle. Their com-

mander ordered the troops of the left wing and these of the right to change places when the action had al-

ready commenced. The operation failed and brought on the defeat of the army.

(33) Muslim historians designate the sovereigns of lesser Armenia by the title of Ibn Dun (the son of Leon).

(39) Karayel/i, a Turkish word signifying subject to siroccos, (Literally, to the black wind), designates a mcuin-

tain-pass in the province of Kerkftr, on the eastern bank of the Tigris. A road leading from Mosul to Baghdad

passed through it. The true orthography of the name is given in Abft l'-FedS's own copy of his Annals.

(to) The text has *^-1 {the daughter of his brother); but manage between uncle and niece is forbid-

den by the Moslim law. Desses, al-AAdil, the lady’s father, was az-Z&hir’s unde, not his brother.
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(41) The author should have said : the king and his brother Jofri (Gtoffrei de Lusignan). Farther on, he

falls into the same mistake.

(49) Literally : how their teeth were set on edge.

(48) Some manuscripts read : thirty thousand.

(44) Our author inserts the whole letter and then states hia reasons for doing so. The document itself Is

written in a most pretentious and affected style, full of enigmatical expressions, verbal quibbles and obscure

allusions. Some of the passages are so turned that they seem to express the very contrary of the w riter’s

meaning. This extravagant style was highly fashionable at that period. The text of this epistle being very

difficult to understand, has varied greatly under the hands of the copyists. Some passages of it are here

rendered by conjecture.

(45) The August Dtwan (ad-DlwAn al-Aitz) was the title by which the khalif himself was then designs

ted and which was prescribed by the court etiquette of the time. Other exemples of it occur in the works of

contemporary historians.

(46) Here, the meaning of the original text is very doubtful.

(4?) This appears to be, a maxim of Moslim law. The writer cites it with reference to the violation 0
(

treaties by the Christians.

(48) The Sakhra is an enormous stone in the very center of tho mosque of Omar, at Jerusalem. It is sup*

posed to bo the same upon which the Jews set up the tabernacle.

(49} This is another of the passages in which the meaning of the text is doubtful.

(50) Here again the meaning of tho text is very doubtful.

(51) The writer meant to say that God would always grant victory to the M08linns. The preposition and

its complement are those which occur in the Moslim war-cry : Help from God and a speedy victory . Such

grammatical allusions were greatly admired.

(51) The translator has here endeavoured to find a meaning for a passige the text of which is evidently

corrupt. By the substitution of for and for a phrase is obtained which might

be rendered thus : They would not patiently endure the servitude of the edge in order to avoid tho enfran-

chisement of the flat. That seems to mean : they would not submit to the edge of the sword and die in

order to; avoid being wantonly struck, when prisoners, with tho Hat side of it.

(55)

Literally : reached the Sim <54 ; i. e. the star which we call Spica rirginis.

(54) The text may also signify : of unveiling himself lor wir. In either case, its true meaning Is difficult

to be discovered.

(55) This is an allusion to the 9ind verse of the 19th sural of the Koran, which Sale renders thus : “ Th*y

“ say : the Merciful hath begotten issue. Now you have uttered an impious thing; It wantetli Huh hut on

** occasion thereof, the heavens be rent and the earth cleave in sunder.
"

(56) According to Moidim doctors, the shooting stars are fire-brands cast by the angels against the demons

who go to listen at the gates of heaven.

(57) The khalif mast have expected that this conquest would have brought him in money ; SalAh atl-Din,

being aware of that, gives him to understand that there was none for him.

(58) Most of the manuscripts omit this passage.

(59) Some manuscripts read Jandar.

(60) Some of the manuscripts have Tail ol-ladiya,
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(<ii) In 'many of these extracts, and here particu'arly, Ibn' KhallikAn has abridged the narrative made by

l bn SliaddAd. — The note (61 }
has been supressad.

(63) Or : all (he p aces of the Sdhil.

(64) Our author r a I very inattentively the test of Bal.A ad*Dln, who lavs that the sulun returned to the

hills so that bis men might send Iheir least* for forage.

(65) Al-Birka (/Ae pond) is prol-abfy the siOM which is situated at eleven miles north of Calm and is

t dually called Birka tal-Hajj {The pond of (he pilgrim*).

(66) The Nasirian dirhems were pr< bably inscribed with the names ol al-Mal k an-NAsir Salih ad-Dtn.

(67) Jail ad -Din Khowarezm-ShAh had laid siege to Akklat, in Armenia, which lortriss was then gover-

ned by one of al-Malik al-Ashral's lientenants.

(OS) Such appears to be the meaning of the Arabic words, which, if rendered literally, signify : and the

head ol ih<* two sleev.g with black.

(69) Abit T-AbbAs Ahmad Ibn al-Muzzafar Ihti al-Husuin. suruained Z • in at-Tujjir, was a native ol Damascus

and a doctor ol the Shifili rite, lie professed in Salih ad-Din’s college ar.d died in Ihe month of Zft ’l-

Kaadi, 591 (Oct. — Nov. A. D. 1193). — (MArizis K'.itat, vol. II, p. 163.)

(70) This note has been suppress l.

(71) Said as-SuwAda was one of tltc eunuchs (uslddln) employed in the Kair, or palace, of the Palimide*

at Cairo. He was enfranchised by the khalif al-Muxtamir and put to death in the mouth of Shaab&n, 544

(A. D. 1 1 49). — {Khitnt, vol. II, p. 415.)

(75) Here follows a ve s> which is given in two manuscripts, but the text of it is corrupt. The meaning ol

it seems to be that, to court a young girl ( .iiu ) when one's hair has turned gray, is nothing more dr less

than an act of folly.

(73) The young men of the tribe ol Oxra were noted as ardent, passionate and devoted lovers. See the

commentary on Hariri's NtiknmiH, page 479 ol de Sacy'a edition,

(74) Literally : the traguients ol its liver; a well known expression.

(73) To be hurtful and usrlul was on«* of the talents which, according to the Arabs, were required lo f rra

the character of a perfect man.

(76) AM Allah Ibn Arur was extremely pious and devout. Some of the Traditions banded down l.y him

have been adopted as genuiue by al-BokhAri. For the dale of his death see vol. II
, p. 108.

(77) MikilAd Ibn Amr Ibn Thalabi, a member of the tribi of Kinia and the adoptei son of al-Aswad Ibn

Abd Yaguth, was one of the earliest of Muhammad's companions and assisted biro in all bis battles. At that

of Badr ho was the only inusulinan who fought on horseback and, for that reason, he obtained the title of

FAris al IsIAm (fAc cavalier «(/i/amtin), He was present at tha conquest of Egypt. His death occurred at

al-Jurf, a place ien miles distant from Me.'ina, A. H. 33 (A. D. 65S-4), being then aged nearly seventy years.

He Ira: imitUd down a number of Traditions, Borne of which were accepted as authentic by sl-Bukbiri. —
{Tuhiftb; S'hfum; TahokAt al-Fukahd.)

(78) The text merely 6ays : God knows which of the two said so. The translator has rendered the phrase

more intelligible by adding the words : Some say that the words were.

(79) Ibn Ablim, a native of Evora, in Spain, was highly distinguished as a poet and composed a celebrated

elegy on the duwnfal of the Aflasidp dyj asiy which reigned at Bidajoz. He hid been patronised by. these

princes, but aft rwards, he entered iuto ibe service of the Aimoravide chief who ha I overturned ftveir throne.
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lie died at hi* native place, A. H. 5i9 (A. D. 11*4-5). la the year 1846, professor Dozy published at Leylen

the text ol this poem wi.h Ibn Badrfta'f commentary. See the next note.

(
80

)
Ibn Bairtin, the commentator of Ibn Abdtin's poem, was an accomplished literary scholar. lie com-

posed his work in the last half of the sixth century of the Hijra, between A. D. 116* and A. D. 1184. Little

is known of his history, but he appears to have inhabited Seville. His commentary on the clumsy, lumbe-

ring kntldn ol Ibn Abdtin is a learned, instructive and very interesting work.

(81) Or, of-Samimt. The names and surnames ol this individual are not well ascertained. They vary in

each historical work and even in manuscripts of the same work.

(88) One thousand dirhems would be equivalent to twenty-five pounds sterling; rather a large sum for a

sword.

AL-MUWAFFAK IBN AL-KHALLAL

Abu '1-Hajjdj Yusuf, the son of Muhammad al-Khalldl (the vinegar-maker), bore

the title of al-MuwalTak
(
favoured by God;. He was president of the Board of Cor-

respondence, in Old Cairo, under the reign of nl-Udfiz Abu 1-Maimtin Abd al-Majid

al-Obaidi (, the Fatimide Ihalifl whose life we have already given (col. II. p. 1791,

and of that prince’s successors Imud ad-Din al-l-paliani (col. III. p. 300) says of him,

in the Kharida : “ He was the superintendant of Egypt and the pupil of its eye; com-

“ bining(tn himself) all the noble qualities of which that country can justly boast.

“ He was charged with the correspondence and had a great talent for inditing epis-

“ tics, writing them in whatever (style) he pleased. He lived to an advanced age

“ but, having lost his sight in the latter part of his life, he remained unemployed

“ and never left his house till lie exchanged it for a tomb. He died three or four

“ years after the conquest of Egypt by al-Malik nn-Nasir (Saldh ad-bin),
"

This au-

thor then gives a number of pieces composed by him in verse, and some of these we

shall reproduce farther on. Did ad-Din AhAT-Falh Nasr Allah Ibn al-Athir(vof. 111 .

p. 541), surnamed al-Jaziri (fAc native of Jcziral Ibn Omar), and afterwards al-Mausili

(the native of Mosul), mentions him in the first chapter of the work entitled Al-

IFashi 'l-Markthn, and says: “ In the year 588 (A. D. 1192), at-Kddi T-Fddil Ahd

“ ar-Rahim Ibn Ali al-Baisani (vol. II, p. 1 1 1), being then at Damascus and em-

“ ployed as scribe in the service of Saldh ad-Din’s government spoke to me in these
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“ terms: ' The art of epistolary writing flourished and prospered under the dynasty

“
' of the Alides

(
Fatimides), and the Board of Correspondence was never without a

“ • chief holding the first rank, not only by his place but by his style, and mainlai-

" ' ning, with his pen, the authority of the sultan. It was then customary for the

“ * directors of public offices, when any of their children grew up and had acquired

" ‘ some knowledge of literature, to present them at the Board of Correspondence

“ • in order that they might be instructed and exercised in epistolary writing, and

“ * that they might see and hear
(how things were done there). My father, who was

'* * then kddi in the frontier town of Ascalon (1), sent me to Egypt, under the reign

“ ' of ol Hafiz, one of their khalifs, and told me to go to the Board of Correspon-

“ ‘ dence. The person who was then at the head of that establishment was called

“ * Ibn al-Khalhil. When I entered into his office, I stood respectfully before him
“ * and told him who I was and what 1 came for. lie received me in the most obli-

“
‘ ging manner and said :

* What means have you procured for yourself in order

“ ‘ to acquire the art of epislolury writing?’ 1 answered : ‘ None at all, unless it

“
* be that 1 know by heart the noble Koran and the llamdsa .’—

‘

That, said he,

" ‘ will do.’ He then told me to attend him regularly. After going often to see

“ ‘ him and exercising my talent in his presence, lie bade me turn the verses of the

“ 4 llumdsa into prose. This I did, from the beginning to the end of the book.

“ 4
lie then told me begin again and 1 obeyed.” End of ibn al-Athir’s relation.

— After borrowing it from him and giving it under this form, I met a person who

had assiduously cultivated polite literature, and particularly that branch of it

j
biographyj; no man was belter acquainted than he with the particulars of al-

Kadi ’l-FAdil’s life. From him 1 learned that the truth of Ibn al-Athir's rela-

tion could not possibly be established and that he must have made some mistake in

it. Al-Kadi ’1-Fadil, said he, did not go to Egypt till az-Zafir, the son of al-lldflz,

was on the throne; he arrived there with his father for an affair which concerned

them personally. 1 then found in a note written by myself and taken from

some source which I cannot now discover, that al-Kadi ’l-Ashraf , the father of

al-Kadi 1-Fadil, was a native of Ascalon and acted as deputy-kadi and superin-

lendaiit (udiir) in the town of Baisan. He weut to Egypt in the reign of az-Zafir,

the son of al-tlafiz, in consequence of a discussion which he had with the governor

(teditj of the place respecting a large and very valuable estate which they {liis family)

held in their possession. The governor, through complaisance, allowed him to
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retire without arresting him, and, for that reason, was called up to Old Cairo and

ordered to justify himself. A fine to a considerable amount was then required of

him, but he obtained protection from one of the grandees of the empire. This gave

rise to much talk respecting the kddi'i conduct; he was ordered up (to the capital
]

and forced to pay so much money that nothing was left to him. None of his sons

were with him except al-Kndi T-Fadil. The treatment he underwent weighed so

greatly upon his mind that he died at Old Cairo on the eve of Sunday, the 11th of

the lirst Raid, 546 (28th June, A. D. 1151). He was interred at the foot of

Mount Mokattam. Al-Kadi T-Fadil then went to the frontier city of Alexandria

and presented himself to ibn Hadid, the kddi and superintendant (ndzir'i of the place.

That functionary, having known him by reputation and been acquainted with his

father, look him for secretary. When the Franks got possession of Ascalon (A. H.

548), his brothers came to him for refuge. The dispatches which Ibn lladid sent to

Old Cairo were drawn up with such extreme elegance that the clerks in the Corres-

pondence oflice were tilled with jealousy and, as they feared that the writer might

be placed over them, they intrigued against him and gave az-Zalir to understand that

the secretary in Alexandria was inadequate to the task of writing official communi-

cations. It is related that the kddi al-Athir Ibn Bayan, who was then director of

that board, having gone to see az-Zafir, that sovereign said to him : ** Write to Ibn

“ Hadid and order him to cut off ihehaud of his secretary.” On hearing these words,

he tuoh the secretary’s defense and said: * * My lord 1 thatmau is by uo means incon;-

" pelent, but the clerks, being jealous of Ins talent, have calumniated him in order

“ that he may be ill-lieaied by your Majesty. ” Az-Zafir replied : “ Write to Ibn

•* • Hadid aud tell him to send us (he man; he shall be our secretary. ” Ibn Bayan

•' related as follows : ‘ Some lime after, I was ol-Zdfir's levee and saw there al-KAdi

' T-Fadil, w ho had just arrived and was standing before the sovereign, having been

“ ' taken into his service.
’ — The kdldi lniad ad-Din says, in his Khaiida : “ The

“ following verses were recited to me by Murhaf Ibn Osama (col. /. p. 146), who sta-

” led lhal they were communicated to him orally by al-Muwaffak Ibn al-Khallal,

*• who gave them as a part of a kasida composed by himself:

Delightful were Ibc nigliis (which I) passed at al Ozaib, and sweet the meetings which were

embellished by the meeting [with my belorctf). But passed (an) those nights and lost the re-

membrance (of those delights), which would have captivated the man whose heart was dll then

free (from love), and deprived of reason him who (, after suffering from unrequited lore,) had
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been consoled. Bright arc those rosy checks which, by means of their beauty-spot, enchain

even the indifferent in the bonds of love. They tell me that she is descended from chieftains

of the tribe of ililil ; that must be true, for the full-moon also {, that emblem of perfect beauty,)

proceeds from a crescent [hilif]

.

Itnad ad-Din says also in the Kharida: “ From the work entitled Jindn al-Janda

•' tea Ithid al-Adhdn [gardens for the heart and meadows for the mind],” — this

work was composed by ar-Rashtd Ihn az-Zubair
(
vol . I. p. 113 — “ 1 extracted

" the following verses of which Ibn nl-Khallal was the author :

“ (/ think) of that gazelle {maiden} the sword of whose glances could cut through sabres

“ with its edge. By her slenderness and her sharpness she put to shame lances and scimitars.

“ People wonder bow I can still be alive after having been afllicled by her disdain; but my
" body, though emaciated and exposed to the fire of her aversion, still resists, like the amber

“ of ber l>cauty-spot which is placed on the furnace of her cheek.

11 Here is another piece of his :

The tongue sometimes manifests and sometimes conceals {our thought!) O that our eyelids

could hold in their flowing tears! By the arrow of your glances you have struck him (your

/neer) to the heart
;
why then should he be blamed tor shedding tears of blood? The sickness

caused by the torture you indicted lias made loin (a.* '.'in «*) a signal-pest
{
alem), yet he never

revealed what he knew (alem) of your cruelly. V Ivy should rise silent (lover) be blamed when

his sickness cieatcs in each member of his body a moil It (to utter hit complaints).

Imatl ad-Din gives the following [enigma
J
composed by the same author on a

candle :

Sound (in constitution) and white, it causes light to slime through darkness and (, whilst

consuming) by its malady, it heals the eyes (teAicA were unable to see). In the time of its

youth, its crest is grey, hut, as it nears away, its top is black. Like the eye, it has its cove-

ring (Me lantern), and its teats (drops), and its blackness, and its whiteness and its brigltness.

The same author devotes an article of the Kharida to (he kddi Abu 'l-Maali Abl al-

Azlz Ibn al-llusain Ihn al-HubSb, and, in it, ho gives some verses which that

person addressed to ar-Rtishid ibn az-Zubair relatively to a misfortune which had be-

fallen al-MuwalTak Ibn al-Kliallal. Here are his words :
•* He was his maternal

*• uncle," — without indicating which of them was uncle to the other, — “ and a
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“ misfortune which happened lo ihn al-Khalla) gave him a headache/'—The verses

which he speaks of arc these :

Hearken lo my words, Ibn az-Zubair ! for you are worthy of hearing them. We arc afflicted

with a kinsman, a doubtful one, who is of little use to us even when he enjoys an easy life.

If any thing good happens to him, we never hope ( lo partake of) it; but, if he receives a box

on the ear, we also are sure to receive one.

This idea is borrowed from ihc following verse in which Ihc Kharijilr, Husain Ibn

llafsa as-S.tadi, addressed Kalari Ibn al-Fujua {col II. p.522), Ihe chiefof that parly :

Tltoo art he front we cannot separate; yonr life brings us no advantage, but your death

would be our ruin.

1 then endeavouted lo clear up whal Ira&d ad- 1 tin meant by Ihe words : he teas Ins

muternal uncle, without indicating which of them, and 1 discovered that Ibn al-

Khallal was uncle by the mother's side to Ibn al-Hub&b. — The Sail tea az-Zail, a

work composed by Imtid ad-Din as a supplement to Ihe Kharitla, contains an article

on Ibn al-Khalldl in which are given as his the following verses :

«

(/ am thinking) of a gazelle (a maiden

)

tbo lire of w hose cheek has lighted up a flame in my

bosom. She possesses ryes of which the glances assist my passion against my patience. I shot

glances at her checks and she hid them under the protection of the coat of mad ( the gauze ceil?)

This last verse is borrowed from a famous poet of Baghdad called Abu .Muhammad

al-Hasan Ibn Muhammad Ibn Jakima
(
2 ), but some say that it was taken from

another author. I have since discovered the following piece in Imad ad-Din's Kha-

rfda lal-Kasr, where it is attributed to Abd as-Salam Ibn a)-Hakam as-Sauwaf, who

was a native of W&it

:

Had it depended upon me, I should have made for my use a provision before yonr departure.

Your eyes shout their arrows at my heart; why then has your cbeek put on its coat of mail?

Yonr lips arc a honey comb, and the proof of it is that we see an ant (the heautg -fpot) creeping

up your cbeek.

Abd ’1-Hasan Ali Ihn Ztifir nl-Azdi al-Masri {of the tribe of Azd nml of the cihj

of Cairo) (3) relates, in his wotk entitled Baddt al-Daduya, that Abu 'I-Kusim

Ibn llani, a poet of later times, composed a satire on Ibn al-Khalle), who,
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haring heard the piece, conceived for the author a deep hatred which he carefully

concealed. It happened that, during one of the festivals at which it was customary

for the sovereigns of Egypt to be present in order to hear the (poetical) elogiums

composed in their honour, (the Fatimide ihalifj al-Hifiz Abu ’i-Mnimun Alid ai-

Majid, who was then reigning, look his scat and listened to the poems which were

recited. When Ibn Hani’s turn came, he read a piece in which he displayed great

talent. MuwafTak (Ibn al-Khalldl), being then asked by al-Hafiz what he thought

of it, praised the poem highly and expatiated on its beauties; after which, he said :

“ Hid the author claim for himself no other merit than his descent from Abu ’I-

“ Kasim Ibn Uani (vol. III. p. 123), the poet of your majesty's family, the extoller

“ of its glory and the versifier of its noble deeds, (llial would hare been quite tuffi-

“ dent for his reputation]

;

but there is a verse of his which the ill-humour felt by
•' him on entering into" this country induced him to compose.” Al-Hafiz asked to

hear it; Ibn al-Khallal made difficulties about repeating it and, whilst the prince

was insisting on hearing it, he composed and recited the following verse :

Curse upon Egypt 1 its klialifate is now become a bone which passes from one dog to another.

*

Al-Hafiz was greatly incensed on hearing it and deprived the author of the custo-

mary gift; he even had thoughts of punishing him more severely. God knows

best! — Ibn al-Khallal continued to direct the Board of Correspondence till he was

far advanced in age and hardly able to move about. He therefore retired to his

house and never left it. It is slated that al-Kddi ’1-Fadil was not unmindful of his

obligations towards Ibn al-Khallal, with whom he had resided and under whom he

had studied, and that, during the remainder of his former master’s life, he furnished

him with every thing that he might require. Ibn al-Khallal died on the 23rd of

the latter Jumada, 566 (2nd March, A. I). 1171).

(i) Ascalon belonged, at that time, to the Fatimides of Egypt. The Crusaders took it from az-ZAfir, the sou

of al-HAflz, A. II. (A. D, 1153-4).

(i) See vol. I, p. 171 and vol. II, p. 492. In some of the manuscripts this name is written with an II

instead of a J. Its true pronunciation is not yet determined.

{%) According to Hajji Khallla, this Ibn ZAQr, who must not be confounded with the author of the Suimin

nl-Mutda, died A. H. «J3 (A. D. 1M6).
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YUSUF IBN HARUN AR- RAMADI.

Abu Omar Ytlsuf Ibn Harun al-Kindi (a member of the tribe of Kinda), surnamed

ar-Ramadi (I) was a poet of great celebrity. Abu Abd Allah al-Ilumaidi

(cot. III. p. 1) says of him, in the Judwa :
“

I believe that one of his ancestors was

a native of ar-Ramada, a place situated in Maghrib. He was a poet of Cordova,

" remarkable for the quantity of his productions and for the promptitude with which

“ he enounced his ideas , noted in that place, by people high and low, for following

“ those paths in the various sorts of poetry which lead to general approbation (2).

“ (.Vo great teas his talent
)
that the most eminent teachers of the belles leltres at that

“ lime used to say : * The art of poetry began in (the tribe of] Kinda and has been

“ ‘ perfected in ( the tribe of} Kinda;" indicating by these words Amr '1-Kais and

“ al-Mulanabbi (ml. I. p. 102), and then his own contemporary Yusuf Ibn Hariin

“ ar-Ramadi. 1 might adduce to confirm that opinion the eulogium addressed by

the latter, in the form of a kastda, to Abu Ali Ismail Ibn al-Kasim al-Kali (vol . 1.

“ p. 210), who had just arrived in Spain. The piece to which we allude begins

“ thus :

“ Who is to be the judge between me and my cerourers? My pains are really pains; tnv

“ complaints arc really complaints.
”

Abu Ali '1-Kali's arrival in Spain took place in the year 330 (A. D. 942), as we

have already stated in his life. Al-Humaidi then relates some of the poofs adven-

tures and cites a quantity of verses composed by him. lie adds that he drew up a

treatise on falconry and had been imprisoned for some lime. Abu Mansur at-Thai-

libi (vol. II. p. 129) has inserted in his Yatima tad-Dahr the piece in which Yusuf

ibn Harun extolled the merits of Abu Ali '1-KAIi and, after the verse which we have

just mentioned, he introduces those which follow here :

•

To preserve my tormentor (, / should enclose her within my body)
;
but is there a singlr

member of it unscathed by the torture and sufferings (which she inflicted)'! If I say : “ (/

“ shall treasure her) in nty eye, ” there my tears have their source ; and if I say : “ In my
“ heart, " there is the thirst which consumes me. Three dishonours have settled on my

vol. iv. 72
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head (5), and ibeir spilling there is a sign of my (
approaching

j
departure. For three misfor-

tunes which came dowu upon me, three others hate arisen against me : a delator, the face of a

spy and that of an importunate (adviser). Thon hast dismissed me from ( the field of) love

;

judge of my humiliation by that which a man feels who is dismissed from ofliee.

The poet then passes to the culogium, after giving a description of the chase and

of meadows, and says :

A meadow often visited by the rain-cloud and (so verdant) that one would think it had

received the visit of Ismail’s (al-KalCs

)

presence. Compare with him (those elegant speakers),

the Arabs of the desert, and you will acknowledge that he deserves the preference. Each

of their tribes bas its distinct dialect, but he |»ssesses the dialects of them all. The East

seems empty after his departure from it, and ap; ears as if rain had settled in its abodes once so

populous, fie bas appeared like a sun in onr (country, the) Wist, after disappearing, by his

setting, from the countries of the East. Here, sir I is mv encomium on you; it is not feigned

neither is it offered in ctrluoge for a gift. If it cjpectcd a gift, know tlrat I am a man who
cjpccts no other gift than your friendship.

The following verses were taken from a piece composed by him on a girl who lis-

ped in pronouncing the Idler r :

The letter r cannot hope for thy favour neither can I; your repulsion includes us both and

renders us equal (hi misfortune). When I was alone, I inscribed that letter on the palm of my
hand and I then lamented and wept, I and the r (A).

He said also of the same person ;

Repeat again the lisping of the r; had WSsil heard you, lie would liaic abstained from sup-

pressing the r.

I he Wasil here mentioned is the Wasil Ibn Ala of whom we have spoken (vot. Ill

p. 642). In our article on him we made mention of Ihc poet (ar-Iiamddi) and inser-

ted some of his verses. Ibn Bashkuwdl (vol. /. p. 491) speaks of him in the Silat

and says :
“ 4 usuf Ibn tlarun ar-Ramddi, a native of Cordova, bore the surname of

Abit Amr and was one of the most celebrated poets whom the people of Andalus

“ (Mojjlim Spain) ever possessed ; holding (, as he did,) a place far above llic others.

“ He taught orally the contents of Ihc Kitdb an-Naicddtr (5) which he had learned

“ from the lips of the author, AbuAli 'l-Baghdadi,” — the historian means al-Kali.

— “ Abu Omar Ibn Abd al-Barr (p. 398 of Ihit to/.) learned from him some pieces
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“ of liis poclrv and inserted tliem, under the name of their author, in one of his

" works."— Ibn Haiydn (eoJ. /. p. 479) says : “ He died, poor and destitute, on
“ Whitsunday, (al-Ansara) A. H. 403 (24th June, A. D. 1013), and was buried in

*' the Kala cemetery.’’ The day of al-Ansara is well known in Spain; it is a festi

val for the Christians, like the Nativity (al-31ildd), and falls on the 24th of Ilatiran

[June). It is the anniversary of Yuliya Ibn Zakariya’s [John the Baptist, the ton of

Zacharias
)

birth. It was on a Whitsunday that God slopped the sun for Joshua

( Ytlshd), the son of Nun, who had been sent to Jericho [Ariha] by Moses, his mater-

nal uncle, for the purpose of fighting against the mighty ones. He slew part of

them and, fearing that the night might intervene and hinder him from extermi-

nating the rest, he prayed Almighty God to slay the sun over him, till he had

dispatched the whole. God slopped the sun at his prayer. Poets have ollen alluded

to that event in their verses ; A hii Tamniam al-Tai [vol. /. p. 348}, for instance, who

says, in one of his longer kastdas :

The sun lias been restored to ns, against the w ill of the night, by the presence of one of llieir

sun* (
beauties

)
which appeared from behind the curtain (of the palanquin). Its light effaced

the dark tiut of the night, and its brightness caused (lie sable nyment of the sky to be folded

up. By Allah ! I knew not whether it was a vision, appearing in a dream, which approached

me, or if Joshua was in the cararan.

Abu ’1-Ala al-Maorri (col. 1. p. 94) says also, in one of his longer kastdas

:

Joshua brought back Bflb for a part of a day, and you, when you unveil yourself, bring us

back Btlh.

B&h is one of the names given to the sun
; Yd/iisalso a nameof the sun. — Ari-

ha is a town of Syria,'situated between al-Cods
(
Jerusalem

)
and as-Shariti (the Jor-

dan.) It was one of Lot’s cities.— llamddi means belonging toar-Ramdda.— Yakut

al-Hamawi (p. 9 of this vol.) says, in his dictionary of geographical synonyms, the

Mitshlarik, under the word ar-Hamada, that there are ten places which bear this

name ; lie then begins to enumerate them and says : The third is the Ramada of

Maghrib, and from it Yusuf lhn Hdrun derived his surname. — Kuld (Vj) is the

name of the cemetery at Cordova ; but God knows best! Ibn Said (6) says, in his

Kitdb di-Maghrib ft Akltbflr Ahl il-Maghrib , that ar-Ramadi acquired his philo-

logical knowledge from the professor Abu Bakr Yahyalbn Hudail al-Kafif (f/ied/tnd),
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who was the ablest literary scholar of Spain and the author of these verses :

Blame me not for stopping near the dwelling (of my beloved), the inhabitant of which gaTe

me sickness for a bed-fellow. They opened to me the way which led me to love them, and

when I entered, they closed that door and hindered my retreat.

The same author says :
*' Yahya lbn Iludail died A. H. 386 (A. D. 996-7), or

“ 385, at the age of eiglily-six years.
"

(1) Er-BemmAda, with a doable m, is the name of a town situated on the border of the sea and traversed

by the road which leads from Alexandria to Barka, in Cyrenaira. Its name is still home by the gulf si-

tuated immediately to the east of the Akaka tas-Sullam (Me declivity of the ladder)
t called also the greater

Akaba, anciently Catobatkmus Maynut.

(3) Literally : for which there was a good market; an expression in general use.

(a) It may be supposed that the poet meant grey hair, loss of teeth and weakness of sight.

(4) What the poet meant hy this verse, the translator is unable to indicate.

(5) Jfatcddir signifies anecdotes, literary curiotitifi, indicationi little Anotrn.

(C) Abd *1-Hasan Ali lbn Mdsa, somamed lbn Said, a member of an illustrious Spanish family, the Beni

Said, was born at Granada in the month of Shauw&l, 610 (Feb.-March, A. D. 1214}. Alter making liis pre-

liminary studies in Cordova, he went to the Levant, visited the principal cities in that country and then re-

lumed to Spain. He died at Tunis in the year 673 of the llijra, according to llsjji Kliall'a, in his bibliogra-

phical dictionary, hut an author who must have been much better informed, the celebrated vizir of Granada,

Lisdn ad-Dln, places his death in the year 685 (A. D. 1286-7). lbn Said composed some works, one of

which is a compendium of geography {see the supplement arale of the Dibliolht’que Imperial*, no 1905).

Another and much more important work of his was that of which lbn Khallik&n has here given the title and

which formed fifieen volumes. This interesting compilation is known’ to us only by extracts given by other

authors. 3*r do Gayangos has inserted a notice on lbn Said in his translation of al-ftlakkari, vol. I, p. 309.

IBN AD-DARRA.

Yusuf lbn Durra, a poet of great reputation and generally known by the surname

of lbn ad-Darra, belonged to a family of Mosul. From his youth he displayed great

intelligence. Abu Shujia Muhammad lbn Ali lbn ad-DahhSn (vol- III. p. 175)
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says of him in his History (i) : " He died in accompanying the pilgrim-caravan, A.

“ H. 545 (A. D. 11 50-1), when it was captured by the Zicb.(w-tj).” ImAd ad-Dinal-

lspahani (ml. III. p. 300) mentions him in the Khartda tal-Kasr, and Ahu'l Maali

Saad lbn Ali al-Haziri [vol. I. p. 563) speaks of him in the Zina lad-Dahr. The

best known of his poetical productions is the following (epigram) on a man who had

large feet; it is certainly well turned :

That man with the heel so (flat and
)
round, him you might employ to (tread over and)

destroy a young plantation or to break down (thalli) a throne. If his eye glanced at the

Pleiades, it would drive them out of Ursa Major's company (2).

He composed also other good things. Our professor, the hdfix Izz ad- Din lbn al-

Athir al-Jazari (vol. II. p. 288), says, in the abridgment which he made of Abu Saad

lbn as-Sam&ni's
{
rul . II. p. 156) work on patronymics : “ I say that this name

“ should be written Zidbi it means descended from Zidb, who was the son of

" Malik lbn Khufaflbn Amro’l-Kais lbn Buhtha lbn Sulaim (3). TheZifib formed

“ a notable branch of the Sulaim tribe. It was they who captured the pilgrim-

“ caravan in the year 545 ; an immense number of the pilgrims were killed or died

“ of hunger and thirst. From that time till now God has afflicted the Zieb with

“ a great diminution of their numbers and with degradation."— Durra is to he

pronounced with an u after the I) and a double r. — Darrd has an a after the

D, a double r and a short a (4).

(1) In the article on lbn ad-Dahh&n no mention is made of this work.

(*) What the wit of this may be, the translator is unable to discover.

(») lbn al-Alhlr must have probably lead in as-SamAni’s work that the name of this tribe was Zoghbn

and this he considered to be a mistake. Bnt the mistake is his : lbn Khaldfto, in bis Histoirt rfe*

Berbers, tome I, pages 135, 1S6, says that the name is Zoght/a, He must have known it well, because

. he lived among them for some time. The greater part of this tribe had been sent into North Africa
, A. H.

MS (A. D. 1051-3).

(4) So say all oor manuscripts, but etymology would require a long d.
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AS-SHIHAB AS1I-SHAUWA.

Abu 'l-Mahasin Yusuf Ibn Ismail Ibn Ali lbn Ahmad Ibn al-liusain Ibn Ibra-

him, surnamcd ash-ShauwA (Me roaster) (?), and entitled Shihab ad-Din (the

flambeau of religion), belonged to a family of Kufj, but was born and bred in

Aleppo, where also be died. — Asa literary scholar he displayed great abilities; in

prosody and versification he was well skilled, and in poetry be composed pieces of

two or three lines, containing singular;' original ideas. The diwdn [or collection) of

his poems fills four volumes, lie wore the dress of the old-fashioned people in

Aleppo, with a two-peaked turban (I). He was a constant attendant at the lessons

(lit. the circle
)
of the shaikh Taj ad-Din Abu T-Kasim Ahmad Ibn Hibat Allah Ihn

Saad Ibn Said Ibn Saad Ibn Mukallad
, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-

Jibrani, who was an eminent grammarian and philologer, and a native of Alep-

po. Under this master be studied principally philology and profiled greatly by his

tuition. Another teacher whose lessons healtonded for some time wasat-TAj [J'dj ad-

Din) Masitd Ibn Abi M-Fadl an-Nakkish, who was also a naliveof Aleppo and a poet

of some reputation. Under him he learned (heart of poetical composition. A close

intimacy and a sincere friendship were formed between me and ash-Shihah ash-

Shauwa; we frequently met at conferences where we discussed points of literature.

He often recited to me verses of his own composing, and be was my inseparable

companion from the latter part of the year 633 (A. D. 1236] till the lime of bis death.

Before we became acquainted, 1 often saw him sitting on the sofa, beside Ibn al-

JibrAni, in that part of the mosque at Aleppo where the latter delivered his lectures,

lie used to walk about in the mosque, a3 was the custom of the people there and as

we see them do in the mosque of Damascus; at that lime we did not know each

other, llis conversation was agreeable, his delivery pleasing and his demeanour

grave and modest. The first verses of bis own composing which he recited to me

were the following :

Itt'hoH, my friend ! the hills of L&li; I implore you in Allah's name to turn aside and follow

me. I.et us then i.ismount between the tents erected on the sands ; for those vernal pasture-
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grounds have again received their population. There we may pass the day in contemplating

the inhabitants or in cipressing our tender feelings for that beloved spot.

Here is another of his pieces which he recited to me :

[I think) of that graceful youth on whose cheek time has been working till it clothed it with

a double raiment, one of night (dark hair) and one of day [a clear complexion). The charms

of his face would he an excuse for my admiring him, even did his flourishing izur (2) excite

my dislike.

One day, whilst we were conversing on literary subjects, lie recited to me the fol-

lowing verses which Sharaf ad-Din Aim 'l-Mahasin Muhammad, generally known by

the appellation of Ibn Onain [oof. III. p. 176), had composed upon a native of

Bokhara, or of Sarakhs, as some say, whose name was Sadr Jihan and who bore

the surname of Ibn Mara :

It would be easier for needy solicitors to strip the bark off the thorny acacia-tree (It) or to take

hold of (he polar star, than to obtain any of Ibn Mira’s money. Ills constancy in hoarding

that money prevents it from passing into other hands and makes it resemble a singular

noun in the vocative case (i).

“ That verse, said he, is not good.” 1 asked him why, and he answered :

“
It is

“ not absolutely necessary that the singular noun, in the vocative case, should

" receive the domma ; if it be indefinite and have nothing to determine

" it, there is no need of its taking the domma ; «. : Ya rajuldn (5). But I am
“ conposimg things on the same subject. ” — Shortly afterwards, he met me in the

mosque andlold me that he lmd accomplished the task. I asked to hear the verses,

and lie recited to me these :

We have a friend whose qu.ilitiis denote clearly the meauncss of his origin. They are in

him (o.« invariable) as the word haithu; were it not better that they should he like amsi i. e.

past and gone).

On this, I said to him, that his piece also might incur objections. He asked me

of what kind and 1 replied : “ The particle liailh admits of various forms : some of

“ the desert Arabs make it indeclinable with a final u, others, with a final a and

“ others with a final i; besides which it can assume other forms (as hillt, etc.). As

“ for amti, some of the Arabs make it invariable with a final i, w hilst others say that
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“ il is declinable but does not take a particular inflexion for each case
; an example

“ of what I state is offered by this verse :

“ I have seen a sirange thing since yesterday evening (anuan, for omtin) ; Gve otd women
“ like ogresses.

“ Here anuan (L-clj is definite {marks a particular lime), but when it is inde-

•' finite, it retains alwavsone and the same inflexion jamW). " My friend (, on hear-

ing this,) did not utter another word.— He frequently introduced terms of Arabic

grammar into his pieces, one of which I shall cite; I do not know if it was he who

repeated it to me or not, for he communicated to me orally a great quantity of his

own poetry and 1 neglected writing all of it down. This remark applies equally to

t lie other pieces of his which I am about to give; and, as I am unable to say from

whom I learned them, I insert them at a venture. — Here is the piece of which 1

am speaking :

We were fifteen years in accordance and, despite the envious, there was nothing to ruin it.

I thus became a tamvin (6) and the beloved was always in the slate of annexion (7).

lie said also of a girl who let one of her ringlets hang down and kept the other

tied up

:

My assassin let one ringlet hang down and kept the other twisted up ; giving thus a deal of

pain to him who tried to describe her cliarms. That which was on her cheek I look for a ser-

pent running about, and the other appeared to be a scorpion (8). One was (as strait) as (the

letter) alif
,
but it was not the alif of union ; the other was (curved) like the write (•), but

it was not the mite of conjunction.

The kdlib Baha ad-Din Zuhair Ibn Muhammad
{
vol . 1. p. 542) recited to me a

piece of Ihe same cast, containing a verse which I give here :

0 ttviitt of her cheek 1 perhaps (you will hate) pity on me by effecting my union (with the

beloved)
; for I know that the tedu is a connecter.

The following piece is by Abu 'l-Mah&sin ash-Shauwa :

1 said to her who, in couspicoousness, was like the sun, whilst my body, in occultness, was
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like a shadow :
“ 0 iboa splendid one who art more definite (i. e. evident) than a pronoun ! be

“ kind to a feeble being who is the most indefinite (i, e. obscure
) of beings.

"

He said of a person who could not keep a secret :

I had a friend who never came (To me) without repeating calumnies and scandals. No man
resembled (be echo more than he : if you say a word, he immediately repeats it.

By the same :

They told me that my beloved exhaled such fragrance as perfumed the country all around,

and I replied, on observing a beauty-spot upon her cheek : “ See you not that the fire [the red-
*' nets of her cheek) is consuming ambergris?"

Our article on Yahya Ibn NizAr al-M&nbeji (p. 134 of this vof.) contains some

verses composed by lmad ad-Din al-Muhalli and others, in which the thought

comes near lo what is expressed here. — The following piece is hy Abu ’l-Mahasin

ash-ShauwA

:

0 tbon who art so full of pride I I have no wile by means of which I can gain thy love. Du-

ring all my lime thy verbs (i e. acts) were divided into three which never varied. Your pro-

mising was always in the future, my endurance was in the preterite, and my passion for thee

Is always in the pretent.

By the same :

1 should sacrifice my life for Rks-AIn, for those who dwell there and for the white { limpid

)

streamlets w hich circulate around its blue {dark) palm-trees (9). Whilst its flowing sources

were charming my sight, the eyes of its maidens caused my blood to flow.

By the same :

If they conceal her from me through jealousy, I shall remain contented with her [simple) re-

collection. She is like musk; its odonr we perceive though the place where it is escapes disco-

very ; its emanations suffice to reveal its presence.

By the same

:

With joy I congratulated my young friend on bis circnmcision, and I said
, when he was

overcome by apprehension :
“ To deliver you from pain a person has approached you whose

vot,. rv. 73
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“ tender solicitude is cxcilod even when the zephyr obliges your body to bend before it. 0
“ you who cause my uneasiness ! how have yon been able to support the pain with firmness 7 is

“ not the young gazelle the roast timorous of beings ? Were this purification not a rite al-

“ ready instituted by Abraham, I should liavc vigourously attacked the operator (10) when he

“ came forward with Moses (II) in bis hand though you were Moses (to be wounded) (12).
"

•

Mosl of his poetry is of the same cast, but the specimens here given may suffice,

lie was one of those sectaries who held the most extravagant doctrines of the Shiite

sect (13). The greater part of the people, at Aleppo, knew him by the appellation

of Slahdsin ash-Shauwd, but his real names were what we have mentioned in this ar-

ticle, that is to say, Ydsuf, surnamed AM ’l-Hahdiin. Since writing what pre-

cedes (1A), 1 met with the O/cdd al-Jumdn (strings of pcarlt

)

, a work composed by

my friend al-Kamal
(Kamdl atl-Din) Ibn ash-Shidr al-Mausili (of Mosul), (see p. 426

of this vol.) and, in it 1 found the biographical notice of this poet ranged amongst

those of the persons who bore the name of Ydtuf and the surname of Ahil 'l-Mahdtin.

Now, al-Kamdl was a friend of his, had learned from him a quantity of his poems

and was belter acquainted with his history than any other person. — The birth of

ash-Shauwd may be placed approximately in the year 562 (A. D. 1166-7), for the

date has not been well ascertained; he died at)Aleppo on Friday, the 19lh of Muhar-

rant, 635 (11th Sept. 1237), and was buried in the cemetery which lies to the west

of the city, outside the gate of Antioch. A circumstance happened which prevented

me from attending his funeral. May God have mercy on him, for he was an excel-

lent friend I liis professor, Ibn al-Jibrdni, belonged to the Bohtor family, which is

a branch of the tribe of Tdi. lie came from a village situated in the government of

Azai and called Jibrin kureslayd (15) and, from it he drew his surname
(
al-Jibrdni j.

This we give after his own declaration. He had an extensive acquaintance with ge-

neral literature and particularly with philology, which had been his predominant

study. He taught as a professor in the mosque of Aleppo and held his sittings in

the caslcrn makt&ra (vol. I. p. 228), that w hich is raised above the floor of the mos-

que and lies opposite to the maksilra in which the kddi of Aleppo says the prayer on

Fridays.— I was one day sitting in that pew, near the grating which faces the court

of the mosque, when I saw al-Jibrdni come in with a number of his pupils, and

amongst them Abu '1-Mahdsin Ibn ash-Shauwd. He look his seat in the small

mihrdb (vol. I. p. 37) which is in the other maksdra and in which he gave bis

lessons as professor. I directed my attention to what he said, as 1 was then en-
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gaged in literary studies, and I heard him treat of the rule which applies to such tri-

literal verbs as have a to for their first radical and an t after the second radical ; for

instance wajila. Ho observed that the aorist of such verbs had four forms, ex. yau:-

jalu, yaijalu, yajcdu and yijalu. The exceptions (, saidhc,) are eight in number :

warima, warilha , tcarid, warida, tcamiia, wathika, tcafiAa and walia which, in the

aorist, take an t (after the tecond radical and change the first syllable). Having

indicated this exactly, he observed that the exceptions were toastd, yasad, andtvalid,

yatad, each of which, in the aorist, takes an a after the second radical, through the

influence of the guttural letter.— On this subject he made a long discourse which I

was unable to commit to memory, the paragraph just given being all that I heard

distinctly. He
(
al-Jibrdni

)
was born on Friday, the 22nd of Shauwal, 561 (21st

August, A. D. 1166), and he died at Aleppo on Tuesday, the 7th ofRajab, 628 (11th

May, A. D. 1231). He was buried at the foot of Mount Jaushen (16).

(I) Literally : with a split turban (morMcJAa); another reading is maskUfa (a roofed turban).

(i) See vol. I, Introduction, p. xxivj,

(3) Tito vrord kaUhi, here rendered by acacia tree, designates the trayaconthus,

(4) The singular noun in the vocative receive# for final vowel the u or domma, when the noun is definite.

The noun is then said to be maJmum, which word signifies accompanied with a domma, and also held

fast.

(8)

The words, / ray, man! may be rendered in Arabic by ya rajulu, with the sign of the definite r.omi.

native, or ya rajulAn, which is the sign of indefilion. See de Sacy's Grammaire Arabs t
6d. t. i>>

p. 89.

(6) The tanwin is indicated by two vowel signs of the same kind
; it is therefore a couple of signs, a pair.

The poet meant that he and Mb mistress formed a pair. Such, at least, appears to be his meaning.

(7) To explain the technical terms of Arabic grammar which follow would lead us too far.

(8) See yoI. I, introduction, page xxxvi.

(9) The second MwdAt appears to be a plural formed from athin, which is also a plural. Plurals of plurals

are frequent in Arabic. AU the pieces inserted here are full of double meanings and verbal quibbles.

(10) The word musaiyia, hero rendered by operator
,
signifies literally adomer, and is one of the terms em-

ployed to designate a barber. In Moslim countries, the barbers are also surgeons.

(II) Mu/a in Arabic, is tho name of the prophet Muses and signifies also a clasp-knife or a rotor.

(11) The word Kallm

,

here rendered by Afore/, has two significations, wounded and spoken to. Moses was

called the Kallm Allah because God spoke to him on Mount Sinai.

(13) That is, in believing that All and the imams, his descendants, were incarnations of the Divinity.

(14) This passage is given in the printed editions but is not to be found in our manuscripts.

(13) This place, whatever may belts name, lay at about thirty miles NNW of Aleppo.

(18) Mount Jaushen lies on the west side of Aleppo. *

l
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ABU 'L-IIAJJAJ AL-BA1YAS1.

Abu 'l-Hajjaj Yisuf lbn Muhammad Ibn Ibrahim al-Ansari al-Baiyasi [descen-

ded from a Medina family and native of Baeza, in Spain) was one of those accom-

plished scholars and exact traditionisls who were an honour to Spain, Versed in

philology, learned and gifted with preeminent talents, he possessed a perfect know-

ledge of the language spoken by the desert Arabs and was acquainted with it in all its

divisions, both in poetry and prose. He was a professional narrator of the occur-

rences which marked the history of that |ieople, their wars, and their battle-days.

I have been informed that he knew by heart the Hamdsa of Abu Tammam at-Tai

(cof. I. p. 348), the works of the six poets (I), the collected poetical works of the

same Abu Tammam, the Diwan of al-Mutanabbi (cof. /. p. 102), the Sikt az-Zand by

Abu'l-Ala ’1-Maarri (cof. /. p. 04) and a great. quantity of pieces composed by the

poets who Qourished in the days of paganism and by those who lived in Moslim

times. He visited the different provinces of Spain, travelled over the greater part

of them and proceeded to the city of Tunis where he compiled for the sovereign of

Ifrikiya, the emir Abu Zakaria Yahya, the son of Abu Muhammad Abd al-Wahid

and the grandson of Abu Hafs Omar (2), a work which he entitled Kitdb al-lldm

b-il-Hvr&b il-Wdkid fi Sadr il-lsldm (the book of information respecting the tcars

which took place during the first period of lslamism.)— In it he commenced by rela-

ting the assassination of the khalif Omar and terminated by an account al-Walid Ibn

Tarif ash-Sh&ri's revolt in Mesopotamia against the authority of Hdriin ar-Bashid.

In our article on this Walid (vol. III. p. 668 > we have narrated his history and ad-

ventures and mentioned that he fell by the band of Yazid Ibn Mazyad Ibn ZAidaash-

Shaibdni. To this Yazid we have given a separate article
(
page 218 of this vol.); so,

by means of both, the history of al-Walid can be fully made out. AI-BaiyAsi's work

forms two volumes, which I met with and read. It is well drawn up and evinces, by

its contents, that the author was master of his subject. I also met with a copy of

his Hamdsa in two volumes; which copy had been read over to the author; it bore
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his signature dated in the last third of the month of the latter Rabi 650 (commen-

cement of July, A. D. 1252). In concluding the work he says : *• The compilation

“ and arrangement of this book were terminated in the month of Shauwal, 646 (Jan. -

“ Feb., A. D. 1249), at Tunis, which city may God protectl ”— I extracted from it

that part of the preface which follows the doxology, and shall insert it here : “ In

“ the time of my boyhood and the days of my youth 1 had a strong passion for lite-

** rature and a great fondness for the language of the Arabs. 1 persevered unremit-

“ tingly in searching out the meaning of its terms, examining into its fundamental

“ principles and grammatical forms, till 1 acquired a mass of such knowledge as no

“ serious student should be unacquainted with and which every person who directs

“ his attention to this branch of science should possess. My fondness for that study

“ and the passion which I felt for it impelled me to collect all the. poetical pieces

" which 1 had admired and which were selected by me from the works of the Arabs,

“ not only of those who lived in the days of paganism and those who flouished both

“ in pagan and in Islamic times, but also of those who figured after the promulgation

*• of Islamism. [I collected also) such pieces of later authors, inhabitants of the East,

Spain and other countries, as might serve to embellish conversation and furnish

“ matter for discussion. Having then perceived that any attempt to preserve this

“ collection, unless it were reduced into a regular form and put into the shape of a

“ diwdn, would only serve to proclaim its speedy disparition and bring on itsdestruc-

“ lion, I thought it advisable to collect those chosen extracts, assemble those beau-

“ liful passages and arrange them in classes, in order to retain what might go astray

“ and preserve what was rare. After reflecting on this matter, I could find no classifi-

" cation more simple, no arrangement better than that which Abu Tammam Habib

“ lbn Aus had adopted for his Hamdsa. (/ resolved) on imitating it with care and

'* on following its plan, more particularly as the author held the first place in

“ that art and stood alone in it by his abundant share (of erudition
)
and by the

“ value of his information. I therefore adopted his system, pursued the same

" course as he, and joined (each piece
)
to those which resembled it by their subject,

“ uniting it to those of a similar character. 1 sifted them well; choosing them

*• with all the care of which I was capable and with the utmost attention, doing

" to the best of my power. "— The author continues in a long discourse which we

need not reproduce. From that work 1 made some extracts, such as the following,

taken from the section of elegies Abu Ali T-Kali(voI. /. p. 210) staled that Abd
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“ Bakr Ibn Duraid (bo/. III. p. 37) bad recited to him the following piece, declaring

" that he had learned it from the lips of Abu ilatim as-Sijistani (vol. I. p. 603)

:

“ How many (of those who fought) in the cause of God are now enclosed in the bosom o(

“ the earth or confided to the soil of the desert
!
(They were brilliant) moons enlightening

“ the world when darkness covered it, and their hands, in times of drought, poured forth

“ showers [of beneficence). O, thou who rejoicesl at their death, emit not at their fall

!

“ Their life procured them glory, and their death a wide renown. Their life kept the enemy
“ in dejection (yAema); their death was an honour for those w ho could claim them as relations.

•• Whilst they remained upon the surface of the earth, all its groves were verdaut; and

“ now, that they arc in its interior, that surface remains forlorn.
”

The section of amatory pieces furnishes us with the following lines , composed by

al-AhLas Ibn al-Ahnaf (to/. II. p. 7) :

Bear with the greatest injustice done to you by her whom you lore; if yon are the injured

man, say that you were the transgressor. If yon do not pardon the faults of the beloved, she

will abandon yon, in despite of your wishes.

“ The following piece, "says our author, “ wascomposed by al-Wawaad-Dimishki

“ (col. II. p. 340); " but I am greatly inclined to believe that it was composed by

Ahti-Farus Ibn llamdun (to/. I. p. 366)

:

My two friends I 1 beg of yon in the name of Allah, your Lord, to turn (from the road and

go) to her whom I love. Then reproach her; a reprimand may, perhaps, induce her to re-

lent. Allude to me and say, whilst discoursing with her :
“ What has your servant done that

“ you are killing him with your disdain ? ” If she smile, say to her in a coaxing way :

“ What harm would it do, were you to take him into favour? " If she then testifies anger,

deceive her by saying :
“ We know not the person,

”

(The same work contains) the following piece of which the author is al-Majnun (3)

:

I got attached {taalaklA )
to Laila whilst she was still a girl without experience, and before

the time that ber companions perceived (be swelling of her bosom. We were then both young

and tended flocks; 0, that we and our lambs (baham) had never grown up I

The word baham means a young sheep and is the plural of bahma. — These two

verses are cited by grammarians in order to prove that the term which indicates the

state (of a thing or person already mentioned) and which is putin the accusative case

may, though a single word, refer at the same lime to the agent and the object of the
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action. Here, the word saghirain {both being young) is 'put in the accusatif as a

term indicating the state, and yet it refers to the pronoun ( in the verb taallaktu

(4) and to the noun Laila, which is in the accusative case. Another example of

this (conitrudion) is offered by the following verse, of which Antara T-Absi (5) is the

author

:

It ever jou meet me (talkani) and we be both alone
(faradain), the hinder parts (6) of

your breech wilFtjuivcr with fear.

The word faradain, being employed here to express a slate, is in the accusative

and refers not only to the agent but to the object of the action in the verb talkani.

This verse is cited by Ibn al-Anbari (oof. 11. p. 95), in his Asrdr al-Arabiya, chapter

on the (terms which indicate a) state. — The following piece by Wawa ad-Dimishki is

given by al-Baiyasi in his liamdsa

:

(/ think) ol a visitor whose aspect charmed all men and was more grateful than an amnesty

granted to him who is in iM' of death. She cast upon the night a deeper shade by the dark-

ness of her locks, and the morning, abashed (by the brightnets), dreaded her appearance. She

tried to kill me by her disdain, but, when I appealed to her (clemency), she took me into fa-

vour and drew my soul out of the hands of death. Thus, through her {kindness), I became

the prince of lovers; that principality existed before my time.

(We read in the lame work): “jAli Ibn Aliya Ibn ar-Rakkak, a native of Valencia,

said :

“ (1 think

i

of her whose mouvements were so graceful, whose waist was so pliant and whose

" haunches were so large. She drew near, and the night, nnable to cootend with her, took

“ to flight, though it had no other wings than (our mutual

)

joy (3). She visited me on the

“ sweetest of nights and held me embraced till the morning was morning. Her arms were

“ passed around my neck, like a shoulder-belt, and mine were passed around her waist,

“ like a girdle.
"

“ Ahmad Ibn al-Husain Ibn Khalaf, generally known by the surname of Ibn al-

“ Binni al-Yamori,"— a person of whom we have spoken in our article on Yusuf

Ibd Abd al-Mumin (p. 472 of this col.), the sovereign of Maghrib, — “ was expelled

“from Majorca by the governor of that island and sent across the sea. After the

“ first day of the voyage a wind arose and forced them to return. To this he

“ alluded in the following piece :
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0 my friends
!
you whom people blamed on my account, whilst they banished me

;
the mo-

ment of farewells soon drew near. Separated from yon, who were such gay and amusing com-

panions, shall I ever again find pleasure in life? After sailing for a day, I said : “ Is it desire

“ that impels our ship (to go back) or is it violence? As it flew along with us, it liovered

“ round you, as if onr hearts had been its sails.
”

“ ( The khalif) al-Waihik Billah said, in a piece which alone would suffice lo

“ evince his talent

:

1 did not know what the pains of separation were till the people cried out :
“ Here come the

“ ships I
” My beloved, drowned in tears, leaned forward to bid me farewell and uttered some

words so indistinctly that their meaning could not be seized. She bent towards me, kissing me

and saying that she would willingly give her life for mine ; like her the pliant branches in the

garden bend before (be zephyr. She then turned away, and eiclaimcd, in weeping : 0 that 1

had never known you

!

In the section which contains the passages on hospitality, guests, vaingloriousness

and eulogy, the author inserts the following verses, which were pronounced by

Abu 'l-Hasan Jaafar Ibn Ibrahim Ibn al-Hajjaj al-I,urki^

Admire (in me) a man who seeks for praise, though be avoids giving away any thing of his

own, and who directs (lit. who opens) his hopes towards renown, though he does not open his

hand. Why should I not like the (presence of a) guest, and hasten with joy to receive him,

if he cats of his own provisions, and praises me for my hospitality?

“ Amongst the verses attributed to Abd Allah Ibn Abbas (col . /. p. 69) are the

following, which he pronounced after losing his sight:

“ Though God has deprived my eyes of tbeir light, a portion of that light remains in my
“ tongue and in my heart My heart is acute, my intelligence unimpaired and, in my mouth,

“ is something as sharp and as catling as a sword.
”

In the section which contains the satires, reproaches and pieces connected with

such subjects, he gives the following piece as the production of Abu 'l-Ailia Ahmad

Ibn Malik ash-Shtlmi :

I speak in dispraise of Baghdad as a residence, after having gained information and expe-

rience. No gifts can be expected from its princes; no alleviation for the grief of the af-

flicted. Those princes have left to others the path of honour and given themselves up to

debauchery and crime. He who wishes to succeed with them must first be introduced and then

possess three things : the wealth of KSrfln (8), the years of Noah (9) and the patience of Job.
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(
Here the author tayt :)

“ ALA Bakr Muhammad Ibn Yahya as-Suli mentioned that

“ the following piece was composed by Abu ’1-AttAf al-Kufi and directed against

“ Sal ill Ibn Abd ar-Rahman IS'asliil

:

“ Son ol al-\ValUI 1 explain to os, and let your explanation remain within bounds : Why do

“ we see you at liberty? Aliat has become of your chains and fetters ? is iron now dear in joor
“ country or is it incapable of bolding you?"

Here finish our extracts from al-Baiyasi’s Harndta. They are sufficient for our

purpose, which was, to select out of Lite pieces chosen by him a certain number

which might indicate his
(
extensive

)
acquaintance with poetry. He was born on

Thursday, the 1-Vtli of (lie first Rail, 573 (1 1 lit Scpl. A. D. 1177), and bo died at

Tunis, oil Sunday, the 4ih of Zu 'l-Kaada, 653 (5lh Dec. A. D. 1255). — “ Bai-

“ ydsi means belonging to Baydsti (Baeza), which is a large town of Moslirn Spain

“ and now included in the province of Jaen. ” So says Yakftt al-Ilatnawi (page 9

of this vol.) in bis dictionary of geographical synonyms.

(I) The six poets whose works are inserted in this collection were Amro 'l-Kais, an-NAbigha ad-Duby&ni,

Alkams, Zuhair, Tarafa and Antara. For farther information see the translators edition of the Diiod* of

Amro ’1-Kais, preface, page x.

(i) For the history of Ab& Zakariya Yahya, the founder of the H&fside dynasty, see Ibn Khaldun’s Histoire

fiti Berbers, tome II, p. 207 et see/.

(3) Sec Mr de Sacy’s remarks relatively to Majn&n in the Anthoiogie grammatical* orate

,

page ISO.

(4) It is the second t in that word which represents the pronoun of the first person singular.

(3) For the history uf Autara, the author of one of the Moallakas, see Mr Caussin de Perceval's Essai sur

I’histoire det Arotet
,
tome II, pp. 514 et suiv.

(6) Read jj with the manuscripts. For the signification ol this word see the Hamdta, p. 565, I. 15

and ax-Zuseni's commentary on the sixteenth verse of Amr Ibn Kulthftm's Moollaka.

(7) This translation is merely conjectural.

(8) For the Muslim legend respecting KArAo, the Corah ol the Bible, Numbers, xvi, sec Sale’s note on the

• twenty -cigth shrat of the Koran.

(6) According to the Koran, sArai xitx, verse 19, Noah tarried among his paople one thousand years, save

fifty years.

vol. rv. 74
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YUNUS IBN HABIB.

Abu Abd ar-Kahman Yunus Ibn Habib the grammarian. Abu Abd Allah al-Mar-

zubani (to/. Ill, p. 67) says, in his work entitled Kitib al-iluktabis ( Book for

him tcho desires information) and containing lhe history of the grammarians :
“ He

“ was attached to the tribe of Dabba by the bonds of enfranchisement, or, by ano-

“ (her account, to (he family of Laith Ibn Rakr Ibn Abd Mandt Ibn Rinana. Others

“ say that he was a client, by enfranchisement, of Bilal Ibn Harmi, a member of the

“ family called the Dubaiyfi Ibn Bajala and that he was a native of Jabbul. His

“ birth took place in the year 90 (A. D. 708-9) and his death in the year 182 (A. D.

“ 798-9). lie sometimes said that he recollected the death of al-Hajjaj (1).

“ Some place his birth in the year 80. According to others, lie saw al-Hajjaj and

“ lived to the age of one hundred and two years; another account says, ninety-eight

“ years. ”— The following indications are furnished , not by al-Marzubani, but by

another author :

“ Yunus learned philology from Abu Amr Ibn al-Ala(t'of. II. p. 399)

“ and llammad Ibn Salama (col. I. p. 261), but the study of grammar became his

“ predominant occupation, tic obtained, by audition (much philological informa-

“ lion) from the Arabs [of lhe desert
) ; Sibawaih handed down much (information of

“ thnt kind) on his authority, and lessons were given by him to al-Kisai (cof. II.

•
* p. 237) and al-Farra (page 63 of this vol.). In grammar he followed a system of

“ analogical deduction and of rules which was peculiar to himself. As a philologcr,

“ lie belonged to the fifth class (2). — It was at Basra that held his school (lit. his

“ circle), which was much frequented by literary men and (even) by the most elegant

“ speakers among the Arabs and the inhabitants of the desert.
”— Abu Obaida Ma-

inar Ibn al-Mulhanna (eof. III. p. 388) said :
“ I frequented [the school of) Yunus

“ during forty years and, every day, I filled my tablets with notes which he dictated •
“ from memory.” — The grammarian Abd Zaid al-Ansari (vol. I. p. 570) said : “ 1

“ sat (as a slgdenl) by the side of Ydnus Ibn Habib during ten years, and Khalaf al-

“ Ahmar (vol. I. p. 572) before me did the same during twenty years. ” — Y'dnus

himself said : “ Riiba Ibn al-Ajjaj (vol. I. p. 527) addressed me, one day, in these

“ terms : • How long will you be asking me questions about those (philological) futi-
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" 1
lilies, and how long must I be adorning them for your (pleasure) ? Do you not

“
* perceive that the greater part of your heard has turned gray?’— Amongst the

works which Yunus drew up (and published), we may notice the Kitdb .1ladni I-Korin

(on the rhetorical figures employed in the Koran), the Kitdb al-Loghdt, the Kitdb al-

Amihdl (book of Proverbs) and the lesser collection of Anedoles (Natcddir
j (3). Ishak

Ibn Ibrahim al-Mausili (no/. 1, p. 183) said :
“ Yunus lived eighty-eight years; he was

“ never married, never kept a concubine and never thought of any thing hut acqui-

“ ring knowledge and conversing with distinguished
(
literary men.) '—Yftnus said :

•
‘ If I formed the wish of being able to compose in verse, I should not desire to

“ utter any thing better than the verse in which Adi Ibn Zaid (A) said :

“ O you who rejoice al other's woes and deride the fickleness ol Fortune I arc you then

“ safe from danger and perfectly secure?”

This verse belongs to a piece which is currently known among literary men and

contains moral exhortations with examples. The next lines we here give

:

Do you know the history of ancient times (5)? No! you are ignorant and misled. Whom
think you that destiny will render immortal? Who has always a guardian, so that be may not

be harmed? What has become of Chosrocs, the Cbosroes of kings, Andshrewan? What has

become of S4pdr before him? The noble race of Asfar (6), kings of the Romans,

have left no recollection worthy of being recalled. ( Think of) the founder (7) of al-Hadr (8),

when be built it and when tribute was paid to him by the countries situated or) the Tigris and

the KJiilulr. lie lined it with marble, coated it with plaster, and, on its pinnacles, the birds

built their nests. The vicissitudes of time alarmed him not. hot his kingdom departed from him

and the dour ol his palace was abandoned. Think of the lord of al-Khawarnak (fl), when be

looked, one day, from the top of his castle, — and reflexion leads to wisdom; — he rejoiced

in his kingdom and his ample possessions; (he amtemplated irilh pleasure) the river flowing

before him and (the palace of) as-Sadlr. Then his heart was troubled and he said :
“ What

is the felicity of living beings who are always journeying towards their death? After enjoying

prosperity, ruling over a kingdom and a people, they fall as an inheritance to the grave, and

become like the dry leaves which arc blown about by the east wind and by the west.

These verses would require a long commentary; if I undertook to give one, I

should be led into prolixity and digress from my subject ; more particularly as many of

them have a historical, and the rest a philological, import. I therefore keep within

bounds, giving what is necessary for my purpose and nothing more. As a full ex-

planation of the verses would fill four or five quires (of twenty pages each), it could

not find a place here.— Muhammad Ibn Sailam al-Jumahi (10) relates that l’Onus
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said: “The Arabs (of the desert) never expressed grief with more energy than in

“ lamenting {the lots of) youth, and yeltlicy did nol do full justice to its value."

Mansur an-Namari (page 131 of this col.) took bold of Ibis expression and said, in a

kattda of some length which he composed in praise of HArun ar-Rashid ;

Whilst my youth was in its prime, I did not appreciate its value, and, when it passed away,

(/ perceived that) the world also was passing away [for me).

It was mentioned by Ytinus that the [desert) Arabs said : “ Separation from friends

“ is sickness for the heart. ” He then recited these lines :

Were my eyes to shed tears of blood, foreboding loss of sight, they could not do justice even
to the tenth part of two things; departure of youth and separation from friends.

He related also that Labid (the author of the Moallaka), after the introduction of

Islamism, never uttered a line of poetry except the following :

Praise be to Cod for not bringing me to the term of my life till I had put on the robe of
Islamism.

Abd Obaida Mamar Ibn al-Mulhanna related as follows :
** Djanfar Ibn Sulai-

“ mAn the Ahhaside (vol. II. p. 547) was visiting the kbalif al-Mabdi. On relur-

“ ning home, he sent for Ytinus Ibn Habib and said to him : * 1 and the Commander
“ of the faithful have differed in opinion respecting the meaning of this verse :

“ ‘ The blackness [of the hair) being iuraded by gray tress, is like the night (tail), at the
.“ * beginning and the end of which, day (nnAdr) utters its cry (« on the alert).

•* ‘ What do the words tail and nahdr mean ?’ Ytinus replied : * Lail has here the
** ‘ meaning with which you are familiar and so also has tialtdr.’ Djaafar then

said :
1 Al-Mabdi maintains (bat lail means a young partridge and nahdr a young

bustard. Ibn Habih was in llte right with regard to the signification of these

words; the meanings assigned to them by al-Mabdi are no where recognised ex—
“ cepl in treatises on the unusual terms of the language."— Yunus related the fol-

lowing anecdote : Jabala Ibn Abd or-Halirnan (11) used, in ordering his dinner,

to write out a list of the dishes which he wished to have scrveJ, and send it to the

cook. In this list he always employed such uncommon and agrestic expressions that
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the cook never knew what was wanled till ho consulted Ihn Abi Ishak (12), Yahya

IbnYamar (seep.59 of this cof.)and olher well-informed men.—When be obtained

from them the explanation of the difficult words, he would bring lo his master what

was required.— One day Jabala said lo him : “ Woe betide youl I am dying of hun-

“ ger. ’’ The cook answered : “ Make easy phrases and your dinner will be easy
(
to

“ get ready).

"

— Jabala replied : “ You son of a slut I must I lay aside my pure

" Arabic on account of your doltishness? "— Yunus was a native of Jabbul, a town

situated on the Tigris, between Baghdad and W&sit. He did not like to be conside-

red as having come from that place (or to hear it named). A man belonging to the

Bani Abi Omair family met him one day and said : “ Tell me, Abu Abd ar-ltahman I

“ Jabbul is it of the first declension or the second?”— The other answered by abu-

sive language, and the Omairide looked round for some one whom he might lake as

a witness of the insult, and, not seeing any person, he went away. The next mor-

ning, when Yunus was sitting with his pupils around him, the same man came to

him and said : “ Tell me, Ahu Abd ar-Rahm&n! Jabbul is it of the first declension

“ or of the second?” To this Yunus replied: “ The answer is the same as that

“ which you received yesterday.”— As-Samani (oof. II. p. 156) says, in liis Ansdb ,

that Jabbul
(
J,b,l,) is lo be pronounced with an a after the J and a double b followed

by the vowel u. This (13) was the native place of Abu ’1-Khattab al-Jabbuli, a

poet of some celebrity and the author of these lines :

To reach you, how many deserts did I not crass which, bad 1 been unsupported by my pas-

sion, I should never have been able to pass through. To get near you I faced the greatest dan-

gers, but, to encounter perils for the pleasure ol seeing you is a welcome task.

“ Abu ’l-Khattdb, says as-Samdni, died in the month of Zu ’1-Kaada, 439 (April-

•’ May 1048).—A poetical rivalityexistedbelweenhim and Abu’l-AI&al-Maarri(t!o(. /.

“
p. 94)

and it was to him that the latter addressed the kadda which begins thus:

" My religion and my creed declare improGuble [lamentations over the dead and the song

“ o/ the eamel-driver) (44)."

Here as-Samani is mistaken : the poem was written by Abd '1-Ala and sent lo Abu

tlamza al-Hasan Ibn Abd ar-ltnhman, a native of Maarra tan-Nom&n and a hanifile

doctor, who was then acting as a kddi at Manbej . The same remark has been made

by the kddi Kama! ad-Din, in his history of Aleppo.— Habib was the name of his
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(Yflma’s) mother, and, as it is therefore of the feminine gender (and a proper name),

it belongs to the second declension. The name of his father is not known. Some

say that Yunus was born after the divorce of his mother, who had been legally sepa-

rated from her husband in consequence of a mutual anathema (15). According to

others, Habib was his father's name; if so, it is of the first declension. The same

observations apply equally to the name of Muhammad lbn Habib (16), the genealo-

gist. — Yunus entered, one day, into the mosque, tottering in his gait and supported

by two men, one on each side of him, because he was very old. A man of Whose

friendship he had doubts then addressed him and said :
“ Abu Abd ar-Rahmun I may

“ I attain the state in which 1 sec you I” Yunus replied ;
“ That which you see may

" you never attain I ” (17). A number of poets took hold of this idea and put it into

verse.—Abu '1-KhattahZiad lbn Yahya said : “ Yunus is like a bottle with a narrow

** neck ; to put any thing into it is difficult and, to get it out is impossible. ” By

“ these words he meant that Yunus (learned timely and) forgot nothing. The dates

of his birth and of death are given at the commencement of this article, but some say

that he died in the year 183 (A. D.799).— Abd al-IMki lbn Rani (eol. l,p. 374)

states that his death took place in the year 184. It is said that he lived to the age

of ninety-eight years.

(I) Al-Hajjij 4kd A. U. 05. See vol. 1 , p. JSS.

(*J The word clou means here generation of oral teachers.

(a) it there be not an omission in the Arabic test, there mud hare been then in circulation a greater Nu-

H-tHir composed by some oUier author, perhaps lbn al-Anbdri.

(t) See vol. I, p. 1S9. A fuller and more satisfactory account ot this celebrated poet is given in M. Caps*

sin de Perceval's Ettvi ear Ckittoire deg Araljtgj tome It, page 1 35 cl soiv.

(S) The lest may also signify : have you flic old covenant (or lettameni) of dayst that is, the Bible, con-

taining the history of ancient times. Adi lbn Zaid was a Christian.

(«) The Arabs designated the Itomans and their emperors by the title of Bend 7-As/br. They were probably

aware that Vespasian and his successors bore the surname of Flnvitu ; and this word, being confounded by

them with Elai-vs, was rendered by Atfar.

(?) Literally : tbe brother,

(8) See vol. Ill, p. 318. In M, Caustic's Emu, vol. II, p. to, will be found an historical account of al-

Iladr, called Alra by the historians of the Roman emperors.

(it) The casUes or al-Kliawarnak and aa Sadlr were built in the neighbourhood of Illra by an-Nomin al-

Awar. See M. Caustic's Eaai vol. II, p. 55, and the sources there indicated.

(10) As-Soyhti says, in his Dictionary of Grammarians, ms. of the Bibb imp., no 68S : Abb Abd Allah

* Muhammad lbn SallAm lbn Obaid Allah lbn SAlim al-Jumahi, a tnatria of Muhammad Lbn Zi&d, who, him-
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self was a maw/a of Kodima lbn MatAdn, a member of ibe Jumah family, which was a branch of the Ku-

'• raish tribe, is placed by ax-Zubaidi (vof. Ill, p, 83) in the fifth class (or generation) of the phllulogers who

** belonged to the school ol Basra. He died in tbit city, A. H. *81 (A. D. 845).
M— We read in the Pihreit:

** Abd Abd Allah Mohammad lbn SallAm al-Jumnhi was one of those who transmitted down orally

11 historical relations and pieces of poetry. He composed some works, such as the Fdtil, treating ol the

“ beauties of historical narratives and of poetry, an account of tho noble houses {or families) among the

,e Arabs, a classified account ol the poets who lived in pagan times, another o( the poets who lived in the

“ times of Islamism and a work containing anecdotes of horse-racing.
”

(II) This Jabala was evidently a man of higli rank, perhaps one ol the generals who command in KborA-

B.in, under the orders of al-HajjAj.

(ii) Abd Rahr Abd Allah lbn Abi Ishak Zaid lbn al-HArith al- Had rami, was a native, or an inhabitant, of

Basra. He acquired a high reputation by his learning as a grammarian and by his profound acquaintance

with the Koran- readings. He lived to the age of eighty-eight years and died A. II. 1*7 {A. D. 744-5). (Abft

'1-FedA’s Annals, Fidget's Grammalitche Schulen der Araber
, 1st pait, page *9).

(13) This passage is given in the printed editions but is not to be found in our manuscripts.

(14) The rest of the v.rse, omitted here, in the Arabic text, and inserted in the translation, runsas follows
:

y dL> The song of the camel-driver alludes to the journeys undertaken by lovers lor

purpose of visiting the spot inhabit'd by the beloved.

(15) If a husband accuses his wlf-j of infidelity, and persists in declaring that the aocosation is true whilst

the wife asserts that it is false, both parlies must affirm their declarations by oath and invoke God's curse

upon themselves if they arc peijured. This double anathema dissolves the marriage.

(16) Abd Jaafar Muhammad Ilm Habib, a mawIa of the H&shim family, was versed in the science of ge-

nealogies, skilled in grammar and well acquainted with the accounts of the battle-days of the Arabs. He

was considered as an exact and trustworthy authority. He died at fiunim in the month of Zd 'J-llijja. *4 5

(A. I). 860). — {Nuj'itn, Fidget's GmsMttfiKls Sehulen, 1st i>art, page 67.)

(17) This answer, if taken as a complement, means : may you never be so decrepit as 1 ;
but it lias another

meaning : may you not live as long as I.

YUNUS IBN ABI) AL-AALA.

Abu Musa Yunus lbn Abd al-Aala lbn Musa lbn Maisarn lbn liafs lbn Haiyin

as-Sadafi, a native of Egypt and a doctor of the Sltafite sect, was one of as-Shafi’s

(vol. II. p. 569) most assiduous pupils and one of the most active in transmitting

down what that imaim taught. To his profound piety and his firm religious convic-
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lions lie joined so extensive an acquaintance with the history (of the learned) and with

the Traditions that no person of that age could equal him. We have spoken in this

work (vol. II. p. 93) of his grandson, Abu Said Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Ahmad Ibn Yu-

nus, the author of the History of Misr (Old-Cairo), and of tliis Abu Said’s son (vol. II.

p. 365), Abu '1-Uasau Ali Ibn Abi Said Abd ar-Rahman Ibn Yunus, a famous as-

tronomer and the author of the
(
Uakemite

)

tables. Each of them was a master in the

science which he cultivated. Yunus learned the koran-readings (co/. I. p. 152) by

reciting that book aloud under the direction of Warsh
(
vol. Ill, p. 434), Sakl&b Ibn

Shunaina (l)and Moalla ibn Diliya (2). The systems (of reading) with which lie thus

became acquainted were that of Mafc (vol. Ill, p. 522) and that which Ali Ibn Klsa (3)

had learned from Sulaim (4) and which Sulaim had learned from Hamza Ibn Habib

az-Zaivat (vol. 1. p. 478), He heard traditions delivered by Scfy&n Ibn Oyaina and

Abd Allah Ibn Wahb (cof. II. p. 15), the Egyptian. Koran-reading was taught on

his authority by his pupils Mawas Ibn Said (5), Muhammad Ibn ar-Rabt (6), Osama

Ibn Ahmad (at- Tujtbi), Muhammad Ibn Ishak Ibn Khuzaima (7), Muhammad Ibn Jarir

at-Tabari and others. He held a high rank as a Tradilionisl. Abu Abd Allah al-

Kudai (vol. II. p. 61 6) speaks of him in his topographical description of Misr
(
Old

Cairo
)
and says :

“ He was one of the most eminent inen of that lime and ranked

“ with the most intelligent. It has been handed down that a?-Shafi said :
4

1 never

“ * saw in Misr a more intelligent man than Yunus Ibn Abd al-Aala.' From as-

“ Shaft he learned Traditions and jurisprudence, which information he taught to

“ others in his master’s name. He received a pension out of a mortmain (habs) held

“ by the board of government (diusAn al-hukm), and left posterity. His house is si-

“ tuated in the district of as-Sadif and bears an inscription containing his name and

“ dated in the year 215 (A. D. 830-1). He was one of those inhabitants of Misr

" who were authorised to act as witnesses (to bonds), and he filled that office during

“siity years." Another author stales that Traditions, received from Yunus Ibn

Abd al-Aala, were taught on his authority by the imdm Muslim Ibn al-IIajjdj al-

Kushairi (vol. IlI,p.ZiS), Abu Abd ar-Hahmfin an-Nas&i (co/. /. p. 58), Abd Abd Allah

Ibn MAja (cof. II. p. 680) and others. Abu Muhammad al-IIasan Ibn ZOIak (col. I.

p. 388) relates the following anecdote in his History of Misr : UakkAr Ibn Kutaiba

being nominated /;ddi of Misr, set out for that city from Baghdad and, on reaching

al-Jifiir (8), he met Muhammad Ibn Lailh, the former kadi of Misr who, after his

deposition, was returning to Irak. In a conversation which he had with him, he
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said : “ I am a stranger to Misr and you know the place well; indicate to me the per-

“ sons whom I may take as advisers aud on whom I may place reliance.” I bn al-

Lailli replied :
“ I recommend to you two persons, one of them very clever and na-

“ med Yunus lbn Abd al-Aala; I know well that lie is clever, because I endeavoured

“ to have him condemned to death and he found means of getting me outlawed.

“ The other is Abd llunin Musa lbn Abd ar-Rahman lbn al-Kasim
; (/ indicate him)

“ because he is a very devout man. ” Bakkar expressed the wish to know what was

their personal appearance and lbn al-Lailh said :
“ Yunus is a tall man, of a clear

" complexion, ” describing him fully, after which, he gave the description of Musa.

When Bakktlr arrived at Misr, the people came to see him, and amongst the

visitors was a man whose appearance answered the description given of Yunus.

Bakkar made him sit down in the place of honour, and began to converse with him,

calling him Abu Mdsa every time he addressed him. They were still talking, when

Yunus himself came in. Bakkar then turned towards the other, and said to him •'

“ You Sirl who are you? why did you keep silent? I might have confided to you

“ some of my secrelsl ” Yunus then advanced and was installed in the place of ho-

nour. After that, Musa came in, and.Bakk&r took them both for friends and advi-

sers. — It is related that the Mdi Bakkar admitted Musa into his intimacy because

he considered the acquaintance of so pious a man to be a blessing, and said to him

one day : “Tell me, AbuHAriin 1 how -do gain your livelihood?” The other answer-

ed. “ Out of a mortmain (teakfl founded by my father in my favour.” — “ Is it

“ sufficient for you maintenance?” said Bakkar, — ‘ * it is quite sufficient, "replied the

other, “ and now, since the kddi has addressed me questions, 1 wish to address sonic

“ to him.”— “ Begin ;
” said Bakkar. — “ Did the kddi, when at Basra^gel so deeply

“ into debt that he consented to accept this kadiship?” - The other answered : “ No."

— “ Was he obliged, "said Musa, “ to accept it because God had granted him a num-

“ ber of children? ”— “ No, " replied Bakkar, •
‘ 1 was never married. ”— “ Have you a

“ number of relatives to support?”

—

“No.”— "Did the sultan force you to accept

“ this office and threaten you with tortures if you refused?” — “ No.”— “ So

“ then, you kept whipping the flanks of camels, from Basra to Misr, without being

“ under the necessity or the obligation of doing so? 1 take God to witness that I

“ shall nevercomc to see you again! ”— “Pray, forgive me; " said Bakkitr.— “No,”

replied Mdsa, “ you began the asking of questions; had you remained silent, I

“ should not have spoken.” He then departed and never returned again.— Yunus

vox. it. 75
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related that he had a dream in which he heard a voice say to him : “ The name of

“ the Almighty Cod is : There is no god but God (9).’’ — The wort entitled Kildb

al-iluntazan fi akhbdr man lakan al-Mukatlam (the digetl, being an account of the

pertont who inhabited Mount Mokattam
)
contains an article on Yunus, from which

I extract this passage :
“ One of the anecdotes which he related, saying that lie had

“ learned it from another person, was the following : A man went to a coppersmith

“ and asked for the loan of one thousand dinars, to be repaid at a fixed time. Who
•* will answer to me for the payment? said the coppersmith.— The other replied :

“ Almighty God. — The smith gave the money, and the man set out on a trading

“ voyage. When the time of payment arrived, the debtor wished to go to his cre-

“ ditor, but, being prevented by the calm weather, he took a chest, placed in it one

“ thousand dinars, locked it up, nailed it and cast it into the sea, saying ; ‘Almighty

“ * God ! here is what you were engaged to pay for me. ’ The creditor having gone

“ out to see if his debtor was coming with the money, perceived a dark object floa-

“ ling on the sea and had it brought to him by his servants. It was (hat very chest

“ of which we have spoken and, on opening it, he found one thousand dinars.

“ The other man, having afterwards collected a sum to the same amount, took ad-

“ vantage of a favorable wind and set out with the intention of seeing the copper-

“ smith. On arriving, i<e saluted him and, being asked who he was, he replied I

“ am the person who got from you the thousand, and here they are." The cop-

persmith replied :
“ 1 will not accept them till you tell me what you did with your

“ money. ” The man related to him what had passed and mentioned that the wind

had been unfavorable to his return. 11 AlmightyGod, ” said the coppersmith, “ took

“ charge of bearing to me that thousand in your name, and I have received it.
” —

A great number of anecdotes related of Ytinus and by him have been preserved. Ue

staled that the following verses were composed by as-Sliafi :

Scratch yourself with your own nails
;
always do yonr own bnsiness, and, when you intend

asking for a service, go to a person who can appreciate your merit.

Y&nus related that as-Sliafi said to him : “ Tell me, Yinusl did you ever go to

“ Baghdad?” He answered that he had never been there, and as-Shafl then

said : •* In that case, you have not seen the world or its inhabitants. ”— He related

also that he heard as-Shafl make an observation which could be uttered only by one

like him ; it was this : “ To please every body is an impossible task; seek tliere-
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11 fore wlial may be advantageous for your spiritual and temporal welfare, and stick

" to that."— Ali Ibn Kadtd said :
“ Yunus Ibn Abd al-Aala knew tbe Traditions

" bv heart and acled by them. ” Abd Abd ar-RalimAn Ahmad Ibn Shoaib an-

Nasawi (10) declared (hat Yunus was a trustworthy authority. Another author states

that Yunus was born in the month of Zu T-Hijja, 170 (May-June, A. D. 787) and

that he died on Tuesday, the 27th of the latter Rnbi, 261 (Clh Jan. A. 1). 878);

the same year in which took place the death of al-Muzani (nol. /. p. 200). He

died in Misr (Old Cairo
)
and was interred in the cemetery of the Sadif tribe. His

tomb is a well-known object in tbe lesser Kar&fa. — His father, Abd al-AAla, was a

man of holy life and bore the surname of Abd Salama. One of his sayings was :

“ Buying what one does not require is selling what one requires.” “I know by ex-

“ pericnce the truth of that,” said his son Yunus. Abd al-Aala died in the snonlh

of Muharram, 201 (August, A. D. 810); he was bom in the year 121 (A. D. 738-9).

— Abd’l-Hasan Ahmad, the son of Ydnus.was the father of Abd Said Abd ar-Rah-

man Ibn Ahmad, the author of the History of Misr. The latter says, in that work :

My father
(
Ahmad Ibn Fdnus) was born in the month of Zu’l-Kaada, 2A0 (March-

“ April, A. I). 855), and died on Friday, the 1st of Rajab, 302 [20th Jan. A. D.

“ 915). He was counted as one of the Sadif family, but did not belong to it either

“ by birth or by enfranchisement. "— Sadafi, with an o after the S and another

after the d, is the adjective derived from Sadif vitU an t after the d. According to

as-Suhaili (vol. II. p. 99), this name may be pronounced Sadif or Sadaf] but, in the

adjective derived from it, the a is employed after tlicd in order that there may not

be tw'O i (kesrax) before the double [final) i (11). It is thus that Namari is formed

from Namir.— There exists a difference of opinion respecting the person who bore

the surname of as-Sadif. Some say that it was Malik, the son of Sahl, the son of

Amr, the son of K.ais; and such is also (he statement made by al-Kudii in his Topo-

graphy. As-Samani (col. II. p. 156) continues that genealogy in his Ansdb : “ As-

« Sadaf,” says he,“ was the son of Sahl Ibn Amr Ibn Kais Ibn Ho&wia Ibn Ju-

“ sham Ibn Abd Shams Ibn Wail Ibn ai-Ghauth Ibn HaidAnlbn Kalan Ibn Arlb Ibn

“ Zuhair Ibn Aiman IbnHumaisa Ibn Himyarlbn Saba." According lo ad-DAra-

kutni (co/. II. p 239), the true name of as-Sadif was Salihil Ibn Doml Ibn ZiAd Ibn

Hadramaul. AI-HAzimi (col. III. p. 1 l)says, in his Kitdb al-Ojdla, which is a trea-

tise on patronymics, that as-Sadifs name was Amr, the son of MAlik. God knows

bcsll Al-Kudai slates that the family of Sadif was counted among those of the tribe
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of Kinda. He was called as-Sadif because lie turned (tadafa)
his face away from his

people when the torrent of Arim (12) came down upon them ; they assembled for the

purpose of slopping up the breach, but he turned his face from them (and went) to-

wards Iladramaut.— Some relate thus the circumstance which procured him this

name : He was so brave that not one of the Arabs was able to overcome him. A cer-

tain Ghassanite king sent a man with orders to bring him before him, but he attac-

ked the messenger, slew him and took to flight. A numerous body of horse was sent

after him by the king and, every time that they came up to an Arab tribe and asked

for him, the answer was :
“ He turned

(sadaf) away from us and we did not get a

<* sight of him. ” From that time, he was called at-Sadaf. Having then reached

the tribe of Kinda, he settled among them.— Genealogists say that the greater part

of the Sadaf tribe is in Misr and in Maghrib. God knows best I — We have here di-

gressed from our subject, but what we have said is not devoid of useful informa-

tion (13).

(I) Aba Site Salilab Urn Shnnaina, a native of Old Cairo, studied Koran-rcidinp under Nil?. He died

A. H. 191 (A. D. 806-7). — (TaAuAdt al-KtirrA, m$. of the Bib. Imp. ancitn fonds, no 748, fol. 48 wrio.)

(8)

AbA Dibya Moalla Ibn Dlhya, a native of Old Cairn, was well acquainted with the Koran-readings, ha-

ving studied them under Nitt. — (ffurrd.)

(8) I adopt the reading given by the Tabakdt al-Kurrd
t

fol. SB, and one of the manuscripts of Ibn Khalli-

kdn'a work.

(4) AU Isa Sulaim Ibn Isa Ibn Sulaim, a native of Kftla and a teacher of Koran-reading, was Hamza's

principal discip'e and replaced him aa a teacher, lie learned Traditions from Hamza and Sofyin ath-Thaori.

— (Kmrrd, fol. JS.) #

(5) UawAs Ibn Sabi is mentioned in the Kurrtl, fol. 58, as a disciple of YCinus Ibn Abd al-Aala.

(fl) In tbo KurrA, fol. 58, is a simple mention of this name.

(7) Abit Bakr Muhammad Ibu Ishak Ibn Khuzaima, a native of NaisApAr, was so Highly distinguished (or

bis knowledge of the Traditions and the Koran-readings that he because the Shaikh al-Ulam of Khords&n. He*

left a work on the Ilal or deficit which may impair tbc validity of Traditions. He died A. H. 307 (A. P.

919-980), aged upwards of seventy years. — [TatfokAt al-ttufluz.)

{8) Al-JiCAr was the name given to that part of the desert which lies between Syria and Egypt.

(9) See vol. 1, page 46, note (7).

(10) Nasawi and Ifoidi both mean, a native of the town of AM, in KhorAsAn. The person here indicated

is the celebrated hAfiz an-Kas&i, of whom onr author has spoken, vol. I, p. 58.

(I I) This was to avoid the awkward prononciation of the word Sadifii.

(18) Sec voU II, page 589, and M. Catusin de Perceval’s Ettai, vol, I. page 8S.

(13) Onr author was probably not aware that Arabic historians knew very imperfectly the ancient history

of their nation
;
that many of the genealogies given by them were altered or forged under the first khalifs,

and that their explanations of the origin of proper names are, most of them, fanciful inventions.
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7

YUNUS IBN MANA.

Abu 'l-Fadl Yunus Ibn Muhammad Ibn Mana Ibn Malik Ibn Muhammad Ibn Saad

Ibn Said Ibn Aasim Ibn Aaid Ibn Kaab Ibn Kais, bore the title of Rida ad-Din (ac-

ceptable far piety) and was a native of Arbela. \Ye have spoken of his two sons,

Im&d ad-Uin Abu HAmid Muhammad (vol. 11. p. 656) and Kamdl ad-Din Abu 'I-

Fath Musa (oof. III. p. 466). The genealogy given here was found by me in the

handwriting of one of our literary men, but I cannot say where he discovered the

links which he added to it; all that I knew of it was given in the articles on the

two sons. The tltaikh Yunus belonged to a family of Arbela and was born in

that city. Having gone to Mosul, he studied jurisprudence there under Abu

Abd Allah al-llusain Ibn Nasr al-Kaabi al-Juliani, sumamed TAj ad-Din and gene-

rally known by the appellation of Ibn Khamis (cof. 1. p. 442). After hearing that

professor dictate the text of most of his works and of the traditional information which

he had received, he embarked on the river and went down to Baghdad, where he

studied jurisprudence under the tltaikh Abu Mansdr Said Ibn Muhammad Ibn Omar,

surnamed Ibn al-Bazzaz, who was then chief professor in the Nizamiva college. After

that, he went up by land to Mosul, settled in a neighbouring village and was

perfectly well received by the governor of Mosul, Zain ad-Din Abu ’l-llasan Ali Ibn

Beklikin, the father of al-Malik al-Moazzam Muzaffar ad-Dln, the sovereign of

Arbela (vol. 11. p. 535). That emir confided to him the professorship and the

administration of the mosque founded by himself and bearing his name. Yunus,

having begun to leach, to act as a mufti («wiml, ^consulting latcyir) and to hold

conferences, drew to his lessonsa great number of persons desirous of studying under

him and of discussing points of doctrine with (his two sons, those of whom we have

spoken, lie continued to act as a mufti, as a professor and as a chief of conferences

till he died, liis death took place at Mosul, on Monday, the 6th of Muharram,

576 (2nd June 1180). 1 heard from a friend of that family, that he died in the year

575, but the tltaikh Kamal ad-Din, that doctor’s son, declared that he ceased to live

in the year 576, and he must have been better informed on the subject than any one

else. .Yunus Ibn Mana was buried in a tomb which he had erected for himself in
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tlie viciqjly of Zain ad—Din’s mosque. He died in his sixty-eighth year.— We have

spoken of his grandson Sharaf ad-Dtn Ahmad
(
vol. 1, p. 90), the son of the shaiAh

Kamal ad-Dln Musa Ibn Yunus. In a word, that family produced a number of

eminent men who, by their talents, contributed greatly to the instruction of those

who inhabited Arbela and distant countries. Students came to them from Irak,

Persia and other provinces. May God have mercy on them all I (1) [Yflnus composed

some good poetry of which we give here a passage :

She visits me once a year, but sometimes the months of the year pass by without our meet-

ing. Favour ami disdain (are shown by her) for no motive whatever; except that her humour

is like that of Fortune which (sometimes) grams and (often) refuses.
]

(1) Here ends the last biographical article in the manuscripts A, B, C, D and E.

IBN MUSAED.

Yflnus Ibn Yflsuf Ibn Musfied (t), a member of the Mukharik family (al-Mukhn-

riAi), which is a branch of the tribe of Shaibttn, was the superior
(
thaiAh) of that or-

der of derviches which is denominated after him the Y&nusiya. lie was a man of

great sanctity. I asked a number of his followers the name of his superior and they

replied :
“ He never had a superior; he was a majdub. " By this word they desi-

gnate a person (tc/to entered into the devout life) without a master
(
to guide him )

;

they call him majddb (attracted), because he was drawn (by divine grace) into the

path of virtue and righteousness. They often speak of the miraculous manifesta-

tions operated in his favour. The shaikh Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Ibn Obaid told me

that, when he a was a boy, he saw his father Ahmad in company with this holy

man : “ We were travelling,’’ said he, "and the shaikh Yunus was with us. We
“ halted, on our journey, at Ain al-Bawar, the place from which the Bawar salt is

"brought and which is situated between Sinjar and A&na. As the road was dan-
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“ gcrous (on account of robber/), none of us could sleep, that flight, through fear,

“ with the exception of the shaikh YAnm. When he awoke, I said to him : ‘ How
“ * was it possible for you to sleep?’ and he answered :

* By Allah I I should not

“ * hare slept had not Ismail, the son of Abraham, come to me and undertaken to

“ * lock the door.’ When morning came, we departed, without harm, thanks to

“ the merits of the shaikh Yilnus. ” Another time, he related as follows : “ I was

•* with the shaikh Ydnus, in his village, when I resolved on making a journey to

“ Nasibtn, and he said to me :
‘ When you arrive there, buy a shroud for Omm Mu-

“ * sied .
’ She was the mother of his son and then enjoyed good health ; so, 1 asked

“ him if there was any thing the matter with her that could render such a purchase

“necessary. He answered : ‘There can be no harm in doing so. ’ Onmyrelum, I

“ found her dead.’’ — Other anecdotes respecting his miraculous gifts and his ec-

stasies were related to me by the same person, from whom also 1 learned a mawalia

(col. I. p. 42) which I give here :

It was I who protected the reserved grounds and who dwelt therein. It was I who cast the

creatures into the ocean of perplexity. He who wished for a gift from me, it was I who gave

it; I am a hero not to he injured by the person in whom is assimilation (2).

The same shaikh Muhammad informed me that Ydnus died, A. H. 619 (A. D.

1222-3), in his village, which place bears the name of al-Kunaiya and is situated in

the province of Dara. Kunaiya is the diminutive of kandh (lance), llis tomb is

a well-known object there and attracts numerous pilgrims. He was upwards of

ninety years old when he died.

(1) This biographical notice is not to bo found in any of our mannscrlts. According to al-klakrlxi, in his

Khitaf, vol. II, p. 415, Ydnus Ibn Muslid diod in the year 719 the Hijra. If his statement be true, Ibn khal-

lik&n, who died in the year 681, could not have drawn up this notice. The editor of the Bftl&k edition of

tills Biographical dictionary declares in a marginal note that the date given by al-lfakrlti is false, and his

assertion is confirmed by the author of the GhirbAl az-Zamdn, ms, ar. nipt. 7*4, who places the death of Yftnos

in the year 619.

(9) These verses have no meaning, unless their import be mystical. In that case, it is God who speaks,

and the reserved grounds are the gardens of Paradise, Assimilation may perhaps mean being attached lo the

world and making one's God o( it.
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Here ends the work to which I gave the title of fVafayAl al-Aiydn

wa Anbd Abnd ez-Zamdn
,
(Book of the Deaths of eminent men amt

history of the sons of the epoch); praise be to God for his bounty! It was

terminated on the 22nd of the latter JumAda, G72 lord Jan. A.D. 1274)

in Cairo the well-guarded.—The humble servant, who stands in need

of the mercy of God and who is named Ahmad Ibn Muhammad Ibn Ibra-

him Ibn Abi Bakr Ibn khallikftn, he who is the author of the present

work, says ; I began to compose this book at the epoch mentioned in the

preface, and (I drew it up) in the form which is there indicated, though

my hours were passed in judging lawsuits, in Cairo, and pronouncing

sentences in conformity with the divine law. When I came t) the

article on Yahya Ibn KhAlid Ibn Barmek {page 113 of this volume), I

was obliged to set out for Syria in the train of his high Lordship and impe-

rial Majesty, the support of the world and of the faith, the sultan of

Islamism and of theMoslims, al-Malik az-Zfthir AbA’l-Fath Baibars, the

colleague of the Commander of the faithful
;
may God perpetuate his so-

vereignty and consolidate, by the duration of his reign, the foundations

and the pillars of the empire! Our departure from Cairo took place on

Sunday, the 7th of Shauw Al, 659 (4th Sept. 1261) and, on Monday,

the 7th of ZA ’l-Kaada, the same year (3rd October), we arrived at Da-

mascus. That prince then appointed me to act as chief kadi over all the

provinces of Syria. My nomination took place on Thursday, the 8th

of ZA ’1-Hijja (3rd november) of the same year. Being therefore over-

whelmed with business and surrounded by obstacles which hindered
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the completion of this work, I abstained from continuing and, having

left it in the slate to which 1 had brought it, I concluded it by re-

questing that my numerous occupations might serve me as an excuse

for not completing it. I said also that if God granted me time and

helped me in my undertaking, I should commence another work

containing every requisite information on this branch of science. —
At length took place my departure from Syria and my return to

Egypt, after residing in Damascus the well-guarded during ten whole

years, neither a day more nor a day less : I entered into Damascus on

the date just mentioned and I left it on the morning of Thursday, the

8th of ZD ’1-Kaada, 669 (18th June, 1271). On my arrival in Cairo, I

met with a number of works which I was desirous of seeing and which,

before that, I had not time enough to consult. So, having, at last, more

leisure than the surgeon-barber ofSdbdt, after being more occupied than the

woman with the two bags (1), I perused those books and extracted from them

what I required. Having then undertaken to finish the present work, I

terminated it in the form which it now bears; but my intention is still to

begin the work which I promised to draw up, in case that God allow me

and that he come to my assistance by smoothing the way to its accom-

plishment. If any well-informed person remark, in examining this book,

that it contains faults, he should not hasten to blame me, for I always

aimed at being exact, as far as I could judge; and, besides, God has allow-

ed no book to be faultless except his noble Koran. This production of

mine is the fruit of efforts made by one whose information is very limited,

but who has done all in his power (to render it correct). Moreover, no

man is obliged to accomplish what exceeds his force, and « far above the

« possessors of science is the Being who is all-knowing [Coran; sur. xii
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verse 76).” As the preface of this book contains my excuses and exposes

my motives for engaging in such an undertaking, I need not repeat these

considerations here. May the Almighty God spread over our faults the

veil of his indulgence, so ample in its shade, and may he not trouble the

pure source of the favours which he has allowed us to enjoy! In him do

we place our trust, for he is the excellent guardian (Coran; sur. in,

verse 167).

(I) The explanation of these two expressions wlil be found in Freytag's translation of the Prwtrlu of nA-

MnuMni, vol. II, p. *87 and vol. 1, p. 687.

END OF THE FOUBTH AND LAST VOLUME.
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS

Page 59, line 14. For Aduai read Adwdn.

P. 118, line 38. In some copies the Arabic word is inverted.

P. 131, litic 34. For merchand read merchant,

P. 148, line 10. Insert the article a before prayer.

P. 144, line 10. Suppress the word Irak.

P. 161, line 18. For Oc&o read Okba,

P. 171, lime 11. For Malarmf read Jlulnmf.

P. 191, hnet 19 and 37. For tooOman read roman.

P. 178, line 7. For mi^eilel read tnupeKed.

P. 313, line 18. The words A. II. 161 should have been included within the parentheses.

P. 336, line 18. Read Ritmillah here and in the note (6), page 350.

P. 387, line 1. For fhdcAi read RMtht.

P. 454, line 20, After the words " God knows best! ” insert the reference to note (14).

P. 591, line penult. For Laith read al-Lnith .• .
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INDEX TO THE FOURTH AND LAST VOLUME

PART. L — PROPER NAMES.

Thename** preceded by an asterisk arc those ol persons or places paiticulary notice i in this volume. In

consulting this list, search for the name or surname by which the person was utually known, and neglect

all prefixes, such as Aid, Ibn, etc.

A

*Ibn Aadam (OM, ifi.

AAisha, 586. '

’/An Alisha, Ali,
•al-Aalam, 415.

AbH ’1-A Alla, 584.

al-Aamili, 3Q3.

*AAmir Ibn Omar, TL
•al-Aamiri, Suhail, 416.

Aamul, 811.

•al-AAsi Ibn Nablh, Hi,
AAsim IbnOmar Ibn al-Khattab, 1 !>1 .

A Ail AAsim Abd al-Azlz, the Omai-
yide, 198.

A Ad AAsim ash- Shaibini, 50.

*/A« AAxib, 386.

Ahbad Ibn Zlad, 234 et ttq., 358,
AbbAn Ibn al-Walld, 418, 440.

al-AbbAs Ibn Abi
,

1-Fm6h,loo
tlol.

al-AbbAs Ibn Saad al-Murri, 442.

al-AbbAs Ibn al-Walld, lit.
Ibn AbbAs, 66, 555.

•Abdali, 94,
*Abd Allah Ibn Abd al-Axlz; 304.

Abd Allah Ibn AiyAb, 317, ill.
Abd Allah Ibn Bologguln, 412.

Abd Allah Ibn Abi Burda, 440, ill.

Abd Allah Ibn al-Fatb, m, 339,

Abd Allah Ibn al-Hasan, the Alide,

181.
Abd Allah Ibn Maan, 234.

Abd Allah Ibn Malik, 34, 24,

Abd Allah AkhA Mulsim, 365.

Abd Allah Ibn Omar Ibn Abd al-

Axli, 446.

Abd Allah Ibn YakAb, ail.
Abd Allah Ibn TAhir, 73,

Abd Allah Ibn ar-Zubair, 393, 586.

*Abd al-Axlz Ibn Ali, L*L

Abd al-Azls Ibn al-HajjAj, 4 47.

Abb al-Azlz Ibn HarAn, 446.

Abd al-AsU; see Ibn ShaddAd.
Ibn Abd al-Riki, jjL
•Ibn Abd al-Barr, Abd Allah, 404,
'Ibn Abd al-Barr, Yftsuf, 398.

*Abd al-Ghani Ibn Said, 4Q5.

Ibn Abd al-Hakam, 395.

Abd al-Kadir al-JUi, UL
Abd al-Karim Ibn Mohammad, 78.

Abd al-Lallf [Abdallatifj, 376, 378.

Abd al-Malik Ibn Habib, 21,
Abd al-Malik Ibn al-Muhallab, 178^

186, 187.

Abd al-Malik Ibn Mohammad, 444.

Abd al-Malik Ibn SAlih, 318. $17,
Ibn Abd al-Mujlb, 397,

Abd al-MAmin Ibn Ali, 109.

Ibn Abd al-MAmim, 399.

Abd an-Nabi Ibn Mahdi, 504.

Abd ar-RabmAn Ibn Abi Bakra

,

337, liA et leg.

Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn al-llakam, 290.

Abd ar-Rahmdn Iba Ismail, 405.

Abd ar-HahmAn Ibn Valid, 105.

Abd ar-RahmAn Ibn ZiAd, 159.

Abd ar-RazzAk Ibu Wahb, 39.

Abd as-SalAm Ibn Ahmad, 413.

Ibn Abd as-SalAm, Ahmad, 476.

Km Abd as-SalAm, al-Husain, 388.

Ibn Abd as-SalAm, Yahya, 379.

Ibn Abd as-Samad, 391.
*Abd al WAhid the Almohade, 340.

•Abd al-Wlhid the Hafside, U2-,
34 3.

Abd al-WAritb Ibn SofyAn, m.
•Ibn Abdftn, 563.

The A bnA, 305, 334.

•Abshami, 94.

Acre, 493, 535, 537.

•Adfunsh, 349.

•Adawl, 76,

•al-Adawl, AbA Muhammad, tdL

*al-Adawi, AbA SulairoAn,

Adi Ibn ArtA, 165, 189, 193, ll>6.

Adi Ibn ar-Rika, 308.

Adi Ibn Zaid, Ail.
*lbn aV-Adlm, tee KamAl ad-Dln.

Ibn AdlAu, USL
•AdwAni,
al-Afdal ShAhanshAh, UJL
Atll ad-Dln Ibn AdlAn, 370.

Atlf ad-Dln Ibn al-HaddAd, U&.
Ibn al-Aftas, al-Mutawakkil, 461.

al-Agblab Ibn SAlirn, 308.

al-Ahass, 103.

Ahmad Ibn Abi DAwAd, 34.

•Ahmad al-GArAwi, 476, 477.

Ahmad Ibn al-Hakam, 306, 307.

Ahmad Urn Hanbal, UL
Ahmad Ibn Ismail the SAminide,

333.

*Ahmad Ibn KhAUd, 3JL
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'Ahmad Ibn Obaid, 300.

Ahmad Ibn Ok ha, M.
AM Ahmad Ibn All, 291.

*al-Abmar, Ali, £L
al-Ahnaf Ibn kais, 940.
Ibn al-Ahnaf, 582-

Ibn al-Ahlasn, 186, 187.

*at-Ahwazt, llasan Ibn Ali
t
163.

Aidmor, Itx ad -Din, 158.

Aidmor, Ibrahim, 431.

Ain al-Btwir, 598.

Ain at-Tamar, 189.

Abu ’1-AlnA, 36^ 1L
AiyAd, ill*
'Ibn AlyAsh, 1 56, lfii.

AiyAb Ibn ShAdi
, 481 , 483 . *83,

493, 603. 503

.

Aiyfiblbn SulaimAn, 180, 181.

AjdanakAn, 480.

Ajma SAlim, 436.

al-Akbb&ri, Ahmad Ibn Muham-
mad, 890.

al-AkbMri, Mohammad Ibn AjlAn,

al-AkhbAri, Mohammad Ibn al-Az-

har, 301, >03, 333.

Ibn Akhi ’I-Ilm, 473.

al>AkbUl, ML
Akil Ibn Ali Ibn Abi TAlib, iL
AM Akil. ML
Ibn Akil, MAsa, ML
Ibn Abi Akil, ML
AkkAr, 499.

Akr ol Babel, 191.

'Aklham, 48.

*Aktham Ibn Saifi, 83^ AL
Ibn Aktham; see Yaliya.

“dAil ’1-A1A Idris, 846, JAL
Ibn al-AlA, 56j
Alam ad-Dln Ibn Haidar, 511, 533.

A lam ad-Dln ash-ShalAni, 531

.

Ali Ibn Ahmad al-KhorAsini, 480.

Ali Ibn Harb, 991 .

Ali Ibn al-Ilusain al-Kurdi , 215 ,

307, 808.
All al-HakkAri, ML ALL
Ali Ibn Kadld, ML
*AU ‘l-Madlni, Mi
AU Ibn Sadaka, 61L
AU Ibn Abi TAUb, ML ML &AL
•Ali Ibu YAsut Ibn TashiOn, 469,

464.

Ab>'s Ali al-Husain Ibn Ali, iil*
Almeria, 461.

Alphooso, 830, 337, 451, 453, 454,

460.

Ibn al-Amld an-NAsih, 51?.

•Amin ad-Dln aW-MaUM, L
al-Amir a I-AAlim, 498 .

Ammar Ibn Abi MAlik, 377 .

Amr Ibn al-AAsi, Ml tt i eq.

Amr Ibn Said Ibn al-AAsi, 118 .

‘Amr Ibn al-l.aith, liil tt ttq.

Amr Ibn Madi Karib, 395.

Ibn al-AnbAri, Muhammad, 118.
*Anhasa al-Fll, 390.

al-AnketAr, 539, 540, AfjJL

al AninAli, ALA 1-BarakAt, ££•
AnLara Ibn SbaddAd, 416.

Antartus, 531.

*lbn al-Arabi, Muhl ad-Dln, 111.
ArnAt, 5U, ML 51

6

-

al-Arens, 350.
Ibn Aidakhol, 374.

ol-Arlka, 136.

*lbn Abi ArAba, JL
Asad ad-Dln, ttt Shirk Ah.

*al-Asamm, Abb '1-Abbds, 397.
'

AseaIon, 51^ ML 5S8 -

Bnntl 'l-Asfar, 590.

•Ashab, ML ii7 -

•Ibn al-Asbalh al-Kindi, ML 12L
iso.

*Ashir, 433.

•al-Ashlri, 419.

MW l-Ash-hab, 990.

AshnAs, 398 .

al-Ashras, 439.

Ibn al-Ashras, !»L
al-Ashlar an-NakhAi, 537.

Asll ad-Dln, 131 tt ttq.

Askar Ibn AM Nasr, ftl

Aslam Ibn ZarAa, 408.

Ibn Aslam, 159.

al-AsmAi, 6 \, 107j «L**L 2M.
*AlA Ibn as-Salb, ML
Ibn al-Athlr, DIA ad-Dln, Mi

L

Ibn al-Athlr, Is* ad-Dln,

Atl^h^iklAs, 439.

•AUAb Ibn Aild, 81^ 2i_

AbA ‘1-AltAf nl-KAli, ML
AAn ad-Dlo al-Ajaini, 1 36.

AAn ad-Dln Ibn Hnbaira, 114.

Ibn Aun, 997.

•AverroOs, 47** b2SL

•AM AwAna, Mi ***•

Ibn AwAna, 440.

Ibn Abi AwAna, 12L
•fll-AwAslm, iL
AzAz, ML
•Aicmmor, 351.

B

al-BAbain. 488.

Ibn RAhshAd, 2L
AbA Badl, ML
BAdghls, Aliu

•B.dr ad-Dln YAsut, ML
Badr al-Kablr, ML
•Ibn BadrAn, ML
•BajihshAr, 414.

a)-BahA ad-Dimashki, AIL
•BahA ad-Dln Ibn ShaddAd, jJ_L

Bashars, 60 Q.

Ibn Baid al-Hanafl, ML 1IL

•al-BaiyAsi, ML ML ML
Bail Jibril, 518.

BairAt, 517.

BahA ad-Dln Znhair, 551

.

BahrAm GAr, Mi.
BahrAm Shih, 807.

Ibn al-Daithir, l 58

al-Baji, AhA Omar, 199.

Ibn Bajja, 474.

BakAsj 533.

al-Bakhra, 4 48.

Ibn BakhlyAr, 131.
*
Ibn Btki, &L
Rakk&r Ibn Kulaiba, 593, 59 J.

•Abii Bakr al-kortubi, £L
Abil Bakr Ibn Omar, 4 49.

AbA Bakr, son iJ Ibn Aklham, 3y_.

•Abu Bakr ar-Razi, 391.

A Ai3 Bakr at-Tnwal, fcL

•AM Bakra, 118, MJ tt ttq., ill
et ttq.

Ibn al-Bakri, 364.

al-Baksh al-MasAdi, 116.

al-BalAdori, 437, 448.

Ibn Balam, 303.

Balcan dibelin, 596.

•al-Balkhi, AbA Ahmad, IL
IUtnayln, 414.

Bana Ibn al-Banv&si, 439.

*BarA Ibn AAxib, ilL
•al-BarA, 986.

‘Ibn BarakAt al-Misri, 411.

•BardAa, 399.

Raritan d Ibelin, 596.

Rarrnck, 103.

al-Barruwi, 490.

AM Bana 'i-Aslami, 957.

Bashir Ibn Abi Talha, 436,

BashshAr Ibn Burd, 74, 2L
•al-BatAih, 179, 180, ML
Batyls, L
Ibn al-BawwAb, £,

Ibn BayAn, 565.

al-BazyAr, 390.

al-Bauir, 58.

-Ibn al-Baziiz, 597.

•Ibn B«kiikln, 488, ML
Bereghwata, 467.

*BibrAi, Mudjahid ed-DIn, MJ ft

ttq.

•Abu BilA MirdAs, ML
BilAI Ibn Abi Burda, ML
al-BilAli, MasAd. LLL
*al-Binni, AbA Jaafar, 473, 478.

Ibn al-Biuni, 5bS.

Bisbr al-Asadi, 193.

Bishr Ibn at-Muphtra, ILL.

Bisbr al-Marlsi, 6L
•Bishr Ibn al-Walld, ML
‘BiatiVmi, IL
al-Bohtori, L
BorlAs, Mil ALL
Ibn Bilk air, 65.

BulIAra, ML
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il-Uurak as-Sarlrai, 538.

nurd, *36^ ilLL
Ibn Burd ; im Baihshlr.

Rurbin at-Tabari, HL
Burzaih, 533.

Btwhani, 133.

•Ruwaili, 39^ iliL
•al-Buwaiti, 1£L
UAzanajird, ILL

C

Ceuta, IM*
TAc Cornea, 513.

Conrad dc Montferral, 537,

D

« 1-Dabbi
,
AbA Bakr Muhammad ,

15.
.46ri DabbA* al-WAlhik, 3 57 .

DAbtk, f74.
UAd.iwaih, 530.

ad-DahhAk lbn Kais al-Fihri, liL
ad-DahhAk Iba Lain aah-ShaibAni ,

*05, *1 *.

ad-DahhAn, AbA Muhammad, £iL
lbn ad-DahhAn, L
Dahlak, 189.

Dair al-AkAI, 313.

Dainietla, Hi. iJLi.

ad-DAni, AbA Amr, 75.

DAi as-S.il.lm, 4, 9*
DAr al-Waxlr, 1 15.

DArAbjird, ao4.

Darari, aoj.

Urn ad-I>arawri, 383.

Darbeasak, 5 33.
4
1bn Darlh, *65.

*lbn ad-Durra, 572.

ad-DAnim, ML
DaalamisAii, 338.

•ad-DaulAj, 5U.
Daurak, 294.
*Daw Ail Urn Huhaira, 208, ilO,

DawAd lbn Tahmin, 35*

.

DawAd lbn Yarld lbn HAUm, ILL
lbn ad-DAya, Had r ail-Din. 505.

lbn ad-DAya, Shams ad-Dln, 505,

500,

lbn ad-DAya, Majd ad-Dln, 493.

Dibcl al-KliozAI, ILL
lbn Dihya, AbA 1-KhaUAb Omar,

1*6. UTj »t>*.

lbn Dihya Noalla, 596.

•DimyAt, LLL
•Dlnaweri, 358.

'Dtrffhim, 485, jjHL
Dirhem lbn al-Husain, 34L1. I
Dirhem lbn an-Nadi, 315,

lbn Dirhem, 309.
DivdAd, 3Ji

DubaiyA lbn RnjAla, ILSLiL

ad-Duhli, Muhammad, 291 .

lbn Duhn al-llasa, 552.

DAr Arraanya, LLL
MM Durr al-Ghilnri, 49* 1L
AbA ’d-DWTj nt YAkAt.

•Ibn Duwaib, 51.

ad-Duwali AbA 'l-Aswad, H,
Duwln, 479.

K

•The Mid Fa.ll, 36*, ILL.
Ibn Fadlawaih, 1L
•al-Fald ibo vtiir, S5R.

al-FaiyAd al-lmAd, >J_.

/An Abi ’1-FaiyAd, 1L
4
lbn Fahm, AbA Ali, *3^ 335.

Ibn *l-FakhkhAr, 338,

•al-Falaj, iiiiL

•Falja. 266, *£L
al-FalAja, uiL
Ibn Abi Fanan, *30, 234.

Ibn al-Faradi, Mj, M,
•Ibn Farah, 2*J0.

Ibn al- Farah, 399.

Abd FarAs Ibn HamdAn, 58«.

al-Faraidak, 173,119,
al-Flrta, 2*0.

al-FArisi Abd al-Gbaflr, 50*

al-Farra, Muhammad, 115.

Ibn al-Farra, 456.

Parrukh-SbAh, 307 .

al-FAstk, 12JL
al-Fath lbn KbAkAo, 88* 4*iL

Fez, 403.

FirAx Ibn Husain, 177.

al-PlrAzAn, vi,

FityAn the grammarian, 3.8 5,

The Franks in Ejrypt, 487i iM*
Ibn al-FurAl, Nauicl, ilL

'1-FutAh Ibn Yahya, loo.

G

Ibn GhalbAn, *87.

dM 1-Ghanaim, 412.

•al-Gbanawt, 331^ m.
•/An Ghanla, 336, 341, 349.

al-GhassAni, Ahmad, iiL
GhAzi Sail ad-Dln, liil el teq.

ChAzla KhAlAn, ILL
Ghaxza, 517.

al-GhazzAli, AbA UAmid, 46 3.

GhiAth Ibn ZiAd, ±L
al-Ghudami, 2U, *59.

'GbomAri, 476.

The GhAU, 259,

•al-GArAwl, 47^ 477.

H

al-HahbAl, 410.

Uablb Ibn al-Muballab, 171, 17&,

182. ILL
•Ibn Habib, 3jL
lbn Ilabta, HL.
*al-lladda, 16*.

Ibn a 1-| | a ildAd, I 38.

Ibn Qadld, MIL
al-lladrami, Abd Allah, *88.

•al-Hadrami, YakAb, *287.

al-IIAliz al-YaghmAH, 133.

did Haft, the shaikh, 4C5,

Hnfsa, wife of Abd al-Azli lint

MarwAn, 1 9 1

.

Hai Ibn YakdAn, I 59

.

Ibn Haidar, 511.

Haifa, 317.

Hais Baia, 119. 120.

al-llailham Ibn Shaba, *08.

llaiyAn an-Nabati, 195.

Ibn HaiyAn, SAlih, 4 01.

•al-HajjAj Ibn YAtuf, 60^ 6L M,
175, 176, 200, 201.

•HajAn, ILL
al-llakam Ibn AwAna, 440, 4 4 3 .

*al-Hakam lbn al-Walld, 446, 4 47.

Ibn al-llakam, Ali, 30 4.

•Hakim Ihn-Djabala, 386, 391.

Abd Haklma, LL
Ibn Hatnnwaih, 337.

•al-HamdAni, YAsuf, 41 2.

al-HaindAi, 4*9.

Mid HamdAn ad-Duhli, 77*

Ibn HamdAya, 4*9.

al-Hamma, 439.

HummAd Ibn Abi Hantfa, So.

HammAd Ibn Zaid, 191.

Hamza Ibo Asad, 484.

Abd Hamza, al-IIasan, 369.
lbn HAnJ, AbA '1-KAsim, '.67, 56*.

Abu lianash, 359.

Abd Hanlfa, *7

4

et teq.

•al-Harawl, AbA Durr, 405.

Ibn Ilarb, 4 *9.

•al-Ilarbiya. ; U

.

•Karim Ibn SinAn, 149, 481.

•al-Btdmi, ShibAb ad-Dln, 494 ,

40L
al-IIArith Ibn AAI, 480, 481

.

al-HArith Ibn al-HArith, ILL
al-IIArith lbn Kais, iL
•al-HArilh Ibn Kalada, *46, *53.

al-UArilh Ibn Malik ai-judAnu

,

443.

al-IIArillia Ibn Badr, *44.

Abd HAritha an-Nahdi, 354, .
4
lbn Ilarina, *1*.

•a 1- Karra I 60, 161.

al-llarrAni, HammAd, 139.

al-llarrAni, AbA Sahl, 415.

Karthema ibn AAyAn. *79.
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HArdn ar-Rashid
, 104* 105* 111.

I7». ItL
a I -Ha*.wi Ibn Ali Ibn Abi TAlib, ill

el teq.

“al-Hasan Ibn Ali the Zlride, 101 ,

101*
al-Hasan al-Basri, 193, LiA*

al-Hasan Ibn Kahtaba, 805, 110,

UL
al-Hasan Ibn Wahb, 1ZL

al-Hasan Ibn Zaid the Alide, 310,

ILL
•Abu 'l-Hasan Ali the tharif, HI*
Ibn A hi l-Hasan

,
390.

Ihn Abi Haslna, 381.

Huksfi, ILL*

HassAn an-Nabati. 443.

HassAn Ibn ThAbit, 841. 838.
Ihn Abi HAtim, 188.

•/An Ilauka), 334, 477, ill.

al-Uaurdini, 35.

*Haulhara, 376.

Ibn al-Hauthara, 107, iOS.

al-HawAri Ibn Ziad, 193.

HAxim, 208.

HAzim Ibn Khuzaima, 210.

•Abu HAzim, 160* 1£I*
Ihn llairn, Abd Muhammad, JJL
Mm Haim, Abd SAlih, 339.

•HerAt, LLL.
“IlilAI Ibn Yahya, 266.

Hind , daughter of al-Muhallab,

m.
•HishAm Ibn Abd al-Malik, 433,

437, 440* 444.

H sn al-Akr&d, All.

Hisn Ibn OmAra, 408.

Ilittln (now llattln), 314, ii£*
al Honfcri, 315.
*Ibn Hormuz al-AAraJ, 171.

Ibn al-Hosain, 51*

Ilooain ibn Nuinair as Sakdni,
161.

Ihn al-HnhAb, 366.

•Hm llubaira, Yahya, 114. 126.
*lbn Hubaira, Yazld Ihn Omar,

2JUL
Bani Ildd, ififl-

Ibn Hud, 347.

al-Hudail Ihn Zufar, 167, 198.

'Ibn Hudaim, LL.

IludAniya (Kurds), 480.

•HulwAn, m.
Humaid Ibn Kahtaba, 113.

•Humaid Ibn Thaur, 407, 409.

al-Humaidi, Abd Bakr, 395.

•ol-Humaima, 80S, 806 .

Abd HamrAu as-Sulami, 431.

*/6a Hunaif, 391, 8U2 .

Ibn Abt ’l-Hurr, 848.
al-Husaki Ibn Ali, 48, 243, 144.

Husain Ibn llafsa, 567.

al-Ilutain Ibn Nasr, 197 .

il-Hu-ain Ibn TAhir, ail.

L

Ibrahim the Raid, 18-
Ibrahim al-MauBili, 111.

Ibrahim Ibn al-Muthanna, 43.

•Ibrahim Ibn Said, 411.

Ibrahim Ibn at-Walld, 447.

Ibrahim Ibn Ydsul Ibn TAshifln,

Itt.
al-inil), 413.

•Ifriklya, JM*
Ibn Abi l-Ils, 233.

Ikrima Ibn Abi Djahl, 400.

A Lit Ikrima ad-Dabbi, 293.

II4J {~%), tribe, JJ8j 151,

•Ildeguiz aSr-Sultini, 116, 187.

ImAd ad-Dln the Kdltb, 91. Hi*
*lsa Ibn DlnAr, 21*

•Isa Ibn Jaafar, 238* 1M*
Isa al-HakkAri, 495, 508.

*l$a Ihn Omar, 290.

IsabAd, ISS* 349.

•Abd Isa Kalhlr, I1L

*lsAm, 231.

al-lsfohselAr, 496.

Ishak Ibn Ali Ibn TAshitln, 464.
465 .

Ishak al-Mausili, 106.

*lshak Ibn SulaimAn ar-Razi, 54.

Iskak Ibn TAshifln, 4S4.

Ishak Ibn Suwaid, Si* /
0
lbn Abi Ishak, 59* Ail* / ^
Islassen, 33.

Ismail Ibn Ahmad as-S&m&ni, 115
ef seq.

•Ismail Ibn Ishak, ill*

Ismail Ibn Muhammad, m*
Ismail Ibn Obaid Allah, 201.

Ismail lbu Saif al-IslAiu Ibn Aiydb,

4UL
Istarband, 313.

lyAd, 436.

1

Ibn al-Jaad, Ali, 286.

al-Jaadi, MarwAri, 106.

•Jaafar Ibn Abd al-WAhid, 48* 43*
Jaafar Ihn Yahya, Hi,
*^Aii Jaafar, the reader

,
159.

•Jabala, 531.

•JabaU Ibn Abd ar-RahmAn ,
591

.

•Jabbdl, 589.
Abd 1-Jabr, 846* ILL
Jadtma tal-Ahrash, 177, 179,
Abd Jahl, 400.

Ibn Jahm, CJL
Jahyel, 157.

al-JalyAni, Abd Ali al-Husain, 399.

*al-JaiyAni, Abd Bakr Mubatnmad,
419, Hi.

Ibn Jaklma, ML
•JalAjil, Mi*
JamAI ad-Dln Ibn Mansdr, 372.

JamAI ad-Dln Ibn Matrdb, 144.

al-Jaml, 388.

•al-JammAi, Muhammad, 403.

*lbn JarnmAz, 161.

al-Jarawi, 343.

Jarir al-Hajali, 332.

al-JarrAh Ibn al-H&kam, 188 .

*lbn al-JarrAh, 139.

•JArdd, ILL
•Ibn al-JArdd al-Mundir, 2i0, 259.

Ihn Abi 'l-JArdd, 395.

al-JassAs, 35-

JassAs Ibn Maan, 224.

Ibn Zl ’l-Jaushan, 4 00.

Jaushen, 579.

Ibn al-Jaozi Abd ’l-Faraj, 113, 131,

ill*
*!bn Jazla, 131.

al-JazzAr al-Misri, 149.

Jehennam, 5±£L
Jerusalem, 517, 318, 529,
•Ibn al-Jibr5nI7 374* 578* 579.

ai-JifAr, 596.

al-JihshiAri, 111.

al-Jlli, Abd Mansdr, 5*

al-Jlli, Rida ad-Dln, 158.

JofM, 3U* 516.

Jubail, 517* 530.

‘Jnbair Ibn Muttm, 163.

al-Jubbuli, 589.

al-JudAmi, Muhammad, 347 .

al-Juhdami, 443.

•al-Julunda, LflJL

•a)-Jumahi, 590.

Al-Junaid, 52.

Jundi SApdr, 321.

Jundub, 448.

Jundub Ibn Flrdz, 162*
Jurdik an-Kdri, 490, LStL.

•Juwairiya, 203.

K

*Kaab Ibn IIAma, 1L.

Kabtsa Ibn Oraar, 172.

al-Kabsb, m. AM*
Ibn Abi Eabsha, 182, 111*

KAbdn, 1M*
KAbds al-Himyari, 1S2*
al-KAdi l-Akram, Li*

al-KAdi l-Ashraf, 564, Mi*
al-KAdi ’1-FAdil, 519* Mi et itq.

•al-KAdi ar-Rashld, 121^ 1M*
Ibn KAdi Mila, 44.

Ibn KAdis, M*
•al-Kahl Ibn AiyAsh, 195^ 116*

Kahram, 441.

•Kabtaba Ibn Shablb, 104, iSLL

Ibn Kaila, 115.

al-KaisarAni, KhAlid, ill*
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KaUariya, 517.

liLJLiLi 1-Kdml, liJL
*Kajj, 255*
•/An Kay, 397.

-il-KnkAa Ibn KbAlid, ULL
*/An nl-KakAa, 152a
Ibn al-Kalanisi, 484,

KaU (»1}), ill*

al-K4li, A lul Ali, 5C3, 170. SB1.
KaLal Kaukah, 434.

KarnAl ad-DIn Ibn al-Adlm, 884 .

411.

Kamil ad-Dln Ibn ash-Sbahroxdrl

,

111.
*al-KamarAni, Hi.
KAnim, 844.

i.l-KAnimi, Abd Ishak, 845.

al-Kanz, 504.

KarAjn us-SAki, 481.

KarAkdsh, BahA ed-Dln, 498, 584,
517.

K.irAyolll, 51^ 555*
al-Karya, 441.

:d-KA*im Ibn al-KAsim, 873.

•ALA '1-KAsim
,

Abd aMihafllr,
367.

MAiI 'l-KAsim ar-Rakki, 11.
/Ait al-KAsim al-Muliki, 3^ liiiL

Kasr al-llusna, 819.

Kasr ZiAd, Hi 1

.

al-KassAs, Abd 1-AblAa, 55,
* Katun, is.

*KatMr, Abd Isa, ifi*

Ibn Kuthlr, Muhammad, *07.

•/An Alii Katlilr, ifi*.

Kalufa, 133-

al-Kaukab, 580. 583. 534.

KauwAin (KlwAm?) ad-Dln, the vi-

»ir, in-.
al*Kaxwlni, Rida ad-DIn, 419, 4*0.
#
/An al-Khabbdx, 414, 433.

•/An Khabta, 185.

•Khadij, 1* u 4 -

/An al-Khaimi, 1 43.

/An Khair, 4-lG.

IM Kbairin, 368^ MIL
al-KhairAni, 551.

•/An Khair&n, 7^ 11.
•.I Ad Khaitluuna, 22*

. Ibn Khailhama, lns.

/An Khailhama al-WaddAh, ill.
/An Dint al-KhiyAt, 22*
The KhAk.'m, 1 <iV.

,

*Kbalaf Ibn al-KAsim, 404.
/An Khnl.iT al-Mukri, 35.

•/An Khalfdn, 404.
KbAlid Ibn Abd Allah al-K&sri, 485

et jeq.

KbAlid Ibn Barmek, 104.

KbAlid Ibn SafwAn, iiiL

KbAlid Ibn al-Walld, All.
KhAlld Ibn Yaxtd, *3 u.

7bn KbAlid, 22*
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Ibn Abi KbAlid, 12*
Khalifa Ibn KhaiyAt, 4S&.

al-Kbalil Ibn Ahmad, II*

Ibn iI-KkaW, :

•al-Khallll, UL
/An KhaUAd, UL
•/An al-KhallAl, MO, 522*
Ibn KhallikAn, 19* ITS^ U7* 158.

145 , 331 , 870, 3X0^ IM, 889,
4ijj 413, 433, 547, 574, £M*

KiArija Ibn SinAn, 431.

•KhArija Ibn lludAIa, 550.

L's Kharijites, 558.

•/An K hardf, 418, ill*
•KbareAd, ill*
al-KhasbsbAb, 52*
Ibn al-KhashshAb, 505, SbO.

•Kbaslb Ibn Abd al-Hamld, ioo.

•ai-Khalhami, 109.

The Khatlb, 64^ £0,
al-Khalib at-Tdsi, 212*
MAd '1-KhaltAb al-Jubbuli, 5fiiL

al-KhaulAni, 139.

al-Khawarnok, 590.

•KhiAr, 122*
al-Khiir Ibn Sabra, 176, L22*
Khistij, 211*
•KhojistAn, 314.

•al-KlinjisuAni, ai4.

•Khunais, 184.

Khunasira, 190. 191. 101.

•KbuwmiUd Ibn Kluli-i. 11*
KhuvArczm SbAh

,
JalAl ad-Dln

,

11.

al KhuwAri, 410.
•/An Khuzaima, 590.

al-Khuxaimi, Abd Yakdb, 13 4.

Khdzi, 194, 199 ,
3i)Q.

al-k;fil, Jamal ad-Dln, 11*
Killj ArslAn, 508. 515*
*/An K 1 11 is, 252*
Ibn al-KirAb al Ilarawi, 119.

•/An Kirill, m.
•Kirya Bani Aukar, 114.

•Kls, ii*
al-KtsAi, 1L Ii*
Kish, or Kits, 174.

Kisra AnushrcwAn, 811 . 813.

KiwAin ad-Dln, 119

;

tee KauwAm.
/An Kixoghli ; tee Sibl Ibn al-Janzi.

•.il-Koslantiniya, 414.

•/An KudAma al-ljli, 3Q0.

Kahaif Ibn Omair, 167.

al-Kuhaif, 169.

Kdkubdri; see MuzafTar ad-Dln.

Kumushlikln, 503. sou.

Ibn Kuraish, aJ-AbbAs, 30 4.

/An Kuraish, Ali, 304. 834.

Kurdn Ham.U, 506. 560.

Kutaiba Ibn Muslim, 17o, 177, 183,

is 4.

Kntrub, 2i*

al-Kulrubulli, 8C.

Knwaik, 1*
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L

/An LabhAna. 88.

al-LaflawAni, 50.

A Ad l.ahab, LL
"al-Liilh Ibn Ali Ibn al-Laitli, 3:; ^.

Laith Ibn Abi Bakr, 58G.

Ibn Abi ‘l-Laitb, 394.

/An LaiA. 1C9, 199.

Lamia, 45*.

Lamtdna, 469.

al*Libf, 116.

*al-LihyAni, Abd 'l-Uasan Ali, 300.

*/An LnbAba, 2i*
Ldbya, 514.

Ludd, U1L
nl-Lurki, Jaafar, 584.

Lht Ibn Yahya, 4is.

M

•Ma.vlAn nl-Fll, 180.

Maan Ibn ZAida, 105 . lfia , 122,

al-Madani, Abd SAdik, 51*
al-Maptiddr, 9^ M*
•Maghrib, 350.

•al-Mahalli, ImAd ad-Dln, 135. 1 3K.

•al-Mahini, JamAl ad-Dln. 414.

al-Mabdi the Abbaside, 25*
*5(ahdi Ibn Maimdn, 189.

•/An Mahdi, 22*
*al Mabdiya, 51*
Mahindd Ibn al-Hasan al-War Ak,

3S9.

•Mahriz Ibn ZiAd, 101 , 103.

Maimdn al-Akran, iss.

Maimdn Ibn UArdn, 193.
.4Ad 1-Maimdn Ibn RAsh'd, asn.

•/An Main
( L>r;;'^), H-

MajAa Bin Siiad, 176.

Majd ad-Dln al JUi, 153.

Majd ad-Dtn Ibn as-SAhib, 119.
Majd ad-DIn ai-Tdil, 418.
•ai-MAjisbdn, Yakdb, 17 u.

al-Majndn, 169.

•Makhlad Ibn Yaxl! al-MnballaM,
170. 171. 171, 187, 188, 189.

•Makki Ibn Ibrahim, ii*
Malak ShAh, see ro/, H. p. j,

ai-MAlakl, Abd l'Hasan, 475.
Malik Ibn Anas, 7 9.

Malik Ibn al-Ashlar, 536.

ai-Malik al-AAdil, 511. 51.V.

al-Mallk al-Afdal
,

4*i
,
589 . 515

et sey.

al-Malik al-A*hral Mdu, 145.

al-Maiik al-Azlz, son idtl-Malik az-

ZAhir, 414, 489.

ai-Malik al-Aaii , son of SalAb ad-
Dln, 511, in*

n
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al-Malik an NAsir Dawtid, 131.

'al-Malik au-NAsir, sou of al-Malik

al-.Ulz, 1AE
al-Malik as-SAlih Aiy&b. 131. 13i,

133, 144, l4>.

al-Malik af S;\lih Ismail, the son of

NAr ad-Din, 305* 306* HE
al-Malik az-ZAhir, 422* 310, 5H.

S » 3

.

Matnar Ibn Isa al-Ahdi, 218.

al-Mamdn the Abbaside khalif, li
et teq., 63 , 71 ,

72.

'Ibn Maria, Yunus, 397.

“Ibn Manda, Abd al-Wahh&b, 52,

•/All Muda, Yuliya, •"» i

.

•MancrhAya, 32* M,
Ibn Man!

(
*w), 52.
E"

•ManjAnlki, J68, 377.

al-Mansftr the Abbaside, 2M et teq.,

109, 013.

MansAr Ibn Jmnhftr, 4 <6.

Mansdr, the legist, 386.

*ilansAr ao-Namari, gal.

.1 btl MansAr al-Baghdadi, 191.

Ahtl MansAr al-Himyari, 348.

*ManzAr
(

tJL

*Ibn Mardanish, 47t. 478, 42E
al-Marlsi, «il*

Marj al-lladhl, 310.
The Marquis, 337.

'MarrAkesh, 468.

The (wo Mams, 165.

Marw&n Ibn Abi Hafsa, 178, 179.
994.

Marwdn Ibn Abi Hafsa, 178, 179,
hl

MarwAn Ibn al-Mnhallab, 193.

Marwan Ibn Muhammad, the Otnai-
yide, *04.

MarwAn Ibn Muhammad, the poet,

Hi,
ll/t Marwin Muhammad, 342.
(bn al-MarzuhAn al-bpah&ni, 131.
Ibn al-MarzubAni, *64.

Ibn Masada, IE
Ibn al-MashtAb, Ali, 537.

Maalaroa Ibn Abd al-Malik
,
LL3

,

HU et teq.

Maslama Ibn Mukhaliad, 535,

Ibn Maslama, ns.
Ibn Abi Maslama, 418.

MasAd Izi ad-Din, 306, 509,

MasAd Ibn Muhammad Ibn Malak
Sh4h, ifii*

MasAd an-NakkAsh, 574.

al-MasAdi, the historian, £E
*!bn MatrAh, 144.

*Mawis Ibn Sahl, HE
*lbn al-Mawla, 217.

al-MayAnji, 4 80.

*/An M.-uyad ash-Shaibini, 818 .

Abu Mibnaf, 448.

Ibn Mihsan, fLL

INDEX.

*MikdAd Ibn al-Aswad, 3f,i.

Ibn MiklAs, 439.

•Mila, 19* iL
•Minkar, tiE

•MirdAs, AbA B.I4I, IlSUL

al-Misrain, iQ4,

MoAd Ibn Jabal, 50* Hi*
al-Vooddd Ibn al-Laith, 333.

Ibn al-Moaddel, 42*
al-Moala, 167.

'M -alia Ibn Dihya, 397.

Ibn »l-Moalhm, al-Ilusain, 2E
Ibn al-Moallim, the poet, 12E
MoawU Ibn Abi SofjAn, 41* *2*m

et teq., 351.

Mi aw

l

,

1

Ibn Yaztd, 190.

lb n Modar, IE
"Moln ad-Din nl-IIaskaii, ILL

'Monastir, 1O0.

*Mor« eco, 468, 465.

*al-Mota lid ,
the Abhaside, 885,

330.

al-Motamid
,

the Abbaside, 110 ,

314, 316. 317, 883.

al-Motamid Ibn AbbAd, i£0 et teq.,

Ail et teq., 461.

al-Motasim, the Abbaside, 389.

•Ibn Uoti, IE
al-MubArak, 281.

al Mubarmd, 48,

•Mudabliir, 389.

Vbn al-Mudabbir the kAtib, 388,
389.

"al-Mudakhkhan, it a.

al-Mufadd.il Ibn al-MuhaUab, 123
et seq.

t
196.

•/An Mufarrigb, 838.

Ibn Mul.mw.-iz, 404.

Mufrij Ibn Daghfkl, 365.

*lbn al-Mughallis, 303

,

5M, 808 ,

809.

'al-Mughlra Ibn al-Muhallab, 174.

al-Muvtliira Ibn Shoba, *55, 158.

Ibu al-Mughlra, aot.

Ibn Mubatriz, tJL
Ibn ,1Ai ’UMuhAjir, 201 .

•Muhalhil Ibn YamAt, 389, 3Q0.

al Muboilab Ibn Abi Safra, 174

.

12E
Muhammad Ibn Abd Allah, 5E
'Muhammad Ibu Abd Allah the

Alide, HL
Muhammad Ibn Abd al-Malik, *96-

Muhaminad Ibn Abd al-MAtnin

,

470, 478, 473.

Muhammad Ibn Abmad, 397.

Muhammad Ibn Ahmad Urn Abi
DuwAd, 47.

Muhammad Ibn Alt Ibu al-Mubladi,

411
"Muhammad Ibn Bashir, 830, 131.
•Muhammad Ibn Bitbr, 385, 317.

•Muhammad Ibo Habib, 591.

Muhammad Ibn al-Hakam, 191.

Muhammad Ibn al-Hasan, 06* 115.

Muhammad Ibn Jaafur al-Klmzai.
4 00 .

Muhammad Ibn Jahm, HE
Muhammad Ibn KhAlid, 31 1.

Muhammad abkhawArezmi, its.

Muhammad Ibn ManB&r, 2iL
Muhammad Ibn Muhanna, 8!I3.

•Muhammad Ibn al-Mutawakkil

,

190.

Muhammad Ibn NAsir, 36j 76^, 79,

&£*
Muhammad Ibn NuIxAta, lo7.

•Muhammad Ibn ar-Habl, 596 .

Muhammad Ibn Said, 213, 3H3.

Muhammad Ibn Suldi, 193 .

Aliihatnmad Ibn SulainiAn, 8Cj 87

*Mubaratnad II n TAhir, 30o
, 303

,

310. 314. 817, 2JJL
Muhammad Ihn Tuku-h, 1 1

.

Muhammad Ibn Was!, 198.

Muhammad Ibn WAsil, 3lo.

Muhammad Ibn Yahya al-Atdi, 393.

*3luhammad Ibu Yahya, Izz ad-

DIO, lUL
Muhammad Ibn Yaxld Iba Mazyad,

SJUL
Muhammad Ibn YakOb, 291.

Muhammad Ibn Yazld, 230.

Muhammad Ibn Zaid, the Alide.

HE.
Ad Muhammad Abd al-WAbid llte

Almohado. 347.

Nuhi ad-Dln Ibn al-Jauzi
, Hi ,

12L.
Ibn MuJIr the jKjet, 344, 42L
Ibn at-Mukaddam, Shams ad-Dln,

410, 303, 560.

A Ail ‘l-Mukatil, IE
al-Mtikull the Abbaside, 83^ 8t^

83 ,
113 et stq.

Ibn Muljam, 358.

Munabbih Ibn al-Haudj, 210.

•/An al-MunA'Ii, 1 7.

Ibn Munftdir, Muhammad, I 08 .

al-Munaidera, 559.

Ibn al-MunaJjim , Ahmad Ibn Ya-

hya, 84^ 83.

Ibn al'Munajjim, Nashu ’l-Mulk

,

St 8.

al-Mnndalith,

al-Mundir; tee (bn al-Jardd.

Munis al-MnzalTar, 333.

•Murri, i

E

"Ibn Murshid, Shams ad-Din, 3t t.

•al-Murtcda the Almohade, 348.

Mdsa Ibn lldzim, il8»

Musa Ibn Alxl ar-RahniAn, 593,

MQsa as-Sijazi, 112.

Mdsa Ibn Yahya the Barmekide,

104. HE
•Ibn Muwk'1, HE
MusAQr al-AtrAr, 410.

al-Mushahhar the poet, 21 3, 217.
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•al-Muslianimar, son of SalAh ad-

Dln. 5 V 1 . 546.
9lbn Mus-hir, Ali. i£L
Muslim lbn Ahmad. 415.

Muslim lbn al-HajjAj, 'j 1 .

Muslim lbn Koraiah, 1 09.

Muslim lbn Ok ha, i . 1

.

Muslim lbn al-Walld al-AnsAri

,

110. 221, Hi.
Mil Muslim nl-KhorlsAni, 296.

'lbn A hi Muslim, *eo.

al-Mustidi, the Fatimide, LLL.

al-Muilanjid, the Ahbaslde, LLL
•al-\lustan»ir, the Almohadc, XUL
Mutawdl, 30_L
M»» jl-Muthanna, i

L

lbn al-Muwaidib, 43.

Muu.iddik. 20 2.

.U-Muwaflak, ibe Abi aside
,
318

,

L
il-Muw.i(Tik lbn KhallAl, 410, M:
• l-Muwaflak, Talba, LL
’Muwallak ad-Dln , the gramma-

rian, 379.

*al-Muzaflar, historian, 2 43. 2 49.

al-Muzaflar Billah, the Altaside

,

ILL
Muza liar ad-Dln KAkubAri

,
307

.

,

Ab>\ ‘l-.MiualTar

*lbn al-Muzaflar, Adud ad-Pli>, 1 2 .~.

1H.
al-llozani, ^00.

‘UuzarrA, 3L« 1 .

*tbn al-MuxarrA, ~05.

N

lbn VibhAn al-lrbili. 1-H.

Nablh lbn ul-HajjAj, 22u.

Nablus, 517.

NAfl lbn al-HAtilh, 247, set Abd
Bakra.

*S4!1 lbn Jabair, 163.

•an-Nafa ax-Zokiya, sal, a ld.

Nahir lbn Tausta, 178, 199.

ao-Nahdi, 35 4.

lbn an-Nahhtls al-MUri, 399.

an-NahrawAn, 5 58.

an-Najlb al-H’Asiti, L.
'.la-Najlrami, 409, 411.
lbn an-NajjAr, the historian, fL 51*
an-NajrAni al-lrbili, 542. 5 51.

an-NakkAsb, M.csAd, 57 4.

‘Nakiya, *4, H*
Nakeher, UP.
'Namari, 404.

NashA l-Mulk. 5 4R.

*an-NAsir lbn YakAb the Almohade,

NW| ad-Dln Muhammad
,
son of

ShirkAh, 5]^*
lbn NAsir, 56.

INDEX.

•Nasr lbn Ahmad the Samanide,
324, ALL

Nasr lbn Ali lbn NAb, l_L

Nasr lbn SaiyAr, 4 4 4.

lbn Abi Nasr, 511.

*Nasr ad-Dln Khoja, 405.

an-NatrAn, *»1 8.

*lbn an-NatlAh, 21JL ILL
lbn il>Foit, -13.

an-Naufall, al-Fadl. 233 .

an-Nauk&ni, Fakbr ad-Dln, 410.

an-NaukAni, ImAd ad-Dln, 4iU.

•n-NaxzAm al-Balkhi, 431.

•an-Nlreb, i.

an-SirAzi, grammurian, 379 .

Abu Noaim, Abd al-Malik, ILL
lbn Abi Noaim, 40.

Noe (Cape), 4 70.

an-NomAnl, 411.

Nuam, songrtrewt, LL
lbn NubAta, Muluunmad, 107, i£JL

an-Nuhawandi, AbA Bakr, IL*

an-Numairi, AbA Bakr, LL
Nur ad-Dln, 493.

*Nushtikln, 1M.

O

Obaid Allah lbn al-Abbds, 391,

•OlKaid Allah ar-R&kki, LL
Obaid Allah lbn TAhir, 312^ ILL
Obaid Allah lbn Yahya, 319,

Obai i Allah lbn Zaidlba Ablh,lLi
el tnj., 2il et seq.

*AbA Obaid Allah tho vizir, 353,
35S.

AbA Obaida, 333.

•Omar lbn Abd al-Azlz, \ » 3 , If.,

172, rr3j 174. 188, 189, 190,

ToT 244.

Omar lbn Abd nl-MAtnin, 474.

Omar lbn AiyAb, 108 .

Otmr lbn Bukair, LL
•Omar lbn Huboira, 167, 168. 169,

19S.

Omar lbn Ilafs, 213.

Omar lbn al-KbattAb, 247^ 256,
958.

Omar lbn Saad lbn Abi Wakk&s,
244.

Omar lbn Shahba, llL
Omar al-Warrik, 225.

Abu Omar lbn Abd al-Malik, 399.

•at-Om&rAni, 111.

Omm AAsim. 191.

Omni Mahlba, 249.

Omm al-IIajj&j, 443.

Omm Jamil, 43. 255, ILL
OnAs, 303.

Oran, 464.

•/An Abi Osaibia, 143, ILL
•lbn Osaid, 213^ ill*
•al-OlAridi, 12L

611

OthmAn lbn IlaiyAn al-Absi, 167.

OthinAn al-Muhall ibi, 196.

OthmAn lbn Talba. 533.

•OthmAn lbn al-Walld, 4 46, 4 47,

Abd Oyaina lbn al-Muhallab, 1 (.5

182, 196.

R

•ar-Rabada, iiL.

The Rabadi*, LL
nr-Rabl lbn SulaimAn, 394, 39 6.

-R.ikki, 2JjL ^J_l_
lbn AAi Rabla, 323.

•RalA lbn Harthnma , 324 , 325.

32jL
;ir-li.'t - k .t. 111, 11?.

lbn U.iis ar-RuwasA, 132, 133.

lbn BaJA as-Sindi, 29 1

.

nr-Kakki. AbA M-Fzdl, 38f».

lbn ar-RakkAk, 581.

•Rakka, the old and the new, 1 11,

ar-Rakki, AbA 1-KAsim, LL.
•ar-llaiuAdl, AbA Bakr Ahmad,

397.

•ar-KamAdi, YAsuf lbn IIArun. 369.

ar*llamla, 50^ 51JL 539*

*BAsaln, LL
ar-Rnshld, set IIArAn.

*ar Ka-hld, the Almohade, 3 48.

Ha.-bi'l ad-Dln an N.iblusi, 528.

*Rauh lbn Abd al-MAmtu, 290.

ItawAdiya, a Turkish tribe, 480.

ar-Hari, Muhammad lbn Ahmad,
LL

’H-'inmAda, 572.

Relbll, prince ile KAbul, 196, :uij.

•Um Benin,
ar-Hlachi. Abu F-Fadl, 387. -« i- 1 .

RibAt al-Fath, ill.
Richard, king of F.ngland; ate An-

ketAr.

Abu 'r-RidA as-Shabr /uri, 419.

Rida ad-Dln al-KaxwIni, 419, 4 2(>.

*lbn ar.Rika ai-AAmili, 203.

ar-Roalni, Shuraib, 415.

•Roger the Frank, lot, 1Q2,

H6U, 460.

Abd RAfa al-Murji, 19 5.

*lbn HAmAn, 173.

*lbn ur-RAmi, traditionist, LL.

S

Saad lbn aMlakam, 29 1.

*Saad al-Kbair, Ei*
SaadAn lbn Nasr, 291.

as-Saa tAni, 51,
m
lbn SaadAn, 57* ILL
lbn as-SabbAh, AbA Nasi* L5L
lbn as-SabbAh, AbA TAhir. 5*L
as-Sabll, 286.

V
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•Jhn Sftbir, 868.

Ibn Sabra, 170.

•sadif, ml
•Sudan, ill.

Sadbl ad-Dawla, 118.

Sallr, ML
Sadr a<l-Dln, Abd ar-Rahlm, 4*1.

Safad, 484.

a<-SaffAh, 405, 1M.
.«.<-Saffir, the thnikh

t ill.

•.n-Saffir, SOlj ill.

as-SafTAr, Amr, 12L
*as-SalTAr, UmaN Ibn Muhammad,

M*
*as-SaflAr, Yakdb, ML
Ibn as-SaftAr, Omar, 121.

SafTouriya, 51 4. 512.

SAfi Ibn Abd Allah, 414.

Sift al Harami, 881.

8 ifniA, M.
SalwAn Ibn Safwftn, 11£»

SAhib al-FU al Hanafl, 131*

SAbib al-HamAla, 481.
•/bn as-SAhib, ML
The SAhil, 514.

*Abd 's-Sahna, ML
Sahydn, 534.

Said Ibn AAmir, 564.

Said Ibn Amr Ibn al-AAsi, 1M*
.is-Sald, tho AllDohadft, 148.

'Said Ibn Hibat Allah, 154^ lil*

Said Ibn al-MubArak, i*

•Said Ibn Na*r, 404.

Said Ibn OthmAn Ibn AlTAn, 484

439 .

Said lbu RAshid, 487.

*Satd as-SuwadA, 563.

•Ibn Said, Ali, ill-
Ibn Said, al -Husain, 48.

Saida, 517.

Ibn SaiH,,119, 140.
9
Ibn as-SAigh ,

the grammarian

379.

Ibn as-SAijrh, the phUu8opherv 474

Sain ad-Din ;
tee Ibn Saaddn,

.ts-Sairafl, tbe historian, 350,

Ibn as-Sairafi, Abd 'l-KAsim, 864.

as-Saiyid aMiimyari, 4*4.

Abd VS*j, Hi*
avSakallt, Ahmad Ibn al-KAsim

ill*
as-Sftkati, Abd l-KAsim, Ml*
Sakl ’1-FurAt, 417.

Ibn as-Sakka, 414, 418.

•SaklAb, 59L
as-S«kfini, 161.

•Salih ad-DIn (So/arfw); 844, 441

444, 479 et teq .

Salama Ibn AAsitn, 81*

Salama Ibn DlnAr, 108.

Salama Ibn Ncaim, 1M*
as SalAmi, Abd ’i-Husain, the his-

torian, 840, 844.

SalAsil, kilt

Salb al-Kalb, 464.

•SAlih Ibn Abd Allah ,
the Abba-

side, M
SAlih Ibn Abd ar-Rahmin, 185

SAlih Ibn HaiyAn, 401.

SAlih Ibn Kurait, 444.

SAlih Ibn an-Nadr, 215*

MAd SAlih Ibn Haim, 859.

MAd SAlih as-Sammin, 5i*

Ibn Abi SAlih, 255*

•a«-Salihiya, 1~

SAUm al-Aftas, LSI*

SAlirn Ibn Anbasa, 485.

SA im al-YamAni, 485.

•SallAm al-Jumahi, 580.

•SallAm Ibn SulaimAn, 389,

SallAm at-Tawtl, 1M*
Ibn as-SallAr, 1Q0.

as-Salt Ibn Ydsuf, 415, 439.

Ibn Abi 's-Salt, 83*
-Saldli Ibn HammAm, ill*

Ibn SamAa, 480.

SAinAn, 48.

!bn as-SAuiAni, 53*

Samauwel, 860, 367.

171.

"as-SammAk, 51 .

*/5n as-Sammik, 405.

Santaretn, 474, 475.

“as-Sarawi, 406.

Ibn Sarb, 150 et teq.

as-Sarimi; tee as-Suraimi.

as-SauwAf, 567.

Ibn SauwAr, 444,

Sebuk m as-Sehuki, Ml*
SonkAnTlOS, 222*

•Seville, 457.

•Shabatdo, 49^ 1L
Sbabba , 62*

Shablb Ibn Shabba, 69*.

ShidhakhL 5Q5,

Ibn Sl.addAd BahA ad-DIn, histo

M kh i Mo, 55» lil*

495, 417 et teq., 486 «f teq.

•Ibn Shaddad, Abd al-Arii, histo

rian ol KairawAn, 2ti*

ShAdi
,
ancestor of the Aiydbide* ,

480.

as- Shift, 894 el teq ., 594.

as-ShAhid ,
Ihrahlrn Ibn Moham-

mad, 55*

Ibn as-Shahrosdrf ,
Mfthi ad-DIn

,

441.

The Shaiba family, Ml*
•Ibn Shaiba, Yakub, 470, 123*

Ibn Abi Shaiba, 101, 409.

•ash-ShaibAni, AbdTshak, MM
•ash-Sbaiblnt, Abd TAlib, ill*

Shaklf Arnftn, 584.

Ibn Shamakmak, 33L
•ShainmAI, 11*
Shamir, 400.

‘ash-Shanumari, 415.

•Shantaraarlya, 416, ill*

•Shanurln, 477.

ash-Sharaf {the Axarafa), 457.

•;ish-ShAshi, Abd Nasr, 440.

ash-Shatini, 551.

.(sh-Shatranji, Abd Mansdr, any,

ash-Sbaubek, 535.

•ash-ShauwA, 574.

ShAwar, 485, 4R6. 487, 489 st teq.

ylbn asb-Shiftr al-Mausili, ‘2L 44,

446, 414, 578.

Shibl Ibn Mabel. 3A1.

Ibn ash-Shihna ’l-Maosili, 55L
Shikk, 440.
•
Ibn aah-Shikhkhlr, Mia 122*

Shtrkdh sou of Shadi, 481, *84,

483, 489, 490, ill*

Shirkuh, sou ol Muhammad Ibn

Shirkoh, 51^ 512*

•Abd VSRk ml m*
Shoaib Ilm Shoaib, 49 1

,

MAd Shoaib aa-Sftsi, III*

Ibn Shuburma, 411

,

Shughr, 534.
*Ibn Shuuaina, Ii22*

Shuraib Ibn Muhammad, 415.

*lbn Shuraih, Muhammad, 415.

The ShurAt Kharijitas, 301, 2ii*

|

as- Sib, 112*
Sibt lbu al-Jauzi, 144* l£i, 544.

Sillln (note Seffln), Ail*

Sijilmessa, 469.

Sikklt, 122,
•/An aa-Sikkil, 493.

aS-Siltfl, 487.

•Siu.Ak Ibn Barb, 444, 448.

as-Simma Ibn Abd Allah,

Simma Ibn Salama, Ml*
*/6i» SinAn at-Tdsi, ii-2*

as-SindAn, 311.

as-Sindi, Abd ’l-AIA, lilL

*SinjAr, the kAdi, 1 47, iiiil

Sir Ihn Abi Bakr, 457, 4C0 et teq.

Sir Ibn al-llajj, 465.

•StrAI, 408.

•as-SIrAfl, the grammarian, 4o6.

•Ibn Slxaji, 418, 419, 483.

SotvAn aih-Thauri, ill*

M6d SofyAo Sakhr Ibn Harb, lil*

448, 447 et teq.

Ibn SofyAo, Abd al-WArith, MIL
Ibn SofyAn, Ibrahim, Mil*

Ibn Subh, 193*.

Su hail Ibn Amr, 416.

"aa-Suhrawardi ,
SbihAb ad-Din

,

153.

•Sukaiui, 404.

‘as-Sukkari, 3QQ.

*Snlaim Ibn Isa, 496.

Ibn Sulaim al-Kalbi, ML
•SulaimAn Ibn Abd al-M*lik, 1«L

168, 169. 174, 180, I8i •

200 .

SulaimAn Ibn All the Abbafide

,

441.
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SulaiuiAn Ibn Rabta aMUhili, HA.
"SuIalmAn at Taimi, ML
,tb\l SuJaimAn Mohammad Ibn Abd

Allah, 344, 331, M4*
is SoiaimAnf, A Ml SAljh, 858.

Solb al-Faib, 445.

Sulb al-Kalh, 464.

fUini SumAdih, 441.

'SuBliyit ilk «/ »tq.

UL& SAr, 5JL.

uHlordadi HA*
Ts-SAsi, Abu Shodb, 22*

Jin Suwajrl, 431.

I in Suwaida, 379.

T

Ibn at-Taawiri, U8, 500, Mi*
TabAla, m, XXX*

al-TabarAoi, Abd Obaid Allah, 353.

TadLi, 464.

Tthir Ibn Ahmad, 178.

TAhir Ibn Mohammad Ibn Amr
Ibn al-Laith, 834.

TAhir Ibn TAhir, HI*
Abd TAhir Ahmad ath-Thnkafl, SB*
I 64 TAhir Muhammad, the 4d/i6,

n*
TahmAn, 2M*
•at-Taiyib Ibn Ismail, 77 .

TAj ad-Dawla
,
son of Thlka tad-

Daula, 17, M*
TAj ad-Dln Ibn al-JarrAh, llfL
TAjira, 464.

Taki ad-Dln Omar, the AiyAbide,

509,508, 310, 533.

TakrAr, 345.

iil-Talamanki, AbA Omar, 399.
Talha Ibn Mohammad Ibn Jaafar,

49. illL
Talha Ibn Obaid Allah, 191, 121.
76a at-TallAfari, m, m*
Ibn TaU), 494, 493.

Tall an-SultAn, 307.

‘at-Tan&ii&i
, Ali Ibn Mohammad,

14*
Tama, II, &L
TAreh, 134.

TArlk, inutndant ui KAfa, 436, 487,

488.

at-TarsAsi, AbA T-Hus&in, 878-

The Tartars, 10.

’Tatbriya, itifl.

76* at-Tathrlya, ifil.

Bmf at-Talhriya, 867.
TAshitln, 469.

TAiblOn Ibn All, 469, 464, 465.

Tashtikln, Mujlr ad-Dln, 434.

Tank Ibn al-MughallU, 303, 800,
308. UM

Tejra, A1IL

*ThAbit Kutna, 497, 1M.
ath-Thakafi, Abu ’1-Faraj, 879.

til3

Thalab, AbA 1-AbWU, 6^ £2*

AbH th-ThanA, 1X9*
AbA Tbanr, 884.

Thika tad-Daula, Ibn al-Hosain,

41*
ThumAma Ibn al-Aibr&s, £2*

Thoal, tribe, 137.

Tiberias, 514.
Tihnln, 317.

*al-Tibrtxi, HL
’TilimsAn, 465.

ai-Tirmidi, AbA Ismail Moham-
mad, 397,

Toghrul, ShiliAb ad-Dln, 484, 438,

HI*
76* Tufail, 474, A2B*

Tuhfk lal-Kawila, |M*
/6a Tukush Khuwareim ShAh, 11*

TumAn Ibn GhAri, HusAm ad-Dln,

509. 535.

TumArd, 3*6.

Ibn Tuman, 97.

TArAn ShAh Ibn AiyAb, 497, 304,
308.

Ibn Abi TorAb, 36.

•at-TA*i, AbA T-Hasan, 868. 867.
869.

Ibn at-TA*i, AbA 'l-Fadl, 411*
TAxAn, 390.

Tyro, Mi*

•al-Ubbndi, 474, 4IX*
•Usaiyidi, 49.

*al-Uihnasbi, 41*
Usyftt, ill*

•al-WaddAh Ibn Abd Allah, IB*
al-WaddAh Ibn Khailbama, IIL
*WaddAb al-Yaman, 401, 403.

AbA 'l-Wafi al-FArisi, SiP.

*Wahb Ibn Jarir, iaa.

Wakl Ibn HassAn, 189.

al-WAkidi, 106, 109,
•Waklin, l££T
•al-Walld Ibn Abd aJ -Malik, lift et

«?., 2JUL
al-Walld Ibn Taril, 818, 919, 380.

al-Walld Iba Yaxid, 190, 444,
UX*

A 6d *1-Walld, legist, 89 1.

Abii M-Walid ai-Murallar, 183.

76a WardAn, ill.
al-Warrak, AbA ’bH&san Muham-
mad, ill.

al-WarrAk, Omar, ill*
76n al-WarrAk, AbA I'-Faraj, the

author of the Fibres!, 861 .

Warsh, 898.

•Washki, si*
•al-WAthik, the Almohade, 34h.

ftl-WAthik Bill-ill, 348.

Wehda, m.
William, the son of Roger, iqa.

WislAa, ai*

•WialAsen, ax*
Wuhaib Ibn Abd-ar-RahmAn al-

Azdi, 180, 181, 189.

Y

Yahya Ibn All Ibn al-KAiira, it

,

U*
*Yahya Ibn Aktham, li>&.

Yahya Ibn Axis, 109.

•Yahya the Barmekide, 74',

818, 387.

Yahya Ibn GbaoU, 8*9-

•Yahya Ibn Hndail, 571, 378.

•Yahya Ibn Jaafar, 197.

•Yahya Ibn al-JarrAh, til*
Yahya Ibn MnhmAd, 3*0.

•Yahya Iba Main,

*Vahya Ibn Manila, 134.

•Yahya Ibn Moad, il*
Yahya Ibn Modar ii,
•Yahya Ibn al-Mubarak, ulL

•Yahya Ibn NixAr, lAi*

•Yahya Ibn Said ash- ShaibAm

.

iii*
'Yahya Ibn Timlm, the Zlride, ih*

•Yahya Ibn Yahya, 41*

•Yahya Ibn Y'amar, Li*
Tslsh lhn Ali Ibn Yalsh, iliL
YakAb Ibn Abd al-Hakk, the Mcn-

nide, 349.

’YakAb Ibn DAwAd, the vixir, 8 hi.

’YakAb al-Radramt, 187.
•YakAb Iba Killis, 859.

YakAb al-MansAr, the Alnmbaile

,

944.

YakAb Ibn Muhammad Ibn al-

Laith, 813.

•YakAb as-SaffAr, 8X1*
•YakAb Ibn YAsuf Ibn Abd aJ-MA

min, 333.

Aid YakAb aJ-Buwaiti, 894.

YAkAt, ill*
TAkAt al-Hamawi, the geographer,

IL

•Yakut al-Mausili, the penman. X*

*Yak6i ar-RAmi, the poet, b
•LAM. Yala ’1-KhallU, IB*

Tamar, M.
Ibn Yamar, we Y’ahya.

•Y'amAt Ibn al-MuxarrA, AWL
Ibn YamAt, weMobalhil.

TArAk the Turkoman, 1*

al-Y&rAki, 494, AXJL

YArAkiya, 1*

Ibn YAaln, Abd Allah, 467.

’Yaxld Ibn HAtim, XIX*
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1

*YaiM al-Himyari, TOj 22*

Yatid Ibn KhAlid ul-Kasri, 417.

*Yaxld Ibn Naxyad, ill*
Yaxld Ibn McAnta, 301, £14*
•Yaxid Ibn al-Muhallab, «jj lli.

*Yaxld Ibn Abi Muslim, 1C4, 3QQ,

*Yasld Ibn Omar al-Faxiri
,

10 4 ,

*\ aild Ibn Otaid, 313^ m*
*Vaild tbn Salam a, 2ii2.

Yazld Ibn Abi SolyAn, 554.

Yatld Ibn al-Walld, ilii*

*al-Yaxldi
,
Yahya the gramma-

rian, *> i*

.

*al-Ya?ldi, Mohammad, UL
*Tht Yaxldi family, LL
Yazkdj, 510.

*Y6nas, Jflfi.

’Ydnus Ibn Abd al-AIA, ssi.

Ibn Habin, 586.

*Ydnus Ibn Abi Dhak, 286.

Ttmi Ibn IffMii. :>97.

*YtoUf. the shaikh, 599.

AAd r-Yumn al-Kiruli, 5 7 a.

Ibn Yumn al-AnsAri, 574.

'Ydsuf, 896.

•Y'fsuf Ibn Abd al-Mhmiii, 114,
ill*

‘Ydsuf Ibn Alydb al-lliindA'if

m.
Ydsuf Ibn HArdn, 5fi9-

*Ydsuf Ibn Omar ath-TbakaB, 455.

INDEX.

*Y6suf Ibn Tishina, *48.

*Tibi»(, the son of the kadi Abd
Ydsuf, ULL

m
AhiJ Ydsuf the kAdi, m*
Aid Ydsuf, the son of Ydsuf Ibn

Abd al-Mdmin, 476.

YdsufUu dinArs, 471.

7

*lbn Zabada, 139.

*at'Zabldi, Mohammad Ibn Yahya,

t 17. 137.

\u-'/jifarAni, 499.

*lbn ZAflr, 5£7, SM-
Zftgh/il, IT.'..

Zahr Ibn Salt, S3C.

"Ud, the son of Ait Tain al-AAbi-

dln, 441* US.
Zalda Ibn Maau, 224.

Ibn Abi Zalda, iA*
/An Zaiddn, the 4d/fA, &£*
Zain ad -Din aJ-Irbili, 119.

*Zain at-TujjAr, 5C3.

Zainab Bint at-Talhrlya, 367. HJL
Ibn at-Zaki, 442, 519.

az-ZalAzili, 3BI.

at-ZallAka, 453. 4fi9.

ax-Znmakhdiari, 113.

ax-Zankawi, 56

Zaranj, 103.

ibn az-Zarawa, 531.

ZarkA ‘DYamAma, 882.

*Za«r&wl, 41.

Zcnbll, ill*
Zebxeb, 184.

ZiAd Ibn Abd Allah aMUrithi, 439.

ZiAd Ibn Abd Allah Ibn Manxftr, fciL.

ZiAd Ibn Abd ar-Rahman, |9_,
3*

,

4*3.

*ZiAd Ibn Abih (Abi SofyAn), 247

it tty.

ZiAd Ibn All, 114*
ZtAd

, brother of Abd Bakra
, Hi ,

466.

ZiAd Ibn Yahya. 590.

Zitb ill*

/An ZikwAn, 4 43.

A bti "t-ZinAd, 270.

Zinki, lmAdad-Wa, *83. 506,509,
510.

Zinki II, 531.

Ax-Zubair Ibn al Auwlm
,

391 ,

394.

JjU VZubair the k&lib, 250.

at-Zubaidi, TAbir Ibn Ahmad, ilfL

•Zd ’1-FakAr, 220^ ill*
*Zufar, the imdro, 486.

Ibn Zufir, i£2, ULSL
Zubair Ibn Abi Salma, 1 49, 481.

|
*Ibn Znnaim, fil.

PART. II.— NOTES.

Adi, L,

Adultery, lifL.

Addth (0^1 j^a.l),the armed bands

ol a city, 560.

Uict, plural of ^*£e, 367. iHL
Almohades , origin of their name,
«7 '

J*s, lisle, schedule, account,

368:

Anklets, 128.

SknO**) I (a/-Antara), Whitsunday,

571,

Arabs, their epistolary style, 3M..

Armour and arma of a Persian hor-

seman, 323.

ttifcel, its inhabitants were magi-
cians, 2*

J*j, ns.

Badin, one thousand dirhems, aa*.

BaA-ydr(.Lju)
( ahigh- peaked cap,

4M*
Barbat (h) y>), a lute, 272.

Batdbit UJL

Bashar 140.

ikU.hr
{ j
J3j), 1M.

Bonnet
, or cap ,

of displeasure,

(k*~ **»•

Blue implacable, *71.

BdH (^o), the sun, 571,

Camel, hatlle of the, 393.
Goat of mail

;
the rippled surface of

a pond is compared to one, nft.

Cushion , doubling the
(

treating with honour,

199. 912.

Cushions, the two; civil and mili-

tary authority (7^ 132.

Dihkdn, 348.

The August I>ivrAn, an I

.

Dnrfin ai-Zimdm, 115.

Divorce by mutual anathema, 591.

Duddr, Hi.
Donations, The year of, lQS-

Dress ol tho uUm&
y
273.

JL.J, Laa.

C
and SHi.

Emir al-Ntlniml* ;
the Almohade

I
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sovereigns asiumed this title

,

335, 350.

Emir al-Mu'limtn, title assumed by

Almoravidcs, 4 42.

and Jj j, 536.

Vadd
(jj) , ihe arrow so called,

AL „ .

.

Fadd ua tarrAm >li); plain

prose and prose rhymed in cou-

plets, 3*7.

ijSi, 121*

s-^j, 4 1 lj

.

c J
The Pdtiba, 350.

Furnujn (Li J), a cake of bread,

ill.

GAarlA al-lladhh
, £3*

(iAorli a/-.Vujfl»tn<j/, 4Q9.

<j'Ai7*ndn (^jLJU), pages, young

maml&ks, 334.

wJua., 589.

Ju 1M*
Ilujra the khalifa cabinet,

112*
*

HAkim
( )

,

42.4*

lit.

Hawdia of the West, 478.
Hanilito religion, 350-

w I ***- ; each edition of the Goxanic

text was so called, as also aoy
word of that text which is read
in different manners, iso.

Ilatcdra fii.

nl-IkAmdt al-Uakhzaniya

;

contri-
butions in kind furnished to the
government (moAAana), ns

IUA (elkil), ili.

thd al-HndUk (vioJcJl ,U*\

Inheritance shares, so.

ItrAf aJ-Akr(ha(im.ji'$}

inspectorship of reclaimed lands

(111 Hi-
UtuAk illnminism, 159.

ItikAf (^LCfcl), £i*

Jalha (!$*».), 221.

in a

Kabar (jS) %
tambourine, 221*

KAdi of the Community, 55JL

KAdi 1-KudAt, 4£* 273.

KAdi *l-Mnristdn, 22*

KoUm (piT), 122*

ijoj* and JsjS, 434.

KaicAlhtb (w*J ),
222.

KitAb on-JViArdr, 120.

Kitdb al-JtcA'i, 121.

m.
Khadama (L»Jcv), ill*

Kkoluk 385 .

KhAdim KhAts
t
559 .

KAmr and sharr, 242.

Khotba of the Ahbasides reestahlisb-

ad In Egypt, 4a 7*

Khukk i^), 414*

Knot and untie (J&j wla.), 4*

hotAm, If. 5 ,
397 .

Kudad pjj), 252*

Uthdm, 467.

Lukk
(
J^'}, iii.

m.
Majdutt

f
598.

j»w», ml

MamCmian; a certain law case, 24*

MaruAb writing, 499. 522*

The Mash-hid of Musul, 421*

Matnml (JLL—*), 1 17.

Martin; those of the khadii’s mili-

tnry guard, 31 3,111*.
Mela mar iages; read MulAa (Si>),

88 .

Metaphors; examples of; 382
T
383.

Mira 5M*

MirtU az-Zamdn, the autograph ol

this work, 122, 244.

Mizhar ( lute, 122.

Morrlla, 22*

*— #

the small intestines, 124*

The MufaddaliffAt, 122*

Mufti} Ihe form of his answers,

112*
,
*

MukAri (JljlX*), 286.

Mukdladt (^,LjuL'^»), 122*

Mulaththamun 4i*l*
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